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INTRODUCTION

The Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972, Title II , Vessels

Carrying Certain Cargoes in Bulk, which amended the Tank Vessel Ac t

(46 u.s.c. 391a), states in Section 4417a(7)(A) of the Revised Statutes:

tiThe Secretary shall begin publication as soon as prac ticable

of proposed rules and regulations setting for th m inimum standards

of design, construction, alteration, and repair of the vessels to

which this section app lies for the purpose of protecting the marine

environment. Such rules and regulations shall, to the extent pos-

sible, include but not be li mited to standards to improve vessel

maneuvering and stopping ability and otherwise reduce the possi-

bili ty of collision, grounding, or other accident, to reduce cargo

loss following collision, grounding, or other accident, and to

reduce damage to the marine environment by normal vessel opera-

tions such as ballas ting and deballasting, cargo handling, and

other activities.”

Section 203 of the Act requires an annual report to Congress. Section

203 states:

“Section 203. The Secretary of the Department in which the Coast

Guard is operating shall, for a period of ten years following the

enactment of this title , make a report to the Congress at the be—

ginning of each regular session, regarding his ac tivit ies under this

title. Such report shall include but not be limited to (A) a

(1) 
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description of the rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary

(i) to improve vessel maneuvering and stopping ability and other-

wise reduce the risks of collisions, groundings, and other accidents,

(ii) to reduce cargo loss in the event of collisions, grounding., and

other accidents, and (iii) to reduce damage to the marine environ-

ment from the normal operation of the vessels to which this title

applies, (B) the progress made with respect to the adoption of in—

ternational standards for the design, construction, ‘alteration,

and repair of vessels to which this title applies for protection of

the marine environment, and (C) to the extent that the Secretary

finds standards wi th respec t to the design, construction, alteration,

and repair of vessels for the purposes set forth in (A)(i), (ii),

or (iii) above not possible, an explanation of the reasons there—

for.”

The Secretary of Transportation has delegated authority to the Commandant

of the U.S. Coast Guard to issue regulations to implement the provisions

of the Act.

Additionally, Part D includes other activities relative to this Act.

This is the sixth report submitted pursuant to Section 203 of the

Act.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Worldwide, approximately 1.35 million tons of oil are released to

the oceans from tank vessels every year. Eighty percent of the released

oil is a result of cargo tank cleaning and ballasting operations. Four

percent is caused by cleaning and bunkering operations while a relatively

• insignificant amount results from mishaps involving terminal operations.

The remainder, fifteen percent, is caused by tank vessel accidents.

In the past, the Coast Guard has emphasized regulations that would

reduce pollution due to operations. However, the series of tanker ac-

cidents in the winter of 1976—77 focused public attention on cargo loss

as a result of vessel casualties. On December 15, 1976, the SS ARGO

MERCHANT (Liberian Flag) ran aground 28 miles southeast of Nantucket Is-

land in international waters of the Atlantic Ocean. The vessel grounded

due to navigational error and the subsequent break—up of the vessel

spilled all of its approximately 27,000 ton cargo of heavy heating oil.

The winds and currents carried the oil away from the U.S. shoreline

and it now appears that the rich fishing areas of Georges Bank were not

seriously damaged. However, the long term effects of this spill cannot

yet be assessed.

The ARGO MERCHANT accident, together with other foreign flag tank

vessel casualties resulting in oil spills in the winter of 1976—77, drew

attention to the need to further examine this problem area.

An Interagency Oil Pollution Task Force was appointed by President

Carter to review the issues involved in tank vessel transport of bulk

petrolemm products. On March 17, 1977’, following the Task Force’s

(3)
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report, President Car ter, in a message to the Congress (A ppendix 2) ,

recommended measures to alleviate the problem of oil pollution. These

Presidential initiatives have resulted in ex tens ive Commercial Vessel

Safe ty Program activity by the Coas t Guar d this yea r, bo th domes tically

and internationally.

Internationally, much has been done since passage of the “Ports

and Waterways Safety Act of 1972.” The “International Convention on

the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973 ,” consisting of a series

of articles and five technical annexes, was the first major advance.

While the U.S. position at the 1973 Conference to seek achievement of

a double bottom requirement was defeated, the Coast Guard agreed with

most provisions of the Convention and has to date patterned certain

U.S. rules on the provisions of the 1973 Convention.

Later, during development of regulations implementing Annex I of the

1973 Convention, it became apparent to the Coast Guard that there was value

in selec tively locating segregated ballas t tanks in way of cargo spaces

to provide a measure of protection in case of grounding or collision.

There was no clear evidence or general agreement that double bottoms

was the best or only satisfactory place to position segregated ballast.

Requirements for the defensive placement of segregated ballast spaces

on new tank vessels over 70,000 deadweight tons were thus developed and

published in January 1976 , becoming effective on January 8, 1976 , for

vessels contracted for after that date.

Many of the circumstances under which the 1973 Convention was

• negotiated changed in the intervening years. One of the most im-

portant of these changes is the great excess of tank vessel tonnage

available on a worldwide basis. Approximately 80 percent of the tank

vessels calling at U.S. ports are less than 70,000 deadweight tons

(4)
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and this situation is likely to continue for some time , since our ports

are not capable of accommodating larger tank vessels.

Domestically , the Annex I provisions of the 1973 Convention were

placed into final regulations for the seagoing U.S. domestic tank vessel

fleet in October of 1975. On December 13, 1976, the applicability of

Annex I was extended to foreign tank vessels calling at U.S. ports.

At the same time as Annex I was being implemented , a separate rule-

making effort was being made in the form of an advance notice of pro-

posed rulemaking setting forth certain concepts dealing with navigation

safety requirements. In January 1977 the final rules with respec t to

navigation safety were published. Appendix 1 contains a listing of all

rulemaking activities through December 1977 relating to the intent of

the Ports and Waterways Safety Act.

Within the United States , many still advocated a mandatory require-

ment for double bottoms . Requirements for double bottoms were incorpo-

rated in proposed legislation by Congress, and, upon review of the situ-

ation, the Interagency Oil Pollution Task Force recommended to President

Carter that a double bottom requirement for new construction be included

in the proposed Presidential initiatives .

In accordance with the directive contained in the President ’s message

to Congress on March 17, 1977 , proposed regulations for tank vessels were pub-

lished (see appendix 10). Intense Coast Guard efforts at the Intergovernmental

Maritime Consultative Organization (INC0) have been directed toward obtaining

international agreement on requirements for tank vessels in conformance with

the current U.S. position. The International Conference on Tanker Safety

and Pollution Prevention is scheduled to be held in February, 1978 , in London.

(5)
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REPORT TO CONGRESS

Par t A

A description of the rules and regulations PL 92—340
prescribed by the Secretary (and related Sec 203
research and development work)

The activities addressed below are divided into sections which are

set forth in the Act. The regulations in Section i are designed to

prevent collision, thus preventing possible pollution. The regulations

in Section ii are designed to minimize possible pollution by reducing

outflow of cargo after a collision. The regulations in Section iii are

designed to prevent operational pollution tha.t is not related to a vessel

casualty. These classifications are used in the organization of this

report.

Section i

To improve vessel maneuvering and PL 92—340
stopping ability and otherwise reduce Sec 203
the possibility of collisions, groundings,
and other accidents

The tank vessel system ’s analysis for the purpose of reducing the prob-

ability of collisions , groundings, and other accidents and to improve tank

vessel maneuvering capability has progressed along four areas involving

tank vessel operations in the marine environment. These areas are:

1. Vessel System Performance in the Marine Domain

2. Human Performance Analysis in the Marine Domain

3. Analysis Methodology Development

4. Foreign Tank Vessel Examinations

(6) 
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Area 1

Vessel System Performance in the Marine Domain

The Coast Guard is continuing the task of acquiring the basic in-

formation needed to establish performance boundaries for the vessel sub—

systems in order to define acceptable accident involvement probabilities

or risk levels in merchant vessel operations. Current efforts in this

task are described below. These efforts are divided into two parts:

a. Regulations Relating to Vessel System Performance

b. Research Relating to Vessel System Performance

Part a. Regulations Relating to Vessel Sy8tem Performance

(1) 33 CFR Part 164 — Navig~~~on Safety Regulations

Final regulations were published on January 31,1977 , and became

effective on June 1, 1977. The purpose of these amendments to Title 33

of the Code of Federal Regulations is to add a new Part 164 prescribing

rules for navigation procedures , minimum equipment requirements and es—

sential test procedures to assure that all essential equipment is operating

within acceptable performance levels. These rules apply to all vessels,

both U.S. and foreign of 1,600 gross tons or over, when opera ting in the

navigable waters of the U.S. except the Panama Canal and the St. Lawrence

Seaway. A copy of these regulations is included in Appendix 7.

(7) 
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(2) 46 CFR Parts 32, 35, 77, 78, 96, 97, 167, 184, 185, 195, and 196
.Vessel Inspec tion Regulat ions

On January 31, 1977, the Coast Guard published a rule interrelated

with the Navigation Safety Regulations which are discussed above. The

Vessel Inspection regulations require certain minimum pieces of equipment,

such as magnetic compasses , gyrocompasses , radiotelephones and radar

on U.S. vessels. A copy of this regulation is also in Appendix 7.

(3) 33 CFR Part 164 — Navigation Safety Requirements — Proposed
Electronic Navigation Equipment for Vessels of 1,600 Gross
Tons or More

A notice of proposed rulemaking was published in the Federal Register

on November 14, 1977 , proposing to amend the navigation safety requirements

for vessels of 1,600 gross tons or more which were published on January 31,

1977. This proposed amendment, with certain exceptions, would require all

vessels calling at ports in the continental U.S. or the Gulf of Alaska to

have :

— A LORAN—C receiver that is warranted by the manufacturer  as

meeting specified requirements; or

— A continual update , satellite—based hybrid navigation receiver

(i.e., satellite/dcpp ler, satellite/inertial, or satelli te/omega) that

is warranted by the manufacturer as meeting specified requirements; or

— A receiver other than a LORAN— C or satell i te hybrid receiver

that the Commandant finds meets the intent of the statements of avail—

ability, coverage, and accuracy for the U.S. Coastal Confluence Zone

(8)
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contained in the U.S. Department of Transportation National Plan

for Navigation, as amended. A copy of this proposal is included as

Appendix 15.

(4) 33 CFR Part 157 — Improved Emergency Steering Standards for
Oil Tankers

On May 16, 1977 , the Coa8t Guard published a notice of proposed rule-

making to amend the rules for protection of the marine environment relating

to tank vessels carrying oil in bulk by requiring improved emergency steer-

ing standards for all tank vessels of 20,000 deadweight tons or more, both

U.S. and foreign, that caU at U.S. ports. This proposal implements the

portion of the President ’s message of March 17, 1977 , to Congress concerning

measures for reducing pollutio’n caused by tank vessel accidents.

Adoption of the regulations in this proposal would reduce the proba-

bility of collision and grounding of oil tank vessels caused by steering

failure and would , therefore , reduce the risk of oil pollution as well as

property damage, personal injury and death that could result from these

accidents. A copy of these proposed rules is attached as Appendix 10.

(5) 33 CFR Part 164 — Vessels of 10,000 Gross Tons or More,
Proposed Additional Equipment

The Coast Guard is considering amending the Navigation Safety Reg—

ulations by adding a requirement for vessels of 10,000 gross tons or more ,

- • both U.S. and foreign calling at U.S. ports , to have a second radar system

and collision avoidance radar assisted equipment. This amendment was pub—

lished as a notice of proposed rulemaking on May 16, 1977. This amendment

implements that part of the President ’s message to Congress which considers a

(9)
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requirement for back—up radar systems with collision avoidance radar assisted

equipment on all tank vessels of 20,000 deadweight tons and over entering U.S.

ports. A copy of these proposed regulations is included in Appendix 10.

(6) Other Regulations

Other rulemaking activity related to the Ports and Waterway8 Safety

Act is listed in Appendix 1.

Part b. Research Relating to Vessel System Performance

The Coast Guard has initiated a study for the purpose of evaluating

various devices proposed for improving maneuvering and stopping ability

of large tank vessels. The possibility of using shiphandling simulators

as a tool in evaluating these devices is under investigation.

This study is to be completed by August 1979. The problem areas to be

investigated have been determined. Liaison with the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) and the Maritime Administration (MARAD) have been established.

Work on literature search and other information gathering is partially

complete. Development of requirements for experiments and engineering

studies are the next major tasks.

Another area of concern to the Coast Guard is the impact of the vessel

navigating bridge design and configuration on the prevention of collision , ram-

ming, and grounding accidents. Development of improved design standards in

this area seem8 to offer a potential for accident reduction , but must be

based on a better understanding of how information flow impacts on vessel

control operations. Questions concerning what navigation equipment should

(10)
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be provided, the characteristics of the equipment, and the location and ar-

rangement of equipment within the ship ’s bridge area are under investigation

by the Coast Guard.

Shallow water maneuvering trials of a very large crude carrier (VLCC),

sponsored by the Maritime Administration, Coast Guard , and American Institute

• of Merchant Shipping, were held in the Gulf of Mexico southwest of Galveston ,

• Texas from July 25 to August 3, 1977. The trials were performed aboard the

278,000 deadweight ton tanker ESSO OSAKA in water depths providing as little

as 11 feet of clearance under the bottom of the ship which had a draft of

71.5 feet.

The Maritime Administration participation was directed by the Assistant

Administrator for Commercial Development and included government contractual

matters.

The Coast Guard participat ion was a joint financial and technical

effort of the Headquarters Offices of Marine Environment and Systems,

Merchant Marine Safety, and Research and Development. Local support was

• provided by the Coast Guard Cutters BLACKTHORN, DURABLE , and POINT MONROE

as well as the Eighth Coast Guard District Staff , Coast Guard Base Galveston ,

and a HU—l6 aircraft from Coast Guard Air Station Corpus Christi.

The American Institute of Merchant Shipping (AIMS) participation was

delegated to and coordinated by Exxon Corporation. The following

companies were contributors to the AIMS effort: Chevron Shipping;

Gulf Transportation and Trading Company ; El Paso LNG ; Exxon Company ,

USA; Interstate Oil Transport Company ; Mobil Shipping and Transport

Company ; SORb ; Sun Transport Inc.; Shell; and Texaco.

(11) 
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The prima ry objective of the t r ials  was to increase the under-

standing of how very large ships maneuver in shallow water. While

some information on shallow water maneuvering (including model data)

is available, the ESSO OSAKA trial was the first full—scale, shallow

water maneuvering trial anywhere in the world of a very large crude

carrier to obtain data under carefully planned and monitored conditions.

This knowledge will be used to improve computer programs in ship handling

simulators for the training of ships ’ officers and pilots. It will also

assist in the research and design stud ies of ships , shipboard equipment,

waterways , aids to navigation, and traffic controls.

In addition, the trial results will improve the data upon which

the size and configuration of deepwater port safety zones are based.

The trial results will also provide actual direct ship handling and

maneuvering information for ships ’ officers and pilots under realistic

shallow water conditions. They will help researchers better understand

the effects of size when comparing model study results to the actual

• performance of ships.

Area 2.

Human Performance Analysis in the Marine Domain

The Coast Guard has continued to pursue its efforts in the de-

velopment of further information and data on the interactions of the

human controller, the complex vessel stbsystems , people, training, equip—

ment and the environment in ship navigation.

The Coast Guard , through Operations Research Incorporated , has com—

pleted a research project involving task analyses relative to vessel col—

lisions , rammings , and groundings. A three volume report has been

( 12)



published as a result of this project. The report describes the processes

and results of analyses of tasks of bridge personnel on tankers, deep

draft cargo vessels and towboat—barge configurations. The report pro-

vides a data base of comparable and concise descriptions of tasks required

• for vesse l control using currently ~vailable shipboard equi pment and infor-

mation, and externa l aids. The data base includes , for each shipboard task ,

the action required , the expected result , equipment/material sources of

• information, degree of discretion involved, performance standards , general

educational background requirements , and job—re lated training requirements.

These analyses were performed at a generalized level for applicability to

a broad category of vessels. These analyses were based on three scenarios:

mooring/unmooring; maneuvering in restricted waters ; and coastal/open

water navigation. This report is available from the National Technical

Informat ion Service (NTIS) under accession numbers AD A037316 , AD A037317 ,

and AD A037442.

• This research projec t was to establish a baseline for sys tematic ,

continuing research into human factors in merchant vessel casualties. In

• addition, recommendations were made for actions that migh t be taken in the

near future to improve the safety of vessel control operations.

On an internat ional level, a Coast Guard officer serves as the U.S.

delegate on the Intergovernmental Marit ime Consultative Organization ( IMCO)

Subcommittee on Standards of Training and Watchkeeping. This subcom—

mittee at its 10th session comp leted a draf t, “Convention on Training and

Certification of Seafarers ,” for presentation to a conference scheduled

for June 14 to July 7, 1978. The Coast Guard has been directed by the

President to review the entire draf t convention and append ices to identify

(13)
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those areas where additional requirements should be proposed for consider-

ation. Future work programs of this subcommittee will include, most impor-

tantly, the development of minimum international standards for vessel manning.

Area 3.

Analysis Methodology Development

The Coas t Guard has continued its efforts in the development of

methods tha t will aid in the analysis and evaluation of al terna tives for

the reduction of accidents.

• One study effort in this area is the investigation of the feasi-

bility of developing a mathematical model of a river tow. Present

activity is direc ted toward the modifications of exis ting mathematical

models and programs to include effec ts needed to simulate river tow

maneuvers. Also, effor ts are directed toward obtaining hydrodynamic

data tha t will aid in determining the feasibility of simulating the

• maneuvering performance of a tow.

A second study involves the simu lation of maneuvering motion of an

80,000 deadweight ton tank vessel. Present efforts involve the ref m e —

ment of the simulator by using scale model tests for verification. This

mathematical model will be used to simu late a tanker entering New York

harbor.

The Coast Guard is using the simulator at the Maritime Administration ’s

Computer Aided Operations Research Facility (CAORF) to study mariner safety

behavior. The first study exp lores mariners ’ understanding and use of

changes to the rules of the road as a function of training and of ship type.

The key change studied is the new freedom of stand—on vessels to avoid

crossing collisions. Effects of traffic , sea room limitation, and sit-

uation ambiguity are considered. The next study will explore the feasi-

bili ty of using bridge simulators in the licensing process.

• (14)
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Concurrently, the Coast Guard is improving its capability to identify

problems and evaluate proposed and recent solutions on the basis of accident

report histories. Quas i—experimental design theory holds demonstrated

promise in this area. Ef for t s  are now focused on dist i l l ing a maximum

• amount of information about “human error” problems in actual accidents.

Operations Research, Inc. is attempting to use the recently completed task

analysis (see above ) to determine where training or equipment improvements

would help most to improve task performance. This will require extension

and improvement of the quasi—experimental approach.

Area 4.

• Foreign Tank Vessel Examinations

• As a result of the large number of tanker incidents during the winter

• of 1976— 1977 and the conditions discovered during the course of a major

casualty investigation aboard a foreign flag tank vess el, the U.S. Coast

Guard began a foreign tank vessel examination program on January 21, 1977,

aimed at eliminating possible dangerous cargo vapor emissions and likely

sources of vapor ignition.

The initial scope of the examination program has been expanded as

directed by the Presidential initiatives on tanker safe ty and marine

• pollution (Appendix 2) and domestic regulations that have been promulgated

since the program began. The focus of the examination is upon the cargo

venting, cargo handling, electrical and fire protection systems as well

as life saving equipment . The minimum manning by licensed officers for the

safe operation of the vessel is also verified.

The results of the program indicate that the overall level of safety

aboard these foreign flag tank vessels has improved during the most recent

three month period. Appendix 3 contains a safety analysis of the foreign

tanker boarding program.

(is)
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Sec tion ii

To reduce loss in the event of collisions , PL 92—340
groundings , and other accidents Sec 203

Ac tivity in this sec tion falls into two areas:

1. Rulemaking Activity; and

2. Research and Development

Area 1.

Rulemaking Activity

The President ’s message to Congress on March 17 , 1977 , included

measures designed to reduce oil pollution caused by tank vessel acci—

• dents. The President informed Congress that the Secretary of Trans-

portation would be instructed to develop, within 60 days , new proposed

rules for all oil tankers , US , and foreign, of 20 ,000 deadweight tons

or more, calling at U.S. ports. Proposed rules were published in the

• Federal Register of May 16, 1977 (Appendix 10).

The decision to require segregated ballast on vessels of 20 ,000

• deadweight tons and over was made for several reasons. The most impor-

tant of these was that most tank vessels involved in the U.S. trade were

sma ller than 70 ,000 deadweight tons. Therefore, the existing regulations

• which are applicable to new tank vessels of 70,000 deadweight tons and over

would not be effective in protecting U.S. waters. The requirement for

double bottoms on new tank vessels is designed to reduce pollution from

• grounding. A complete discussion of the segregated ballast and double

bottom requirements is contained in the d ra f t  Environmental Impact

Statement. A copy is attached as Appendix 4.

• (16)
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Final rulemaking procedures will be implemented following the

International Conference on Tanker Safety and Pollution Prevention

• scheduled for Febuary of 1978.

In another area, final U.S. rules require all tank vessels over 150

gross tons , except tank barges that operate only on inland waters, to meet

the stability testing and information requirements that currently apply to

• cargo and miscellaneous vessels in Subchapter I, Title 46 of the Code of

Federal Regulations. These rules are required to implement the damage sta-

bility requirements of 33 CFR 157. Damage stability calculations require

• determination of the vessel’s center of gravity. The regulations require

either a conservative value of center of gravity be assumed or a stability

test be performed to determine the actual center of gravity. A copy of

these rules is attached as Appendix 14.

The Coast Guard will propose amending the regulations for U.S.

vessels that are certified under Title 46 of the Code of Federal Regula-

tions, Subchapter I (Cargo and Miscellaneous Vessels), Subchapter D (Tank

Vessels), and Subchapter H (Passenger Vessels) to require each vessel

that loads a bulk cargo to follow loading precautions which are similar

to those contained in the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative

Organization ’s “Code of Safe Practice for Bulk Cargoes.” Several

vessel casualties have occurred in recent years as a result of

-• cargo shifting during a voyage.

(17)



Area 2.

Research and Development

The liquefied natura l gas (LNG) cargo tank design research projec t

has been comp leted and a final report, “Summary of Development of LNG

Tank Design Acce leration Ru les ,” has been published. This report shows

that vertical acceleration of the cargo was the single most important

component which determines the design pressures. The predictions are

considered to be conservative, but future developments should improve

this. This highly technical and lengthy repor t is available from the

National Technical Information Service under accession number AD A038647.

A full scale study of automated deck foam fire extinguishing

systems for tank vessels was carried out at the Coast Guard Fire and Safety

Tes t Facility, Mobile, Alabama. The efiectiveness of various alternatives

to the manually operated monitor in a deck foam fire extinguishing sys-

tem was evaluated. These automated systems are still under development.

A study of tank barges is now underway and will be finished in early

1978. This study is attempting to consolidate the data in the Commercial

Vessel Casualty Files and in the Pollution Incident Reporting System for

a period of three years. This data will be used to determine the types

and amounts of pollution that are occurring during barge operations . This ,

along wi th previous stud ies , and addi tional Coas t Guard analysis , is in—

tended to identif y regulatory requirements necessary for minim izing pollution

from tank barges .

A vapor cloud explosion study to determine the hazards from sp ill, on

water of liquefied natural gas (LNG) and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) is

underway. These studies are intended to determine the characteristics

(18)
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of unconfined vapor cloud burning. Studies of several different gases

to determine if flame acceleration can reach a level which might cause

damaging explosions are of special interest.

The Coast Guard is using program model8 to assess the effects

of certain toxic and dangerous chemicals accidentally released into

the environment. There are three systems in operation: the Chemical

Hazards Response Information System , the Hazards Assessment Computer

System, and the Population Vulnerability Study . The first two sy8tems

mathematically simulate the behavior of accidentally released cargoes.

Although they are still being refined, they can be used to formulate

plans and other safety procedures to protect exposed populated areas.

The third program, Population Vulnerability Study , is designed to

mathematically predict casualties from a hypothetical marine hazard-

ous materials release.

A program is continuing on wave group analysis and accidental

capsizing simulations. This computer model, which is designed to

simulate large scale motions of a vessel, will be used to predict the

conditions under which a vessel may capsize. The results of this type

simulation will be used to develop design standards to minimize the

possibility of a vessel accidentally capsizing, thus causing possible

loss of life and pollution.

The Coast Guard sponsored interagency Ship Structure Committee

serves as a focal point for ship structure research conducted by the

Navy , Maritime Administration , American Bureau of Shipping and the

Coast Guard. This committ’~e has several ongoing projects that will

contribute to the general rstanding of how vessels operate in the

marine environment and the structura l standards necessary to insure

their safe design.

( 19)
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The Coas t Guard is currently studying the design and performance

of cargo venting systems. Three progress reports have been issued.

The project is continuing and final conclusions are pending. Areas of

interest are:

(1) vapor venting during high rate cargo transfers and abnormal

external heating;

(2) liquid venting capability during accidental liquid overfill;

(3) blockage of flame control devices, design and maintenance

criteria; and

(4) design criteria for prevent ing flame passage through vent

piping, and detonation after passage.

A study of the ac tions of sulphuric acid and oleum, which are

highly reactive with water, is being conducted. If a large release of

these products occurs, an aerosol or mist formation is likely. The

size and composition of the cloud and the conditions under which it

forms are not precisely known. These properties are being inves tigated

in this study . Once these factors are known, risk assessment and

response procedures can be developed.

Section iii

Rules to reduce damage to the marine environment PL 93—304
from the normal operation of vessels to whiàh this Sec 203
title applies

The ac tions discussed in this sec tion are designed primarily

to reduce pollut ion by regu lating in two areas :

1. Equipment Requirements; and

2. Personnel Requirements

(20)
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Area 1

Equipment Requirements

In the Fif th Annual Title II Report , dated January 1977 , the Coas t

Guard reported on the preparation of proposed regulations concerning

oil/water separators, oil content monitors, and oil content alarms.

These proposed regulations, published in the Federal Regis ter on June 27 ,

1977 , are contained in Appendix 11 to this report.

Proposed regulat ions which would ultimately require the carriage

and use of the above equipment aboard all sea—going U.S. and foreign

tank vessels of 150 gross tons or more that enter U.S. waters were

published in the Federal Register on June 27, 1977 , and are also con-

tained in Appendix 11 of this report.

Numerous written comments on both of the above proposed regulations

have been received , and public hearings were held during November 1977

in New Orleans , Louisiana; Washington, D.C.; and St Louis, Missouri.

The proposed equipment approval regulations are consistent with

existing international regulations. Final rule promulgation

is scheduled for the second quarter of 1978.

The proposed rules for Self—Propelled Vessels Carrying Bulk Lique-

fied Gases , which were published on October 4, 1976, are in the last

stages of approval before publication in early 1978 as final rules. The

proposed rules adopt the provisions of the IMCO Code for the Construction

and Equipment of Ships Carry ing Liquefied Gases in Bulk. They contain

design, construction, equipment , operating, and inspection requirements

for self—propelled vessels carry ing bulk li quefied gases. The rules will

(2 1)
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only apply to new gas ships contracted for after October 31 , 1976. A

copy of this proposal is attached as Appendix 5.

The Coas t Guard published an advance notice of proposed rulemaking

on June 30, 1977 that stated the intent to publish rules for existing

gas ships carry ing liquefied gases in bulk. It is proposed to upgrade

some current U.S. regulations to meet IMCO standards. Where existing

regulations exceed the standard8 of the Code, the existing regulations

will be maintained. A copy of the advance notice is attached as

Appendix 12.

A notice of proposed rulemaking requiring inert gas systems for

tankers was published on May 16, 1977. This document proposed to extend

the existing inerting system requirements from tank vessels of 100,000

deadweight tons or more to tank vessels of 20,000 deadweight tons or more.

This proposal is in response to that part of the President ’s message to

Congress on March 17, 1977 , concerning a requirement for inert gas systems

on all U.S. and foreign tank vessels of 20,000 deadweight tons or more

calling at U.S. ports. The purpose of this gas inerting system is to

maintain the liquid cargo tank atmosphere below the flammable range. A

copy of the proposal is contained in Appendix 10.

On May 9 , 1977 , the Coast Guard published a proposed rule that would

require tank vessels to carry a manual for cargo transfer procedures. Use

of the manual could minimize the possibility of pollution spills and as-

soc iated safety hazards resulting from incorrect cargo loading and unload-

ing transfer procedures. The manual could be especially useful on a vessel

that has a frequent turnover of personnel who may not be fully familiar with

the operation of that vessel’s cargo transfer system. A copy of this

proposal is attached as Appendix 9.

(22 )



Area 2.

Personnel Requirements

1. Regulations:

The Coast Guard is proposing to issue amending regulations govern-

ing various personnel licensing and certificating requirements. Among

these is a notice of proposed rulemaking regarding the qualifications

of personnel involved in the handling and transportation of dangerous

cargoes in bulk aboard all vessels. This notice appeared on April 25,

1977, in the Federal Register (Appendix 8). The entire existing tankerman

regulatory scheme, although workable in the past , is not responsive to present

day operations. Tankerman certification is now required only for several

grades of combustible or flammable products. Because of the increase in the

kinds and physical properties of cargoes present ly transported , it is neces-

sary to extend such certification to dangerous liquids and compressed gases.

In addition, it was decided that licensed officers shall no longer

be considered qualified as tankermen purely by virtue of holding a license.

Accordingly, this proposal provides that deck and engineering officers, as

well as unlicensed personnel, will have to show qualifying service and

complete Coas t Guard approved training courses, or pass a written Coast

Guard examination, in order to qualify as tankerinen for the purposes of

transferring bulk liquid products. Included within these regulations is

a propo8al requiring firefighting training. A final rule will be published

upon completion of the evaluation of the comments submitted in response

to this proposal. A copy of this proposal is contained in Appendix 8.

(23)
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The Coast Guard intends to propose amending regulations governing

the qualifications of personnel involved in the piloting of vessels

required to be under the control and direction of pilots licensed by the

Coast Guard. The qualification standards for Coast Guard licensed pilots

have, to date, provided qualified personnel to navigate vessels on routes

requiring Federal pilots. It is considered , however, that with the

increasing traffic of larger vessels and the attendant safety and environ-

mental considerations resulting from this traffic, additional personnel

training through practical experience or the use of appropriate operational

simulators and recency of service are required to maintain the appropriate

• level of personne l capability. It is anticipated that the proposal to

amend the regulations will be published for public comment in early 1978.

2. Research:

In the continuing effor t to measure the area of critical skills

required by today ’s seagoing personnel , the Coast Guard has published

two studies relating to personnel technical qualifications .

The first is entitled “Recommendations for Qualifications of

Engineering Personnel of Nuclear—Powered Ships” which presents summary

recommendations concerning training and other qualification requirements

appropriate for personnel serving on commercial nuclear ships. This

• report is available from the National Technical Information Service under

accession number AD A029165.

Another report is entitled “Handbook for the Development of Quali-

fications for Personnel in New Technology Systems.” This handbook

describes procedures for specifying the qualifications that should be

required of workers in the new shipboard work systems which come into

(24)
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being because of newly developed technology. It also describes a method

of determining what workers must do in order for the system to function

properly and this knowledge will provide a rational basis for setting

qualification requirements. This report is available from the NTIS under

accession number AD A027526.

The method described above was used to develop recommendations for

qualifications of cargo handlers on liquefied natural gas (LNG) ships

and barges. The three volume report is available from the National

Technical Information Service under accession numbers AD A026108, 109,

and 110.

A similar 8tudy, not yet published , evaluates qualifications re-

quired for personnel in marine functions on mobile offshore drilling units.

An additiona l study is being undertaken by the Coast Guard to

determine the feasibility of requiring shiphandling simulator training

for those masters , mates and pilots who are serving on larger ves-

sels whose size and maneuvering characteristics differ significantly

from smaller vessels. The objective of this study is to determine

the evaluation criteria for acceptable simulators and the extent

to which simulator training can be substituted for certain types of

experience. In addition , this study should point out any possible

shortcomings of using simulators for training and evaluation.

(25 )
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Par t B

The progress made with respect to the adoption of international PL 92—340
standards for the design, construction, alteration and repair Sec 203
of vessels to which this title applies for protection of the
marine environment

Activity in this part falls into three areas:

1. Multilateral Initiatives

2. Bilateral Activity

3. Other Activity

1. Multilateral Initiatives:

This past year has been a period of greatly increased international ac-

tivity. The Presidential initiatives (contained in the Presidential Proposal

of March 17, 1977 to Congress) were presented to the INCO Maritime Safety

Committee (MSC) , IMCO Marine Environmental Protection Committee (MEPC)

and the IMCO Council during April through June 1977. The MSC established

an Intersessional Working Group on Tanker Safety and Pollution Prevention

(TSPP) and supported an accelerated schedule of committee meetings and

conferences. The working group and schedule were approved by MEPC and the

Council. Three meetings of the working group were held: May 1977 (Re port

TSPP 1/9) , June 1977 (Report TSPP 11/2) , and July 1977 (Report TSPP 111/8).

The following items were discussed and proposed alternatives developed

where appropriate :

(a) Tanker Inspection and Certification.

(b) Construction and Equipment of Tankers to Improve Safety and

Pollution Prevention.

(i) Segregated Ballast Tanks and Double Bottoms

(i i)  Iner t Gas System

(26)
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(iii) Alternative and Interim Measures

(iv ) Pro tective Disposi tion of Segregated Ballas t

(c) Consideration of the United States proposal for Improved

Emergency Steering Standards for all Tankers.

(d) Consideration of Legal Instruments.

The working group also agreed on the lis t of agenda items and the form

in which these items should be included in the agenda of the planned joint

MSC/MEPC session. Preliminary discussions were held regarding the ad hoc

working groups which might be established at the joint session. The IMCO Sub-

committee on Safety of Navigation met September 5—9, 1977. The U.S. proposal

on back—up radar and collision avoidance radar assisted equipment was presented

to the subcommittee. The report of this meeting served as a position for the

joint MSC/MEPC meeting.

A meeting of the IMCO Subcommittee on Standards of Training and Watch—

keeping was held September 19—23 , 1977. The U.S. proposals concerning

improved crew standards were presented for consideration. This meeting com-

pleted preparatory work for the June 1978 International Conference on Training

and Certification of Seafarers. This conference will consider a new convention

on crew standards.

The major IMCO multilateral meet ing of the year was the Joint MSC/MEPC

meeting of October 10—21, 1977. In areas (a), (b), and (c) listed above,

the U.S. positions and alternatives proposed by other countries were

presented. While this meeting did not reach conclusions on most points ,

it did provide an agenda for the International Conference on Tanker Saf ety

and Pollution Prevention which is to be held in February, 1978.

(27) 



2. Bilateral Activity :

While the multilateral discussions were being held under the aus-

pices of IMCO, the U.S. participated in bilateral meetings with other

countries. The procedure followed at each meeting was a presentation

and explanation of the U.S. initiatives by the U.S. delegation, followed

by a general discussion among those present. Attendance was controlled

by each host government. The fundamental purpose of these discussions

was to inform other governments of the character and scope of the U.S.

Presidential initiatives (Appendix 2). The U.S. delegation did not seek

commitments or advance information on the position these governments

might take in multilateral conferences. The following contacts have

been made:

Place/Date U.S . Representatives Met With:

Paris, France Officials of Secretariat General of Merchant
May 31, 1977 Marine, including Secretary General Chapon.

Oslo, Norway Off ic ia ls of the Minis try of Shipp ing and Commerce ,
June 1, 1977 Minis try of Environment, and Maritime Directorate.

• Courtesy calls were made on Minister of Shipping
and Commerce Bakke and Minister of Environment
Bruntland. The general meeting at Maritime
Directorate included representatives from several
ministries , shipowners , shipbuilders , maritime
unions, and the Norwegian classification society.

Moscow , USSR Off ic ia l s of MORFLOT (Soviet Ministry of Merchant
June 3, 1977 Marine) including Deputy Minister Kilesnitchenko.

Officials res pons ible for ship building and tanker
operations were included, as well as those respon—
sible for policy and foreign re la t ions .

(28) 
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Place/Date U.S. Representatives Met With:

Tokyo , Japan In separate sessions , with representatives of
June 6—8, 1977 Environmental Agency (Direc tor General Nih ei

of Water Quality), Ministry of Transport (in-
cluding Vice Minister Nakamura), ship builders ,
ship owners , and the Japanese c lassificat ion
society. Attendees from industry included
chief executive officers of ship building
and tanker operating companies.

Helsinki, Finland Officials of the National Board of Navigation
June 26—27, 1977 and Ministry of Foreign Affairs and representa-

tives of ship builders and tanker owners. The
Delegations called on Minister of Trade and
Industry , Rantala.

Washington , D.C. Canadian Commissioner of the Coast Guard O’Neil
June 29, 1977 and senior members of his staff. At the request

of the Canadians , discussions were limited to
technical aspects of the U.S. initiatives.

Copenhagen, Denmark Deputy Under Secretary of Commerce Worm, senior
July 12 , 1977 members of his staff , Director of Government

Inspection of Ships Madsen, and a representative
of the Ministry of the Environment.

Hague, Netherlands Director General of Shipping Janssen , other senior
July 14, 1977 members of the Ministry of Transportation and

Waterways , and a representative of the Ministry
of Health and Environmental Protection.

Stockholm , Sweden Per Jonsson, Deputy Under Secretary of State
September 1, 1977 for Shi pping; G.K.L. Lind of Hageby, Director ,

Ministry of Transport and Communications ; Per
Erikssen , Maritime Safety Director , Nationa l
Administration of Shipping and Navigation ; other

• government of Sweden officials; repre8entatives
of Swedish shipbuilders; and shipowners.

Abidjan , Ivory Coast Officials of the Ivorian government , including
September 8, 1977 Minister of Maritime Affairs Lainine Fadiga. (The

Ivory Coast , because of relatively shallow ports ,
experiences tanker traffic similar to that which

• serves the United States , i.e., smaller and in many
cases older tankers rather than the very large and
comparatively new ships being built today.)

(29 )
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In addition to the official discussions desc ribed above , U.S. dele-

gat ions in London and elsewhe re have engaged in informal discussions with

other delegations (examples: Kuwait , Egypt, Poland, Brazil, UK, and Italy)

and representatives of industry (examples: BP Tankers, Shell Tankers,

Exxon, Texaco , and Shell u.s.). These discussions offered the oppor-

tunity for the U.S. to emphasize that we are vigorously pursuing the new

initiatives made in IMCO. Our representatives have explained that where

our proposals are deemed not fully acceptable, concrete counterproposals

must be made. For example, proposals for alternatives which will provide

at least the same degree of protection of the marine environment and

enhancement of tanker safety will be expected.

3. Other Activity :

The second and third sessions of the new IMCO Subcommittee on Bulk

Chemicals were held during the year. The Subcommittee is continuing

work on the following items that must be resolved prior to the coming

into force of the 1973 Marine Pollution Convention:

(a) Evaluation of noxious substances.

(b) Preparation of guidelines for the provision of reception facil—

• ities for noxious liquid substances required by Annex ii of the Convention.

(c) Development of procedures and arrangements for the discharge of

noxious liquid substances.

In addition, the Subcommittee has developed the seventh set of amend-

ments to the IMCO Chemical Code and is preparing the firs t se t of amendments

to the IMCO Gas Code. It has also begun work on harmonizing the requirements

of the two codes , where possible , since many ships carry both liquid chemicals

and gases .

(30) 
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Part C

To the extent that the Secretary finds standards with respect PL 92—340
to the design, construction, alteration, and repair of yes— Sec 203
ad s for the purposes set forth in (A)(i), (ii), or (iii)
above not possible, an explanation of the reasons therefore.

• There are no areas where action is mandated by the Act in which imple-

menting rules and regulations cannot be made. However, it is realized that

the progress of defining rules and regulations for maneuverability, along with

groundings and other accidents, is moving s lowly because of the complexity

of the problem.

Part D

Other Coast Guard activities related to the Act

Activity in this part is in two areas:

1. Review of the status of six major Presidential initiatives , and

2. Other studies related to the Act.

1. Review of the Status of the Six Major Presidential Initiatives

(a) Ratification of the “International Convention for the Prevention
of Pollution from Sh~p”~~

The Convention was transmitted to the Senate on March 22, 1977. lin—

plementing legislation was transmitted to Congress on Oc tober 5, 1977. The

Convention’s s tandards for oil tankers have essentially been unilaterally im—

plemented by the U.S. through Coast Guard regulations under the authority

(31)
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of the Ports and Wa terways Safety Act of 1972. The implementing legislation

for the 1973 Convent ion contains s tringent provisions regulating opera tional

discharges and requiring port waste reception facilities that go far beyond

the existing regulatory changes.

(b) Reform of ship construction and equipment standards

Appropriate regulations were published in the Federal Register as a

notice of proposed rulemaking on May 16, 1977 (Appendix 10). These proposals

address double bottoms , segregated ballast, inert gas systems , improved

steering systems and dual radar.

Arrangements have been made by Coast Guard personnel to visit steer—

ing gear manufacturers, both U.S. and foreign. Additionally, a survey of

U.S. and foreign flag ships is being conducted to determine the speed with

which compliance can be attained.

The initiatives on ship construction and equipment standards have

been presented to the international community and consideration of them

is in progress at IMCO. As a result, the [MCO Council agreed that:

(1) In order to improve tanker safety on an international basis

a Plenipotentiary Conference will  be convened in February 1978.

(2) An intersessional working group will be established to consider

the United States ’ proposals. Meetings of this working group were held

in May, June, and July and preparatory work for the Plenipotentiary

Conference is proceeding.

(3) A joint Maritime Safety Committee/Marine Environmental Protection

Committee meeting would be held to formulate proposals on the basis of the

working group ’s efforts for the Plenipotentiary Conference. This meet~ing

was conducted in October 1977.

(32)
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(c) Improvement of crew standards and training

The Coas t Guard is intensifying its eff orts to improve personnel

qualifications. Ships ’ crews are reported to be a contributing factor

in 80—85 percent of all tanker accidents. In addressing licensing and

qualification standards , the status of actions taken is as follows:

(1) The planned IMCO International Conference on the Con-

vention on Training and Certification of Seafarers has been scheduled

for June 1978.

(2) New Tankerman Requirements were published as a notice

of proposed rulemaking on April 25 , 1977. Public hearings were held

and public comments have been received.

(3) Revisi~n of the licensing requirements for pilots is in

the draf t stages and will  be issued as a proposed rulemaking in early

1978.

(4) The Coast Guard is presently considering the feasibility

of requiring simulator training for those Masters and Chief Mates who are

serving on very large vessels whose size and maneuvering characteristics

differ significantly from smaller vessels. Revision of the licensing

regulations to require such training is pending completion of the study

to be conduc ted for the Maritime Adm inis tration to determine which

simulator training may be substituted for shipboard experience. This

subjec t has been addres sed by the IMCO Subcommi ttee on the Standard s

of Training and Watchkeeping and wi l l  be on the agenda for consideration

at the June 1978 conference.

(5) The Coas t Guard published a notice of proposed rulemaking

on January 17 , 1977 , (Appendix 6) which propose d to require all mercha nt 
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marine officers renewing a license as master, mate, or pilot on inspected —

vessels of 300 gross tons or over, to obtain a radar observer ’s endorsement

if serving in any capacity under the authority of that license. Due to the

numerous objections and emphasis on demonstrated skill instead of written

examinations, this proposal is being withdrawn and a new proposal is being

drafted. This revised proposal will amend regulations pertaining to the

radar observer endorsement. A licensed deck officer in order to obtain a

radar observer ’s endorsement will be required to attend a radar training

facility approved by the Coast Guard and train on a simulator. It will

also provide that a licensed deck officer can serve under authority of his

license without a radar observer ’s endorsement if the type of service does

not require a radar observer.

(d) Development of tanker boarding program and U.S. Marine Safety
Information System

The tanker board ing program to examine annually each foreign tank

vessel calling at U.S. ports is an expansion of a more limited existing

boarding and examination program. The Coast Guard expanded the scope

of this program in January 1977 with initial emphasis on the examination

of cargo venting and handling systems and proper transfer procedures.

In response to the Presidential initiatives , the scope of the program

has been formalized and further expanded. The program now includes an

examination for compliance with all safety and pollution standards pres-

ently applicable to foreign flag tankers under both domestic regulations

and internationa l agreements. To accomplish this the Coast Guard has re—

quested or will request the following additional inspection personnel:

FY 1978 — 110 additional personnel

Fl 1979 — 53 additiona l personnel

(34)
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The long—range Marine Safety Information System (MSIS) begun in

1974 by the Coast Guard was not sufficiently advanced to meet the

Presidential mandate. Therefore, the Coast Guard modified and en-

hanced the capabilities of the existing Port Safety Repor ting Sys tem

(PSRS) so that it meets the criteria established by the President for

the U.S. Marine Safety Information System. The purpose of this interim

MSIS is to maintain records of vessel casualties , pollution incidents ,

viol~tions of Federal safety and pollution prevention regulations , and

identify vessel owners. Marine Safety Offices, CaptainR of the Port,

and Marine Inspection Offices , have the capability to obtain a vessel’s

history and to enter the results of boardings and inspections through

remote terminals. Major coastal ports in the Continental U.S., Alaska,

Hawaii , and Puerto Rico are presently included in the interim MSIS.

These installations , at major ports on the inland rivers and Great Lakes,

will be completed in early FY 1978.

In addition, each Coast Guard district office has a remote

terminal to access the information so they are able to retrieve histories

of responsible parties involved in repeated violations of Federal

regulations. This information is considered by the Coast Guard

district hearing officer in the civil penalty assessment process. F
The Coast Guard has also loaded the system with some his—

torical information on vessel casualties and pollut ion incidents

to complement the established violation history of vessels calling

at U.S. ports.

(35)
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(e) Approval of “Comprehensive Oil Pollution Liability and
Compensation” Legislation

The “Comprehensive Oil Pollution Liability and Compensation Bill”

transmitted to Congress on March 17, 1977 , was introduced as H.R. 6213

and S. 1187. On May 4, 1977 , the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Com-

mittee reported out H.R. 6803, a clean bill , adopting certain of the

administration proposals. The bill was passed by the House on Sep-

tember 12, 1977 , and sent to the Senate.

On the Senate side,. Senator Magnuson, by Department of Transportation

reque-~t, introduced the Administration bill as S. 1187, but there is a

competing bill , S. 2083. The Senate Commerce, Science and Transportation

Committee reported favorably on S. 2083, thereby leaving the Environment

and Public Works Committee as the only Congressional Committee with sub-

stantive jurisdiction yet to act on this legislation. Substantive dif-

ferences between the various bills , procedural delays , and delays in the

passage of other legislation, make final passage of the bill unlikely

until later in 1978.

( f )  ~~provement of Federal ability to respond to oil pollution
emergencies

The fo l lowing five studies are being conducted to determine if

a six hour/ lOO ,000 ton spill response capability is attainable:

(I) An in—house inventory of the existing pollution response

hardware is being made to determine the type , amount, and the geographi cal

location of equipment in the custody of governmental agencies, oil cooper-

atives , oil companies , and private cleanup contractors. Final interagency

clearance for collection of data has been approved. Data collection from

tes ting has been completed and the implementing Commandant Instruction is

being readied for publication.
(36)
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(2) A study on the l ocations for siting response equipment

will be used to predict the most probable locations for future major

pollution incidents using historical spill data and other information.

The best avai lable information on the expected positions of deepwater

ports, offshore exploration sites, and projected tanker traffic density

data will be used to determi ne the locations at which equipment should

be si ted.

(3) An assessment of the requi rements to respond to potential

catastrophic spills of larger and larger proportions was needed. It is

necessary to evaluate quanti tatively the ability to cope with spills

of signi fi cant proportions. A study is underway to determine the amount

and types of equipment which should be kept in inventory to provide a

capability to deal wi th a 100 ,000 ton spill. Information will be developed

i n such a way that the resources necessary for achieving various level s of

the goal can be i denti fied. The draft report on thi s effort wi ll take into

consi deration the overall si ting effort and is expected to be completed

in 1978.

(4) A study to determine the feasibility of an open water,

extreme weather response capability was awarded on November 8, 1977.

(37) 
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2. Other studies related to the Act

An evaluation is being made of the costs and benefits of a crude washing

system which utilizes crude oil to clean cargo tanks. The evaluation will

take into account information provided by other governments at IMCO and the

preliminary drafts will be used in developing the U.S. position for negoti—

ations at the February 1978 Plenipotentiary Conference. The study, along

with recommendations on the possible use of crude washing as an alternative

to segregated ballast, will be completed by April 1978. The results of the

February 1978 IMCO Plenipotentiary Conference could impact on the study find-

ings and will be included in a report which will be available by May 1, 1978.

A related study being conducted for economic cooperation (partially funded by

the State Department and the Coast Guard) seeks to determine the economic ,

political , and environmental implications of re t rof i t t ing  segregated ballast

in existing oil carriers. Completion of the study is contemplated prior to

the February 1978 IMCO Conference.

A contract to evaluate the design, construction and equipment stand-

ards tor tank barges carrying oil is underway and will consolidate

pollution data and tank barge casualty data over a 3—year period to

determine amounts of pollution from tank barges and contributing causal

factors. A review of existing barge fleet design and cost data is un-

derway with assistance from MARAD. Previous stud ies of tank barges will

be reevaluated , and the costs and effectiveness of various alternative

solutions to the pollution problem will be determined. The final report

is expected in 1978.

(38)
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The Offshore Vessel Traffic Management Study includes an evaluation

of long—range surveillance and control systems and has been underway since

August 1977 at the Transportation System Center (TSC), Cambridge , Mass.

A detailed analysis of operational marine casualties within 200 miles of

the U.S. coast is being made to identify causes and possible preventive

action. The feasibility of apply ing various technological alternatives to

this problem will be assessed and estimates of effectiveness developed.

This evaluation is expected to identify the optimum approach to reducing

offshore vessel casualties. Attention is also being given to statutory

authority, jurisdictiona l, and international considerations associated with

each alternative solution. Study completion is expected in June 1978.

A study of the fee collection mechanism for the Comprehensive Oil

Pollution Fund will be conducted jointly with the Treasury Department.

As background to the study, a meeting was held on September 23, 1977,

with the Federal Energy Administration concerning FEA ’s mechanism for

reporting oil imports. Another meeting was held with the Bureau of

Mines on September 28, 1977 , to discuss the recording of the volume of

domestic crude being supplied to U.S. refineries. A report outlining

the collection procedures will be available in time to meet the an—

ticipated effective date of the legislation.

(39)
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APPENDICES

1. Rulemaking Activity Through December 1977

2. President ’s Message to Congress on March 17, 1977

3. Safety Analysis of the Foreign Tanker Boarding Program

4. Draft Environmental Impact Statement on Double Bottoms

5. Federal Register of Oct. 04, 1976 , Bulk Liquefied Gas Vessels (New)

6. Federal Register of Jan. 17, 1977 , Radar Observer

7. Federal Register of Jan. 31, 1977 , Navigation Safe ty Regulat ions
Vessel Inspection Regulations

8. Federal Register of Apr. 25, 1977 , Tankerman Requirements

9. Federal Register of May 09, 1977 , Cargo Manual
— 10. Federal Register of May 16, 1977 , Steering Systems

Double Bottoms/Segregated Ballast
Collision Avoidance Systems
Inert Gas Regulations

11. Federal Register of Jun. 27, 1977 , Oil Pollution Prevention

12. Federal Register of Jun. 30, 1977 , Bulk Liquefied Gas Vessels (Existing)

13. Federal Register of Sep. 26, 1977 , Vessels Car rying Haza rdous Liqu ids

14. Federal Register of Sep. 29, 1977 , Stability Requirements

15. Federal Register of Nov. 14, 1977 , Proposed Electronic Navigation Equipment

(40)
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RULEMAKING ACTIVITY THROUGH DECEMBER 1977
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- RUL~ IAXING ACTiVITY REIJ’ED TO THE PORTS & WATERWAYS SAFETY ACT

~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~ 1977 
ov 1972

Navigation Safety Regs (74.47) 31 Jan 77

Vessel Inspection Regs (75. 74) 31 Jan 77

Pr ince William Sbund V T.S C76—3fl 25 July77

Unm~nned Barges, Use of Copper Construction (75—226) 10 ~Y.b 77

Metal Barges, Shavings & Turnings (75-133) 2 .M~y 77

Certif ication of Seamen, Engine Dept. Rating (74—43) 16 Nay 77

Non—Hazardous Location for Air Compressors (73—17) 19 Nay 77

Loading Information for Tank Vessels (75—41) 6 Jun 77

Puget Sound V.T.S. 9 Jun 77

Tank Vessel Stability Requirements C75-~.O4) 29 ~ep 7J

Published Notices of Pro posed Rulemaking still being developed as Rules:

Inert Gas Systems for Tankers (77—57) 16 May 77

Emergency Steering Systems (77—63) 16 May 77

Double Bottom & Segregated Ballast for Tankers (77—58) 16 May 77

Collision Avoidance Equipment 07—16) 16 May 77

Revisions to the Electtical Requirements (74—125) 27 Jun 77

Tankerman Certification (74—44) 25 Apr 77

Required manifest for Foreign Vessels (76—81) 2 Sep 77

Radar Observer Endorsement (76—193) 17 Jan 77

Vessels Carrying Bulk Liquid Gases (77—69) 30 Jun 77

Oil Pollution Prevention , Vessel & Oil Transfer Facilities (75—124) 27 Jun 77

Tank Vessel. Carrying Oil in Bulk, Cargo Monitors (77—88b) 27 Jun 77

Oil Pollution Prevention Equ ipment, Specification s (77—88a) 27 Jun 77

Electroni c Navigations Equipment (77—168) 14 Nov 77

- - - -- - - . -~~ -,~~- - -
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P t  cOnt~d,

Mobile Off shore Drilling Unit. (73—251) 2 May 77
Tank Vessel Manual of Operitioni~ (75—148) 9 May 77
Pirebose Nozzle Requirements (76—861 16 Jun 77
Standard. for Liquefied Gas Carriers (74—289) 4 Oct 76

Beazene Carriage Requ irements (75-73) 23 Dec 76

71nal Rules Published 1976:

Rules and Regulation s to Protect the Marine Environment (75—201) 8 Jan 76
(Segregated Ballast)

Structural Fire Protection, Gas Inerting (74—127) 26 Jan 76

Rules for the Protection of the Marine
Environment Relating to Tank Vessels Carryin$
Oil In Bulk (75—240) 13 Dcc 76

Pinal Rules Published in 1975

Maneuvering Characteristic for Information to 15 Jan 73
be posted in Pilothouse (73—78)

Fixed CO2 Fire Extinguishing System (instructions) 74—100 10 Feb 75

PWSA Emergency Situations, Control of Port Traffic 13 Feb 75
by Distric t Commander (73—202)

Welding & Brazing (74—102) 30 Jun 75

Marine Engineering (73—254) 2 Sep 75

Tank Vessels in Domestic Trade (74—32) 14 Oct 75

Regu1a ~. ~ Navigation Area — Mississippi River 2 Dec 75

Houston—Galveston V.T.S. O~anual) (74—296) 6 Jan 75

Vinyl. Chloride Exposure Limits (3.P pm Exposure limits) 16 Nov 75

Final Rules Published in 1974

Emergency Posit ion Indicating Radio Beacon (73—24) 18 Mar 77

Deck Foam Pireftghtlng Systems (72—138) 28 Feb 74

Transports u n  & Storage of Explosives & Combustible Liquids 12 Apr 74
(73—173~ 
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Final Rules PUblished in I974’~cs~nt’d,

Oily Ballast Discharge Requir~~~nts (73—38) 30 May 74

Require ments for Marine Portable Tanks (73—172) 25 Jun 74

Tank Ships in Domestic Trade (74—32) 28 Jun 74

Puget Sound V.T.S . (73-158) ~ Jul. 74

Cargo Tank Arrangement 6 Size Limitation (74—163) 21 Jul 74

Marine Engineering (Piping Systems) (73-248)1 26 Aug 74

Chesapeake Bay Entrance, Regulated Navigation Area (73—152) 5 Sep 74

Marking of Packages Containing Radioactive Materials (73—137) 13 Sep 74

Regulated Navigiation Area Delaware Bay - 24 May 74

Final Rules Published in 1973

Fireman’s Outfits Required in Barges (73—11) 3 Oct 73

Dry Chemical Fire Extinguishers (73—73) 3 Oct 73

Remote Valve Controls for Piping Systems (72—57) 1 May 73

Transverse Stability for Barges (72—130) 1 May 73

Licensing of Staf f Officers (Exam Subjects) (72—151) 8 May 73

Letter of Compliance Program (72—80) 15 Jan 73

Stability, Wind Reel Criteria (73—120) 28 Jun 73

Transportation of Explosives (73—42) 7 Jul 73

Wiring Systems for Hazardous Locations (73—6) ~ Aug 73

Incombustible Materials for Merchant Vessels (72—21.5) 14 Mar 73

Marine Type Portable Fire Extinguishers (72—2 14) 14 Mar 73

iv
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- PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE TO CONGRESS
- MARCH 17, 1977
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Oil Pollution of the Oceans zl~~ re mei ts will he fully effective within Sve
pearL Where technological improvements and ahernadves

The PYIJidrNI’S Mesa,ge S. the c.,~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~ be shos to achieve the same degree of protection
ott Mean,ve, To Control the Problem. Dst.d against pollution, the rules will allow their use.
Mereh 17,1977. Rele.ud Marc?. is, i~~ 

Ex perience has shown that ship construction and equip.
ment standards are effective only if backed by a ~zong

Tot e Coisgvess of She Uiiis.i StaSis: enforcement program. Because the quality of inspections
The recent series of cii tanker accidoits a anti near by some nations falls short of US. practiee~ I have a-

can waters I a grave reminder of ~~ ~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ the Department of State and the Coast Guard
ciated with marine transportation of ~ 

to begin diplomatic efforts to improve the present inter-
never entirely eliminate these risks, we can reduce th~~ 

national erstem of inspection and certification. In addi-
Today I am announcing a di~~~ ~~ ~~~ 

non, I recommend the immediate scheduling of a special
of measures designed to doso. *ntcTnanonal conference for late 1977 to consider these

These measures are both international and domestic. construction and inspection meanires.
Pollution of the oceans by oil i~ a global problem requiring • IMpaOvaME,.~T of crew standards and training. I
global solutions. I intend to communicate directly with am instructing the Secretary of Transportation to take
the leaders of a number of major maritime nations to = 

immediate steps to raise the licensing and qualification
heit their support for international action. Oil pollution is standards for American crews.
also a ser ous domestic problem requiting prompt and The international requirements for crew qualifications,
effective ac tion b~- the federal government to seduce the which are far from strict, will be dealt with by a major
danger to American lives, the American econosnv ~~~ international conference we will Participate in iseat 3W.
American beaches and shorelines, and the steps I am tak- I am instructing the Secretary of Transportation to ides.
ing will ~~ thu. 

tify additional requirements which should be discuned,
The following measures ,.~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~ 

and if not included, may be imposed by the United States
objectives: First, to reduce oil pollution caused by tanker after 1978 on the crews of all ships calling at American
accidents and by routine operational discharges from all
veMels; Second, to improve our ability to deal swiftly of Tanker Boarding Program ass
and effectively with oil spills when they do occur and U.S. Marine Safet ’ Information System. Starting ins-
Third, to provide full and dependable compensati’on to mediately, the Coast Guard will board and examine each
victims of oil pollution damage. foreign flag tanker calling at American ports at least once

These are the measures I recommend: a year and more often if necessary . This examination will
• RA riricATloN of the International Convention for insure that the ship meets all safety and environmenta’

the Prevention of Pollution from Ship3 i am ~~~~~~~ - 
protection regulations. Those ships which fail to do so

mitting this far-reaching and comprehensive treaty to the 
may be denied accen to U.S. ports or, in some cases, tie-

Senate for its advice and consent. mis COII • ~~ med the nghi to leave until the deficiencies have been ens’-
imposing segregated ballast requirements for new large rected. The information gathered by this boarding pro- —

oil tanker s and placing stringent controls on ~~~ oil ~~~ gram will permit the Coast Guard to identify individual
charges from ships, represents an important multilateral tankers having histones of poor maintenance, accidents,
step toward reducing the risk of marine oil pollution and pollution violations. %‘. e will also require that the
In the near future, I will submit implementing legislation names of tanker owners, major stockholders, and changes
to ~~ 

in vessel names be disclosed and included in this Marine
• Ra,’oars of ship construction and equipment stand- 

Safety Information System.
aids. I am instructing the Secretary of Transportation to • APPROVAL of Comprehensive Oil Poflutio~ LiabU-
develop new rules for oil tanker standards within ~~ sty and Compensation Legislation. I am transmitting ap-
days. These regulations will apply to all oil tankers over propriate legislation to establi’h a single, national stand-
20,000 deadweight tons, U.S. and foreign, which call at aid of stnct liability for oil spills. This legidatioss I
American ports. These regulations will issdude~ 

designed to replace the present fragmented, overlapping
—.Doubk bottoms on all new tankers; systems of federal and state liability laws and cosripena-
—Segregated ballast on all tankers; non funda It will also create a $200 million fund to clean
—Jnert gassystem.con afl tankers; up oil sp.iis and compensate victims for oil pollution

~~~~~~~~~~~ 
iysten~ mcli ng ~~~~~~~ avoidance ~~~paoyzp eser of federal ability to respond to cii

I -‘ . 
pollution ei~~~~ icies. j have directed ~~— mprovcu emergency steering standards for all federal agencies, particularl y the Coast Guard and the
Environmental Protection Agency, in coopeiwson with

v~~~~ is ~~~~~~ is
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Mate and local governments to improve our ability to con-
tain and minimize the damaging effects of oil spills. The
goal is an ability to respond within ant hours to a spill of
l(X),000 tons

Oil pollution of the oceans is a serious problem that
calls for concentrated, energetic, and prompt attention.
I believe these measures constitute an effective program to
control it. My Administration pledges its best efforts, in
cooperation with the international community, the Con-
gress, and the public, tc preserve the earth’s oceans and
their resources.

JiMMY CARTER
The White House,
March l7~ 1977.
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tSSA~~OED FOR USE AFTER BRIEFING MARCH 16, 1.977
Offic• of the White Rouse Press Secretary

TEE WHITE HOUSE

FACT SHEET
ACTIONS TO REDUCE MA3ITIME OIL POLLUTION

The President ii considering a series of possible Federal Govern-
~~nt actions to deal with the problem of marine oil pollution
caused by oil tankers. These include:

~~
- U. S. ratification of the International Convention
for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 197.3.

—— Regulatory action by the Department of Transporta-
tion to establish new U. S. standards for all tankers
entering U. S. ports.

—— Submission to Congress of oil spill liability and
compensation legislation.

-— The establishment of a U. S. Marine Safety Informa-
tion System to identify tankers with long histories
of poor maintenance, accidents and pollution viola-
tions.

MCKG~~ UND

The rash of oil tanker accidents which occurred this winter off
our east and west Coasts has brought home to us the serious
risks which are involved in marine transportation of oil. Oil
pollution threatens some of our most valuable natural resources—— the ocean, its living ithabitant~, our beaches and our shore-lines. Oil tanker accidents also endanger human 1iv.~~, and oilpollution can jeoparditze the economic security of mi lions of
Americans who live in coastal communities.

In his Address to the Nation on February 2, the Preside.~t recog-nized these risks and the need for timely government action to
deal with the problem. In response to the President’s concern, —
the Director of the Office of Management and Budget established
an interagency Task Force to identify possible solutions.

Tb. Task Force reconunended to the President that he also consider
action to reduce marina oil pollution caused by operational dis-
charges from tankers. The Argo Merchant, the Sansinena and the
Olympic Games have been the subject oUiiiuch pub]ic concern. Such
tanker groundings and collisions are a serious problem to the
localities where they occur. However, they are not the Jna~ormaritime source of ocean oil pollution. Operational discharges
from oil tankers and other vessels cause a far greater total
amount of oil pollution than accidents. ‘~herefore, the actionswhich the President is considering deal with both problems.

THE INTERAGENCY OIL POLLUTION TASE FORCE

The Task Force was formed on February 3 The Office of Manage-
ment and Budget chaired the group. The following agencies par-
ticipated:

Department of Stat•
Department of the Treasury
Depar~~~ nt of Defense

mere
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Department of Justice
Department of the Interior
Department of C~~~srceDepartment of Trans portation
Federal Iiaritiise Comeission
Environmental Protection Agency
Council on Environmental Quality
Federal Energy Adeinistration

Subgroups developed proposed initiatives in five areas:

1. Ships and ship systems
a. crew standards m d  training
3. Oil pollution liability nd compensation
4. Inta rratio nal conventions
S. Oil spill response.

The Task Force contacted representative s of more than twenty
imt.restad public organizations and several States to solicit
their views and suggestions. The organizations included en-
vironmental groups, the oil and transportation industries, oil
spill cleanup companies and maritime unions. The States included
Alaska, California , Florida , Louisiana , Maine , Massachusetts,
Or.gon and Washington.. The suggestions and views of all of
t h s e  groups are be~z%g carefully considered.

OBJECTIVES

The President ’s program is designed to meet four objectives :

3.. reduce oil pollution resulting from oil tanker ccci-
dents and operational discharge.;

2. improve our ability to deal with oil spills when
they do occurg

3. assure that any citizens damaged by oil spills are
fully compensated for their lossesi and

4. reorganize Federal oil, pollution programs to make
them simpler and more responsive.

APPROACH

Pollution of the oceans by oil is a global problem. The United
States is an active participant in the Inter—Governmental Man -
time Consultative Organization , an international forum sponsored
by the United Nations to formulate programs to reduce vessel
pollution and to ensure safety of human life and vessels. The
President ’s international initiative s will involve working through
this international agency, as wall a. bilateral discussions with
major shipping nations , our trading partners and our neighbors.
The President plans to communicate directly with the leaders of
a number of major maritime nations to seek their support in
this effort.

On the domestic front, the President is considering strong ad-
ministrative actions to upgrade U. S. standards on all oil
tankers entering U. S. ports, as well as on the crews manning
them. He is also considering action to upgrade several Fed-
eral programs designed to prevent accidents and respond to
•pill., including Coast Guard ’s tanker examination program and
information systems and Federal oil spill resp onse capability.

Ihite House staff and the Office of Management and Budget spent
yesterday on Capitol Hill. discussin g possible solutions with
Members of Congress with a special interest in this area and
with their staffs. That process is continuing.. Ms hope to have
their recemeendations incorporated into a final proposal to be
announced on Friday.
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for s11 new tankers 70,000 deadweight tons ant over, as well as oil discharge
monitoring axic control equipoent , erc sete requtrenents for cargo ten~. Size &i~
orrangenent to Unit oil Spills in case of acctcient . in andition, the ports of
stgnatcrtes to the Convention will be required to have reception facilities for
tankers ’ oily wastes.

2. Ship Construction and t~~~~ent ~tardard s

The President is dJ.rect~ng the Secreta.’7 of Transportat~cn to issue within £3
days proposed rules f or  a series of new oil tauser stendarus, ~~~~ as provided
by law, to expedite the necessary reculatory procedure,. The proposed re~uia-
tions will apply to all oil tankers, U.S. and foreign , over 20,000 deadveiçht
tOns entering U.S. ports. They vil.  include:

I. Double bott~~s on all new tankers.

2. S.gregat,d ballast on all tan~cer8.

3. Inert gas systess on all crude tankers .

k. Bscbsp radar systecs with collLsion avoidance equl eent cit all tankers .

5. Improved ~ ergen:y steerin~ standern s for all tanicers.

The.. require.eeots would take ful l effect vlthin f±ve years. The rules shcu .d
allay the adopt±on of technological in;rcvencnc s and alternati;~.s which ~an be
shown to aooon;lish ui.’e.lent ;o .l’.~tion prc’ sccion.

The President especially ackn ,edzex the leatersh~p of lsnatcr ‘.arren ~~ .

Kagnuson and the Senate Ccz~~erce Ccnnd~tee ci: r.Stters la:ic~- to :sr.ker saf ety .
All of the initiatives outlined e~eve are ~~e kinds of sc .utions the C~~ ittee
baa endorsed over a period of years.

Ship construction sod etuipeent stenc ard s are not effective un.ese coupled with —

a strong enforcement pregran. Therefore , the President is t1rec’~ ng the ~e;art -
~~nt of State and the Coast ~ue..—t to begin lcmatlc efforts to ~p r&de the
present internatIonal E7E~ en of Ins;~ction an.~ certifi -tttlcrt. Con ructic-n and
eq~ai~~~nt tnspeotions are carried out by all nsritI~~ nations . ~owe’rer , the
quality of ±nspecttcns by sone natIons falls far below ~Y.S. practice.

In addition the United states will prcpose the I ediate scheduling of a special
internationa.~, conference for the early fall to ccnsI~er these construction tnt
Inspection neasures. The U.S. will. rece~~end that technical. preparatory work
be done by the Inter-Gcver mentsi ~aritine C ltati~e Organization this 1prin~aol itnuner to ensure effective internattone.l action.

kzthority for the dcneatic action Is ~rcvjded by the Ports end 1~ateriays Safety
Act of 1972 ( Public Law 92~3i~0) which rcvldes the Dep.arthent wIth a brce.d nandate
to protect J .~ . waters against ncliutirn. These standards will reduce pol uticn
through both accident prevention ant re ’iuction in operational discharges. A
d.aerlption of these requirenents follows:

Double bottoms reduce oil. spills caused by tanker grounding.. Studies of ground-
lags conclude that in ~5 to 90 percent of cases no oil outflow wcuU have occurred
if the tank vessel had had a double bottom. The requirement will apply only to
mow vessels. Double bottoms can also be used for a part of the required segregat-
ed ballast space.
is ted ballast provides tanks dedicated exclusively for the seawater which is
earn ed y empty oil tankers t~or ballast. The use of separate clean tanr s means
that no oil is dischar~ed along with ballast water. Deballasting and associated
tank washing is the as.jor source of operational oil pollution from tankers. Bal-
last tanks on new tanaers can alec be arranged to provide protection against oil
outflow in case of accident.
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KM~ 18, 1977

Oftic. of the hbite 1~ouze Press Secretary

PU wsrrz Rc’JSZ
PAcP ~EEZf

Actions to P.educe Maritime Cii. Protection
Th. President today announced a series of recommended Federal Govern-
ment actions to deal with the problem of marine oil pollution caused
by oil tankers . These include :

• A call for a special international conference to discuss
stricter standards for oil. tanker construction , equipment
and inspections.

• asgulatory action by the Department of Transportation to
•stablish new ~LS. standards for all tankers entering U.S.ports.

• A Coast Guard program to hoard and examine all foreign flag
oil tankers entering U.S. ports.

• U.S . ratification of the International Convention for  the
Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973.

MCKGROU~1D

As announced on March 16 , these measures are designed to deal with
th problem of oil tanker accidents and spi l ls  which occurred so
frequently in and near u .S .  waters this winter. The recommended
actions will  also serve to reduce oil pollution caused by operational
discharqes from tankers.

The President plans to communicate directly with the leaders of
a numhar of major maritime nattons to seek their support for
strengthened international solutions to this world-wide envirommental
problem. The United States will also continue to participate
actively in the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization ,
a special United Nations agency , to formulate new programs to
reducE vessel-source oil pollution .

The Presidene s domestic program is strong and comprehensive .
It includes both administrative and legislative actions and meets all
four of the President s objectives — reduction in tanker pcllution.
improvements in oil spill response , assuring compensation of
das~ ged citizens, and reorganIzation of government programs.

The reconmended actions were formulated after consultation with
environmental groups , the oil and transportation industries, oil
spill cleanup corpan~es and maritime unions. Zr. additicn, the
suggestions and views of coastal States were solicited .

ThE PR~ SIOENT’ S PROPOSAL S

1. The Internati.,nal ConventIon for the Prevention of Pollution
from Ships, 1~ 73

The President will transmit this Importan t International Convention
to the Senate f or its advice and consent and will submit ~mp1e-
menting legislation next mcnth for Cor.gressional approval. The
United States was a leader in the development of this Convention,
commonly kr.own as the 1973 Marina Pollution Convention. It is a
far-reaching and comprehensive aareement which will have an
important impact on marine oil pollution.

Tb. Convention places stringent controls on oil discharges from
ships , including for the fIrst tim. , discharges of light
refined petroleum products. It requires segregated ballast
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The 1973 Marine ~~LLutiofl Convention marks the internationalComeunity ’s acceptance of the concept of s.greaated ballast.
Coast Guard regulation s currently require the system on all
new tankers over 70,000 deadweight tons , foreign and dom..tic.
Tb. rulemaking proposed today also covers existing tankers.
Th.se vessels can achiev, segregated ballast capability by
dedicating certain cargo tanks to ballast and modifying piping
and pumps .

Inert gas systems red’ice the dana.r of explosions which may occur
at t imes when oil tanks ace not f u l l,  primarily during tank washing,
biat also in loading ~r.d unloading, and during bal last  voyage .
The Sansinena, which exp l oded in Los Angeles harbo r in December
whil, taking on ballast , had no inert gas system.

Current U.S. regulations require the system for new U .S. tankers
over 100,000 deadweight tons. Th. proposed rule will aleS apply
to existing tankers and foreign flag vessels.

Uckup radar systers provide redundant capacity in case of
equipment failure. Collision avoidance ec~ ipment can be proarammed
to automatically process radar information and to trigger art alarm
when dangerous situations arise . The equIpment also provides
information to the crew for maneuvering to avoid the potential
danger. The syster s are most effective in the coastal confluence
son. where vessel traffic pattern s converge toward U .S. ports. The
requirement will apply to both new and existing vessels and would
be effective for existing vessels within 2 years of f ina l
rule making.

Imp~~ved emergency steerino standards will be drafted , current
regulations impose redundancy recuirements for some components
of tanker steering gear . Additional requirements which would
furthe r improve reliability have been identified .

3. Crew Standards ar.d Trsinina

The President is orderina several action s to improve the qualifi—
cationa of crews that man oil tankers entering our ports.
These actions are particularly crucial because human error is
involved in 90-85 percent of all tanker ccc j der.ts. The United
States imposes relatively strict standards for the U.S.
Merchant Marine , but stringent international requirements for
crew qualif ications do not exist. However , the Inter-
Governmental flaritime Consultative Organization is developIng a
aa~or draft convention on the subject for negotiation next year .ma President views this effort as a major international cppoctunity
to upgrade crew qualifications. The President is directing
the Depart ments of Tra nsport a t±on and Comi.ierce to review the
agenda (the draft convention ) for the 1978 conference on
Standards of Watc hkeeping and Trainina to identify additional
requirements which should be proposed for consideration. In
addition , the Department will identify all requirements which ,
if not included in the 1978 Convention, the U . S .  should impose
on crews of all ships enterin g U . S .  ports . - 

-

Mationally , the President is directing Transportation to take
i sdiate regulatory action to improve standards for U .S. crews.
pequirements will include experience by class and size of vessel,
or training and demonstration of proficiency on ship simulators.
These requirements will apply to both issuance and renewal
of licenses to ships nas to r s, mates and Fcderal ly licensed
pilot.. More emphasis will be placed on requiring deck
officers to demonstrate important skills , such as radar
operation and interpretation , instead of relying on written
examinations. Finally, regulations will be issued to require that
crew members in charge of cargo transfer operations be
specially trained and examined. 

~~~~---~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~ -~~~~~ - - - ----
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4. Tanker ~oardjng Proarar. and U.S. Marine Safety Inforv~ tion System

The President is directing that, starting immediately, each
foreign flag tanker which enters U.S. ports will be boarded
by the Coast Guard and examined to insure that the shio meets all
safety and environme r.tal protection regulations. Tankers will
be boarded at least once a year and more often if necessary.
My deficiencIes in the tanker ’s condition will be required to
be corrected. This winter the Coast ~uard began a limitedforeign tanker boardina proaram. The President ’s revisions to
the Sudget for the next fiscal year requested additional funding
for this program .

The information whi ch is gathered fro m the boar ~ inq program will
be fed into a U.S. M arine Safety Ir.fornat~cr. System , which willbe established to keep track of the accident and pollution
records of all ships, U . S .  and foreign , enterinq U .S. ports.
Coast Guard ir.format±or. systems already contain some of this
information for U . S .  vessels.  Since 94% of our imported oil
enters the country in foreign tankers,  it is important that
information on these vessels also he available to Captains of
the Port at a1. major U .S. ports . The President is also
directing that the proper Federal acencies initiate action to
require that the name s of tanker ot,ners , major stockholders,
and changes In vessel names be disclosed and be made available
for inclusion in the Marine Safety lr.formaticr. System. This
system will  enable the Coast ~uard to promptly iden t i fy
tankers which have lana histories of poor ma in tenar.ce , pollution
violations ar.d accidents. Once identif ied, such tankers C3fl
be excluded from u.s. por ts , if necessary.

5. Compreher.sive Oil Pollution Liabil i ty and Compensatio n Legislation

The Secretary of Transportation wi l l  submit to Congress on the
President ’s ber~a1f the Comprehensive Oil Pollut ion Liabil i ty and
Compensation Act of 1977, which replaces the current  fragmented
and overlappinc systems of Federal and State oil spill liability
lags and compensation funds with a single nationwide framework.
It establishes one nati On al sta ndard of striot liability for ci].
spills whether the source be vessels, pipelines, terminals or
offshore facilities, It also establishes a S20 0 mi l l ion  fund
to cover cleanup costs and to assure full compensation
to victims for virtually all oil pollution daraces. The fund
consolidates three existina Federal oil pollutic-n compen-
sation funds, the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Fund , the Deepwater
Ports Fund and part  of the Federal Water Pollution Contrcl
Act Fund . The corpensaticn provi ’ed under the legislation is
extensIve. For example , elicibie claimants include
fisherme n whose usual f ish ina crounds are polluted and resort
coinnunlties whose peak vacation seasons are ruined by oil- -

slicked beaches .

The Administration bill is based or. legislation which has been
introduced by Conaressmen Murphy and Biaggi and is now under
consideratIon by the )‘.ouse Merchar.t Marine end Fisheries Committee.
The Administration bill  raises the minimum liability for vessels
carrying oil in bulk to S5 GC ,000 and removes the S30 million
ceiling en liability for supertankers. It also proposes a
mechanism for States to participate in the Federal compensation
system. Another change will allow the Fund to provide compersa—
tion to Federal and State agcnc~es which perform post—spillenvironmental damage assessments.

~~. Federal Oil Pollution Respo nse Capability

Tb. President iS directing the Coast Guard , the Environmental
Protection Agency , and other responsible Federal agencies to
begin plans for upgrading their capability to respond to, contain,
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and mitigate the damagin g effects of oil spills in cooperation with
State and local governments. Special attention will be given
to spills which occur under extreme weather conditions.
The framework for coordination of Federal pollution response
activities is established by the National Contingency Plan
(40 Federal Regulations 1510). The Coasts Guard and the
Environmental Protection Agency are the lead agencies under
the plan. In their assigned areas of responsibility, each agency
predesignates Federal on-scene coordinators who are respons ible
for directing the Federal response when oil spills occur.
The National Plan is supplemented by Regional Respor.se Plans ,
which provide for coordination of Federal, State and local
government response efforts . This response system, particularly
the Regional Plans, will be reviewed as port of the President ’s
oil pollution program.

Presently the Coast Guard can deliver pollution containment and
cleanup equipment to the scene of a spill within 24 hours. The
Administrat ion plans to evaluate the costs and feasibility of
upgrading this capability to provide adequate response with~.nsix hours for a spill of up to 100,000 tons of oil.

ADDITIONAL INITIATIVES

Along with the major actions just discussed , the PresIdent is
directing the Secretary of Transportation , in cooperation with the
Environmental Protection Agency and other appropriate aaencies , to
undertake several studies of other promising proarams and techniques
for reducing marine oil pollution . These studies will include :

• An evaluation of tne costs &nd benefits of crude washing ,
a system which utilizes crude oil to clean cargo tanks.

• An evaluation of design , construction and equipment standards
for tank barges which carry oil.

A study of long range vessel surveillance and control systems .

• An evaluation of devices to improve maneuvering and stopping
ability of large tankers, with research to include the use
of ship simula tor.

• A study of the f cc collection mechanism for the comprehensive
oil pollution fund.

The Secretary of Transp ortation will report back to the President
after 6 months on the status of these studies.
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As a prelude to the discussion of the foreign tank vessel examination

program, it is important to realize that there is a great deal of difference in

the scope of involvment and control that the U. S. Coast Guard exerts over

U.. S. Flag tankers vs. that of the foreign flag tanker calling at a U. S.

port. From the initial review of its plans before construction until it

is scrapped or sold to a foreign owner, the U. S. flag tank vessel has con-

tinuous involvment with the U. S. Coast Guard to insure that it is in com-

pliance with applicable federal regulations and international agreements.

A foreign flag tanker, on the other hand, having the necessary certificates

and being from a nation signatory to the international convention for vessel

saf ety Is largely exempt from domestic regulation. The primary exceptions

to this are those vessels required to obtain a letter of compliance due to

the carriage of hazardous cargoes in bulk, and those vessels examined for

cause, such as involvment in a vessel casualty in U. S. waters. While there

are other reasons for U. S. Coast Guard involvinent with a foreign flag tank-

er such as examination for compliance with the pollution prevention regula-

tions, essentially , from the standpoint of the Commercial Vessel Safety Pro-

gram, reoccuring examination of a foreign flag vessel was out of the ordin—

ary. That state of affairs changed dramatically this past winter.

The present-expanded foreign tank vessel boarding program was born on

the evening of 17 December 1976 in Los Angeles Harbor with the explosion

of the SS SANSINENA resulting in six deaths plus three missing and presumed

dead , injuries to 58 persons, release of approximately 20,000 gallons of bun-

ker oil into the harbor , and loss of a vessel valued at twenty one point six

(21.6) million dollars.

57
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This casualty was one of a number of tragic incidents that began two days

earlier (15. Dee) with the grounding of the ARGO MERCHANT twenty eight (28)

miles southeast of Nantucket Island resulting in the spill of 7.3 million

gallons of #6 fuel oil and the loss of the vessel. These two casualties

were quickly followed by a pollution incident involving the tank vessel OS-

WEGO PEACE wherein 5000 gallons of bunker oil leaked through the skin of a

tank into the Thames River in New London, Conn. on 24 December; the ground—

ing of the SS OLYMPIC GAMES in the Delaware River on 27 December resulting in

the spill of 133,000 gallons of crude oil with no loss of life; the grounding

of the fully loaded ore/oil carrier , SS DAPHNE while approaching a harbor in

Puerto Rico on 28 December; the explosion and fire on board the ore/oil car—

rier SS MARY ANN on 1 January in the Atlantic Ocean resulting in injuries to

two crewmeznbers; the disappearance of the fully loaded (8.2 million gallons

of #6 oil) tank vessel GRAND ZENITH in the North Atlantic ocean enroute Pro-

vidence, R. I. around 2 January 1977; the grounding on 4 January 1977 of the

tankship UNIVERSE LEADER in the Delaware River with no loss of cargo; the loss

of the coastwise U. S. tanker CHESTER A. POLING on 10 January due to structural

failure in the Atlantic Ocean with the loss of one life; the loss of the tanker

IR~2~ES CHALLENGER in the North Pacific Ocean on 17 January with three crew—

members missing; the explosion of the EXXON SAN FRANCISCO while in a U. S.

port on 27 January with the loss of three lives; the striking of the Hopewell

Bridge in Virginia on 24 February 1977 by the U. S. Flag chemical carrier SS

MARINE FLORIDIAN as a result of a steering gear malfunction; and the explosion

of the CLAUDE CONWAY In the Atlantic Ocean on 27 March 1977 resulting In the

loss of twelve lives and the vessel itself.
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The U. S. Coast Guard, in response to conditions found by the SS SAN—

SINENA Marine Board of Investigation, on 21 January 1977 issued a Commandant

Notice to Marine Safety Offices and Maric~ Inspection Offices to immediately

assign qualified marine inspectors to examine the cargo venting and handling

systems of foreign flag tankships calling at U. S. ports. Subsequent Com-

mandant Notices were issued in the next several weeks in amplification of

the original order detailing the goal of the program, i.e. the elimination

of possible dangerous cargo vapor emissions and likely sources of ignition.

Field offices were instructed to conduct the examination in accordance with

the General Safety Control Premises of the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS)

Convention.

In the seven and one—half months (21 Jan ‘77 — 12 Sept ‘77) that the foreign

tanker examination program has been in effect, there have been 1959 examinations

of 1151 different vessels in United States coastal ports as well as ports in

Puerto Rico, Hawaii and Alaska. With respect to these foreign flag vessels,

seven (7) tankers have been examined six times, fourteen (14) have been ex-

amined five times, forty—seven (47) have been examined four times, one hun-

dred thirty four (134) vessels have been examined three times, three hundred

and one (301) have been examined twice, and another six hundred and f if ty

- five (655) vessels were examined only once.

Out of this total of 1959 vessel examinations , 938 examinations revealed

no deficiencies aboard the vessels while the remaining 1021 examinations re—

~sulted in the issuing of deficiency letters to the Masters of these foreign

flag tankers. Figure 1 is a graphical presentation of the results of the

examinations through 12 September 1977. While the continual rise of the de-

f iciency curve can be viewed as an indication that cond itions are not its—
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proving, the impact of the Navigation Safety Regulations , (33 CFR 164) ,

which became effective on 1 June 1977, is considered to be the influencing

factor in maintaining an upward slope to that line. Since that date, there

have been 243 deficiencies found involving non—compliance with these regu-

lations.

The number of foreign flag tanker examinations by country of registry ,

Figure 2, shows that tank vessels from Liberia have been examined almost

2.8 times as frequently as tank vessels from Greece, which in turn is followed

closely by tank vessels from Norway, Great Britain, Panama, Japan, and vessels

from thirty—nine other countries.

As early examination results were received in U. S. Coast Guard Head—

quarters, the year each vessel was built and its tonnage was researched in

an effort to correlate vessel age, country of registry, dead weight tonnage

range, and deficiency profile. It was found that the average age of foreign

flag tank vessels being examined was slightly less than ten and one—half

years. The age profile revealed that 27.6% were 1—5 years of age, 22% were

6—10 years of age, 24.2% were 11—15 years of age, 20.4% were 16—20 years of

age, with the remaining 5.8% in excess of 20 years of age. The largest group— —

ing of foreign flag tank vessels fell into the 20,000. to 40,000 DWT range

(Figure 3). This sizing is quite comparible to active U. S. flag tank yes—

sels of similar ocean service and relates, to a great extent, to the corifig—

uration and controlling depths in U. S. navigable waterways.

In the foreign tanker examination program thus far, 6076 deficiencies have

been found and a comparison of the number of deficiencies by country of re—

gistry is shown in Figure 4. The ages written on the graphs for each coun- 
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try represent the average age of the tank vessels of that registry that have

been examined under this program. Calculations involving the data on Figures

2 and 4 are presented in Table 1 where vessel examinations and deficiencies

for each country are compared as a percentage of the total number of exam-

inations and deficiencies. Among the vessels of the six most frequently

examined countries, Greece shows the largest negative spread (a higher per-

centage of total deficiencies than percent of total examinations) with Li—

beria exhibiting a slight negative spread and the other four countries ei-

ther being equal or showing a lesser deficiency to examination percentage.

A vessel’s age grouping was contrasted with the overall number of de-

ficiencies for that vessel to develop a deficiency distribution by age.

Table 2 compares the age profile developed earlier with this deficiency

distribution and reveals that the 50.4% of vessels in excess of ten years

of age account for 75.5% of the deficie~tcies discovered in the administra-

tion of this program.

The deficiencies shown in Figure 5 reveal the relative frequency of

major deficiency types with cargo ventilation system deficiencies discov—

ered at a rate twice that of the next nearest deficiency type. Similar to

the age grouping in the overall distribution of deficiencies, the individual

deficiency types exhibit a similar percentage distribution again using ves-

sel’s age as a basis. For example, betweeen twenty to thirty percent of the

def iciencies discovered in the ventilation system, cargo piping system, pump

room, electrical system, and fire protection systems were found aboard ves-

sels of . less than ten years of age with the remaining seventy to eighty per—

cent found on vessels older than ten years of age. The only one of the six

C-’
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Table 2
Comparisons By Vessel Age

Age Group % Of %Of
In Years Vessels Deficiencies
Of Age Examined Found*

1-5 27.6% 7.7%
6-10 22 % 16.8%

11-15 24.2% 37.1%
16-20 20.4% 50.4% 30.1% 75.5%
Above 20 5.8% 8.3%

100.0 100.0

Percent Of
Total Def. Of

Age Group Deficiency Type That Type —

Ventilation System,
1—10 Years Cargo Piping System, 20—30%

Pump Room, Electrical
> 10 Years System, Fire Protection 70—80%

Systems

1—10 Years 36%
Cargo Handling Gear

> 10 Years 64%

6.?
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major deficiency categories that did not exhibit as high a percentage fav-

oring older tank vessels was in the area of cargo handling gear deficiencies.

The distribution for this category was thirty six percent for vessels one

to ten years old with the remaining sixty—four percent attributable to tank-

ers over ten years of age. This is logical considering the vital role that

the cargo handling system plays in the daily operation of a tank vessel.

It is the attention given to this system, vice the others, that accounts

for the closer percentage distribution between age groupings. An evalua—

tion and enumeration of the deficiency types is as follows:

Cargo Venting System (2206 deficiencies)— this singular area ac—

counts for the largest number of deficiencies. The most common of these are

(1) defective or missing flame screens, (2) defective or missing pressure!

vacuum valves, (3) wasted and holed vent piping, and (4) wasted and holed

vent masts and vent headers. The above four items have been reported with

almost equal frequency.

Cargo Piping Systems (1052 deficiencies) — This includes both bun—

ker fuel as well as cargo fuel piping systems with the main deficiency throu-

ghout the vessel being wasted , holed and leaking piping, flange, and spool

piece connections.

Cargo Handling Equipment (706 deficiencies) — There are five dis-

crepancies reported with equal frequency and a number of others of lesser

frequency. The former include (1) inoperative cargo pumps or cargo pumps

leaking excessively, (2) wasted and leaking steam piping to cargo pumps ,

(3) leaking, wasted or inoperative cargo valves, (4) inoperative stripping

pumps and (5) cement boxes in way of wasted sea suction connections to bal—

last piping, while the latter group includes (1) inoperative cargo pump remote 
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shutdowns, (2) inoperative gauges and cargo monitoring equipment and (3)

leaking or inoperative cargo heating coils.

Fire Protection Systems (476 deficiencies) — there has been a Va—

riety of discrepancies in this area with items numbered one through five be—

low being reported most frequently. The deficiencies are (1) wasted, missing

and holed steam smothering system piping, (2) inoperative valves in steam

smothering system, (3) inoperative fire dampers in pump room ventilation sys—

tems, (4) wasted and holed firemain system piping, (5) inoperative fire pumps

and firemain valves, (6) missing firehose, (7) portable fire extinguishers

missing or requiring service, (8) semi—portable C02 systems requiring service,

and (9) inoperative sprinkler systems or foam monitors.

Pump Room - (612 deficiencies) — the most frequently found pump room

deficiencies consist of (1) the presence of excessive product in the bilges,

(2) wasted and missing ventilation supply and exhaust ducting, and (3) miss—

ing or holed ventilation supply and exhaust duct flame screens. Other def i—

ciencies found within the pump room areas include (1) inoperative bilge pumps

and disconnected reach rods, (2) flammable materials and loose tools adrift,

(3) defective pump room weather deck watertight doors, and (4) missing or bro—

ken ladder rungs.

Electrical Systems (401 deficiencies) — the electrical examination

is concentrated mainly in the pump room areas and on the weather deck with

the primary deficiencies being (1) defective explosion proof lights and junc—

tion boxes and (2) jury rigged wiring and installations~. Other electrical de—

ficiencies include (1) dead ended wiring, and (2) inadequate or non—approved

lighting, such as, drop cords and fixtures with exposed light bulbs.
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Structural Deficiency (136 deficiencies) — the most frequently re—

ported structural deficiencies are (1) cracks in the pump room bulkheads be-

tween the cargo tanks and the pump room, causing cargo leakage into the pump

room, and (2) cracks and holes between the pump room and the engine room.

Other structural deficiencies include (1) defective main deck watertight doors

leading into deck houses, (2) cement boxes on h ull and sea suction valves, and

(3) cracks in main deck and superstructure bulkheads.

Personnel Protective Equipment (74 deficiencies) — The three common

deficiencies are (1) missing fireman’s outfits, (2) missing or defective ex-

plosive meters, and (3) missing fresh air breathing apparatus.

Vital Machinery (22 deficiencies) — the noteworthy deficiencies in— —

d ude (1) defective emergency generator, (2) defective steering gear system,

and (3) inoperative auxiliary generator.

Life Saving Equipment (18 deficiencies) — the deficiencies have cen-

tered about (1) missing Uferings, (2) missing or inoperative lifering lights,

and (3) defective lifeboats.

Ship’s Ventilation System (11 deficiencies) — the primary discrep—

ancy has been wasted and holed ventilation ducting thereby permitting the

egress of explosive vapors into the living spaces of the vessel.

Navigation Safety Regulations (243 deficiencies) — the major de-

ficiency reported has been the lack of posted vessel maneuvering information

and to a much lesser extent the lack of U. S. navigation publications and up-

dated charts of the areas to be transited.

__________________________
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The impact of this newly created program has caused considerable

strain on existing U. S.. Coast Guard personnel resources. Accordingly,

the Coast’Guard has requested and will receive during f iscal year 1978

approximately one—hundred additional inspectors for assignment to field

offices for the foreign tanker examination progrern. The priorities for

assignment of these personnel resources will primarily be determined by the

level of activity of a particular Marine Safety Office or Marine inspection

Off ice. Table 3 indicates the frequencies of foreign tank vessel examinations

at various ports throughout the United States, The list is not all inclusive

and only shows the more active ports.

The major question to be answered is “Has this new program during its

brief infancy increased the overall safety level aboard foreign flag tank

vessels”? Every two weeks the U. S. Coast Guard transmits a message to field

units containing the names of those foreign flag tank vessels having outstand-

ing deficiencies. Figure 6 shows the trend of that deficiency listing as

compared with the total number of different vessels examined during the same

period. It is quite evident that the resurgence, around 1 July 1977 , in

the number of vessels with deficiencies is due to the influence of the navi—

gation safety regulations. Also, the diverging nature of the slopes of both

curves indicates that more foreign flag tankers are coming Out of the examin-

ations deficiency free and those with deficiencies tend to be repeaters. The

differences between the percent of vessels with deficiencies from the begin-

ning of the period to the present show an improving level of vessel safety.

This argument is given further support by an evaluation of those vessels

that have undergone multiple examinations since the program began in Jan—

uary. Table 4 shows the trend of the decreasing numbers of deficiencies,

S
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Table 3

Foreign Tanker Traffic
As Determined By Frequency

Of Examinations * At U.S. Ports

Marine Safety Office/
Marine Inspection Office # Of Exam.

Port Arthur , Texas 328
New Orleans , La. 287
Los Angeles, Ca. 158
New York , N. Y. 128
San Francisco , Ca. 93
Seattle , Wa. 91
Philadelphia, Pa. 88
Portland , Me. 86
Galveston , Texas 84
San Juan, P. A. 71
Houston , Texas 68
Hampton Roads , Va. 63
Baltimore 58
Boston 54
Honolulu 49

Data from 1-2 1-77 to 9-12-77
I
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Table 4

Exaluation Of Vessels That Have
Been Examined Several Times

Percent Of
Vessels With

Vessels Examined A Decreasing Percent Of
N umber Of Vessels With
Deficiencies Zero Deficiencies

No. Of No. Of At The Most At The Most
Times Vessels Recent Exam. Recent Exam.

6 7 100% 50%

5 14 93% 50%

4 47 79% 64%

3 134 71% 51%

2 301 13.6% 27.6%

~~rI~ — -
~
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mainly for those vessels that have been examined on three or more occasions.

Additional evidence of an improving level of safety can be shown by a

comparison (Table 5) of conditions before and after a specific date, that

date being 1 June 1977, the effective date of the Navigation Safety Regula-

tions. When comparing the number of deficiencies per examination for the

two periods using the six countries noted in earlier sections, the overall

picture is a reduction in the number of deficiencies per examination for the

— most recent period. Likewise, a comparison of the percentage of examinations

free of deficiencies also reveals that the most recent period had a higher

percentage of deficiency free examinations.

Summarizing, the data developed thus far in the administration of this

program shows that there has been a general improvement in the overall level

of safety of that segment of the foreign flag fleet that have been involved

in this safety program.

Since the commencmen t of this program, the Coast Guard has, under

the authority of the Ports and Waterways Safety Act , denied entry to three

vessels and has detained six additional vessels under the- control provisions

of SOLAS 60, Chapter 1, Regulation 19 which states that such steps shall be

taken to insure that the ship shall not sail until it can proceed to sea

without danger to the passengers or the crew.

On another level, the U. S. Coast Guard is vigorously pressing to have

those tanker initiatives announced ~y President Carter in his 17 March 1977

message to Congress adopted by the International tanker community. This is

being persued through established committees for Maritime Safety and Marine

~~~t SJ ~~~~~- .  — ------~ -
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Envi ronmenta l Protection as well as special working groups at the Internati onal

Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO) , At this time, it is too soon tø

predict the outcome of these endeavors.

In closing, it has been shown by an analysis of available data concerning

the results of the examinations that the program has achieved a certain mea-

sure of success with respect to raising the overall level of safety of tankers

calling at our ports . Wha t remains now is the true test, that is, a period of

time free of tanker casualties caused by those shipboard systems associated

with the stowage and movement of the liquid cargo itself.
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DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
ON DOUBLE BOTTOMS
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U. S. COAST GUARD

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
PURSUANT TO SECTION 102(2)( C) , P. L. 91— 190

SU}IMARY

(X) Draft ( ) Final Environmental Statement

Contact individual: Executive Secretary
Marine Safety Council
U. S. Coast Guard (G—C14C/81)
Washington, D. C. 20590
(202) 426—1477

1. Name of Action. (X) Administrative Action. ( ) Legislative Action .

2. Description of the Action

The Coast Guard is proposing an amendment of the pollution prevention
regulations In Part 157, of Title 33, Code of Federal Regulations, to require
segregated ballast spaces on existing tankers over 20,000 deadweight tons and
to require double bottoms and segregated ballast on all new tankers over
20,000 deadweight tons. The proposed regulations would apply to U. S.
seagoing tank vessels, both ships and barges, carrying oil, and to foreign
tank vessels carrying oil that enter the navigable waters of the United States.

3. Environmental Impacts and adverse environmental effects of the action.

Requirements for segregated ballast on existing tank vpc sels over 20,000
deadweight tons will reduce operational oil outflows by reducing the volume
of oily mixtures that must be treated either on board the vessel or at shore
reception facilitlt~s. Double bottoms and segregated ballast on new tank
vessels over 20,0.~O deadweight tons will reduce both operational and ac-
cidental oil outflows from these vessels. Segregated ballast on new tankers
will produce same benefits as on existing tankers. Double bottoms will
reduce oil outflows as a result of groundings.

4. List of alternatives considered.

In developing these rules and related earlier pollution prevention
rules for tank vessels the following alternatives have been considered :

a. Publish no additional regulations (No Action)

b. Publish regulations less stringent than those proposed .

• Publish regulations more stringent than those proposed , including
re*u1~ tions prohibiting any discharge of oily mixtures at sea and
r.*.j~at tons requiring equipment or design features intended to
l~~prnve  aaneuvering and stopping ability.

c- I
L1~~.
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d. Reduction of oil consiaption or reduction of oil imports.

e. Use of different mode of transportation for oil.

5. Co nents on the draft  statement were requested from the agencies
and groups listed below:

Department of State
Department of Treasury
Department of Defense
Department of the Interior
Department of Commerce
Department of Transportation
Federal Maritime Commission
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Energy Administration
Sierra Club
Connecticut Citizens Action Group
Center for Law and Social Policy
American Petroleum Institute
American Ins t i tu te  of Merchant Shipp ing
American Association of Port Authorities
American Maritime Association
American Waterways Operators , Inc.
Shipbuilders Council of America
Environmental Policy Center
Coalition Against Oil Pollution
National Audubon Society

6. Dates statements were made available to the Council on Environmenta l
Quality and the public:

Draft statement May 13, 1977

Final Sta tement
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I. INTRODUCTION

This statement is a Draft Environmental Impact Statement issued under
the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 , Section
l02(2)(C), and implementing Guidelines issued by the Council on Environmental
Quality, on a regulatory proposal for changes to the pollution prevention
regulations in Title 33, Navigation and Navigable Waters, of the Code of
Federa l Regu lations .

The proposed changes would apply to U. S. seagoing tank vessels
carrying oil and to foreign tank vessels car rying oil that enter the
navigable waters of the United States .’

Relationship of This Proposed Rulemaking to Previous Rulemakings

This proposed rulemaking is related to two earlier rulemakings that were
issued under Title II of the Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972 (Pub .L.
92—340; 46 U.S.C. 391a). The intent , in part , of Title II is that the
Coast Guard establish for oil tank vessels “comprehensive minimum standards
of design , construction, alteration, repair , maintenance, and operation to
prevent or mitigate the hazards to l i fe , property , and the marine environ-
ment.”

The first of the two earlier rulemakings, issued on October 14, 1975
(40 FR 48280), applies to U. S. seagoing tank vessels carrying oil in domestic
trade. The purpose of those regulations was to control the discharge of oily
mixtures from tank cleaning and deballasting operations and to require construc—
tion standards for new vessels for reducing spill size in fu tu re  vessel accidents
and for improving the survivability of tankers after damage. These earlier
regulations require segregated ballast on new tank vessels of 70,000 deadweight
tons and larger and impose stringent limitations on the quantities of oil which
may be discharged at sea as a result of routine operations, such as tank
cleaning and ballasting. These regulations were based on requirements in the
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973, com-
monly referred to as the “1973 Marine Pollution Convention.” The regulations,
their environmental effects, and the alternatives considered by the Coast
Guard are discussed in the final environmental impact statement filed with the
Council on Environmental Quality and made available to the public on August
15, 1975.2

means petroleum in any form , including oil , sludge , oil refuse ,
and refined products. These regulations do not apply to vessels carrying only
chemical cargoes regulated under Annex II of the 1973 Marine Pollution Convention
and 46 CFR Sub chapter 0. Where the phrases “navigable waters of the United
State . ” and “navigable waters ” appear in t his statement , their meanings are as
in 33 CFR 2 . 0 5 — 2 . 5 ( a ) .  These waters  includ e t e r r i t o r i d seas ( a belt th r ee
mile . wid e adjacen t to the I~ • S .  coast). interna l wete r ., m d  inland w.t . r . .

•~~~t .i t ,  sn.pfl v ? 4
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Application of segregated ballast requirements to new vessels smaller
than 70,000 deadweight tons and to existing vessels and a requirement for
double bottoms on new vessels were among the alternatives considered at
the time these earlier regulations were proposed.

The Coast Guard issued the second of the earlier rulemakings on December
13, 1976 (41 FR 1479). This second rulemaking made the rules issued on
October 14, 1975, which applied only to U. S. ves8els in domestic trade ,
applicable to two additional groups of vessels:

. U. S. tank vessels carrying oil in foreign trade.

Foreign tank vessels carrying oil that enter the navigable
waters of the United States .

These changes to the regulations, their expected environmental e f f ec t s,
and the alternatives considered by the Coast Guard are discussed in the
final environmental impact statement filed with the Council on Environmental
Quality and made available to the public on November 12, l976.~

The regulatory changes now being proposed would apply segregated ballast
requirements to tank vessels both new and existing of 20,000 deadweight tons
or greater and would require that all new tank vessels have double bottom
spaces to achieve the required segregated ballast capacity. These regulations
would apply to U. S. tankers and to foreign tankers entering 1). S. waters.

These measures were considered as alternatives to the regulatory measures
previously adopted , but were at that time rejected .

Relationship of this Environmental Impact Statement to Previous Statements
and Studies

The concept, purpose, costs, and benefits of segregated ballast and
double bottoms have been extensively discussed over the past five years in
environmental impact statements, study reports, articles, and other documents
cited in the REFERENCES section of this statement, which begins on page 26.
Instead of repeating this information, conclusions are summarized and
reference is made, where appropriate, to those documents. New material
is discussed where necessary to help assess specific impacts of these proposed
regulation changes. Reasons cited in previous impact statements for rejecting
the alternatives now being proposed are also discussed .

3Department of Transportation, U.S. Coast Guard, Final Environmental
Impact Statement , Regulations for U.S.  Tank Vessels Carryin Oi
Trade and Foreign Tank Vessels That Enter the Navigable Wat I U~~~ 

_JJ L.J
United Sta tes,  Washington, D. C. 1976 , available from the Nationa l Technical
Informat ion Service , Sp r i n g f i e l d , VA , 2215 1, Government Accession No.
AD A0 16719.
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Reasons for Additional Regulations

In the Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972 , Congress declared :

“That the carriage by vessels of certain cargoes in bulk creates
substantial hazards to life, property , the navigable waters of the
United States (including the quality thereof) and the resources
contained therein and of the adjoining land , including but not limited
to fish , shellfish, and wildlife, marine and coastal ecosystems and
recreational and scenic values , which waters and resources are hereafter
in this section referred to as the ‘marine environment ’.

“That existing standards for the design , construction , alteration,
repair , maintenance and operation of such vessels must be improved for
the adequate protection of the marine environment.

“That it is necessary that there be established for all such
vessels documented under the laws of the United States or entering
the navigable waters of the United States comprehensive minimum
standards of design, construction, alteration, repair, maintenance,
and operation to prevent or mitigate the hazards to life, property,
and the marine environment.”4

Since the Act was passed , the Coast Guard has taken a number of actions
to implement it , including the rulemaking actions described on pages 1 and 2
of this statement.

There has been serious disagreement among Federal agencies , Congress ,
environmental groups, and industry representatives on the questions of
(1) whether the actions taken by the Coast Guard go far enough in protecting
the navigable waters of the United States and their resources, and (2) what
additional measures should be taken. The Coast Guard has maintained that
U. S. action, particularly vessel design and construction requirements,
should be consistent with internationally—agreed—upon standards in this area
and that unilateral U. S. action should be avoided if possible. Critics
of the Coast Guard’s approach have argued that U. S. regulations did not
go far enough in protecting U. S. interests and that the U. S. must not
be bound by what they considered to be weak and ineffective international
standards , particularly construction standards affecting accidental oil
outflow. Differences of opinion over adequacy of Coast Guard action lead
to attempts to require segregated ballast and double bottoms through
Federal legislation. Some states also attempted to set tanker construction
standards for vessels entering their waters .

Jr rL. ..~~v- ur ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ r~~~~~ ..~~~~~~~~~~~ ,. JJI1S(

aTitle II, Section 201, Ports and Waterways Safe;y Act of 1972 ,
Section 4417. of the Revised Statutes of the United States (46 U.S.C. 391a).



On December 15 , 1976 , the SS ARGO MERUCHANT ran aground 28 miles south—
east of Nantucket Island in international waters of the Atlantic Ocean.
The vessel subsequently broke up in heavy seas, spilling most of its
7.3 million gallon cargo of heavy heating oil into the sea. This incident ,
plus a ser ies of other accidents primarily involving foreign flag vessels
in e~~-~ near U. S. waters during the following month , prompted the Executive
Bra~ - -, of the Federal government and Congress to review the problem of
oi~ ~øllution from tankers and the measures taken to date to reduce such
pollution.

On January 1 1977 , Secretary of Transportation William T. Coleman, Jr.,
established a special Departmental Task Force for a comprehensive review
of marine safety regulations and their effectiveness in preventing and contain—
ing oil spills. An interim report was delivered on January 11, 1977 (ref. 5).

On January 31, 1977 , Secretary of Transpor tation Brock Adams established
a task force to create maritime safety policy for the department. This
Marine Safety Task Force is chaired by the Deputy Secretary of DOT, the
department’s second ranking off icial, and includes the Commandant of the
Coast Guard.5

In his address to the nation of February 2, 1977 , President Carter
recognized the risks which are involved in marine transportation of oil
and the need for timely government action to deal with the problem. In
response to the President’s concern, the Direc tor of the Off i ce of Management
and Budget established the Interagency Oil Pollution Task Force to identify
possible solutions.6

The Office of Management and Budget chaired the group. The following
agencies participated:

Department of State
Depar tment of Treasury
Department of Defense
Department of Justice
Department of the Interior
Department of Commerce
Department of Transportation
Federal Maritime Commission
Environmental Pr otec tion Agency
Council on Environmental Quality
Federal Energy Administration

5Statement of Brock Adams, Secretary of Transportation , before the
Senate Committee on Commerce , Science and Transportatio n , concerni ng marine
oi l pollution , Fr iday, March 18, 1977.

ôThe White House , “Par t Shs •t——A ctions to Rsduc e Ma ritime Oil Pollution ,”
Ma r e- h 16, 1977.
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Subgroups of the Task Force developed proposed initiatives in five
areas:

1. Ships and ship systems

2. Crew standards and training

3. Oil pollution liability and compensation

4. International conventions

5. Oil spill response

The Task Force also recommended to the President that he also consider
action to reduce marine oil, pollution caused by operational discharges from
tankers, as well as accidental discharges. 

~~~~-- ~~ - -
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On March 18, 1977 , as a resu lt  of the In te ragen cy Oil Pol lut ion
Task Force’s review and recommendations, the President announced a
series of recommended Federal Government actions to deal with the problem
of marine oil pollution caused by oil tankers. These include:

A call for a special international conference to
discuss stricter standards for oil tanker construction , equipment
and inspections.

Regulatory action by the Depa r tmen t of Transportation to establish
new U. S. standards for all tankers entering U.S. ports.

A Coast Guard program to board and examine all, foreign flag oil
tankers entering U. S. ports .

U. S. ratification of the Internationa l Convention for the prevention
of Pollut ion from Ships , l,973~ 7

The tecommended regulatory action includes:

Double bottoms on all new tankers;

. Segregated ballast on all tankers;

Inert gas systems on all tankers;

Backup radar systems, including collision avoidance equipment,
on all tankers; and

Improved emergency steering standards for all tankers .

These requirements will be fully effective within fIve years. Where tech—
nological improvements and alternatives can be shown to achieve the same
degree of protection against pollution , the rules will allow their use.8

In his me~sage to the Congress, the President said he was instructing the
Secretary of Transportation to develop new rules for oil tanker standards
within 60 days. These regulations will apply to all oil tankers over
20,000 deadweight tons , U. S. and foreign, which call at American ports.

1The White House, “Fact Sheet——Actions to Reduce Maritime Oil Pollution ,”
March 18, 1977.

8The complete te~ct of the President’s message to the Congress appears in
Appendix A ,

r3.— 
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The proposed regulations covered by this impact statement are the
requirements for double bottoms on new tankers and segregated ballast on
both new and existing tankers referred to in the President’s message.
Requirements for inert gas systems, radar systems, and steering system
improvements are separate regulatory proposals .

There are a number of factors which were important in reaching a decision
on the actions announced in the President’s message.

Perception of the problem of marine oil pollution by the United States
was changed as a result of the series of accidents occurring during December,
1976 , and January, 1977. These accidents and the resulting public attention
emphasized the need for further government action.

The large surplus of existing tanker tonnage and the reduction in demand
for new tankers means that it will be a long t ime before the 1973 Convention
requirement far segregated ballast on new tankers over 70 ,000 deadweight
tons has much impact on oil inputs to the oceans. These changes to the
tanker market were not foreseen at the time of the October 1973 IMCO Confer-
ence. This change in the situation means that the only practical way of
realizing the benefits of segregated ballast is to retrofit existing tankers
with segregated ballast spaces .

Most of the tankers used in and near U. S. waters are smaller than
70,000 deadweight tons . Therefore, the 1973 Convention requirement for
segregated ballast on vessels over 70,000 deadweight will not be effective
for protecting U. S. waters .

These factors prompted the decision that the U. S. should take
additional measures beyond those adopted in the 1973 Marine Pollution
Convention. Conformity of U. S. standards with international standards is
still of concern, but not of overriding concern as it has been during the
development of earlier regulations. The review by the Interagency Oil
Pollution Task Force and the President resulted in the two—fold initiative
outlined in the President’s message and the accompanying Fact Sheets,
containing both international and domestic measures. The President’s
message and the Fact Sheets are included in Appendix A of this statement.
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2. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE OF THE ACTION

Purpose of the Action

The purpose of these proposed changes to the regulations is to reduce
oil pollution from tank vessels in two ways :

To reduce operational outflows by requiring that all seagoing oil tank
vessels of 20,000 deadweight tons or more have a segregated ballast
capability by January 1, 1982.

To reduce accidental oil outflows due to tanker accidents by
requiring a double bottom beneath the cargo carrying portion of a
seagoing oil tank vessel ’s hull if the vessel is 20,000 deadweight
tons or more and is constructed under a contract awarded after
December 31, 1979.

The need for reduction of oil inputs to the marine environment and the
specific benefits of these two measures are discussed in Section 3 of this
statement.

Description of the Proposed Regulations: Double Bottoms

The proposed regulations would require a double bottom beneath the
cargo carrying portion of a seagoing oil tank vessel’s hull if the vessel is
20,000 tons DWT or more and is constructed under a contract awarded after
December 31, 1979 . (Note: This requirement is commonly referred to through—
out this impact statement as “double bottoms on new tankers.” The reader
should note that the term “new” has a different date attached to it than
the definition of the term “new” in 33 CFR 157.03(i) which applies to the
requirement for segregated ballast on tankers of 70 ,000 tons DWT or more.)
The requirement would apply to U. S. tank vessels, both tank ships and tank
barges, and to foreign tank vessels entering U. S. navigable waters in the
course of trade into a U. S. port , including a deepwater port. 9

The double bottom would be required to have a minimum height, i.e.,
separation between inner bottom plating and bottom shell plating, of at
least the molded breadth divided by 15 (B/15) or two meters, whichever is
less. The double bottom tanks could be used for segregated ballast, but
could not be used for oil , either cargo or fuel.

— Descrjption of the Proposed Regulations: Segregated Ballast

The proposed regulations would require that all seagoing oil tank vessels
of 20 ,000 tons DWT or more have a segregated ballast capability. Vessels
would have to be equipped with segregated ballast tanks which are completely
separated from the cargo oil and oil fuel systems and which are permanently

9A double bottom is a cellular construction at a vessel’s bottom in
which ri flat inner skin, or tank 
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is placed above and parallel to the

vessel’ bottom, covering the bottom framing members. This construction
results in a series of “double bottom” tanks underneath the vessel’s cargo
spaces . Reference (1) , page 196 .
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allocated to the carriage of water ballast . Enough segregated ballast
capacity must be provided to enable the vessel to meet specific m inim c~draf t and maximum trim requirements in any ballast cond ition at any stage
of a ballast voyage, including the condition - of lightweight plus segregated
ballast only. The propeller must also be fully immersed. The intent of
this requirement is~to provide vessels with enough segregated ballast
capacity that the ship may be operated safely on ballast voyages without
putting water ballast in oil tanks except in unusually severe weather.
The vessel’s master would be permitted to place additional ballast water in
oil tanks in cases where he feels it must be done for the safety of the
ship.

Effective Dates

The proposed regulations would require that tankers for which a
construction contract is awarded after December 31, 1979, have double
bottoms and that all tank vessels of 20,000 tons DWT or more have a segre-
gated ballast capability by January 1, 1982.

Consideration of Technological Improvements and Alternatives

In the President’s message to Congress, he states that “where
technological improvements and alternatives can be shown to achieve the
same degree of protection against pollution, the rules will allow their
use.”

The proposed regulations include a rule that the Coast Guard may accept,
under established procedures in 46 CFR 30.15—1, technologically Improved
or alternate design or equipment as equivalent to a design or an equipment
required by the proposed regulations.
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3. PROBABLE IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ON THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT

3.1 The Need for Regulations.

A discussion of the need for regulations for reducing oil pollution
from tank vessels and information on oil inputs to the marine environment
from both routine tank vessel operations and tank vessel accidents is on
pages 23—41 of reference (1). The National Academy of Sciences Report,
Petroleum in the Marine Environment (reference 6) excerpts of which are
quoted in Appendtx B of this statement, presents detailed information on
the fates and effects of oil in the marine environment.

The “Tanker Oil Pollution Problem” is really two problems——operational
and accidental, and there are fundamental differences between them.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the sequence of causal factor—condition—effect
in the problems of operational pollution and accidental pollution.

3.2 Estimated Effects on Oil Pollution

Table 1 summarIzes the effects that requirements for segregated ballast
on existing tankers and for double bottoms and segregated ballast on new
tankers are expected to have on operational and accidental oil pollution.

Segregated Ballast on Existing Tankers

Segregated ballast reduces operational outflows by eliminating the
oily mixtures generated during ballasting and deballasting operations,
removing the first source category shown on Figure 1, but not affecting the
other three sources shown. It thus reduces the volume of oily mixtures that
must be treated, either on board the vessel or at a shore reception
facility. Segregated ballast would benefit Alaskan oil loading ports by
reducing the need to process ballast water at shore reception facilities .
Segregated ballast is an easier pollution prevention measure to enforce than
is the use of load—on—top or retention—on—board techniques (LOT/ROB).
Furthermore, crew motivation and performance needed to make segregated
ballast effective are much less than that needed to make LOT/ROB effective.
Thus, segregated ballast should be a more effective measure than LOT/ROB.

A requirement for segregated ballast on vessels of 20,000 deadweight
tons or more is more effective in reducing oil inputs to U. S. waters than
a requirement for segregated ballast for vessels of 70,000 deadweight tons
or more. Most of the tank vessels trading in U. S. waters are under 70,000
deadweight tons and a great amount of crude oil is transported by these
vessels.
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Operation:
Ballasting & deballasting
Tank cleaning to r~ nove sludge
Tank cleaning on product tankers

#to insure cargo purity
Oil leakage into machinery space bilges

Segregated ballast
Crude washing

Oily mixture
(water + oil)

I ~ Load—on—top/retention_on_board
Discharge restrictions

Discharge of oily Information on procedures

mixture overboard

Oil enters water

Losses
(risk of environm ental damage)

Effec ts on habitats
Effec ts on aqua tic organisms,

populations, and communities
Effects on seabirds
Direct impact on humans

tar and oil on beaches
possible human health effec ts

Figure 1 Tank Vessel Operational Oil Outflow Sequences
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and Watchkeeping
~~~~~~~ Navigation Safety requirements

Incidents

Accidents

Transfer spills
Collision
Rasming
Grounding
Fire and explosion
Breakdown
Structural failure

I ___________________________ Protective spaces
Double Bottom

Oil Enters the Water r e

Hull damaged
Oil p*aped overboard in order to
lighten ship

I_Il- Strike Teams
7 Containment

oases Cleanup
(risk of environmental damage) Terminal siting

Effects on habitats
Effects on aquatic organis ms,

population s , and cosmunit ies
Effects on seabirds
Direct impact on h~~ans

tar and oil on beaches
possible hinan health effects

Figure 2 Tank Vessel Accidental Oil Outflow Sequence.
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A requirement for segregated ballast spaces on existing tankers
would also help prevent some accidental oil outflows. Damage to a tank
vessel’s hull that is in way of segregated ballast tanks generally will not
result in oil outflow. Segregated ballast tanks may also be used to receive
oil transferred from cargo tanks damaged as a result of an accident, such
as a minor grounding with oil outflow. However, f inding a place to put the
oil is not usually as big a problem as determining which tank has been holed
and rigging the ship’s cargo transfer system or auxiliary equipment to make
the transfer.

Double Bottoms and Segregated Ballast on New Tankers

The requirements for segregated ballast spaces, (most or all of which
will be double bottom spaces) on new tank vessels will have the same effects
on operational oil outflows as described above for existing tankers. In
addition, double bottoms seem to offer potential for reducing sludge build—up
problems and allowing more complete and efficient discharge of cargo because
of the smooth tank bottom surface they make possible.11 This means more oil
reaches its destination and less is discharged overboard as a result of tank
cleaning operations.

The main intent of the double bottom requirement is to raise the damage
threshold of tank vessels by providing a barrier between grounding damage to
the bottom shell plating and the vessel’s oil cargo. The double bottom will
allow a vessel to go aground and sustain damage to the bottom shell plating
without release of cargo. The double bottom will be of no benefit in those
cases where the vessel does not ground with sufficient energy to penetrate
the bottom shell plating. The double bottom will not prevent oil outflow in
those eases where the vessel grounds hard enough to penetrate both the shell plating
and the inner bottom, although it is probable that the total amount of oil
outflow will not be as great or occur as rapidly if the vessel does have a
double bottom.l2 Double bottoms are not likely to affect the situation where a
vessel grounds hard and is broken up due to the action of heavy seas (such as
the case of the ARGO MERCHANT). The effect of double bottoms on the possi-
bility of salvage of a grounded tanker is uncertain. If a vessel with empty
double bottom tanks grounds with enough force to penetrate the bottom shell
pla ting, these tanks will be flooded and the - resulting loss in buoyancy will
make the vessel harder to get off than if it did not have a double bottom.
This may be a critical factor in salvage of the vessel if the weather worsens.
On the other hand, the smaller volume of the double bottom tanks may reduce the
overall loss of buoyancy if the inner bottom Is not penetrated . There are so
many variables which affect success of salvage operations (how and where the
vessel grounded, the weather, sea conditions, availability of salvage assistance,
loading of the vessel , etc.) that, in the Coast Guard’s opinion, it is impossible

liSee reference (4) , iage 46, for further discussion of this point.

‘2See reference (4) page 46, for further discussion of effect of double
bottom on oil outflows after bottom damage.
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to say with any degree of certainty what effect double bottoms may have on
possible salvage of a tanker after grouding.

While double bottoms do provide some protection from grounding damage ,
they do not provide any improvement to a vessel’s resistance to side damage
resulting from a collision with another vessel or ramming of a pier, bridge
or other similar object.

• One other way that the segregated ballast requirement may affect hydrocar-
bons entering the environment is through avoiding hydrocarbon emissions
in port areas resulting from ballasting of gassy cargo tanks. Although the
amount of hydrocarbons released in these situations is generally believed to be
fairly small, this factor may be important to Los Angeles and other areas with
hydrocarbon air pollution problems.

ITO
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3.3 Re—evaluation of Segregated Ballast and Double Bottom Alternatives

Regulations requiring segregated ballast on new tankers smaller than
70,000 deadweight tons,regulations requiring segregated ballast on existing
tankers, and regulations requiring double bottoms on new tankers were all
considered as alterna tives by the Coast Guard in developing the tank vessel
regulations published as final rules on October 15, 1975, and December 13, 1977.
All were rejected for purposes of that earlier rulemaking, with the following
reasons being cited.l3

Requiring segregated ballast on new tankers smaller than 70,000 deadweight
tons was rejected because~

a. it was not included in the standards contained in the 1973 Marine
Pollution Convention; and

b. it would not be an effective pollution prevention measure on smaller
tank vessels because most of these vessels carry petroleum products
rather than crude oil and most wash tanks for cargo purity reasons
rather than to provide space for clean ballast.

Requiring existing tankers to be modified to provide segregated ballast
spaces was rejected because:

a. it was not required by international standards contained in the 1973
Mar ine Pollution Convention;

b. it must be done on a worldwide basis if adverse effects on the compe—
tative standing of U. S. vessels are to be avoided; and

c. there was a higher priority need to get the principle of segregated
ballast for new vessels accepted worldwide before trying to extend
segregated ballast requirements to existing vessels.

Requiring that new tankers be built with double bottoms was rejected because:

a. such a requirement was not included In the 1973 Marine Pollution
Convention; and

b. double bottoms would be ineffective in reducing cargo loss during
accidents other than ground ings, and no particular type of vessel
damage so dominated accidental outflow that a single design solution
should, in the Coast Guard ’s view, be stipulated by law or regulation.

i-3See reference (I), pages 60d, 60e, and 60f.
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Segregated ballast and double bottom requirements have been re—evaluated
as indicated above and are now being proposed for implementation. As
stated on page 7 , there were several factors which were important in
reaching a decision on the actions announced in the President’s message.
Conformity of the U. S. standards with international standards is still of
concern, but not of overriding concern as it had been in development of earlier
regulations. Indications are that segregated ballast would be an effective
pollution prevention measure on tank vessels 7betveen 20,000 tons and 70,000
tons because significant amounts of crude oil are carried in U. S. waters on
such vessels and not all product tankers clean all their tanks each voyage
for cargo purity reasons. Segregated ballast Is being required on existing
tankers because of its potential benefit in reducing operational pollution
even though there may be some adverse effects on the competative standing of
U. S. ships and the U. S. no longer considers it necessary to gain worldwide
acceptance of segregated ballast on new vessels before proceeding to require
it on existing vessels. Double bottoms are being required on new tankers
because of the potential they have for reducing outf low in case
of grounding.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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3.4 Other Impacts of the Regulations

Cost and Economic Impacts

The initial cost of retrofitting segregated ballast has been estimated
to range from $400,000 to $1 — $3 million.

Cargo—carrying capacity lost due to conversion of tanks to segregated
ballast will average 20%, with a variation from a high of 35% for some smaller
vessels to a low of 102 for some larger vesøels depending primarily on the
existing tank size and arrangement on each vessel.14 This loss in
cargo carrying capacity, really a loss in productivity, would result in
Increased transportation costs. A requirement to construct new tank vessels
with double bottoms and segregated ballast would also increase the initial
cost of these vessels, estimates varying between 3% and 10%.

In evaluating the economic Impacts of the proposed regulations the
Coast Guard estimates the cost increases to 1J. S. consumers would be as
much as $100 million per year in the “peak cost” years, 1981 and 1982. But
because of the large quantities of petroleum transported and consumed in
this country and the relatively small portion of the cost of petroleum
products that transportation costs represent, the additional cost per gallon
of product is relatively small, approximately 0.2 — 0.6 cents per gallon.

Technical Feasibility

The Coast Guard considers requirements for retrofitting of segregated
ballast on existing tank vessels and for double bottoms and segregated ballast
on new tank vessels to be technically feasible. A study sub~nitted toIMCO by Norway, Creece, and Italy (reference 11) examined options for
providing segregated ballast on existing vessels. The necessary alterations
to a vessel’s cargo system and ballast system piping and pumps are estimated
to take four to six weeks of shipyard time. An estimated additional two
to four weeks may be necessary if tank bulkheads must be altered or relocated.

A number of double bottom tankers have been built In recent years and
are in operation, indicating the technical feasibility of double bottoms.
(Reference (4), pages 39—41 shows 34 tankers with double bottoms or double
hulls were in operation, under construction, or contracted for in
January, 1975.)

~
4The average cost to retrofit segregated ballast with no restriction on

placement and no structural modifications was estimated to be $400,000 for
foreign vessels if done in a foreign ship yard and $500,000 for U. S. vessels
modified in U. S. shipyards (reference 12). The study submitted to [MCO by
Norway , Greece, and Italy (reference 8) estimated the cost of segregated ballast
retrofit to be $1 — $3 million per vessel, but in extreme cases up to
$5.2 million.
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Safety impacts

No potedtial safety impacts have been identified for the requirement
for segregated ballast.

Three potential safety impacts have been identified for the requirement
for double bottoms on new vessels:

Impact on possibility of salvage of a tanker after grounding.

Potential for fire or explosion in double bottom space.

Impact on safety of personnel entering double bottom spaces.

Salvage

The overall effect of double bottoms on the salvage of a grounded
tanker Is uncertain. There are so many variables which affect the success
or failure of a salvage operation that, in the Coast Guard’s opinion, it is
not possible to say with certainty what effect double bottoms may have.
Variable factors, such as how hard the vessel went aground, what kind of sea
bottom there Is, and the weather conditions, are probably much more sIgnificant
than the presence or absence of double bottoms. The impact of double bottoms
on the possibility of salvage of a tanker following grounding is discussed in
reference (1) , pages 76,202, and 251, and reference (4), page 47.

Fire or Explosion in Double Bottom Space

The potential for fire or explosion in tanker double bottom spaces
is discussed in reference (1), pages 76, 202—203, 251, and reference (4)
page 47. Fire or explosion risk arises due to the following sequence of
events:

(1) Cargo leaks from cargo tanks into double bottom space through
cracks or other openings in inner bottom plating.

(2) Flammable vapors accumulate within the double bottom space
to within the explosive limits.

(3) A source of ignition ignites the vapors.
(4) A fire or explosion results.

In assessing the likelihood of f ire or explosion in the double bottom
there are questions that must be answered:

What is the likelihood that leakage from cargo tank into double bottom
will occur?

Leaks in the bulkheads between adjacent cargo tanks have sometimes been

L •~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



a problem on older conventional tankers. Bulkhead cracks are believed to
result from inadequate structural design that results in “hard spots”
and “crack initiators.” The Coast Guard believes that problems with
leakage of cargo into double bottoms through minor cracks and other
structural failures can be controlled or eliminated through careful design
of the double bottom structure. This belief is supported by information
from the limited experience with existing double bottom tankers.

Corrosion of plating and framing within double bottom spaces used for
saltwater ballast (segregated ballast) is also a potential problem. Available
corrosion control techniques include cathodic protection through the use
of sacrificial anodes, impressed current cathodic protection systems, and
the use of protective coatings. The use of sacrificial anodes appears to be
the most practical and effective of these. Impressed current cathodic protec-
tion would have to be designed to avoid spark ignition hazards. Application
of effective, coating systems to the interior of double bottom spaces seems
to be difficult and expensive.

Redistribution of steel in single bottom structure between inner and
outer bottom will result in the use of thinner plating for outer shell.
This may res~ilt in smaller margins for exterior corrosion and erosion and
require some additional plate renewals over the life of the vessel.

If there is leakage of cargo into double bottom spaces, will there be a
hazardous accumulation of vapors?

As stated on page 47 of reference (4), in a discussion on this point,
“moreover , on every ballast voyage, the double hull or double bottom will be
gas—freed by the infusion of the ballast water to these spaces.” Assuming this
the primary concern is only with the vapors that may accumulate during a loaded
voyage when the cargo tank is full and the double bottom tank is empty.
The possibility of a hazardous vapor accumulation would depend on (1) how
much cargo leaked into the double bottom, (2) the amount of vaporization
that took place (volatility of cargo, temperature within the double bottom,
and mixing within the double bottom), and (3) the presence of enough oxygen
within the tank to provide a flammable mixture. It must be assumed that if
cargo leakage into the double bottom occurs, a hazardous accumulation of
vapors within the double bottom on a loaded voyage is likely to occur.

What is the likelihood of an ignition source igniting a hazardous accumu-
lation of vapors in a double bottom tank?

As stated on page 47 of reference (4), in a discussion of the question,
“if there were an accumulation of flammable vapors iii the double hull or double
bottom, there are much fewer ignition sources present to cause an explosion in
cargo tanks.” The likely sources of Ignition appear to be (1) ignition of vapors
at double bottom ballast tank vent and propagation of flame front back into the
tank,

• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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(2) ignition by welding or hot work on the exterior of the tank, (3) as ignition
source introduced into the tank by men, such as welding and hot work within
the tank, and (4) ignition as a result of collision or grounding . Source
(1) could be controlled by flame screens on tank vents on deck. (Do we
intend to require this? Do we require it a’ready?) Sources (2) and (3)
represent the same hazards as in cargo tanks, except that double bottom
spaces would be harder to clean and gas free than conventiona l cargo tanks.
These hazards would have to be controlled through the same procedures
used for cargo tanks which include tests by a (marine chemist, gas free
certification, and ventilation). Source (4) is considered to have a very
low probability of occurrence and is considered an accepted risk.

How will entry of cargo into double bottom ballast tank be detected?

If leakage of cargo into double bottom tanks can be detected , special
precautions can be taken to avoid fire or explosion and corrective action
can be initiated . Possible leak detection methods include (1) discovery
of cargo loss from tank through comparison of measurements at loading and
discharge, (2) presence of oil in segregated ballast discovered by
(a) visual monitoring of overboard discharge of segregated ballast ,
(b) sounding of double bottom tank, or (c) use of oil content monitoring
device to monitor overboard discharge of segregated ballast , or (3)
discovery of cargo liquid or vapors when double bottom tank Is opened for
testing and entry for inspection. Of these methods, (1) will probably
work only if the leak is relatively large. Visual monitoring of segregated
ballast overboard discharge (method 2a) and use of oil content monitoring
device to monitor overboard discharge of segregated ballast (method 2c)
are not required by current regulations in 33 CFR 157. Sounding of
double bottom tanks with an oil/water Interface detector (method 2b) prior
to discharge of segregated ballast is required by 33 CFR 151.43(b) and
depending on the size of the leak this may allow cargo leakage into the
double bottom to be detected as ballast is being discharged . Interface
detectors probably will not detect relatively small leaks. Discovery of
cargo liquid or vapors during testing prior to entry of men into the tank
(method 3) will check tank integrity whenever the tank is opened up for
inspection. This will probably be at intervals of from 6 months to 2 years.

Should inerting of double bottom tanks be required?

Neither existing nor proposed regulations require Inerting of double
bottom spaces, although this has been proposed as a preventative measure
to control risk of fire or explosion in double bottom spaces. The object
of Inerting double bottom spaces would be to avoid having a flammable
mixture in the space by keeping oxygen levels below levels needed to support
combustion, even if cargo did leak into the double bottoms. With the in-
formation available, the Coast Guard considers the best protection against
double bottom explosions to be avoidance of cargo leakage into the double
bottom space through careful design , construction , inspection , and main-
tenance of the double bottom structure. If vessel Inspections show that
cargo leakage into the double bottoms is a problem , further consideration
would be given to requiring inerting systems for double bottoms . Time is
also needed to resolve quastions about the reliability and maintainability

1’G
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of flue gas inerting systems now rt~quired for cargo tanks.

Impact on Personnel Safety.. • e e-.e S- .. *~ - - , 

Persons would have to enter double bottom tanks occasionally for
Inspection of the tank Interior for corrosion, deterioration due to
corrosion and accumulation of sludge and silt deposits from ballast
water for repair of weld cracks, piping, and for plate renewals due to
grounding or other damage. There would have to be enough ventilation
to carry away welding fumes and to provide air. This would be difficult
beacuse of the long distances from tank access openings. Tank cleaning
would also be a problem where cargo has leaked into the double bottom
tank and the tank must be gas—freed to make it safe to enter and to do
hot work. If double bottom tanks are inerted , routine entry for inspection
by the vessel’s crew would be more difficult and hazardous. Regulations
about to be proposed by the Coast Guard would require that (1) ~ gas—f t~~ e

certificate be obtained from a marine chemist before the tank was entered , (2)
persons entering tanks wear a self—contained breathing apparatur , or (3)
the space being entered have a monitoring system to detect the presence
of flammable vapors, enough oxygen to sustain life, and presence of toxic
vapors.

1~7
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4. ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION

The alternatives considered in developing the proposed requirements
for segregated ballast and double bottoms are essentially the same ones
considered in the earlier rulemakings referred to on page 1 and 2 of this
statement. These are:

A. Publish no additional regulations. (No Action)

B. Publish regulations less stringent than those proposed.
These could include:

1. Less strict discharge criteria which would allow more oil
to be discharged overboard from tank cleaning and ballast ing
operations.

2. Discharge restrictions allowing discharges into waters less
than 50 miles from U. S. coastlines.

C. Publish regulations more stringent than those proposed . These
could include:

1. Regulations prohibiting any discharge of oily mixtures to the sea.

2. Regulations allowing oily mixtures to be discharged but limiting
the concentration and total amount of oil discharged to quantities
smaller than those in the proposed rules.

3. Regulations requiring smaller tank size limits.

4. Regulations requiring various construction features and equipment
intended to improve vessel maneuvering and stopping ability.
These include:

a. Increased astern horsepower (greater backing power).

b. Twin screws and twin rudders.

c. Controllable pitch propeller(s).

d. Bow thruster, or bow and stern thrusters.

e. More rudder area.

f. Faster rudder turning rate.

in- s
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g. Flapped rudder.

h. Rotating cylinder rudder.

i. Auxiliary braking devices, such as flaps and parachutes.

5. Regulations requiring improvçd radar training for ship’s officers.

6. Regulations setting higher standards for training and watchkeeping

D. Reduction of oil consumption or reduction of oil imports.

E. Use of a different mode of transportation for oil.

These alternatives are discussed on pages 58—81 of reference (1) .
Except as noted in section 3.3, these discussions remain valid.

5. PROBABLE ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS WHICH CANNOT BE AVOIDED .

The overall effect of these regulations would be to reduce the
amount of oil entering the oceans as indicated in Section 3. No adverse
environmental effects are anticipated as a result of this action.

6. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT-TERM USES OF MAN’S ENVIRONMENT AND
TEE MAINTENANCE AND ENUANC EMENT OF LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY.

This section is supposed to include “a brief discussion of the extent
to which the proposed action involves tradeoffs between short—term environ—
mental gains at the expense of long—term environmental losses, or vice
versa .” It should also include a “discussion ot the extent to which the
proposed action forecloses future  options .”3 :1

So far as the Coast Guard can determine, these regulations do not involve
any tradeoffs between short—term and long—term environmental gains and
losses, nor does the proposed action foreclose any future options.

7. IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES

No irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources are involved
in this proposed action .

1½reparation of Environmental Impact Statement: Guidelines,
40 CFR 1500.8(a) (6).
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Oil Pollution of the Oceans These requirements will be full y effective within five
years. Where technological improvements and alternatives
can be shown to achieve the same degree of protectionThe Pvedd,Mt’s Message to the Congress Of lSf lSlISd. 
against pollution, the rules will allow their use.m e  Measures To Co,,trol the Probirm. Dated Ex perience has shown that ship construction and equip-At arch 17,1977. Releasa d March 19,1977 ment standards are effective only if backed by a strong
enforcement program. Because the quality of inspectionsTo the Congress 0/ She United Stager: by some nations falls short of US. practice, I have in-The recent series of oil tanker accidents in and near 
structed the Department of State and the Coast GuardAmencan waters is a grave reminder of the ~~~ ~~~~ ° to begin diplomatic efforts to improve the present inter-ciated with marine transportation of oil. Though we can national ssstem of inspection and certification. In addi-never entirely eliminate these risks, we can reduce them. tion, I recommend the immethate scheduling of a specialToday I am announcing a diverse but interrelated group international conference for late 1977 to consider theseof mc.i.curcs designed to do so. 
construction and inspection measures.These measures are both international and domestic. 
• IMP ROVEME NT of crew standards and training. IPollution of the oceans by oil is a global problem requiring am instructing the Secretary of Transportation to takeglobal solutions. I intend to communicate directly with immediate steps to raise the licensing and qualificationthe leader’ of a number of major maritime nations to 50 standards for American crewslicit their support for international action. Oil pollution is The international requirements for crew qualifications,also a serious domestic problem requiring prompt and which arc far from strict, will be dealt with by a majoreffec tiv e action bs the federal government to reduce the international conference we will participate in next year.danger to American lives, the American economy, and I am instructing the Secretary of Transportation to ides-American beaches and shorelines, and the steps I am tal’- tify additional requirements which should be discussed,ing will do this. and if not included, may be imposed by the United StatesThe following measures are designed to achieve three after 1978 on the crews of all ships calling at American• objectives : First, to reduce oil pollution caused by tanker ports.accidents and by routine operational discharges from all 
• DEVE LOPMENT of Tanker Boarding Program andvessels; Second, to improve our ability to deal swiftly U.S. Marine Safety Information S~stem. Starting im-and effectively with oil spills when they do occur; and mediately, the Coast Guard will board and examine eachThird, to provide full and dependable compensation to foreign flag tanker calling at American ports at least oncevictims of oil pollution damage. a year and more often if necessary. This examination willThese are the measures I recommend: insure that the ship meets all safety and environmentalRaru’1c~11oN of the International C.onvention for protection regulations. Those ships vs hich fail to do sothe Prevention of Pollution from Ships. I am trans- may be denied access to U.S. ports o: in some cases, de-misting this far-reaching and comprehensive treaty to the nied the right to leave until the defirienues have been cor-Senate for its advice and consent. This Convention, by rected. The information gathered by this boarding pro-imposing segregated ballast requirements for new large gram will permit the Coast Guard to identify individualoil tankers and placing stringent controls on all oil 

~~ tankers having histories of poor maintenance, accidents,charges from ships, represents an important multilateral and pollution violations. We will also require that the
step toward reducing the risk of marine oil pollution, names of tanker owners, major stockholders, and changes
In the near future, I will submit implementing legislation in vessel names be disclosed and included in this Marine
to the Congress. Safety Information System.

• REFORM of ship construction and equipment stand- • APPROVAL of Comprehensive Oil Pollution Liab~1-ards. I am instructing the Secretars’ of Transportation to ity and Compensation Legislation. I am transmitting ap-
develop new rules for oil tanker standards within 60 propriate legislation to establish a single, national stand.
days. These regulations will apply to all oil tankers over ard of strict liability for oil spills. This legislation I
20,000 deadweight tons, U.S. and foreign, which call at designed to replace the present fragmented, overlapping
American ports. These regulations will include: systems of federal and state liahility laws and compen~-—Double bottoms on all new tankers; tion funds. It will also create a $200 million fund to dean

—Segregated ballast on all tankers; up oil spilLs and compensate victims for oil pollution• —Inert gas systems on all tankers; damages
• —Backup radar systems, including collision avoidance • IMpRovEMENT of federal ability to respond to oil

equipment, on all tankers; and pollution emergencies. I have directed the appropriate
—Improved emergency steering standards for all federal agencies, particularly the Coast Guard and the

tanker.. Environmental Protection Agency, in cooperation with
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state and local governments to improve our abilhy to con-tain and minimize the damaging cifects of oil spills. The
goal is an ability to respond within six hours to a spill of100,000 tons.

Oil pollution of the oceans is a serious problem that
calls for concentrated, energetic, and prompt attention.
I believe these measures constitute an effective program tocontrol it. My Administration pledges its best efforts, incooperation with the international community, the Con-

• gras, and the public, to preserve the earth’s oceans and
resources.

JIMKY CARTER
The White House,

March 17, 1977.

I
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Office of the White House Press Secretary
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THE WHITE HOUSE

FACT SHEET
ACTIONS TO REDUCE ~1A~ ITIME OIL POLLUTION

The President is considering a series of possible Federal Govern-
aent actions to deal, with the problem of marine oil pollution
caused by oil tankers. These include: • 

-

~~
— U. S. ratification of the International Convention

for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973.

-— Regulatory action by the Department of Transporta-
tion to establish new U. S. standards for all tankers
entering U. S. ports.

—— Submission to Congress of oil spill liability and
compensation legislation.

-— The establishment of a U. S. ~4arine Safety Informa-tion System to identify tankers with long histories
of poor maintenance, accidents and pollution viola-
tions.

BACKGROUND

The rash of oil tanker accidents which occurred this winter of f
our east and west coasts ha s ’  brought home to us the serious
risks which are involved in marine transportation of oil. Oil
pollution threatens some of our most valuable natural resources—— the ocean, its living inhabitants, our beaches and our shore-.lines, Oil tanker accidents also endanger human lives, and oil
pollution can jeopardize the economic security of millions of
Americans who live in coastal communities..

In his Address to the Nation on February 2 , the President recog-
nized these risks and the need f~ r timely government action to
deal with the problem . In respon~.e to the President ’s concern ,
the Director of the Office of Management and Budget established
an interagency Task Force to identify possible solutions.

The Task Force recommended to the President that he also consider
action to reduce marine oil pollution caused by operational dis-
charges from tankers. The Argo Merchant , the Sansinena and the
Olympic Games hay,? been the subject of much public concern. Such
tanker groundings and collisions are a serious problem to the
localities where they occur. However, they are not the major
maritime source of ocean oil pollution. Operational discharges
from oil tankers and other vessels cause a far  greater total
amount of oil pollution than accidents. Therefore, the actions
which the President ~s considering deal with both problems.

THE INTERAGENCY OIL POLLUTION TASK FORCE

The Task Force was formed on February 3. The Office of Manage-
ment and Budget chaired the group. The following agencies par-
tic ipa ted:

Department of State
Department of the Treasury
Department of Defense

1-5more . - .
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Department of Justice
Department of the Interior
Department of Coimnerce
Department of Transportation
Federal Maritime Commission
Environmental Protection Agency
Council on Environmental Quality
Federal Energy Administration

Subgroups developed proposed initiatives in five areas :

1. Ships and ship systems
2. Crsw standard. and training
3. Oil pollution liability and compensation
4. International conventions
S. Oil spill response.

The Task Force contactsd representatives of more than twenty
interested public organizations and several States to solicit
their views and suggestions. The organizations included en-
vironmental groups, the oil and transportation industries, oil
spill cleanup companies and maritime unions. The States included
Alaska, California, Florida , Louisiana , Maine , Massachusetts,
Oregon and Washington . The suggestions and views of all of
these groups are be4ng carefully considered.

OBJECTIVES

Ths Prssidsnt ’s program is designed to meet four objectives:

1. r.duce oil pollution resulting from oil tanker acci-
dents and operational discharges;

2. Improve our ability to deal with oil spills when
they do occurs

3. assure that any citizens damaged by oil spills are
fully compensated for their losses and

4. reorganize Federal oil, pollution programs to make
the. simpler and more responsive.

APPRO ACH

Pollution of the oceans by oil is a global problem. The United
Stat es is an active participant in the Inter—Governmental Mari-
time Consultative Organization, an international forum sponsored
by the United Nations to formulate programs to reduce vessel
pollution and to ensure safety of human life and vessels. The
President ’s international initiatives will involve working through
this international agency, as well as bilateral discussions with
major shipping nations , our trading partners and our neighbors.
The President plans to communicate directly with the leaders of
a number of major maritime nations to seek their support in
this effort.

On the domestic front, the President is considering strong ad-
ministrative actions to upgrade U. S. standards on all oil
tankers entering U. S. ports , as well as on the crews manning
them. He is also considering action to upgrade several Fed-
c m l  program. designed to prevent accidents and respond to
spills, including Coast Guard ’s tanker examination program and
information systems and Federal oil spill respons . capability.

White House staff and the Office of Management and Budget spent
yesterday on Capitol Hill discussing possible solutions with
Ns.bers of Congress with a special interest in this area and
with their staffs . That process is continuing . We hope to have
their rzcoemsndations incorporated into a final proposal to be
announced on Friday.

-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~
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for Ill nsv tankers 70,000 deadweight tons and over , as well as oil, discharge
sositoring sac control equi oe~t , art sets requirements for csr~o t ank size and
ax’rangezent to limit oil. spills in case of accinent. i.’~ e.cdizion , the ports of
signstcriea to the Convention will be requ~re-~ to have reception facilities for
tankers ’ oily wast~~ .

2. fbi; Construction and !ou±~~ent tard ard s

The PresIdent is directing the Secretary of Tranzportatlcn to issue within Lo
dsls proposed rules for a series of new oil. taaner standard s, and, as provided
by law, to expedite the oecessar/ rer.liatory procedures. The proposed re€-iia-
tions will apply to all oil tnnkers , U. S. and f crei~n, over 20,000 desdveiçht
tons entering U .S. ports. They w i l,  ind uce:

1. Double bottona en all new tankers.

2. Segregated ballast on all taci~ers.

3. Inert gas systens on all crude tankers .

~~. aacin&p radar systems with collIsIon avoidance ecu± ment en all tankers .

~~. Improved emergency steering et dart s for all tan~ers.

These requirements would take itill effect vithth f i re years. The rules ~hculd
allow the adoptitn of tcchr .ological ~~;rc-,~~~~1s and alternatives ~/nIch can be
shol.’n to accomplish u nlent ;oll’~t~cn prc c~it n.

The President especIally ack edgas the lea~dershlp of Senatcr warren ~~~.

)(.gnuson and the Senate Connerce Ccmnlttee on natters rela:in~ to tarjcer safety.
All of the initIatives outlined &ccve are the kinds of sc .utj ons the Ccomzt:ee
baa endorsed over a pertcd of years .

~~ip construction and e;ud~pnent stsc~ trds are not effective un..ess coupled wIth
a strong enforcement ;rogr~~. Therefore, tne President is dIrectIng the ~epsrt-
mint of State and the Coast ~uard to begin d~.plcmatI: efforts to ~p~ r&de the
present internatIonal s~’s~ em of ~.nspectior. and cert~fI:at icn. Ccn3tructlcn and
•qui~ment InspectIons are carD±ed out by all narit~ae nations. 2fc~e-ier , th e
quality of Inspections by same nat~.on,s falls far below t.’ .5. pratt ice.

In sddltion the United States will propose the imeediate schedu. og of a special
thternational conference f o r  the eariy fail to ccr .siner these constructIon
laspection measures. The U.S. will. ree~~~end that technical preparatory work
be done by the Inter-Governmental ~aritjm e ConsultatIve Organication this sprir..
sad sumser to ensure effective international action.

Arthority for the domestic action Is ;rowided by the Ports and vater.iays Safety
Act of 1972 ( PublIc law 92_3i~O) which provIdes the Department wIth a br:e.i rnan date
to protect 1.5. waters agniost pollutIon. These standard s will reduce pol .uticn
through both accident prevention ant re~ uc-oion in operat Ional discharges. &
description of these requirements follows:

Double bottoms reduce oil spills causal by te.r.ker grounding.. Stndies of ground-
Ing. conclude that ifl ~5 to 90 percent of cases no oIl outflow would have occurred
U the tank vessel had had a double bcttom. The requirement will app ly only to
mew vessels. Double bottoms can also be used for a part of the required segregat-
.4 ballast space .
SsgZ.gated ballast provides tanks dedicated exclusively for the seevater which is
carried by empty oil. tankers for ballast. The use of separate clean tanv,s means
that no oil is dtschsr~e4 along with ballast water. Debsl.lasting and associatel
tank washing is the major source of operational oil pollution from tankers • Sal.-
last tanks OD rmv tantess can alsc be arr-atged to provide protection against oil
outflow in case of accident . 
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h~~~E HOUSE
~~~ SEEET

Actions to Reduce Maritime Oil Protection
The President today announced a series of recommended Federal Govern-
ment actions to deal with the problem of marine oil pollution caused
by oil tankers. These include :

• A call for a special international conference to discussstricter standards for oil tanker construction , equipment
and inspections.

• Regulatory action by the Department of Transportation to
establish new U . S .  standards for all tankers entering U.S.
ports.

• A Coast Guard program to board and examine all foreign flag
oil tankers entering U .S. ports.

• U.S.  rat if ication of  the International Convention for  the
Prevention of Pollution from Ships , 1973.

BACKGROUND

As announced on March 16 , these measures are designed to deal w i t h
the problem of oil tanker accidents and spills which occurred so
frequently in and near u.S. waters this winter. The recommended
actions will also serve to reduce oil pollution caused by operational
discharges from tankers.

The President plans to communicate directly with the leaders of •
1

a number of major maritime r.at:ons to seek their support for
strengthened international solutions to this world-wide environmer.tal
problem. The United States will also continue to participate
actively in the Inter—Governmental ~taritime Consultative Organization ,
a special United Nations agency , to formulate new programs to
reduce vessel-source oil. pollution.

The President ’s domestic program is strong and comprehensive .
It ir.cludes both administrative and legislative actions and meets all
four of the President ’s ob~e:tives 

— reduction in tanker pollution ,
improvements in oil spill response , assurina compensation of
damege~ citizens, and reorgani zation of government programs.

The recommended actions were formulated a f t e r  consul ta t ion wi th
•nvironmental groups , the oil and transportation industries, oil
spill cleanup corpanies and maritime unions . In additicn, the
suggesticr.s and views of coastal States were solicited .

TRE PRESIDENT’S PROPOSALS

1. The Ir.ternati~nal Convention for the Prevention of Pollutionfrom Si~ips, 1973

The President wIll, transmit this Important International Convention
to the Ser.ate for its advice and consent and will submit ~ir.ple—
m.nting legis.ation next mcnth for Cor.gressional approval.. The
United States was a leader in the development of this Convention ,
coon~on1y known as the 1973 Marine Pollution Convention . It is a
far-reaching and comprehensive agreement which will have an
important impact on marine oil pollution.

The Convention places stringent controls on oil discharges from
ships , including for the fIrst time , discharges of light
refined petroleum products. It requires segregated ballast

(ov!R)
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The 1973 Marine Pollution Convention marks the international
cO~~ anity s acceptance of the concept of segrecated ballast.
Coast Guard regulations currently requir. the system on all
new tank.rs over 70,000 deadweight tons, foreign and domestic.
The rulemaking proposed today also covers existing tankers.
These vessels can achieve segregated ballast capability by
dedicating certain cargo tanks to ballast and modifying piping
and pumps.

mart gas systems reduce the danger of explosions which may occur
at times when oil tanks are not full , primarily during tank washing,
but also in loading ond unloading, and during ballast voyage .
The Sansinena, which exploded in Los Angeles harbo r in December
while taking on ballast, had no inert gas system.

Current U.S. regulations require the system for new U.S. tankers
over 100,000 deadweight tons. The proposed rule will also apply
to existing tankers and foreign flag vessels.

Backup radar syster’s provide redundant capacity in case of
equipment failure . Collision avoidance equipment can be programmed
to automatically process radar informaticn and to trigger an alarm
when dangerous situations arise . The equIpment also provides
information to the crew for maneuvering to avoid the potential
danger. The systems are most effective in the coastal confluence
zone where vessel traffic patterns converge toward U.S. ports. The
requirement will apply to both new and existing vessels and would
be effective for existing vessels within 2 years of final
rulemaking.

Improved emergency steerino standards will be drafted. Current
regulations imvose redundancy reguirements for some components
of tanker steering gear. Additional requirements which would
further improve reliabil i ty have been identified .

3. Crew Standards and Training

The President is ordering several actions to improve the qualifi-
cations of crews that man oil tankers entering our ports.
These actions are particularly crucial because human error is
involved in SO-St percent of all tanker accidents . The United
States imposes relatively strict standards for the U.S.
Merchant Marine , but stringent international requirements for
crew qualifications do not exist . However, the Inter-
Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization is developIng a
major draft convention on the subject for negotiation next year.
The President views this effort as a major international cpportunity
to upgrade crew qualifications. The Pre.ider.t is directing
the Departments of Transportation and Commerce to review the
agenda (the draft convention) for th. 1978 Conference on
Standards of Watcnkeeping and Training to identify additional
requirements which should be proposed for consideration . In
addition , the Department will identify all requirements which ,
if not included in the 1978 Convention , the U.S. should impose
on crews of all ships entering U.S. ports.

Nationally , the PresIdent is directing Transportation to take
imeediate regulatory action to improve standards for U.S. crews.
Bequirements will include experience by class and size of vessel ,
or training and demonstration of proficiency on ship simulators.
Tb.. . requirements will apply to both issuance and renewal
of licenses to ships mastors, mates and Federally licensed
pilots . More emphasis will be placed on requiring deck
officers to demonstrate important skills, such as radar
operation and interpretation , instead of relying on written
examinations. Finally, regulations will be issued to require that
crew members in charge of cargo transfer operations be
specially trained and examined.
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4. Tanker Boarding Proaran and U.S. Marine Safety Information System

The President is directing that , starting immediately , each
foreign flag tanker which enters U.S. ports will be boarded
by the Coast Guard and examined to insure that the shim meets allsafety and environmer.tal protection regulations. Tankers will
be boarded at least once a year and more often if necessary.
Any deficjenc~es in the tanker ’s condition will be required to
be correcte..i. Th:s w~.nter the Coast ~uard began a limited
foreign tanker boardina pro~rar. The President ’s revisions to
the Budget for the next fiscal year recuested additional funding
for this program.

The information which is gathered from the boar~ inq program willbe fed into a U.S. Marine Safoty Information System , which will
be established to keep track of the accident and pollution
records of all ships , U.S. and foreign , entering U.S. ports.
Coast Guard informatior. systems alread~r contain some of thisinformation for U . S .  ves sels. Since 04% of our impor ts~d oilenters the country  in fo re ign  t ank er s ,  it is irportar.t  that
information on these vessels also he available to Captains of
the Port at all major U.S. ports. The President is also
directing that the proper Federal agencies initiate action to
require that the names of tanker o~-iners , major stockholders,and changes ~.n vessel names be disclosed and be made available
for inclusicn in the Marine Safety Information System. This
system will enable the Coast ~uard to promptly identify
tankers which have lona histories of poor maintenar.ce, pollution
violations and accidents. Cr.ce identified , such tankers can
be excluded from U .S .  ports , if necessary .

S. Comprehensive Oil ?oll~ tion Liability and Compensation Legislation

The Secretary of Transportation w i l l  submit to Congress on the
President’s behalf the Comprehensi’:e Oil Pollution Liability and
Compensatior. Act of 1977, whic2~ replaces the current fraamented
and overlappir.c systems of ?edera . and State Oil spill liability
lags and compensation funds with a single nationwide framework .
It establishes one national standatd of strict liability for oil
spills whether the source be vessels , pi pelines , term inals  or
offshore f a c i l i t i e s,  it alsc establishes a $200 million fund
to cover cleanup costs and to assure full cor’~ensatjor,
to victims for virtually all oil, ~ollution damac~es. The fund
consolidates three existinc Federal oil poll~ tic.n compen-sation funds , the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Fur.d , the Deepvaeer
Ports Fund and part of the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act Fund . The compensation provided under the legislatior. is
extensive . For example , elicible claimants include
fishermen whose usual  f i sh ing  grounds are polluted and resort
comounities whose peak vacaticn seasons are ruined by oil-
slicked beaches.
The Administration bill i.e based or. legislation which has been
introduced by Congressmen Murphy and Biaggi and is now under
consideratIon by the Mouse Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee .
The Administration bill raises the minimum liability for vessels
carrying oil in bulk to SSGC ,000 and removes the S 30 million
ceiling on liability for supertankers. It also proposes a
mechanism for States to participate in the Federal compensation
system. Another change will allow the Fund to provide comper.sa-
tion to Federal and State agencIes which perform post-spill
environmental damage assessments.

6. Federal Oil, Pollution Response Capability

The President is directing the Coast Guard , the Environmental
Protection Agency , and other responsible Federal agencies to
begin plans for upgrading their capability to respond to, contain ,
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and mitigate the damaging effects of oil spills in cooperation with
State and local governments. Special attention will be given
to Spills which occur under extreme weather conditions.

T~e framework for coordination of Federal pollution response
activities is established by the National Contingency Plan
(40 Federal Regulations 1510). The Coast Guard and the
Environmental Protection Agency are the lead agencies under
the plan . In their assigned areas of responsibility, each agency
predesignate, Federal on-scene coordinators who are responsible
for directing the Federal response when oil spills occur.
The National Plan is supplemented by Regional Response Plans,
which provide for coordination of Federal, State and local
government response efforts . This response sYstem, particularly
the Regional Plans, will be reviewed as part of the President’s
oil pollution program.

Presently the Coast Guard can deliver pollution containment and
cleanup equipment to the scene of a spill withir. 24 hours. The
Administration plans to evaluate the costs and feasibility of
upgrading this capability to provide adequate response within
six hours for a spill, of up to 100,000 tons of oil.

ADDITIONAL INITIATIVES

Along with the major actions just discussed , the President is
directing the Secretary of Trar.sportat on , in cooperation with the
Environmental Prgtection Agency and other appropriate agencies, to
undertake several studies of other promising programs and techniques
for reducing marine oil pollution. These studies will, include:

• An evaluation of the costs and benefits of crude washing.
a system which utilizes crude oil to clean cargo tanks.

• An evaluation of design , construction and eauipment standards
for tank barges which carry oil.

• A study of long range vessel surveillance and control systems .

• An evaluation of devices to improve maneuvering and stopping
ability of large tankers, with  research to include the use
of ship simulator.

• A study of the fee collection mechanism for the comprehensive
ci). pollution fund.

The Secretary of Transportation will report back to the President
after 6 months cn the status of these studies.
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5 Conclusions

The quantity of petroleum hydrocarbons entering ‘the waters as well as those carried on the water surface
ocean today has been variously estimated to range from and by suspended particles are stifl very limited.
S to 10 million metric tons per annum (mta). Our Petroleum hydrocarbon inputs from the atmosphere
judgment, as shown in Table 5-1, is in the lower part depend on the reaction kinetics of various compounds
of this range, entering the atmosphere as well as the nature and fate

The first four estim%tes in Table 5-1 are based on of the volatile and particula te rcaction products. Be-
data that can be at least partially documented. The last cause very little of this information exists, our estimate
two estimates contain major uncertainties and untested was made from the known influx of petroleum hydro-
assumptions, carbons and our general knowledge of atmosphere
The river runoff input was estimated from an unpub- residence times in global precipitation patterns.

bsbed value of 400 ppm petroleum hydrocarbons meas- The natural seeps input was estimated from a major
wed in sediments deposited in the mouth of the Mis- extrapolation from a few known seeps. This involved
sissippi River and supported by analyses of other rivers estimating seeps from many areas where seeps have
of the world. However, direct measurements of petro~ never been identified. No satisfactory method is avail-
learn hydrocarbons dissolved and dispersed in river able for measuring seepage rates, and our current in-

ventory of seep areas is incomplete. -

The best estimate in the table is for the input asso-
TABLE S-I PeJroleum Ilydrocasboes in the Oman elated with transportation. It can be documented from

data on tankers, terminal, and ship operations. This
Million input represents the major source of visible accumula-

tion of petroleum hydrocarbons both on open oceans
__________________________________________ and along coast lines.
T,u.pou tatlcs 2.133 The quantity of oil entering the oceans from trans-

Tinkers , thy docking. terminal portation-relatcd sources has been increasing every year;
operation, bilges, accidents given future increases in production and transport, it

Coastal reltneries, municipal and 0.5 is possible that transportation-related inputs will con-
iJidiIi*ñ$J ~~~~~ tinue to increase despite the current interest and activityOlWior, oil productlooa 0.05

Riser .~~~ ~~~~ meo ( I 9 In control measures. Although the United States and a
AisnospIie,Ic fallout 0.6 few other oil-carrying countries are adopting improved
Natuyal aseps 0.6 measures, such measures (e.g., Load On lop) have not

~~ II 
been accepted as common practice by all of the major

____________________________________________ oil transporters. The capability of achieving a marked
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reduction in the input of oil to the sea exists, but it is the environment—such as temperature, concentration
heavily dependent on a much wider adoption of known of bacteria and nutrients, and sea state—determine
control measures by all countries. The immediate need the rate at which petroleum is altered . Because the
is to improve the international operation, control, and fate of diffused sources is largely unk nown, it is not
surveillance of tanker and shipping operations to mini- possible to make a material balance of the inpu t
uuze oil spills. Emphasis should be directed toward and ultimate fate of petroleum hydroca rbons in the
achieving maximum Load On lop operation by all oceans. The fate of point sources is only partially known,
ocean-going tankers as well as the increased use of namely by the accumulation of lumps, tar balls, and
segregated ballast tankers, large mats of tarry oil residues on the open ocean and
Reducing inputs to coastal waters by coastal re- beaches along tanker routes.

Ineries, river runoff , etc., is a much more difficult The fate of most petroleum spills on the sea appears
problem. Progress here will require improved control to be a combination of evaporation and decomposition
of petroleum hydrocarbon sources in munici pal and in- in the atmosphere plus oxidation by chemical and bio-
dustrial waste water. The control of automobile emission logical means to COT. The heavier fraction of petro-
may reduce atmospheric fallout. Leum forms pelagic tar. The total amount of petroleum
There is a need for accurate, standardized techniques on the open sea in the form of specks and floating lumps

for chemical analysis and for biological studies so that is estimated to be less than a year’s input. Some fraction
a more reliable analysis can be made of the ultimate of thu amount eventually becomes washed up on
fate of and biological effects of petroleum hydrocarbons. beaches and incorporated into coastal sediments. It is
Meeting this need is very difficul t due to the exceed- this portion of spilled oil that causes most public corn-
ingly complex and varied nature of petroleum as well plaints. Tar masses are appearing in increased quantity
as the wide variety of biological species and environ- in formerly unpolluted areas such as the East Coast of
mental conditions involved. Africa, the beaches of Southern France, and many

Conflicting reports of the biological damage following islands in both the Indian and Atlantic oceans. Recent
coastal oil spills can be attributed in some instances to reports clearly document the quantity and nature of
differences in sampling procedures and analytical tech- these tar residues in areas such as Bermuda. The fact
niques, rather than to different environmental factors. that these tars frequently have inclusions of paraffinic
In other instances, reports of damage to biota have not wax such as that originally formed on tanker comport -
been placed in the context of normal fluctuation of the meat walls and that they have much higher iron con-
biota caused by natural environmental changes. The :ents than natural petroleum is evidence that most of
design of laboratory experiments to evaluate biological these materials originate from tanker washings and bilge
impairment must be such as to provide reliable data discharges, rather than diffused sources of petroleum
without being excessively complicated or expensive, input or seeps.

it is particularly important that known techniques The documentation of visible tar on beaches only
for distinguishing between petroleum and biogenic by- accounts for a fraction of the total input into the ocean.
drocarbons be used to determine the petroleum con- To construct a reliable model of the fate of petroleum
contrition in sediments, organisms, and water. Natural in the marine environment surveys over large portions
hydrocarbons are widespread so that data on total hydro- of the world’s oceans combined with time series data
carbon content arc of little value without some criteria at several individual stations are needed. Data on the
for differentiating the petroleum hydrocarbons from the rate of sedimentation of petroleum residues in both
natural hyd rocarbons. Unfortunately, even with present open ocean and coastal areas and its incorporation into
techniques this distinction cannot be made for some marsh and tidal flat sediments where it has consider-
types of sediments and the ability to distinguish petro- able ecological impact are particularly important.
b u m  from natural hydrocarbons is less reliable at low When oil becomes incorporated in coastal sands pro-
concentrations. A reliable estimate of total hydrocarbons tected from the weathering effects of sun and oxyge n,
now in the open ocean is not possible until more sensi- its residence lime may be measured in years or decades.
live diagnostic methods for determining the quantities Unless steps arc taken to reduce the input to a levei
of hydrocarbons from petroleum and biogenic sources that can be assimilated through natural degradation
become available, processes, we will all have to reconcile ourselves to oil-

When petroleum is spilled into the ocean, it immc- contaminated beaches.
diatcly begins to undergi~ changes through evaporation , Microorganisms capabl e of oxidizing petroleum
solution, spreading. emulsification, air—sea interchange, constituents under the right conditions have been found
biological degradation and uptake, and sedimentation, in virtually all parts of the marine environment that have
The composition of petroleum and characteristics of been examined. However, reliable information on the
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PE TROLEUM IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT

rates of biodegradation are not available. Both labora- vary considerably due to synergistic interactions be-
tory experiments and some field observations have tween oil and other environmental stresses . A single
shown that microorganisms consume the least toxic coating of fresh or weathered crude oil will cause mor-
fraction of petroleum (normal alkancs ) in a few days tality in certain bird species and plant seeds, whereas
or months, depending on temperature and nutrient marsh plants are killed only after several coatings.
supply. The fraction containing aromatics and naph- Fish do not appear to suffer from oil spills as much
thenes is more toxic than the alkanes and also degrades as seabirds and benthic organisms. Fish may acquire
more slowly, an oily flavor from feeding on oil -contaminated orga-

Larger organisms take up hydrocarbons through the nisms, and widespread tainting of fish flesh may persist
gills or from fluid passing through the gut. The quantity as long as significant quantities of oil are present. A
of petroleum hydrocarbons (excluding biogenic hydro- long-range hazard exists for some bi~ds such as auks
carbons) in the total body (wet weight) of various and penguins because they have such slow reproductive
marine organisms reported in the literature ranges from rates that marked increases in mortality may be causing
I to 400 ~gfg. These include organisms from clean , as (heir gradual elimination.
well as polluted , envi ronments. Fish and lobsters have Although our information is limited , the effect of
been shown to metabolize most petroleum hydrocarbons oil contamination on human health appears not to be
within 2 weeks, but metabolism in lower organisms is cause for alarm. From our calculation , we estimate that
slower and the pathways are poorly understood. There the carcinogen benzofa)pyrene concentration on a dry
is no evidence, however, for food web magnification of weight basis arising from a high level of contamination
petroleum hydrocarbons in marine organisms. Direct by petroleum is comparable with that of common ter-
uptake of petroleum hydrocarbons from the water or restrial foods. We. of course, do not recommend eating
sediments appears to be more important than uptake contaminated seafood, but in most cases, because of
from the food chain , except in special cases. Some orga- the taste factor, not many will be tempted to do so.
nisms such as mussels and oysters have been shown to It is clear that this is an area in which our knowledge
eliminate most absorbed petroleum hydrocarbons when is grossly inadequate and that the contamination of
placed in clean water. seafood by oil is clearly undesirable.

An accurate evaluation of the fate of petroleum There are those who strongly urge the use of de-
through microbial degradation and biological uptake tergcnts to disperse point sources of petroleum input,
cannot be made until better designed and more rigor- such as tanker spills. This practice was not discussed in
ously conducted field studies are carried out. Labora- detail by the workshop, but an obvious argument in
tory experiments involve so many factors not encoun- favor of detergents is that the conversion of an oil spill
tered in the natural environment and vice versa, that into a diffused and disseminated form will minimize
few data have been usefu l in defining the biological fate the quantity of oil eventually reaching the beaches.
ol petroleum in the marine environment. Thus, the use of detergents is one way to eliminate the

The most damaging, indisputable adverse effects of most visible evidence of petroleum spills. The difficulty
petroleum are the oiling and tarring of beaches, the with this practice is that we do not know what happens
endangering of seabird species, and the modification of to the dispersed hydrocarbons. Are they truly de-
benthic communities along polluted coastlines, where graded, or do they simply spread the toxic effects of
petroleum is heavily incorporated in the sediments. The oil over a larger area? Nevertheless, the use of de-
first two of these effects occur predominantly from dis- tergents to disperse the oil at the surface where it is
charges and spills of tanker and ship operations. The exposed to the weathering effects of oxygen and surface
toxicity and smothering effect of oil caused mortality organisms is clearly preferable to the use of oleophilic
in all major spills studied , with pelagic diving birds sands to sink oil spills to the sea bottom. Experiments
and intertidal to subtidal benthic organisms being most on the latter techni que in the North Sea clearly resulted
affected. Mortality was greatest where oil spills were in oil-tainted finfish and shellfish from the area for sev-
confined to inshore areas with abundant biota. The era! weeks following the experiment.
effects were generally quite localized , ranging from a In general , much more research regarding the fates
few miles to tens of miles, depending on the quantity and effects of petroleum hydrocarbons in the marine
of petroleum involved, environment is needed. We know that the quantity of

Di ff rent petroleum products have different effects, floating tar in the open ocean and of tar along coast-
Toxicity is greatest for refined distillates, particularl y lines has been increasing, that major spills and local-
those high in aromatic hydrocarbons. Physical smother- izcd continuous discharges of petroleum hydrocarbons
ing is most severe with heavy crude oils and Bunker C have damaged various species of marine life , and that
fuel oil. The effects of oil in different environments may low levels of petroleum may affect the behavior patterns
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of ccrtain species. Studies to dale indicate that areas complex system about which our knowledge is very
polluted with petroleum hydrocarbons ‘recovcr” withi n imperfect. The ocean may be able to accommodate
weeks or years (depending on local conditions and the petroleum hydrocarbon inputs far above those occur-
ch aracteristics of the petroleum); however, composition ring today. On the other hand , the damage level may
of the local biological communities may be altered . The be within an order of magnitude of present inputs to the
oceans have considerable ability to purify themselves sea. Until we can come closer to answering this basic
by biological and chemical actions. A basic question question, it seems wisest to continue our efforts in the
that remains unanswered is, “At what level of petroleum international control of inputs and to push forward
hydrocarbon input to the ocean might we find irre- research to reduce our current level of uncertainty.
vcrsibk damage occurring?” The sea is an enormously
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43822 PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF for the issuance of a Letter of Compli- “Liquefied gas” Is changed from the
TRANSPORTATION ance. Code’s definition of “a product having a

In 1971, the Coast Guard made a re- vapor pressure of 2.8 kp/cm’ at 37.8’ C”Coast Guard quest to the Chemical Transportation to the proposed definition of “a product
[46 CFR Parts 31,34, 54,98, ~~~~ $] Industry Advisory Committee (C’TIAC) having a vapor pressure of 1.76 kp/cm’

to review these existing regulations and at 37.8’ C.” This Is a change in the deflul-
I COD 74-2891 to prepare a recommendation for the de- tion from a Reid vapor pressure of 40

SELF-PROPELLED VESSELS CARRYING velopment of international standards for psia to 25 psia. The change In the Reid
BULK LIQUEFIED GASES gas ships. This advisory group to the vapor pressure includes the “certain

Commmandan t consisted of represent- other substances” referred to In I 1.2 ofProposed Standards atives of the American Bureau of Ship- the Code, but does not include any prod-
• Purpose. The Coast Guard Is con- ping, the American Petroleum Institute, uct in IMCQ’s Chemical Code except

sidering adding, to the rules concerned the Shipbullders Council of America, the ethylamine, which is presently listed in
with tank vessels, design, Inspection, con- Manufacturing Chemists Association, the the Code and the Chemical Code. The
struction , equipment, and operating re- Society of Naval Architects and Marine change in the Reid vapor pressure was
quirements for self-propelled vessels car- Engineers, the Compressed Gas Associa- proposed by the U.S. delegation to IMCO
rying bulk liquefied gases. • tion, and the American Gas Association, but the change was not adopted, although

During the same year, the Inter-Gov- there was apparently no objection to it.WRITTEN COMMENTS ernniental Maritime Consultative Orga- The change, however, does not affect the
Interested persons may participate in nization (IMCO) recognized the need for list of regulated cargoes.

this rule making procedure by submit- a code for liquefied gases carried in bulk. The rate of air change between the
ting written data, views, or arguments An ad hoc working group on bulk chem- airlock doors is not specified in the Code
on the proposal contained in this docu- teals, under the Subcommittee on Design (I 3.6.1) but is proposed at 12 changes
ment to the Executive Secretary, Marine and Equipment of IMCO’s Maritime per hour. ISafety Council (Q—CMC/81) , Room 8117. Safety Committee, undertook the devel- It Is proposed that leaked cargo from
U.S. Coast Guard, Washington , D.C. opment of this code in 1972. Representa- interbairrier spaces be pumped to an
20590. Each person submitting written tives of the Coast Guard and CTIAC were emergency dump. It Is proposed as an
comments should identify this notice part of the ad hoc working group. By alternative to the Code requirement that
(COD 74—289) , any specific wording rec- 1975, the Code for Construction and leaked cargo be returned to the cargo
ommended, reasons for any recom- Equipment of Ships Carrying Liqulfied tanks.
mended change, and the n~me, address, Gases In Bulk (the Code) was completed Chapter 4 of the Code includes a pro-
and organization, I! appropriate, of the and adopted by Assembly Resolution vision for the evaluation of the insula-
commenter. Copies of the comments re- A.328 (IX) (November 1975). tion and hull steel assuming for the pur-
ceived will be available for examination The proposed regulations in this doe- pose of design calculations that the cargo
by interested persons in Room 8117, ument correspond to the Code. As in the tank and secondA ry barrier , if installed,
Coast Guard Headquarters, Washington, Code, they would apply to the following are at the design temperature and the
D.C. self propelled new vessels that have on ambient outside air and sea design tern- -j

PUBLIc HzARINO board bulk liquefied gases as a cargo, peratures as follows:
cargo residue, or vapor: GENERAl. WORLDWIDE ‘IThe Coast Guard will hold a public 1. A vessel that Is constructed under ahearing on November 15, 1976, begInning building contract awarded after Octo- Still Air: +5’ C (41 F)

at 0900 In Room 2232. 400 Seventh ber3l , 1976. Sea Water ; 0’ C (32’ F) —aStreet, SW., Washington , D.C. Interested 2. In the absence of a building con- Chapter 4 also provides that each ad-persons are invited to attend the hear- tract, a vessel that has the keel laid or ministration may set higher or lowering and present oral or written state- is at a similar stage of construction after ambient design temperatures. This doe-ments on this proposal. It Is requested December 31, 1976. ument proposes the following tempera-that anyone desiring to make oral com- 3. A vessel that is delivered after tures:ments at the hearing notify the Execu- June 30, 1980 .tive Secretary, Marine Safety Council 4. A vessel that has undergone a major ANT WATERk, — E WORLD, EXCEPT
ALASKA N WATERS(G-CMC/81) , Room 8117, U.S. Coast conversion for Which—

Guard, Washington, D.C. 20590, at least a. The building contract Is awarded Air (at 5 knots) : —18’ C (0’ F)
10 days before the scheduled date of the after October 31, 1976; Still sea water: 0’ C (32’ F)
public hearing and specify the approxi- b. In the absence of a building con- ALASKAN wATERs
mate length of time needed for the pres- tract, conversion Is begun after Decem-
entatlon. It is urged that a Written sum- ber 31 1976; or Air (at 5 knots) : —29’ C (—20 F)

mary or copy of the oral presentation be c. donversion Is completed after 
Still ass water: —2’ C (28’ F)

included with the request. June 30, 1980. - The proposed regulations specify en-
CLOSING DATE FOR Co)lMEN~s The proposed regulations for new yes- hanced grades of steel for crack arrest-

sels include definitions and requirements tog purposes In the deck stringer, sheer
All comments received before Decem- for vessel stability, cargo tank location, strake, and bilge strake. The minimum

ber 15, 1916, will be fully considered and vessel arrangements, cargo containment acceptable grade for the deck stringer
evaluated before final action Is taken systems, piping systems, materials of con- and the sheer strake is Grade E or an Ion the propbeal in this document. These struction, cargo pressure and tempera- equivalent steel that Is specially approvod
proposed regulations may be changed in ture control, cargo venting systems, flU .. by the Commandant (G-MMT). Tb~light of the comments received, tog Unuts for cargo tanks, evnironniental minimum acceptable grades for the bllgc

control in and around cargo tanks, fl.re strake are Grade D or Grade E or a~nDIscIlssIoN OF PROPOSAL protection, ventilation in the cargo area, equivalent steel that is specially ap-
Currently, design, construction, inspec- instrumentation , crew protection, oper- proved by the Commandant (G-MMT) .

tion and operating requirements for self- ating the vessel, and special carriage for The proposed allowable stresses for
propelled vessels carrying bulk liquefied particular gases. Implementation of the membrane, semi-membrane, and m dc-
gases are contained in Subchapters D, I, IMCO recommendations is necessary be- pendent tank type A Is the same as the
and 0 of Title 44, Code of Pederal Reg- cause the Code defers some matters to allowable stresses for these tanks in the
ulations. These regulations contain the the discretion of each administration, Code. However, for independent tank
standards that a U.S. vessel must meet and In other matters is not specific types B and C, stress factors are not the
for the Issuance of a certificate of inspec- enough for Coast Guard regulatory per- same at the stress factor for these tanks
tion, and the standards that a foreign poses. The major changes from the Code In the Code.
vessel’s cargo ecn~~Inment and transfer are discussed in the following nara- In the Code, the stress factors listed
systems and related systems must meet graphs, for independent tank types B and C are
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PROPOSED RULES 43823

the minimum facto rs that may be used Proposed regulations or Proposed regulations or
“~~~ —~~ - explanat ion of no expl anation of noin (wc~u~~ofls. - 5 85 rs ~~ O issco code: regulation DICO code : regulationposed in these regula~.~ons mee __ Ofl 1.4.6 154.8(f) . 2.42 . 154.230(d).VU.j of the AS~~ Code, 1974, are greater 1.4.7 . 4.3(e). 2.4.3 . 154.230(g).than the minimum listed in the Code, 1.4.8 . 154.3(11). 2.4.4 154330(h).

and must be used in independent tank 1.4.9 , 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 2.5 ‘,~~. 154.210.

type B and C calculations for vessels to 1.4.10 154.3(gg). 2.5.1 154.215(a).
which the regulations apply. 1.4.11 154.3(u) .  2.5.2(a) - 15 4 . 215 ( b)( 1) .

The Code allows pressure and tempera 1.4.12 . 154.3(y). 2.5 .2(b)  . 154.215 (b) (2) and (c).
ture control of cargoes by venting cargo 1~~~ .~~( X ) .  

2 5 3 ( b )  154 215(d) (2) .vapors to the atmosphere when the yes- 1415 1543( J) 2 5 4  
- 

154215(e)sri Is at sea and In port if accepted “by 1 4 1 6  154.3(e) .  2.6.1(a) . 154.235(a).the receiving administration”. It is pro- 1.4.16(a) - 154.3(s)( 1). 2.6.1(b) - 154.235(b).
posed to prohibit normal venting of cargo 1.4.16(b) - 164.3(s) (2) .  2.6.2 154.235(c).
vapor into the atmosphere in a U.S. port. 1.4.16(c) . 154.3(a) (3) .  2.6.3 154.235(d).

The Code requIres the cargo system 1. 6(d) (1) .~~~. 154 .3(s) (4) .  2.6.4 . Information only.
to be designed to withstand the full vapor 1 416(e)   154 ~~~ (6) 27.2 Dopressure of the cargo under conditions of 1.4.16( f) 154.3(s) ( 7 ) .  Ch. III 154.300 through 154.856.the upper ambient design temperature or 1.4.16(g) . 154.3(a) (8) . 3.1 154.300,
have other means to maintain the cargo 1.4.16(h) 154.3(s) (9) .  3.1.1 . 154.300(a).
tank pressure below the ~naximum allow- 1.4.16( 1) 154.3(a) (10). 3.1.2 154.300(b).
able relief valve setting MARVS) of the 1.4 .16 (J ) 154.3(s) (11). 3.1.3 154.300(0) .
tank. These regulations propose that ~~~~~ )  154.3(i) (12) .  8.1.4(a) . 154.806(a).
when the cargo carried is a liquefied gas 14 17 154 31.5(S):::. : 154 310(a)the cargo tank pressure must be main- 1.4.18 154.3(mm). 3.1.5(b) . 154.310(b).tam ed below the design vapor pressure 1.4.19 154.3(nn). 3.1.5(c) 154.310.
Indefinitely, the pressure on a LNO tank 1.4.20 . 154.3(b). 3.1,5(d) . 154.310.
would be maintained below the desIgn 1.4.21 154.3(u). 3.1.5(e) . 154.310(f).
pressure toi~a period of not less than 21 1.4.22 154.3(h). 3.1.6 Information only.
days Cargo tank pressure may be main- 1.4.23 154.3(m). 3.2.1 154.325 (a) and (b) .
tam ed below the design pressure by sev- 1.4.24 In existing 46 CFR 30.10- 8.2.2 Information only.
eral methods Including refrIgeration sys- 1 425 154 3(u) 3.24 ~

_  
154330 (a) (b) and (c)tems, burning boll-off gas in waste heat 1.4.26 , 154.3(e). 3.2.5 . 154.330(d).or catalytic furnaces, using boil-off gas 1.4.27 . 154.3(ee). 3.2.6 154.330(e).as fuel, or a combination of these meth- 1.4.28  154.3 (ss) . 3.3.1  154.315(a).

ods. Using the boil-off gas as a fuel for 1.4.29 154.3(a) . 3.3.2 . 154.315(b).
propulsion Is limited to a vessel carryIng 1.4.30 154.3 (00). 3.3.3 . 154.340 .
LN”1 1.4.31 . Information only. 3.4.1 154.320(a) .

1.4.32 Do, 3.4.1(a) . 154 .320(b) (1 ).
The proposed regulations also include 1.4.33  Do. 3.4.1(b) . 154.320(b) (2) .

th f 11 win . 1.4.34 154 .3(q). 3.4.2 154.320 (b) (3) and (C) .
1.4.35 154.3(oo). 3.4.3 Information only.1. Transfer requirements for vinyl chloride. 1.5.1 . 154.8 (a) ,  (b) ,  and (C). 3.8.1  154.132(a) (8).  164.188(e),2. LoadIng requirements for methyl acet- 1.5.2 . Only applicable to code. 154.140, and 154.340(f).ylene-propadiene mixture. 1.6.1(a) . 154.40 through 154.122. 3.5.2 154.132(5) (9)  and 154.3403. AdditIonal operating requIrements. 1.6.1(b) . 154.130 through 154.142. (g),  - -4. Requirements for inspection and rein- 1.6.1(c)  Do. 

~.s.s 154 .340(b)Ipection of u.S. flag vessels at intervals that 1.6.2 154.6. 3.5.8(a) (i) 154.340(a).are the same as for vessels inspected under 1.6.3 . 154.6 3.5.3(a) (ii ) 154.340(b) .Subchapter D. Inspection for certification 1 .6.4 154.6( b). 3.5.3(a) (Ui)  154.340(c) .would be required every 2 years and rein- 1.6.5 154.6(b) . 8.5.8(b) Information only.ipection would be required between the 10th 1.6.6 . Only applicable to code. 3.5.3(c) Do,and 14th month following issuance of a 1.6.7 . lass. 8.5.4 154.340(e).Certificate of Inspection. 1.6.8 , ~~~~~~~ 3.6.1 154.345 (a) and ( b ) ( 1 ) .8. Requirements for the initial and period- 1.6.9  154.6. 3.6.2 154.345(b) ( 2 ) .10 InspectIons and tests of the cargo contain- 1.6.10 154.6. 3.6.3 154.345(b) (3) .ment system, cargo and process piping, and 1.7.1 . Only applicable to code. 3.6.4 154.345(c).hull heating and coid apots. 1.72 Do. 3.6.5 154.345(b) (4) and (5) .1.7.3 Do. 3 6 6  154345(b) (7)The following table contains a list of Cb. II 154300 through 154.236. 367:::: ::::: Information only.the proposed regulatIons and their source 2.1.1 - 3:7:1 (a) 154.350 (a) and (b) .from the Code : 2 1,2  154.210. 3.7.1(b) 154.350 (a) and (b) .
Pr oposed regslsttons or 2 1 4  ~

1
a~plicab1e to cods~ 

-

explanat ion 0/ no 23.1 154.205. 3.7.3 ‘ onlE~OO code . #eguistion 2,2.2 154.205. 3.8.1 orma on
Cli. I 

~~~ 
through i64.12. .3 154.1809 . 3.8.2 154.365(&) 

~~~
1 2 1  154 3(tt ) 2.3 1 

154220(d) (a)
13.2(s)( i)_ .. .._. 154.1(a). 2.3.2 :. 154320. 3.8.3 154.355(a) (5) and (6)
123(s)(ii),~... 184.1(b). 2.3.2(a) (i) 154.22o(1)(i) . and l54.1870(b).
1.2.2(s)(i li)___ 184.1(5). 2.3.2(a) (ii)_, . .... 154.220(I )( ii). 3.8.4 154.355(b) and 154.1870
i.2,3(a)(i,) ..__ . 154.1 (4) and (e) . 2.3.2(a) (U1) _._ 154.220(1)(iii). (c).
133(b) Only applicable to cod.. 2.3.2(b)(i)____ . 154320(2)(l). 3.8.5 154.1110(0) , 154.1145(s)
12.3 - Do. 2.33(b) (U)--- .  154.220(2) (ii). (2) ,  and 154.1150.
1.2.4 - Do. 2.$.2(b) (iil)_ .. 154.220(2)(iii). Cli. IV 154.401 through 154.471.
l i  Information only. 2.3.2(c)  154320(b) . 4.1 — Information only.1.4 154.3. 2.4.1  154.230. 4.2.1(a) 154.8(2).1.4.1 . Informat ion, Issluded in 2.4.1(a) (1) 154.230(b) . 4.2.1(b) 154.419.1542 (q) and (00). i.4.1(s) (U)_ . ._ 154.230(a). 4.2.1(c) 154.418.
1.4.2 154.$(qq). 14.1(a) (I l i ) _ _,_  154.230(c). 4.2.2(a) 154.3(dd).
1.4.1 . 1542(4), 2.4.l(b)( I ) . . .. .._ . 154.230 (a) and (0). 433(b) _ _ _  154.426.1.4.4. -. 1542(r ). 2.4.1(b) (ii)__ .. .. 154.1465. 4.22(c) 154.425.
1.4.6 . 154S(pp) . 2.4 .1(b )(Ii i )..__ 154.1020. 4.2.8(a) 1U.3(hb).
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WOO code: regulation WOO code: regula tion ZMCO code : regulation

4.2.3(b) 154.436, 4.7.4(c) -. 154.460(0). 5.2.8(b)  154,522(b).
43.4 154.3(w). 4,7,5 . 154.460. 53.9(a) . ),54.66 (a) and (b) .
4.2.4(a) 154.437 snd 154.433, 4.7.6(5) 154.460. 52.9(b) .... .....~... . 154.68(a) .
43.4(b) 154.445, 4.7.6(b) 154.460. 5.2.9(b) (i) ~~~~~~ . 154.68(a) (2) .
43.4(c) 154.451 and 154,453, 4.7,7 - 154.136(1). 53,9(b) (U) 154.68(a) (8) .
4.2.5 154.3(o). 4.8.1 - l54.486 a~ d 5.2.9(b)( liI) .. ..... 154.68(a )(1) .
4.2.5(s) 154.405(b) , 154.460(a). 5.i9(b) (iv)~~~_. 154.68(a) (4) .
43.5(b) 154.405(a). 4.8.2 154.466(b). 5.2 .9(b)(v) __ Information only.
4.2.5(c) 154.405(c). 4.8.3 154.1745nd 53.10(s) . Do.
43.6 154.3(n) . 154.176, 6.2.10(b) (i) . . .~.. 154.524(a) (1) ,  (2) .and
4.3.1(a) 154.406(a). 4.8.4 Do. (3) .
4.3.1(b) 154.406(c). 4.8.4(a) 154.178(5). 5 .2 . lo (b) ( I i )_ .. 154.524(b).
4.3,1(c) 154.406(a) (10) and (11). 4.8.4(b) 154.118(b), 5.2.10(b)( i i i)_ . . . 154,524(c).
4.3.1(d) 154.406(b). 4.8.4(c) 154.1.78. 53.10(c) ( i ) _ _ _ _  154.528(a) .

4.8.4(d) 154.178(C). 52.10(c) (ii) (1) 154.526 and 154.528(c) .
4.8.5 . Information-only. 5.2 .10(c) (ii ) (2) 154.526 and 154.528(b).

4.3.2(a) 154.407(a) , 4.9.1 . 154.170 (a) and (d). 5.2.10(d) Information only.
4.33(b) 154.407(b) . 4.9.2 154.615 and 53.10(e) (i)  ~~~~~. 154.508(b).
4.3.3 154.408. 154.620. 63.10(e) (ii).. .._ 154.508(a).
4.3.4(a) 154.409(a) , 4.9.8 184.615. 5.2. 10(f) ( i ) . . __ _  154.660(a).
4.3.4(b) 154.409(c). 4.9.4 154.172. 53.10(f) (ii) _ _ 154.660(b).
4.3.4(c) 154.409(d). 4.9.5 154.466(C) . 5.2.10(1) (Ui) 154.660(c) (1).
4.34(d) 154 409(e) 4.9.6 154.466(d). (1 )
4.3.4 (e) Information only. 4.9.7 154.467(s) (1) throug h 6.2.10(f) ( iii ) 154.660(c) (3).
4.3.4(1) 154.409(fJ . (14). (2)
4.3.5(s) 154.410(a). 4.9.8 - 154.467(a) (15) . 53.11(a)  154.10.
4.3.5(b) 154.410(b) . . 4.9.9 154.466(5). 5.2.11(b) ( i )_ . . _ .  154.70 (a).  (b) , and (c) ,
4.3.6(a)  .----. 154.411(a) . 4.10.1(a) 154.650(c) (1) and (2) . 5 .2 .11 (b)( i i )__ 154.72.
4.3.6(b) 154.411(b). 41.0 (b) ( 1) . .__ _ .  154.650(d). 5.2.11(c) . 154.74.
4.8 .7 154.470. 4.1O.1 (b) ( i i )_ _ .  154.650(4). 5.3.1(a) . 154.530 (a)  and (b) .
4.4.1 154.420 (a) and (b). 4.10.2 Information only. 5.3.1(b) 154.532 (a),  (b) , snd (c) .
4.43(a) 154427(a) 4.10.3  . 154.650(e) . 5.3.1(c) . 164.534.
4.43(b) 154 430 and 154.431, 4.10.4 134.50 and 5.3.2 . 154.536.
4 4.2(8) 154 429(b) ~

. 184.650(1) . 5.3.3 . 154.538 and 154.1866.
4.4.2(4) :::::: : 154:427(c): 4.10.5 . 154.50. 5.3.4 . 154.540, 154.542 , and
4.4.2(a) 154.188 154427(d) 4.10.6 154.52. 154.544.

154.428, and 164.429(b). 4.10.7(a) 154.102(a) and . 154.546W 154.548, and
443  154 . (a). 154.650.
444(a)  :_: 154 439 (a) and (b) and 

~~ ~ I ~ __ : ~I
444(b) 154.439(b) (2). 4.10.8(a) 154.54. 5.4.3 . 154.556 and 154.558.
4.4.5(a)  154.444 and 154.448 ~~ I:~~~~?~jT:: 154:58(a) (1). ::::::::::: ~~~~4~108(c) (ii)  154.58(5) (2).  Cli. VI . 154.605 through 154.665.4.4.5(b) 164.448(b). 4.10.8(c) (lii)  154,58(5) (3). 6.1.1 . Infor matIon only.4.4.5(c) 154.448(c). 4.10.8(c) (iv)  154.58(b). 6.13 . Only applicabl , to code.4.4.5(4) 154.448(4). 4.103(c) (v)  Information only. 6.1.3 . Information only.4.4.5(s) 154.449. 4.10.8(c) (vi )  154.60. 6.1.4(a) . 154.605(5).4.4.5(1) 154.448(g). 4.10.8(c) (vii)  154.58(C) (1) and (2). 6.1.4(b) 154.605(b).4.4.6(a) (1) 154 .460. 4.10.9 154.60. 6.1.5 - Information only.4.4.6(s) (U) 154.450. 4.10.10 154.62 . 6 16 Do4.4.6(a) (Ui) _ _ ., 164.104. 4.10.11 154.64. 6 1  

‘ 
1304.4.6(b) (i) 154.450. 4.10,12 154.110. 6 1 8  Do 

-

4.4.6(b) (U) _ 154.452. 4.10.13 154.120. 619 164 172’&4.4.I(c) (I) 154.450. 4.10.14 154,122. 2 0 1 1*to cod4.4.6(c) (ii) 154.450(a) . 4.10.16 154.450. Tabl,61 154 110 (5) through (5)
4.4.6(d) .......~~.... 154.450(b). :~~~~i~:::: ~~~~~~~~~~ 

154.655(b). Table 62:::::: . 
10 and 154.616 

54.25-
4.4.8(s) 154.450(c). 4.11(b) (U) 154.655(5). Table63 154 6204.5.1(a) 154.421. 4.11.(b) (UI )  164.655(a). Tabls6: 4 :::: _. 154:6254.5.1(b) 154.423. 4.11.(b) (iv) 154.655(5). ‘rab l,65 154 1724.5.i(c) 154.440. 4,12(5) 154.409(c)(2)(i). 3 14.5.1(d) (1) ~~~~~~ 164.447(a) . 4.12(b) 154.409(c)(2)(ii). 63.2 154 680’b4.3.1(d) (U) 154.447(b). 4.12(0) 154.409(c)(2) (W). 5,3,3 154 6654.5.1(e) 154.450. 4.12(4) (1) 154.409(c). 164 665 .4.5.1(1) (i) 154.401 and 154.830 (bI 4.12(d) (U) .. 154.409(c). 6.3.3(b)(i):::: . 154:665.and (0) .  4.13 App. B. 6.6.6(b) (ii) . 154.665.
4.5.1(f)(ii) App. A. Cli. V 154.SOO through lS4.562. 6 .3 .5(b ) (w )~~~.. 154.665.4.5.1(f) (iii ) Do. 6.1.1 Informstlon only. 6.3.3(b) (Iv) . ---  184.665.4.5 . 1(g) (I ) ___ _ .  264.680(a). 5.1.2 Do. 6.3.4(a) 154.665.43.1(g) (i i )_ __ .  154.409~b). 5.2.1(5) . 154.600. 6.3.4 (b ) 154.665 .4.53(a) 154.412 (5) and (b) . 5.2.1(b) 154.503, 154.506, and 6.3.4(c) . 154.665.4J. 2(b)~~ 154.412. 154.506(a) . 6.3.5 154.665 .
4.6.1 . 154.470(a) (1) and (2). 53.2 154.512 and 154.516. 6.3.6(a) - 154.76, 154.78, and 154$4.
4.83 - 154.471(a) (1) and (2). 53.3 154.514. 6.3.6(b) (1)_.... . 15430 (a) and (b) .
43.3 . 154.411(a) (4). 5.2.4 154.517. 6.3.6(b) (u) _~~~ 154.80(0).
4.6.4 . 154.471(a) (3).  6.2.6 154.519. 6.8.6(c) - 154.82 .
4.8.5 — 154.471(b). 6.2.6(5) 154.600. 6.8.6(4) 154,76 and 154.78.
4.6.6 . 154.470(b). 5.2.6(b) (1) _ 154.500. 6.8.7(a) (1) 15494(a) and 15436.
4.6.7 . 154.470(c). 5.2.6(b) (ii) 154.500. 6.3.7(a) ( Ii ) ...... 15494(b).
4,7.1 - 154.459(5). . 53.6(c) 154.500. 6.3.7(a) (Iii ) ..~~ . 154.100.
4.73(a) 154.449(d) (l) . 53 .6(d) (i) --_ 154.500. 6.3.7(b) . 154.102 and i54.i04.
4.7.2(b) 154.469(d)(3). 5.2.6(d) (II) __ 154.500. 6.5.7(0) . 154 30 and 184.28.
4.7.3 . 154.459 (a) slid (5). 5.2 .6(5) 154.500. 6.3.7(4)— 154.106.
4.7.4 (a) 154.460(a). 5.2.7 154.520. 6.3.7(5) . 154.108.
4.7.4(b) 154.440(b). 5.2.8(a) 154.522(s) (1) Sad (1) . Cli. VI! 154.701 to 154.700.
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explanation 0/ no explanation of no explanat ion of no
IMCO code : regulat ion WCO code : regulation D,(CO code: regulat ion

7.1.1 . 164.701(a). 103.3 154.1010(d). 13.2.2(a) Information only.
7.1.1(a) . 154.701(a)(1) and 154, 103.4 154.1010 (e) and (f) . 13.23( b) Do.

703 (b) and (0). 103.4(a) 154.1010 (e) (1 )  and (f)  13.2.2(c) . 154.1310.
7.1 .1( b) 154.701(a) . ( 1 ) .  13. 2.2(d) 154.1315.
7.1 .1(c) . 154.701(a) (2 ) .  10.2.4(b) 154.1010 (e) (2) and ( f )  13.2.3 . 154.1320( a) .
7.1.1(4) - Information only. (2) and 154.1015. 13.2.4 154.1320 (b) and ( C ) .
7.1.1(e) . 154.1836. 10.2.4(c) 154 .1010(f )( 6).  13.3.1 . 154.1325.
7.13 154.701(a) (2) and 154. 10.2.4(d) 154.1010(e) ( 3 ) ,  (4 ) ,  and 13.3.2 154.1330.

702(a) (1). (5) and (1) (3) ,  (4) ,  13.4.1 154.1385(a) and 154.1370.
7.1.3 Intormatlononly. and (5) ,  13.4.2 . 154.1335(d) (3), (4), and
7.2.1 . 154.702(a) ( 1). 10.2.4(e) 154.1010(f) (7).  (5 ) .
7.2.2(5) . 154.701(b). 103.5 154.1010(g). 13.4.3 . 154.1335(e).
7.2.2(b) - 154.701(b). 10.2.5(a) 154.10 10(g)( 1) and 154.- 13.4.4 - 154.1335(d) (1) and (2).
7.2.3 . 154.702(d) . 1015. 13.5.1 . 154. 1340(a) and 164.1375.
7.2.4(a) . 154.1735 and 154.1750. 10.2.5(b) 154.315(b). 13.5.2 . 154.1340(c).
7.2 .4(b) 154.1720. 103.5(c) Information only. 13.5.3 . 154.1340 (d) and (a).
7.2 .4(c) . 154.1735 and 154.1750. 10.2.5(d) 154.lOlO(g) (2) .  13.5.3(a) 154.1340(d) .
73,5 . 154.702(e). 10.2.6 154.1010(J). 13.5.3(b) 154.1340(e).
Cli. VIII 154.801 through 154.806. 10.2.6(a) 154 .10 10(J)( 1). 13. 5.4 - 154.1340(d).
8.1 Information only 102.6(b) 154. 10 10(j )(2) . 13.6.1 . 154.1345 (a) and (b) .
8.2.1 - 154.801 (a) and (b) .  103.7(a) 154.1010 (li) and (i) 13.6.2 . Do.
83.2 - 154.912. 10.2.7(b) Do. 13.6.3 . 154.1250(c).
8.2.3 . 154.801(c) (2) .  10.2.8 154.1010(k) . 13.6.4 ~~~ . 154.1350(g).
83.4 . 154.801(c) (4) and (5).  10.2.9 154.345(c) (2) .  13.6.5 . 154.1350(m) .
83.5 - 154.66 (a) and (b) , 154.- Ch. XI 154.1100 through 154.- 13.6.5( a) . 154.1350(m)(1).

801(c) ( 1) and (3), 1170. 13.6.5(b) 154.1350(m) (2) ,
and 154.1846. 11.1.1 154.1100. 13.6.6 154.13.

8.2.6(a) 154.802(a), 11.12 154.1100, 13.6.7 . 154.1350(a).
83.6(b) 154.802(b). 11.2.1 154.1100, 13.6.7( a) 154.1350(a) (1).
8.2.7 . 154.1846. 11.22 154.1100. 13.6.7(b ) 154 .1350(a) (2).
83.8(a) 154.801(c) (8) (i) .  11.2.3 Amended 46 CFR 34.10— 13.6.7(c) . 154.1350(a) (3) ,
83.8(b) 154.801 (C) (8) (U) .  15. 13.6.7(d) 154.1350(a) (4).
8.2.8(c) . 154.801(c) (8) (iii) .  11.2. 4 154.1100 . 13.6. 7(e) 154.1350(a) (5).
5.2.9 . 154.801(c)(6) and 154 .- 11.2.5 154.1100. 13.6.7(f)  154.709.

805 (a), (b), and (d). 11.9.1 154.1105. 13.6.7( g) - 154.1350(a) (6) .
83.10 - 154.805 (e) and ( f ) .  11.3.1(a) 154.1110(a). 13.6.8 , 154.1350 (h) and (n ) .
83.11 - Information only. 11.3.1(b) 154.1110(b). 13.6.9 154.1828.
83.12 - 154.801(c) (7) , 11.3.1(c) 1554.1110 (c) and (d) .  13.6.10 . 154.1350(4).
8.2.13 - 154.805 (f) and (g ) .  11.3.1(d) 154.1110 (e) (f) and 13.6.11 . 154.1350 (u) and (n) .
8.2.14 - 154.805(c). (g), ‘ ‘ 13.6.12 . 154. 1345(b)( 1) and
8.2.15 - InformatIon only. 11.3.2 154.1115 and 154.1130 154.1828.
8.2.16 - 154.801(c) (6) .  (a) and (b) . 13.6.13 . 154.1345 (a) (2) and (b)
8.2.11 . 154.801(C) (5) .  11.3.3 154.1125(c) and 154.1135. (1).
8.3.1 and 8.3.Z-. None — unnecessary al- 11.3.4 - 154.1136(a) (3). 19.6.24 254.1360.

ternative requirements. 11.3.5 . 154.1125(d). Cli. XIV 154.1400 through
8.4.1 . 154.804(c), 11.4.1 . 154.1140, 154.1446.
8.4.2(a) 164304(s)(1). 11.43 . 154,1145 and 154.1150 (a) 14.1 Information only.
8.43(b) 154.804(a) (2) (I) and and (b ) .  142 154.1430.

- (ii). 11.4 .3 154.1145 (a) (1) and (c), 14.3 154.1400 (a) and (b) .
8.43(c) . Information only. 154.1150 (c) (d) and 14.4 Do.
843 . 154.804(a) (2) (iii). (e), and 154.1165 (a) 14.5 154.1400 (a) (2) and (b)
844 , 154.804(b) . and (1,). (2) and 164.1415.
5.5 154.806. 11.4.4 . 154.11565(c), 14.6 154.1430.
8.5(e) 154.806(a) . 11.4.6 . 154.1170. 14.7 154.1852.
8.5(b) , 154.806(b) . 11.4.5.... . 154.1145(b) 154.1155 14.8 154.1420.
Cli. ~~~~ ,, 154.901 through 154.922. and 154.1160. ‘ 14.9 154.1425, 154.1435. and
9.1.1 . 154,901 (a) and (b). 11.4.7 . 154.l145(a) (2) snØ 154 154.1440.
9.1.2 . 154901(d), 1150 (,) (4) and (~ ) cli. ~~~ None—requirements 1o-
9.1.3 . 154.901(0). 11.5.1 . Balating 46~(1FP,. ‘ cated in other sections.
9.1.4 . 154.901(a) 11.83 . Do. 

- 15.1.1 . 154.1844(a) (1) .
0.1.5 . 154.1848(b). 11.6.1 . 154.1400 (a) and (b) 15.13 154.1844(a) (2).
0.2.1 . 154.902(a). 11.6.2 . Do. 16.1.3  154.1844(5) (2).
93.2(a) 154.902(b). Ch . XII - 154.1200 through 154.- 15.1.4 . None—unnecessary alter-
93.2(b) 154.902(b) . 1210. native requirements.
93.3  154.902(o) . 12.1.1 154,1200 (a) and (b) 153 154.1810.
9.3 164.902(d) . 154.1205(1), and 154.- Cli. XVI None—requirements 10-
9.4.1 . 154.903 (a) and (b) . j~~~, cated in other sections.
9.43 . 154.1145. 12.1.2 . 154.1205 (c) and (d) .  16.1 254.703.
9 4 3  164 908(c). 12.1.3 . IS4.1205(a~. 163 154.706(a).
9.4.4 154.904(s). 12.1.4 154.2200(b), 16.2(a) 154.706(s)(1) .
9 4 5  154.904 (b) and (C) and 12.1.5 - l54.1200(a). 183(b) 154.706(a) (2) .

154.912. 12.1.6 . 154.1205(b) 16.3 154.1854(b) .
9.8.1 154.908. 12.1.7 . 154.1206(a) 16.4 154.706(b).
9.8.2 154.904 (a) . (b), and (c) . 12.1.8 . l64.1205(g) 16.5 154.707. 

154.908 (5) and 154910. 12,1.9 - 154.1905 (li) (D and 16.6 154.708 (a) and (b) .9.8.4 154908(b) . (j) ‘ ‘ 16.7 154.708(c) .
Cli. X 154.1000 through 154.- 12.1.10 - InfO rm ation only. 16.8 154.706(b).

1020. 12.1.11 . 154.1205(k). 16.9 154.70 (a ) (2 )  and
10.1.1 154.1000. 12.2 254.707(b).
10.1.2 Informa tion only. Ch.~~~~~ 154.1300 through 154.1875. 16.10 154.709 .
10.1.3 Do. 13.1.1 . Inform*tion only. 16.11 Information only.
10.1.4 Do. 18.13 . 154.1325(b), 154.1335(s) 16.12 Do.
10.33 154.1005. (2), and 154.1840(b) . Cli. XVII . 154.1700 through
10.2 154.1010(a) . 13.1.3 . Information only. 154.1755.
10.2.1 154.1010(b). 13.3.1 . 154.1305. 11.1 Only appllcabi . to cods.
10.2 .2 154.1010(c). 13.2.2 . 154.1300. 17.2.1 . 154.1405 (a) and (b).
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Proposed regulation, as’ quire plan review. The Certificate ci Fit- Existing foreign flag gas vessels (i.e.,
exp~anat4on 01*0 ness must be Issued by or on behalf of foreign flag vessels that are not newUSCO cods: Pegidaflon 

~~~ flag ad~~~~~~~ tIon and must have foreign flag gas vessels> that are now In17.3.2..  154.1410 (5) and (b).
17.2.3 ~~~. 154.1400(c) . all information required in the Model service and have never undergone plan
11.2.4.. . Information only. Form of Certificate of Fitness for the review for a Letter of Compilanee will
17,2.5 -. Do. Carriage of Liquefied Gases In Bulk, have to comply with the standards of
173_ 154.1700. which Is published In the Appendix to th. the Letter of Compliance program in
17.4 154.1705. Code. It is proposed to require submis- effect at the time of their construction,
17.5 154.1720. 154.1725. slon of a copy of the Certificate of Fit- as well as any additional requirements

154.1735. and 164.1750. ness to the Coast Guard before the vessel that may be established by future regu-17.6 154.680(c) (2).  arrlv es lnaU.S. port. lation~ concerned with existing gas27.7 154.355(a) (2) and
154.1870(4). It Is also proposed that In addition to vessels.

17.8 154.1710. the IMCO Certificate of Fitness, the fol- Existing U.S. gas vessels (I.e., U.S. yes-
173 154.1715. lowIng plans and Information, In English, ads that are not new U.S. gas vessels)
17.10 154.1818. must be submitted .0 the Cot. it Guard would continue to meet the require-
17.11.1 _. 154.1345(d). before a .vessel arrives In a U.S port with ments in Subchanters I) and I as well as
17.113  154.1345(c) .
17.12.1 . 154.1725 and 154.1730. a bulk liquefied gas cargo. These pians any additional requirements established
17.12.1(s) 164.1725(a)(1) . and information would be retained In the by future regulation concerned with ex-
17.12.1(b)~~ ..._ 154.1730(a)(2). Coast Guard’s files for use during vessel Isting ships.
17.12.1(c)  154.1730(b). examInations and in any emergency that The Coast Guard has determined that
11.12.1(d) 154.1725$c). the vessel may encounter while in a u.s. the proposed regulations would have no
77.12,1(e) _ _ _~~~. 154.1725(d). port: foreseeable significant Impact on the
17.12.1(f) _~~~

__ . 154.1725(e). qualIty of the human environment. An17.12.1(g) __ .._ 154.1725(a) (2) and (3) 1. DescriptIon of the vessel, environmental assessment with a nega-17.12.1(h) 154.1730(a) . 2. ’ Speciflcations for the cargo containment tive declaration has been prepared.17.123.. ........_ .. . 154.1735. system.
17.12.3 . 254.1755. 3. General arrangement of the vessel. Copies may be obtained In Room 8117,
11.12.4.. . 154.1010. 4. MIdship section of the vessel. Coast Guard Headquarters, Washing-
17.12.5 . Information only. 5. SchematIc plans of the liquid and vapor ton, D.C. 20590.
17.12,6  154.1740, 154.1745, and cargo piping. The Coast Guard has determined that

154.1750 . 6. Fireflghting and safety plan. this proposal Is not a major proposal
Cli. XVIII 154.1800 thr ough A foreign flag vessel Is examined at its In accordance with Department Of

154.1868.
18.1.1 . 154.1810 and 154.1814. first U.S. port of call under 46 CFR p~~ Tra:lsportation Policies to Improve
18.1.2 . 154.1818. 154. A 2 week notification to the Coast Analysis and Review of Regulations—
18.2.. 164.1820 and 154.1832. Guard of the vessel’s arrival at the first Regulatory Reform, as published In the
18.3 Information only. U.S. port of call Is also required. The in- April 16, 1976 issue of the FEDERAL REG-
18.4,, 154.1850. formatIon for the notification must in- is’rsa (41 - FR 16200) and DOT Order
16.5 154.1810 and 154.1866. d ude the following: 2050.4 dated February 2. 1976. There-
18.6 154.1840. fore, an economic evaluation and a nega-
18.7 154. 1842. 1. The first part of call. tive declaration of Inflationary impact
18.8 154.1812 , 154.1814, and 2. The cargoes carried .

154.1822. 3. The 3stimated arrival date. are required.
18.9 Only applicable to code. .. me vesee1~a agent. The economic evaluation for this pro-
Cli. XIX . Table 4 5. The berthing facilities for the vessel. posal shows that for each of the next
Appendix Standard Coast Guard It Is proposed that the following Ill seven fiscal years the proposed regula-

tions would result In the following:form to be printed, formation, in English, be carried on (a) A decreased expenditure of aboutAMENDMEN TS ro SUBCHAI’TERS D san F board these foreign flag vessels for Coast $0.2 million by the Federal government,Guard use during examinations:Since Subchapters D and F are appli- and no significant im pact on state and
cable to self propelled vessels that carry 1, A description and schematic plan of local governments.
bulk liquefied gases, amendments are the arrangement for inertlng cargo tanks, (b) An increase cost of $21.6 million
being proposed that would update those hold spaces, and interbarrier spaces. to consumers businesses and industry.
subchapters to conform to the Code. 2 . A descrIption of the tank gauging equip~ (C) No significant Impact on energyment. C consumption, Important materials orLETTERS or CoMPLIANCE 3. A description and instruction manual employment.for the calibration of the cargo leak detec-An objective that the Coast Guard tor equipment. The benefits to the public of the pro-
hoped to attain In the development of 4. A schemstic plan that shows the loca- posal include:
the Code was to terminate the plan re- tions of leak detectors and sampling points . ( 1) A consolidation of design and
view portion of the Letter of Compliance 5, A description of the systems for cargo equipment regulations for various lique-
program for new foreign flag vessels, temperature and prew.ure control for meth- fled gas ships in one part.

The Code Is substantially sufficient to ane to meet propo~ed I 154.701 through (2) IncorporatIon of an Internatlon-
ensure the Coast Guard that a new for- I 154,709. ally agreed standard for liquefied gas
eign flag gas vessel entering U.S. ports If the proposed regulations are ships with clarification , where possible,
has been designed to th” necessary adopted by the Coast Guard, there will of portions of that standard (th e IMCO
standards . Therefore, the Coast Guard be many gas vessels that do not have Gas Code) that are left to the “satisfac-
proposes that a new foreign flag vessel Letters of Compliance and cannot ~e- tion of the Administration.” This phrase
meet the proposed regulations or have celve IMCO Certificates of Fitness as Is used often In the IMCO Gas Code,
an ’ IMCO Certificate of Fitness, In add!- new vessels. Incluch.d In this group are and . In the case of the U.S.. refers to the
tion to meeting the following design re- 120 shIps now under review by the Coast U.S. Coast Guard.
quirements in the propo sed regulations, Guard for Letters of Compliance. Each (3) CodIfication of existing and addi-
which diffe r from the Code: gas vessel that has applied for a Letter tional requirements for the design, con-

1. Allowable stress In 1 164.447 and 1 154. of Compliance since March 11, 1975, has struction, and operation of liquefied gas
450. been required by the Coast Guard to ships.

2 Crack arresting steels in 1 154.170. meet the Code. Vessels that are under A Quantitative analysIs of benefit to3. Ambient design temperatures in construction, but applied for a Letter of the public Is difficult to assess due to the
• 154.466.

4. Cargo temperature end pressure control Compliance before March 11 , 1975, are excellent safety record of liquefied gas
in 1 154.701 th rough 1 154.709. bein g required by the Coast Guard to ships. However, It Is clear that the adop-

meet the Code insofar as It is possible, tion of an International standard that
If the vessel has an IMCO Certificate taking into consideratIon the stage of further Increases the level of safety of

of Fitness the Coast Guard would not re- each vessel’s construction, gas ships Is beneficial to the public iii-
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terest. U.S. gas ship owners and opera- PART 40—SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION, AR . Por a grouping of pressure tanks having
tore will benefit in having an Internation- RANGEMENT , AND OTHER PROVISIONS insulation on the tank:
e,lly accepted Certificate to facilitate FOR CARRYING CERTAIN FLAMMABLE A = External aurface area of the pressure
their vessels’ operation In foreign ports. OR COMBUSTIBLE DANGEROUS CAR. tanks excludIng Insulation , and with-

Copies of the economic evaluation and GOES IN BULK out the projected bottom area .
negative declaration of InflatIonary Im- Subpart 40.05—(Revoked]
pact are available upon request to the
Executive Secretary (G-CMC/81) , C~~~t 

,. y revo Ing Subpa . . 
. .Guard Headquarters, Washington, D.C. _____ - .

20590. PART 54—PRESSURE VESSELS
The close cooperation with the Chemt- . ..f.,, , .

cal Transportation Industry AdvIsory 4. By amending I 54,15—25 by revising
Committee, the acceptance of an Inter- paragraph (C) and adding paragraph
national code containing sImilar provi- (c~~ ) to follow paragraph (C) to read as . 

~~~~~
. .

~~~~~
. .

~~~~~
. .,j,..

sions, and the fact that many liquefied follows. . 
—

gas ships throughout the world and in § 54.15—25 Mi nimum relicf capacities
the UnIted States are already being built for cargo lanka conta ini ng con;-
to these standards ensures their techno- pressed or liquefied gas.
logical and economic feasibility. e . • • •

In consideratIon of the foregoing, it Is (c) The rate of discharge for heat In- Slot £IITOR~~~L SJSFSC ME~ oI

proposed to amend Chapter I of TItle 46, put of fire must meet the following °‘ 5° 55505

Code of Federal RegulatIons, as follows: formula:
PART 31—INSPECTION AND Q=FGA 5. 12 ,~~“ ~~~~ (U

CERTIr S. f5 Where :
Q=Minimum required rate of discharge In TABLE 54.1 5—25 (c) .—Constant C1. By amending Part 31 by adding cubic meters (cubic feet) per minute

• 31.1O—18a to read as follows : of air at standard conditions of 0 C k c
and 1.03 kp/cm’ (60’ P and 14.7 1.00 .806 (315)

O 3I.lG—18a Liquefied gas vessels : Addi. ps~5) 1.02 .611 (818)
Ilonal firefig ht ing equipment inspec. 7= FIre exposure factor for the followipg 1.04 .615 (820 )
lions, tank types: 1.06 .620 (322)

F — l O t  tanks ith t Insulation located 1.08 .624 (324)
(a) Once during each 12 month perIod — ‘ oi~~ iie open deck 1.10 .628 (327)

after the lnonth an orlgin~l certifi cate of F 0.5 for tanks on the open deck having 1.12 .633 (329 )
inspectIon Is issued for a liquefied gas insulatIon that baa approved ~~~ 1.14 .637 (831)
vessel under I 31.05.-i, the master shall proofing, thermal conductance, and 1.16 .641 (333 )
ensure that the firefighting systems re- StabilIty under fire exposure . 1.18 .645 (335)
quired In Part 154 of this chapter for a 7=0.5 for unInsulated independent tanks
liquefied gas vessel meets the following F 0  2 for jnsulated independent tanks in 1 24 

- 
--  656 (341)(1) The exterior water spray system holds or for uninsulated independent 1.26 .660 (343 )

must pass a water spray test, tanks In insulated holds. 1.28 .664 (345)
(2) The dry chemical system must 7=0.1 for insulated independent tanks In 1.30 .667 (347 )

meet the manufacturer’s specifications inerted holds or for uninsulated in 1.32 .671 (3’~9)
for— dependent tan ks In Inerted , insulated 1.34 .674 (3~ I I

d 
(I ) The amount of dry chemical pow- , O l ~~

1th
b and semi-membrane ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~ ~~er, and tanks 1.40 .685 (356)(II) The pressure for nitrogen bottles. G=Gas factor of’ 1.42 .688 (358)

(3) The piping, valves, and controls of 1.44 .691 (359)
the system must be operable. 177 /~~ / 633 ~~ 

1.46 .695 (361)
(b On the date that the requirements ~~~~~ ~~~~~ ( G”~’ ~~~ ~~~~~ 

1.48 .698 (363 )
under paragraph (a) are met, the mas- / 

‘704 366tsr shall record In the vessel’s official Where: 154 707 (368
logbook the following Information L=Latent heat of the material being 1 56  ~~~~~~~ 710 (369)
(1) The date of the InspectIon, vaporized at relieving conditions, in 1.58 .713 (371)
(2) The identification of each device Ecal/kg (Btu per pound). 1.STr .716 (372)

Inspected 0= Constant based on relation of specIfic 1.62 .719 (374 )
(3) The nam C 4k • heats (k) mble i 54.14—25(c) (if k 1J 1.64 .722 (376)eø  ~ 4,ector. not known C= .606 (315) is used). 1.66 .725 (377)

Z=Compresalbthty factor of the gsa at 1.68 .728 (379 )
PART 34—FIREFIGHTING EQUIPMENT ~~~~~~~~~ (if not known, ~ :::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ~• 34.10—15 (Amended) T=Temperature in degrees K=(273+ 1.74 .736 (383 )
2 By amendln ~ 34 ~n_.i a degrees C) (R= ( 460+ degrees F ) )  1.76 .739 (384)

0. Io~~~ K., 
as o ows. at the relieving conditIons (120% of 1.78 .742 (386 )paragrap .,  , a ng ter the ~~~~~~~~ at which the pressure 1 .80 .745 (387 )the word piping the words , except Ofl relief 1.82 .747 (388)

self propelled vessels carrying bulk lique- V VC Se ,. 1.84 .750 (390 )
fled gases that must have stop valves— M=Moiec ulss weight of the product. 1.86 .762 (891)
(1) Atcroes connectlong ; A E xternsl surfac. area of the tank in m 188 .755 (392)
(2) At the front of the after deck (sq. ft.) for the following tank types: 1.90 .768 (394)

house; and For a tank of a body of revolution shape : 1.92 .760 (395)
(3) In the cargo area spaced 40 m .4=External surface area.

(131 f t)  or less between I thants For a tank other than a body of revolutIon 198 _ ‘767 (399)
b. In paragraph (e) , by adding after iknpe. 2.00 .770 (400)

the word “approximately ” the words “71 A=External surface area less the projected 2.02 .772 (401)
pounds per square Inch on sell propelled bottom surface area. 2.20 .792 (412)
vessels that carry bulk liquefied gases For a grouping of pressure vessel tanks hay- _________

and approximately”, and by adding after lag insulation on the vessel’. Structure: ri 8415-84(c) sisows a method ot50 pounds per square Inch” the words 4 = External surface area of the hold with~ deter ng the side external surface area
0fl Oth er tankahlpe”. out the projected bottom area, of a grouping of vertical pressure tanks,
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c-D For an Independent tank that Sec. Subpart C—Design, ConstsuctIon, and Equipment
has a portion of the tank protrudIng 154.6 U.S. Flag Certificate Endorsement. HULL 8T~ucT~~~above the open deck, the fire ~~~~~~ 

154.8 Equivalents.
154.10 Conflict in regulations. 154.170 Outer hull steel plating.factor must be calculated for the surface

area above the deck and the surface area SubPa,t B—Inspections ond mata 154.172 Contiguous steel hull structure :
below the deck, and the calculation must ORIGINAL CERTIF ICAT E ~~ INSPECTION General .

154.174 Transverse contiguous hull struc-be specially approved by the Command- REQUIREMENTS 
~~~~~~~ant (G—MMT) . 154.40 Purpose. 154.176 Longitudinal contiguous hull

§ 54.25—10 -[Amended ] 154.60 Integral tanks: Pressure teat. Sti’uctUFe.
154.52 Membrane or semi-membrane 154.178 Contiguous hull structure: ~eat-5. By amending 1 54.25—10 as follows: tanks : Pressure test, ing system.

a. In paragraph (a) (1) , by striking the 154.54 Independent tank type A: Pressure 154.180 Contiguous hull structure: Weld-
words “in Subchapter D (tank vessels)” test, lug procedure .
and Inserting the reference “and * 154.3” 154.56 Independent tank type B: Pressure 154.182 Contiguous hull structure : Weh~-

test, lug procedure.in place thereof after the reference 154.58 Independent tank type C: Pressure 154.188 Membrane tank : inner hull steel.“1 38.05-4”. test. 154.195 AlumInum tank : Steel enclosure.b. In para graph (b) (1) (1) by striking 154.60 Cargo tanks : Weld tightness test. Suiip SURVIVAL CAPABILITY AND Caaco TANK“—70’ F” and InsertIng “—67 ’ F” In 154.62 Secondary barrier: Weld tightness Locauowplace thereof, test.
c. In table 54.25—10(b) (1) In the col- 154.64 Independent tanks type B: Stress 154.200 StabIlity requirements: General.

unm entitled “Minimum service ’ tern- level test. 154.205 Intact stability requirements.
perature °F’, by strikIng “—70” and in- 154.66 Cargo and process piping valves: 154 .210 Damage stability requirement.

Tightness test. 154.215 Hull type calculation.sertlng “— 67” In place thereof, and In 154.68 ExpansIon bellows: Cycle, and 154.220 Damage calculations.the column entitled “Manganese pressure tests. 154225 PermeabilIty of spacse and freerange ’ percent” by strikIng “0.90” and 154.70 Cargo and process pipIng systems: surface effect.Inserting “0.70” in place thereof, and b~ Hydrostatic test. 154.230 Damage survival.striking “1.65” and Inserting “1.60” In 154.72 Cargo and process piping systems: 154.235 Tank location.
place thereof, Leak test.

SHIP ARRANGEMENTSd. By striking the columns following 154.74 Cargo and process pIping systems:
feotnote 1 of Table 54.25—10(b) (1) and Functional test. 154.300 Segregation of hold spaces from

154.76 Integral tank: Production weld other spaces.Inserting the following two columns lii test. 154.305 Segregation of hold spaces from theplace thereof: 154.78 Membrane tank: Production weld sea.Range percent test. 154.310 cargo piping systems. 
o.io-~.so 154.80 Semi-membrane tank; independ- 154.315 Cargo pump and compressor rooms.

ent tank type A or B: Production 154.320 Cargo control stations.Maximum weld test. 154 .825 AccommodatIon, eervloe, and con-
s 0.35 154.82 Independent tank type C and trcl spaces.

35 process pressure vessel : Produc- 154.330 Openings to accommodation, serv-Ni .80 tion weld test, ice, or control station spaces.
.25 154.84 Secondary barrier : Production 154.340 Access to tanks and spaces In the

Mo .08 weld teat, cargo area.
Cu . ss 154.90 Integral tailk: Weld inspection 154.345 Air locks.
Nb .05 standards. 154.350 BIlge and ballast systems in thev .08 154.92 Membrane tank: Weld inspection cargo area.standards. 154.355 Bow and stern loading piping.e. In paragraph (b) (2) . by strIking 154.94 Independent tank type A; semi-
B

_’70• F” and inserting “—67 ’ F” In membrane tank : Weld inspec. CARGo CONTAINMENT SYsTEMs: GENERAL
place thereof. tion standards for shell plating. 154.401 Definitions,154.96 Independent tank type B: Weld 154.405 P. of a tank .6. By striking In the second sentence inspection standards for shell 154.406 Design loads for tanks and fix-In ~ 56.50—105(a) the words “Subchapter plating. tures : General.1) (Tank Vessels ) and I (Cargo and Mis- 154.98 Radiographic inspection standards 154.407 Tank Internal pressure head.cellaneous Vessels) ” and inserting “Sub- for welds. 154.408 Tank external pressure head.chapters D, I , and 0” in place thereof. 150.100 SçmI-membrane tank; Independ. 154.409 Dynamic loads from vessel motion.

_______ ant tank type A or B: Additional 154.410 ‘rank sloshing loads.weld inspection standards, 154.411 Tank thermal loads.PART 98—SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION, AR- 154.101’ Independent tank type C: Weld in~ 154.412 Tank corrosion allowance.RANGEM ENT, AND OThER PROVISIONS spection standards.
FOR CERTAIN DANGEROUS CARGOES 154.104 Process pressure vessels: Weld In- INTEGRAL TANKS
IN BULK spection Standards . 154.418 General .154.106 Cargo and process pipin g systems 154.419 Design vapor pressure.Subpart 98.25—[Revoked] inspection etandanis . 154 420 Tank scantllnga.154. 108 Secondary barrier : Inspection 154 .421 Allowable stress.7. By revoking Subpart 98.25. standards.8. By redesignating Part 154—SpecIal 154.110 FIrs; loading and discharging MEMBRANE TANKSInterim Regulations for Issuance of Let- records.

ters of Compliance as an appendix tO 154.120 Hull heatIng systems InspectIon. 154.425 General .
Subchapter 0, 154.122 Hull cold spot inspection. 154.426 Design vapor pressure.

154.427 Tank scantunga,9. By adding a new Part 154 to read as CERTIF ICATION OF INSPECTION RENE WAL 154.428 Allowable stress.follows: REQUIRE MENTS 154.429 Calculations.
154.130 p~~•p~~~ 

154 .430 Material test.
PART 154—SAFETY STANDARDS FOR 154.132 FIrst 12 month Inspection. 154.431 Model test.
SELF PROPELLED VESSELS CARRYING 154.134 Each 12 month inspectIon. 154.432 ExpansIon and contractioB,
BULK LIQUEFIE D GASES 154.136 Special 4$ month and 96 month SEMI-MEMBRANE TANKS

Subpa,t General inspectIons .
154.138 Ninety-ala month Inapecuon ~~ 

154.435 General.
154.1 ApplIcability. Indpend.nt tank type sal proc- 154.436 Design vapor pressure.

ass pressure vess.la. INDEPENDENT T~~~~ me A154.3 Defi nitIons. 154.140 SpecIal 144 month, 192 month, and
154.4 U.S Flag Ve .1 Endorsement 240 month Inspections. 154.437 Oeneral.

APplication. 154.142 192 month Inspection for m d.- 154.435 DesIgn vapor preesur ,
154.5 Purslja Flag Vessel Bndossement pendant teaks type C and proc- 154.489 Tank scantlln ,

Application, ess pressure vessels. 154.440 Allowable stree,.
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INDEPENDENT TANK Tipi B Sec. INS TRUMENtATION
Sec. 154.620 Design temperature below —66’ 0. Sec.
154.444 General. (— 6 7 ’  F.) and down to —166’ 0. 154.1300 Liquid level gauges : Genera l .
164.446 Design vapor pleasure. (—265’ ?.). 154.1306 Liquid level gauges: Standards.
154 .446 Tank acantlInga. 154.625 Design temperature below 0’ 0. 164.1310 Closed gauge shut off valve.
154,447 Allowable stress. (82’ F.) and down to — 165’ C. 164.1315 Restricted gauge excess flow valve.
154.448 Calculations. (—266’ F.). 154.1320 Sight ing port s, tubular gauge
154.449 Model test. 154.630 Tank material, glasses, and flat plate type gauge

glasseL
INDEPENDENT TAISK TYPE C AND PROCER. CONsTRUCTION 164.1325 Uquid level alarm : All tanks.

PRESSURE VeasxLa 154.650 Tank and process peessure vessel 164.1380 Liquid level alarm : Indep endent
154.450 Genera l, welding. tank type C.
154.461 Design vapor pressure. 154.666 Stress relief for Independent tanks 154,1335 Pressure and vacuum gs~age.
164 .452 t.rnal prmeure. type C. 154.1340 Temperature measuring devices.
154.453 Failure to meet independent tank 154.660 Pipe weldIng. 154.1345 Gas detection.

- type standards. 154.665 WeldIng procedUres. 154.1350 Flammable gas detection iystem
154.1360 Oxygen analyzer.

SECONDARY BARRIER CARGO PIESSU5E AND TEMPERATURE CoNTROL 154.1365 Audible and visual alarm s.
154.452 General. 154.701 Cargo pressure and temperature 154.1370 Presure gauge and vacuum gauge
164.480 DesIgn criteria, control : General. , marking.

154.702 Refrigerated carriage. 1 t4 1375 Read-out for temperature measur-
INSULATION 154.703 Methane ( LNO). Ing device marking.

154.465 General. 154.705 Cargo boil-off as fuel : General. Sal-pry EQUIPMENT
154.466 Design criteria. 154.706 Cargo boil-off as fuel : Fuel lines.
154 .467 Submission of Insulat~Ion informa.. 

164.707 Cargo boll-off as fuel: Vent ilation. 164.1400 Safety equipment: All vessela.
ton. 154.708 Cargo boil.off as fuel: Valves. 164.140 5 Respiratory protect ion.

154.709 Cargo boll-off as fuel : Gas detec- 154.1410 Decontamination shower.
SUPPOSY SYsTEM tlon equipment 164.1415 Air compressor.

164.1420 Stretchers and equipment.154.470 General . CARGO VENT SYsTEMS 154.1425 Oxygen resuscitation.164.471 DesIgn criteria.
164.476 Cargo transfer devices and means. 154.801 Pressure relief systems. 154.1430 EquIpment locker.

154802 Alternate pressure relief settings. 154.1435 Medical first aid guide.
CARGO AND Piocas. PWING SYSTEMI 154804 Vacuum protection. 154.1440 ~~tidotes.

164.600 Cargo and process piping stand- 154.506 Vent masts. 154.1445 LifesavIng devices.
arde. 154.806 Capacity of pressure relief valves. Subpart D—Speclat RequIrements

154.603 Piping and PiPi1~5 system 0om~ ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL flS CARGO 154.1700 Materials of construction.
ponents’: Protection from move- CON tAINMENT SYSTEMS 154.1705 Independent tank type C.
meat.

154 606 Mechanical expansion joint: Umite 154.901 Atmospheric control within cargo 154.1710 ExclusIon of air from cargo ta nk

in a piping system. tanks and cargo piping SysteEM . vapor spaces.
154 902 AtmospherIc control within hold 154.1715 Moistur e control .

154.508 Mechanical expansion joint : Eel’ and lnterbarrier ap~~~ . 154.1720 Indirect refrigeration.
lows type. 154.908 Inert gas systems: General. 154.1725 Ethylene oxide.

154.512 Piping : Thermal ~o1at1on. 154.904 Inert gas system: Controls. 164.1730 Ethylene oxide: Loading and off
load ing.154 .514 Piping: Electrical bonding. 1M.~~~ Inert gas generators. 154.1735 Methyl aceteylene-propadiene mix-154.616 Piping : Hull protection.

164.517 PipIng: Liquid pressure relIef, 154.300 Inert gas generator: LOCatIOn. tore.
164.519 PIpIng relief ~~~~~~ 

154 .910 Inert gas piping . Location. 154.1740 Vinyl chloride: Inhibiting and In.154.912 Inerted spaces: Relief devices.154.590 PIping calculatIons. erting.
164.522 MaterIals for piping. ELECrEICAL 154.1745 Vinyl chloride: Transferring opera-
154.624 Piping Joints: Welded and screwed tions.154.1000 Applicability. 154.1750 ButadIene or vinyl chloride: Re-
154 .528 ~ t~~~7’j~~~~~: PIange ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

154.1005 Equipment approval. frigeration system.
164.533 Piping joints: Fiange type 154.1010 ElectrIcal equipment In gas dan 

154.1755 Nitrogen.
154.530 Valves Cargo tank MARV o., gerous space or zone.

kp/cn~2 (10 psIg ) or lower. 154.1015 Lighting In ga. dangerous space. ~~~~~~ E-...Operation~
164.532 Valv : Cargo tank MARVS ~~~~~~ 154.1020 Emergency power. 154.1800 Special operating requirement un-

thanO.l kp/cm2 (lOpsig). p’iz~ ’IoHrflqc der Part 85 of th is chapter.
154.834 Cargo pumps and compressors. 154.1802 Certifleatee, letters, and endorse-
04 ‘!3I Tank gauging and measuring con. 154.1100 Pirefi ghttng: General . ments required.

nectiana. Fass’IGETXIIO SYsTEM : Exumsos WATER SPlay 154.1804 Document posted In wheelhouse.
154.58$ Cargo transfer connection. 164.1806 Copy of this subchapter on board .
154.540 QuIck-closing shut-off valves: 154.1105 ExterIor water spray system : Gall- 154.1808 Limitation. in the endorsement

Emergency control system. eral. 154.1809 LoadIng and stability manual.
154.642 Quick-closing abut-off ~~~~~~~~~~ 154.1110 Areas protected by system. 154.1810 Cargo manual.

Emergency control system fnd- 154.1115 DIscharge. 154.1812 Operational limitation informs -
We elements. 154.1120 Nossles. tion.

154.544 Quick-closIng abut-cc valve.: 154.1 196 PIpes, fi ttings, and v&lves. 154.1814 Cargo lniormation cards.
Closing time. 154.1130 SectIons. 164.1516 Cargo location plan.

154.646 Excess Row valve : closing flow. 154.1185 Pumps. IU.1818 Certificate of inhibition .
154.54$ Cargo piping: Flow capacity. FIREFIOUTINO SYSTEM: DRY CHEMICAl. 154.1820 ShippIng document.
104.560 Excess Row valve : Bypass. 154.1822 ShIpping document: Copy fur-
154.552 Liquid and vapor cargo base : Corn- 164.1140 Dry chemical system: General. nished the transfer terminal.

psttbiltty. 154.1146 Dry chemical supply. 154.1824 Obstruction of pumprooin ladder-154.564 Cargo hose: Bursting presume. 154.1150 DIstribution of dry chemical , ways.
154.556 Cargo boss: Maximum working 164.1155 Hand hose line’ Coverage of areas. 154.1826 Opening of tanks and cargo sam-

preemie. 154.1100 Monitor coverage of system. pling.
154.66$ Cargo hose : Marking. 154.1185 Control.. 154.1828 Spaces containing cargo vapor :
154.560 Cargo hose : Prototype test. 154.1170 Hand hose line : General. Entry.
154.662 Cargo hose : Hydrostatic test. MECHANICAL VENTILATION US THE CARGO Asia 154.1830 Warning sign.

154.1832 Incompatible cargo.MaTERIALs 154.1200 Mechanical ventilation system: 154.1834 Cargo transfer piping.
164.006 Toughness test. General . 164.1836 Venting.
164.610 DesIgn temperature not colder 164.1205 Mechanical ventilations system: 154.1838 Dlscharg. by gas prss.urissiJon.

154.1840 Protective clothing.than 0’O. ($2” F.). Standard.. 154.1842 Cargo systems ecatrols and saar~~I U.615 Design temperatur e bslow 0’ 0. 154.1210 Hold spec., void spec., 00ff erdas., 154.1844 Cargo tanks: PiBing lImIts.
(32” F.) and down ID —80’ 0. and space that contains 05110 164.1846 ReII.f valves: Che~gtag set peas~(—87’ ?.). piplng. sure.
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13830 PROPOSED RULES

Sec . and to the outer surface of the hull In ments are Installed to prevent any es-154.1848 Inerttng. a ship with a shell of any oIher material, cape of gas Into the atmosphere of that
154.1852 Air breathing equipment, the ship which contains the cargo con- (3) A cargo containment system and154.1854 Methane (LNO ) as fuel.
154.1956 CorrectIon of cold spots ~~ Lb. ta lnznent system and includes the deck cargo piping.

154.1850 Entering cargo handlin g spaces. f)  “Cargo area ” means that part of space.

hull , areas over the full beam and length of (4) A hold space.
154 . l858 Cargo hose used in prototype test- the ship above the forego ing. The coffer- (5) A space separa ted from the bold

Ing. dams, ballast or void spaces at the after space defined in paragraph (U) of this
154.1860 Integral tanks : Cargo colder than end of the aftermost hold space or the section by a single gastight steel

—10 ’ 0. (14” P.) .  forward end of the forwardmos t hold boundary.154.1812 Posting of speed reduction , space are excluded from the cargo area. (6) A ca rgo pulnproom and a cargo154.1864 Vessel speed within speed reduc- (g) “Cargo c.-ntainrnent system” compressor room.
154 1866 Cargo hose connection: Transfer- means the arrangement for containment (7) A zone on the open deck, or semi-

tion.

ring cargo. of car go includ ing a primary and second- enclosed space on the open deck , wi thin
154.1868 Portable blowers In personnel ac- ary barrier, associated insulat ion and any 3 m (10 ft.) of any cargo tank outlet.

cesa openings. Intervening spaces, and adjacent struc- gas or vapor outlet, cargo pipe flange,
154 .1870 Bow and stern loading. ture if necessary for the support of these cargo valve, or of entrances and ventlla-
Appendix A—Equivalent Stress elements, If the secondary barrier is part tion Ol)efliflgS to a cargo pum p room and
AppendIx B—Stress analyses definitions, of the hull structure it may be a boun- cargo compressor room.

dal’y of the hold space. ‘8 The open deck over the cargo areaAt’ r msok ir y : Regulations for dangerous h) “Cargo service space ” means a and 3m ( 10 f t.) forward and aft of thecargoes issued under ES. 4472 , as amended
(46 U.SC. 170) except those for flammable space within the cargo area used for work cargo area on the open deck up to a
and combustible liquids Issued under sec. shops, lockers, and store rooms of more heigh t of 2.4 m (8 ft.) abov e the weather
201, 86 Stat. 427. as amended (46 U.S.C. than 2 m’ (21.8 ft. ’> in area, deck.
391 a ;  the functIons , powers, and duties I i) iResei-ved] 

. ( 9) A zone within 2.4 ni (8 ft. ) of the
relating to the Coast Guard under 11.8. 4472, (j) “Cofferdam” means the isolating outer surface of ,.a cargo containment
as amended. transfered to the Department space between two adjacen t steel bulk- system where the surface is exposed tounder sec. 6(b) ( 1 ) ,  8~) Sta t. 937 (49 U.S.C. heads or decks: This space may be a void the weather.16 5 5(b)( 1)) ;  46 U.S.C. 170 delegated to the
Coast Guard under 49 CFR 1.46 (b) and (t) . space or ballast space. (10) An enclosed or semi-enclo’.ed
46 U.S.C. 391a delegated to the Coast Guard (k) “COlrllflandant” means the Corn- space in which there are lines contain-
un .Ier 49 CFR 1.46(n) (4) .  mandant of the Coast Guard. ing cargo except gas sampling lines led

(1 ‘ Contiguous hull structure” means to gas detection equipment under I 154. -
Subpart A—Genera l hull srtucture that includes the inner 1350(m) or a space that uses boil-off gas

§ I ~ 1.1 Applicability, bottom plating, longitudinal bulkhead as fuel and complies wIth 4 154.703.

The regulations In this part apply to plating, transverse bulkhead plating, (11) A space for cargo hoses.
floors , webs, stringers, and attached ( 12) An enclosed or semi-encloseda self-propelled vessel that has on board stitteners. space having a direct opening into anybulk liquefied gases as a cargo , cargo resi- m m “Control space” means those gas-dangerous space 01 zone , as defineddue, or vapor and that—

a) Is constructed under a building spaces in which the vessel’s radio or in subPa ragraphs ( 1> through ( 11) of
contract awarded after October 31, 1976; main navigating equipment or the emer- this paragraph.

b) In the absence of a building con- gency sou rce of power is located or (t ) “Gas-safe space” means a space
where the fire control equipment Is cen- that Is not a gas-dangerous space.tract: has the keel laid or is at a similar tralized . (U) “Hold space” means the space en-

stage of construction after December 31, (n) “Design temperature” means the closed by the vessel’s structure In which
1976 minimwn temperature at which cargo there Is a cargo conta inment system.(c; Is delivered after June 30, 1980; or may be loaded, unloaded, or carried. VI ( Reserved I
(d Has undergone a major conversion (0) “Design vapor pressure (P0)” i~tv “Independent tank” means a selffo r which— means the maximum gauge pressure at supportlug tank that is not a part of the
Il l  The building conti’act Is awarded the top of tank used in the design of the ship’s hull and is not essential to the

after October 31, 1976; tank. hull strength.(2) In the absence of a building con- (p ) “Essential auxiliary” means a I x )  “Insulation space” means a space
tract, conversion Is begun after Decem- piece of equipmen t or system that ~ that may or may not be an Interbarrier
ber 31, 1976; or vital to the safe operation of the vessel, space, occupIed wholly or in part by In-(3 )  Conversion Is completed after (q) “Flammable cargoes” means the sulation.
June 30, 1980. following liquefied gases from Table I: (y) “Interbarrier space” means the
§ I ~ 4.3 Detinitions Aceta ldeltyde Methane (LNG) space between a primary and a secondary

As used in this part : Butadiene Methyl acetylene . barrier , whether or not completely or
(a ) “ ‘A ’  Class DivIsIon” means a divi- Butane propadletie mis- partially occupied by insulation or other

Butylene lure material.
sion as defined in Regulation 3 of Chap. Dhnethyla m lne Methyl brom ide (z) “Integral tank” means a tank that
ter 11—2 of the 1974 Safety Convention. Ethane Methyl chloride forms a strtictural part of the vessel’sIb I “Accommodation spaces” means Ethylami ne Propane hull and Is influenced in the same man-
public spaces , corridors, lavatories, cab- Ethyl chloride J’ropeylene ncr and by the same loads that stre ss
ins, offices , hospItals, cinemas , games and Ethylene Vinyl chloride the adjacent hull structure.hobbies room” . pantries containing no Ethylene oxide (as) “Length IL) ” means ninety- ~Ixcooking appliances, and similar spaces. (r ) “Flammable range” means the percent of the total length in meters ,n
Public spaces are those portions of the range between the minimum and maxi-. a waterline at eighty-five percent Of Inc
a~comsnodattons that are used as halls, mum concentrations of vapor in air least molded depth measured from thedfring rooms , lounges, and similar per- which form a flammable mixture, top of the keel, or the length from the
ma nently enclosed spaces. (a) “Gas-dangerous spade” means: foreside of the stem to the axis of the

I Reserved 1 (1) A space In the cargo area that does rudder stock on that waterline, which-
(dl “Boiling point” means the tern-’ not have approved arrangements to en- ever Is greater. In vessels designed wIth

perature at which a cargo exhibits a sure that, Its atmosphere Is at all times a rake of keel the waterline on which
vapor pressure equal to the atmospheric maintained in a safe condition. thIs length Is measured must be parallel
barometric pressure. (2) An enclosed space outside the to the desIgned waterline.

(e~ “Breadth (B)” mean. the maxi- cargo area through which any piping (bb) “Maripe Inspector” means any
mum width of the vessel In meters meag- that may contain liquid or gaseous cargo person designated for the performance
ured admidships to the moulded line of passes, or within which such piping tar- of duties wIth respect to the enforce-
the frame In a shIp with a metal shell minates, unless It has approVed arrange- ment and &tminlstration of TItle 52. R.8..
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acts amendatory thereof or supplemental (pp) “Vapor density ” means the rela (8) The followIng plans and Informa-
thereto, rules and regulations there- tive weight of the vapor compared with tion:
under, and the Inspections required the weight of an equal volume of dry air (I) Description of the vessel.
thereby. at standard conditions of temperature (ii ) SpecIfications for the cargo con-

(cc) “MARVS” means the Maximfim and pressure. tainment system.
Allowable Relief Valve Setting of a cargo (qq ) “Vapor pressure” means the ab (lii) General arrangement of the yes-
tank, solute equilibrium pressure of the satu eel.

(dd) “Membrane tank” means a tank rated vapor above the liquid expressed in (lv ) Midship section of the vesseL
that Is non-self-supporting and consists kp/cm’ (psia) at a specified temperature. (v) Schematic plans of the liquid and
of a thin layer (membrane) supported (rr ) “Void space ” means an enclosed vapor cargo piping.r through insulation by the adjacent hull space in the cargo area external to a (vi) Firefighting and safety plan.
structure, cargo containment system, which Is not (b) All correspondence and vessel in-

(cc ) “Permeability of a space” means a hold space, ballast space, fuel oil tank, formation must be In English.
Lhe ratio of the volume within that space cargo pump or compressor room , or any (C ) If the vessel does not have a Cer-
that Is assumed to be occupied by water space used by personnel. tiftcate of FItness Issued under the IMCO
to the total volume of the space. (as ) “1974 SafetY Convention” means Code for the Construction and Equip-

( if ) “Primary barrier” means the in- the InternatIonal Convention on Safety ment of Ships Carrying Liquefied Oases
ncr element designed to contain the cargo of Life at S°a, 1974. in Bulk , adopted without amendments
when the cargo containment system In- (tt) “Liquefied _gas” means a cargo on November 12, 1975 by Assembly Reso-
cluded two boundaries , havin g a vai’or pressure of 1.76 kp/cm’ lution A.328 (IX) , the plans, calculations

(gg) “Secondary barrier” means the (25 psia) or more at 37.8’ C (103° F) .  and information required by * 154.4(b)
liquid resisting outer element of a cargo (uu) “Recogn ized classIfication so must be submitted to the Commandant
containment system desIgned to afford ciety ” means a non-government associa (0—MEM) .
containment of any envisioned leakage tion that has issued standards accepted
of liquid cargo through the primary bar- by the Commandant. § 154.6 U.S. flag cer tificate endorse-
nc r  for 15 days and to prevent the lower ment.

tag of the temperature of the ship ’s § 154.4 U.S. flag vessel endorsement ap’ (a) The Certificate of Inspctlon for a
structure to an unsafe level. plication. vessel intended to carry any liquefied gas

(hh ) “Semi-membrane” tank means (a) A person who desIres the endorse Is endorsed for each individual cargo as
• a tank that Is non-self supporting in the ment required by § 154.6 for a U.S. flag follows:

loaded condition and consists of flat sur- vessel must submit an application de Inspected and approved for the carriagefaces supported through insulation by scribecl in § 91.55—15 of this chapter for of (enter the applicable cargo name) at a
the adjacent hull structure, and of an endorsement of the vessel’s subchap maximum allowable relief waive setting of
shaped corners that connect the flat sun- tar D Certificate of Inspection . kp/cm’ ( psIg) with an F
faces that can expand and contract due (b) The person requesting an endorse factor of , a max imum external pres-
to thermal, hydrostatic, and pressure ment under paragraph (ii) of this sec sure of kp/cm’ ( psig) , a
loadings. tion must submit to the Coast Guard mInimum service temperature of ‘C

(.~. -- ‘F) ,  and a maximum specific gravity of(II ) “Service space” means a space when requested— . Hull type outside the cargo area used for a galley, (1) Hull type calculations required by
pantry containing cooking appliances, § 154.201; (b) The Commandant (G—MVI) also
locker or store room, workshop other , (2) The plans and information listed Issues an IMCO CertIficate of Fitness
than those forming part of the machin- In § § 54.0 1—18, 56.01—10, 91.55—5 (a) , (b) , showing compliance with the IMCO Code
cry spaces, and similar spaces and trunks (d) , (g) , and (h ) ;  and 111.05—5(d) of for the Construction and Equipment of
to such spaces. this chapter; and Ships Carrying Liquefied Gases in Bulk,

(jj ) “Shut off valve” means a valve (3) Any other vessel Information, such Resolution A.328(Ix ) , If requested by the
that fully closes a pipeline and provides as plans, design calculations, test results, vessel owner or operator,
nominal metal to metal contact between certificates, and manufacturer’s data, § 154.8 Eqwvalcnta.the valve operating parts, including the that the Coast Guard needs to determine
disc and gate, and the valve body, whether or not the vessel meets the (a) Where a Vessel must have a par-

(kk) “Specific gravity ” means the standards of this pant. ticular fitting, material, appliance, ap-
ratio of the density of the cargo, at the paratus, equipment , provis ion, pro-
lowest temperature at which it may be § 154.5 , Foreign flag vessel endorsement cedure, or arrangement, including cargo
carried, to the density of water at 4 C application, segregation, the Commandant may ac-
(39’ F) . (a) A person who desires an endorse-. cept any other fitting, material, appli-

(11) “Tank” means the liquid tight ment on the Letter of Compliance re ance, apparatus, equipment, provision,
shell designed to be the primary con- quired by 1 154.1802 for a foreign flag procedure, or arrangement, that he de-
tam er of tIle cargo and includes all such vessel must submit an application to the termine s to be as effective as that spec-
containers whether or not associated Commandant (G-MHM) that includes— filed in this part.
with insulation or secondary barriers. ( 1) A lIst of cargoes for which the en (b) In any case where it Is shown to

(mm) “Tank cover” means the pro- dorsement is requested ; the satIsfaction of the Commandant
tective structure Intended to protect the (2 1 The names of the U.S. ports In (O—MM’r) that the use of any particu-
cargo containment system against dam- which the person anticipates operating lar equIpment , app aratus, or arrange-
age where It protrudes through the the vessel; ment not specifically required by statute,
weather deck and to ensure the continu- (3) The vessel’s country of registry; but prescribed by regulations Is unrea-
i ty and integrity of the deck structure. (4) A copy of the Certificate of Fitness sonab le or impracticable , the Com-In n) “Tank dome” means the up- for the Carriage of Liquefied Oases in
ward extension of a portion of the cargo Bulk issued under the IMCO Code for me,ndant (G—MMT’, may allow the use
tank. For below deck cargo containment the ConstructIon and Equipment, of of alternate equipment, apparatus , or
systems the tank dome protrudes through Ships Carrying Liquefied Gases in Bulk, arrangement to such an extent and upon
the weather deck or through a tank if the vessel holds such a certificate ; such conditions as will Insure a degree
cover. (5) The name of the society that of safety consistent with the minimum

(oo ) “Toxic cargoes” means the fol- classes the vessel ; standards set forth in this part.
lowing liquefied gases from Table 4: (6) A brief description of the vessel’s

cargo containment systems; (c) Operational methods or proce-
Acetaldehyde Ethylene oxide
Am monia Methyl bromide ( ‘1~ Plans, calculations, or other infor dunes must not be substItuted for a par-
Dimethylarnine Methyl chloride matlon to show compliance under tictilar fitting, material, appliance, ap-
Ethylamin. Sulfur dioxide II 154.170, 154.447, 154.450, 154.466, and paratua, item of equipment, or type
Ethyl chloride Vinyl chloride 154,701 through 154,709; and thereof specified In this part.
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§ 154,10 Conflict in regulation., tor, a hydrostatic, or a hydropneumatic record stress levels during the pressure

~a) When a specific requirement ~~ 
test that.— test alter the tank Is in the vessel and

another part of this achapter ~ ~~ 
(a) Approximates design stresses; for the 24 months of service.

• flict witis any requ ent in this part, (b) Has a pressure at the top of the (b) The records from the strain
the regulations in this part take prec- tank at least equal to the MARVS; gauges required under psz’agraith (a) of
edence. (c) Has maximum primary membrane this section must be maintained for the

(b) When a vessel carries cargoes stress and maximum bending stress in first 24 months that the vessel Is in
regulated by this part and by another primary members of less than 90 percent service.
part, the requirements of both parts of the yield strength of the fabricated (C) The strain gauge records required
must be met material at the test temperature; and under paragraph b) of this section(d) Has strain gauges or other equip- must be analyzed and specially approved

Subpart B—Inspections and Tests ment to monitor the prototype tank dun- by the Commandant (O-MMT) after
ORIGINAL CERTIFICATE ~~ INSPECTION ing the test if the calculated test stresses the first thIrty months that the vessel is

REQwIREMENT8 exceed 75 percent of the yield strength In service.
of the fabricated material,§ 154.40 Purpose, § 154.66 C*rgo and proces, piping
§ 154.58 Independent tank type C: valves : Tightness test.SectIons 154.50 through 154.122 pre- Pressure teat.

scribe the original test and h~~~ tIon (a) At least one of each size and type
requirements for the cargo containment (a) An independent tank type C and a of value in the cargo and process piping
system, process pressure vessels, cargo process pressure vessel must pass, In the systems used at a working tempera ture
and process piping, hull heating, and presence of a marine inspector, a hydro- lower than —55’ C (—67’ F) must be
cold spots on liquefied gas vessels for the static test that meets the following re- tested, including actua tion, to at least
Issuance of an original certificate of in- quirementa: the minimum design temperature and
spection for the vessel. (1) Section 54.10-10 of this chapter. the maximum d~ ign pressure.

(2) The water temperature for the (b) A report of the test under pam -§ 154.50 Integral tanks: Pressure test, test must be at least 30’ C (54 F) graph (a) of this section must be spe-
An integral tank must pass In the warmer than the nil ductility transition d aily approved by the Commandant

presence of a marine inspector , a hydra-. temperature of the fabricated materiaL (G-MMT).
• static or hydropneumatic ~~~ ~~~t-, 

(3) The test pressure must be applied
(a) Approximates the design stresses ; for a period of at least—. § 154.68 Expansion bellow.: Cycles and

and (i) TWO hoW’s; and pressure tests,
(b) Has a pressure at the top of the (it) Five minutes for each additional (a) The expansion bellows In a cargo

• tank at least equal to the MARVS mm of thickness for tank plating greater system must be approved under * 56.35—
than 25 rnm (lin.) . 15(e) of this chapter or tested as

§ 154.52 Membrane or aemi.rnembrane (b) u a tank cannot be safely filled follows:tanks: Pressure test, with water to meet the requirements (1) At least one of each type of ex-
(a) The following pressure test pro- under paragraph (a) of this section, the pansion bellows fn the system must be

cedures for a membrane or serni-mem- tank must, pass, in the presence of a tested under § 56.35— 10 and * 56.35—15 of
brane tank must be specially approved mine inspector, a hydropneumatlc test this chapter;
by the Commandant (o— IM’r) : that Is specially appr oved by the Corn- (2) At least one of each type of ele-

(1) Hydrostatically, hydropneumati- mandant (G-Mbrr). ment in the expansion bellows, not pre-
• cally, or pneumatically testing the tank (c) A process pressure vessel must compressed, must pass a pressure test of

and any space adjacent to the hull pass, In the presence of a marine Inspec.. at least five times the design pre ssure
structure that supports the membrane tar, the pneumatic test under § 54.10—15 for at least five minutes without burst-

• and contains liquid, of this chapter if— ~Pg.
(2) PneumatIcally testing the hold (1) The vessel cannot be safely filled (3) At least one type of expansion

structure, the pipe tunnel, and any space with water to meet the requirements j oint with flanges , stays, articulations.
adj acent to the hull structure that sup- under paragraph (a) of this section; or and all other accessories, must pass a
ports the membrane and does not con- (2) The water for the test under pressure test under I 56.97—5 of this
tain liquid. agraph (a) of this section cannot be chapter without permanent deformation

(b) A membrane or semi-membrane removed and traces of this water cannot at,.—
tank must pass, In the presence of a ma- be tolerated during the service of the (1) Twice the design pressure;
nine inspector, the hydrostatic, hydro- vesseL (ii ) The extreme displacement con-
pneumatic, or pneumatic test specially- ditions recommended by the manulac-
approved by the Commandant (0- § 154.60 Cargo tanks: Weld tlgktnes. tuner; and
~ 3~~) test. (Ill ) The minimum design tempera-

A tank must pass, in the presence of a tW~ .
§ 154.54 Independent tank type A: marine Inspector, one of the following (4> If an expansion jo int is subject toPressure teal. weld tightness tests: vessel deformation loads, the exl*nsion

An Independent tank type A must (a) Soap bubble test, joint must pass a cyclic fatigue test—
pass, in the presence of a marine inapec- (b) Vacuum box test. (I )  For at least 2,000,000 cycles at a
tor, one of the following: (c) A tightnes. test specially ap- frequency not higher than five cycles/(a) A hydrostatic test that—. proved by th~ Commandant (0-MMT). second;(1) Approximates the design stresses;
and § 154.62 Secondary barrier : Weld tight- (U) By simulat ing a bellows move-

(2) Has a pressure at the top of the • 
ness test. ment e,.iual to a compensated pipe

tank at least equal to the MAEvS; or A secondary barrier for a tank must length ; and(b) A hydropneumatic test that.— pass, in the presence of a marine Inspec- (iii) WIthout internal pressure.
(1) Approximate, the service loading tar, one of the following tightness tests : b) A report of the tests under para-

of the tank and Its supports: (a) Soap bubble test., graph (a) of this section must be sue-(2) Approximates the design stresses: (b) Vacuum box test.
and (C) A tightness test specially approved cially appr oved by the Commandant

(3) Ru a pressure at the top of th. by the Commandant (G-MMT .
tank at least EQUal to ~~ § 154.64 Independent tanks type B: § 154.70 Cargo and process piping sys-
§ 154.56 Independent lank type Di Sire,. level tsat, tern . : Hydrostatic teat,

Pressure 
~~~ (a) One independent tank type B and The cargo and process piping systems

Each independent tank type B must ~~ supports on the first vessel of a class inside and outside a tank must pass, In
pass, in the presence of a marine Inspec- of vessels must have strain gauges to the presence of a marine inspector—
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(a) A hydrostatic test to at least 1.1 (c) If a butt welded joint in the tank eat imperfection In a group of Iznper-
times the design pressure after Installa- does not pas the test under paragraph fections .
tion on thevessel; (b) of this section. It must be retested (b) A full penetration butt weld does(b) If the systems or part of the sys- following the procedures under I 54.05—5 not pass the test under * 154.94 or * 154.-tems are manufactured with flttings, a (c) of this chapter. 96 for the following types of imper-
hydrostatic test to at least 1.5 times § 154.82 Indep endent tank type C andthe design pressure before or after in- process pressure vessel: Productio n ( 1) Any crack or sone of Incomplete
sta llation on the vessel, except joint. weld lest, fusion or penetration.
welded on board must be tested after In- (2) Any elongated slag inclusion that
stallation on the vessel; or An independent tank type C and proc - Is longer than—

(C) If the water for the test under ess pressure vessel must pass. In the pres- (1) 6.4 mm (1/4 In.) for t less than 19.2
paragraphs (a) or (b) of this section ence of a marine Inspector, the produc- mm (% in.) ;
cannot be removed and traces of the ~~~~~.. tion weld tests under Subpart S’l.06 of (Ii ) 8.5 mm (~~ in.) for t of 19.2 mm
ter cannot be tolerated during the serv- th is chapter. (3/4  in.) to 57.2 mm (2¼ in.) ; or
Ice of the v essel, an alternate test that § 154.84 Secondary barr ier: Product ion (Iii) 19.2 mm (¾ in.) for t more than
Is specially approved by the Comman - weld test. 57.2 mm (2¼ in.)
dant (G—MMT) . (3) Any group of aligned slag inclu-

If a secondary barrier has a service sions that together are longer than t in a§ 154.72 Cargo and process piping ~~s- temperature lower than —18 ’ C (0’ F) length of 12 t, except when the distancetems : Leak test, each 50 m (164 f Li of butt welded joints between the successive Imperfections
After installation on the vessel and in the secondary harrier must pass, In excee ts 61.

in the presence of a marine inspector, the presence of a maxine Inspector, a (4) Any stainless steel wire bristle
the cargo and proces piping systems must production weld test in the position that that is longer than 9.5 mm (% in.) or
pass a leak test with air, halides, or an- the joint is welded under— wider than 1.6mm (%~ In.).other medium at a pressure specially (a) Section 154.76; (5) Tungsten inclusions in excess of
approved by the Commandant (0— (b) Section 154.78 ; or 20 percent o f t  or 3.2 mm (~/~ in.) , which-
MMT ) tc) Section 154.80. ever 4s less in any dimension.
§ 154.74 Cargo and process piping sys- § 154.90 Integral tank: Weld inspection (6) Copper inclusions more than 3.2

tems : Functional lest. standards. mm (¼ in.) in any dimension.
- (7) Any dispersed cloud or diffusedBefore or during the first loadthg op- An integral tank must meet the weld alloying of metals of higher density thaneration and in the presence of a Coast inspeCtiOn standards of a recognized aluminum more than 3.2 mm (~~ In.)

Ouard inspector, the cargo and p~~~em classification society. in any dimension.piping system, including valves, fittings. § 154.92 Membrane tank : Weld inspec. (8) Metallic and non-metallic in-and associated equIpment for loading and lion standards. clusions that are closer to each otherdischarging cargo or vapor, must be
tested to determine if they load and dIs- A membrane tank must meet the weld than four times the length of the longest
charge cargo and vapor under operating standards specially approved under inclusion.
conditions. § 154.425. (9) The cumulative length of metallic

Inclusions, non-metallic inclusions, or
§ 154.76 Integral ta nk: Production weld § 154.94 independent tank type A; both, that occur Within a 3 t or 152.4 mm

test, semi-membranes tank : WeLl inspec. (S in.) length of weld, whichever is less,
lion standards for shell plathig. and are greater than 38.1 mm (1¼ in.)• An integral tank must pass, In the

presence of a marine Inspector , the pro- (a) For independent tanks type A and for nonaligned inclusions and 25.4 mm
duction weld test of a recognized classi- semi-mem~~~ns tanks with design tern- (1 In.) for aligned inclusions.
fcation society. peratures of —20 ’ C (—4 F) or colder, (10) The number of metallic inclu-

each full penetration butt weld of a Mona, non-metallic inclusions, or both
§ 154.78 Membrane tank : Production tank ’s shell plating must pass a 100 per- that occurs within 3 t or 152.4 mm (6 in.)

weld teat , cent radiographic test. length of weld, whichever is less, Is more
A membrane tan k must pass, in the (b) For independent tanks type A and than seven for nonaligned inclusions and

presence of a marine inspector, a pro- semi-membrane tanks with design tom- five for aligned inclusions.
duction weld test that Is specially ap- Peratures warmer than —20 ’ C (—4 ’ F) , (11) Any metallic inclusion lying on
proved by the Commandant (G-M M T).’ each full penetration butt weld intersec- or penetrating the surface of the weld

tion of a tank’s shell plating must pass or heat affected zone of the weld.§ 154.80 Semi-membrane tank ; mode, a radiographic test and 10 percent of (12) Porosity that exceeds the limitspendant tank type A or B: Pro duc. the remaining full penetration butt welds allowed in Appendix IV of DivisIon 1 oftion weld test, must pa ss a radiographic test. Section VIII, of the ASME Code, 1974
If a semi-membrane tank or an- in- edition.§ 154.96 independent tank type B:dependent tank type A or B 118.8 a service Weld inspection standar ds~ for shell § -154.100 Semi-membrane tank ; lade-tenwerature colder than —18 C (0’ F) , plating. pendant tank type A or B: Additional• each 50 m (164 ft.) of butt welded jointS weld inspection standards.In the tank must pass, in the presence For independent tanks type B each full

of a marine Inspector, the following pro- Penetration butt weld of a tank’s shell The structure of the following tanks,
duction weld tests In the position that plating must pass a— except shell plating, must pass, in the
the joint is welded: (a) 100 percent radiographic test; and presence of a marine inspector, a mag-
(a) A bend test under § 57.06—4 of this (b) 100 percent ultrasonic test under netic particle o~ dye penetrant method

chapter. Appendix U of DivIsion 1 of Section vm, that Is specially approved by the Com-
(b) A charpy V-notch test, under ASME Codq. 1974 edItion. rnandant (G-MMT):

* 57.06—S of this chapter, usIng 3 sped - § 154.98 Radiographk Inspection stand . (a) An ind.,ependent tank type A or a
mens with the notch alternately in tile arda for welds, semi-membrane , tank designed under

* 154.435 as an independent tank type A.center of the weld and the most critical (a) As used in this section’ (b) An independent tank type B or aloaction in the heat affected zone.’ u~ ‘t” means the thickness of the semi-memb ra ne tank designed under
thinner portion of the weld. * 154.435 as an independent tank type B.

‘The meet critical location In the best (2) “Slag inclusion” mçans a non-
aff.cted acne of the weld ~ bsaed en p~oee.. metallic solid material entrapped in weld § 154.102 Independent tank type Ct
dur. qualiflestion results except austenitle metal or between weld metal and base Weld inspection standards.
elaIul steel has notches only In the center metal including oxide and dint An independent tank type C must, in
of ths weld. (3) ‘i” means the length of the long- the presence of a marine inspector—
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— 43834 PIOPOSED IULES
(a) Meet the requirementS under § 154.122 Hull cold spot inspectIon. (1) Corrosion ;

** 54.10.-i and 54.10 .3 of this chapter, (a) A procedur, for repairing the (2) PipIng distortion;
(b) Pass a 100 percent radiographic 

~~~~~ COflt ~~~~estt system to correct bull ~~ L~~kthg pipIng Jointa;
test of each full penetration butt weld cold spots must be specially approved by (4) Loose piping supports; and
of the tank s shell plating, 

__ the Commandant (()~)43ft) (5) Broken relief valve seals.
(C) Pass a 10 percent• ultrasonic :~~~ (b) During the first loading and i~

.. (f) An external Inspection of each
under Appendix U of DivIsion 1 of Se~’ charge of the cargo the master shall In- tank venting system for—
tion VIII, ASME Code, 1974 edition, 10 spect the hull and ensure that each cold .(1) Corro sion.
percent magnetic particle, or 10 percent spot is corrected under the procedure (2) PIping distortion:
dye l enetzant teat of all tank welds; and required under paragraph (a) of tiiis ~~ Leaking piping joints;(d) Pass a 100 percent ultrasonic test 

~~tion. (4) Loose pIping supports ; and
under Appendix U of Division 1 of Sec’ (5) Broken relief valve seals.
‘t1~sj ~JTfl, ~~~~~~~ Code, 1974 edition, CZRTIPICATION or INsP*crxoit RsNawAI. (g) Mi inspection of the ga~ leak de~ioo percent magnetic particle test, or REQTIIREMINTS tection system by—
100 percent dye penetrant test bf each (1) Confirming the accuracy of the
weld on reinforcesnent rings around holes § 154.130 PUfl)oSt. gas leak detection equipment, including ’
and no~~’.u Sections 154.132 through 154.142 pro- indicators and alarms;
0 154.104 Process essure vessels: scribe the requirements for the periodic (2) A visual inspection of the gas leak

Weld inspection ~~~~~~~ inspections and tests of the cargo con- detection piping for corrosion and pip-
tainment system, process pressure vessels ing distortion ; andA process pressure vessel must, In the cargo and process piping, and hull heat- (3) ConfirmIng the log book entriespresence of a marine inspector— lug and ~pld spots for renewal of a lique- for gas detection.(a) Meet the requirements under fled gas vessel’s certificate of inspection. (h) An inspection of the Inert gasII 54.10—1 and 54.10-3 of this chapter; system by a visual inspection of the—.(b) Pass a radiographic test of each § 154.132 First 12 month inspection. l inert gas equipment, includingfull penetration butt weld Intersection of During the twelfth month after the generator, storage tanks, indicators, andthe tank’s sheU plating; month an original certificate of Inspec- alarms to determine If they operate; and

(C) Pass a 10 percent radlogr(l~hic tion is issued for a liquefied gas vessel (2) Inert gas piping for corrosion andtest of each of the remaining full pene- under § 31.05-1 of this chapter, the yes- piping dIstortion.tratlon butt welds; and 
~~ must pass the following InspectIons (i) An external visual inspectIon of(d) Pass a 100 Percent ultransonic test In the presence of a marine Inspector to cargo handling piping and machinery,under Appendix U of DivIsion 1 of ~~~~~~~ retain the original certificate: includin g cargo and process piping, cargotion VIII, ASME Code, 1974 edition, 100 (a) An external visual inspection foe’ heat exchanges, vaporizers, and cotn-percent magnetic particle test, or 100 defects of the following parts of a cargo pressors. for—.percent dye penetrant test of each weld containment system: 1 Corrosion;on reinforcement rings around holes and w Tank. (2) PIping distortIon;noezles. (2) Tank support structure, Including (3) Leaking plping joints; and

5 154,106 Cargo and proce ss piping foundations, chocks, Islands, and saddles. (4) Loose piping supports.
systems inspection atandards. (3) Positioning structure, including (j ) An external visual Inspection of

The cargo and process piping systems keys and keyway& the hull heating piping coils for—
must meet the inspection requirements (4) EquIpment hatches. (1) CorrosIon ;

(5> Personnel access, including hatch- (2) Piping distortion ;under Subpart 56.95 of this chapter. es. (3) LeakIng piping joints; and
5 154.100 Secondary barrier : Inapee. (6) Penetrations, including pipIng and (4) Loose piping supports.

sin .ton~~~,ts. electrical cable. § 154.134 Each 12 month inspect ion,(7) Secondary barrier, except a test(a) A secondary barrier must pess 
~~~er I 154.62 may be substituted If the Once during each 12 month periodtests that are specially approved by the secondary barrier Is Inaccessible to the after the inspection under * 114 133 aCommandant (G-MMT). vessel Issued an endorsement under(b If the outer hull of a vessel is 

~~~~ (8) AdJacent hun structure. * 154.4 must pass, in the presence of aof tu e  econdary b&rrier, the sheer 
~~~~~~~~ without removing fixed marine Inspector, the inspections understroke butt welds and the intersections 

~i~~~~~Uon, ~~~~ -nd hull .ft 154.132 (d) through (j ) ~ retain theof all but and seam welds in the side of structure. endorsementthe hull must pass a 100 percent radio- (b) An internal visual inspection of ~~ 0 154.136 S~~~iai 48 month and 96graphic t~~t least one of each typ, of tank described month inspections.
§ 154,110 FIrst loading and discharging In this pert, including the cargo equip- During the 48th month and th~ 96threcoeds. ment and the cargo equipment mount- month after a vessel is issued an en-ings, for— dorsement under I 154.4, the vessel mustThe master shall keep records of the (1) Corrosion:eperatlon of the following during the (2) CThCkInI of base metal; pem, In the presence of a marine inspec-

tor, the Inapectinus under 5 154.134 andfirst loading and dhschar~thg ~~ (3) Weld defects; and the following inspections to retain thecargo: (4) Plating distortion. including endorsement :(a) Tanks. buckling. (a) An interna l visual Inspection of(b) Cargo piping. (c) An Inspection of at least one ~~ escit tank except Independent tanks typS(c) Process pressure vessels, each type of tank relief valve 
~~ c anti prooem pressure ve.eta. including(d) Cargo pumps. Includes— Inspection of the cargo equipment, and(e) Cargo oompronor. (I) Having defectite parts lined; cargo equipment mountings, for—(f) Hull structure beating system~ (2) Tb. pressure setting t.t (1) CorrosIon:(g) Pr,ssur, and ten~peraturo control (3) Sealing the pressure setting ad- (2) CrackIng of base metal;devices. Justesent. (3) Weld defects; and

• 154.120 nun besting sy~ e~ . Inapee. (d) An inspection for tank tIghtness (4) PlatIng distortion, IncludIng buck-ties, by confirming the accuracy of—
(li  The gsa detectlon eystem; (b) Integral tanks and IndependentDuring the first loading and dlIdtUgS (2) Temperature measuring devices; 

~~~~ ~~~~ A --~~ B ~~~ a bydro-of the cargo, the muter shall inspect the (3) ~~oW meters; and static or hydroppeumatac teat at a pius ’bull structure heating system and ensUre (4) Log bock entries for tanks, sure at the top of the tank that is aSthat r. meets the heat output and d~~ (e) An external visual Inspection of least equal to the MA~ YS.
tnibution requirements under II 154.174. each Interbarnier apace venting system (c) Membrane and senil -membrana
154.171, and 154.17$. for— tanks must pass a hydrostatuc. hydra-
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pneumatic , or pneumat ic test specially cedure specially approved by the Corn- must be Grade D, Grade E, or a grade of
approved by the Commandant (G— mandant (G—MMT). steel that has equivalent chemical prop-
MMT) . erties, mechanical properties, and heat§ 154.140 Special 144 month , 192(d) An external visual Inspection of the 

~~~~~~~~ and 240 n:onth inspections , treatment that is specially approved by
tank support structure, including fowl - the Commandant (G—MMT) .
dations, chocks, islands, and saddles , and In the 144th month , the 192nd month, (d) If the cargo carried causes the
the positioning structure, including keys, and the 240th month after a vessel 15 outer hull steel temperature to drop be-
keyways , sway braces, and antiflotation Issued an endorsement under § 154.4. the low 0’ C (32’ F) , the outer hull steel
arrangements, for— vessel must pass, in the presence of a must—.-

( 1) Corrosion; marine inspector , inspections under~ ( 1) 5~ designed for that temperature ;
(2) Distortion ; §1 154.134 and 154.136 (d) through (J) and
(3) Cracking of base metal : and and the following Inspections to retain (2 ) Meet the standards in § 154.172 .
(4) Weld defects , the endorsement:
(e) An external visual inspection of (a~ An internal visual inspection of § 15-1.172 Contiguous steel h ull strue .

the hull structure tha t forms a second - each tank , except independent tanks Sure.

ary barrier and ~he contiguous hull type C and process pressure vessels, in- (a) Except as allowed in paragraphs
structure for— cluding inspections of the cargo equip- (b) and c) of this section. plates , forg-

l Corrosion: ment and the cargo e(iUilMflent mount- ings , forged and rolleL fittings, rolled
( 2) Distortion; ings, for— and forged bars and shape~, and castings
(3) CrackIng of base metal; and ( 1) Corrosion: used in the construction of the con-
(4) Weld defects. (2 ) Cracking of base metal: tiguous steel hull structure must meet
(f) An InspectIon of each relief valve (3) Weld defects ; and the minimum design temperature,

or other relieving device for each inter- (4) Plating distortion , including buck- thickness, and steel grade in Table 1:
barrier space that includes— ling. TsnLE 1.—Msjsimum design tempera tur e,( 1) Having defective parts repaired; (b ) A hydrostatic or hydropneumatic thwkness, ~nd steel grades in cont ig uous(2) A pressure setting test; and test of each integral tank and independ- hull atructtiree(3) Sealing the pressure setting ad- ent tank types A antI S to a pressure at --_______ -

Justment. the top of the tank that is at least equal
Minimun i(g) An Inspection of each tank relief to the MARVS. design Steel thickness Steel ‘ grade

valve that includes— (c) A hydrostatic , hydropneu~~atic , temperature
(1) Hav ing defective parts repaired; or pneumatic test specially approved by - - _______— - - —  -_________

(2) Apressu resett lng test; and the Com m andant (G—MMT ) of each O ’ ~3: F) Standards of
(3) Sealing the pressure settIng ad- membrane and semi-membrane tank. a recog.

nized clas.
justment. (d) A gauging of plating thickness of

(Ii) A visual Inspection of the liquid each tank. Society.
— lO° Ct14°l’) - - - t <12.Snim (½ In). It .

— level indicators for the tanks for— (e) A gauging of plating thickness of 12.5 < t ~~25.5 mm (S in). D.
(1) CorrosIon; each metal secondary barrier that pro- 

- 
(>25.5mm (S in). E.

(2) DistortIon of mechanical parts, vides structural support for the tank. n°~ (— 13 F) . t�12.b mm (½ in). D.
1>12.5 mm ( ½in). E.

and § 154.142 192 month inspection for in- —- -~~~~~(3) Loose supports. dep ’ndent tanks tspe C and process ‘ Steel grade of a recognized classification Society.
(I) An external Inspection of each pressure s -ess el . (b) For a minimum design tempera-quick closing valve required under

55 154.530, 154.532, and 154.538 for— During the 192nd month after a vessel ture below —25’ C (—13’ F) , the con-
(1) Corrosion ; is issued an endorsement under * 154.4, tiguous steel hull structure must meet
(2) DIstortion ; each independent type C cargo tank and 5 154.610, except the steel thickness
(3) Leakingpiping joints; process pressure vessel, including the limitation .
(4) Restricted movement of moving cargo equIpment and the cargo equip- (C) If a steel grade that Is not listed

parts; and ment mountings, must pass, in the prea- In Table 1 has the equivalent chemical
(5) FaIlure to close in the time re- ence of a marine inspector, the follow- properties, mechanical properties, and

qulred under * 154.544. ing to retain the endorsement : heat treatment of a steel grade that is
(a) A visual lnspe9tion for— listed, the steel grade not listed may be(J) A visual Inspection , a pressure ( 1)  corrosion ; used if specially approved by the Coin-vacuum test, or a test specially approved (2) Cracking of base metal; mandant (G—MMT) for use in the con-by the Commandant (G—MMT) of the (3) Weld defects; and tiguous hull structure.secondary barr ier to determine If it (4) Plating distortion, including buck-meets 5 154.460. ling. § 154.174 Transverse contiguou s h u h

§ 154.138 Ninety.six months inspectzon (b) A hydrostatic pre ssure test to a structure.
for independent tank type C and pressure of at least 14 times the design (a) The transverse contiguous hull
process pressure s~esscls. vapor pressure, or if the tank cannot be structure of a vessel having tanks with-

During the 96th month after a vessel safely filled with water, a test ape- out secondary barriers must meet the
Is Issued an endorsement under * 154.4 

d aIly approved by the Commandant standards of a recognized classificatIon
each independent tank type C cargo tank (G-M~~~) . society.
and process pressure vessel, including the HULL STRUCTURE (b) The transverse contiguous hull
cargo equipment and the cargo equip- structure of a vessel having tanks with
meat mountings must pass, In the pros- § 154.170 Outer hull steel plati ng. secondary barriers must have a minimumenee of a marine Inspector, the following (a) Except as required in paragraphs design temperature that Is—to retain the endorsement: (b), (c), and (d) of this section, the outer
(a) An internal and external visual hull steel plating, including the shell and (1) Colder than the calculated tern-

inspection for— deck plating must meet the material perature of this hull structure assuming
(1) CorrosIon ; standards of a recognized classification the—.
(2) Cracklngofbasematerlal; society. (I) Temperature of the secondary
(3) Weld defects; and (b) The deck strll)ger and sheer strake barrier to be the temperature of the(4) Plating distortion, including buck- must be at least Grade E steel or a grade cargo carried ; andling. of steel that has equivalent chemical(b) A hydrostatic pressure teat to a properties, mechanical properties, and (Ii) Ambient cold conditIon required

pr~~ure of at least 154 times the design heat treatment that Is specially approved under * 154.176(b) (1) (ii) and (ill) ; or
is cr presmne, or If the tank cannot by the Commandant (0-lOfT). (2) Temperature maintained by Lbs
be aitely filled with water, a teat pro- (c) The stroke at the turn of the bilge beating ~,.tem smder I 154.17$.
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(c) A heat load calculation must show (a) A bend teSt under * 57.06—4 of this (2) 150 m (492.15 ft.) long or shorter
that the heating system meets paragraph chapter. can survive damage at any location cx-
(b) (2) of this section. (b) A charpy V-notch test under cept the transverse bulkheads bounding
§ 154.176 Longitu dinal conti guous h u h ~ 57.06—5 of this chapter from 3 sped - an aft machinery space.

mens with the notch alternately located (C) If a vessel has independent tanksst ructure, 
in the center of the weld and the most Type C with a MAR VS of 7 kp/czn’ 1100(a) The longitudinal contIguous hull critical location in the heat affected psig) and Table 4 allows a type II PG

structure of a vessel having tanks with- zone.’ ,hull the design calculations must showout secondary barriers must meet the (C ) If the contiguous hull structure that a 150 m (492. 15 ft.) long or shorterstandards of a recognized classification does not pass the test under paragraph vessel can survive damage at any loca-
society. (b) of this section , the retest procedures tion , except on transverse bulkheads(b) The longitudinal contiguous hull under § 54.05—5(c must be used. spaced farther apart than the long!-structure of a vessel having tanks with tuclinal extent of damage specified insecondary barrIers must have a mini- § 15-5.188 Menibrat ne t ank: Inner hull 

~ 154.22O a~~1 .steel.mum design temperature that Is— (d i V,’iie re Table 4 requires a type IIIU )  Colder than the calculated tern- For a vessel with membrane tanks, the 0 hull , design calculations must showperature of this hull structure assumIng inner hull plating thickness must meet that a vessel—
the— the deep tank requirements of a recog- ( 1) 125 in (410.13 ft. ) or longer can(i) Temperature of the secondary bar- nized classificatIon society. survive damage at any location exceptnc r  is the temperature of the cargo car- on transverse bulkheads spaced farther§ 154.195 Alui,i ii ,u in tank: Steel en-ned ; and t’Iosure . apart than the longitudinal extent of(ii ) For any waters in the world except damage specified in 1 154.230(a) U t ;Alaskan waters, ambient cold condition (a) An aluminum tank and its dome andof— must be enclosed by the vessel’s hUll (2) Shorter than 125 in (410.13 ft. )
(P) Five knots air at —18’ C (0’ F) ; strucJ~ure or a separate steel cover. ca’s survive damage at any location , cx—and (b) The steel cover for the aluminum cept on transverse bulkheads spaced(B) Still sea water at 0’ C (32’ F) ;  or tank must meet the steel structural farther apart than the longitudinal ex-( iii ) For Alaskan waters the ambient standards of a recognized classification tent of damage specified in § 154.220 (a)

cold condition of— society. 1 and except in the main machinery(A) Five knots air at 29’ C (—20’ F); (c) The steel cover for the aluminum space.and tank dome must be— (e) For the purposes of paragraphs(B) Still sea water at 2’ C (28’ F) ; or (1) At least 3 mm ( 1/a in.) thick; (C ) and (d ) of this section , damage must(2) Maintained by the heating system (2) Separated from the tank dome , be assumed to transverse bulkheadsunder § 154.178 , ii, without heat , the except at the support points; and spaced closer than the longitudinal ex-contiguous hull structure has at least a (3) Thermally isolated from the tent of damag e specified in § 154.220minimum design temperature that is dome. (a ) ( 1) , and a main transverse bulkheadcolder than the calculated temperature SnIp SURvIVAL CAPABILITY AND CAR G o or a transverse bulkhead bounding sideof the hull structure assuming the— TANK LoCATIoN tanks or double bottom tanks must be(i) Temperature of the secondary bar- assumed damaged if there is a step or arier is the temperature of the cargo car- § 154.200 Stability requ irements: Gcn- recess in ~ transverse bulkhead that isned ; and era l. longer than 3 m (10 ft. ) located within(Ii) Ambient cold conditions of still Each vessel must be stable for the full the extent of penetration of assumedair at 5° C (41’ F) and still sea water range of drafts taking into account any damage. The step formed by the after -

at 0’ C (32 F) . empty or partially flUeci tanks and the peak bulkhead and after peak tank top(C) A heat load calcul ation must show weight and volume of the cargoes Is not a step for the purpose of thisthat the heating system meets pargraph carried, regulation.(b) (2) of this section. § 154.205 Intact stab ility requirement s. § 154.220 flansage calculations.§ 154.178 Contiguou s hull stru cture: (a) Each vessel must meet Part 93 of (a) For the purpose of § 154.210,Heating s~st(’m. 
thIs chapter. design calculations must assume bothThe heatinR system for transverse and (b) During loading and unloading the side and bottom damage, applied sepa-longitudinal contiguous hull structure is vessel must have at least 50 mm (2 In.) rately.an essential auxiliary and must— of positive metacentric height. (b) Damage must consist of the most(a ) Have the heating capacity to meet

5 154.174 of § 154.176; § 154.210 Damage stability require- disabling penetration up to and includ-.
ment , ing penetrations having the following(b) Have stand-by heating to provide dimensions:100 percent of the required heat load and Each vessel must be shown by design

distribution determined under 5 154.174 calculatIons to meet the survival pre - ( 1) Side penetration.
(C) and 5 154.176(c) ; and sumption s In § 154.230 assuming the (I) Longitudinal extent : I ’S L’-’ or 14.5

(c) Meet Parts 52, 53, and 54 of thiS damage for the cargo it carries in the m (0.495 L” Os’ 47.0 ft .) ,  whichever is
chapter. hull type specified in § 154.215. aborter.

(ii) Transverse extent (inboard from the§ 15 I. 180 Contiguous hull structure : 154.215 Iltill type calculation. ahip ’s side at right angles to the centerline
Wddin~ procedure. (a ) Where Table 4 requires a type i o at the level of the summer load line as-

sIgned under subchap. E ) :  B/5 or 11.5 inWeldIng procedure tests for contiguous hull , design calculations must show that (37,7 ft.), whIchever is aborter.hull structure with a design temperature the vessel can survive damage at any (iii) Vertical extent: from the base linecolder than — 18 C (0’ F) must meet location, upward without limits:
5 54.05—15 and Part 57.03 of this chapter. (b) Where Table 4 requires a type II

0 hull, design calculations must show (2)  Bottom penetration .§ 151.182 Contiguous hu ll structure : that a vessel— At the forward end but excluding anyProduction weld test. ( 1) Longer than 150 in (492.15 ft.) in damage aft of a point 0.3 L aft of forward
If the contiguou s hull structure has a length can survive damage at any loca - perpend icular :

design temperature colder than —34 ° C tIon ; and (I) Longitudinal: 1,4 L” or 14.5 in (.495
(—30 ’ F) . each 50 m (164 ft.) of full __________ 

L’~ or 47.6 ft.), whichever is shorter.
penetration butt welded Joints in the (U) Transve rse: B/S 0? 10 15 (32.8 ft.) .‘The most critic al loc~tton in the heat whichever is shorter.cont iguous hull structure must pass , in effected eons of the weld Is based on pro-the presence of a Coast Guard inspector. CedU?. qual ification reault., except ~usten- 

(iii) Vertical extent from the molded line
the following production weld tests ~fl itiO stainl~~ steel ii.. notches only in Use of the shell at the centerl ine: B/15 or 2 in
the position that the joint Is welded : center of the weld. (8 .6 ft.), whichever Is shorter.
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PROPOSED RULES 4383~
At an? longitudinal position aft of $ (1) of this section must be at least 100 (c) If there are no sources of Ignitionpoint 0.3 L itt of the (orward perpendicular: mm (3.9 in.). or flre hazards in the adjoining space,
(i) L/1O or 8 m (16 4 ft.), whichever

~ 
(3) Each opening within the 20’ range single gastlght A-O Class Division of all

(ii ) B/S or 5 m (16.4 It. ) • whichever is beYond the angle of equilibrium must be welded construction.
at least weathertight.

(UI ) B/iS or 2 m (6.6 ft.),  whichever is (d) Local damage. The maximum § 154.305 Segregation of hold apace.
shorter, angle of heel must not exceed the greater from th e  sea.

(c) When the dama,~e assumption ~~ 
of 30 or the angle at which restoration In vessels having cargo containment

cludes a transverse .,i~ui4~head bounding ‘~~ propt~~ion, r ~~‘nIng engine power and systems requiring a secondary barrier,
a machinery space, the macinnery space use of the ba1i~at system Is precluded hold spaces must be segregated f rom the
must be assumed to be damaged as a for local damage, extending 760 mm sea by—
case separate from the side and bottom (29.9 in.) normal to the hull shell , that (a) A double bottom If the cargo tanks
penerat lon. eta ~~~ ... are app roved for temperatures colder

( 1) LongItudinal bulkhead ; and t.han —10° C (14’ F) ; and
§ 154.225 Permeabil ity of spaces and (2) Transverse bulkhead on type zo (b) Wing tanks if the cargo tanks are

free surface effect, and 110 ~~~~~~~~~~ approved for temperatures colder than
(a) The free surface effect must be (e) Equalization arrangement s . Equal- —u’ C (-47° F).

calculated at an angle of heel of 5° for Ization arrangements requiring mechan- § 154.310 Cargo piping systems.
each individual space or the effect of Ice,l aids such as valves or cross-flooding
free liquid In a tank must be calcu- lines may not be considered for reducing Cargo liquid or vapor piping must—
lated by assessing the shift of liquids the angle of ’heel. Spaces joined by ducts (a) Be separated from other piping
by moment of transference calucula- Of large cross sectional area are -eated systems, except where as interconnection
tions. as common spaces. to inert gas or purge piping Is required

(b) ‘In calculating the effect of fra~ (I) Progressive f looding. it pipes , by ~ 154.901(a) ;
surfaces of consumable liquids, it must be ducts, or tunnels are within the assumed (b) Not enter or pass through any ac-
assumed that, for each type of liquid , at extent of damage , ar rangements must be commodation . service, on control space ;
least one transverse pair of wing tank s made to prevent progressive flooding ~ 

(c) Except as allowed under 5 154.703 ,
or a single center line tank has a free sur- a space that Is not assumed to be flooded not enter or pass through a machinery
face, and the tank or combination of hi the damaged stability calculations, space other than a cargo pump or com-
tanks must be selected where the effect ~f an in m ediate stage of flooding ~ 

pressor room;
of free surfaces is the greatest, more critical than the final stage , calcu- (d) Be in the cargo area above the

(c) Calcu lations in which a machinery lations for the intermediate stage must open deck, except for bow and stern load-
space is treated as a floodab le space must be submItted for special approval by Ing and emergency dumping;
be based on an assumed machinery space Commandant (0-3Thrr) . (e) Connect Into the cargo contain-

ment system above the open deck cx-permeability of 0.85, unless the use of § 154.235 Tank location. cept—an asumed permeability of less than 0.85
Is justified in detail. (a) For type 10 hujls, cargo tanks (1) PIpes in a trunk traversing void

(d) The assumed permeability of a must be located inboard of— spaces above a cargo containment sys-
floodable space other than a machinery (1) The transverse damage specified tern; and
space must be as follows: in 5 154.220(b) (1) (ii) ; (2) Pipes In cofferdams for draining,

(2) The verticle damage sPecified ~~ 
venting, or pur ging interba rn ier and hold

(1) Storerooms. 0.60; (2) AccommodatIon 5 154 225(b) (2) ~~~~ 
spaces; and

spaces, 0.95; (3) void. 0.95; (4) consumable
liquid tanks. 095 or 0. whichever results ~~ 

(3) 760 mm (30 inches) from the shell ~~ Inboard of the transverse tank
the more disablIng; (5) other liquid tanks planting, location required by 5 154.206, except for
0.95 or 0.~ 

(b) P01’ type no, IIPO, ani 1110 hulls thwiirt shlp shore connection manifolds
car go tanks must be located u board of— not subject to internal pressure at sea.

Wherever damage penetrates a car go u The vertical extent -‘.f damage § 154.315 Cargo punlp and comprersortank It must be assumed tha t the cargo specified In § 154.220(b) (2) ( III ) ; and rooms.Is completely lost from the compartment (2) 760 mm (30 inches) from the shelland replaced by salt water up to the level piating. - (a) Cargo pump rooms and cargo com-
pressor rooms must be above the openof the final plane of equilibrium. (c In vessels havin g membrane and deck and within the cargo area.§ 154.230 Damage survival, semi-membrane tanks , the vertical and (b) Where pumps and compressors are

A vessel is presumed to survive assUm ed transverse extents of damage must be driven by a prime mover in an adjacent
damage If it meets the following con- measured to the Inner bull. gas safe space—
ditions in the final stage of floodIng : (d) For type 110, UPO, and ma (I) The bulkhead or deck must be

(a) Heel angle. The maximum angle hulls, tank suction wells may penetrate gastlght and
of heel must not exceed 30° . into the area of bottom damage spec- (2) The shafting passing through the
(b) Final waterline. The waterline, Med in I 1J4.220(b) (2) (iii) if the pene- bulkhead or deck must be sealed by a

taking into account sinkage , heel and tratlon Is the lesser of 25 percent of the fixed oil reservoir gland seal or other
trim , must be below the lower edge of double bottom height or 350 mm (13.8 positive pressure seal specially approved
openings such as air pipes and openings In.) . by the Commandant’ i-MMT).
closed by weathertlght doors or hatch SHIP ARRANOFMENTS
covers, except openings Closed by means § 154.300 Segregation of hold apse.. § 154.320 Cargo control stations.
of watertight manhole covers and water- from other spaces. (a) Cargo control stations inust be
tight flush scuttles, small watertight car-
go tank hatch covers that maintain the Hold- spaces must be segregated from above the oi,en deck.

high Inte gr ity of the deck , remotely op- machinery and boiler spaces. accoinmo- (b) If a cargo cont ro’ station is in n~-

crated watert ight sliding doors, and side dation, service and control spaces, chain commodation, servi. or control space

scuttle s of the non-open ing type, locker s, potable , domestic and feed water or has access to such n space, the station
(c) Range of stab ility. (1) The right- tanks, store rooms and spaces Immedi- must~—

ing lever curve must be positive and have atCly below or outboard of hold (1) Be a gas safe space;

a minimum range of 20° beyond the by a— (2) Have .s.i access to the space that

angle of equilibrium. (a) Cofferdam, fuel oil tank , or single meets § 154.30; and

(2) The maximum righting lever with- 
gastight A-60 Class Division of all welded (3) Have indIre~t reading Instru-
construction in a cargo conta inment mentatlon, except for gas detectors.

In the range specified in paragraph (c) tern not requiring a secondary barrier; (c) Cargo control stations, Including

‘The permeabilIty of part ially ~lI.d tanks (b) Cofferdam or fuel oil tank in a a room or area, must Contain all alarms,
indicators, and remote centreS. asso-

must be consistent with actual density ,~~ cargo containment system requiring a elated with each tank that th. station
amount of liquid carried, secondary barrier; or centreS..
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43838 PROPOSED RULES

I

§ 154.325 Accommodation, service, and without the removal of any fixed struc - the accommodation, service, or control
control space.. ture or fitting ; and space on type 10 huils;

(a) Accommodation, service, and con- (g) The hold space insulation must be (3) Be clearly marked;
trol spaces must be outside the cargo accessible for inspection from at least (4) Be segregated from the cargo pip-
area , one side from within the hold space while ing by at least two shut off valves In

(b) If a hold space having a cargo coii~ 
the tank Is at the cargo temperature the cargo area that has a means of lock- 

I

tainment system that requires a mc- unless an Inspection method from out- lng to meet 5 154.1870(a); 1
ondary barrier Is separate d from ~~ 

side of the hold space Is specially ftp- (5) Have a means for checking cargo I
accommodation, service, or control space proved by the Commandant (G-MMT). vapor between the two valves required 1
by a cruciform joint, there must be a § 154.345 AIr locks. in para graph (a) (3) of this section ; 1
cofferda in on one side of the cruciform (6) Have fixed inert gas purging lines; -i
jo int (a) An air lock may be ,used for ac- and a

cess from a ~gas dangerous zone on the (7) Have fixed vent lines for purgIng I§ 154.330 OpenIngs to accommodation, open’deck to a gas safe space In the cargo with inert gas to meet ~ 154.18 70(b). -
~service, or control space.: area. (b) Entrances, forced or natural yen- -~

(a) Entrances, forced or natural yen- (b) Each air lock must— tilation Intakes, exhaust , and other
tilation intak es and exhausts, and other (1) ConsIst of two steel doors, at least openings to accommodation, service, or
openings, except as allowed in para- 1.5 in (4.92 ft.) but not more than 2.5 m control spaces that face the bow or stern Igrap h (C) of this section, must be— (8.20 ft.) apart each gasketed and loading area must meet fl 154.330.

(1) At least L/25 or 3 m (10 ft) from dogged and watertight when tested with 
CARGO CONTAINMZNv Sysrues

the athwartsh,~p bulkhead facing the a fire hose at not less than 2.11 kp/cm’
cargo area, whichever Is farther, except (30 psig); § 154.401 Definitions.
that the distance need not exceed 5 m (2) Have self-closing doors with flO used II 154.440 and 154,447: 1
(16.4 ft) ; —~~ latches or other devices for holding them “a,” means the minimum yield stress(2) On a house athwart.ship bulkhead open ; oL the tank material, including weld -1
not facing the cargo area or on the out- (3) Have an audible and visus.l ftlftTfll metal, at room temperatui~e.
board side of the house. on both sides actuated when the secur- “oB” means minimum tensile strength I

(b) Port lights located on the athwart- ing devices on both doors move from the of the tank material, including weld me- Iship, bulkhead of a house facing the fully closed position at any one time ; tais at room temperature. Ic,rgo area, or the house sides withIn (4) Have mechanical ventilation In
I~’25 or 5 m (16.4 ft), whichever is less 

the space between the doors from a gas § 154.405 P, of a tank.
mustnotopen. -- safe area; (a) The F, of a tank must be equal to I

(c) Wheelhouse doors and windows (5) Have a pressure greater than that or greater than the MARVS. Ithat open may be within J~’25 or 5 m of the gas dangerous area on the open (b) The P. of a tank must be equal to
(16.4 ft) • whichever is less, of the deck or greater than the vapor pressure of the
athwart ship bulkhead of a house facing (6) Have the rate of air change in the cargo at 45’ C (113’ F) If—
the cargo area, if they have gaskets and space between the doors of at least 12 (1) The tank has no temperature con-
dogs to make them watertight when changes per hour; trol for the cargo; and
tested with a fire hose at not less than (7) Have the space between the doors (2) The pressure of the cargo results
2.11 kp/cm’ (30 paj g), monitored for cargo vapor leaks under from ambient temperature. -
(d) Port lights In the hull plating § 154.1350; and (C) The P. of a tank may be less than —

below the uppermost continuous deck (c) In addition to the requirements of the vapor pressure for harbor conditions
and In the first tier of the superstruc- para graphi (a) and (b) of this section, if specially approved by the Commandant -

ture must not open, no gas safe space on a liquefied fiamma- (Q...M~~~)(e) Air intakes and openings Into ac- ble gas carrier may have an air lock tin- -

commodation, service and control spaces less the space— § 154.406 Design loads for t a nks and
must have- (1) Is mechanically ventilated to make fixtures : General. 

-

(1) Gasketed metal covers ; and the pressure in the space greater than (a) It must be shown that a tank and
(2) On toxic cargo vessels, covers that that in the air lock; and its fixtures are designed for the following

can be closed from Inside the space. (2) Has a means of automatically de- loads:
energizing all electr ical equipm ent that (1) Internal pressure head. -

§ 151.340 Access to tanks and spaces in is not explosion-proof In the space when (2) External pressure load.the cargo arcs , the pressure in the space falls to or below (3) Dynamic loads resulting from the -

In the cargo area— the pressure in the air lock, motion of the vessel.
(a) Each cargo tank must have a man- § 151.350 Bilge and ballait systems in ~~ Transient or statIonary thermal - -

hole from the open deck , the clear open- t h e  cargo area , loads if the cargo temperature is colder
Ing of which is at least 800 mm by 600 than —55’ C (—67’ F) or causes thermal
mm (23.6 in. by 23.6 in.) ; (a) Hold, Interbarrier, and insulation stresses in tank support. -
(b) Each access to a hold space , void spaces must have a means of soundi ng (5) Sloshlng loads , if the tank Is dc- -

space, or other gas dangerous space the space or other means of detecting signed for partial loads .
must have a clear opening of at lea4t liquid leakage acceptable to the Corn- (6) Loads resulting from vessel’s de-
600 mm by 600 msp (23.6 in. by 23.6 In.); mandant (0.-MMT). fiection.(b) Each hold and insulation space (7) Tank weight, cargo weight , and(c) Each manhole through bulkheads, must have a bilge c rainage system. corresponding support reaction.frames , or other vertical structural mem-
ber must have a clear opening of at least (c) Interbarrier spaces must have an (8) Insulation weight .
600 mm (23.6 In. ) by 800 mm (3 1.5 In .) educator or pump for removing liquid (9) Loads of a tower and any other
and be at most 000 mm (23.6 in.) from cargo and returning it to the cargo tanks attaclunents to the tank. -
the deck or bottom plating unless there or tO ftfl emergency dump. (10) Vapor pressure loads in harbor
isa fixed ladder; (d) Spaces in the cargo containment conditions allowed under 5 154.405.

(d) Each access trunk must be at least portion of the vessel, except ballast 11 Gas pressurization for cargo
760 mm (30 In.) in diameter, spaces and gas safe spaces, must not COfl” transfer load.
(e) The lower edge of each access from nect to pumps in the main machinery (b) A tank must be designed for the

the open deck to gas safe spaces In the space. most unfavorable static heel angle with-
cargo area must be at least 2.4 mm (7.87 § 154.355 Bow and Ste rn loading piping. in a 0’ to 30° range without exceedingft.) above the open deck or through an (a) Bew and stern loading piping the allowable stress of the material. -

air lock that meets S 154.345; must-. (C) A hydrostatic or hydropneumatic -(I) The Inner hull must be accessIble (1) Meet I 154.310; test design load must be specially ap- 
-for inspection from at least one aIde (2 Be Installed in an area away from proved by the Commandant (G—MMT). 

- -
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§ 154.407 Tank Internal pressure head, - 
/ 

~~~~~ ~, ,~~ -

under I 154.406(a) , the Internal pres 

-

_____

(a) For the calculation required

sure head (hat), must be determined ,~‘i’i1 Ifrom the following formula :
max ,~~

h,s ~the value of Internal pressure, in
meters of fresh water, resulting from the / 

1
L~~’ ~combined effects of gravity and dynamical

accelerations of a full tank)
where

I,NMaI,OU,Dimensionless acceleration relative to
the acceleration of grav ity, resulting
from gravitational and dynamical 

/ V

loads in the $ direction (see figure I

1) ;
Z~ :Largest liquid height (in) above the s u / -~ç

’ °’

point where the pre ssure Is to be /determined In the P direction ~~~figure 2); 
.-

~
- . I (c) If a tank is designed to avoid plas-T~. Maximum specific- weight of the cargo AT I~ L P501(t/m’) at the design temperature. VOR*AB D. - ~. • a’a,u,ust tic deformation and bucklin g, then ac-PcaflpIDICuLAB

(b) The h,~ max must be determined celerat ion components of the dynamic
from the p max directIon on the ellipse loads are determined from one of the
in FIgure 1 which gives the maximum following methods:
value. NOTE: RESULTING ACCEI.ER AT ION (STA TIC DYNAMIC ) • 05 (1)  Method 1 is a detailed analysis of

(C) When the longitudinal acceleration IN ARBIT RARY DIRECTION? , the vessels acceleration components.
Is considered In addition to the vertical Op - TRANSVERSE COMPONENT OF ACCELERATION. 2. Method 2 Is an analysis by the fol-
and tra nverse acceleration , an ellipsoid lowing formulae:
must be used in the calculatI ons Instead 0, • VERTI CAt COMPONENT OP AC CELERAT IC ’& (i) Vertica l acceleration under I 154.-
of the ellipse contained In FIgure 1. p.,... i 409(f) ( 1) :
§ 154.408 Tank exienia l pressure load. B ‘x ~~‘ ‘0.6”

For the calculation required under a, ±a , ~J~±(5.3_
~ ) (~-+0.05) u-.)

5 154.406(b) • the external pressure load
must be the difference between the mlii- (ii ) Transverse acceleration under 5 184.409(f) (2):
imum internal pressure (maximum vac- 

- ~~~~~~~~ (L~-+O.O5)’+K (i+ o.ox ~~)3uum) 
• and the maximum external pres- a,

sure to which any portion of the tank (iii) Longitud inal acceleration under 5 154.409(1) (3) :may be sImultaneous ly subj ected .
§ 154.409 Dynamic loads from vessel -= ± a,motion. wherc :

(a) For the calculation required under n = (0.7— i-~~ö+5 ~ (~)
~ l54.406(c) , the dynamic loads must be
determined from the long term dlstribu- L~.=Length uf 1-he v.”el between perpendiculars, in meters.
tion of vessel motions, including the ef- C8= Block coefficient.

B= Greatest nioulded breadth , in meters.fects of surge , sway , heave, roll, pitch . 
~ = Longitudinal distance, in m eters , from amidships to the center of gravity of the

and yaw on irregular seas that the vessel tank with contents (positive forward of amidships , negative aft of amidshIps).
may -experience durin g 10’ wave en- z— .~Vcrt-ical distance in meters, from the vessel’s waterline, to center of gravity of tank
counters . The speed used for this calcu- wi th conten t s (positive above and negative below the waterline).
lat lon may be reduced from the ship 34—
service speed If specially approved by the 

~~. - 0.2 -.
~~-+ L.Commandant (G-MMT ) and if that re- ‘IL;

duced speed Is used in the hull strength V-. Service speed in k iii ,t ,~.calculation under S 31.10—5(c) of this
chapter. K=l.0, or~~

3GM whichever greater.
(b ) If  the loads determ ined under

paragraph (ci , (d) , or (C) of this section GM= Meta cemitric hei ght in meters.
a ,= The maximum dimensionle ss acceleration in the z direction acting separately forresults in a desIgn stress that is lower calculation purpose s, and includes the component of th~ static weight in the

than the allowable stress of the material longi tudinal direction due to pitching.
under 51 154.610 . 154.615, or 154.620, ic- a,= Ma ximum dimensionless aecelera tion in the y direction acting separately for

calculation purposes, and includes the component of st~tic weight in the tra ns.duce the allowab le stress to that stress verse direction due to roiling.
determined In paragraph (C) , (d) , or (e) ii , Maxim um dimen sionless acceleration in the s direction , acting separately for cal-
of this sectIon. cubit -ion I,Itrpo~~~, not including the stati c weight.
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-13840 PROPOSED RULES

For Methods 1 and 2, acceleration corn- loads must be specially app rov ed by the (3 Sloshlng in a partIally h Ued tank;
ponents must be determined for the Commandant (G-MMT): and
largest loads the vessel may experience (a) Transient thermal loads for the (4) Hull vIbrations ; and
during an operating life correspond to cooling down periods of tanks carrying (d) The defleetions of the vessel’s hull.
the probability level of 10—’. cargoes lower than —55 C (—67 ’ F) .
(d) If a tank Is designed to avoid fa- (b) Stationary thermal loads for tanks § 154.128 Allowable stress.

tigue. the dynamic loads determined un- carrying cargoes lower than —55 C The membrane tank scantllngs and the
dci paragraph (a) of this section must (—67 F) that cause high thermal stress, supporting insulation must have allow-
be used to develop the dynamic spectrum. § 151.112 Tank corrosion allowance , able stresses that are specially approved

(e) If a tank Is designed to avoid un- by the Commandant (G—MM’l’).
controlled crack propogatlon, the dy- A tank must be designed with a cot-
rmamic loads are— rosion allowance if the tank— -~~ 154.129 Calculations.
(1) determIned under paragraph (a) (a) Is located in a space that does not For a membrane tank, the tack design

of this section; ~~~ have inert gas or dry air ; or load calculations must include the fol-
(2) for a load distributIon for a pe- (b) Carries a cargo that corrodes the lowlz%,g:

nod of 15 days by the method In Fig- tank material. (a) Plastic deformation and fatigue
we 3. No’rz.—Corroslon allowance for Independ. life resulting from static and dynamic

ant tank type C Is contaIned in I 54.Oi~ 35 of loads in the membrane and the support -
______ this chapter. ing insulation.- - 

Ob INTEGRAL TANKS I~b) The response of the membrane and
§ 151.118 (;ener a l. its supporting insulation to vessel motion

and acceleration under the worse weath-
Integral tanks must not carry cargo er condItions. Calculations from a sim-

that Is colder than —10’C (14’F) • Un” ilar vessel may be submitted.
less the tank is specially approved by the (c) The combined strains from static.Commandant (G—M1t4T). dynamic , and thermal loads.
§ 154.419 Design vapor pre....uri.. § 151.130 Material test.

The P. of an Integral tank must not The analyzed data of a material testexceed 0.25 kp/c m’ (4 psig) except it may must show that the membrane and thebe as high as 0.7 kp/cm’ (10 psig) if 5P~ ’ membra ne supporting insulation arecially approved by the Commandant (G made of materials that withstand the? MT) . • combined strains calculated under § 154. -10 1,2 io* io’ 10’ zxio’ § 154. 120 Tank seaumhuig s. 429(c) .
R ESPONSE CYCLES (a) The scantlings of an integral tank § 151 . 131  Model test.

h OTS; Oh- MOST PROBABLE MAXIMUM srmSS DURING must meet the deep tank scantling stand- The anal yzed data of a model test
THE LIFE OF THE VESSEL ard of a recognized classification society. must show that the primary and second-(b) The scantlings of an integral tank ary barrier of a membrane tank, in-RESPONSE CYCLE SCALE IS LOGARI THMIC. must be designed and shown by calcula- cluding the corners and Joints, withstandThE VALUE OF 2X 10 IS GIV EN AS AN tion to withstand the internal pressure the combined strains from static, dy-EXAMPLE OF ESTIMATE. determinedunder 5 154.407. namic, and thermal loads calculated un-

§ 154.421 Allowable stress. der § 154.429(c) .
Fi~u,. 3

The allowable stress for integra l tank § 15-1.132 Expansion antI contraction.
(4 When determining the accelera- scantlin gs must meet a recognized classl- The support system of a membranetlons for dynamic loads under para graph fication society ’s allowable stress for the tank must allow for thermal and physi-(a) of this section, the accelerations act- vessel’s hull. cal expansion and contraction of theing in a tank must be estimated for the

tank’s center of gravity and include the MEMBRAN E TANKS tank.
SEMI-MEMBRANE TANKSfollowIng component accelerations : § 15-1. 125 General.( 1) VertIcal accelerations, meaning the § 151.135 General.

motion acceleration of heave and pitch, The design of the bull scantlings, the
and of any roll normal to the vessel base membrane tank and secondary barrier, (a) The design of the semi-membrane
that has an effect on the component ac- including welds, and the supportIng in- tank , the supportin g Insulation for the
celeration. sulation must be specially approved by tank , and the supporting hull structure

(2) Transverse acceleration, meaning the Commandant (G—MM’r) . for the tank must be specially approved
by the Commandant (G-MM T).the motion acceleration of sway , yaw and § 154.426 Design vapor prcs.sIJrr. (b) A semi-membrane tank must beroll, and gravity component of roll.

(3) Longitudinal acceleration, mean- The P. of a membrane tank must not designed to meet the requirements
ing the motion acceleration of surge and exceed 0.25 kp/cm’ (4 palg), except it under—
pitch and gravity component of pitch. may be as hIgh as 0.7 kp/cm’ (10 pstg) , ( I )  Section 154.425 through § 154.432;

if specially approved by the Commandant (2) SectIon 154.437 through I 154.441;§ 154.410 Tank sloshing loads, .~~jj~~fl • or
(a) For the calculation required under § 154.427 Tank scantlings. (3) Section 154.4t4 through I 154.449.

S 154.406(a) (5) • the determined sloshing
loads resulting from the accelerations The scantlings of a membrane tank § 154.436 Design vapor pres sure.
under 5 154.409(f) must be specially ap- must have a membrane and supporting The P, of a semi-membrane tank must
proved by the Commandant (O—MMT). InsulatIon that Is designed for— not exceed 0.25 kp/cm’ (4 psIg), except
(b) If the sloehiñg loads affect the tank (a) Any static and dynamic loads wIth it may be as high as 0.7 kp/cm’ (10 psig) ,

ecantlings, an analysis of the effec ts of respect to plastic deformation and fa- 
~ specially approved by the Command-the slashing loads In addi tion to the cal’- tigue; ant ( G-MMT ) .(b) Combined strains from static, dy-culation under paragraph (a) of this see- namlc, and thermal loads; INDEPENDENT TANK TYPE A

Lion must be specially approved by the (C) Preventing collapse of the mem- § 154.437 General.Commandant (G-MMT ). brane from—
3 154.411 Tank thermal IosdL (1) Over-pressure in the interbarrien The tank scantlings of an independent
For the calculations required under space; tank type A must meet the standard of a

3154.403(d), the following determined (2) Vacuum in the cargo tank; recognized classification socIety.
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§ 154.138 Design vapor pressure. § 154.447 MIoa able Stres S. (d A tank buckling analysts consid-
(a) If the surfaces of an independent (a) An independent tank type B de- erin g the maximum construction toler-

ance.tank type A are mostly flat surfaces, the signed from bodies of revolution must (e) A finite element analysis using theP. must not exceed 0.7 kp/cm’ (10 psig). have allowable stresses’ determined by loads determined under 5 154.406.(b) If the surfaces of an independent the following formulae: (f) A fracture mechanics an alysistype A are formed by bodies of revolution,
the design calculation of the P0 must be ~~~l5( using the loads determined under

§ 154.406.specially approved by the Commandant. (g) The cumulative effects of theIG—MMT,
Ii ,  fatigue load from the following formula:

§ 15-1.139 Tank seuntl illgs. a_ ~ E , ;ui sah-i i t  primary general iur, i r ui i i s t i e i ~- ’
eL~~ l qtl1valeI, t primary local metnhriu at

al The scantlings of an independent a, ~ l tuivaic t primar y bei d i r g s t r - s ’  ~~
tank type A must meet the deep tank - , where :
standard of a recognized classification I - T i e  h- s -r of °

~’ or n.~~TIie t~~~~t , - r  of riress cycles at ca -I,  sir . -,. I.- - ,
ii during the life of the vessel:society. N = T h e  number of cycles l.a failure for corresr o t . .~~stress levels from the Wohier (S—N) curve;(b) The scantlings of an independent ~ ~~~ b r  Of t; Or I) !S~ ~TIie number of cycles to failure from the fat ctank type A must— load is-  loadiug a i d  u lo ol l i g h -  tank :  ‘~ I( 1) Withstand the internal pressure .1. it , c .  o i l  f J— .Sir -ss fi ler . ii, t .shl, - C, =O.ã Or less.

determined under § 154.407; See a l p  B for sir-es anal) sea de f in i t i on  § 151.4 19 Model test.(2) Withstand loads from tank sup— ~~~ ~~~~
. A fur e(1tiivaieiit stress.

ports calculated under §5 154.470 and The following analyzed data of a
154.471; and TASLE 2.—Values for stress f actors model test of structural elements for in-

(3 1  Have a corrosion allowance that - — —-—- - -—
~~~~~~

--- ---- - - --— dependent tank type B must be submIt-
meets § 154.412. N i r I e l  steel / tI t~leIiiIir Alfl t t i i i u t f l  ted to the Commandant (G—MMT ) for

anti ca r to n  steel alloy special approval:
a. 1uet~ rs jnflflgittieSe v i i i ’ s  vain -s§ 15-4.140 Alt~wa bIe sIre ,.. Cli i lu , (a) Stress concentration factors.

(a) The allowable stresses for an in-   - . (b i Fatigue life.
dependent tank type A are— - i i  i i i  ti -I IN DEP ENDENT TANK TYPE C AND P r.oc:’-.-s(1) For tank web frames , stringers , or Ii -~~ I i i

C - :1 .3 .3  PRESSURE VESSELSgirders of carbon maganese steel or alu- 
~ 1. 5 I - S 1.5

minimum alloys must meet a or, ~ , - . -- . - § I 5-4.450 General.
B Y (b) An independent tank type B de- Independent tanks type C and process

2.66 1.33 signed from plane surfaces must have pressure vessels must be designed to meet
whichever is sm aller; and allowable stresses specially approved by the requirements under Part 54 of this(2) For other materials, specially ap- chapter , except § 54.01—40(b) and
proved by the Commandant ( G—MMT). the Commandant (G—MMT ) (a) The calculation under 5 54.0 1—18(b) A larger allowable stress than re- § 151. 118 ( :ilet,la,kn,- . (b) (1) must also include th design loadsquired in paragraph (a) (1) of this sac- determined under 1 154.406;
tion may be specially approved by the The following calculations for an in- (b) The calculated tank plating
Commandant (G—MMT) if the aquival - dependent tank type B must be spe- thickness, including any corrosion al-
ea t stress tee) is calculated from the for- daily approved by the C(’mmandant (G— lowance, must be the minimum thickness
mum in Appendix A to this part. Mr~n : 

without a negative plate tolerance; and(c) Tank plating must meet the re- (C)  The minimum tank plating thick-
quirernents of a recognized classification (a) Plastic deformation , fatigue life, ness must not be less than—
society for deep tanks having an inter- buckling, and crack propogation result- l 5 mm (~~r in.) for carbon-manga -
nal pressure head that meets § 154439 - Ing from static and dynamic loads on the nese steel and nickel steel :(b) t i _ I , tank and itS support. (2 ) 3mm ( 1,.~ In.) for austenitic steels:

INDEPENDEN T TANK TYPE B (b) A three-dimensional analysis of or
§ 15 1-444 General , the stress exerted on the tank , its sup- ( 3 1  7 mm t~~ in.) for aluminum alloys.port , and its keys by the hull.An Independen t tank type B must be
designed— (c) The response of the tank and its § 151.151 Design vapor pr essure.

(a) For the effect of static and dynam - support to the vessel’s motion and accel- The P. of an independent tank type C
Ic loads on— erat lon in irregular waves or calculations must be calculated by the followin g(l) Plastic deformation ; (2) Fatigue from a similar vessel , formula:life; (3) BucklIng; and (4) Crack prop-
agation ; and P.~ 2± A C ( p ) 5 / 1 ( k p c tpj a)  -

(b) From the results of the calcula-
tlons under 5 154.448. A =0.0185 (c m)’
§ 154.445 Deaign vapor pressure . a,, = 1)esign pr illlar y st re ss;

If the surfaces of an independen t tank t~ t7_I = (Allowable dynamic membrane stres s for double amp litude at proba ~ilj~y l~~eI
type B are mostly flat surfaces , the i0  Q= 10-’) 5.5 kp/mm’ (7160 psi) for ferri tie and martensiti e steels and 2.5
must not exceed 0.7 esn’ (10 p~ g). kofm m’ (3580 psi) for 5083—0 aluminum.

C= A characterist ic tank dimension that-Is the greater of A when A is the height of§ 154.446 Tank seantl lngs. the tank or the dimension in vessel’s vertical directIon, in meters’ 0.75b when
The tank scant lings of an indep endent b Is the width of the tank or the dimension In vessel’s transverse ‘direc tion, inmeters ; or 0.451 when I Is the length of the tank or the dimension in vessel’stank type B must meet the calculations longitudin al direction , in meters;under * 154.448. p = The specific gravity of cargo.
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5 154,452 External pressure. § 154.453 Failure to meet Independent (3) AbsorptIon of the cargo.
The design - external pressure for an ~~~ ~~~ C standards. (4) Shrinkage.

Independent tank type C must be cal- If the Commandant (G-MMT) deter- ~~(6) Closed cell content.culated by the following formula: mines during plan review, that ~ tank (7) Density.
P,ar Pi+P*+P;+P4( kp/C&) designed as an independent taflk type C (8) Mechanical properties.

wisere: fails to meet the standards under (9) Thermal expansion.P’.-th. vacuum relief vaive setting for tanks with a $~ 154.450, 154.451, and 154.452 and can (10) Abrasion.vacuum relief valve. or 0. ki*ma for tanks
without a vacuum a! vaive. not be redesigned to meet those stand- (11) Cohesion.

P’—O~ or the prenure relief v&lve setting for an enclosed
apace containing ‘~1 

portion ~~. ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ 
ards, the tank may be redesigned as an (12) Thermal conductivity.

P’-total compreul,. m a n  n the tank shell from th. independent tank type A or B. 
(13) Resistance to vibrations.

welght ofthe tank , lncludlng corroalon allowance. (14) ResIstance to fire and flameweight of Insulation, weight of dome, weight of
tower and olptng, the effect of ~~ p~~tJ~5y fUJ.4 SECONDARY Bsasi~~ a spread.
tank, the euect or acceleration and hull deflectIon. (15) The manufacturing and instafla-
and the local effect of external and Internal § 154.459 General. tion details of the insulation that

P’..O~~~~~?externa1 pressure from the bead of water (a) Each tank must have a second- include s—
- from any portion of the pressur e vessel on exposed

decks, ary barrier that meets Table 3 
(1) FabriCation. (ii) Storage; (Iii)

Handling; (iv) Erection; and (v) QualIty
TABLE 3.—Sccoisdarg barrie rs for tcnki control.

________ —~~ -
~~ - - - - -  STPPORT SY$TEU

Cargo temperature at atmospheric presence 5 154.470 General.Tank $yp
—10°C (14’S) and warmer Colder than —10°C (14°F) to Colder than -46 C (-‘ 41°F) (a) A tank must have a support system

~55.c (—67°?) that~—(1) Prevents movement of the tankIategraL~~ No Secondary banter required. Tank type not usually al- Tan type not allowed, Under static and dynamic loads Inlowed.’Meukane. ~~~~do. . - Com1lete secondary banter ‘., Com~ ete secondary bsrrier.’ 5 154.406; andReulmombrsne.. ... ... do.~~,., I (2) Allows the tank to contract and cx- 
. .do ’ Do.’ pand from temperature variation and 

Partial secondary barrier I . - Partial secondary barrier.’ hull deflection without exceeding the de-Type c ..~~~~~.,. No secondary banter requIred No secondary barrier required, 
sign stress of the tank and the bull.

— —_______ -
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (b) The tank support system must‘Th e hull may he used as a secondary barrier.

~ A sei*rste secondary barrier Is required. have a key that prevents rotation of the
tank.(b) If the Commandant (C3—MNT) spe- § 154.466 Design criteria. (C) An independent tank must haved aily approves an integral tank for car- (a) The Insulation for a tank without sUpports with an antiflotation systemgoes with a temperature at atmospheric a secondary barrier must be designed for that, withstands the upward force of thepressures lower than -10 C (14’ F) , the the tank at the temperature of the cargo tank without deformation of the hull

tank must have a complete secondary carried and for a vessel operating in— when the tank Is—barrier that meets 5 154.460. (1) Any waters in the world except (1) Empty ; and(c) If the Commandant (O-.MNT) ~~~~ ~~~~~~~ waters for the ambient cold (2) In a hold space flooded to the sum-
d aily approves a semi-membrane tank condition of— mer load draft of the vessel.under the requirements of an independ- u Five knots aIr at -18’ C (0’ F); § 154.471 Design criteria,ent tank type B. the semi..membrane andtank may have a partial secondary bar- (ii) Still sea water at 0° C (32’ F)’ or (a) The tank support system must be
Tier specially approved by the Comman- (2) Alaskan waters for the ambient ddSigned
dent (a—NM’l’). cold condition of— (1) For the loads in * 154.406(a);(d) It Table 3 allows the hUll tO be a (I ) Five knots air at 29’ C (—20° F); (2) To not exceed the allowable stress
secondary barrier, the vessel’s hull and at a static angle of heel of 30°;
must,— (ii) Still sea water at 20 C (28 F). ~~~~~ To withstand a colllslon force equal(1) Meet I 154.800; and (b) The Insulation for a tank with a to at least one-half the weight of the(2) Be designed for the stresses result- secondary barrier must be designed for tank and cargo from forward and one-
lug from cargo temperature, the secondary barrier at the temperature quarter the weight of the tank and car go(e) A tank type that is not included hi of the cargo carried and the ambient from aft ; and
Table S must have a seccndasi barrier cold conditions listed under paragraph (4) For the largest resulting aecelera-that Is specially approved by the Corn- (a) ( 1) or paragraph (a) (2) of this tion in Figure 1, includIng rotational andmazidant ~~~~~~~~~~~~ section. translation effects.
5 154.460 Design criteria. (c) The insulation material must be (b) The tank support design loads in

At static angles of heel up through 30’, deslgudd for any loads transmitted from paragraph (a) of this section may be
a secondary I,srrler must— adlacent hull structure, analyzed separately.
(a) Hold any leakage of liquid cargo (d) Insulation for tank and ~h1~’~~ 5 154.476 Cargo transfer devices and

from the tank for at least 15 days under must meet * 38.05-20 of this chapter. means,(C) Powder or granulated insulationthe loading requirements In I 154.409(e); must-— (a) If a cargo pump In a tank Is not(b) If the primary barrier falls, pie- (I ) Not compact from vibrations of accessible for repair when the tank is invent the vessel’s structure temperature the v~~ i’ use, the tank must have an additionalfrom falling below the minimum allow- (2) Maintain the thermal conductivity means of cargo transfer, such as anotherable service temperature of the steel; &iid specially approved under * 154.467; ~~~ pump or gas pressurization.
(C) Prevent the tank failure from caus~ (3) Not exert a static pressure greater (b) U cargo Is transferred by gas pres-hug a failure In the secondary barrier, than the exterr,al desIgn pressure of the aurizatIon. the pressurizing line must

INSULATION tank under * 154.408. have a safety relief valve that Is set at
less than 90 percent of the tank relief5 154.465 General. § 154.467 Sulnisiaeion of insulation In- valve setting.

If the cargo that a Vessel carries —Is formation.
below -10° ~~~ (14’ F) , the tank insulation (a) The following insulation Informs.. Calico sicn Psociss Pipn~o SYSTEMS
must prevent th, temperature of the yes- thou must be submitted to the CornIn ess- 5 154.500 Cargo and process piping
eel’s hull from cooling below the mini- dent (G-)IMT) : standards.
mom design temperature allowed under (1) CompatIbility with the cargo. The cargo liquid and vapor piping and
*114.172, (2) Solubility in the cargol process piping systems must meet the
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requirements In this subpart and the fol- loading arms must have means to relieve § 151.526 Pi p ing jo iuI~.: Flange connee.
lowing subparts and sections in this cargo pressure and to remove liquid tion.
chapter : cargo. Flange connectIons for pipe Joints must
56.01 56.50—105 § 154.519 Piping relief valves, meet Ii 56.30—10 and 56.60—105 (a) (4)
56.04 56.60 ar id (b) (4) of this chapter.
56.07 56.65 (a) The liquid relief valve that pro-
56.10 55.70 tects the cargo piping system from liquid § 154.528 Piping joint s: Flange type.
56.16 56.75 pressure exceeding the design pressure (a) A flange must be one of the fol—56.20 56.80 must discharge into a tank, lowing types:
56.25 66.86 (b) A liquid relief valve may discharge i1  welding neck.56.30 56.90 into a cargo vent mast if that vent mast (2 ) Slip-on.56.35 56.96 has a means for the detection and Ie- (3) Socket weld.56.50-20 5097 moval of the liquid cargo that Is spe- (b) If the desIgn temperature of the
§ 154.503 Pip ing and piping system cially approved by the Commandant (G piping is between —10 C (14’ F) and

components: Protection from move- MMT ) . ._55’ C (— 67° F) , the pipe flange may bement. (C) A relief valve on a cargo pump a—that protects the cargo piping system ( 1) Slip-on type, if the nominal pipeThe piping and piping system compo- must discharge into the pump sUction, size is less than 100 mm (4 in.);nents and cargo tanks must be protected ,
where thermal movement and move- § 151.520 Piping calculatio ns. (2) Socket weld, U the nominal pipe
ments of the tank and the hull structure size Is less than 50 mm (2 in.) ; or
may cause stresses, that exceed the de- A piping system must be designed tO (3) Welding neck.meet the allowable stress values under (C) If the design temperature of thesign stresses by— § 56.07—10 of this chapter and, If the piping is lower than — 55 C (— 07’ F),(a) Offsets; (b) Loops; (C) Bends ; (d) design temperature iS 110° C (—166’ F) the pipe flange must be a welding neckMechanical expansion Joints including— or lower , the stress analysis must in type.( 1) Bellows; (2) SlIp joints ; or (3) Ball d ude—join ts; or (e) Other means specially ap-
proved by the Commandant (~~‘.MMT) (a) Pipe weightloads : § 151.530 Valves: Cargo tan k MAR VS

(b) Acceleration loads ; 0.7 kp/cna’ (10 psig) or lower.
§ 154.506 Mechsnka l expansion joint: (c) Internal pressure loads; (a) Liquid and vapor connections on

Limits in a piping system. (d ) Thermal loads ; and a cargo tank with a MARVS of 0.7 kp/cm’
The number of mechanical expansion (e) Loads from the hull. (10 psig) or lower , except connections for

joints in a piping system must be spe- § 151.522 Material s for pipiiig. safety relief valves and liquid level gaug-
ing devices, must have shut-off valvesd aIly approved by the Commandant (a) The materials for piping systems that—.(G-MMT) . must meet § 154.625 for th e minimum de- 1 Close;§ 154.508 Mechanical expansion joint: sign temperature of the piping, except (2) Are located as close to the tankBellows type. the material for open ended vent piping as practicable ; and(a) Mechanical expansion J oints in a may be specially approved by the Corn - (3) Have manual control at the valve.piping system outside, of a cargo tank mandant (G—MMT) If~~ (b) The cargo pipIng system for amust beabellows type. (1) The temperature of the cargo at cargo tank with a MARVS of 0.7 kp/cm’(b) A bellow expansion Joint in a pip- the pressure relief valve setting iS 55° C (10 psig) or lower must have at least oneIng system outside of a cargo tank must (—67’ F) or warmer; ai.d remotely controlled quick closing shut-be protected from Icing by— (2) LIquid can not discharge to the off valve for closing liquid and vapor(1) Insulation: vent piping. piping between vessel and shore that(2) A cover ; or (b) Materials for piping outside the meets ii 154.540 , 154.542 , and 154.544 .(3) Other means specially approved by cargo tanks must have a melting pointthe Commandant (G Mbl’l’). of at least 925 C (1697’ F), except for § 154.532 Valves: Cargo tank MARVS

§ 154.512 Piping: Thermal isolation, such short lengths of pipes with ~~~~y greater th an 0.7 kp/cns’ (10 psig).
sist~ng insulation that are attached to (a) Liquid and vapor connections onLow temperature piping must be the cargo tanks, a cargo tank with a MAE VS greater thanthermally Isolated from any adJacent 0.7 kp/cm’ (10 psig), except connectionshull structure to prevent the temperature § 154.524 Piping Joints: Welded and for safety relIef valves and liquid levelof that structure from dropping below screwed couplings, gauging devices, must have as close tothe design temperature of the hull ma- Pipe lengths without flanges must be the tank as practicable, a—tei’lal. Joined by a— (1) Manual controlled stop valve; and§ 154.514 Piping: Electrical bonding. (a) Butt welded Joint with complete (2) Remotely controlled quick-closing(a) Tanks or piping that are separated penetration at the weld root., except that shut-off valve.

from the hull structure by thermal Isola- for design temperatures colder than (b) If the nominal pipe size of a liquidtion must be electrically bonded to the —10° C (14° F) the butt weld must be or vapor connection Is less than 50 mmhull structure, double welded or must have an equiva - (2 in.) • an excess flow valve may be sub-(b) A pipe Joint or a hose connection lent to a double welded butt Joint by use stltuted for the quick closing valve re-that has a gasket must have an electrical of— 
~uired under paragraph (a) of thisbond. (1) A backing ring that for design section.pressures greater than 10 kp/cm’ (142 (c) A single valve may be substituted§ 154.516 Piping: Hull prOteCtiOn. psig) must be removed after the weld for the manual controlled stop valve andA vessel’s hull must be protected from Is completed ; the remotely controlled quick-closInglow temperature liquid leakage by a drip (2) A consumable insert; or shut-off valve required under paragraphpan, or other means specially approved (3) An inert gas back-up on the first (a) of the section 11 that single valve—by the Commandant (0—MMT) at— weld Pass; (1) Meets I ~ 154.540, 154.542, and(a) Any piping connection dismantled (b) Slip on welded joint with sleeves 154.544; andon a routine basis;

(b) Cargo discharge and loading man- and attachment welds allowed for (2) Is also manually controlled.
h old ; and open ended pipe with an external diem-

(C) ~~~ip seais eter of 50 mm (2 In.) or less and a design § 154.534 Cargo pumps and compres-
temperatures at ~~~550 C (—67° F) or

I 154.517 PipIng: Liquid pressure re- warmer; or Cargo pumps and compressors musthlef. (c) Screwed coupling that meets 1* 56.- shut down autotnatciafly when the quick-
The cargo loading and discharge cross- 30-20 and 56.50-105 (a) (4) and (b) (4) closing shunt-off valves required under

over headers, cargo hoses, and cargo of this chapter. fl 154.530 and 154.532 are closed by ths
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emergency shut-down system required (b) Withstand cargo temperatur e. (U) Each five short ton batch of Iorg-
under * 154.540. § 154.554 Cargo hose: Bursting ~~~ 

Ings, forged or rolled fittings, rolled or
forged bars and shapes, and castings.§ 154.536 Tank gauging and measuring sure. (d ) The minimum specified yield stressConnections. Cargo hose that can be pressurized by must not exceed 65 kpf mm’ (92.43 Ksi)Unless the outward flow from a tank the tank , the cargo pump discharge, or and when i~ exceeds 50 kp/mrn’ (71.10is less than the flow through a circular the vapor compressor discharge must Ksi) the hardness of the weld and heathole of 1.4 mm (.055 in.) • In diameter, have a bursting pressure of at least five affected zone uffust be specially app roved

tank connections for gauging or measur- times the maximum Working pressure Ofl by the Commandant (O—MMT).
tug devices must have excess flow or the hose during cargo transfer. (e) A Charpy V-notch test mus t be
quick-closing shut-off valves. § 154.556 Cargo hose: Maximum ~~~~~~~ made for—
§ 154.538 Cargo transfer connection. lug pre ssure. ( 1) Each plate as rolled; and

(2) Each five short ton batch of forg.A cargo transfer connection must have A cargo hose must have a maximum ings, forged or rolled fittings, rolled ora— working pressure not less than the maxi- forged bars and shapes, and castings.(a) Remotely controlled quick-closing mum pressure to which it may be sub- (t) The orientation and required im-shut-off valve; or .lected and at least 10.5 kp/cm • (150 pact energy of a 10mm x 10mm (.394 in.(b) Blank flange. psig). x .394 In. ) Charpy V-notch specimen Ls
§ 154.540 Quick -closing shut-off salves : § 154.558 Cargo hose: Marking. as follows:

Emergency control system. Each cargo hose must be marked with (l) Plate, transverse specimen, 2.8
kpm (20 ft-lbs) .(a) The remotely controlled quick- the- (2) Forglngs, forged and rolled fittings ,closing shut-off valve required under (a~ Maximum working pressure; and rolled and forged bars and castings,II 154.530. 154.532 , and 154.538 must have (b) Minimum service temperature for longitudinal specimen, 4.2 kpm (30 1 t-an emergency control system to operate service at other than ambient tempera- Ibs).the valve. ture. (g) The test temp erature of the Char-(b) The control system required un- § 154.560 Cargo hose : Prototype teat. py V-notch specimens Is as follows :der paragraph (a) of this section must

be In— Each cargo hose must be of a type that MATERIAL THICKNESS AND TEST TEMPER AT 1’RE
(1) The cargo control station; and passes a prototype test at a pressure of t~ 20 mm (.788 In. ) ,  O C (32 ’ F)(2) At least one other remote location at least five times its maximum working 20< t 30 mm (1.182 In.),  —20’ C ( — 4 °  F)

on the vessel, pressure to at least the service tempera- 30< t e 40mm (1.576 in.) —40° C (—40’ F)
(c) The quick-dosing shut-off valve ture. § 154.615 Design temperature below 0’required under II 154.530, 154.532, and § 154.562 Cargo hose: Hydrostatic test. C (32’ F) and dow:: to —55 C154.538 must—
(1) Be the fail-closed type; and Each cargo hose must pass a hydro- (—67’ F).
(2) Have manual control. static pressure test of at least 1.5 times Plates, forgings, forged or rolled fit-

its specified maximum working pressure thugs, rolled or forged bars and shapes,§ 154.542 Quick-closing shut-off vah es : but not more than two-fifths its bursting and castings for tanks, secondary bar-Emergency control system fusible d c -  pressure and at ambient temperature. Tiers, and process pressure vessels with aments.
MATERIALS design temperature below 0’ C (32° F)

The control system requIred under and down to —55° C (—67’ F) must
I 154.540 must have fusible elements at § 154.605 Toughness test, meet the material requirements In
each tank dome and cargo loading and (a) Each toughness test for material § 54.25—10 of this chapter.
discharge manifold that melt between used to meet the requirements of §* 154.- § 154.620 Design temperature below98’ C (208° F) and 104’ C (220’ F) and 610 through 154.625 must meet Subpart —55’ C (—67 ’ F) and dos n toclose the quick-closing shut-off valves. 54.05 of this chapter. —165’ C (—265’ F).
§ 154.544 Quick-closing shut-off valves: (b) The Charpy V-notch energy for Plates, forguigs and forged or rolledClosing time. subsize toughness test specimens must fittings , rolled or forged bars and shapes,

A quick-closing shut-off valve in liquid meet Table 56.50— 105(a) of this chapter. and castings for tanks, secondary bar-
cargo piping must close from the open § 154.610 Design temperature not colder rlers, and process pressure vessels with
position in at least 30 seconds or less. than 0° C (32° F). a design temperature below —55° C
§ 154.546 Excess flow valve : Closing (a) Plates, pipes, tubes, forglngs , (—67 ’ F) and down to —165° C (—265’

flow, forged and rolled fittings, rolled and F) must meet I 54.25— 10(b) (2) 
• § 54.25-

(a) The rated closing flow of vapor forged bars and shapes, and castings 15, or § 54.25—20 of this chapter.
or liquid cargo for an excess flow valve used in the construction of tanks and § 154.625 Design temperature below 0’
must be specially approved by the Corn - process pressure vessels for a desgin tern- C (32° F) and down to — 165° C
inandant (c~—~~Mn perature not colder than 0° C (32’ F) (— .265° F).

(b) An excess flow valve allowed under must be carbon manganese steel, made 1~~~~, tU~~~, forgings. castings, bolt-
* 154.532 must close automatically at the with fine grain practice, austenitlc grain 

~~~~~ , and nuts for cargo process piping
rated closing flow, size of five or finer where the thickness with a design temperature below 0’ Cexceeds 20 mm (.787 in.) , and normal- (32’ F) and down to —165° C (—265’§ 154.548 Cargo pip’mg: Flow Capac ity, had or quenched and tempered. A con- F) must meet § 56.50—105 of this chap-

Piping with an excess flow valve must trol rolling procedure may be aubstitut- tar.
have a vapor or liquid flow capacity that ad for normalizing If specially approved
Is greater than the rated closing flow re- by the Commandant (O—MMT) .Plate for § 154.630 ‘lank material,
quired under I 154.546. an Independent tank type C and process (a) If a materIal of a tank is not list-pressure vessel must also meet the re- ad in 1* 154.610, 154.615 or 154.620, the5 154.550 Excess flow valve : B~’pass, quirements of ASTM A—20 and * 54.01— allowable stress of that material must be

An excess flow valve allowed under 1$ (b) (5) of this chapter. specially approved by the Commandant
* 154.532(b) may have a bypass of 1.0 (b) A recognized classIficatIon society ’s (O-~~~f’1’)
mm (.0394 in.) or less in diameter , grades D. up to 20 mm (.787 in.) • and (b) 

~~ terIa1 in the area of welded
§ 154.552 Liquid and vapor cargo hose: E hull structural steel may be used for connections in aluminum alloys must

Compa tibility, an independent type A tan k If the steel have the tensile strength of the annealed
Liquid and vapor cargo hoses must— is tested under * 54.05-10 of this chapter. condition.
(a) Not chemIcally react with the (c) A tensile test must be made for— (c) Increased yield stress and tensile

cargo; and (I) Each plate as rolled ; and strength of a material at low tenIpera-
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ture for independent tanks type A, B and (2) When Table 4 references this see- (a) A refrigeration system that meets
C must be specially approved by the tion, butt welded j oints for deck cargo * 154.702;
Commandant (C1-MMT). piping exceeding 75 mm (3 In.) In Warn- (b) Burning boil-off gas in a waste

CoNsTsucnoN eter must be 100 percent radiographic heat or catalytic furnace that--
tested. (1) Maintains the stack exhaust tem-

§ 154.650 Tank and process pressure 3) For other butt welded Joints of perature below 535’ C (995’ F ) ;
vessel welding , pipes, the non-destructive testing must (2) Exhibits no visible flame; and

(a) Tank and process pressure vessel meet Subpart 56.95 of this chapter. (3 Is specially approved by the Corn-
welding must meet Subpart 54.05 and § 156.665 Welding procedures. mandant (G-MMT) ; or
Part 57 of this chapter. (C) Using the boll-off gas as fuel in

(b) Welding consumables for welding Welding procedure tests for tanks with boilers , inert gas generators, and corn-
tanks must meet §57.02-4 of this a design temperature colder than 0’ C bustion engines in the main prop elling
chapter . (32 F) , process pressure vessels, and machinery space or for other services

(c) For independent ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ must meet § 54.05— 15 and Subpart and in other spaces specifically approved
(1) Each welded joint of the shells 57.06 of this chapter. by the Commandant (G-MMT) .

must be a full penetration butt weld , cx- CARGO PRESSURa AND TEMPERATURS § 154.705 Cargo boil-off as fuel : Gcn-
cept that full penetration tee welds may CONTROL era l.
be used for dome to shell connections ;
and § 154.701 Cargo pressure and temp era . (a) Each cargo boil-off fuel system

tore control : General , used to meet 0 154.703(c) must meet(2) Each nozzle weld must be of the
full penetration type, except for small (a) Each refrigeration system must— * * 154.706 through 154.709.
penetrations on domes. (U~~~ taflk , must— (b) The pIping must have a connec-

(d) For Independent tanks type C and (1) Have a refrigeration system that tion for introducing inert gas and gas
process pressure vessels, each welded meets § 154.702; or freeing the piping in the machinery
joint must meet Part 54 of this chapter, (2) Be an Independent tank type C space.
except that any backing rings must be having a Po greater than the vapor pres- (c) A gas fired main propulsion boiler
removed unless specially approved by the sure of the cargo at 45° C (113’ F). or combustion engine must have a fuel
Commandant (G—MMT). (b) The vessel must have a separate oil fired pilot to maintain fuel flow If gas
(e) For each welded joint in a mem- refrigeration system for each refriger- fuel supply Is cut off.

brane tank , th’e quality assurance mess- ated incompatible cargo. § 15-1.706 Cargo boil-off as fuel: Fu ,’l
urea, weld procedure qualification, design § 154.702 Refrigerated carriage. lines.
details, materials, construction, inspec-
tion, and production testing of compo- (a) Each refrigerated system must— (a) Gas fuel lines ‘nust not pass

nests must meet the standards developed ( 1) Have enough capacity to maintain through accommodation service, or con-
during the prototype testing program the cargo pressure below Po under am~- trol spaces. A gas line passing through
that are specially approved by the Com- bient design temperatures of 45° C (113° other spaces must met one of the fol-

mandant M’fl F) ~~ll air and 32’ C (89.6° F) still water lowing:
(f) For semi-membrane tanks, each with the largest unit In the system In- ( 1) The f uel line must be a double-

welded joint must meet paragraph (c) operative; or walled piping system with the annular
or (e) of this section. (2) Have a standby unit with a capac- space containing an inert gas at a pres-

ity at least equal to the capacity of the sure greater than the fuel pressure. VIs-
§ 154.655 Sires, re lief for independent largest refrigeration unit operating ~ 

ual and audible alarms must be Installçd
tanks type C. the system. at the machinery control station to indi-

For a design temperature colder than (b) For the purpose of this section, a cate loss of inert gas pressure.
—10’ C (14° F) , an independent tank “refrigeration unit” includes a compres- (2 The fuel line must be installed in
type C of — sor and its motors and controls, a mechanically exhaust ventilated pipe
(a) Carbon and carbon-manganese (c) Each refrigeration system must— or duct, having a rate of air change of at

steel must be stress relieved by ~~~ €~ - 
( 1) Have a heat exchanger with an cx- least 30 changes per hour. The pressure

weld heat treatment under § 54.25—7 of cess capacity of 25 percent; or in the space between the inner pipe and
this chapter or mechanical stress relief (2) A standby heat exchanger, outer pipe or duct must be maintained
under Subpart 54.30; or (d) Where cooling water Is used In a at less than atmospheric pressure, if the
(b) Materials other than carbon and refrigeration system— required air flow is not established or

carbon manganese steel must be stress (1) The cooling water pwnp or pumps maintained, the gas fuel supply must be
relieved using a procedure specially must be used exclusively for the system ; automatically shut off. Continuous gas
approved by the Commandant (0— (2) Each pwnp must have suctic” detection must be installed in the yen-
MM’r) lines from seachests on the port and tilated space to detect leaks and to auto-

starboard sides of the vessel ; and matically shut off the gas fuel supply to§ 154.660 Pipe welding. (3) The vessel must have a standby meet § 154.708(c). The ventilation sys-
(a) Pipe welding must meet Part 57 of pump, which may be a pump that Is used tern must meet the requirements of

this chapter. for other , non-essential purposes. § 154.1205.
(b) Butt welds of pipes made from (C) Each refrigeration system must (b) Each double wall pipe or vent duct

carbon, carbon manganese, or low alloy use ref rigerants that are compatible with must terminate In the ventilation hood
steels must be post-weld heat treated and the cargo and , for cascade units, with
must meet § 56.50—105 and Subpart 56.85 each other . or casing required under § 154.707(a) .
of this chapter, ( f )  Each refrigeration system must ContinuoUS gas detection must be in-

(c) In addition tosiormal controls be . have automatic and manual cargo tern- stalled in the hood or casing to indicate
fore and during the welding and to the perature controls. leaks and to shut off the gas fuel supply
vIsual Inspecuon of the finished welds, (g) The pressure of the heat transfer to meet paragraph (a) (2) of this section.the following tests are required as neces- fluid in each cooling coIl in a tank must § 154.707 Cargo boil.off as fuel : Vent i-sary for proving that the welding has
been carried out correctly : be greater than the pressure of the cargo . lat ion.

(1) A piping system with a service § 154.703 Methane (LNG). (a) A ventilation hood pr casIng musttemperature lower than —10’ C (14’ F) Unless a tank carrying methane be installed in areas occupied by flanges.and a wall thickness greater than 10 mm
(.394 In ) or with an inside diam eter (LNG) can withstand the pressure build valves , and piping at the fuel burner to
greater than 100 mm (4 In.) must have up due to boil-off for 21 days , the pres- cause air to sweep across them and be
100 percent radiographic testing for butt sure in the tank must be maintained be- exhausted at the top of the hood or cas-
welded jo ints. low P. for at least 21 days by— tug.
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(b) The hood or casing must be me- (6) Vent to a vent mast under 0 154.- exceeding 0.25 kp/cnt’ ( 3.55 psig) and
chan.tcally exhaust ventilated and meet 805, except a relief valve may vent to a to withstand the maxImum external

~1

0 154.1205. common tank relief valve header if the pressure differential that t~an be attained
(c) If the air flow in the ventilated back pressure is taken into account in at maximum discharge rates with no

hood or casing falls below the rate ape— determining the required capacity In vapor return to the cargo tanks, by op-
d aIly approved by the Commandant (0— 0 154.806; eratton of a cargo refrigeration system,
MMT) , the gas fuel sup’ply must be shut (7) Not vent to a common header or or by drawing off vapors for use in ac-
off. common vent mast if the relief valves cordance with 0 154.703(c) , are not re-

are connected to tanks carrying cherni- quired to have vacuum protection.§ 154.708 Cargo boil-off as fuel: Valves , cally iincoinpatible cargoes ; and
(a) (las fuel lines to the gas consum- (8) Not have any stop valves or other § 15-1.803 Vent masts.

ing equipment must have two fail-closed means of isolating the tank from its te- Relief vents or common vent headers
automatic valves In series. A third valve, lief valve unless— from relief valves must discharge to a
designed to fall-open, must vent that (i) The stop valves are interlocked or vent mast that—
portion of pipe between the two series arranged so that only one pressure relief (a) Discharges vertically upward;
valves to the open atmosphere. valve is out of service at any one time; (b ) Ha$ a rain cap or other means of

(b) These valves must be arranged so (ii ) The interlock arrangement auto- preventing the entrance of rain or
tha t loss of boiler forced draft , fla me matlcally shows the relief valve that is snow;
failure , or abnormal gas fuel supply out of service; and (c) Has a screen or bars not more
pressure automatically causes the two (iii) The remaining valves have the re- than 25 mm (1 in.) apart;
series valves to close and the vent valve Ileving capacity required under 0 154.- (d) Extends at least to a height of

• to open. The function of one of the series 806, or all valves on the tank are the B/3 or 6 m (19.7 It. ) , whichever is
valves and the vent valve may be per- same size and a spare is carried, or a grea ter , above the weather deck and 6
formed by a single three-way valve, spare is carried for each valve on a m (19.7 ft.) above the working level;

(c) A master gas fuel valve must be tank, (e) On a tank, does not exhaust
outside the machinery space, but be op- within a radius of B or 25 m (82 ft. ) ,
erable from inside the machinery space § 151.802 Alte rn ate pressure relief 54’t whichever is less, from any forced or nat-
and at the valve. The valve must auto- t ings. ural ventilation intake or other open-
matically close if leaka ge of gas or loss Tanks specially approved for more tug to an accommodation , service, con-
of ventilation is detected . than one relief valve setting must have trol station, or other gas-safe space ;

one of the following valve arrangements : ( f )  On a containment system, except
5 154.709 Cargo boil-off as fuel : Ca, (a) Valves that— a tank, doss not exhaust within a radiusdetection equipment. (1) Are set and sealed under 1 154.- of 10 m (32.8 ft. ) or less from any forced

(a) The continuous gas detection sys- 801(c) ; or natural ventilation intake or other
tern required under § 154.706 (a) (2 ) and (2) Have the capacity required under opening to an accommodation , service.
(b) must,— 0 154.806; and control sta tion, or other gas-safe space;

(1)  Meet 0 154.1350 of this part ; and (3) Are Interlocked so that all relief (g) Has drains to remove any liquid
(2) Rave a device that activates an valves cannot be isolated from the tank that may accumulate; and

audible and visual alarm at the macbin- at any time. (h) That prevents accumulations of
cry control station and in the wheel- (b) Valves that have spacer pieces or liquid at the relief valves.
house If the concentration reaches 1.5 springs that-—
percent by volume of methane and closes ( 1) Change the set pressure without § 154.806 Ca pacity of pre ..sure re lieF
the master gas fuel valve requi red un- pressure testing to verify the new set- vahes .

der 0 154.708(c) if the concentration ting; and Pressure relief valves for each tank
reaches 3 percent by volume. (2) Can be installed without breaking must have a combined relief capacity,

(b) The number and arrangement of the sealing wire required under 0 154. - considering back pressure from vent
gas sampling points must be specially 801(c) (3 ) . pIping, headers, and masts, to discharge
approved by the Commandant (0- § 154.804 Vacuum protection , the greater of the following with not

more than a 20 percent rise In car go
(a) Each cargo tank must have— tank pressure above the MARVS:CARGO VENT SYsTEMS (1) A pressure switch that operates (a) The maximum capacity of an in-

§ 154.801 Pressure relief systems. an audible and visual alarm in the stalled tank inerting system.
wheelhouse and cargo control statloft (b) Quantity of vapors generated from(a) Each tank that has a volume of at or below 80 percent of the maximum fire exposure that Is calculated under20 m’ (706 ft.’) or less must have at least external design pressure differential of * 54.15—25 of this chapter.one pressure relief valve , the cargo tanks and a second, Independ-(b) Each tank that has a volume of ent pressure switch that automatically ATMOSPHE RT C CO~tTlloL IN CARGO

greater than 20 m’ (706 ft.’) must have shuts off all auction of car go liquid or CONTAINMENT SYsTEMS
at least two pressure relief valves of vapor from the cargo tank and secures § 134.901 Atmospheric control withinequal relieving capacity. any refrigeration of that tank at or cargo tanks and cargo piping systems.

(C) Each pressure relief valve must-— below the maximum external designed (a) Each vessel must have a piping(1) Meet 46 CPR 162.018 or, If the pressure differential ; or system for gas freeing and purging ofMARVS Is 0.7 kp/cm’ (10 psig) or 58. (2) A vacuum relief valve that— each tank and all cargo piping.46 CFR 162.017 . and have at least the (i) Has a gas flow capacity at least (b) The piping system must mini-capacit y required under 0 154.806; equal to the maximum cargo discharge mize the pocketing of gas or air remain-(2) Not be set for a higher pressure rate per tank ; ing after purging.than the MARVS; (ii ) Is set to open at or below the(3> Have a fitting for sealing wire maximum external designed pressure (C) For tanks certificated to carry
that prevents the set relieving pressure differential’ flammable gases, the pipIng system
from being changed without breaking (Ui ) Admits inert gas, car go vapor must allow purging the tank of flam-
the sealing 

~~~~~~~~ from a source other than a cargo vapor mable vapors before sir is introduced(4) Be Insulated from the tank If the header, or air except as prohibit ed under and purging the tank of air before thetemperature of the cargo carried Is below $ 154,1710. is filled with cargo.0 C ~fl’ (b) Each vacuum protection system(5) Be fitted on the tank to remain in must have a means to test its operation. (d) Each cargo tank must have—
the vapor phase under conditions of 18° (c) Tanks designed to ~‘ithstand a (1) Gas sampling points at the top,
list and 0.015 L trim ; maximum external pressure differential middle, and bottom of the tanks; and
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(2) Gas sampling line connections (b) Have a device to continuously the requirements of subparagraph (1) of
that are valved and capped above the sample the discharge of the generator for this paragraph ; and
deck. oxygen content ; and (3) There is a lockable circuit breaker

(C) An audible Rnd visua l alarm in or lockable swlthh that disconnects the§ 154.902 Atmospher Ic control within the cargo control station set at or below power to the motor.hold and Interbarri er spaces. 5 percent oxygen by volume. (d) A supply cable for a submerged
(a) Vessels certificated to carry

flammable car go in cargo containment § 154.908 Inert gas generator : Location , cargo pump motor may be in a hold
space.

systems with full secondary barriers (a) Except as allowed in paragraph (e) A hold space that has a tank that
must have an Inert gas system or on- (b) of this section, an inert gas genera- is not required to have a secondary bar -
board storage of inert gas that provides toi~ must be located in a space that is not ncr under 0 154.459 may have—
enough inert gas to meet the require- in the cargo area and does not have direct ( 1) Through runs of cable;
meats of * 154.1848 for 30 days consump- access to any accommodation, service, or (2) Expl osion-proof lighting fixtures;
tion, control space. (3) Depth sounding devices in gas(b) Vessels certificated to carry flare- (b) An inert gas generator that does tight enclosures ;
mable cargo in cargo containment sys- not use flame burning equipment may be (4) Log devices in gas tight enclos-
tems with partial secondary barriers located In the cargo area if specially ap- ures ’ and
must-— proved by the Commandant (G—MMT) . (5) Impressed current cathodic pr o-

(1) Have an inert gas system or on- § 154.910 Inert gas piping: Location. tection system electrodes in gas tight en-
board inert gas storage that can inert closures.
the largest hold and interbarrier space; Inert gas piping must not pass through (f) A space that is separated by a gas

(2) Have a gas detection system for or terminate in an accommodation , serv- tight steel boundary from a hold space
each hold and interbarrier space; and ice, or control space. that has a tank that must have a second-

(3) Meet the reciuirements of § 154.” § 154.912 Inerted spaces : Relief devices. ary barrier under the requirements of
902(a) or § 154 .902(c)(2) . § 154.45g may have—

(C) Vessels certl$icated to carry only Inerted spaces must be fitted with re- (1) Through runs of cable;
non-flammable cargo In cargo contain- lief valves, rupture discs, or other devices (2) Explosion-proof lighting fixtures;
meat systems with secondary barriers specially approved by the Commandant (3) Depth sounding devices in gas(G-MMT).must— tight enclosures;( 1) Meet the requirements of * 154.- ELECTRICAL (4) Log devices in gastigh t enclosures ;
902(a); or

(2) Have air drying systems that re- § 154.1000 Applicability . (5) Impressed current cathodic protec-
tion system electrodes in gastight en-

duce the dewpoint of any air admitted (a) Sections 154.1005 through 154.1020 closures;
to hold or interbarr ier spaces below the., app ly to flammable cargo and ammonia (6) ExplosIon-proof motors that op-
temperature of any surface in those carriers, crate cargo system valves or ballast sys-
spaces. (b) For the purposes of 00 154.1005 tam valves ; and(d) Vessels with refri gerated lade- through 154.1020 , an ammonia carrier is (7) Explosion-proof bells for general
pendent tanks type C must have inert not gas-dangerous on the open deck. alarm systems.
gas or air drying systems that reduce
the dewpoint of any inert gas or air ad- § 154.1005 Equi pment approva l. (g) A cargo handling room may have—

( 1) Explosion-proof lighting fixtures ;
mitted to the hold spaces below the (a) All electrical equipment that Is and
temp era ture of any surface in the hold required to be intrinsically safe or cx- (2) Explosion-proof bells for general
spaces. plosion-proof under 0 154.1010 must be alarm systems .

approved or listed by an independent lab- (h) A space for car go hose storage may§ 154.903 Inert gas systems : genera l. orato ry that Is specially approved by the have—(a) Inert gas carried or generated to Commandant (G—MMT ) 
• such as Under- (1) Explosion-proof lighting fixtures;meet §0 154.901 , 154.902 , and 154.1848 writers ’ Laboratories, Inc. or Factory Mu- andmust be non-flammable and non-reactive tual Systems, for Class I Division I loca- (2) Through runs of cable.with the cargoes that the vessel Is cer- tions and the Group that is specified iii (i) A space that has cargo piping maytificated to carr y and the materials of Table 4 for the cargo carried , have—construction of the tanks, hold and In- (b) Each submerged cargo pump motor (1) ExplosIon-proof lighting fixtures;ter bar rler spaces, and insulation. imtallat lon must be specially approved and(b) The boiling point and dewpoint at by the Commandant ( G—MM T) . (2) Through runs of cable.atmospheric pressure of the Inert gas (c) All electrical equipment that must Ci ) A zone on the open deck maymust be lower than the temperature of be intrinsically safe to meet * 154.1010 have—any surface in the spaces that the gas must meet ,the definItIon In 0 110.15—100 (1) Explosion-proof equipment that Isinerts. ( I) of this chapter. necessary for the operation of the yes-(c) Storage vessels and Inert gas pip- (d) AU electrical equipment that must sd; anding must meet 0* 154.400 and 154.500 for be explosion-proof to meet * 154.1010 (2) Through runs of cable.the temperatures and pressures at which must meet * 110.15—65(e) of this chapter. (k) A space, except those named Inthe gas Is stored and used. paragraph (e) through (j ) of thIs 5cc-§ 154.1010 Electrical equ ipment in gas§ 154.904 Inert gas system: Controls, dangerous space or zone. tion , that has a direct opening to gas-

dangerous space or zone may only haveThe inert gas system must have— (a) Except as allowed in this section. the electrical equipment allowed in the(a) At least two check valves, or other electrical equipment must not be InS’ gas-dangero us space or zone.means specially approved by the Corn - stalled In a gas dangerous space or zone.
mandant (C}—MMT) • in the cargo area (b) Intrinsically safe electrical equip- § 154.1015 Lighting in gas-dangerous
to prevent the back flow of cargo vapor ment and wiring may be In a gas danger- space.
into the inert gas system; ous space or zone. (a) Each gas-dangerous space that has(b) Automatic and manual inert gas (C) A submerged cargo pump motor lighting fixtures must have at least two
pressure controls ; and may be In any tank if— branch circuits for lighting.

(C) Valves to Isolate each Inerted (1) Low liquid level, motor current , or (b) Each switch and each overcurren t
space, pump discharge pressure automatically protective device for any lighting circuit

shuts down power to the pump motor if that Is in a gas-dangerous space must§ 154.906 Inert gas generatora. the pump loses suction; open each conductor of the circuit simul-
The inert gas generator must,— (2) There is an audible and visual t8fleously.(a) Produ ,.e an Inert gas containing alarm at the cargo control station that (c) Each switch and each overcurrent

less than 5 percent oxygen; actuates If the motor shuts down under protective device for lighting in a gas-
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43848 PROPOSED RULES

dangerous space must be in a gas safe (b) Each water spray main that pro- Cc) Each dry chemical system must
space. tects more than one area listed in * 154.- have at least one self-contained dry

1110 must have at least one Isolation chem ical storage unit and Independent§ 154.1020 Emergency power. valve at each branch connection and at inert gas pressurizing source for each
The emergency generator must be de- least one isolation valve downstream of bow and stern loading and dischargesigned to allow operation at the final each branch connection , area.

angle of heel under 0 154.230(a) . (c) Each valved cross-connection (d) Each hose line and monitor of
PIREFIGHTING from the water spray system to the fire each dry chemical system that Is at-

main must be outside of the cargo ar ea. tached to a single storage unit must§ 154.1100 Firefig hting: General. (d) Each distribution piping system operate sequentially for 45 seconds each
Each vessel must meet Parts 32 and 34 must be made of fire resistant and cor- and simultaneously for 45 seconds,

of this chapter. ros ion resistant materials , such as gal- § 154.J1SO Distribut ion of dry chemicaLvanized steel or galvanized iron pipe.PXRE FIG RTI NG SYSTEM: EXTERIOR WATER Ce) Each water spray system must (a) All of the above deck cargo area
SPRAY have drains, strainers, and dirt traps. and all cargo piping outsid e th it cargo

area must be ~rotected by—§ 154.1105 Exterior water spray system: § 154.1130 Sections. (1) At least two dry chemical handGeneral. (a) If a water spray system Is divided h~se lines that have separat e dry chemi-Eac h flammable liquefied gas carrier into sections, each section must at least cal supplies; orand each toxic liquefied gas carrier must include all of the area of an athwart ship (2) At least one dry chemical handhave an exterior water spra y system that tank grouping , hose line and one dry chemical monitormeets II 154.1110 through 154.1135. (b) If a water spray system Is divided that have separate dry chemical supplies.
§ 154.1110 Areas protected by system. Into sections, the control valves must be (b) At least one dry chemica l stora ge

Each water spray system must protect at a single manifold that is aft of the unit and hand hose line or monitor
cargo area , must be at the aft er end of the cargothe following : area and all other ~gas dangerous areas(a) All parts of each tank that are not § 15 1.1135 Pump s except stern loading areas.covered by the vessel’s hull structure or (a) Water to the water spray system (C) Each part of the carg o area musta steel cover , including the dome, must be supplied by— be prot ected by at least one dry chemi-(b) Each on-deck stora ge vessel for (1) A pump that Is only for use on cal hand hose line that Is aft of th at‘flammable or toxic liquefied gases. the system ; par t or at least one dry chemical monitorC c) Each cargo discharge and loading (2) A fire pump; or that Is aft of that part.manifold. (3) Another pump specially approved (d) Each cargo loading and dischargeCd) Each quick closing valve-reciulred by the Commandant (G—MMT) . manifold must be protected by at leastb~ II 154.530, 154.532, and 154.538, and (b) Operation of a water spray system one dry chemical monitor.

other control valves, must not interfere with simultaneous op- (e) Each bow loading area and eachCe) Each boundary facing the cargo eraflon of the fire main system at its re- stern loading area must also be protectedarea of each superstructure that contains quired capacity, by at least one han d hose line.accommodation, service, or control (c) Except as allowed under para- § 154.1155 Hand hosc line coserage .spaces. graph Cd) of this section , each pump for(f) Each boundary facing the cargo each water spray system must have the P01’ the Purposes of § 154.1150, thearea of each deckhouse that contains ac- capacity to simultaneously supply ~~ coverage for an area protected by eachcommodation, service, or control spaces, areas named in § 154.1110. hand hose line is equal to its length , cx-(g) Each boundary of each deckhouse Cd ) If the water spray system is divided cept the coverage for the protection of
that is within the cargo area and that Is Into sections, the pump must have the areas that are Inaccessible to personnelmanned during navigation of the yessel capacity to simultaneously supply— Is equal to one-.halI the projection of theor during cargo transfer operations, ~~~ All the areas in 0 154.1110(c) hose at Its rated discharge, or 10 mcept the deckhouse roof If it is 2.4 m through (g) ; and (33 ft. ) , whichever is less.
(8 ft.) or higher above the main deck. (2) The largest section that includes § 154.1160 Monitor coverage of s~ stem.
§ 154.1115 Dischar ge. any area listed In 5 154.1110(a) and (b) . P0r the purposes of § 154.1150, the(a) Each water spray system must FIREFIGHTING SYSTEM: Day CHEMICAL allowed coverage of each dry chemical
discharge at least— § 154.1140 Dry chemical system: Gen- system monitor must not exceed—

Cl) 10 1/m’/mln. (.25 gpm/ft.’) over (a) 10 m (32.8 ft.) at 10 kg/sec (22 lb/
each horizontal surface; and see) ;
(2) 4 1/m’/m in. (.10 gpm/ft’) against (a) Each liquefied flammable gas car- (b) 30 m (984 ft.) at 25 kg/sec (55 lb/

each vertical surface, including water rier must have a dry chemical firefight- see) ;
rundown If the vertical distance from ing system that meets *5 154.1145 Cc) 40 m (131.2 ft.) at 45 kg/sec (9911b
the nozzles to the protected area does not through 154.1170 and Part 56 and * 162.- see) ;
exceed 3.7 in (12 ft.) . 039 of this chapter. (d) A.n interpolation between 10 in
(b) The area of water spray coverage (b) The plans for the dry chemical (32.8 ft. ) at 10 kg/sec (22 lb/see) and

required under 0 154.1110(c) and (d) for supply and distribution systems, includ- 30 m (98.4 ft. ) at 25 kg/sec (55 lb/see) ;
fittings and valves must be an area in a ing all controls, must be submitted under Ce) An Interpolation between 30 m
horizontal plane extending at least .5 Subpart 50.20 of this chapter. (98.4 ft.) at 25 kg/sec (55 lb/see) and
m (19 In. ) in each direction from the § 154.1145 Dry chcmical supp ly. 40m (131.2 ft.) at 45 kg/sec (99 lb/see) ;

orpipes, fittings, and valves, or the area of (a) A vessel with a cargo carrying (f) An extrapolation of 40 m (131.2the drip tray, whichever Is greater. capacity less than 1000 in’ (35,300 ft.’) ft.) at 45 kg/sec (99 lb/sec).§ 154.1120 Nozzles, must have at least one self-contained
Noezles for the water spray system dry chemical unit for the cargo area with § 154.1165 Controls.

must be spaced to discharge the mini- independent Inert gas’pressurlng sources (a) Each dry chemical hand hose line
mum densIty required under 1 154.1115 adjacent to the unit, must be one that can be actuated at Its
over each part of the protected area. (b) A vessel with a cargo carrying Ca- hose reel.

pacity of 1000 in’ (35,300 f t.’) or more (b) ~lach dry c emical monitor must§ 154.1125 Pipes, fittings , and valves, must have at least two self-contained
(a) Each pipe, fitting, and valve for dry chemical storage units for the cargo be one that can be—

each water spray system must meet Part area with independent Inert gas py~~. (1) ActUated and controlled at the
56 of thIs chapter. surlzing sources adjacent to each unit. monitor ; and
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(2) Actuated and controlled at a (c) Each ventilation system for any vent the tank’s vapor space, such as a
location away from the monitor and the cargo handling space must change all fixed tube, slip tube, or rotary tube,
protected area, except a monitor that the air in that space and its ad.Jolning § 154.1305 Liquid level gauges: Stand.is pre-almed at the manifold does not trunks at least 30 tImes each hour.
have to be controlled at a location away Cd) Each ventilation system for gas-
from the monitor and the protected area. safe car go control station must be one (a) Each tank must have at least one

(c) Each dry chemical storage unit that can chan ge all the air in that space liquid level gauge that operates—
that has more than one hand hose line, at least eight times each hour. (1) At pressures that are equal to or
monitor, or combination of hand hose (e) A ventilation system must not re- greater than the MARV8 of that tank;
line and monitor must have independent cycle vapor from ventilation discharges, and
piping with a stop valve for each hand (f) Each ventilation system must have (2) At temperatures that are with’n
hose line or monitor, where it connects operation controls outside the ventilated the cargo handling temperature range
to the storage container. space. for all cargoes carried.

(d) Each stop valve for a hose reel (g) No ventilation duct for a gas- (b> Each tank must have at least two
or monitor must have a remote control dangerous space may pass through any liquid level gauges, unless the tank has
at the hose reel or monitor , machinery, accommodation , service , or one liquid level gauge that can be re-

Ce) Damage to any dry chemical sys- control space, except as allowed under paired and maintained while the tank
tern hose reel, monitor, pipe or control 5 154.703. contains cargo.
circuit must not prevent the operation of (h) Each electric motor that drives a Cc) Each required liquid level gauge
other hose reels, monitors, or control cir- ventilation fan must be outside ducts must measure liquid levels from 100 mm
cults that are connected to the same for any space that may contain flam- (4 In.) or less of the tank bottom to 100
storage ~mit. 

mable cargo vapors. percent full.(I) Ventilation impellers and the
§ 154.1170 Han d hose line : General , housing in way of these Impellers on § 154.1310 aesed gauge shutoff s’ah-e.

Each dry chemical hand hose line flammable cargo carrier must meet one Each closed gauge that Is not mounted
must.— of the following: directly on the tank must have a shutoff
(a) Be 33 m (108 ft.) long or less; (1) The Impeller, housing, or both valve that is as close as practicable to the
Cb) Be operable whether or not it is must be made of non-metallic material tank.

unwound from a hose reel or removed that does not generate static electricIty.
from a hose cabinet; (2) The impeller and housing must be § 154.1315 Bestricted gauge excess flow

valve.
Cc) Be without kinks; made of non-ferrous material.
Cd) Have a nozzle with a valve to start (3) The impeller and housing must be Each restricted gauge that penetrates

and stop the flow of chemical; made ~f austenitic stainless steel, a tank must have an excess flow valve,
Ce) Have a capacity of at least 3.5 (4) - he impeller and housing must be unless the gauge has no opening greater

kg/sec (7.7 lb-/see) ; and made of ferrous material and have at than 1.5 mm (.059 in.) in diameter
(f ) Be one that can be operated by one least 13mm (.512 in.) of tip clearance, through which liquid or vapor can escape.

person. CJ) No ventilation fan may have any § 154.1320 Sighting ports, tubular gaugecombination of fixed or rotating corn- glasses, and flat plate type gaugeCARGO AREA : MECHANICAL VENTILATION ponents made of an aluminum or mag- glasses.SYSTEM nesium alloy and ferro us fixed or rotat-
§ 154.1200 Mechanical ventilation s~~- Ing components. (a) Tanks may have sighting ports or a

tern : General. (k) Each ventilation Intake and ex- secondary means of liquid level ganging
haust must have a protective metal in addition to the gauges re*~uIred under(a) Each cargo compressor room, pump screen of not more than 13mm (.512 in.) 0 154.1305 if —room, gas dangerous carlo control sta-

tion, and space that contains cargo han- square mesh. (1) The tank has a MAR VS that is less
du ng equipment must have a fixed , cx- § 154.1210 Hold space, void space, rof 

than 0.7 kp/cm’ (10 psig);
haust type, mechanical ventilation sys- ferdam , and space that conta ins car go (2) The port has a protective cover and
tern, piping, an Internal scale; and

(b) The following spaces must have a (a) Each hold space, void space, coffer- (3) The port is above the liquid level.
supply type mechanical ventilation sys- d~m, and space that contains cargo pip- (b) Tubular gauge glasses must not betem : i’cg must have— used as liquid level gauges for tanks.(1) Each space that contains electric (1) A fixed mechanical ventilation Cc) The plate type gauge glasses mustmotors for cargo handling equipment, system; or not be used as liquid level gauges for(2) Each gas-safe cargo control sta (2) A fixed ducting system that has ation. portable blower that meets * 154.1205 Ci) 

tanks, except deck tanks If the glasses
(3) Each gas-safe space in the cargo and ~~ have excess flow valves.

area. (b) A portable blower In any personnel § 154.1325 Uquld level alarm: AU tanks,(4) Each space that contains Inert gas access opening must not re(luce the areagenerators, except main machinery of that opening so that the opening dom Eacept as allowed under * 154.1330.spaces, not meet 5 154.308. each cargo tank must have a high liquid
5 154.1205 MechanIcal ventilation. sys- INSTRUMENTATION level alarm that—

tern : Standards. (a) Is Independent of the liquid level
Ca) Each exhaust type mechanical § 154.1300 LiquId level gauges : General, gauge required under * 154.1306;ventilation system required under * 151.- (a) If Table 4 lists a closed gauge for a (b) Actuates an audible and visual1200(a) must have ducts for vapors from cargo, the liquid level gauges required by

the followIng, 0 154.1305 must be closed gauges that do alarm at the cargo control station before
( I )  The deck level, not have any opening through which the liquid level In the tank reaches the
(2) Bilges, cargo liquid or vapor could escape, such maximum filling limit allowed under(3) If the vapors are lighter than air, as an ultrasonic device, float type device~ I 154.1844; andthe top of each space that personnel electronic or magnetic probe, or bubble Cc) Actuates the quick closing valvesenter during cargo handling operations, tube indicator.(b) The discharge end cC each duct (b) If Table 4 lists a restricted gauge required under 11154.530, 154.532, and

must be at least lOin (32.6 ft) from von- for a cargo, the liquid level gauges re- 154.538 before th. tank becomes liquid
tflatlon intakes and openings to accom- quired by 5 154.1305 must be closed full and without causing the pressure th
modation, service, control station, and gauges that Meet paragraph (a) ~g ~~i. the loading lines to exceed the designother gas-safe spaces. section or restricted gauges that do not pressure.
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43850 PIOPOSED ILILES

5 154.1330 Liquid level elarn_s: ~~de- (4) Each device must actuate an audi- set or below the threshold limit value
pendant sank type C, ble and visual alarm at the cargo con- listed In 29 CFR Part 1910 for the cargo

Independent tang type c -~~~~~ 
-: trol station before the temperature of carried.

the steel of the adiacent hull stzi.icture 
~ 154.1350 ~~ammabie gas detectionhave the high liquid level alarm required goes below the lowest temperature al- systemunder 0 154.1325 if lowed for the steel under * 154.172.(a) The tank volume Is lees than 200 Cd) Each tank that carries cargo at (a) The vessel must have a fixed flam-m’ (17.080 ft.’); or temperatures colder than —55 C (—87’ F) mable gas detection system that has sam-(b) The tank can withstand the max- must have the number and arrangement pling points In—imum possible pressures during loading, of the devices that show the temperature C l )  Each cargo pump room;that pressure Is below the relief valve of the tank during cool down procedures (2) Each cargo compressor room ;setting, and overflow of the tank cannot s eciaiiy approved by the Commandant (3) Each motor room for cargo han-occur. (G—MMT ). du ng machinery;

§ 154.1335 Pressure and vacuum gauge. (e) One tank on the first vessel of a C4) Each cargo control station that is
(a ) The vapor space of each tank must class of vessels must have In addition to not gas-safe;

the devices required by paragraph d) of (5) Each hold space, Interbarrierhave a pressure gauge and, if vacuum this section, devices that show the tern- apace, and other enclosed space In theprotection Is required under * 154.804, a perature of the boundary for verification cargo area if the vessel has tanks othervacuum gauge that— of the cool down procedure. than independent tanks Type C; and

I

(1) Can be read at the tank; and (6) Each space between the doors of(2) Have the remote readouts at the § 154.1345 Gas detection, an air lock required under 0 154.345.cargo control station. (a) For a vessel that carries a cargo (b) The sampling points required Un-(b) The vessel must have at least one that has an “I” or “I and T” In Table 4, der paragraph (a) of this section musthigh pressure alarm that~— the vessel must have— meet 0 154.1345(b) (2)  (Iii) through (vi).( 1) Actuates before the pressure in any (1) A fixed flammable gas detection Cc) Gas sampling lines for the flam-tank exceeds the maximum pressure spe.. system that meets 0 154.1350; and mable gas detection system must notcially approved by the Commandant (2) Two portable gas detectors that pass through any gas safe spaces, cx-(Q—Wfj’) ; and can each measure 0 tO 100 percent of the cept gas safe cargo control rooms.(2.’ Actuates an audible and visual lower flammable limit of the Cargo car- Cd) Each flammable gas detection sys-ft~arm in the wheelhouse and at the cargo n ed. tern must have audible and visual alarmscon trol station. Cb) For a vessel that carries a cargo that are actuated before or when theCc) U vacuum protection Is required that t~~ a “T” or “I and ‘1’” In Table 4, cargo is at a concentration that is equiv-under 1 154.804 , each vessel must have at the vessel must have- alent to 30 percent of the lower flani-least one low pressure alarm that— (1 Two portable gas detectors that mable limit in air of the cargo carried.(1) Actuates before the pressure lii show If the concentrati on of cargo is (e) The visual alarm required by pare-any tank falls below the minimum pros- above or below the threshold limit value graph (d) of this section that is at asure specially approved by- the Corn- listed In 29 CFR Part 1910 lbr that cargo; gas detector readout location must visu-mandant (O.-MMT) ; and and ally identify the space in which there is
(2) Actuates an audible and VisUal (2 )  Fixed gas sampling tubes in each an alarm condition.alarm In the wheelhouse and the cargo hold space and interbarrler space as fol- (f) Each fianunable gas detection sys-Control station, lows: tern must have an audible and a visual(d) At least one pressure gauge must CI) The number of tubes must be ape- alarm for power failure and loss of gasbe fitted on each.— ciafly approved b~ the Commandant (G- sampling flow.(1) Enclosed hold ; ~~fT). (g) Audible and visual alarms required(2) Enclosed Interbarrier space; UI) Each tube must be valved and under paragraphs Cd) and C!) of this(3) Cargo pump discharge line; caped above the main deck unless it is section mu st be—(4) LIquid cargo manifold; and connected to a fixed toxic gas detector. (1) In each wheelhouse;(5) Vapor cargo manifold, (iii) If the vessel carries cargo that is (2) In each cargo control station; and(e) There must be a local manifold heavier than the atmosphere of the (3) At each gas detection readout

presssure gauge between each manifold space, each tube must have its open and location.
stop valve and each hose connection to in the lower part of the apace. Ch) Each fianunable gas detection sys-
the shot.. (lv) If the vessel carries cargo that Is tern must monitor each sampling point

lighter than the atmosphere of the space, at 30 mInute or shorter Intervals.5 154.1344) Temperature measuring de- each tube must have its open end in the (i) All electrical equipment for eachvices, upper part of the space, flammable gas detection system that is(a) Each tank must have at least two Cr) If the vessel carries cargo that Is in a gas dangerous space or area mustdevices that measure the temperature— heavier than the atmosphere of the space meet 11154.1000 through 154.1015.C l ) At the bottom of the tank; ~s~d and cargo that Is lighter than the at- (j) Each flammable gas detection sys-(2) Near the top of the tank and below mosphere of the space, each space must tern must have enough flame arrestorsthe maximum liquid level allowed under have tubes with their open ends In the to protect aU gas sampling lines.0 154.1844. lower part of the space and tubes with (k) Each flammable gas detection sys-(b) Each device required by paragraph their open ends in the upper part of the tern must have a filter that removes par-(a) must have a read-out at the cargo space. ticulate matter In each gas samplingcontrol station. Cvi) If the vessel carries cargo that line.( C ) Except Independent tanks type C, can be both heavier and lighter than (1) Each filter required by paragrapheach cargo containment system that car.’. the atmosphere of the space, each space (k) of this section must be where It isrles cargo at temperatures colder than must have tubes with their open ends in removable during vessel operation unless-55’ C (—67 ’ F> must have temperature the lower part of the space and tubes it can be freed by back pressure.measuring devices as follows : with their open ends in the upper i*tt (m) Each flammable gas detection(1) the number and location of the of the space, system in a gas-safe cargo control sta-devices must be specially approved by Cc) A vessel that carries methyl bro- tion or wheelhouse must—the Commandant (~~~~ d’1’). mide or sulphur dioxide must have a (1) Have a shut-off valve in each(2) The devices must be within the fixed gas detection e3rstem that meetS sampling line from an enclosed space.Lank’s Insulation or on the adjacent hUll 0 154.1350, except paragraph Ci) , and be
structure. in a gas sale cargo control station, such as a hold or interbarnier space; and

(3)  Each device must show the tern- Cd) Each alarm required by * 154.- (2)  Exhaust gas to a safe location in
perature continuously or at regular in- 1350(d) on a vessel that carries methyl the open atmosphere and away from all
tervals of one hour or less. 

- 
bromide and sulphur dioxide must be Ignition sources.
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(n~ Each flammable gas detection sys- in a Lank must be mar ked with the lowest (2) Nine spare bottles of air for the
‘tern must not have common sampling temperature specified for the tank ‘on the sell-contaIned air-breathing apparatus
lines, except samplIng lines may be maul- vessel’s certificate. on board.
folded at the gas detector location If 

~~~ ET’y EQ~~PMJN T (3) Three steel-cored lIfe]ines.
each line has an automatic valve that (4) Three three-cell, explosive proof
prevents cross-communication between § 154.1400 Safety equipment : All sea- flashlights with the Underwriters’ Lab-
sampling points . sels, oratories, Inc., label for the Group

(0) [Reservedl (a) A vessel of less than 25,000 m’ listed in Table 4 for the cargoes carried.
(p) Each flammable gas detection sys- cargo capacity must have the following (5) Three helmets that meet the

tern must have at least one connection personnel safety equipment: specifications of ANSI Safety Require-
for Inj ecting zero gas and span gas (1) SIx sell-contained air-breathing ments for Industrial Head Protection,, Z-
into the system for testing and calibra - apparatus each having a capacity of at 89.1 (1969) .
tion. least 1200 liters (42.36 it’). (6) Three sets of boots and gloves that

(qi Each flammable gas detection sys- (2) Nine spare bottles of air for the are made of other electrically non-con -
tern must have span gas for testing and sell-contained air-breathing apparatus ductive material.
calibration that is a known concentra- on board. (7) Three sets of goggles that meet
tion of the cargo carried or the span gas (3) Six steel-cored Ufelines. the specifications of ANSI Practice for
recommended by the manufacturer of (4) Six three-cell, explosive proof Occupational anti Educational Eye and
the flammable gas analyzer. flashlights with the Underwriters’ Labo- Face Protection, Z-87.1 (1968).

(r) The calibration test procedure and re,tories, Inc., label for Class I DivIsion (8) Three chemical protective out-
recommendation for type and concen- I and the Group listed in Table 4 for flt&
tration of span gas of the manufacturer the cargoes carned. § 154.1405 Respiratory protection . -

‘
of the flammable gas analyzer for each (8) Three fire axes.
flammable gas detection system must be (6) Six helmets that meet the specifi- When Table 4 references this section.
posted on or In the gas analyzer cabinet. cations of ANSI Safety Requirements for a vessel carrying the referenced cargo

(5) Each flammable gas detection sys- Industrial Head Protection, ~~~~~~~ must have—
tern must have a flow meter in each gas (1969). (a) Respiratory protection equipment Isampling line. (7) Six sets of boots and gloves that for the cargoes carried for every person

(t) Each flammable gas detection sys- are made of rubber or other electrically Ofl board; and
tern must measure concentrations of 0 to non-conductive material. (b) Two additional sets of respiratory
100 percent of the lower flammable limit (8) SIx sets of goggles that meet the pro tection equipment for the cargoes
of the cargo carried, specifications of~ANSI Practice for Oc- stowed In the wheelhouse

— (U)  In each hold and each Interbarrier cupational and Educational Eye and § 154.1410 Dcconta niin*tj on shower.space that contains tanks other than In- Pace Protection. Z—87.1 (1968),
dependent tanks Type A, B, or C, the (9) ‘rh~~ outfits that protect the skin When Table 4 references this section,
flammable gas detection system must from scalding steam and the heat of fire , a vessel carrying the referenced cargo
measure concentrations of 0 to 100 per- and that have a water resistant outer must have a decontamination shower and

(1) An analyzer other than the one (10) ~~~ echemical protecUve ou~~~ (a) On the weathenieck; and
cent by volume of the cargo carried by— surface, an eye wash that are—

required under paragraph Ct) of this (b) A vessel of 25,000 m’ cargo capac- (b) Marked EMERGENCY SHOWER
section ; or ity or more must have the following In letters—
(2) The analyzer required by para- personnel safety equipment: (1) 7.6cm (3 in.) high; and

graph Ct) of this section with a scale (1) Eight sell-contained air-breathing (2) 5.1 cm (2 in.) wide.
switch that automatically returns the apparatus tha t each have a capacity ~ § 154.1415 Air compressor.analyzer to 0 to 100 percent of the lower at least 1200 liters (42.36 It’).
flammable limit scale when released. (2) Nine spare bottles of sir for the A vessel must have an air compressor
§ 154.1360 Oxygen ana lyzer . self-contained air-breathing apparatus to recharge the bottles for breathing ap-

~~ board. paratus.
The vessel must have a portable (3) EIght steel-cored lit d ines. § 154.1420 Stretchers and equipment.analyzer that measures oxygen levels of ~~ Eight three-cell, explosive proof

10 to 20 percent by volume In an inert ~~ hI1ghts with the Underwriters’ Labo- A vessel must have—
atmosphere. ratories, Inc., label for the Group listed (a) Two stretchers or wire baskets:
§ 154.1363 Audible and sisual alarms, in Table 4 for the cargoes carried, anti

(5) Five fire axes. (b) Equipment for lifting an Injured(a) Each audible alarm must ‘be one (6) Eight helmets that meet the person from a cargo tank, hold, or voidthat can be turned off after sounding an specifications of ANSI Safety Require- space.
alarm. rnents for Industrial Head Protection, § 154.142 5 Oxygen resuscitation.(b) Each visual alarm must be one 

~~~ 891 (1969), Ithat only can be turned off after the (7) - Eight sets of boots and gloves that A vessel must have an oxygen resusct-
fault that actuated it is cleared, are made of rubber or other electrically tator.

Cc) Each visual alarm must be marked non-conductive materiaL § 154.1430 Equipment locker.to show the type and location of each (8) Eig~~ sets of goggles that meet 
~~ One of each item listed In H 154.1400fault that can actuate.It.

Cd) Each vessel must have means for specifications of ME~I Practice for Oc- and 154.1420 must be stowed in a markedcupational and Educational Eye and Pace locker—testIng each alarm. Protection, Z—87.1 (1968) .
§ 154.1370 Pressure gauge a.,d ~u cusu m (9) Five outfits that protect the ~~~ 

(a) On the open deck In or adjacent
gauge marking, from scalding steam and the heat of to the cargo area ; or

(b) In the accommodation house near
Each pressure gauge and vacuum fire, and that have a water resistant to a door opening onto the main deck.

gauge required by * 154.1335(a) must be 
outer surface.

marked with the maximum and nhIfll-’ (10) Three chemical protective outfits. § 154.1435 Medical first aid guide.
mum pressures that are specified on the (C) When’ Table 4 references this aec- Each vessel must have a copy of the
vessel’s cer4iflcate for the cargo carried. tion, a vessel carrying the referenced ThIC() Medical First Aid Guide for Use

~~~~~ personnel protection equipment:
measuring des’iee marking. 

(1) Three self-contained air-breath- ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~
Each read-out required by * 154.1340 ~ g apparatus that each have a capacity A vessel must have the antidotes pre-

for a device that measures temperature of at least 1200 liters (42.36 It’). scribed In the IMCO Medical First Aid

§ 154.1375 Read-oat lea temperat cargo must have the following additional in Accidents Involving Dangerous GoOds. -;
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43852 PROPOSED RULES

Guide for Use In Accidents Involving (2) Have valves, flanges, fittings, and Ci) Two temperature actuated shut-
Dangerous Goods for the cargoes .being accessory equipment made of steel, down switches set to operate at 60° C
carried, stainless steel, except types 416 and 442, (140° F) or less;
§ 154.1445 lifesaving devices, or other material specially approved by (ii) A pressure actuated shutdown

the Commandant (G-.MHM) ; switch set to operate at 17.6 kp/cm’ (250
The design of the lifeboe.ts and life- (3) Have valve disk faces, and other psig) or less; and

rafts must allow for launching at the wearing parts of valves made of stain- (iii) A safety relief valve set to re-
final angle of heel from the lower side less steel containing not less than 11 per- lieve at 18.0 kp/cm’ (256 psig) or less.
of the vessel, cent chromIum; (3) A relief valve that vents to a mast

Subpart D—Special RequIrements (4) Have gaskets constructed of api- that meets § 154.805 and does not relieve
rally wound stainless steel with teflon or into the compressor suction line.

§ 154.1700 MaterIals of construction, other material specially approved by the (4) An alarm that sounds In the cargo
When Table 4 references one of the Commandant (G—MHM); control station and In the wheelhouse

following paragraphs in this section, the (5) Not have asbestos, rubber, or cast when the high pressure switch, high
materials In the referenced paragraph iron components in the cargo contain- temperature switch, or relief valve op-
must not be used In components that ment system and piping; and crates.
contact the cargo liquid or vapor: (6) Not have threaded Joints in cargo (C) A vessel carrying a methyl acety-

(a) Aluminum and aluminum bearing piping. lene-propadiene mixture must have
alloys. (b) Car go hose used for ethylene oxide cargo piping, vent piping, and refrigera-

(b) Copper and copper bearing alloys, must— tion equipment that have no connections
(C) Zinc or galvanized steel. (1) Be specially approved by the Corn- to other systems.
Cd) Magnesium. mandant (G—MMT); and § 154.1740 Vinyl el,loridc: InI,ibiti,ig(e) Mercury. (2) Be marked ~°For (Alkylene or Eth- and incrtin g,
(f) Acetylide forming materials, such ylene) Oxide Transfer Only.”

as copper, silver, and mercuJy. (c) Ethylene oxide must be main- When a vessel is carrying vinyl chlo-
tained at less than 30° C (88° F). ride, the master shall ensure that—§ 154.1705 Independent tank type C• Cd) Cargo tank relief valves for tanks (a) Vinyl chloride Is inhibited under

The following cargoes must be carried containing .ethylene oxide must be set at the requirements of I 154.1818; or
in an independent tank type C that meets 5.5 kp/cm’ (78.2 psig) or higher. (b) The requirements in * 154.1710
* 154.701 (a) (2): (e) A vessel must have a method ape- are met, and the oxygen content of inert
(a) Ethylene oxide. d aily approved by the Commandant (0-. gas is less than 0.1 percent by volume.
(b) Methyl bromide. MKM ) of j ettlsoning ethylene oxide. § 154.1745 Vinyl chlor ide : Transf erringCc) Sulphur dioxide. § 154.1730 Ethy lene oxide : Loading and operat ions.

§ 154.1710 Exclusion of air from cargo off loading. A vessel carry ing vinyl chlor ide musttank vapor spaces. (a) The master shall ensure that be- meet the requirements under * 40.15—1
When a vessel Is carrying aceta lde- fore ethylene oxide Is loaded into a of this chapter.

hyde, butad iene, ethylene oxide, or vinyl tank—
chloride, air must be— (1) The tank is thoroughly clean , dry, § 154.1750 Butadi enc or viny l chlor ide :

(a) Purged from the car go tanks and and free of rust ; and Refrigeration system.
associated pipin g before the car go Is (2) The tank vap or spaces and hold A refri gera tion system for butadiene
loaded; and spaces are inerted with an inert gas that or vinyl chlorid e must not use vapor

(b) Excluded after the car go Is loaded meets § 154.1710(b) (1). compression unless it—.
by maintaining a positive pressure of at Cb) Ethylene oxide must be off loaded (a) Avoids any stagnation points
least 0.14 kp/cm’ (2 psig) by— by a deepwell pump or Inert gas dls- where uninh Ibited liquid can aecumu-
(1) Introducing a gas that - placement , late; or
(1) is not reactive ; (C) Eth ylene oxide must not be carried (b) Has inhibited liquid from the
(ii) Is not flammable; and in deck tanks , tank added to the vapor upstream of the

condenser.(III ) Does not contain more than 0.2 § 154.1735 Meth y l acety lcnc’pro i,adiene
percent oxygen by volume ; or mixture. § 154.1755 Nitrogen.

(2) Controllin g the car go temperat ure. (a) The composition of the methyl Car go containment systems other than
§ 154.1715 Moisture control. acetylene-propad lene mixture at loading deck tan ks on vessels carr ying nitro gen

must be within the following limits : must be specially appr oved by the Corn-When a vessel Is carrying sulphur 
~~~

‘ (1) Maximum methyl acetylene and mandant (0-MMT ).oxide, the master shall ensure that- propadlene molar ratio of 3 to 1. Subp art E—Operat ions —(a) A cargo tank is dry before it ~ (2) Maximum combined concentration
loaded with sulphur dioxide; and of methyl acetylene and prop adiene of § 154,1800 Specia l operating require ’

(b) Air or Inert gas admitted Into a 65 mole percent. ~~~nt , under Part 35 of this chapter.
tank carr ying sulphur dioxide during (3) Minimum combined concentration A vessel must meet the requ irements
discharging or tank breath ing has a of propane , butane, and isobutane is 24 of Part 35 of this chapter.
moisture content equal to ce less than mole percent , of which at least one third
the moisture content of air with a dew- must be butanes and one thIrd propane. § 154.1802 CcriUlcates, letters, and en.
point of —45 C ( — 4 9°  F) at ~.tmos- (4) Maximum propylene concentra- dorsements required.
pherlo pressure. tion of 10 mole percent. (a) No person may operate a U.S. flag
§ 154.1720 Indirect refrIgeration. (5) Maximum butad lene concentra- vessel unless the vessel’s Certificate of

tion of 2 mole percent. Inspection Issued under Subchapter D
A refri geration system that Is used to of this chapter Is endorsed with the name

cool acetaldehyde, ethylene oxide, ~~ Cb ) 4 vessel carrying a methyl acet- of the car go that it Is allowed to carry.
methyl bromide, must be an indirect ~~ 

ylene-propadiene mixture must have a (b) No person may operate a foreign
frigeration system that does not use va- refrigeration system that does SlOt 1150 

~~~ vessel on the navigable waters of the Iper compression, vapor compression or a refrigeration United States unless the vessel has—system that has the follow ing features: (1) A Certificate of Fitness for Car-§ 154.1725 Ethylene oxide, Cl) Uses vapor compression so that riage of Liquefied Oases in Bulk Issued
(a) A vessel carrying ethylene oxide the temperature to which the vapor may by the country of registry and a Letter

must— be subjected Is 60 C C140 F) or less and of Compliance issued by the Comman-
(1) Have cargo piping, vent piping, the pressure Is 17.6 kp/cm’ (250 psig) or dent (0.-MHM) endorsed under this part

and refrigeration equipment that have lem. with the name of the cargo that It Is
no connections to other systems; (2) Discharge piping that baa—. allowed to carry ; or
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(2) A Letter of Compliance issued by (5) The features of the cargo contain- tation information required by * 154.1810
the Commandant (G—~~1M) endorsed meat system that affect operation and (b) (17) .
with the name of the cargo that It Is maintenance. including pressure and § 154.1814 Cargo information cards.allowed to carry, temperature ranges and relief valve

(3) The following plans and informa- setting. (a) No person may operate a vessel
tlon are carried aboard : (6) Pressures, teinperatures, and liq- unless a cargo information card for each

(I) A description and schematic plan uid levels for all operations, cargo being transported is carried either
of the arrangement for inerting cargo (7) General information derived from in the wheelhouse, in the ship’s office, or
tanks, hold spaces, and interbarrler the first loading of the vessel. in another location easily accessible to
spaces. (8) AU alarm settings. the person in charge of the watch.

(ii) A description of the tank gauging (9) A description of the components (b) When a vessel is moored at a tsr-
equipment. of the cargo system, including the fol- iflinal. the master shall ensure that a

(lii) A description and instruction lowing: set of information cards Is in the pos-
manual for the calibration of the car go Ci ) Liquid cargo system. session of the terminal’s person In charge
leak detector equipment (ii) Liquid recirculating or condensate of cargo transfer operations .
(iv) A schematic plan that shows the return system. (C) Each card must be at least 17 cm x

locations of leak detectors and sampling uii Cargo tank cool-down system. 24 cm (7 In. x 954k In.) • have printing
points. (lv) Cargo tank warm-up or vaporiza- on one side only, and must contain the

(v) A description of the systems for tion system. following Information about the cargo: Icargo temperature and pressure control (v) Gas main system. (1) Name as listed In Tabl e 4.
for methape to meet proposed II 154.701 (~1) Cargo tank or compressor relief (2) Appearance.
through 154.709. system and blocked liquid or gas relief (3) Odor.
§ 154.1804 Document po~tcd ~n whccl . system. (4 The hazards involved In handling

house. (vii) InertIng system. procedures for safe handling, Including
(viii) Boll-off gas compressor or re- any special handling Instructions.

No person may operate a vessel unless liquefaction system. (5) Procedures to follow In the event
the endoi¼ed document required under (ix) Vapor leak detection systems, of spills, leaks, equipment breakdown ,
* 1.54.1802 Is under glass In the wheel- (x) Alarm or safety Indication systems. or uncontrolled cargo release.
house. (xl) Cargo jettisoning system. (8) PrOCedures to be followed if a per-

son is exposed to the cargo.5 154.1806 Copy of th is subchapter on (xli) Gas or fuel to engine room 
~~ Firefighting procedures and media,1~ ard. system.

No person may operate a U.S. flag yes- (10) A description of cargo loading § 154.1816 Cargo location plan.
sel unless a copy of this part and a copy and discharge operations, Including si- i The master shall ensure that—multaneous handling of multlgrades of (a) A cargo location plan Is preparedof Part 35 of this chapter are on board. cargo and ballast, that gIves—§ 154.1808 Limitations in the endor se- (11) A description of cargo opera- (1) The location and number of eachment, tions during the voyage, cargo tank; and

No person may operate a vessel unless (12) A description of cargo taflk cool- (2) The name of the cargo In eachthat person complies with all limitations down and warm-up operations including tank’
In the endorsement on the vessel’s Cer- purging and gas! reelng. (b) One cargo location plan is kepttificate of inspection or Letter of Corn- (13) A description of hull and cargo with the sets of cargo information cardspliance. tank temperature monitoring systems, required under * 154.1814; and(14) A description of vapor leak detec- (c) The cargo names in the cargo loca-§ 154.1809 l oading and stability man- tlon and alarm or safety systems. tion plan do not differ from the namesuaL (15) A description of the following of the cargoes listed In Table 4.(a) No person may operate a vessel conditions and their symptoms, includ-
unless the vessel has on board a loading ing emergency measures and corrective § 154.1818 Cer ti6cate of inhibition.
and stability manual. actIons : (a) Except as provided in * 154.1740(b) The loading and stability manual (I) Cargo or ballast valve malfunction. (b) , no person may operate a vesselmust contain—. (II) Lew cargo tank gas pressure, carrying butadlene or vinyl chloride(1) Information that enables the mas- (iii) High fill level shutdown. without carrying In the wheelhouse writ-
ter to load and ballast the vessel while (iv) Gas compressor shutdown, ten certification from the shipper thatkeeping structural stresses within design (v) Bull cold spots, the product Is inhibited .limits and positive inetacentric- height; (vi) Carg o piping leaks. (b) The cert Ification required by this(2) Damage stability Information, in- (yIJ) Primary or secondary barrier section must contain the following in-cluding all loading restrictions; and failure, formation :

(3) TrIm information. (viii) Hold bounda ry structural (1) The name and concentration of
5 154.1810 Cargo manual , failure , the Inhibitor.

(ix) Fire in vent mast bead. (2) The date the inhibitor was added~(a) No person may opera te a vessel (x) Rellquef action plant failure. (3) The expected duration of the In-unless the vessel has on board a cargo (xl) Vaporizer malfunction or failure. hIbitor’s effectiveness.manual. (xii) Piping or cargo valve freeze-up. (4) Any temperature limitations qual-(b) The cargo manual must contain (16) Any other matters relating to op.. ifylng the inhibitor’s effective lifetime.the following information : eratlon of the carg o systems. (5) The action to be taken If the time(1) A description of each cargo and (17) OperatIonal means necessary to of the voyage exceeds the inhibitor’sIts handling hazard s as a liquid and as a maintain the vessel in a condition of lIfetIme.gas, including accidents involving frost-.
bite and asphyxiation, safety equipment, positIve stabi lity through all conditions § 154.1820 Shipping document.
and first aid measures. of—

(2) A description of the dangers of (I ) loading and deballasting; and No person may opera te a vessel with -
asphyxiation from the Inertlng gases ~~ unloadIng and baflasting. out carrying a shipping document in the
used on the vesseL (c) The master shall ensure that the wheelhOuse that lists for each cargo on

(3) Themeasures necessary to mltIgate cargo manpal Is kept up-to-date. (a) The tank in which the cargo Is
embrittlement of steel structure in way 5 154.1812 Operat Ional limitat ion infor . stowed ;
of cargo leakage. n~~~on. (Is) The name of the shIpper;
(4) The use of the flre~ghting systems The master shall ensure that termInal Cc) The location of the loading tsr-on the vesseL personnel are told the operational limi- minal ;
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(d) The cargo name as listed in Table (1) Be block style: 5 154.1840 Protective clothing.
4; and (2) Be black on a white backvound; The person in charge of cargo trans-(e) The approximate quantity of the (3) Be 7.6cm (3 in.) 

~~~ icr shall ensure that every person In-cargo. (4) Be 5.1 cm (2 in.) wide, except for volved In cargo transfer wears the pro-“hi” and “W” which must be 7.6 cm (3 tective clothing, boots, gloves, and gog-5 154.1822 ShIpping docnment t- Copy In.) wide, and the letter “r which may gles required under { 154.1400.furnished the tranafer terminal. be 1.3 cm (Va In.) wide; and
While a vessel is moored at a transfer (5) Rave 1.3 cm (½ In.) stroke width. § 154.1842 Cargo system. control s and

terminal, the master shall ensure that at (d) The spacing between letters must alarms.
least one copy of the shipping document be— The master shall ensure that each
Is given to the terminal’s person In charge (1) 1.3 cm (½ in.) between letters on cargo emergency shut(iown and alarm
of cargo transfer. the sign of the same word ; system used in cargo transfer Is tested
§ 154.18P4 Obstruction of pump room (2) 5.1 cm (2 in.) between words; before cargo transfer begins.

ladderwaya. (3) 5.1 cm (2 in.) between lines: and
(4) 5~1 cm (2 In.) at the borders of 

§ 154.1844 Cargo tanks: Filling limits.
The master shall ensure that each the sign. (a) The master shall ensure that a

cargo pumproom access is unobstructed. (e) The legends ‘No smoiting” and cargo tank is not loaded—
5 154.1826 Openin g of tanks and cargo “~~C~ Open Lights” are not required when (I) More than 98 percent full; or

sampling, the cargoes on board a vessel are not (2) In excess of the volume deter-
flammable, mined under the follQwing formula , Un-(a) The master shall ensure that each less a higher limit Is specified on the

tank opening Is fully closed at all times. § 154.1832 Incompatible cargo. Certificate:(b) The master may authorize the (a) The person in charge of cargo
opening of a tank— transfer may not authorize the loading VL=O.98V(I) During tank cleaning; and of incompatible ’ car goes Into cargo con- 4

where:(2) To sample a cargo that Table 4 tainment systems unless the cargo conS VL-.MaxIulUm volume to which the tank may be loa.led.allows to be carried in a containment tainment systems are separated by— V-Volume of the tank.
4,— Density at the reference tem perature speciSed Insystem having a restricted gauging sys- ( 1) Cofferdan~ , other than the spaces (b).tern if— between primary and secondary bar- 4L-Denslty of the cargo ~t the loading temperature

(i) The tank is not being filled during riers; and preemie.
samplIng: (2)  Empty tanks; (b) The reference temperature to be

(II ) The vent system has relieved any (3) T~~kS containing mutually corn- used in paragraph (a) of this section Is
pressure in the tank ; and patible cargo; or the temperature corresponding to the

flu ) The person sampling the cargo (4)  Piping tunnels, vapor pressure of the cargo at the set
wears the protective- clothing required (b) The person in charge of cargo pressure of the pressure relief valves.
under $ 154.1 840. transfer may not authorize loading of

(C) The master shall ensure that incompatible ’ cargoes into cargo eon- § 154. 1846 Relief valves : Changing set
cargoes requiring closed gauging as listed tainment systems that have comnion
in Table 4 are sampled only through the piping or venting systems. The master shall—
controlled sampling arrangement of the (C) The person in charge of cargo (a) Supervise the changing of the set
tank, transfer may not authorize loading of a pressure of relief valves under the xe-
§ 154.1828 Spaces containing cargo cargo that is ~~~~~~~~~ with residue qulrement.s of ~ 154.802(b) ;

left in a tank from a previous cargo. (b) Enter the change of set pressurevapor: Entry . in the vessel’s log; and(a) No person may enter a cargo han- § 154 1834 Cargo transfer piping. (C) Ensure that a sign showing the
ding space without the permission of the The person in charge of cargo transfer set pressure is posted—
master. shall ensure that cargo Is transferred to (1) In the cargo control room or sta-

(b) Before allowing anyone to enter a Cr from a tank only through the cargo tion; and
cargo handling space, the master shall piping system. (2) At each relief valve.
ensure that— § 154.1836 Venting. § 154.1848 Inerting.( 1) The space Is free of toxic vapors
and has enough oxygen to support life; The person in charge of cargo trans- (a) A master shall ensure that—
or fey shall ensuie that no cargo vapor Is ( 1) Hold and interbarrier spaces on

(2) Those entering the space wear pro- vented into the atmosphere. vessels with full secondary barrIers are
tective equipment with breathing ap- § 154.1838 Discharge by gas pressuriza. Inerted when flammable cargoes are
paratus and an omcer closely supervises tion. carried ;
the entire operatIon. (2) Hold and interbarrier spaces areThe person in charge of cargo tram- maintained full of dry air or inerted gas
5 154.1830 WarnIng sign. fer may not authorize cargo discharge on—

(a) The master shall ensure that a by gas pressurization unless— u Vessels with partial secondary bar-
vessel Iransf erring cargo while fast to a (a) The tank to be offloaded is an in riers ;
dock or while at anchor in port, displays a dependent tank type B or C; uii Vessels with full secondary bar-
warning ~~~~~~~~~ 

b} The pressurizing medium Is either riers when non-flammable cargoes are
( 1) At the gangway facing the shore the cargo vapor or a nonflammable, non- carried; and

so that the sign may be seen from the toxic gas that is inert with the cargo; (iii) Vessels with refrigerated m dc-
shore; and e.i~d pendent tanks type C:

(2) Facing outboard towards the water (C) The pressurizing line has-..... 3) When tanks containing flammable
so that the sIgn may be seen from the (1) A pressure reducing valve that hits vapor are to be gas freed , the flammable
water. a setting that is 9O percent or less of the vapors are purged from the tank by inert

b) Except as provided in paragraph tank’s MARVS; and gas before air is admitted ; and
(f) of this section. each warning sign (2) A manual control valve between (4) When gas free tanks are to be
must have the following legends: the pressure reducing valve and the tank, filled with a flammable cargo, air is

(1) WarnIng, purged from the tank by Inert gas before(2) Dangerous Cargo. ilncomp stible cargoes are listed in Navi- cargo liquid or vapor is introduced.(3) No Visitors. gation and Vessel InspectIon C1TCUIM’ ~~~~~~ (b) inert gas must be supplied from(4 ) No Smoking, and Ia avail able from the Commandant (0—(5) No Open Lights. MHM-3/83) U.S. Coast Guard , Washington. the shore or from the vessel’s inert gas
(e) Each letter on the sign must— D.e. 20590. system.
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§ 154.1850 Entering cargo handling is on the navigable waters of the United § 154.1866 Cargo hose connection :
spaces. States. Transferring cargo.

(a) The master shall ensure that the (b) When the methane (LNG) fuel No person may transfer cargo through
ventilation system required under ~ 154.- supply is shut down due to loss of yen- a cargo hose connection unless the con-
1205 Is in operation for 30 minutes before tilatlon or detection of gas, the master nection has a remotely controlled quick
a person enters one of the following: shall ensure that the methane (LNG) closing shut-off valve.

( 1) spaces conta ining cargo pumps fuel supply is not used until the leak or
compressors, and compressor motors. other cause of the shutdown is found § 154.1868 Portable blowers in per son-

(2) Gas dangerous cargo control and corrected. nel access openings.
(c) ‘The master shall ensure that the The master shall ensure that a porta-spaces.

(3)  Other spaces containing cargo requirements in paragraph (b) of this ble blower In a personnel access opening
handl ing equipment. section are posed in the main machinery does not reduce the area of the opening

(b) The master shall ensure that a space. so that it does not meet I 154.308.
warning sign is posted outside of each § 154.1856 Corr ection of cold spots Iii § 154.1870 Bow and stern loading.
space listed in paragraph (a) of thiS the hull.
section which set,s out the requirement (a) The master shall lock closed shut-

No person may operate a vessel unless off valves required under § 154.355 (a) (3)Zor use of the ventilation system. cold spots In the hull are corrected un- when the bow or stern loading piping is(C)  ~The master shall ensure that no dee the requirements Of I 154.122. not in use.sour ces of ignition are put in a cargo
handling space on a vessel carrying § 154.1858 Cargo hose used in proto type (b) The person in charge of cargo
flammable cargo unless the space is gas testing , transfer shall ensure that after the bow

or stern loading piping is used it isfree. The master shall ensure that a cargo purged of cargo vapors with inert gas.
§ 154.1852 Air breath ing equi pment , hose used in prototype testing is not used 

(C) The person in charge of cargofor cargo transfer service.(a) The master shall ensure that a transfer shall ensure that entrances ,
licensed officer inspects the compresse d § l54.1860 Integral tanks : Cargo colder forced or natural ventilation intakes, cx-air breathing equipment at least once than — 10 ’C( 14°F). 

hausts, and other openings to any deckeach month. The master shall ensure that no in-
(b) The master shall enter in the yes- tegral tank Is used to carry a cargo colder house alongside the bow or stern loading

sd ’s log a record of the inspection than — 10’ C (14’ F) unless specially isp- piping are closed when this piping is in
required under paragraph (a) of this proved by the Commandant (G—MMT . Use.

section that includes— § 154.1862 Posting of speed reduction, (d) The person in charge of cargo
(1) The date of the inspection; and If a speed reduction is specially ap- transfer shall ensure that bow or stern
(2) The condition of the equipment at proved by the Commandant under § 154. - loading piping installed In the area of

the time of the inspection. 400, the master shall ensure that the the accommodation, service, or contro!
speed reduction is posted in the wheel- space is not used for the following :§ 154.1851 Methane (LNG) as fuel, house. (1) Acetald ehyde.

(a) If methane (LNG) vapors are used § 154.1864 Vessel speed wit h in speed re- (2) Ammonia , anhlrdrous.
as fuel In the main propulsion system duction. (3) Dimethylaxnine.
of a vessel, the master shall ensure that The master shall ensure that the speed (4 ) Ethylamine.
the pilot fuel oil burner required under of the vessel is not greater than the (5) Methyl Chloride.

— I 154.703(c) (7) Is used when the vessel posted speed reduction. (6) Vinyl Chloride.

Ts.m.g 4.—Summary of sntnimum rcquirc encnts

Independent Control of Electrical
Cargo name Ship type tank type C cargo tank Vapor Gagi ng hazard group Special requ irements

required vapor space detect ion and class

Acctal dchydr l I G / I I P U  Inert 7. & T. C I— C 154.1400(c) , 154.1410 154.1710; 154. 1720; 154.1870.
Ammonia, anhydrous. H U/ I IPU ‘I’ C I—D 154.1000 154.1400(c); 154. 1405 , 154.1410; 154.1700(b)(c)(e), 154.1870.Butad lene I I G I IIPO inert . a i—fl 154.l700~b)(d)( f) , 154.1710; 154.1740, 154.1750; 154.1818.Butan e IlG /II PO I B I-D None.
Butyiene HO/IIP O I B l-D Do.flimeth ylamine IlO /liP o 7. & V. C I—C 154.1400(c), 114.1400; 114.1410, 154.1700(b)(c)(e) ; 154.1870,
Etisane 110 I B I-D None.
Ethylazalne I IG / II P O L &  T. C I— C 154.1430(c), 154.1405; 154.1410, 154.1700(b)(c)( o) ; 154 .1870.Ethyl chloride IlO fl I l’G 5. & T. R 5-D 154.1870,Ethylene 110 I B I— C None.
Ethylene oxide 10 -

~~~~ I. & T. C I—B 154.1400(c), 154.1405; 154 .14 10, ~74. l 700(b)(d) ffl ;  l.~4.705, 154.1710;
154.1720, 154.1725; 154.1730 , 154.1870; 154.660(c)(2).Methane (LNG) 710 I C I-D 154.703-709; 154.1854.Meth yl acetylene l IG/ l IPO I R I— 154.1735,propadlene m ix.

M ethyl bromide 10 Yea I. & V C I—D 1M.000(c)(2) , 154.1345(c)(d), 154 . 1400(c); 154.1405 , 154.1410; 154. 1700
(g), 154.1705; 154.1720 . 154.1870.

Methyl chloride flGIIII’O I. & V C I—D 1s4.1700(a), 154.1870.
Nitrogen 111(1 0 C 154.1756.
Pr opane IIO fHPO I B I-D None.
Propylene flu/ lOPe I B I-D Do,
Refrigerant gases ’.... 1710 B -Do.
Sulfur dioxide 00 Yes Dn’ ‘1’ 0 154.860(c)(2), 154.1845 (c)(d), 154.1400(c); 114.1406, 154.1410; 154.1706,

154.1716; 154.1720, 154.1870.
VInyl chloride ItO fIIP G L & T~ 0 I-b 154.t4Os, 154.1410’ 154.1700(a) , 154.1700(b)(d)(f), l54.tfl0; 154.1704,

IM.174g 154.1~50, 154.1818, 154.1870.

* Regr iger ant gases Include nonto xie, nonflammable gaas , snch as: dlchlorodlfluor ometba ne , dlchloromono fluorometb ane ,d lchlor otetra fluoroet hane , monoeh lor odifluor
asethane, monocblor otetraflu oroeth ane , inonochlor otr lfluorome than e.
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A,pzsqc,zx A—Eeuzvaz.zse’r Sasss or a formula specially approved by the Corn- although It has .ome characteristics of a
The 0O..t Guard astir accepts equivalent ~~~~~~~~~ 

(C3-MMT) as equivalent to the secondary Stress. A stress region Is local if—

stress (c ,) calculated under the foflowthg I. 8, � .05 ~/‘~i;
and

S~�2.5 ‘ji~iwhere: II. When the static and dynamic stresses
— , =Total normal stress In “x” direction, are CalCulated separately, ~~~ t~t~~ ~~~~~~~ In Where .

hlsr. calculated from the followIng S~= distance In the meridional direction over,,,-‘Total normal stress in “Y” direction, or equivalent formulae specially approved by which the equivalent stress exceeds
,.~~, ‘=Total shear stress In “5$” plane. the Commamfan t (O-MMT) : 1.1 ~~.

_____________ 

.2~= distance In the meridional direction to
= u (°tatic ± / V (q ‘d arnie’ ~ another region wher. the limits fora a - a 3’fl primary general membrane stress are

_______________ exceeded.
c —r ‘static ’ “- / 

~u ‘d ~~~~ R=means radius of the vessel.
• yllitlfl 

S = wall thickness of the vessel at the loca-
_________________ tion where the primary general mem-

Tse T as (Statj C)± .VL(T av(dyflaIfliC))2 brane stress limit is exceeded.
- /= allowable primary general membrane

111. Each dynamic and static stress Is de- V. ‘Pri mary stress ’ means the stress pro- stress.
termined from its acceleration component duced by the imposed loading that Is nec- VIII. “Secondary stress” means a normal
and It. hull strain component from hull essary to balance the external forces and stress or shear stress caused by constraints
deflection and torsion, moments. (The basic characteristic of a pri- of adjacent parts or by self-constraint of a
APissielux ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ A ALYSSS DISINITIoNs mary stress Is that it Is not self-limiting, structure. (The basic ‘haracterlstic of a eec-

Primary ati’esses that considerably exceed the ondsa’y stress is that it As self-limiting. Local
The following are the standard definitions yield strength results in failure or at least in yielding and minor distortions can satisfy the —

of stresses for the analysis of Independent gross deformations.) conditions that cause the stress to occur.)
7 tank type B: VI. “Primary general membrane stress”

I “Normal stress” means the component means the primary membrane stresS that is (ES. 4472, as amended (46 U.S C. 170) ; sec.
of stress normal to th , plane of reference , so distributed in the structure that no re- 201, 86 Stat. 427. as amended (46 U.S.C.

IL “Membrane stress” means the compo- distribution of load occurs as a result of 391a); sec. 6 (b) ( l ) ,  80 Stat. 937 (49 U.S.C.
neat of normal stress that Is uniformly dls- yielding. 1655’b’ ‘l’~~ 49 CFR 146 ‘b) I t) ‘n5 i4~ )tr ibuted and equal to the average value of VIZ. “Primary local membrane stress” . . .

the stress across the thickness of the section means the resulting stress from both a mem- ~~~~~J: September 25 1976.under consideration. brane stress, caused by pressure or other
III. “Bending stress” means the variable mechanical loading, and a primary or a dis- W. M. BINKERT ,

.is’ess across the thickness of the section 
~~ continuity effect that produces excessive dls- Red)’ Admiral. US. Coast

der cc iderati
~~~ss

after the subtraction of tortion in the transfer of loads to other por- Guard , Chief, Offi ce oj Mci’-
IV. ”Bheer stress” means the component of tions of the structure. (The resulting stress Chant Mar ine Safety.

the stress acting in the plane of reference , Is defined as a primary local membrane stress [FR Doc.76—28693 Filed 10— 1—76:8 :45 aml
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
MAI LING ACCRC*S
U .S. ~~~A5T G UARD ( G-.CMc/8 1)UNITED STATES COAST GUARD WA5HINGTO~~. D.C. MUSS
pwoees: 202 426 1477

proposed rules 5991/2
.24 Jan 1977
Serial 3—P— i 7

Interested persons are invited to participate in this rulemaking by
subyiitting written data , views, or arguments to the Execut ive Secretary
Marine Safety Council, U.S. Coast Guard (G—CMC/81) Washington , D.C. 20590,
prior to 3 March 1977

The Coast ousru has allowed the
holder of a license with a radar observer

DEPARTMENT OF endorsement to renew the license with-
TRANSPORTATION out the radar observer endorsement If

the Individual does not choose to demon-COast Guard str~te proficiency for the endorsement.
(46 CFR Part 101 However, the Coast Guard feels that an

1000 76-1931 individual who serves In any capacIty
under the authority of his license mustRENEWAL OF MERCHANT MARINE OFfl be qualified In all skill upects aces-CERS LICENSE WITh RADAR OBSERVER meosrate with the tonnage of his II-ENDORSEMENT cense. These amendments are proposed

PV’O9OSUd CfofIRCMIOfl of RSqUkSO%IIdI In order to clarify and reflect this policy.
for Dame utratlon of Skills In consideration of the foregoing. It

The Coast Guard Is considering is proposed that Part 10 of ‘flUe 48 of
amending the regulations for the ze-
newal of a merchant marine o~ cer’s ft.. the Code of Pederal Regulations be
cease with a z~.dar observer endorsement amended as failo~a:
This proposed change would clarify the 87 Sddil)g Paragraphs (e) (7) and (I)
requirements for demonstration of radar tO 110.034 tO rend a. follows:
observer skills during license renewal. 1 10.02—9 Requ irenw n,, for renewal ofInterested persons are invited to par-
ticipate in thi. rulemaking by submitting • • • •written comments, data , views. or argu- (e) • •ments to the Commandant (G-CMC/Sl) . (7) Except as required in paragraphU.S. Coast Guard. Washington. D.C. (el (S) of this section, an applicant who20590. Each person or organization sub- has obtained a rad*r observer’, endorse-mUtIng a comment should Incl ude 

~~ ment may renew an existing license with-name and address, Identify this notice out the radar observer ’s endorsement.(COD 76-193) • and give leMons for any (3) A master , mate , or pilot whoserecommendations made. 
~ for servic, in vemeis ci 300Comments received before March ~~. grn~ tons and over must have a Tbda’1977, wIll be considered before final ac- o b i ~~ ’s ~~orsemenI If he ls tO see’ Dist: SDL 104lion is taken on this propoUl. Copies of In any capacity under the authority cicomments c,ceived will be available for his license. A acdefghi jkl innopqrsuv(1)exainInatIcel in Room 3117. Department

of Transportation, Nasslf BuildIng, 400 • • • 8: bce(3)gj(2)dhpq( 1)
Seventh Street. SW .. Washington. D.C. (1.5. 4406. M amended (48 U.s.C. 1~~),  ~~~ C 0(6)  5(3) dhpq (1)This proposal may be changed in the ~~~~~~ SS ~~~~~~~~~~ (46 0.80. 411), See. 1b

(l),IO SSM.. 307 (45 0.8c l13$(b)( l) ) ;41 D bdk (1)light of comments received. Cr1 1.45(b).)
No hearing I. contemplated , but one .~~~~. ~~~~ 0 U e d  h ~~~~~~~~~ 

E: ao (4)
may be held at a time and place set out that th~ document does sot eoDtauI a ~~~~.. F: k ( 2 5 )  b ( 5 )  , cmp ( 1 )in a later notice in the FIDflAL 

~~~~~ J~~ P~OP~~~ iTlflg p SpSr*tlOS of ~fl 111” LIST CC— bif requested by a person or organization ~~~~~ impact gs*t u,t under ~~.cuu,,desiring to comment orally at a public Order 11531 and 0143 CIrcular A-lOT. CC—26hearing and raising a genuine Issue. Dated : January 10, 1W)’) .Present regulations for the licensing
of merchant marine omcers require car- W. Ii. EERIEST,
tam qualification skill endorsements to Rear Admiral, U.S. Coast
be stated on the individual’s license. At Ocar~~ CIde/, O$ce 0, Mar-
the time of license renewal requalifica- cha,.t Marine Salctg.
lion, these skills must be demonstrated. 

~~~ 00 ,7 1306 ~~~~ , ia-vi a at
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5956 RULES AND REGULATIONS

Title 33—Navigation an d Navigable Waters Guard is considering many ways to help menter , and to small passenger ve~seIs by
CHAPTER I—COAST GUARD, improve it ; however, that training would one comment.er. These regulations are

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION not pr aclude the need for the proper not appropriate for all of the vessels in
navigational procedures and vessel equip- each of those classifications. The Coast

(COD 74-771 ment that these amendments address. Guard is considering regulations for these
PART 164—NAVIGATION SAFETY Furthermore, these rules do apply to the vessels that would be the subject of

REGULATIONS large number of foreign flag vessels op- separa te rulemak ing actions.
erating within our navigable waters , Section 164.11 Navigation underway:Navigation Procedures, Testing, and wh ile licensing and certif ication require- ueneraz . Ten commenters stated that theEquipment Requirements ments, including training, promulgated proposed operating procedures would

The purpose of these amendments to by the Coast Ouard now do not. Five create a heavy workload that would re-
‘flUe 33 of the Code of Federal Regu~a- commente rs recommended increasin g the (Wire additional mann ing. Change s in
tions is to add a new Part 164 prescribing difficulty of license exams or establish- this section, which are discussed later in
rules for navigat ion procedures , prel im- thg a higher license , such as the United this preamble . should eliminate the need
inal~3T teSts, and minimum equipment Kingdom’s “Extra Master”. The Coast for any unnecessary mannin g in addition
for vessels of 1600 gross tons or more Guard is consider ing these recommenda- to that normal ly required upon vessels to
when operating on the navigable waters tions for possible future action. which these rules apply.
of the United States, except the Panama Ten commenter s stated that the pro- TWO commenters suggested that the
Canal and St. Lawrence Seaway. posal includes nothing that is not already rules be published as a code of naviga-

On page 18766 of the FEDERAL REGISTER addressed in sta tute or regulation. The tional practices and not as mandatory
of May 6, 1976, the Coast Guard pub- rules In this new part require naviga- regulations. As stated at the beginning of
llshed a notice of proposed rulemaking tion procedures that are not included ~ this preamble , the navigation procedures
for these amendmen ts. Operation of yes- the statutory “rules of the road. ” The in these rules are followed by most inns-
sels that are as large as 1600 gross tons or rules also require equipment for all U.S. ta rs. The Coast Guard is making them
more within coastal and harbor regions, and foreign vessels of 1600 gross tons or mandatory, instead of publishing a vol-
where 80 percent of vessel castlalties oc- more that is not required under statute untary code, to reach those who now do
cur , regularly creates hazardous condi- or other regulations for all those yes- not follow good navigation procedures.
tions with risks to persons, property , sels and under all the operating condi- One commenter stated that the regula-
and the environment, especially if proper tions to which this part applies. Some tion requires the master or person In
navigation procedures are not followed , of the proposed rules, such as those for charge to be guarantor of compliance
essential vessel equipment is not operat- lights, day signals, and fog signals, were and that he could not always, in his
ing properly, or a vessel does not have duplicative and have not been included capacity, ensure compliance. The Coast
necessary equipment. As discussed in the in these final rules. Guard agrees that this would be espe-
preamble of the proposal, most vessels One commenter stated that the pro- d aily true for equipment requirements.
follow proper procedures, have the neces- posed operating procedures would re- Therefore, the final rule is changed to in-
sary equipment, and keep that equipment strict a master’s use of good judgment. d ude the “owner” of the vessel as an en-
operating properly. It is those vessels The operating procedures, in these surer of compliance. Although this
that do not follow proper procedures or amendmen ts are safe operating proce- change is Included in these amendments,
do not have properly operating, neces- dures that most masters follow. If these an~’ interested person may submit writ-
sary equipment that aggravate the has- rules are restrictive, the restriction ap.. ten comments on this particular change
ard. The hazard Is compounded not only _ plies to those few masters who in the to the Commandant (G—CMC/8 1) , U.S.
by the recrurring problems of reduced past have not followed these minimally Coast Guard, Washington, D.C. 20590 .
visibility, adverse weather, and vessel safe practices. Each person submitting a comment
congestion, but by the increasing speed As one cominenter observed, most yes- should Include his name, address, iden-
and size of vessels, especially when carry- eels that operate exclusively upon rivers tify the notice (CGD 74—77), and give
Ing hazardous cargoes or other cargoes will not be a~ ected by these rules because reasons in support of hLm comments. The
that can adversely a~ ect the environ - they are smaller than 1600 gross tons. - Coast Guard will consider comments re-
ment. The number of vessels Involved In One commenter suggested that the celved before May 2, 1977 and may
reported collisions, ranunings, and Coast Guard should require, Instead of change the requirement in light of them.
groundings is increasing. Vessel casual- the rules in this part, that shipping corn- Copies of the comments received win be
ties, such as those Involving the Torr ey panles issue an operating manual. Al- available for examination in Room 8117,
Canyon, the Tamano, the Oregon Stand- though an operatin g manual consistent Department of Transportation , Nassif
ard, and certain of those that have ~~~ - with these rules might be desirable, a BuildIng, 400 Seventh Street, S.W.,
curved in December of 1976 and Jan u- rule requiring It could be applicable only Washington, D.C.
ary of 1977, might not have occurred if to U.S. companies and would not be as SectIon 164.11 (a) . Six commenters re-
proper navigation procedures had been comprehensive as these amendments, es- quested a definition of “adequate num-
followed or it the vessels had had prop- pecially the equipment requirements, nor ber” of persons required to constantly
erly operating essential equipment. The have the force of regulations, man the wheelhouse to direct and control
purpose of these áiiiendments is to pro- Several commenters stated that some the movement of the vessel and fix the
vein fu ture casualties by requiring, for of the rules were vague. Some of the vessel’s posItIon. The Intent of the par s-
those larger vessels, that proper navlga- rules do not include detailed standards graph Is that the wheelhouse be “con-
tion procedures are followed, that neces- because all of the practical variables are stantly manned” and that those func-
sary equipment is on board , and tha t all not qu~.nUflable. Those rules that could tions be performed. Because of the vail-
essential equipment Is operatIng when be more detailed have been changed, ety of vessels to which this part applies ,
those vessels are navigating in the coastal such as a detailed description of the quantitative definition of “adequate
waters and harbors of the United States, maneuvering in! ol’mation that is re- number” is not practical. Therefore, to
The public was invited to comment in quired under paragraph (g) of § 164.35, avoid confusion, the phrase “adequate

writing on the proposed rules from May 6, paragraph (!) of the proposal, number” Is deleted .
1976, through August 6, 1976 , and at pub- SectIon 164.01 App Ucablil ty. Nine Section 164.11(b). This paragraph re-
lic hearings in Washington , D.C . ~n commenters requested a definition of qulres the owner, master, or person inJune 11, 1976 , and in San l1rancisco, “navigable waters of the United State€ .” charge to ensure that persons performing
California on June 17, 1976. A discussion “Navigable waters of the United States” the duties required under paragraph (a)
of comments received and changes In the is defined In 33 CP’R. 2.05-25. be competent. Six cornmenters stated
proposed rules follows. ApplicAbility to tug and barge combi- that the ~Coast Guard Is responsible forGeneral comments: P1! teen comment- nations that have large aggregate ton- ensuring competency through licensing
era suggested that more and better train- nages was suggested by seven coinmen- and certification. “Competent” meansing, not regulation, is needed. Mor e and ters, to tugs and towing vessels by five more than qualified through licensingbetter training is desirable and the Coat commenters, to afl vessels by one corn- and certification. It also means physical
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arid mental capacity to do the j ob at the Sea, 1960 , That Annex caut ions against steering position at afi times. Six corn-
time the person assumes the duty. reliance solely upon “scanty infor ma- menters stated that requiring the person

Section 164.11 (C) If l  the proposa l. This tion” such as radar contacts and states to be at the steering posItion when a
paragraph would have required the yes- what action s should be taken under car- vessel was on automatic pilot was un-
sel’s position to be fixed every 15 m m -  tam circumstances . Paragra ph (f) of reasonable. In light of this comment, the
utes. Alter further consideration, the these rules requires that each closing fina~ rule requires oily that the person
Coast Guard has determined that this radar contact be evaluated, but does not be in the wheelhouse at all times. “Quail-
would not be practicable In all nav iga- require sole reliance upon radar and ‘ fled person ” has been changed to “corn-
ble waters. Therefore, it Is not included does not suggest what action should be petent” for the same reasons discussed
in this final rule. taken once a contact is evaluated. One earlier In this preamble for paragraph

Section 164.11 (c). ThIs was paragraph comnienter stated that the rule was (a) of this section.
(d) of the proposal which would have ‘~pointiess ’ In rivers and channels. The Section 164.1 1(k) . ThIs was paragraph
required the plotting of the vessel’s posi- rule does not require plotting of course, (m) in the proposal . This paragraph re-
tion at each fix and the revised track speed, and closest point of approach of q~jre~ a master and pilot conference to
on a chart of the area and that the’per- closing visual or radar contacts, which familiarize the pilot with the vessel be-
son directing the movement of the vessel might not be effective in rivers and chan- cause, although a pilot may be familiar
is informed of the vessel’s pcs!tion. Ten nels. The rule does require that the per- with the type of vessel, each vessel has
commenters stated that compliance son directing the vessel’s movement be own characteristics that often change
would not be possible at present manning aware of the actions of those contacts with draft, trim, and speed. Furthermore.
levels. Ten more commenters stated that and the evaluation of how they may ~~ pilot may not be familiar with the
the requirement Is superfluous on rivers affect the navigatIon of that person’s bridge layout and equipment and It
and In channels. Four others said this vessel, would be too late to learn these things
plotting would detract watch officers Section 114.11 (g) and (h) . These were when risk of collision exists. Two corn-
who are performIng other duties. It is paragraoh (I) and (J ) In the proposal. menters thought that the requirement
necessary for safety that the appropriate These rules require that rudder, engine was too vague. The paragraph Is a clear
vessel’s offi cers be aware of the vessel’s speed, aud direction orders be executed expression of the intent of the require-
position to supplement the functioning as given. One commenter stated that mont as just discussed. Further detail
of a pilot; however, the Coast Guard has these rules would not prevent errors. would be impractical because of the great
determined that the plotting of the track Another commenter suggested that the variety of vessels to which this pert ap-
is unnecessarily burdensome in consid- requirement should be that the person plies. Three commenters asked about
eratlon of oractical manning levels and directing the vessel’s movement have a possible language barrier problems. If the
the necessities of other duties. There- “positive indication” of proper execu- pUot is unable to communicate somehow
fore, the track plotting requirement Is lion. The intent of the rule is that the with the master , the Captain of the Port
not included In the final ru le. person directing the vessel’s movement should be contacted under I 164.53 of this

Section 164.11(d) . ThIs was paragraph does what Is necessary to ensure that new part.
(e) in the propo sal . This paragraph does these orders are being executed correctl y, Paragraph (m) (2) in the proposal,
not require specific navigation equip- such as watching the direction the which would have required the pilot to
ment. but reouires the use of the elec- helmsman turns the wheel, the rudder in! orm the master of abnormal char-
tronic and other navigational equipment angle indicator, and the engine order acterlstics of the area, Is not included
that Is on a vessel plus geograohic refer- telegraph, so that person can respond im- in this final rule. It may be the subject
once points and hydrographIc contours mediately to correct any error being of a separate rulemakIng at another
for fixing positIons. It should be read made. Some “positive indIcations,” such time.
with the next paragraph which prohibits as the movement of the vessel’s head or Section 164.11(l). ThIs was paragraph
sole reliance on buoys. change in vessel speed or engine vibra- (n) In the proposal. This paragraph re-

Section 164.11(e). ThIs was pararraph tions, may not occur in time for correc- quires the person directing the move-
(f) In the oronosal . Eight comnienters tion of an error , especially on “very ment of the vessel to know the current
suggested that buoys should be used to large” vessels, velocity and direction for the area. One
fix a position if no other aids are avail- One commenter suggested that the comnienter stated that river current pre-
able. Buoys may be used to establIsh an engine speed and direction orders be dictions are often inaccurate. The intent
estimated position if no other aids are given using terms such as “ahead one- of the paragraph Is that the person di.
available: however, they cannot be relied third” instead of terms such as “slow recting the movement of the vessel know
unon to establish a fix. Four commenters ahead ,” because there is less chance that as much about current velocity and di-
suggested that the Coast Guard soend the orders would be heard incorrectly. Ap- rection as is possible.
more money on buoy maintenance. Three plication to foreign vessels to which this SectIon 164.11 (m) . ThIs was paragraph
more stated that several buoys could be part applies of a rule requIring the use of (o) in the proposal. One commenter
used to establF~h a fly . As stated In the this specific terminology would not be stated that the predicted set and drift
note to this naraa’raph (e) , strong cur- practicable, are uapredictable upon rivers. The Intent
rents. heavy seas. ice. and collisions wl~h Sect I on 164.11(i) . ThIs was paragraph of this paragraph is that the person dl-
vessels can move. sink, or set adrift a (k) In the proposal. One commenter recting the movement of the vessel use
buoy. “S”endlnr more money” would not stated the requirement that magnetic whatever data on current that is svaila-
solve these problems. It Is also not likely variation and deviation be known and ble to predict set and drift,
under these clrcllmstances that several correctly applied was “ridiculous” be- SectIon 164.11(n) . ‘ilils was paragraph
buoys could be used to establish a fix, cause the deviation changes can be so (p) in the proposal. The words “tidal
but could only be used to est~ bIIah an frequent. A survey of 300 randomly value” are replaced by “tidal state,” as
estimated noeltion . Th. charted positIon selected vessels showed that the deviation used in tide tables, to clarity the Intent
of a buoy is approximate. tables on many of these vessels were so of the paragraph.

SectIon 164.11(g) In the proposal ‘This out of date that the tables were of little Section 164.11(q) in the proposal. This
proposed requirement, to maintain a use. The Intent of this requirement is was to be a requIremen t for minimum net
proper Icokout. is included in the Fed- that a person directing the movement bottom clearn~ce. It Is not included in
eral “rules of the mad”, which are aupli- of a vessel be aware of the vessel’s devis- this final rule, but Is to be the subject of
cable to all vessels. Since it is therefore tion. If that person has reasonably up to a future rulemaking action .
redundant, it is not Included in the final date tables or acts to verify deviation , Section 114.11(0) . This was paragraph
rule. such as by gyrocompass or celestial corn- (r in the proposal. It requires tha t the

SectIon 1 6 4 . 1 1 (f ) .  ThIs was paragraph parison, the requirement of this pare- vessel’s anchors be reedy for letting go.
(h) in the proposal. Four commenters graph would be met and the safe naviga- Seven oomznentere suggested that appli-
stated that the requirement to evaluate lion of the vessel enhan ced . cation of the rule be limited to waters
each closing radar contact conflicts with SectIon 164.11 (5) . ThIs was paragraph that are shallow enough for anchor use.
the redar Annex to the International (1) In the proposal which would have re- Trying to narrowly defIne areas where the
Regulatior,, for Preventing Collisions at quired a qualified person to be at the rule should apply would be impractical.
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The intent of the rule Is that the anchor will conduct separate rulemak ing actions sistent , pa ragraphs (a) and (b) of the
be ready for use if necessary , such as for the listing of specific waters under proposal are interchanged in this final
when a vessel slicers suddenly Into an I 164.16. A discussion of the ru les in ru le.
area where it may ground. Nor should the I 164.15 follows. Section 164.19(a) . This was paragraph
rule be limited to confined or congested Section 164.1 5 (a) .  The prop osed rule (b) in the proposal. This paragraph re-
waters, as three commenters suggested , stated that propulsion machiner y is to be quires the maintenance of a prop er an-
for the same reason. Six persons asked in the “maneuvering mode”. One corn- chor watch. The proposed wording was
what “ready for letting go” means . mentor requested a definition of “ma- “lookout”. “Anchor watch” replaces it
“Ready f~r letting go” means that stop- nuevering mode.” To clarify the Intent in this final rule in agreement with a
pars, covers, jackasses, and similar items of the requirement , the final rule requires comment , which stated that “anéhor
are removed from the ground tackle and propulsion machinery to be ready to “re- watch” was more appropriate.
that the chain be rigged for qulck release. spond immediately through its full Section 164. 19 (c) . ThIS paragraph
It does not mean that the anchor should oper ating range. ” • combines paragraphs (C) and (d ) in the
be walked out. Secti3n 164.15(b) . This paragraph re- notice. One commenter stated that veer-

Section 164.11 (8) and (t ) In the pro- quires that the engine room be manned ing chain or dropping a second anchor
posal. These proposed requirements were to operate the propulsion machiner y as may solve the problem and that if re-
for the prop er displa y of lights and day requir ed under parag ra ph (a) of the pairs are being made to the vessel at
signals and the sounding of proner fog section . Four commenters suggested that anchor , it may not be able to get under-
signals. These are included under the vessels that are designed for “un- way . Depending upon the severity of con -
Federa l “rules of the road . ” which are manned ” engine rooms be exempted. The ditions , veering chain or dropping a sec-
applicable to all vessels, and are there- intent of the para graph is to require oñd anchor may solve an anchor dra g-
fore not included in this final rule. no more manning th an is necessary to ging problem; however, if conditions

SectIon 164.11 (p) . This was raragraph meet paragraph (a) of this section . warrant , the vessel should be ready for
(U) in the pro nosal. Five commenters “Engine room ” also includes the main getting underway if the other actions dosuggested that the Coast Guard coordi- engine control station , even if It is not not solve the problem. If the vessel hasnate this rule for settin g a vçssel’s speed physically in the “engine room.” no propulsion , standby tug assistancewith the new Rule 6 of the International Section 164.15(c) . This paragraph re- may be appropriate.
Regulations for Preventing Collisions at quires the availabilit y of persons to an- S~’ction 164.19 (e)  and (I) in the pro-Sea. 1972. The Cop.st Guard has dnne so chor the vessel rapidl y in an emergency. posal, These paragraphs would have re-and the rules are consistent. Since Rul e 6 One commenter suggested that vessels quired the display of prop er light andapplies to International waters, it Is sup- with remote control of anchors be ex- day sIgnals and sounding fog signalsplemented by this paragra ph (p) , which empted . If there is remote control of while at anchor. Since these are alreadyis more appropriate for the coastal and anchors , the requirement is met by hay- required under the Federal “rules of theInland waters to which it applies. ing persons at the remote control . road”, which are applicable to all yes-SectIon 164.11(q). ThIs was paragraph Section 164.15 (4) and (e) in the pro- sels, they are not included In this final(v) in the oropo~al. The oroposed nara - p osal. Paragraph (d) would bave re- rule.graph, in part, requi red that the results required the manning of the steerin g Section 164.23 in the pr op osal. Thisof the tests reoulred under 1 164.25 be re- engine room to shif t steerin g control section would have required notificationcorded in the vessel’s “pilot house log.” f rom the pilot house to the steering en- to the Captain of the Por t or the VesselTwo commente rs suggested that the entry glne room . Seventeen commenters stated Traffic Service of an area before gettingbe in the “deck log.” The intent Of the that the requirement would be Ine ffective underw ay under conditions that may ab-rule is simply thst the results be re- because a steeving casualt y cannot be norm ally affec t vessel movement. Therecorded in an officia l log of the vessel. To so remedied quickly enough. In light of were 27 comments aboj.it the impracti-avoid conf usion , the words “pilot house ” these commen ts , the requirement is not cality of this requirement. Af ter consid-are not included in the final rule, included in these final rules but will be eration of these comments , the CoastSection 164.11(r) . This was paragraph considered further. Because of th is, par- Guard has determined that the practical( w) in the proposal . This paragraph is agraph (e) of the proposal, which would value of this requirement is outweighedthe requirement that equipm ent re- have required communication between by its impractical aspects and it is notquired by this new part be maintained the pilot house and the person mannin g included in this final rule.in opera ble condition. Four commenter s the steering engine room, is also deleted. Section 164.25 Tests before enteringsuggested a “best effort” criterion. Two Section 164 .1 5 (4) .  ThIs was paragraph or getting underway. Five commentersothers stated that comollance Is not al- ( f ) in the proposal . This paragraph pro- stated that the equip ment tests requiredways possible because of lack of narts and hibits the use of the automatic pilot de- by this section are normal practice onavailable technical ability. One corn- vice in confined or congested waters . “well-r un ” vessels and one commentermentor stat ed that r sdsr . gyro, or depth Two commenters stated that automatic stated that the requirements are alreadyfinder malfunction should not be a rca- pilot is better than manual steerin g In included in parts oX 46 CFR . The intentson to delay departure from a port where certain sit uations , one suggested that of the section Is that these tests also bethere are inade q uate rep air facilities , the requiremen t be for use~ of the safest made on all those vessels to which thisNotwithstanding these considerations, steeri ng mode for a particular situation. new par t applies and not just the vesselsthe intent of the rule is that this neces- One comment er stated that component to which the requirement s in 46 CFRsary equipme nt should be operating. failure in an auto pilot often causes a apply. 46 CFR Is being amended to beSection 164.15 Navigation underway: sudden sheer and that in confined or consistent with this new rule. One corn-confined or congested waters and Section consested waters , there may be no time menter stated that compliance with this164.16 LIs t of confined or congested to shift. Furthermore, he stated that requirement Is “Impossible” for short In-waters. These are special rules for the many com~~nies have standin g orders land or coastal voyages: These tests arehazards of navigation In confined or con- to use hand steering in “ti ght qua rters. ” as necessary for vessels of 1.600 or moregested waters. The substantive rules in The last commenter ’s statements are gross tons that make short inland or§ 164.15 are promulgated In this final rule ron~istep t with the Int ”nt of the rule nn’l coastal voyages, such as between Phila-as discussed In this preamble. The practi-
cal application of 1 164.15, however , will the concept of the confined or congested delphla and Baltimore , as they are for

wate ra in which It would auolv. The par- vessels that make longer voyages. If thisnot occur until specific geographic areas
in which they would apply are included agraph is included In this final ru le. seems impractical for a particular vessel,
under * 164.16. The definition of “con- Section 164.17 of the proposal. The the Captain of the Port should be con-
fined or congested waters .” as requested proposal stated that a rule for tug assist- tacted under the requirements of 1 164.55
by nine commente rs , would be implicit in ance in confined waters would be deV~l- of this new part.
the naming of those waters. Those wa ters oped. This Is to be the subject of a future Section 164.25(a). This paragraph re-
would be particularl y hazardo us beca use rulemaking action . qutr es the testing of prima ry and sec-
of restricted maneuvering room or a high SectIon 164.19 Requirements f or yes- ondary steering gear. One commen ter
volum e of vessel traffic. The Coast Guard sets at anchor . To be chronolo gically con - stated that careful inspection by a chief
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 5959

engineer or other qualified person would latlons in ~h1s new part as discussed in tons or more. If an Inland vessel Is Of
be sufficient. Visual inspection does not the beginning of this preambl e. 1600 gross tons or more and the compass
always disclose whether the system will Section 164.30 Charts , publications, is unnecessary for that vessel, a devia-
fail and Is less reliable than actual test- and equipment: general. This section tion may be requested under the req uire-
Ing. One commenter suggested that test- prohibit s the operation of a vessel by any ments of § 164 55 of this new part.
lug a “trIck wheel” Is not practical while person unless the vessel has the charts, Section 164.35(c) . This para gra ph re-
a vessel is underwa y. If this system Is publications, and equipment as required quires a current magneti c compass devia-
the only backu p steering system, the test by I f 164.33 throu gh 164.37 of this new tion table or graph or compass comparl-
Is necessary. Vessels to which this new part. Six commenters suggested a “due son record for the steering compass. The
part applies usually have at least two dIligence” criter Ion for this requirem ent. comments -on this requirement are dis-
means of steer ing. To enhance sale navi- That concept is reasonabl y included un- cussed ear lier in this preamble for
gation , both should be tested to ensure der the charts and publication require- I 164.11(i) .
that they are operable. meats in I 164.33 as this section Is re- Section 164.35 (4)  and (e)  . These were

SectIon 164.25 (b) . This paragraph re- wrItten in this final rule. paragraph (d) in the propo sal. For clar-
qul.res the testing of interna l vesse,I con- Section 164 33 Charts and pub lica- ity, the two requIrements, that there be
trol communications and vessel control tfons . Seven commenters stated that the a gyrocompass and that it or a repeater
alarms. One conimenter suggested that requirement to have the “most recently be illuminated and be at the main steer-
this apply only when necessary for safe published” charts under paragraph (a) Ing stand , are divided into two para-
maneuvering. These systems should be . (1) 15 unreasonable under the present graphs .
ready for all circumstances, Includin g distr ibution system. Three commenters Section 164.35(g) . This was paragraph —

the unforeseen, for the purpo ses of safe stated the same for the requirement Un- (f) In the proposal. It requires the dis-
navigation. One coanmenter stated that der paragraph (a) (2) to have the “cur- play of maneuvering informatIon on a
“all” of these systems on a highly auto- rent” copy of the listed publications. fact sheet in the wheelhouse. To be con-
mated vessel is a large number; Never- Accordingly, the requirements are sistent with a similar requirement In 46
theless, it Is necessar y for the purposes changed to require the “most recentl y CPR 35.20-40 and to clarify the Intent of
of safe navigation that these systems published and available” charts and. the the requirement, the specific Information
operate properly. “most recent , available • “ copy of required Is stated in the paragraph in

SectI on 164.25(c). The proposed para- the publications, this final rule.
graph (C) required the testing of “each Section 164.35 Fqulpmen t: all vessels. SectIon 164 35(h). ThIS was paragraph
emergency generator for at least fifteen Seventeen commenters suggested that (g) In the proposal. It requires an echo
minutes.” Four coanment ers stated that there be a requirement for “collision sound ’ng devIce. Two commenters stated
once a week Is sufficient. These are criti- avoidance” device. Five commenters sug- that the requirement was unnecessary
cal systems and whether or not they ~.e gested a Loran C requ irement for “large ” in pilot waters and two other comment-
working should be known at the time of vessels. Both will be the subject of a ers stated that it was unnecessary for
actual vessel operation. Since the Intent rulemaking action in the near future. the Great Lakes. It Is as Important to
of the section Is that there be a second Two commenters suggested that radio - know the depth of water in these waters
working electrical power source,lhe final direction findIng equipment be required . as it is In any others. The requirement
rule allows a standby or emergency gen- This equipment Is now required for cer- Is unchanged.
eratos~. One commenter correctly sug.. tam u.s. vesbels. The Coast Guard is Section 164.35(1) . ThIs was paragraph
gested that, Instead of a fifteen minute considerin g requiring It for aU vessels of (lU in the proposal. It requires a device
requirement, the test be as long as nec- 1600 or more gross tons operat ing on the that can continuousl y record the depth
essary to show prop er function ing, In- navigable waters of the United States. readings’of a vessel’s echo soundin g de-
cluding steady state temperature and Four commenters suggested that the vice. Nine commenters stated that the
pressure readings. The final wording has burden of compliance for these equip- device serves no navigational pur pose.
been changed accordingly. ment requirements be affirmativel y The recorder is useful for navigational

Section 164.25(d). One commenter placed upon vessel owners Under the pur poses as a valuable positioning de-
suggested that this requirement for the requirement of § 164.30 of this new part , vice. One c~ommenter stated that the re-
testing of storage batteries for emergency if the owner , through his action or gen- ouirement conflicted with IMCO Resolu-
lighting and power systems to vessel con- eral policy, can S reasonabl y be expected tion A.224, which recommends a 15 mlii-
trol and propulsion machinery spaces not to ensure that the requirements of this ute recording capability . The require-
apply to vessels for which there Is a equlpmt nt section are met , then the men t Is that the device be one that can
regular testing program . The necessity burden of compliance would be upon the record continuously and not a require-
of testing these critical systems at the owner. ment that it run continuousl y.
time of entering or getting underway In Section 164.35(a) . This paragraph re- Section 164.35(j) In the proposal. This
the navIgable waters of the United States quires a marin e radar system for surface para grap h would have required an illu-
is as discussed for the systems required navigation. Pour commenters suggested mtnated device that displays vessel speed,
under paragraphs (a) through (C) of the requirement of gyro stabilization such as a pitometer log, revolutions-per-
this section . with north up capability. Three corn- minute counter with speed equivalent

Section 164.25 (e) . This paragraph re- menters suggested the requirement of table , or a direct read out device , such
quires the testing of main propulsion reflection plotters. One comment sug- as a doppler indicator. Two coinmenters
machinery, shead and astern. Five corn- gested the requirement of a minimum stated that such a device would not be
menters stated that backing engines in 16 Inch Plan Position Indicator (PPI) useful on rivers. One commenter sug-
coastal waters might be dangerous. The - scope with moveable ran ge rings. The gested that direct readin g indicators ,
Coast Guard assumes that reasonable Coast Guard has deter mined that these such as dopplers , be required on “lar ge”
masters would not do this test where it types of specifications are unnecessary vessels. After consideration of these
might be dangerous, such as In close at this time and that the usual radars comments and the facts that pitometer
proxi mity to other vessels. Two corn- th at are available are sufficient for basic log swords would not be extended in
menters suggested that the machiner y navigational safety. If further experience shallow waters and revolutions-per-
be requIred to be tested ~ ‘1~ as is neces- shows that more specification is neces- minute counters and speed equivalent
sary to show that it a ,  respond. That sa-ry, the Coast Guard would conduct tables are only valid in a stead y state
would meet the paragraph ’s recuirement. approprIate rulemaking actions , situation , the Coast Guard has deter-
One commenter suggested that the back- Section 164.35(b) . ThIs paragraph re- mined that the requ irement is insufficient
trig test of the engines be made when the qu.tres an illuminated magnetic steering as proposed. Because of the potential
vessel slows to pick up a pilot . This ma- compass. Two commenters stated that value of a direct speed indicating device,
chlnery must be tested, both ahead and many inland vessels do not use a corn- the Coast Guard is considerin g It as the
aste rn , before entering the nav igable pass. As sta ted earlier in this preamble, subject of a future rulemaking action
watera of the United States, which is this par t does not apply to most inland after more study ; however , the requir e-
Consistent with the Intent of all the regu- vessels because they are not 1600 gross merit is not Included in this final rule.
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Section 164.37 in the pr op osal. This not violated, for a vessel operating in ing nine years . Two vessels did not have
proposed section would have required thb waters under his jurisdiction , for a a gyrocompass. Adding a gyrocompass
two marine radar systems On vessels of continu1~g operation or for a period of to 10% of the 6,100 vessels for appro xi-
10,000 or more gross tons. As stated in time that he specifies. Two commenters mate ly $60,000 each would result In a
the discussion of I 164.35 in this pr e- stated that there would be “uneven en- cost of $10,260,000 in the first year and
amble , “collision avoidance” devices for forcement ” because Captains of the Port $3,660 ,000 In each of the followIng nine
vessels of 10 ,000 or more gross tons will may interpret the rules differently. One years. One hundred and seventy-nine
be the subject of a rulemak ing action commenter suggested that the section in- vessels did not have their maneuvering
in the near future . Since a radar system d ude a requirement that authorizations characteristics posted. All U.S. vessels,
is a component part of some “collision rot be “unreasonably withheld.” Another approximately 1,100, are required to
avoidance” devices, this proposed re- commenter suggested an Interr~al proce- have it posted . If aU 5,000 foreign vessels
quirement for a second radar Is not In- dure for informIng Captains of the Port did not have it posted , testing for the In-
cluded in this final rul e: however , if after of the different deviations that have formation would cost approximately
rulemaking procedures a requirement for been authorized. me Coast Guard In- $5,000 each resultin g In an amortized
collision avoidance devices is not pro - tends to Issue internal guidelines so that cost of $2 ,500,000 each year for ten
mulgated as a final ru le, the pro posed re- this deviation autho rization would be a& year s. Two vessels did not have a re-
quirement for a second radar would be consistent as is practicable . The intent cording fathometer. Addin g the fathom-
reinstated. of this section is to allow reasonable eter to 10% of the vessels for $20 ,000

Section 164.39 in the proposal. This deviations from these rules if safe navi- each would result In a cost of $2 ,420,000
proposed section would have required an gatton of the vessel is not Impaired and iii the first year and $1,000,000 In each
illumInated rate of turn indicator on the rules for prev entin g collIsions at sea of the following nine years.
vessels of 35.000 gross tons or more. Two are not violated. If a vessel ouerates in The economic impact on the U.S.
commenters stated that the device was waters that include the jur isdiction of economy from U.S. vessels is the tOtal
not necessary on vessels of 100 .000 grOss two or more Capta ins of the Port , an au- cost of compliance in the first year plus
tons or more. One commenter stated that thoriza tion from each ’ is necessary. 10% passed to the consumer in each of
the device was designed for use on rivers Deviation from the rules because of the ten years. The cost of foreign vessel
and was not appropriate for seagoing equipment failure on a partIcular voyage compliance will be passed to the U.S.
vessels. One coinmenter stated that the is covered under new § 164.53(a) . consumer evenly over the 10 year amor-
device had been insufficiently accurate SecUon 164.61 Marine Casualty rec- tization period . The estimated first year
when used on several of his vessels. The ord retentio” . Two conunenters stated cost from compliance to the U.S. ship-
Coast Guard has determined that, al- that this requirement for record reten- ping industry is $6,979,500 . The estimat-
though the rate of turn indicator may be tion when a vessel is involved In a ma- ed cost to the U.S. economy is $17,300, -
useful on vessels of this size, further rine cacusity Is unreasonable. One corn- 500 in the first year and $7,800,500 in
study is necessary and there Is lnsuffl- menter stated that the renuiremen t is each of the following nine years. The
d ent basis for requiring it in these rules . alread y included In 46 CFR. This section benefi ts from having this equipment

Section 164.51 Deviatio s from rules: cross refere”ces the record retention re- and following the proper operat ing pro-
emergency. This section allows emer- aui rem’.nt In 46 CFR 4.fl5.-15 for the cedures would result not only in tangible
gency deviations from these rules to convenience of those ners ons using savings, IncludIng less vessel damage or
avoid endangering persons , property, or these rul es, which will be In 33 cFR. loss, less post vessel casualty costs, In-
the e ’ vironment . Five commenters That requirement in TItle 46 is ru eces- clud iiig Investigation costs, and search
stated that this section only repeats the sary for the purposes of the marine and rescue costs, and less pollution clean 4
substance of Rule 29 of then hnterna- c~ ’iu~1tv invest-Is’s.tions that the coast up costs of which spill clean up costs
tional Regulations for Preventing Co1 Guard is reoulred to conduct, alone are estimated at 830.000,000 to
lisions at Sea , 1960, and ArtIcle 29 of the This rule has been reviewed for eco- $35, 000,000 per year, but significant in-
statutory Inland “rules of the road ” ~~ nomic effects under Department of tang ible benefit s, including less loss of
U.S.C. 221) . Although this section 15 Transportation “Policies to improve life or inlury, less pollution and result-
consistent with those provisions, ~ Analysts and Review of Regulations” (41 ing harm to the environment , and less
applies specifically to the rules In thiS FR 16200). Because the operational hazards to navigation caused by aban-
new part arid not just to general naviga- rules. in this new part are followed al- doned vessels.
tion practices governed by the interna- ready on most vessels and can be met In consideration of the foregoIng,tional regulations and Inla’-d “rules àf with most existing manning levels, there Chapter I of Title 33 , Code of Federalthe road.” Proposed paragraph (b) of should be no cost increase due to ~~ Regulations, Is amended by adding a newthis section would have required a re- creased manning. The Coast Guard esti- Part 164 to read as follows:por t of any deviat ion under this section mates that there should be no more
to the Captain of the Port or Coast than 1, 100 U.S. flag vessels and 5,000 See.
Guard District Commander. Two corn - foreig n flag vessels of 1,600 or more gross 164.01 Applicability.
menters stated this is unnecessary for tons navigating in the navigable Wa- 164.11 Navigation underway : general.
brief emergency devIations. In light of ters of the United States in any year . 164.15 Navigat Ion underway : confined or

Congested waters.these comments, the final rule is changed The following is based, in part, on a 1975 164.16 List of confined or congested waters.to require this report for only the fail- random survey of 300 vessels. Where ap- 164.19 Requirements for vessels at anchor.ure of critical navigation equipment: propriate, annual cost is based upon a 164.26 Te~te before entering or getting un-
the radar , gyrocompass, echo soundIng 10 year amortization period . All of the derway.
device, or prima ry steering gear. This vessels had radar. Adding a good marine 164.30 Charts, publications , and equipment :
requirement Is In para gra ph (b) of new radar to 5% of the 6, 100 vdssels for ap- general .
* 164.53 . Paragraph (a) of this new sec- proximately $15,000 each would result 164 33 Charts and publications.
tion allows the person directing the in a cost of $1,282,500 In the first year 164.35 Ec~uipment: all vessels.

164 .61 DevIation from rules : emergency.movement of the vessel to continue a and $457,500 in each of the following 
~84.53 Deviations from rules and reporting :

voyage if any equipenent required by this nine years. All the vessels had a mag- non-operating equipment.new part stops operating properly, sub- netic compass. Adding the compass to 164 .55 DevIations from rules : continuingj ect to the directions of the Captain of 5% of the 6,100 vessels for $2,000 each oper~t~on or period of time .
the Port under Part 160 of this chapter. would result In’ a cost of $496 ,000 in the 164.61 Marine casualty reporting and recor d

Section 164.55 Deviations from rules : first year and $61 ,000 In each of the fol- retention .
continuing operat ion or period o/ time. ~~wing nine years . One vessel did not As,’rnoarry: Sec. 104. 86 Stat. 427 (33 U.S.C.
This was ~ 164.53 I~ the proposal. Under have a rudder angle indicator. Adding 1224 1 : 49 Cv’R 1.46 (m) and (n) (4)
th is section. the Captain of the Port may this indicator to 5% of the 6, 100 vessels
authorize a deviation from these rules, for approxi mately $4,000 each would re- § 164.01 App licability.
if safe navigation is not impai red or the sult in a cost of $342,000 for the first This part applies to each self-propelled
rules for preventing collisions at sea are year and $122,000 In each of the follow- vessel of 1600 or more gross tons when
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 5961

it is operating In or on the navigable (0) The vessel’s anchors are read y for (C) Standby or emergency generator
waters of the United States. except the lettin g go; for as long as necessary to show proper
Panama Canal and the St. Lawrence (p) The per son direct ing the move- function ing, including steady state tern-
Seaway. merit of the vessel sets the vessel’s speed perature and pressure readings.

with consideration for— (d) Storage batteries for emergency
~ 164.1 1 Navigation underway : gener al. ~ ~ The prevailin g visibility and lighting and power s)~Mems in vessel con-

The owner , master , or person in char ge weather conditions; tro l and propulsion machinery spaces.
of each vessel underwa y shall ensure (2) The prox imity of the vessel to fixed (e) Main propu lsIon machInery, ahead
that : shore and marine structures; and astern.

(a) The wheelhouse is constantl y (3) The tendenc y àf the vessel under- 
~ 164.30 ~~~~~~~ pub lwationa , andmanned by persons who— way to squat and suffer impairment of

( 1 ) Direct and control the movement maneuverab ility when there is small equipment : general.
of the vessel ; and underk eel clearan ce; No person may operate or cause the op-

(2)  FIx the vessel’s position; (4) The comparative proportions of eration of a vessel unless the vessel has
tb ) Each person performing a duty the vessel and the channel; the charts, publications, and equipment

described in paragraph (a) of this section (5) The density of marine traffic; as required by H 164.33 through 164 .35
Is competent to perform that duty; 8 The damage that might be caused of this part.

(C) The posItion of the vessel at each by the vessel’s wake; § 164.33 Charts and publications.
fix Is plotted on a chart of the area and (7) The stren gth and direction of the
the person directing the movement of the current; and (a) Each vessel must have the follow-
vessel is informed of the vessel’s position. (8) Any local vessel speed limit; ing

(d) Electronic and other navigational (q) The tests required by § 164.25 are (1) Except as provided by paragraph
equipment , external fixed aids to navi- made and recorded in the vessel’s log; (b) of this section, charts of the area to
gation, geographic reference points, and and be transited published b ’ the National
hydrographic contours are used when (r ) The equipment required by this Ocean Survey, U.S. Army Cor ps of Engi-
fixing the vessel’s position ; part is maintained in operable condition. neers, or a river authority that~—.

(e) Buoys alone are not used to fix the (i) are of a large enough scale and
vessel’s position; § 164.15 Nav i gation underway : confined have enoug1~ detaIl to enable safe navi-

or congested water s. gation of the area; andNoi’z.—Buoya are aids to navigation p aced In the conflned or congested waters (ii) are the most recently publIshed~in approx imate positions to alert the mariner
to hazards to navigation or ~ indicate the described in * 164.16, the master or per - and availab le for the area and currently
orientation of a channel. Bouys may not son in charge of each vessel underway corrected .
maintain an exact position because strong shall ensure that— (2) Except as provided by paragraph
or vary ing currents, heavy seas, ice, and col- (a ) Propulsion machinery can respond (b) of this section , the most recent, avail-
l isions with vessels can move or sink them immediately through its full operating able, and currently corr ected copy of, or
or set them adrift. Although buoys may cor- range; applicable extract from, each of the fol-
roborate a position fixed by other mesna. (b) The engine room , including the lowing publications , if it includes the
buoys cannot be used to fix a position; how-
ever , If no other aids are available , buoys main engine control station even if it is area to be transited :
alone may be used to establ ish an estimated not in the engine room , is manned to (I ) U.S. Coast Pilot.
position, operate the propulsion machinery as re- (ii ) Coast Guard Ught List.

quired by paragraph (a) of this section ; (iii ) Notices to Mariners published by(1) The danger of each closing visual c) Persons are available to rapidly Defense Mapping Agency Hydrographic
or each closing radar contact Is evalua ted anchor the vessel in an emer gency; and Center and local Coast Guard Notice to
and the person directIng the movement (d) The automatic pilot device is not Mariners.of the vessel knows the evaluation; In ~~~~~ , (iv ) Tide Tables published by the Na-(g) Rudder orders are executed as tionai Ocean Survey.given; § 164.16 List of confined or congested (v) TIdal Current Tables published by(h ) Engine speed and direction orders wate rs . ( Reserved ] the National Ocean Survey, or river cur-
are executed as given; § 164.19 Requirements for vceaeI~ at rent publication issued by the U.S. Army,( I) Magnetic variation and deviation anchor. Corps of Engineers, or a river authority.
and gyrocompass errors are known and The master or person In charge of (b) A vessel may have a chart or pub-
correctly applied by the person directing each vessel that is anchored shall ensure ljcat ion published by a foreign govern-
the movement of the vessel;(j ) A person whom he has determined that— ment instead of a chart or publication re-
is competent to steer the vessel is In the (a ) A prop er anch or watch is math- qulred by this section if the chart or pub-
wheelhouse at all times ; ’ tøined; lication contains similar information to

( k )  If a pilot other than a member of (b) Procedures are followed to detect the U.S. Government publication or
the vessel’s crew is employed, the pilot a dragging anchor; and chart. A vessel bound from a foreign port

(Cl Whenever weather, tide, or cur- to a port In the United States may have
Is informed of the draft, maneuvering rent conditions ar e likely to cause the the latest charts and publications that
characteristics, and pecularities of the vessel’s anchor to dra g, action Is taken were available at previous ports of call .
vessel and of any abnorma l circum- to ensure’ the safety of the vessel, struc - § 164.35 Equipment: all vessels.stances on the vessel that may affect 115 tures, and other vessels, such as beingsafe navigation;

( 1) Current velocity and direction for ready to veer chain, let go a second an- Each vessel must have the following:

the area to be transited are known by chor. or get underway using the velael’s (a) A marine radar system for surface
own propulsion or tug assistance. navigation .

the person directing the movement of the b) An illum inate d magnetic steerin g
vessel; § 164.25 ‘Tests before entering or getting compass, mounted in a binnacle, that(m Predicted set and drIft are known underway. can be read at the vessel’s main steering
by the person directing movement of No person may cause a vessel to enter stand.
the vessel ; into or get underway on the navigable (c) A current magnetic compass devia-

(n I TIdal state for the area to l~ waters of the United States unless, no tion table or graph or compass comparl-
transited is known by the person direct- more than 12 hours before entering or son record for the steering compass , In
Ing movement of the vessel; getting underway, the following equip- the wheelhouse.

ment has been tested: (d ) A gyrocompass.
‘ See also 46 U.S.C. 672, which requires an (a ) Primary and secondary steering (e) An illuminated repeater for the

able aesman at the wheel on U.S. vessels of gear, gyrocompass required by paragraph (d)
too gross tons or more in narrow or crowded b All internal vessel control corn- of this section that Is at the main steer-
water s or dur In~ low visibility. municat ions and vessel control alarms. ing stand, unless that gyrocompass is 11-
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luminated and is at the maIn steering (b) If the vessel’s radar , gyrocompass , amendments. These regulations are in-
stand. echo depth sounding device, or pr imary terrelated with and therefore must be

(2) An Illuminated rudder angle m di- steering gear stops operatIng properly, read together with the Navigation Safety
cator in the wheelhouse. the person directing the movement of Regulations (33 CFR 164) published In

(g) The foUowlng maneuvering Infor- the vessel must report or cause to be re- th is PEDrL4L REGZSTZL
mat ion prominently displayed on a fact ported that it is not operating prop erly Several comment s were received in re-
sheet in the wheelhouse: to the nearest Captain of the Port or sponse to this proposal. One comment.or

(1) For full and half speed, a turn- Cuast Guard DIstrict Commander as felt that the proposed rules concern-
ing circle diagram to port and starboard soon as possible. ing nautical publications should apply
that shows the time and the distance of only to vessels on the high seas and in-
advance and transfer required to alter § 164.55 Devistiona from rules : con- ternational waters and should not apply
the course 90 degrees with ~~~~~~~~ tinuing operation or period of time, 

~~ tankshjps operatIng exclusively on
rudder angle and constant power settIngs. The Captain of the Port, upon wi’itten bays, sounds, and lakes other than the

(2) The time and distance to stop the application, may authorize a deviation Great Lakes. Current rules require that
vessel from full and half speed while from any rule In this part If he deter- these vessels meet the same navigation
maintaining approximately the Initial mines that the deviation does not impair requirements as other tank ships In ocean,
heading with minimum application of the safe navigation of the vessel under coastwise, and Great Lakes service. There
rudder, anticipated conditions and will not re- are sufficient hazards to safe navigation

(3) For each vessel with a fixed pro- suit in a violation of the rules for pre- in all waters to warrant the required car-
pefler, a table of shaft revolutions per venting collisions at sea. The authoriza- riage of nautical publications for the in-
minute for a representative range of tion may be Issued for vessels operating tended voyage In addition to the pres-
speeds. In the waters under the jurisdiction of ently required charts. For this reason,

(4) For each vessel with a controlla- the Captain of the Port for any con- the comment has not been adopted .
ble pitch propeller, a table of control set- tinuing operation or period of time the One commentor expressed concern
tings for a representative range of speeds. Captain of the Port specifies, about the effect of the proposed rules re-(5) For each vessel that is fitted with
an auxiliary device to assist in maneuver- § 164.61 Ma cu se caaualty reporting and gardlng radar, gyrocompass, and ~radIo

record retention, directional finders on vessels solely navi-
ing, ~uch as a bow thruster, a table of gating the Great Lakes. The require-
vessel speeds at which the auxiliary de- When a vessel Is involved In a marine ments of these regulations for radar and
vice Is effective in maneuvering the yes- casualty as defined in 46 CPR. 4.034, gyrocompasses apply only to vessels op-
sel. the master or person in charge of the cratIng in ocean or coastwise service and

(6)  The maneuvering informatIon for vessel shall— are not applicable to vessels navigating
the normal load and normal ballast con- (a) Ensure compliance WIth 46 CPR solely on the Great Lakes. However, the
dition for— Subpart 4.05, “Notice of Marine Casualty regulations in 33 CFR Part 164, which

(I) Calm weather—wind 10 knots or and Voyage Records;” and require radar and gyrocompasses, apply
less, calm sea; (b) Ensure that the voyage records re- to vessels navigating on the Great Lakes.

(ii ) No current; quired by 46 CFR ~.05—15 are retained The proposed rules did not address radio(Ill) Deep water condltions—water fo~~ directional finders. The Coast Guard did
depth twice the vessel’s draft or greater; (1) 30 days after the casua lty if the not intend to extend the requirements
and vessel remains in the navigable waters of for radar, magnetic compasses, and gyro-(iv) CleaR iThil the United States; or compasses to bar ges. This was not clear(7) At the bottom of the fact sheet,
the following statement: (2) 30 days after the return of the In the proposed regulations. To clarify

vessel to a United States port if the yes- this, the following changes are made In
WARNING sel departs the navigable waters of the the final regulations. The words “me-

The response of the (name of the vessel) United States withIn 30 days after the chanically propelled” are added to
may be different from that listed above if marine casualty. 11 77.09—1(a) , 77.11—1 (a) and (b) , 96.17—
any of the following conditions, upon which 1 (a) and (b) , 96.25—1(a) . 167.40—40(a) ,
the maneuvering Information is based, are Effective date : This rule becomes ef- 167.40—45 (a) and (b) , 105.17(a) , 195.19—
varied : fective on June 1, 1977. 1 ( a) and (b) , as appropriate. One corn-
(1) Calm weather—wind 10 knots or 1555~ The Coast Guard has determined that mentor suggested that the term “helms-

calm sea;
(2) No current; this document does not contain a major man” could be Interpreted as lImited to
(3) Water depth twice the vessel’s draft proposal requiring preparation of an ~~ a specific position rather than a specific

or greater; flatlon Impact Statement under Execu- function and suggested the use of the
(4) Clean bull; and tive Order 11821 and 0MB Circular A— term “qualified person”. The Coast
(6) Intermediate drafts or unusual trIm. 107. Guard agrees that the term “helmsman”

could possibly be misinterpreted as the(h) An echo depth sounding device. Dated: January 26, 1977. comtnentor suggested. For this reason,(i) A device that can continuously re-
cord the depth readings of the vessel’s 0. W. SIIIR , the term “qualified helmsman” has been
echo depth sounding device. Admira l, U.S. Coast changed to “competent person”.

(j ) Equipment on the bridge for plot- Gtsw’d Commandant. The references to Federal Communica-
ting relative motion. ~PR Doc.’r7-2994 Plied 1-28-n;s:45 ami tlons Commission regulations for radar

have been deleted to make these regula-
§ 164.51 Deviations from rules: emer- tions consistent with the Navigation

geney. Title 46—Shipping Safety Regulations In 33 CPR Part 164
Except for the requirements of * 164.53 CHAPTER i—COAST GUARD, which require marine radars.

(b) , in an emergency, any person may DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPOR TATION In consideration of the foregoing,
deviate from any rule in this part to the (CCI) 76-0741 Chapter I of Title 46 of the Code of
extent necessary to avoid endangerIng Federal Regulations is amended as fol-Vessel Inspe ction Regulationspersons, property, or the environment. lows:

On September 16, 1975, a docwnent§ 164.53 Deviations from rules and re- was published in the FeDERAL REG IST ER PART 32—SPECIAL EOUIPMENT
porting: non.operat ing e~lu:pment. (40 FR 24585) prop osi ng to amend the MACHINERY AND HULL REQUIREMENTS

(a) If during a voyage any equipment vessel inspection regulations In Chapter~I § 32.15—10 (Amended ]
required by this part stops operating of Title 46 of the Code of Federal Regu-
properly , the person directing the move- latlons . Interested parties were given an I . In 32.15— 10 , by deleting the words
ment of the vessel may complete the opportunity to submit , not later than “mechanical or” in the first sentence.
voyage subject to the requirements in October 31 , 1975 , data , views and recom- 2. By adding a new sentence at the end
Part 180 of thIs chapter. mendat lons regar ding the proposed of § 32.15-20(a) to read as follows :
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§ 32.15—20 Radiotelegrap h and Radio. to manual steering and vice versa is rivers, must carry adequate and up-to-
telephone—T/ALL. made by, or under , the supervision of date—

(a) • e * All vessels on an interna- the officer of the watch. (a) Charts;
tional voyage that are required to carry 7. By revising the first sentence of (b) Sailing directions;
a radiotelegraph or radiotelephone in ac- * 35.30—20 to read as follows : (C) Coast pilots;
cordance with Chapter IV of the Safety § 35.30—20 Emergency Equipment— 

(d) Light lists;
(e) Notices to mariners ;of Life at Sea Convention , 1960 , must TB/ALL. (I) Tide tables;

carry the International Code of Signals . (a) Two emergency outfits, stored for (g) Current tables; and
3. By adding a new § 32.15—30 to read use in widely separated , accessibe loca- (h) All other nautical publications

as follows: tions, are required for the following : necessary.’
§ 32.15—30 Badar—TIOC. . * * , 13. By adding a new Subpart 78.19

to read as follows:All tankships of 1,600 gross tons and PART 77—VESSEL CONTROL AND MIS-
over in ocean or coastwise se rvice must CELLANEOUS SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT Subpart 78.19—Auto Pilot
be fitted with a marine radar system for 8. By adding a new Subpart 77.09 tO § 73.19—1 Use of Auto Pilot.
surface navigation . Facilities for plotting read as follows :radar readings must be provided on the Except as provided in 33 CFR 164.15,
bridge. Subpart 77.09—Radar when the automatic pilot Is used in—

4. By adding a new § 32.15—35 to read § 77.09—1 When requ ired. (a) Areas of high traffic -density;
as follows: (b) Conditions of restricted visibility;

All mechanically propelled vessels - of and
§ 32.15—35 Magnetic Compass and Gyro- 1,600 gross tons and over in ocean or (c) All other hazardous navigational

compass—T/OC. coastwise service must be fitted with a situations , the master shall ensure that~—
(a) All tankships in ocean or coast- marine radar system for surface navf- (1) It Is possible to Immediately es-

wise service must be fitted with a mag- gation. Facilities for plotting radar tablish manual control of the ship’s
netic compass. readings must be provided on the bridge, steering;

(b) All tankships of 1,600 grass tons 9. By adding a new azbpart 77.11 to (2) A competent person is ready at all
and over in ocean or coastwlse service read as follows : times to take over steering control; and
must be fitted with a gyrocompass in Subpart 77.11—Magnetic Compass and (3) The changeover from automatic
addition to the magnetic compass. Gyrocompass to manual steering and vice versa is

(c) Each tankship must have an illu- made by, or under , the supervision of
minated repeater for the gyrocompass § 77.11—1 When required. the officer of the watch.
required under paragraph (b) that is at (a) AU mechanically propelled vessels
the main steering stand unless the gyro- in ocean, coastwise or Great Lakes serv- PART 96—VESSEL CONTROL AND MIS-compass Is illuminated and Is at the main ice must be fitted with a magnetic corn- CELLANEOUS SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT
steering stand. pass.

(b) All mechanically propelled vessels 14. By adding a new paragraph (b~
PART 35—OPERATIONS 1,600 gross tons aild over In ocean or to § 96.1~—l to read as follows:

5. By revising § 35.20—1 (d) to read ~ coastwise service must be fitted with a Subpart 96.13—Radiotelegraph and
follows: gyrocompass in addition to the magnetic Radiotelephone

compass. § 96.13—) Required by Federal Corn-§ 35.20.-I Notice to Mar iners ; aids to (c) Each vessel must have an illumi- mun icat ions Commission.
- 

navigation—T/OCLJI. nated repeater for the gyrocompass re- * * * . *a * • • quired under paragraph (b) that is at
( d)  As appropriate for the intended the main steering stand unless the gy- (b) AU vessels on an international

voyage, all vessels mus t carry adequate rocompass Is illuminated and Is at the voyage which are required to carry a
and up-to-date— main steering stand, radiotelegraph or radiotelephone instal-

lation In accordance with Chapter IV(1) Charts ; 10. By adding a new paragraph (b) of the Safety of Life at Sea Convention ,(2) Sailing directions; to § 77.13—1 to read as follows: 1960, must carry the International Code(3) Coast pilots ; Subpart 77.13—Radiotelegraph and of Signals.
(4) Light lists; Radiotelephone 15. By adding a new Subpart 96.17 to(5) Notices to mariners : read as follows:(6) Tide tables; § 77.13— 1 Required by Federal Corn-
(7) Current tables; and mUflk atiOfl s Commission. Subpart 96.17—Magnetic Compass and
(8) All other nautical publications a a * * • Gyrocompass

necessary.’ (b) All vessels on an international § 96.17—1 When requirrsL
6. By adding a new § 35.20—45 to read voyage which are required to carry a (a) All mechanically propelled vesselsas follows: radiotelegraph or radiotelephone instal - in ocean or coastwise service must be

§ 35.20—45 U~e of Auto Pilot—T/ALL. lation in accordance with Chapter IV fi tted with a magnetic compass.of the Safety of Life at Sea Convention , (b) All mechanically propelled vesselsExcept as provided in 33 CPR 164.15, 1960, must carry the International Code of 1,600 gross tons and over in ocean orwhen the automatic pilot is used in— of Signals.(a) Areas of high traffic density ; coastwise service must be fitted with a
(b) Conditions of restricted visibility ; § 77.27—1 [Amended ) gyrocompass in addition to the magnetic

and 11. In 77 .27—1 , by deleting the words compass.
(c) All other hazardous navigational “mechanical or” from the first sentence. (C) Each vessel must have an Illumi-

situations, the master shall ensure that~~ 
nated repeater for the gyrocompass re-

(1) It Is possible to Immediately es- quired under paragraph (b) that is at
tablish manual control of the ship’s PART 78—OPERATIONS the main steering stand unless the gyro-
steering; compass Is illuminated and is at the main12. By revising § 78.05-5 to read as(2) A competent person is ready at all follows: steering stand.
times to take Over steering control : and 16. By adding a new Subpart 96.25 to
(3) The changeover from automatic § 78.05—5 Charts and Nautical Publics- read as follows:

tions, 
__________

‘For United States vessels in or on the As appropriate for the intended voy- ‘Por United St~tee vessels in or on the
navigable wRters of the United States, see age, all vessels except barges , ferryboats navigal le water s of the United States, see
33 QFR 164.33. and vessels operating exclusively on 33 CFR. 164.33.
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5964 RULES AND REGULATIONS
Subpart 96 25—Radar § 167.40-40 Radar. (0) All vessels on an international

§ 96.25-1 When required. All mechanically ~ropel1ed vessels of voyages which are required to carry a
1,600 gross tons and over in ocean or radiotelegraph or radiotelephone Instal-

AU mechanically prop elled vessels of ooestwlse service must be fitted with a 
- lation in accordance with Chapter IV of

1,600 gross tons and over In ocean or 
~~~~~ i-~~~~~ system for surface naviga- the t3afety of Life at Sea Convention,

coastwise service must be fitted with a tion. Facilities for plotting radar reaci- 1960, must car ry the International Code
marine radar system for surface naviga- ings must be provided on the brid ge, of 818519.15.
tion. Facilities for plotting radar read- 23. ~~ addilng a new I 167.40-45 totags must be provided on the bridge, read as follows: PART 185— OPERATIONS
§ 96.27—1 (Amended] § 167.40- 45 MagnetIc compass and gy- 27. By adding a new * 185.20-30 to

17. In 96.27-1, by deleting the words rocompasa. read as follows:
“mechanical or~’ in the first sentence of (a) All mechanically propelled vessels Subpart 185.20—Mlsc&Ianious Operatingparagraph (a) . 

___ 
in ocean or cosatwise service must be R.qulrements

18. By revIsing * 96.35-15 to ~a-d 
~ fitted with a magnetic cOniI*sa. § 185.20-30 Use of auto pilot.follows: (b) All mechanically piupeIl~d vessels

§ 96.35-15 Stowage. of 1,800 gross tons and over in ocean or Except as provided In 33 CFR 164.16 ,
coastwlse service must be fitted with a when the automatic pilot Is used In—

The fireman ’s outfits must be stoYed gyrocompass In addition to the magnetic (a) Areas of high tramc density’;
in widely separated, accessible locations. compass (b Conditions of restricted visibility ;

(C) Each vessel must have an illumi- ~~~~

PART 97—OPERATIONS nated repeater for the gyrocoenpess re- (c) AU other hazardous navigational
quired under paragraph (b) that Is at the situations, the operator shall ensure

19. By revising * 97.05—5(a) to read as main steering stand unless the gyrceom- that—
follows: pass Is illuminated and Is at ~~~~ ~~~~~~ (1) It Is possible to Immediately as-
§ 97.05—S Chart. and nau tical publ ics- steer ing stand . tablish manual control of the ship’s

tlon.. 24. By adding a new * 167.~~—35 to steering
read as follows: (2) That a competent person is readyAs approprIate for the intended VOY’. at all times to take over steering control;age, all vessels except barges, vessels op- § 167.65-35 Use of auto pilot.

erating exclusively on rivers, and nmtor- 
~~~~~t ~~ -P~~~i~~~ in 33 CFR 164.15, (3) The changeover from automatic toboats other than those certificated for when the automatic pilot Is used In— manual steering and vic, versa Is madeocean or coastwtse route, must (1~~~~Y (a) Areas 0f high traffic density; by, or - under, the supervision of theadequate and UP -date— (b) Conditions of restricted visibility; operator.(a) Charts; 28. By adding a new * 18530-35 to(b) 85111U~ directions; (C) All other hazardous navigational read as follows :

(C) COO St PIlOtS, situations, the master shall ensure that— _____Subpart 185.20—MIscellaneous Operating(ci) Light lists; (1) It Is possible to immediately eetnb- R.qulrarn.nts

F 

(e) Notices to mariners; usis human control of the ship’s steering;(f) Tide tables;
(g) Current tables ; and (2) A competent person Is ready ~t ~~~ § 185.20-35 Charts and nautical publi-

cation.,
(li) All other nautical publications times to take over steering control; and
necessary’ (3) Th~ changeover from automatic As appropriate for the intended ‘roy-
20. By adding a new Subpart 97.16 to to manual steering and vice versa Is made age, all vessels must carry adequate and

read as follows: by, or under, the supervision of the officer up-to-date -—
of the watch. (a) Charts ;Subpart 97.16—Auto ~~ot 25. By revising * 167.65-45(d) tO read (b) Sailing directions;§ 97.16—1 Use of auto pilot, as follows: (C) Coast pilots;

Except as provided in 33 CF’R 164.15, §167.65—45 
- 

Notice to mariner., aid, to ~~ Light lists;
when the automatic pilot Is used in— navigation. (e) Notices to mariners;

(a) Areas of high traffic density; • * . * • 
(3) Tide tables;

(b) Conditions of restricted visibility; (g) Current tables; and
—~~ (ci) As appropriate for the intended (h) All other nautical publications

(C) All other hazardous navigational voyage, all nautical school ships must neuessaxy.’
situations, the master shall ensure that— carry adequate and up-to-date---

(1) It Is possible to Immediately estab- (1) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ PART 195—VESSEL CONTROL AND MIS-

lish manual control of the ship’s ~~~~~~~ 
(2) SaIling directions ; CELLA NEOUS SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT

Ing (3) Coast pilots;
(2) A competent person Is ready at ~~ (4) i.iigi~t lists; 29. By adding a new paragraph (b)

times to take over steering control; (5) Notices to mariners; to I 195.13—1 to read as follows:
(6) Tide tables; Subpart 195.13—RadIotelegraph and(3) The changeover from OTfl&tiC (7) Current tables; and RadIot.Iaphonsto manual steering and vice versa Is made (8) All other nautical publicationsby, or under, the supervision of the officer necessary.’ § 195.13—1 Required by Federal Coss.

of the watch. ______ munlc.tiona Commission.
PART 184—VESSEL CONTROL AND MIS- ‘ ‘ ‘PART 167— PUBLIC NAUTICAL SCHOOL CELLANEOUS SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT (b) All mechanically- propelled vesselsSHIPS on an International voyage which aze

§ 167.40-20 (Amended] 26. By adding a new paragraph (C) to ~~~~~~ to carry a radiotelegraph or
* 184.25-1 to read as follows: radio telephone instaUatk~n in accord-21. In * 167.40—20, by deleting the

worde “mechanical or” from the first and Subpart 184,25—RadIo arice with Chapter IV of the Safety of
Life at Sea Convention, 1960, must carrysecond seitenses. § 184.25-1 RequIrements of the Federal the International Code of Signals.22. By adding a new * 167 40-40 to Communication. Commission. 80. By adding a new Subpart 196.17read as follows: • • * • ‘ to read as follows:

‘For United Bt.te. vessels In or on tb. ‘For United States vessels In or on the ‘For United States vessels in or on tb.navigable waters of the United State.. ass navigable watery of the United States, see navisable water. of the United Status,CPR iu.33. 38 CFR 114.33. 83 CP’R 164.33.
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Subpart 195.17—Radar compass is illuminated and Is at tLe main (C) Coast pilots;
steering stand. (d) Light lists;§ 195.17—1 When required. (C) Notices to mariners;

All mechanically propelled vessels of § 195.27—1 (Amended ] ( f)  Tide tables;
1,600 gross tons and over in ocean or 32. In 195.27—1 , by deleting the words g Current tables; and
coastwlse service must be fitted with a “mechanical or ” in the first sentence. (h) All other nautical publicationb
marine radar system for surface navi- 33. By adding a new sentence at the necessary.’
gation. Facilities for plotting radar end of * 195.35—10(b) to read as follows : (46 U.S.C. 375, 416, 49 U.S.C . 1655(b) (1);  49readings must be provided on the brid ge. § 195.35—10 Fireman’, outfit. CFR 1.46 1b))

31. By adding a new Subpart 195.19 tO * * * e * Effe ctive date: These amendments areread as follows: (b) * * The fireman ’s outfits must effective on June 1, 1977.
Subpart 195.19—MagnetIc Compass and be stored in widely separated , accessible The Coast Guard has determined thatGyrocompass locations, 

_____ 
this document does not contain a major

§ 195.19—1 When required. proposal requiring preparation of an In-
PART 196’—OPERATIONS flation Impact Statement under Execu -.

in ocean or coastwlse ervlce must be 34. By revising * 196.05-5 to read as tive Order 11821 and 0MB ClrcuIa3
fitted with a magnetic compass. follows .

(b) All mechanically propelled vessels § 196.1)5—S aia~1~ and nautical publi- Dated : January 26, 1977.
of 1,600 gross tons and over in ocean cation,. o. w. Saga,
or coastwise service must be fitted with As appropriate for the intended voy- Admiral, U.S. Coast Guard ,
a gyrocompass in addition to the mag- age, all vessels except barges, and vessels COif linandaf lt.
netic compass. operating exclusively on rivers, must ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ Filed 1-28-77.8:45 amI(c) Each vessel must have an illumi- ,~ A
nated repeater for the gyrocompass re- carry equa an up- - a ‘For United States vessels In or on the
quired under paragraph (b) that Is at (a) Charts; navigable waters of the United States, see
the main steering stand unless the gyro- (b) Sailing directions ; 33 CFR 164 .33.
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DEPARTMENT OF been making use of the best navigational progress along a track, the Coast Guard
TRANSPORTATION tools available, has concluded that the use of LORAN-C

The Department of Transportation should be a requirement for certain yes-
Coast Guard maintains a National Plan for Naviga- sels entering U.S. waters. While this rule,

(33 CFR Part 164] tion. It is the oMcial source of navigation of course, only applies on the navigable
policy and plans for the Department. The waters of the United States, the Coast

(COD 71-0021 April, 1972, edItion of the National Plan Guard feels that operators of vessels
PROPOSED NAVIGATION SAFETY for Navigation was amended by an Annex with LORAN-C receivers installed will

REQUIR EMENTS published as a Notice in the July 19, 1974 , avaIl themselves of the benefits of the
LORAN—C on Vessels of 1600 Gross Tons Issue of the FEDERAL REGIsTER (39 FR system in the offshore approaches, as

or More 26468). The amendment announced the well as in the overseas coverage areas. An
designation and Implementation of incidental benefit will be the ability to

. Purpose. The Coast Guard Is consid- LORAN-C as the government-provided navigate with greater confidence through
ering amending the navigation safety re- radlonavigation system for the U.S. areas of outer continental shelf resource
quirement.s by adding LORAN-C to the maritime coastal confluence zone. The exploration and production.
list of required equipment for vessels of coastal confluence zone is defined as the The Coast Guard randomly sampled1600 gross tons or more. • seaward approaches to land, the inner navigation practice and equipment inWritten comments. Interested persons boundary of which is the harbor en- mid-1975. Of the vessels boarded. 40%are invited to participate in this pro- trance, and the outer boundary of which were equipped with LORAN-C receivers.posed rulemaking by submitting written is 50 nautical miles offshore or the edge Vessels under U.S. flag comprised 21%data, views, or arguments to the Corn- of the continental shelf (100 fathom of the sample; 70% of these weremandant (G-CMC/81> , U.S. Coast curve) , whichever is greater, equipped with LORAN-C. This 70% fig-Guard , Washington, D.C., 20590. Each The July, 1974, Annex describes in de- we included both tankets and freighters.person submitting a comment should in~ tail how LORAN-C was selected after With respect to vessels sailing under for-d ude his name and address, identify this consideration of the alternative systems, eign flag, 39% of foreign freighters werenotice (CGD 77-0021, and give reasons LO~tAN—A , Differential Omega , and equipped with LORAN-C, and only 24%for support of his comment. Comments Decca. of foreign tankers were so equipped. Con-received before April 1, 1977 will be con- The LORAN—C service in the coastal sidering the reasonable marketing costssidered before final action Is taken on confluence zone is designed to provide of receivers, it would not appear that
this proposal. Copies of all written corn- ~~~ assurance that a vessel can fix Its adequate use is being made of this navi-ments received will be available for ex- position to an accuracy of 1/4 mile. The gational aid.amination by interested persons in Room navigation system accuracy requirement While the Coast Guard proposes to
8117, Department of Transportation , has been established so that a vessel require LORAN—C receivers on all yes-Nassif Building, 400 Seventh Street, S.W., could be navigated safely along a track sels of 1600 or more gross tons that enterWashington , D.C. The proposal may be to its destination or within its desig- U.S. waters, it recognizes tiiat a require-changed in light of the comments nated shipping lane. ment of this nature would place a suddenreceived . The existing LORAN—C system Is being surge cri manufacturers’ capabifities and

• Public Hear inc ’. The Coast Guard will expanded to provide coverage for the would cause a severe backlog problem for
hold a public hearing an March 4, 1977, entire U.S. coastal confluence zone and those manufacturers. Accordingly, thebeginning at 10:00 am., in Room 2232, the Great Lakes. Overseas stations will Coast Guard proposes that if the amend-Department of Transportation. Nassif continue to be operated by the Coast ment is adopted , it will become effectiveBuilding, 400 Seventh Street , S.W., Guard in response to the requirements of for each category of vessel at a staggeredWashington , D.C. An addition~1 public the Department of Defense. Existing sys- Interval . Because the tank vessel segment
hearing will be held on March 16, 1977 , tern covera ge and new Pacific Coast of the industry is somewhat smaller thanbeginning at 9:30 a.m.. in the Marine service, which will become available by the freighter segment, and because the
Room , Travel Lodge at The Wharf , 250 mid-1977 . Is depicted in the LORAN—C ability to. accuratel y navigate tankers
Beach Street. San Francisco. Californis . Coy rage Diagram, Defense Mapping has assumed much greater ImportanceInterested persons are invited to et ’ .. ’d Ai’,ency Hydrographic Center Chart No. of late, it is proposed that this segmentthe hearing and presen t oral or wl’ltt..fl ,,130. Basically, LORAN —C presently pro- of the industry would be required to corn-state ments on this proposal. It is re- videa V4 nautical mile accuracy over ply with the regulation at the earliestquested that anyone desiring to make about two-thIrds of the U.S. East Coast time, such as 120 days after publicationoral comments at either hearing notIfy waters , throughout the Bering Sea, and of the rule. It is proposed to require thethe Commandant O-CMC *1’ . US in parts of the Hawaiian Islands and remaining vessels to comply one year
i’oast Guard Washington , DC 20510. at surrounding waters after publication of the rule.
.*‘t 10 day . b,fnr . iii .’ w h.dul d date Th. espazid.t~ system Is to provide In consideration of the foregoing it( the pu blit ’ hr i . r ’r ’w  ~nd ‘p.” tfy tili ftp- - t,s ’r rag, with , ‘ . tcrtjr acy Of ~ naut l 
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DEPARTMENT OF Dssciisslox or ma PRoposED REOuLATIos (h) The person in charge of oil trans-
TRANSPORTATION The qualifications of the ~~~~ 

fer operations on a foreign flag tankship,

Coast ~~~~ charge of an oil transfer operation ~~ tank barge, cargo and miscellaneous yes-
being revised to reflect the proposed re- sel, or passenger vessel must have a U-

[33 CFR Part 155 ~ quirements for a tankerman published in cense Or certificate authorizing service
as a master, mate, pilot, engineer, or

(COD v~-~s..i 
this issue of the FEDERAL Rzoxsvzn (42 FR operator on the vessel.21190).

QUAUFICATIONS OF ThE PERSON IN In consideration of the foregoing, it (86 Stat. 427. as amended (46 U.S.C. 391.);
CHARGE OF OIL TRANSFER OPERATIONS is proposed to amend Part 155 of TItle 33 seC. 6(b) (1) ,  80 Stat. 937 (49 U.S.C. 1655(b)
AGENCY: Coast Guard, DOT. of the Code of Federal Regulations as ~~~ 49 CFR 1.46(n) (4 ) ) . )

follows: No’r~: The Coast Ouard has determined
ACTION: Proposed Rules. By revising I 155.710 to read as follows: that this document does not contain a maJor

proposal requiring preparation of an Boo-SUMMARY : The Coast Guard is propos- § 155.710 Qualificati on~ - of pers on in nomlc Impact Statement under Executivelug to revise the regulations governing charge , Order 11821, as amended, and 0MB CIrculsrthe qualifications of the person In charge A- 107.
of oil transfer operations. This change is (a) The person in char ge of oil trans-
proposed in order to bring the regula- fer operations on a tankship, as defined Dated : April 19, 1977.
tions in line with the proposed regula- in f 30.10-87 of Title 46 of the Code of 

~~ . ~~~. Sfl.~~~,
tions governing the qualifications of per- Federal Regulation, must: Admiral, U.S. Coast Guard,sonnel involved in the handling, transfer, (1) Be designated as person in charge
and transportation of dangerous cargoes by the master;
in bulk aboard ships and barges. (2) Hold a license ~uthor1zing service I~’~ Doc.77—11872 Filed 4—22—TT ;8:45 smJ

as a deck officer aboard the t.ankshlp;
DATES: (1) Comments must be received (3) Hold the appropriate endorsement
on or before: July 7. 1977. (2) Public under Subpart 10.11 of Title 46 of the (46 CFR Parts 10, 12, 30, 31, 35, 70, 90,

98, 105, 151, and 257]Hearing: The Coast Guard will hold a Code of Federal Regulations for thepublic hearing on June 21 and 22, 1977, grade of product being transferred ; and (COD 14-44 j
begInning at 9 a.m. In room 2230, Depart .. (4) Have served during the preceding TANKERMAN REQUIREMEN TSment of Transportation , Nasaff Build- 12 months aboard the tankship or an- AGENCY: Coast Guard, DOT.ing, 400 Seventh Street SW., Washing- other tankship built to the same basic
ton, D.C. plans and having the same cargo con- ACTION: Proposed Rules.
ADDRESSES: Comments should be sub- t5infllent, control, and monitoring sys- SU (ARY: The Coast Guard is pro-mitted tp and are available for examina- teins. posing to issue regulations governing thetion at the Marine Safety Council ~~~~~

. ()~) The service required in paragraph qualifications of personnel involved inCMC/81) , room 8117[Department of (a) (4) of thia section includes:
Transportation, Nasslf BUilding, 400 (1) Assisting the person In charge of the handling, transfer, and transporta-
Seventh Street SW., Washington , D.C. the cargo transfer operation during at tion of dangerous cargoes in bulk aboard
20590. CopIes of studies referenced In least two transfers of cargo; or ships and barges. Human error and lack
this document are available for examina- (2) Equivalent experience acceptable of awareness of the hazards involved on
tion at the above addrem. to the Officer in Charge, Marine ~~~~~~~~~ the part of personnel engaged in these

tion. operations has resulted in several, recent,
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CON- (C) The person In charge of tank marine casualties. Better qualified per-
TACT: cleaning operations conducted at a tank sonnel in charge of these operations

Captain George K. Oreiner, Marine cleaning facility must be a tankerman should lead to a reduction in similar
Safety Council (G-CMCI8I) • room certificated for the grade of cargo last casualties.
8117, Department of Transportation, carried. DATES: (1) Comments must be received
Nassif BuIlding, 400 Seventh Street (d) The person in charge of oil trans- on or before: JuJy 7, 1977. -(2) Public
SW., Washington, D.C. 20590. (202— fer operations on a tank barge must be: Hearing: The Coast Guard will hold a
426—1477) . (1) A properly certified tankerman public hearing on June 21 and 22, 1977,

for the cargo being transferred ; or beginning at 9 a.m. In room 2230, De-SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: (2) A licensed officer with a tanker- partsnent of Transportation, NassifInterested persons are invited to partici- man endorsement for the cargo being Building, 400 Seventh Street SW., Wash-pate in this rulemaking by submitting transfe~~ d. ington, D.C.written data, views, or arguments. Writ- (e) The person in charge of oil trans-ten comments should include the docket fer operations on a cargo and miscella- ADDRESSES: Comments should be sub-
number (COD 74—44a ) the name and ad-
dress of the person submitting the corn- neous or passenger vessel must: mitted to Commandant (G-CMC/81) .

U.S. Coast Guard , Washington, D.C.
ments. and the specific section of the (1) Be designated as person in charge 20590. Comments will be available for cx-
proposal to which each comment is ad- by the master; amination at the Marine Safety Coun-
dressed . The proposal may be changed (2) Hold a license authorizing service Cl (G-CMC/8l) , room 8117, Department
In llgl t of comments received before ~~ as an officer aboard the vessel ; and of Transportation. Nassif BuildIng, 400
nal action on this proposal . Interested (3 Hold any tankerman endorsement Seventh Street SW.. Washington, D.C.
persons are invited to attend the hearing including the “tankerman.—flam. (re - 20590. Copies of studies referenced In this
and present oral or written statements ~n atrict~d ”  endorsement, document are available for examination
this proposal ft Is reque sted that anyone f The person In charge of bunker at the above address.
,tealrtng ta make comments notfly Cap- fuel oil transfer operations on cargo and
t~~n Ursifler at least tO days bet or~ the mIsfella ncous, tank. and paesesiger yes- FOR FURThER INFORMATION CON-

le.$ial i l t e  at the ps*~Ir bearing and seM must ha ve a valid ljren.e asithoris. TAC T
~5 • Wes ap wipg~~~ a8e Ies~~%Pt .1 ‘Wn. ng sers w. a. master ssat or ssgsnser (‘aI*aln Ogors.’ IC Orsi ,wr Mar io’
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ten comments should include the docket ties. For example, In 1914 and 1975 over fled. No exemption, type of training ornumber (COD 74-44) , the name and ad- 2,200 polluting incidents, resulting In amount of experience is stipulated . Reso-
dress of the person submitting the corn- the accidental discharge of 1,813,171 gal- lution of this situation is achieved by themeats, and the specific section of the pro- ions of oil and other hazardous sub- new categories end standards in thisposal to which each comment is ad- stances, were attributable to human proposal.
dressed. The proposal may be changed In error. Examples of human error include; The basic endorsemen t will be “tank -
light of comments received before final allowing tank overflow , improper valve erman—llammable.” A restricted formaction on this proposal. Intere sted per- handling, and improper hose connec- of the basic endorsement, “tankerma~—Sons are Invited to attend the hear ing tions. The lack of awareness of the has- flammable (restricted) “, Is provided for
and present oral or written statements ards involved on the part of personnel those persons who are not engaged in
on this proposal. It is requested that any - engaged in transfer further compounds transfer operations. such as a tankermanone desiring to make comments notify the problem. Better qualified personnel on a towing vessel which As towing a tank
Captain Oreiner at least 10 days before In charge of such operations should lead barge; or a tankerman on a freight yes-
the scheduled date of the public hear- to a reduction of similar incidents. sel or a Seabee/Lash vessel which Ismg and specify the approximate length Recognition of the need for personnel transporting bulk liquid cargo in deep
of time needed for the presentation. It qualification improvement is also docu- tanks or portable tanks.
Is urged that a written summary or copy mented- in the report released Augu st 16, Separate endorsements as “tankerman
of the oral presentation be included with 1974 by the National Transportation —Liquefied Gas” and “tankerinan—bulk
the request Saf ety Board (NTSB) on the fatal explo- dangerous liquids” will be required for
DIscussIoN or THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS sion and fire on the MI V Venus. In this those pex~ons engaged in the transfer

report, it was stated that the third mate, of bulk dangerous chemicali and lique-
A new dimension has been added to the who was in charge of tank cleaning op’. fled gases. Certain cargoes within theseCoast - Guard’s traditional responsibility erations at the time of the explosion, had two categories will require a “special”of protecting lives and property at sea. never worked on board a tanksblp prior endorsement naming the specific cargoThe protection of the marine environ- to joining the vessel shortly before the the tankerman Is authorized to transfer.ment now constitutes an Integra l part of casualty. He had received no training in when this cargo is of an extremely baz-its overall statutory mission. This is the tankship operations nor was any re- ardous natu re or requ ires special han-culmination of worldwide concern about quired. Basically, he qualified for the as- dUng.

the continuing pollution of teITitoI’i9.1 signment solely on the strength of his A “limited” endorsement is also au-waters as well as the open seas. deck officer’s license. The Board recom- thorized for a tankerman Involved inThe potential for water pollution, in mended that the Coast Guard eliminate the transfer of a specific cargo in a dedi-solar as marine transportation is COfl- this defect In the regulations by requir- cated service, where the cargo is bothcerned, stems primarily from the release ing tankerman endorsements on such II- non-flammable and non-toxic, andof dangerous or noxious cargoes from censes before granting eligibility for this would ordinarily require a bulk danger-either ships or barges. Loading and dis- type of service, A “tankerman” is an In- ous liquid endorsement.
charging accidents, along with vessel dividual who has been trained in, and Is No tankerrnan endorsement will begroundings, collisIons, and fires have all capable of performing efficiently, the ’ required for the transfer of inert gasescontributed to creating a situation of na- necessary operations on tank vessels such as nitrogen or non-flammable,
tional concern, which relate to the handling of cargo. non-toxic refrigerant gases, such as

The passage of , the Ports and Water- It is recognized that the person in charge dichlorodifluoromethane.
ways Safety Act of 1972 In the United of cargo transfer operations on tank- The Inter-Governmental Maritime
States and the drafting of the Interns- ships must be an experienced Individual Consultative Organization (IMCO) ,
tional Marine Pollution Convention of who is knowledgeable in vessel stability, through its Subcommittee on the Stand-
1973, provided the impetus and author- cargo loading, weather, tide conditions, ards of Training and Watchkeeping,
Ity for the proposed regulations, Other port operations and vessel mooring, in has developed detailed recommendations
recent regulatory proposals have been addition to having formal shoreside and covering the proposed regulations. Rec-
directed at vessel design, construction, practical training in the handling of ommednations concerning the training
repair and operational factors whose cargo. Since these qualifications are pri- and qualification of personnel aboard
modification could result in reduction man ly requirements for a deck license, dangerous cargo carriers have been dr .
of pollution. This document addresses it Is proposed that a licensed deck officer culated to all member governments,
personnel requirements. Specifically, be required to perform this function. These suggestions speak to the different
changes are being proposed to 46 CFR Additionally, it was recommended by levels of compulsory training necessary
Parts 10, 12, 3Op 31, 35, 70, 90, 98, 105, the NTSB that continuing eligibility for the officers and crew having ~u’imary
151, and 157. (upon renewal of certificates or licenses) responsibility for the cargo, as well as

The proposal redefines and establishes be contingent upon recency of service to the general training of all others
more satisfactory qualifying criteria for and training exercises or other demon- aboard In the hazards involved, and in
certifying individuals engaged in the strations of current knowledge. firefighting and other appropriate emer-
carriage and transfer of the various cate- The Coast- Guard’s on-going reviews gency procedures. These proposed regu-
gories of dangerous cargoes in bulk, of existing regulations have disclosed the lations seek to put the IMCO recom-

A study sponsored by the Maritime Ad- validity of the NTSB’s findings. The en- mendatlons into effect.
ministration entitled, “A Model Eco- tire existing “tankerman” regulatory Although the ideas expressed above
nomic and Safety Analysis of the Trans- scheme, although workable in the past, seem fairly straightforward and simple,
portation of Hazardous Substances in is not responsive to presen t day opera- some difficulty is envisioned In the actual
Bulk .” which was completed in July 1974, LIons . Moreover , because of the increase mechanics of implementation. It is
‘oncluded that the marine mode was the In the kinds and physical properties of hoped that commentors will provide

f r t t  method of tran sporting such prod- cargoes , and since tankerman certtflca- helpful suggestions in this subj ect area
ii is If this safety position is to be main - tlvi~ is now required only for combustible A “phase-In ’ approach may be desir~bIe

‘4iIned and Improved, and If the Coast or ilainnisb ie produut .t 0 the ,c~craI in the case of those regula t ka i. enucern-
‘ luard • i Uut~on pn’v,nUon gPfor*a ar e - f l - ~~’ - c  i i  I ’  i ’t ~ i~’er OoS I I m p o s e  Iii es ins. tot esample. the ~ I rI5ge and Van.-
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without a “phasing in” period. This is “Bulk Flammable Cargo”—means ocr- Sulfur (liquid)
because of the Identified hazards pee- tam bulk liquids listed In 5 12.20-5(a) of Bulfurto ACId
rented by the transport of such cargoes this Subchapter whose primaa7 hazard “~~u~ ed Gas (LG) “—means bulk

‘ 

and the immediate need for personnel Is flammability or combustibility. liquid cargo which has a vapor pressure
who are trained in and capable of han- “Bulk Dangerous Cargo ” means cer- of at least 1,76 kp/cm’ (25 psi) at 37.8’ C —
cUing these cargoes. tam bulk dangerous liquids or liquefied (103’ F).
Where approval of mandatory train- gases listed in 5 12.20—5(a) (2) and (3) ‘Person in Charge” means a personIng courses might present a problem, the of this Subchapter which have hazards who:Coast Guard Is prepared to demonstrate other than, or In addition to, the cooven-

flexibility during the development phases tional flammability and combustibility of (a) Holds a license authorizing service
of satisfactory courses of instruction. As petroleum products. as a deck omcer aboard a vessel: and
examples, where formal training hi “Bulk Dangerous Cargo—Special” (b) Is designated as person in charge
“chemical cargo” handling flight not be means certain bulk dangerous cargoes by the master , A tankerman required on

vessels under 5 31.15—1(b) of this Chap-available to all, a group within the ma-
rine industry could develop an accept- that are designated as special and require tar may serve as the person in charge of
able curriculum paralleling an ~y~~ y an endorsement on a license specifically the vessel,
approved course. For firefighting, oper- naming the cargo or cargoes he Is quail- “Tankerman”—means a person hold-
atm’s could prepare their personnel in fled to transfer. These special cargoes are ing a license endorsement issued by the
the basics with an approved classroom thc following: Coast Guard that attests to his conipe-
course, and then augment this with an tency in the handling and transfer on
approved field facility course. LIQUarIED Oss tankships and tank barges of:

Methane (LNO) (a) Flammable or combustible liquidDRAFFING INFORMATION : The p m -  ztiiano
cipal persons involved in drafting this EtI~YI.I~. 

cargo in bulk; or
proposal are Captain Nelson Emory, Chlorine (b) Dangerous liquid or liquefied gas
Project Manager, and Lieutenant 3d- Ethylene Oxide cargo in bulk.
ward J. Gill, Jr,, Proj ect Attorney, Methyl Acetylene-Propadlene Mixture “Tankerman — flam . (restricted)” —

In consideration of the foregoing, It Sulfur Dioxide means a person holding a license en-
is proposed to amend Chapter I of Title Propylene Oxide do~~ ment issued by the Coast Guard
46 of tile Code of Federal Regulations as BULK DANGDIOtIS LievfliS that attests to his competency and au-
follows: Allyl Chloride thorlzes him to serve aboard cargo, pas-
PART 10—LICENSING OF OFFICERS AND Carbon Dianiphid e senger, and towing vessels that are re-

MOTORBOAT OPERATORS AND REGIS- Chloroeulfonic Acid qulred to carry a tankerman,
TRATION OF STAFF OFFICERS Epichlorohydrin “Tankerman (barge) “—means a per-

Motor Fuel Antiknock Compounds son holding a license endorsement issued1, By adding a new Subpart 10.11 to Oleum
read as follows: phosphor us by the Coast Guard that attests to his

Proplylene Oxide competency in the handling and transfer
Subpa rt 10.11—Carge Transi .r on tank barges of:Sec. “Bulk Dangerous Cargo—LimIted’~--- (a) Flammable or combustible liquid10,11-1 Purpose. means certain bulk dangerous liquid cargo in bulk; or10.11—3 Definitions.

10.11-5 Privileges and limitations, cargoes which are non-flammable and (b) Dangerous liquid or liquefied gas
10.11-6 ExpIration d ate, non-toxic, and are transported In a dødl cargo In bulk,
10.11-7 Eligibility requirements: expert- cated service. These limited cargoes are

ence. the following: § 10,11—S Privileges and limitations.
10.11-8 Eligibility requirements : training/

examination. Caustic Potash solution (a) The holder of a license endorse-
10.11-9 Renewal of endorsement as tank- Caustic Soda Solution ment as “t.ankerman” is qualified to ban-

erman. Hydrochloric AOid die and transfer on tankshipe and tank
10.11—11 Verification of experience. Nitric Acid- (70% or less)

Phosphoric Mid barges bulk liquid or liquefied gas car-
AUTHOSITY : 85 Stat. 427, as amended (46 Sodium Hypochlorite Solution (15% or less) goes endorsed on his license as follows:

U.S.C. Sala); see. 6( b ) (1) ,  80 Stat. 937 (49
U.S.C. 1656(b) (1); 49 CP’R 1.46(n) (4). Endorsement :  Cargoes authorized to handle and Transfer
§ 10.11_i Purpose. (1) Tankerfliafl—ftaxnnisble Those cargoes listed In 12.20-6(a) (1).

This subpart prescribes the require- (2) Tankerman—bulk d an g em o us Those cargoes listed in 12.20-5(a) (2) and 12.20-
ments for issuing a license endorsement liquids. 5(a) (1).
as tankerinan , and describes the varIous (3) Tankerman—liquefied gas Those cargoes listed in 12.20-5(a) (3),
tankerman endorsements that authorize (4) Tankerman—Uquefied gas (plus Specifically named “Special” Bulk Dangerous
a licensed officer to serve as a tankerman specifically named cargo) . Oargo listed in 10.11.4: and those liquefied
or as the person in charge of the transfer gas cargoes listed in 12.20-6(a) (8).
and transport of liquid or liquefied gas (5) Tankerman—bulk d a n g e r  ous Specifically named “Special” Bulk Dangerous
cargo carried in bulk on a vessel, liquids (plus specifically named Cargo listed in 10.11-3 and those bulk danger-

cargo). oua Uquid Cargoes listed In 12,20-6(a) (2), and
* 10,114 elt1o~s, those flaminsble and combustible Liquid Car-
As used in this Subpart: goes listed in 1220-5(a) (1) .
“Bulk Cargo”—means liquid or Uque- (I) Tankerman (limited to specifi Specifically named Bulk Dangerous Liquid Cargo

fled gas cargo of more thea 150 barrels sally Eam.d serge). Ust.d In 10.11-3.
In & vessel’s tanks WhSth Ii pwnpld CC (7) N. tsak.rmaa endorsement a’s Nitrogen, carbon dioxide. dicblotodlfluorom th-
and o( lbs ~~~~~ lncludth lIquId or Uq- quired. an.’ dlchlosmonofluorom.tban., dicb,loso-
issled s.. serge ~ a psetabls t k  hay tetr$fluoroltBan., monocblorodlfluorem.than..

1~~~~espseftg sreMsr than I LI UI OeSl&tSi,tetrsfl *io,o.th&n.. esOnOCidot’ot,t -
Suoronist&s..
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PROPOSED RULES 21193

TABI.z 1O.11—6.—Tro4nIsg/&erv~ce RequIrements for  Endorsements (v) Firefighting procedures.
(vi ) Emergency equipment.
(vii ) Fire detecting systems.

Do~u. Fire- Coast (viii ) First aid.Tankennan endorsement ’ Heated I~~tIng Guard az’ UIIDISSS Bulk (2) A field exercise program of at least.arvics muss aminaiion pa daugerous Special
liquid eight hours individual “hands on” train-

ing in firefighting procedures Including
Plarnmable x x x’ class A, B, C~ and D fires and extinguish-P~~~~~ hI. (reatrict.d) X X ’ Ing agents on vessels and covering: x x x

.. - x x x (I) The following concerning fire
mains :pa 

X X (A) Nomle and hose handling. i:~i~:i~iii~~ (B) Types of fire mains.asuaed —Bulk damgerom liquid ø~~~~~~~~~ eci- x x x (C) Inspection of fire mains.siiiy named carp) (I)) Team work.
(E) Low and high velocity fog.‘Each tsnkerms~j eadoosinent will be further restricted by the addition of the wor d (barge) ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~ (F) Use of the fire main on the follow-(luallflcatlona were obtained for (In) horses, 

for the Coe~t Guard examination, tog fires :‘An approved training course may be substituted
(1) Machinery space bilge fire.(b) A licensed omcer authorized to § 10,11—li Vertheasion of exper Ience. 
(2) In-procem tank fire.serve as a tankerman under previous i’s~~ (a) Service and experience must be (3) Cabin fire.ulatiolla remains authorized to Serve hi verified by— 4 Drip pan fire.that sante capacity for a period of five (1) Certificates of discharge; and (5) Manifold flange fire.years from the effective date of these rea- (2) A letter attesting to the ft3)pii (6) Tank hatch (uflage cover) fire.ulations or until the relsauance of ~~ 11’ cant’s overall service and qualifications, (ii) Pickup and use of foam on an in-cense, whichever occurs first., except that including— process tank fire and an oil spill fire.a person serving on a tankship or tank (I) The grades of products transferred (flj) The following concerning portablebarge transporting liquefied natural gas by the vessel on which the applicant extinguishers:cargo must have a ‘tnkerman-LO— served; and (A) Limitations.methane” endorsement Issued under .~hI- (ii ) A statement as to the grades of 
~~ Ins~~~Uon,Subpart. products for which the applicant is C0~- (C) Recharging.(c) At any time during the five year siciered to be the person in charge, (I)) Use of extinguishers on the fol-period provided for Iii PSPaZTP.llh (b) ~ (b) The letter required In paragraph lowing fires:th~ section, a licensed oSuer may make (a) (2) of this section must be signed bY ~ Galley fire.application for and receive an endorse- the deck officer directly responsible for (2) Cabin fire.it authorizing service as tankerman training and supervising the applicant. (3) Electrical fire.under this section If he meets the eli&t- (e) If the certificate of discharge re- (4) Flammable liquid fire.bulity requirements. quired In paragraph (a) ( 1) of this 8cc- (5) DrIp pan fire.tion Is not issued, a letter from the (iv) The limitations and use of fresh* 10.11-4 ExpIration d.ee. 

master or other representative of man- air, self-contained Cair-pac) and oxygenThe expiration date to a tankerman ageinent is required in addition to the breathing apparat us in a smoke houseendorsement Is the same as the expira- letter from the deck officer, and during rescue operations.1km date of the license on which It iS 2. By adding a new § 10.30—b to read (d) A student Is Issued a “firefightingPlaCed, as foflows: (barge)” certificate if he completes the
* 10.11—7 EligibIlity rei uireiuents; cx- § 10.30—10 Fire figlet ing qiaslifying following curriculum:persence. courses. (1) A total of at least ten classroom

hours covering:To be eligible for an original endorse- (a) A student who takes an approved (1) The fire hazards of all dangerousanent as tankerman, a licensed officer Of trak ~~g and successfully cons-must meet the requirements in I 12.20—il pletea the course, Including the written cv ff1) Fire prevention.of this Subchapter within three y~~~, practical examination required wider (ill) Fire chemistry.§ 10.11—8 Eligibility requirement s :  I 10.30—3(c) , is entitled to a firefighting (iv) Fire extinguishing agents andtrsining/examina t ion. certificate— equipment,
To be eligible for an original endorse- (1) In a form prescribed by the school (v) Fireflghting procedures.ment as tankerman. a licensed office r that is acceptable to the Coast Guard ; (vi) Emergency equipment.

must comply with the requirements of and (vii) First aid.§ 12.20-13 of this Subchapter. (2) Signed by the bead of the school (2) A field exercise program of at least
and the local Officer in Charge, Marine four hours indMdual “bands on tra in-§ 10.11—9 Renewal of rnjora emcnt as Inspection or a designated representative Ing” in flreflghtlng pro cedures includingtsnkerman . ci either or both. class A, B, and C fires and extinguishing(a) A “tankerman” endorsement is not (b) The following fireflght.ing certifi- agents on tank barges covering :renewed unless an applicant for renewal cates are Issued under this section : (1) The following concerning portablepasses all of the qualifications necessary (1) ‘Pirefighting (ship) “—no limita- and semi-portable extinguishers :for the endorsement. tion as to vessels. (A) Limitations.(b) Each applicant for renewal must (2) “Firefighting (ba rge) “—limited to 

~~ Inspection.comply with I 10.02—9(a) through (d) . barges.
(C) An applicant for renewal of a (C) A student Is issued a “Fireflghtlng (C) Recharging.

tankernl*n endorsement must meet •~~~- (sh ip ) ” certificate if he completes the (D) Use of extlngulahers on the fol-
requirements in I 12 29—i S f) through following cun1eulum~ lowing fires :

l t  of this Subchapter (I ’ A total of at least 24 C 5$FOOfli (I I  Plammable ltquld fire .
An applicant who doe. ~~~~~~~ 

hours covering. 421 ElectrIcal fire
fy for r,n.wal of his ta ri&~~~is~ - 

. t ‘fl :q’ fIrs hMurd ’ ci all dangerous (3 CabIn ~~mege~ at tb, time .1 ‘, iw~I ci rice ~sr~~~~.as’
~~~v i( h. ‘eq . .$. Vi V541b’IS es “. - .~ Pis’s .*. r-’ (it ~~~~~~ _ — 115
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(A) Types, gerous liquid cargoes having hazards 12.20-15 RequIrements for renewing a tank-
(B) Inspection. other than or in addition to coinbustibil- erman’s endor sement.
(C) Team work. ity or flammability. 12.2047 Verification of experience.
(D) Low and high velocity fog. (4) “Tankerman — IA) (Special) “ — 

12.20-19 Increase In scope.
(E) Use of a nozzle and hose on the qualify ing course for a specially named Av’rnosn’Y : 86 Stat. 427. as amended (46

following fires : liquefied gas cargo which is designated U.S.C. 391a) ~ sec. 6(b) ( 1 ) • 80 Stat. 937 (49
(1) In-process tank fire. as special and listed in II 10.13—3 and U.S.C. 1 6 6 5 (b ) ( 1 ) ;  49 CPa 1.46 (n)~ 4)) .
(2)  Manifold flange fire, 12.20—3 of this Subchapter. § 12.20—1 P~~~e.e.(3) DrIp pan fire. (5) “Tankerman—Blk. Dang. Liquids
(4) Tank hatch (ullage cover) fire. (Special ) “—qualifying course for a spe- This subpart prescribes the require-
(ill) The pickup and use of foam on cifically named bulk dangerous liquid ments for Issuing a certificate as tanker-

oil spill fires, cargo which is designated as special and man as required by 46 U.S.C. 391(a) and
(e) A school which provides classroom listed in II 10.11—3 and 12.20—3 of this describes the endorsements that author-

Instruction only Is granted approval to Subchapter. Ize the tankerman to transfer and trans-
issue letters of completion for the class- (6) “Tankerman (Renewal) “—quali- port various liquid or liquefied gas car-
room portion of the required firefightlng fylng course for renewal of a “‘rank- goes carried in bulk on a vessel.
training. erman — lt’lam.”, “Tankerman — LG”, § 12.20—3 Definitions.

(f) An individual who completes a “Tankerman — Blk. Dang. Liquids,” As used in this subpart :classroom course only must— “Tankerman—LG (Special ) “, or “Tank-
(1) Present the letter of completion of erman—BIk. Dang. Liquids (Special) ” Bulk Cargo” means liquid or liquefied

the classroom course to an approved field endorse ment. gas cargo of more than 250 barrels in a
exercise training facility; and (c) Except as provided In paragraph vessel’s tanks which is pumped on and off
(2) Successfully complete the neces- (d) , a student is Issued a certilicate the vessel, including liquid or liquefied

sary field training at the field training listed in paragraph (b) if he completes gas cargo transported in a portable tank
facilIty within— at least 35 hours of instruction in the having a capacity greater than 110 U.S.

(I) Six months of completing the following subjects: gallons.
- classroom Instruction; or (1 Characteristics of the grade of “Bulk Flammable Cargo” means cer-

(II ) Within the time specified by the cargo Involved . tam bulk liquids listed in I 12.20—5(a) of
field training facifity. (2) General arrangement of cargo this Subchapter whose primary hazard

(g) A school which provides field tanks, is flammabillty or combustibility,
training only Is granted approval to Is- (3) Suction and discharge pipelines “Bulk Dangerot’ Cargo” means
sue firefighting certificates when the and valves, cargo pumps, and cargo hose. certain bulk liquIc~ or liquefied gases
student has successfully completed the (4) Operation of cargo pumps. listed in I 12,20—5(a) (2) and (3) of this
required field training, (5)  OperatIons connected with the Subchapter which have hazards other
(h) Each instructor of an approved loading and discharging of the cargo. than, or in addition to the conventional

firefighter tra ining course must possess (6) Rules and regulations pertaining flammability and combustibility of pa-
qualifica tions acceptable to the Coast to the specific tankerman endorsement. troleum products,
Guard. (d) A student is Issued a certificate “Bulk Dangerous Cargo—Speclai”

( i )  The following training schools for completion of a “tankerman fain ,” means certain bulk dangerous cargoes
have approved firefightlng courses: course if he completes at least 21 hours that are designated as special and re-

CLASSROoM XN~~~~uC~~oNs ONLY of Instruction In the subjects lIsted In qulre an endorsement on a tankerman’s
• paragraph (C) .  document specifically nan’ing the cargo

(e) A school with an approved course or cargoes he Is qualified to transfer.Fizi.~ Exxscisz TRAI NING ONLY for a specific tankerman endorsement These special cargoes are the foUowing:• C e • • may establish a refresher training course
CLASSSOO M INSTRUCTI ON AND FIE LD Exxacts5 which will be accepted for renewal of the LIQUEFIED GAS

TRAINING endorsement. The refresher course must Methane (LNO)
• e . * a include at least 6 hours of instruction in ~thane

3. By adding a new I 10.30—15 to read the subjects listed in paragraph (C) . thybeIN
as follows: (f) Each instructor of an approved Chlorine

Ethylene Oxide
§ 10.30—15 Qusbf ying courses for spe. tankerman course must~— Methyl Acety lene-P ropa dlene Mixture

ciSc tanker ntsn endorse ment s. (1) Hold a license or merchant mar- Sulfur Dioxide

(a) A student who takes an approved Iner’s document endorsed for the spe- Propylene Oxide

course of training and successfully cific tankerman endorsement the course BULK DANGEROUS LIQUIDS
completes the course, including the writ.. is intended for ; or Allyl Chloride
ten or practical examination required (2) Possess other appropriate qualifi ’- Carbon Disuiphide
under ~ 10.30—3 (0) of this Part, is en- cations acceptable to the Coast Guard. Chioro sulfonic Acid

Epichiorohydrintitled to an appropriate certificate for (g) The following training schools Motor Fuel Antiknock Compoundsa specific tankerman endorsement— .
(1) In a form prescribed by the school have approved courses for specific Oleum

that is acceptable to the Coast Guard; tankerman endorsements: Propylene Oxide
and * * • • C
(2) Signed by the head of the school PART 12—CERTIFICATION ~~ SEAMEN “Bulk Dangerous Cargo—Limited ’—

and the local Officer in C~i1arge, Marine means certain bulk dangerous liquid
Inspection or a designated representa- 4. By revising Subpart 12.20 to read as cargoes which are non-flammable and
tive of either ~ bOth . follows: non-toxic, and are transported in a

(b) The following certificates for ape- $i~ p.d 12.20—1.nk.r,nas dedicated service. These limited cargoes
ch ic tankerman endorsements are iss~~~ i-. . are the following:
under this aection : 12.20- 1 Purpose. Caustic Potash Solution

u t  “Tankerman— Flam .”—qualj fytng 12.30 3 D,flnltlona. CR UStIC Sods Solution
cou ra for flammable and combustible 1220 6 PrIvileges and limltst ion. Hydrochloric Acid
uquiii ~~~~~~~ 

1330 7 ApplicatIon and ~~u Nitric Acid (~ Q pet at less ,
‘2 • “Tankerman — ILl - qualift’ing 7 3 0~~ Eligihili ty requiressent. - ~.n.rs I Phasphorse Atid

e~~~Iq5 ~~~~~~~~ 
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PROPOSED RULES 21195
‘1~Iqu1fled Gas (1~Q) “—means a, bulk Endorsement—Con tinued Xndorsement—Conthsu.d

cargo which has a vapor premure of at Diethy~sne gl~coI “~~~°‘y1 ether ~~~y1 sldshgds (lao-)least 1.76 kp/cm’ (25 psI) at 37.8° C Diethy lene glycol ~~~~~~~~ ether Oot~1 epesytaflat.(103° F)’ Diglyoldal ether . 05 biegbenyl-A Oils:
“Person in Charge” means a person Dibiptyl phtbalaW Absorption

who— Dilsobutyisne
Dilsobutyl csrbinol Clarified(a) Is certified as a tankerman; Dilsobuty l ketobe Coal oil(b) Has been designated as responsi- Dilsodecyl pbthaiate Coal tarble for the transfer of bulk cargo to or Dinonyl phth*.late Crotonfrom a tank barge; and Dioctyl phthalate crude oil(c) Has the authority to sign the dec- Diphenyl-diphenyl oxide Diesel cii

laration of inspection required b~ I 35 35~ - Dipropylene glycOl Fuel oils:
30 of this Chapter, and 33 CFR 156.150. Dlstillates: No. 1 (Kerosene)

Straight run No, i-D“Tankerman”—means a person hold- Flashed feed stocks No. 2ing a certificate Issued by the Coast Diundecyl phthalate No. 2-D
Guard that attests to his competency in Dtodecanol No. 4
the handling and transfer on tankships Dodecylbenzene (commercIal) No. 5
and tank barges of— Epoxylated linear alcohols . Oll-Cl5 No. 8

Ethoxylated alcohols , C12-ClS Heartcut distillate(a) Flammable or combustible liquid Ethoxy tr~~~lcol (crude ) Lubricatingin bulk; or Ethyl acetate Mtnersl seal(b) Dangerous liquid or liquefied gas Ethyl alcohol Mineral
cargo In bulk. Ethyl bensene Motor

Ethyl butano l Neatsfoot“Tan kerm an—fam. (restricted ) _ 
Ethylene glycol Linseedmeans a person holding a certificate is.. Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether Penetratingsued by the Coast Guard that attests to Ethyl ene glycol monobutyl ether Range

his competency and authorizes him to acetate Residual
serve aboard cargo, passenger, and tow- Ethylene glycol monoethyl ether Resin —

Ing vessels that are reaulred to car ry a Ethylene glycol monoeth yl ether Resinous petroleum
acetate Roadtankerman. Ethyihexaldehyde’ Rosin“Tankerman (barge) “—means a per- 2-Ethyl bexanol Sperm

son holding certificate Issued by the Ethyl bexyl tallate Spindle
Coast Guard that attests to his compe- Farfuryl alcohol Spray
tency in the handling and transfer on Gas oil : cracked Tail

Gasoline blending stocks Tann er ’stank barges ~~~~~~~ Alkylates Transformer(a) Flammable or combustible liquid Reformates Turbine
cargo in bulk; or Gasolin es : Edible oils, including :

(b) Dangerous liquId or liquefied gas Casinghead (natural) Castor
Automotive , (contain ing not Coconutcargo in bulk. over 4.23 gram s lead per Cotton seed

§ 12,20—5 Privileges and limitat ions. gallon ) FISh
Aviation (conta ining not over Lar d(a) The holder of a certificate as 4.35 ~~~~ 1~a4 per gallon) Olive“tankerman” or “tankerman (barge) ” Is Polymer Palm

qualified to be In charge of the transfer Straight run Peanut
on tank barges of bulk liquid or liquefied Glycerine Safflower
gas cargoea endorsed on )~Is document as Olycol diacetate Soya bean

(Ilyoxal (40% ) Tucunifollows: Heptane Vegetab le
Cargoes authorized to handie and Heptanol Pentadecanol

Trans/er Hexa ne (iso-. n-~ Pen~ ne (iso. ii.)
Endatsement: Hexanol 1-Petene

Hexene Petr olatuni(1) Tankerman—Flam: Hexylene glycol Petroleum naphtha —Acstone Isphorone Phoaphorized bicycllc terpineAmyl actate ~~~°‘~ n-) J et fuels: Phthal~te plasticizersAmyl alcohol (n -) JP— l (kerosene) Polybut eneAmyl tailate jp..~ Polyethyle ne glycolsAsphalt Jp~ Polymerlzed estersAsphalt blending stocks: JF-5 (kerosene, heavy ) PolypropyleneRoofers flux Kerosene Polypr opylene glycol methyl etherStraight run residue L~lex, l u d  synthetic Polypropyle ne glycolaButyl Scetate (iso- , ~1-, S~~ ’) Methyl acetate Propyl acetate (lao-, n-)Butyl alcohol (iso-, n-1 eec-, ta rt-) Methyl alcohol Propyl alcohol (iso-, n-)Butyl benzyl phthalate Methyl amyl acetate Propylene butylene polymer1,3-but ylene glycol Methyl amyl sicohol Propyl ether (lao-)Cumene Methyl ethyl ketone Propylene giy’~Cyoloaliphatic resins Methyl formal (dimethyl formal Propyter - _
~crCyciohexane

Cyclohexanol 
~~L1LI11~~

L_
.21

J L -~~ — — ~~~~~~~ oil (epoxidtzed)Cymene (pass-) Mineral spirits Sulfolane

F Decyl alcohol ( iso-. n-) Naphiha: TallowDecyt bensene (-n) saiveut TetradecanolDecyl b.nzene (a-) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ TetradeceneDeeslde~yd. ( iso-, 15) Varnisis makers’ an~ painter.’ Tetradecyl benseneDeesne (76 pet.) Tetrasthylen. glyootDlaceton. aicehel Nonane Thtrabydro,japhthalen,Dibutyl pbtbaiate ( crib.’) Nosene TolusesDtethylbsn..n . 

~ onpl aloohel Thd.canoiBluthylsis. ~~~Sci 
_______ wonyi p~saeth yles. 6170.1 asbttyl .~~~~

~~~~~~~ Nonyl pb pol ethosyist,d , Thd.eyl bsnasiie

—- .— fl$y~ abuiw.i l s •  is-I i s e t a,,~. glvrci
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21196 PROPOSED RUlES

Endorsement—Continued Endorsement—Continued Endorsement—Continued
Triethylene glycol diethyt butymte (Alpha-) methyl styrene Methyl bromide
Thpropyl.ne glycci Morpholine Motor fuel antiknock compounds
Turpentine Naphtha lene (liquid) Oleum
Undeosnol Nitric sold (70 pot or less) Phosphoru s
Und.cene (Mono- ) nltrobenzene Propylene oxide
Undecylbensene 1- or 2-nitropropan. Sulfur dioxide; and those flammable
Waxes: (Ortho-, pars-) nltrotoluene or combustible liquid cargoes

Carosub~ Paraldehyde listed in 12.20—5(a) (1).
Parama Pentachloroethane (3) ‘~ankerman—LO :

Xylene (nieta-, pars-, orthO- ) Phenol Acetaldehyde
Zinc Dialkyldlthicpho.phate Phosphoric acid Ammonia

(2) Tankerznsn—Blk. dang. liquids: Phthallc anhydride (liquid) Butadiene
Acetic acid ( Iso-, n-) propsnolamine Butane
Acetic anhydrid. Propionlo acid Buty lefle
Acetone cyanohydrin Propionla anhydride Dimethylamine
Acetonitrfl. (iso-, n-) propylanilne Ethylamin e
Acrylic acid Pyridino . Ethyl chloride
Acrylonitrile Sodium hydrosultide solution (45 Methyl bromide
Adiponitrile pot or less) Methyl chloride
Ailyl alcohol Sodium hypochlorite solution (15 Propane
Allyl chloride pet or teas) Propylene
Amlnoethylethanolamine Styrene Vinyl chlor ide
Ammonium hydroxide (28 pot or lees Sulfur (liquid) (4 )  Tankerman—LO (plus specifically

BUS ) Sulfuric acid named cargo) :
Aniline 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethan e Specifically named “special ’ bulk
Benzene Tetraethylenepentamine dangerous cargo listed In 12.20-3;
Bensyl chloride Totrahydrofuran and those liquefied gas cargoes
(iso-, n-) buty l acrylate Toluene diisocyanate listed In 12.20—5(a ) (3)
(Tao-, n-, sac-, tart-) butylamine Tricresyl phosphate (containing 1 (51 Tankerman—bulk. dangerous liquid.
(N-) butyi ether pot or more of the ortho isomer ) (plus specifically named cargo) :
Butyl methacrylate Triethsnolamine Specifically named “special” bulk
(iso-, n-, crude) butyraldehyde Triethylamine dangerous cargo listed in 12.20-3;
Camphor oil Triethylenetetramtne and those bulk dangerous liquid
Carbolic oil Urea, ammoflium nitrate solution cargoes listed in 12.20-5(a) (2),
Carbon tetrachlorid, (containing more than 2 pet NH3) and those flammable or combusti-
Caustic potath solution (iso-, n-) valeraldehyde ble liquid cargoes listed in 12.20—
Caustic soda solution Vinyl acetate 5(a) (1)
(Mono-) chlorobenzene Vinylidene chloride (6) Tankerman (limited to specifically
Chloroform Vinyl ethyl ether named cargo) :
(Crude) chlcrohydrlns Vinyl toluene; anti Specifically named bulk dangerous
Chlcecprene Table 151.05 of 46 CFR Part 151, liquid cargo listed In 12.20—3
Coal tar naphths except: (7) No tankerman endorsement re-creosote Acetsldehyde quired :
Cresola Ammonia Nitrogen
Crotonaldehyde Butadiene Carbon dioxide
Cyclohexanon. Carbon disulpbid~ Dlcblorodifiuoromethane
Cyolohexylamnine Chlorine Dichlormonofiuoromethane
(iso-, n-) decyl acrylat. Chlorosulfonic acid Dtchlorotetrafiuoroethane
Dibutylamnin. Dimethylamlne MonochlorodlfluoremethaneDieblorobeuzene Epichlorohydrin Monochlorotetrafluoroethane1,1-Dichioroetbane Ethyl chloride Monochlorotrlfluoromethane2,2’-Dichloroethyl ether
Dichicromethan. QUA.LIFICATION TABLE 12.20-5(b) .—Tralning/Servic,e Requirements for Endorsements
1,1- or l.2-dichloroprop.ne _____________________________________________________________1,3-dichloropropene
Diethanolasnino Doon’ Fire. Coast ~g ~~
Diethylasnine Tankerman endoraement l mented flgbt ing Ou*rd ex. Liquifled BulkDiethylenatriamine servic, course amination gas dangerous 8pecialDlethylethanolamln. liquid
Dli.cpropanolamlne
Diisopropylamln. Flammable X X X i
Dlmethylethanolamlne Flammable (restricted) x x ’Liqulfiad gsa Dlmnethylformamld. Bulk dangerous liquid X X xx1,4-diozane Liquefied gas (plus 8pe Peslly j~ ijed
Ethanolamine 

B~~~~~ ngero liqufd (piuispsc X x
7Ethyl acrylat. 

~~Ethylene chlcrohydrist BUlk dangerous liquid (lIm1ted’
~~ spec XI.Ethylene cyanohydnine ~~ y mmed cargo) x x xEthylenediamlne _____________________________________________________________

Ethylene dibromide l Each tankerman endorsement will be further restricted by the addition of the word (bazge) if sit it id j vj du ~l sEthylene dlchloride qualifications were obtained for (in) barges.Ethyl ether ‘An approved training course may be substituted for the Coast Guard ezamination2-ethylhexyt acrylat.
Ethyl methacrylat. (b) A person authorIzed to serve as LG-methane” endorsement Issued under2-ethyi-3-prcp$ acrolølst tallkerman or to transfer products under this Subpart.Formaldehyde aolutioa (37 to 50 prevIous regulations shall remain au- (C) A person authorized to serve as apot) thorized to serve in that same capacity tankerman under previous regulationsFormic acid for a period of five years from the effec- may, at any time during the five yearPurfural
Hydrochloric acid tive date of these regulations, or until period provided for In paragraph (b) ,1-hydroxy.thyl acrylats the reissuance of his merchant mariner’s make application for and be issued aiSS3f0.S document, whichever occurs first , ex- certifloste as tankerman endorsed underMiultyl 0*14.
~ci~yi scryiss. cept that a person serving on a t.snkship this subpart if he:

~~~~~~~~~~ 
tank barge ~‘aasporting liquefied na- (1) Presents a certificate of contpis-

k4&y% sisetserpiMs Intel gem cargo must have s “tanksrmsn- tics of en approv ed flreflght1z’.~t trainIng

i s~~ uies~ s vet ci no Ps eesas, asesi I; er ’

_ 
_ _ _ _
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course from a school which Is listed in (2) At least five transfers of 1.0 car- (2) Satisfactorily complete an ap-
I 10.30—10 of this 8ubcba pter , that Is goes if the applicant has a valid tanker- proved training course for flammable
dated Within 24 months before the month man’s certificate for any other grade of cargoe s, listed In I 10.30-15 of this Sub-
of appl ication for end rse 1 and pr oduct. chapter , withIn 24 months before the

(2) Meets the requirements for to- ~~ Each applicant for a “tankerman— month of applIcation for endorsem ent.
newal of certi ficates contained in I 12.20— bul k dangerous liquids” endorsement (C) An applicant for a “taflkel’man—
15(e) of this Subpart for recent servIce. mUSt have servIce as an assIstant to a flam. (bar ge) “ endorsement may be cx-

bulk dangerous liquids tankerman In- ainined orally and Is not required to
§ 12.20—7 Application and issue. cluding : take the written examination required

(a) Applicants who meet the require- ~~ At least 10 transfers of bulk dan- In paragra ph (a ) .
ments In this subchapter are issued a gerous liquid cargoes during the 12 (d) EaCh applicant for a “tanker-
certificate endorsed for the products they months prior - to the application for man—LO” endorsement must satisfac-
ar e qualified to transfer. certification ; or : tot’ily complete an appr oved training

(b) The certificate is vaJ id for five (2) At icst*t five transfers of bulk dan- course for L0 listed in P 10.30—15 of this
years, - gerous liquid cargoes if the applicant has Subcha pter , within 24 months before the

a valid certificate as tankerman for any month of applicatIon for endorsement.
§ 12.20—9 EligIbility requirements : gen- other grade of product. (e) Each applicant for a “tanker-

; eral. (f) Each applicant for a “tankerman man—bulk dangerous liquids” endorse-
To be eligible for an original certifi- (special ) “ endorsement must have serv- ment must satisfactorily complete an

cat. as tankerman Issued under this Sub- ~~ as an assistant to a person with a approved tra ining course for bulk dan-
Part, a person must: “tankerman (~pecia1) “ endorsement in- gerous liquids, listed in I 10.30—15 of this

(a) Be at least 18 years of age; cludlng : Subcha pter , within 24 months before the
(b) Be able to speak, read, and un- (1) At least 10 transfers of the wecifi- month of application for endorsement.

derstand the English language; and caily named special cargo during the 12 (f) Each applicant for a “tankerman
(C) Pass the medical examination and months prior to the application for cer- (special)” endorsement must satlsfac-

an engIneer officer in I 10.05(e) of this tification ; or tor ily complete an approved trainin g
Subchapter, except that an app licant for (2) At least five transfers of the specif- course for the specifically named special
a “tankerman (barge) ” endorsement ically named special cargo if the appli- cargo, listed in § 10.30—15 of this Sub-
must have uncorrected vision of at least cant has a valid certificate as tankerman, chapter, within 24 months before the
20/200 In each eye correctable to at least (g) if a new chemical product Is de- month of application for endorsement.
20/30 In one eye and 20/50 in the other veloped and added to the list in § 12.20- § 12.20—15 Requirements for renewing
eye. 3(c) of this Subpart, the service requIre- a tan kerman ’s endorsement.ments of paragraph (e) (1) need not be§ 12.20—il Eligibility requirements: cx- met during the first 12 months after (a) An endorsement is not renewed

perience. Iniblication of the product in the list if unless an applicant for renewal possesses
(a) In determining the service require- the applicant; afl of the qualifications necessary for the

ments of this section, credIt for one (1) Meets the training requirements endorsement.
transfer operation Is given for one corn- of § 12.2013(f) of this Subpart; and (b) ~n applicant must make written
plete work shift during the transfer oper- (2) Submits documentary evidence application for renewal of an endorse-
ation, or a partial work shift If the shift that he is trained in, and competent to ment on Coast Guard Form CG-719B,
Includes either the hooking up and corn- safely handle the new product. Seaman’s Certificate Application.
mencement of transfer or the shutting (h) Required service must be docu- 

(c) An applicant must appear, In per-
down of transfer operations and discon- men~~j and- sube~~ tia~~ ~ the sath. 

son, before an Officer In Charge, Marine
fleeting. Credit Is not given for more than faction of the Officer in Charge, Marine Inspection.
one transfer during a single operation ~~ pe~tjon. (d) A tankerman~s endorsement will
even If work Is performed in excess of one be renewed within 12 months after the
normal sl’ilt § 12.20—13 Eligibility requirements : date of expiration of the endorsement,
(b) Each applicant for a “tanker- traIning/examInation, except if the endorsement expired be-

man—flammable liquids” endorsement (a) To be eligible for an original en- yond the 12 month period during which
must have service as an assistant to a dorseinent as “tankerman” each app li- time the applicant was serving in the
certificated tankerman including : cant must present a certmcate of corn- Armed Forces or the Merchant Marine
(1) At least 10 transfers of flammable pletion from an approved firefighting and there was no reasonable opportunIty

or combustible liquid cargoes during the training course, which Is listed in § 10.- for renewal. The period of service in the
12 months prior to application for cer- 30—10 (d) (1) or (d) (2) of this Sub- Armed Forces or- the Merchant Marine
tification; or chapter, for tankerman or tankerman f0~0~’l~~ the date of expiration Is added

(2) At least 5 transfers of combusti- (barge ) that is dated within 24 months tO the 12 month period.
ble or flammable products if .the appli- before the month at application for en- e No endorsement will be renewed
cant has a valid tankernian’s certificate dorsement.’ more than 90 days before Its expiration
for liquefied gas. (b) Each applicant for a “tankerman date, unless there are extraordinary cir-

(C) An applicant for a “tankerman—— flammable ” or “tankerman—fiam. (re- cumstances that Justify an early renewal.
liars. (restricted)” endorsement Is not stricted)” endorsement must: The reasons for the early renewal must
required to meet the experience requIre- (1) Pass a written examination ad.. appear , In detail , in the records of the

Officer in Charge, Marine Inspection re-ment in paragraph (b) . ministered by the Coast Guard cover- newing the document.(d) Each appllcantfor a ”tankerman— Ing : (f) An applicant for renewal of aLU” endorsement must have service as U) Cargo tanks and tank venting; “t.ankerman—flam. ” endorsement must:an assistant to a LU tankerman Includ- (ii ) Cargo pipelines and valves; (Iii) (1) Have served under the authorit y ofCargo pumps and hose/loading arms; the endorsement within the three years(1) At least 10 transfers of LU cargoes (iv) Loading and discharging Proce- immediately preceding the date of theduring the 12 months prior to applica- dures; and (v) Pollution prevention and application for renewal; andtion for certification; or control; or
_________ 

(2) Complete an approved firetighting
course within 24 months before the

‘During a one year period from the effec’ ‘During a one year period from the effec- month of application for renewal.tive dat. of these regulation., completion of tivi date of these regulations, completion
a recognized marine ~redghting training of a recognized marine ftre5ghtlng training (g) An applicant for renewal of a
cow,, since January 1. 1314. wtfl be aoo.pted coma, since January 1, 1374. will be so- “tankel’fllSn—flam. (restricted)” en-
s. ms.Ung the requirement of this pars- espied a. meeting the requirement of this dorsement must complete an approved
•rsph . paragraph. firefigh ting course within 24 months

P S M  useisres. vot ci. no re- -nones, speit is , 1577
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bdes~e the month ci ~p~ZkMien for lila com petency sad author~~~ him to PART 35—OPERATIONS
1~~~v&1. onTo aboard cargo, pazeonges, s~ d toe- 

~ By amending I 3L 35—I to read as tot-
~h) An u~g~1iesnt for reuieual of a ing ‘,~ seià that are required to carry s

~‘tai1kermaL” ~~idcss~~~en& other than tankerman.
“tankern~ u fiam.~ •. ~ 35.35.4 Men o~ duzy—TBJAIL

(1) Meet the requfr~~ snts for renewal PART 31—INSPECTION AND (a) £‘~~~ ~~n r , meeter. or person k~of the “tankerman fiani ” endorsement; CERTiFiCATION charge shall ensure that a s~~r~’~t
6. By amending ~ 31.15-1 as follows: number of crew, with license endorse-

(2) Complete an approved ~ sln1ng ments or certificates as tankerman for
course or refresher course listed In I 10.- § 31.15.-I licensed o ficers and crew— the grade of cargo being tranderred, are
30-15 of this Subchapter for the specific Th/ALL. on duty to perform cargo transfer eper-
endorsement to be renewed, wIthin 24 . • ationa.
months before the month of app lication Cc) The person in charge of a cargo (b) The owner , master , or person in
for m ews), transfer operation for a tankahip ahafl : charge of a tank barge shall enenre that

Ci) An applicant for renewal of a a  certificated tankerman Is on duty to
“tankerman” endorsement other than (1) Be designated as person in charge perform cargo transfer operations, The
“tankerman—flani. (restricted) “whohas by the master; licensed or certificated tankerinan Is the
not served under the authority of the en- (2) Hold a license authorIzIng service person in charge of the tank barge.
dorsement within tho th ree yeai~ ins- as a deck officer aboard the tankshlp; a,-n The owner, master, or person In
mediately preceding the date of appli- (3) Ecid the a~propcIate endorsement charge shall ensure that the tankerman
cation for renewal muzt meet the requlre- under 3ubpart 10 .11 of this Chapter for required In paragraph (b) Is certificated
inents for an original endorsement as the grade of product beIng transferred, for the cargo being transferred. A II-
“tankerman”. except that if a tankerman l~ reqUired censed o~~cer, as described in Subpart

on the Certificate of Inspection under 10.11 of this Chapter. who is authorized§ 12.20-17 Verification of experience , paragraph (b) of thIs Section, the tank- t~ serve as a tankemsnsn. may serve as(a) Service acquired on tank barges erman may serve as the person hi a tankerman on a tank barge.or shore facIlities must be documented by charge; and 
* • * ,a representative of management and 

~~ (4) Have served during the preceding Cd) The person in charge of a cargoqualified person directly training and 12 months aboard the tankahip or an- tr~~~er operation for a tanksblp shall:supervising the appUcant~ other tanksblp built to the same basIc (1) Be designated as person in charge(b) Service acquired on a vessel must plans and having the same cargo con by the master;be documented by— tainment, control, and monitoring sys (2) Hold a license authorizing service(1) Certificates of discharge; and tems. as a deck officer aboard the tankshlp;
(2) A letter from the qualified person Cd) The service required in paragraph (3) Hold the appropriate endorsementdirectly training and supervising the ap- (c) must include: under Subpart 10.11 of ~~~~~ Chapter forPflcafl t. (1) Assisting the Person In charge of the grade of product being transferred,
Cc) If a certificate of discharge re- the cargo transfer operation during at except that if a tsnkerma~n Lv requiredquired In paragraph (b) Is not Issued, a least two transfers of cargo; or on the Certificate of Inspection wider

letter from the master or other repre- (2) Equivalent experience acceptable § 31.15—1(b) of this Part, the tankermszisentative of managem ent Is required in to the Officer in Char ge, Marine Inspec- may serve as the person In charge; andaddition to the letter from the person tion. (4) Have served during the precedingsupervising the S~~~~ C&fl& Ce) The person in charge of a cargo 12 months aboard the tankship ci’ an-(d) The letters of service required In transfer operation Is responsible for the other tankahlp built to the same besic
paragraphs (b) and (C) must verify the safe loading, transport, and discharge of plans and having the same cargo eon-
applicants overall service *iid quallflca . the cargo. tainment, control, and monitoring
ticms. including the grades of products (1) On a vessel with a Certificate of systems.
transferred. Inspection that requires only one u- (e) The service required in paragraph
§ 12.20-19 Increa se in scope. censed o~ cer other than the master, the (d) must Include:

meeter m a y  be the person in charge of (1) Assisting the person in charge of
An applicant who has previously (1~~1~- the cargo transfer operation If his II.. the cargo transfer operation during at

fled for a specific tankerman done- cense Is endorsed as tankerman for time least two transfers of cargo; or
mont may obtain additional 

~~~~~~~~~~ grade of cargo being transferred. (2) Equivalent experience acceptablementa by completing the service or to the Officer In Charge, Marine Inspec-training requirements under ~ 12.20—Il 7. By revising § 31.15-5 as follows : tion.
(C) of this Subpart for the endorsement § 31.15—5 Tank bsrgc*—B/ALL.desired. (a) A tank barge under this subchap- PART 70—GENERAL PROVISIONS

ter is not required to be manned Unless 10. By amending § 70.05-30 to read asPART 30—GENERAL PROVISIONS the Officer in Charge, Marine Inspection fo~~ws:5. By revising § 30. 10—71 to read as fol- determinas that manning Is necessary for
lows: the protection of life and property, and § 70.05—30 Comburtible liquid c.~rgo in

§ 30.10-71 Tankrrman—TB/ALL the safe operation of the vessel, hulk .
(a—I) A towing vessel towing a barge * S * • .

• (a) The term “tankerman” means any which Is not required to be manned must (b) Each vessel to which this sectionperson holding a license endorsement or have on board, while towing, at least one applies must have on board a persona certificate Issued by the Coe.st Guard certificated tankerman of any endorse- holding a license authorizing servicethat attests to his competency in the ment, including the “tankerman—fiam . aboard the vessel, with a tankerman’s en-handling and transfer on Mnkshlp s and (restricted)” endorsement. dorsement, Including the “tasmkerman—tank barges of .  (a-2) If cargo transfer (other than in liars. (restricted ) “ endorsement~(1) Flammable or combustible liquid an emergency) or tank cleaning Is car- Cc) The person designated as the per-
cargo in buik; or ned out, it must be supervised by’ cer- son in charge of the transfer from a

(2) Dangerous liquid or liquefied gas tificated tankernian endorse for the passenger vessel’s Integral tanks must:
cargo in bUlk, cargo involved. (1) Be qualified as a tankerman under

(b) The term “tankermnan—flam. (re- • • * . ~ Pa~’~ir~Ph (b) ; and
(2) Have authority to sign the dselara-stricted)” means any person holding a § 31.15-6 EDsfrted ] Mon of inspection required by I 35.35-30license endorsement or a certificate Is-

sued by the Coast Guard that attests to 8, By deleting I 31.15-6. of this Chapter and 33 CPR Part 156.150.

FECU AL •EG~STER . VOL 42 , P40. 7~.—MONDAY , APRIL 23, l~~77
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(d) The person designated as the per- Cl) Flammable or combustible liquid Subpart 105.60 [QeIsted]
son in charge of the transfer from a pea- carg o in bulk: or
senger vessel’s portable tanks must: (2) Dangerous liquid or liquefied gas 16. By deleting Subpart 105.60.

(1) Be qualified as a tankerman under cargo in bulk.
§ 98.30—19 of this Chapter ; and (b) The term “tankerman— fiam. (re- PART 151—UNMANNED BRID GES c*~~y-

(2) Have authority to sign the declara- stricte d) “ means any person holding a ING CERT AIN BULK DANGERO US CA*-tion of inspection required in I 35.35—30 lIcense endorsement or a certificate is- GOES
of this Chapter and 33 CFR 156.150. sued by the Coast Guard tha t attests to 17. By revisin g § 151.30-53 to read as

11. By adding a new I 70.10-49 to read his competency and authorizes him to follows:
as follows : serve aboard cargo , passenger , and tow-

11mg vessels that are required to carry a § 151.30—53 Tanker man.
§ 70.10—49 Tankerman. tankerman. (a) The term “tankerman” means(a) The term “tankerman ” means any any person holding a license endorse-
person holding a license endorsement or PART 98—SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION , AR- ment or a certificat e issued by the Coast
a certificate Issued by the Coast Guard RANGEMENT , AND OTHER PROVISIONS Guard that attests to his competency in
that attests to his competency in the FOR CERTAIN DANGEROUS CARGOES the handling and transfer on tankahips,
hand Ing and transfer on tankships. as IN BULK as defined In § 30.10-87 of this Chapter
defined in § 30.10-67 of this Chapter , 14. By revising § 98.30— 17 to read as and tank barges of:
and tank barges of: follows : ( 1) Flammable or combustible liquid

(1) Flasnmnabie or combustible liquid cargo in bulk; or
cargo in bulk; or § 98.30—17 Qualifications of person in (2) Dange rous liquid or liquefied gascharge, cargo in bulk.(2) Dangerous liquid or liquefied gas
car go In bulk. No person may serve, and the operator (b) The term “tankerman—flamn . (re-

(b) The term “ta nkerman— flam. (re- of a vessel may not use the services of a str icted )” means any person hoiding a
str icted) ” means any person holding a person , as a person in charge of the license endorsem ent or a certificate
license endorsement or a certificate is- transfer of a product to or from a porta- issued by the Coast Guar d that attests
sued by the Coast Guard that attests to ble tank unless: to his competency and authorizes him to
his competency and author izes him to (a) On tank barges , the person holds serve aboard cargo , passenger , and tow-
serve aboard cargo , passenger , and tow- a valid tankerman ’s certificate for the ing vessels that are required to carry a
lng vessels that are required to carry a grade ofcargo car ried ; tankerman.
tankerman. (b) On self-prop elled tank , cargo and 18. By revising § 151.45—3 to read as

______ miscellaneous , or passenger vessels, tile follows:
person holds : -

PART 9G GENERA L PROVISIONS (1) A valid license authorizing service § 151.45—3 Manning.
12. By amending § 90.05—35 to read as on the vessel ; and (a) A barge is not required to befollows: (2) A suitable endorsement for the manned unless the Officer in charge. Ma-

§ 90.05—35 Flammable and combustible grade of cargo being transferred ; and rlne inspection determines that manning
liquid cargo in bulk. (c) On vessels not covered by para - is necessary for the protection of life andgraphs (a) or (b) , the person meets the prop erty, and the safe operation of the* * requirements for tank barges in pars- vessel. Each vessel that requires man-(b) Each vessel to which this section graph (a) .applies must have onboard a person hold- ______ ning for safe operation may be subject

ing a license authorizing service aboard to additional req uirements as deter-
the vessel, with a tankerman’s endorse- PART 105—COMMERCIAL FISHING VES- mined by the Commandant.
ment, Includ ing the “tankerman—flam. SELS DISPENSING PETROLEUM PROD- (b) A towing vessel towing a ba rge

UCTS which Is not required to be manned must(restricted ) ” endorsement.
(C) The person designated as the per- 15. By revising § 105.50—5 to read as ha ve on board, while towing, at least

son in charge of the transfer from a follows : one certificated tankerman of any
endorsement , Including the “tanker-cargo or miscellaneous vessel’s integral § 105.50—5 Tankerm an. man—liars. (restricted )” endorsement.tanks must:

(1) Be qualified as a tankerman under (a) Except as provided in para graph (c) If cargo transfer ( other than in an
para gra ph (b) ; and (b) , each commercial fishing vessel emergency ) or tank cleaning Is carried

(2) Hav e authorit y to sign the declara- dispensing petroleum product s must out , it must be supervised by a cet-t if-
tion of Inspection required by § 35.35—30 have on board a persOn holding a: icated tankermnan endors ed for the
of this Cha pter and 33 CPB 156.150. (1) License with a “tankerman— car go involved.

(d) The person designated as the per - flam. ” endorsement; or 19. By revising § 151.45-4 to read as
son in charge of the transfer from a (2) Certificate issued by the Coast follows :
car go or miscellaneous vessel’s por table Guard attesting to his competency as a
tanks must: tankerman . § 151.45—4 Cargo handlin g.

(1) Be qualifie d as a tankerman under (b) Each comme’rcial fishing vessel (a) The owner , master , or person in§ 98.30—19 of this Chapter; and dispensing gra de “D” or lower petroleum charge shall ensure that a sufficIent num-(2) Have authorit y to sign the declara- products must have on board a person her of persons are on duty to performtion of Inspection required in § 35.35 —3 0 holdin g: cargo transfer operations.of this Cha pter and 33 CFR 156.150.
13. By addin g a new I 90.10—40 to ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

( p . 1)  f”e ow~ er~ rns”ter ~~ rr -

a lana ...ilsv et~an enr- ’~i ’ t.natas follows: (2) A “tankerman flam. (restricted )” a person holdin g a license endorsement
§ 90.10—40 Tankerman. certificate. or certificate as a tankerman is on duty
(a) The term “tankerman ” means any (C ) The requirements for a license to perform transler operations. The ii-

person holding a license endorsement or endorsement as tankerman are in Sub- censéd or certificated tankerman is the
a certificate Issued by the Coast Guard part 10.11 of this Chapter. person in charge of the tank barge.
that attests to his competency in the (d) The requirements for a certificate (a-2) The owner, master, or person in
handling and transfer on tankahips, as attesting to a person’s competency as a charge shall ensure that the tankerman
defined in I 30.10-67 of this Chapter , and tankermnan are In Subpart 12.20 of this required In paragraph (a—i) is certl.fi-
tank barge s of: Chapter. cated for the cargo being transferred.
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PART 1~7—MANNINO REQUIREMENTS license endorsement or a certificate Is-
20. By revising ~ 157.10-80 to read ~ sued by the Coast Guard that attests to

follows: his competency and authorizes him to

~ 157.10-80 Tsnkerman. serve aboard cargo, passenger, and tow-
(a) The term “tankerman” means any lug vessels that axe required to carry a

person holding a license endorsement or taflkerman.
a certificate issued by the Coast Guard (86 Stat. 431. as amended ( 46 tI.S.C. 391a):
that attests to his competency In the asc. 6( b) ( 1) ,  80 Stat. 93~ (49 U.S.C. 1655(b)
handling and tran sfer on tan kships, ~~ (i); 49 ~~~~ 1.46(n) (4)).)
deflned lfl * 30.10-67 of this Cha pter , and No~,r• The Coaat Guard has determined
tank bar ges of: that this document does not contain a major

U) Flammable or combust ible liquid ~TOP06~~ requiring p Sratton 01 SD *00..

cargo in bulk or ~~~~~~ IZflPset Statement under Ezecutiva
(2) Dangerous liquid or liquefied gas Order 11821. as amended , and 0MB Circular

cargo In bulk. A
4b) bach tankerman endorsement Is Dated : AprIl 19, 1977.

restricted by the word “barge” if the d w Sn.m.Individual’s qualifications were obtained Admira1~ U Gu~ -d
for barges.

(c) The term “tankerman—fiam . (re-
stricted)” means any person holding a IFR DoC.77-11871 FIled 4-22-71:8:45 smi
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
MAILING ADDRESS

D U.S.OOASTGUARD (G—C.V/81)UNITED STATES COAST GUAR 

599V2

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20590
PHONE: 202 426 1477

LI. May 1977
16—P—77

Interested persons are invited to participate in this rulemaking bysubmitting written data , views, or arguzrents to the Executive SecretaryMarine Safety O~uncil, U.S. Q~ast Guard (G—C~C/81) Washington, D.C . 20590prior to 20 June 1977

I
DEPARTMENT OF (COD 75-148) • and give reasons for any ‘~ThCedures for transferring cargo ~~

TRANSPORTATION recommendat ions. The proposal may be manner that prevent s mixing of Incom-
changed In light of the comments re- patlble cargoes to the tran sfer proce.

Coast Guard ceived. No hearing Is contemplated but dures It already has on board as N-
(46 CFR ~~~ 351 one may be held at a thne and place qujred by TItle 33. Au oil tanker that

set In a later notice In the FEDERAL RzG- does not carry incompa tible cargoes canI COD ~~ ‘~~1 ISTER if requested by an interested person comply with the regulations proposed in
TANK VESSELS desiring an opportunity to comment this notice If It adds to the transfer pr oce-

orally at a public hearing and rai sing a dures It alread y has on board a list ofMa nual of Cargo Transfer PI’OCedU~~S genuin e issue. cargoes that It carries.
AGENCY: Coast Guard. The rules In this notice would not app lyNasa FOR REGULATIONS
ACTION; Proposed rule. to unmanned tank bar ges that carr y only

Three persons were killed In the SS one product and that do not have equip -SUMMARY : The Coast Guard Is consid- William T. Steele casualty which oc- ment on board to transfer cargo from onerlng art amendment to the ta nk vessel curred during a cargo transfer operation tank to another. The likelihood of occur-
regulations to require carriage and use on board the vessel. During the transfer rence of the hazards that the proposedof a manual o! car go transfer proced ures opera tion a cargo of ben zene was mis- manual Is designed to prevent Is minimal
on board tan k vesseLs. The amendment takenly loaded Into a tank reserved for In the case of these single product barges.
is proposed to Implement recommanda- xylene. The attempt to blank o~ the In consideration of the foregoing, It Is
tion 1.1—74-31 of the action of the Nt  tank after removing the benzene caused proposed to amend Chapter I of Title 46
tional Trap.cportatlon Safety Board on a series of events to occur that resulted of the Code of Federal Regulations by
the Coast Guard investigation of the SS In the deaths. The National Transporta- adding a new f 35.01-42 to read as to!-
William 1’. Steele casualty. RecomXnefl- tion Sa.tety Board determined that the lows:
dati on M—74—3 1 calls for a preventive probable cause of the deaths was pro- § 35.01—42 Manual of cargo transfersaf ety measure requiring tank vessels to longed Inhalation of benzene vapors. p~~~rdur ss TB/ALLcarry a current manual of cargo trans- Mistakes In loading can result in van-
:fer procedures that shows the operation ous hazards on a Vessel, includ ing the (a) This section applies to all tank yes-
of cargo transfer piping systems during mixing of Incompatible cargoes In tanks ads , except unmanned bar ges that carry
cargo t.raxisf Cr operations, or the placement of cargo in tanks that only one product and that do not have

arc not ‘n’operly vented to carry the equipme nt on board to, transfer cargoDATES: Comments must be received on 
~~~~~~~~~~ an~i can lead to similar mishaps from one tank to another.or before: JUne 20, 1977. of the kind that occurred in the SS (b) No person may operate a cargo

ADDB,ESSES: Comm ents should be sub- William T. Steele casualty. Use of the transfer system on a tank vessel unless
mitted to and will be available for exam- manual of cargo transfer procedures
Inatlon at the Marine Safety Council (0— proposed In this notice can minimize the
CMC/81) , fl oom 8117. Department of possibility of these hazards to the ‘v essel Dist SDL 105
‘rran sportat lon, Nasslf BuildIng. 400 and its personnel. The u~e of the manual
Seventh Street , SW.. Washington , D.C. Is especia lly important on a vessel that A: acde fghijk 1n o~qr suv (1j
20590. hasaconst an t tur nover of personnel who B: boe(3) gj(2)dhpq(1)
FOR PJRTHER INFORMATION CON- may not be familiar with the operation C: o(6) g(3) dhpq(1)
TACT: of the vessel’s cargo transfer system D: bdk (1)F CaptAin George IC. Or einer . Mar ine when Init ially reportin g aboard. E: ~~ (4)

Safety Council (O-.CMC/81) , Room Discusseow or Piiorosm AMx~easaxT
8117 , Department of Transportation , F: k(25)b(5)cnp (1)
Nasal! Building, 400 Seventh Street . Most of the information required to be
SW., Wazhini ton, D.C. 20590, 202-426- In the manual pro posed in this notice LiSt CG~’l0would also be contained In the oil tran s. CG—261477. fer manual of an oil tanker. (H 15.720—

BTJPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION : 155.750 of Title 33, Code of Federal Regu-
Interested persons are Invited to corn- lations, require vessels transferrin g oil to
ment on th is notIce of proposed rule have an oil transfer manual containi ng
makin g by subm itting Written dAtA, the Information required by those see-
view,, or a.rgunient.s. Each person sub” tionsi An oil tanker that carrIes Incorn-
mitt ing comments should Include his patible car goes will comply with the regu-
name and address, Ident ify the notice Jatlons proposed in this notice If It adds

eson*t IlGISTI*, VOl. 42. ~o. S —MONDAV. MAY C. 117? 
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the vessel has a manual of cargo transfer (I) A line diagram of the vessel’s cargo (48 V.8.0. 393*: 49 U.S.C. 3635(b) ; 49 CP~procedures that meets the require ments transfer pip ing showing the location of 1.48).
of this section. each valve, pump, control device, vent , No~z.—Th. Cosit Ouard has determined(c) The owner of a tank vessel shall and over flow ; and that th is document does not contain a ma-update the manual required by thi s see- (II ) The location of the shut-off Valve JoT propo sal requ lri ng.prep arat lon of an Eco-
ti on whenever necessary to maintain It Or other isolation device tilat separ at es nomic Impact Statement under Ex~cut Iv.
In current concütion on the vessei. ‘the any bilge or ballast system from the cargo Order 11821, as amended , an d 0MB C,rcu ~master or person In charge of the vessel transfer system; las’ A—107.
shall require the vessel’s personnel tO 1159 (3) The number of persons on duty Dated : May2 , 1977.the procedures In the manual In each during carg o transfer operat Ions; 0. W. Sn.nt,

(d) Th al ir” ~ 
(4) The dutie s by title of each officer , Admiral, U.S. Coaste rnanu requ y see- person In charge , tanker inan , deckhand , Guard Commandant.

printed In a language and other person who engages In carg o i~’a Doc.7’t—13o30 P’lled 5-6-77:8:45 am)
understood by the crew ; and Perat ions .

(2) Permanently posted or availab le at (5) Procedures for operating the emer-
the vessel’s car go control sta tion or at a 

gency shutdown means if the vessel has ‘Vessels tha t carry cargoes of oil are re-
place where It can be easily seen and wed an emerge ncy shutd own means; and quired by 33 CFR 155.’720 to have oil trsn*feT
by vessel personnel who engage In cargo 

~~ 
(6) Procedures for transferr ing cargo procedures that meet the requirements of 33

transfer operations , corn atible an e 
events mixing of In- compatible cargo es complies with paragraph(C) The manual required by thIs sec- lncozn atible 

go S ~.e .vessel carr ies (e) of th is sec,.ion if it adds to its oil tr ana fe?
tion must contain : ~ p ca goes, proc edures the information req uired in pars.

DRAFTING INF ORMATION graPh (e) (6). An oil tanker that does not
carr y incompatible cargoes compl ies with

The principal persons Involved In paragraph (C) Cf thi s section if it adds tois ~ u~~ 0. ~.ie pro uc~~ ~u W C e drafting this proposal are Lieutenant Its oil tran sfer procedures the Informatio ncar go transfe r procedures apply, Commander Paul IC Anderson Pro ject reqUir ed by paragraph (C) (1) .(2) A descr iption of each cargo tran s- Mana er and Mr William R ReDi~ter 2 Incompatib le cargoes are listed in NyClet system installed on the vessel Includ- ~~ 
‘ ‘ 4—75, available Command ant (O-MIIM -3/

Ing : o,ec rney. 83) UnIte d Ststes Coast Qua rd, Washing-
ton , D.C. 20590,202-426-2559.
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DEPARTMENT OF PPLEMENTARY ]]qFORMATION: brackets. This is to indicate that the
TRANSPORTATION Interested persons are Invited to partici- dates are tentative and may be advanced

pate in this proposed rulemaking by sub- or delayed by as much as one year, de-
Coast Guard mitting written data, views, or ar go- pending upon comments received and the

[33 CFR Part 157 ] ments. Written comments should include outcome of current international nego- —

the docket number (OCD 77-058) , the tiatlons directed at developing in terna -
(COO 77-058 ) name and address of the person submit- tional standards of comparable scope.

TANK VESSELS CARRYING OIL IN TRADE ting the comment s, the specIfic sectIon of This proposal has been reviewed for
the proposal to which the comment ap- economic effects under Department of

Protection of Marine Environment pil es, and the reason for the comment. Transportation “PolicIe s to Improve
AU comments received will be con- Analysis and Review of Regulat ions” (4 1AGENCY: Coast Guard, DOT. aldered before final action is taken on FR 16200) .

ACTION : Proposed rule. this proposal. Interested persons are in- - The analysis shows that allowing for
vited to attend the hearing and present some market compression , approximately

SUMMARY: The Coast Guard Is consid- oral or written statements on the pro- 1250 foreIgn tank vessels and 220 U.S.
ering amending the rules for the protec- posal. It Is requested that anyone de- seagoing tank vessels would be affected
tion of the marine environment relating siring to make comments notify Captain by the segregated ballast retr ofit require-
to tank vessels carryIng oil in bulk by Grelner at least 10 days before the sched- meat. In add ition , approxImately 25 new
req uiring all oil tankers of 20,000 tons uled date of the public hearin g and spec- double bottom tankers will have to be
deadweight (DWT) or more, U.S. and ify the approximate length of time built in the Unit ed States to meet domes-
foreign, that call at Amer ican ports to needed for the presentation. It is urged tic shipping demands. The pr oj ected costs
have segregated ballast capabi lities and that a written summar y or copy of the of the requirements to the U.S. seagoing
that those built under a contract oral presentation be included with the transportation Industry is estimated to
awarded after ( December 31, 1979] , or not ificat ion, be $77 million In the 2 year period, 1981
delivered after [December 31, 1981]. and 1982. Total added costs to be passed
have double bottoms. This amendment Is DRAI’TIN C INFORMATION on to the U.S. consumer by way of
in response to that portion of the Presl- The principal persons Involved in higher fre ight rates is estimated to be
dent’s March 17, 1977 . message to Con- drafting this proposal are : Commander $125 million annua lly.
gress relating to double bottoms and seg- Richard A. Sutherland , Pro ject Man- The exPected benefits of the require-
regated ballast on tankers over 20 ,000 ager , Offic e of Merchant Mar ine Safety, meats are reduced amounts of spillage
tons DWT enterin g U.S. ports. The adop- and Mr. Stanley Colby, Project Attorney, of oil Into the navigabl e water of the
tion of this amendment would result in Office of the Chief Counsel. U.S. as a result of vessel groundings. re-
reduced amoun ts of oil spillag e into the duced amounts of operati onal discharge

DISCUSsION OF THE PROPO SED REGULATIONS to the oceans from deballasting and tanknavigab le waters of the United States
and oceans. The President ’s message of March 17, cleanIng, and conserv ation of oil.

1977, to Congre ss included measures de- In consideration of the foregoing, it IsDATES : 1. Comments must be received signed to reduce oil pollution caused by proposed to amend Part 157 of Title 33,
on or before : September 1, 1977. tanker accidents and by routine opera- Code of Federal Regulations , as follows :

2. Public hearin gs: The Coast Guard tional dischar ges from all vessels. The 1. Section 157 .07 is revised to read as
will hold two public hear ings on this President informed Congress that the follows:
proposal. The first will be held commenc- Secretary of Trans portation would be § 157.07 EqUiva lents.
big at 9:00 a.m. on June 16, 1977, and Instructed to develop new rules within
continuing until all comment ors have 60 days for all oil tankers 20,000 tons The Coast Guard may accept , In ac-
been heard . In the Santa Fe HelIx del Mar DWT or more , U.S. and foreign, that cordance with the procedur e in 46 CFR
Room, Town and Countr y Hotel , 500 call at American ports. Included were Part 30.15—i , techologlcally improved or
Hotel Circle North, San Diego, California rules for double bottoms in tankers built alternate design or equip ment as equlv -
92138. The second will be held corn- 151 the future and segregated balla st on alent to a design or any equipment re-
mencing at 9:00 am. on June 21. 1977, all tankers. The proposal In this docu- qth’e d under this part.
and continuing until all commentors ment is In response to the President’s 2. SectIon 157.10 is added to read as
have been heard, in Room 2230 , Depart- initia tive, follows:
mont of TransportatIon , Nassif Building, The regulations would require a’double § 157.10. Segregated ballast and doubl e
400 Seventh Street, S.W., Washington, bottom beneath the cargo carrying por- bottoms.
D.C. 20590. tlon of a seagoing vessel’s hull If the (a) After [December 31, 1981 , 1 a vesselvessel Is 20.000 tons DWT or more - and
ADDRESSES: Comments should be sub- is constructed under a contract awarded of 20,000 tons ~ WT or more must have
mltted to Commandant (G-CMC/81), after [DeCember 31, 1979) or ~ ~ 

segregated ballast tanks that have a total
U.S. Coast Guard , Washington , D.C. be delivered after (December 31, 1981]. capacity to allow the vessel to meet the
20590. Comments will be available for As authorized In the President’s message, dr5.ft and trim requirements In para-
examination at the Marine Safety Coun- the Coast Guard may accept technologi- graph (b) of this section without recourse
Cii (G-CMC/81) , Room 8117 , DepflZt cal Improvements or alternatives which tO the use of oil tanks for water ballast
ment of Transportation, Nassif Building, will result In equivalent pollution ~~o- 

(b) In any ballast condition during
400 Seventh Street, S.W., Washington. tection in grounding accidents, any part of a voyage, Including that of

lightweight with only segregated ballast.,D.C. 20590 (202 426-1477). A coPy °~ ~~ The regulations would also require that the vessel’s drafts and trim must haveeconomic evaluation from which the 
~~~~~~~~ vessels of 20,000 tons DWT the capability of meeting each of theeconomic summar y in this document 15 or more have a segregated ballast capa- following requirements .taken and the draft environmental ~~~~~ ,u~t~- by (January 1, 19821 . Again, pro- (1) The molded draft amldship (dm)pact statement are also available for vision Is made for acceptance of tsCh ’ hi meters without vessel deformationexaminatio n at the above address. nologlcal improvements or alternatives must not be less than din in the follow-

FOR FURTHER INF ORMATION CON- which will result in equivalent pollution ing mathematic al relationship :
TACT: prote ctIon against operational dis-

charges. dm=2.0+0.02L
Captain George IC. Orelner , Marine The regulations would apply to vessels (2) The drafts at the forward and af-
Safety Council (G-CMC/8l) , Room over 20,000 toils DWT which enter the ter perpendiculars must corres pond to
8117, Department of Tran~,ortatlon, navigable water s of the United States to those determined by the draft ~~~~~~~Nassif BsiIliiIflg. 400 Seventh Street, engage In tra de. as specified in paragraph (b) (1) of th~~SW., Washington, D.C. 20590 (202 It will be noted tha t implementation section, in assocIatIon with trim by the
428-1477). dates In this proposal are enclosed in stern of no more than 0.015L.

~EDE1AL 11015151, VOL 42, NO. 94—MONDAY , MAY 18, 1977
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(3) The niinhninn allowable deaf t at laspact B~ isment under ~~ecutt,e Oider FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CON-
the after perpendicular is that which is ~ --1 ~~~~~~ ~~u ~~~~ TACT :

.nd cerU~~ thst an economic Impact 8tate-necessary to obtain fuil immersion of ___ Captain George K. Greiner, Marine
the propeller. Safety Council (G-CMC/81) , Room

(C) A vessel may have pollution pro- Dated : May 6, ~~~~ 8117, Department of Transportation ,
tection against operational discharges 

~~~, ~~~~, ~~~~ N~ssff Bull~j~g, 400 Seventh Street ,
equivalent to pera~rsph (b) of this 

~~~~~
- 4dm~r s L U.S. Coast Gi~ard , SW., Washington, D.C. 20590. (202-

tion that is accepted under 3157.07. Commandant. 426-1477).
(d) The vessel may be designed to

car ry ballast water in cargo tanks dur- IFR Doc.T7-13896 Piled 5-13-77;8:45 aml SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION :
______ Interested persons are Invited to par-ing the condition described In 9 157.35. tlcipate In thIs proposed rule making by(e) A vessel of 20,000 tons DWT or [33C~~ Pait 157] submitting written data, views, or argu-more for which the construction contract ICOD 77-0631 meats. Written comments should Includeis awarded after (December 31, 1979] or the docket number (COD ‘17-063) , thewhich Is delivered after (December 31, IMPROVED EMERGENCY STEERING name and address of the person sub-10811 must.— STANDARDS FOR OIL TANKERS niitlng the comments, the ~peciflc sec-(1) Have a double bottom that does AGENCY: Coast Guard, DOT. tion of the proposal to which the corn-not carry oil and that is at least the rnent applies, and the reason for themolded breadth divIded by fifteen (~ /15) ACTION: Proposed Rules. comment. The proposal may be changedor two lnçters in height , whichever IS SUMMARY: The Coast Guard Is Pi’o” in light of comments received. All corn-less, under each oil cargo tank: or posing to amend the rules for the protSC- meats received wIll be considered before(2) Rave pollution protectIon against tion of the marine environment relating final action Is taken on this proposal .groundlngs equivalent to paragraph (e) t~ tank vessels carrying oIl In bulk by ~e- Interested persons are Invited to at-(1) of this section that Is accepted Un- quiring improved emergency steering tend the hearing and present oral ordes’ 3 157.07. standards for all oil tankers of 20,000 writtm statements on this proposal. It(f) Any excess capacIty of segregated deadweight tons or more, both U.S. arid Is requested that anyone desiring to makeballast wider paragraph (b) of this eec- fc)~~~~, that call at U.S. ports. This Pro- comments notify Captain Greiner attion that exceeds the double bottont posal implements the portion of the least 10 days before the scheduled datecapacity must be distributed adj acent to President’s message of March 17 , 1~’1’1. 0! the public hearing and specify the ap-the side shell of the ~vessel. to Congress concerning measures for re- proximate length of time needed for the3. Subpart B Is amended by adding ducing pollution caused by tanker ~C’~ presentation. It Is urged that a writtenI l57.24a to read as follows : cident. The President ’s message directed sum m ary or copy of the oral presents-§ 157.24a Submission of segregated that the standards in this proposal and tion be included with the nott flcatlon.

baflast calculations, other regulations would be devel~ ied.
DIIAFTNG Im(rOauATOnAfter (December 31, 1301,] the owner Adoption of the regulat ions In this pro-

posal would reduce the P i t Y  of The principal persons Involved Inof a vessel unde r 9 157.10(b) shall submit collision and grounding of oil tankers drafting this proposal are: Commanderthe following to the Coast Guard before caused by steering failure and would, Robert 0. WIlliams, Project Managerthat vessel enters the navigable waters therefore , reduce the rIsk of oil pollu- for the Once of Merchant Marineof the United State;: tion as well as property ‘~~‘~~ge, personal Safety, and Mr. William R. Register,(a) Calculations to substantiate corn- Injury, and death that could r~sult from Project Attorney for the O~~ce of Chiefpliance with the segregated ballast die- these accidents. Counsel.tributlon requirements In 9 157.10(b).
(b) Plans and specifications for the DATES: 1. Comments must be received ~~~~~~~~ of THE PROPOSED REG ULATIONSvessel that include— on or before: September 1, 1077. 

~~. The President’s message of March(1) Design characterIstics ; 2. PublIc he*rlflgE The Coast Guard -17, 1977, to Congress included Initiatives(2) A ~I~e; plg~ ; will hold two public hearIngs on this pro- designed to reduce oil pollution caused(3) Curves of form (hydrostatic pOs$l. The first will be held commencing by tanker accidents and by routine op-curves) or hydrostatic tables; at 9:00 s.m. on June 16, 1977, and con- erational discharges from all vessels.(4) A general arrangement plan of Unsir* until all oommenters have been The President informed Congress thateach deck and level ; ~~~i’d., In the Santa Fe Helix del Mar the Secretary of Transportation would(5) Inboard and outboard profile ROom, To’wn and Cowitxy Hotel, 500 be Instructed to develop new rulesplans showing oiltlght and watertight Hotel Circle North, San Diego, California wIthin 60 days for all oil tankers ofbulkheads ; 92131. The asoand will be held corn- 20,000 deadweIght tons or more, both(6) A midship section plan ; a~ ncthg at 9~~0 am. on ,T me 21, 1977, U.S. and foreign, that call at U.S. ports .(7) A capacity plan ~~o~ Iug the on- and centhiulng until all comusenters have Included were rules to Improve erner-
~~~Ity and the vertical and longitudinal been beard, in Room 2230, Department gency steering standards on oil tankers
centers o~ gravi ty or eacii cargo ~~~~ of Transportation, Nassif BuildIng, 400 __ in tiiis document Is in re-tank, and similar 5pa~~ ; Seventh Street, SW., Washington, D.C. spouse to the Preside nt’s Initiat ive.(8) Tank sounding tables or tank 20590. 

2. As provided In the President’s rues-capacity tables; ADDR~~SES : Comments should be sage , acceptance of technological Im-(9) Draft mark locations ; submitted to Commandant (G-C~.(C/ provements or alternatives which will(10) DetaIled 1pians ci watertight ei~ , ~7.5. Coast Guard, Washington, result hi equivalent pollution protectiondoom; D.C. 20100. Comments will be a raflabte will be allowed hi lieu of the equipment(11) Detailed - plans of ,eszIs . for e~~mlnatlon at the Marine Safety proposed hi this notice. Procedures for(c) A certified statement aeeepting Council (G-~~~C/1l) , Room 8117, De- acceptan ce of equivalents are currentlythe design of Oie yemel by the classlil- partment of Transportation, Nassif contaIned m l  157.87 of Part 157. Section
cation eo~M5, that ~~~~~~ the vessel Building, 400 Seventh Street, B.W., 157.O’T Is being revised In accordance
~ that design meete the da fllest*aii Washington, D.C. 20890. CopIes of the with the PresIdent’s commitment and Is
sodety’s rube end the rveub’ctt~enta of economic emlusuon f~~~ ~~ contained as a propooni in the “Pro posedI 112.1$. eoonasnlc summary In Rules for Tank Vessels Carrying Ofl in

______ _________ 

Tzwde , which appears hi this issue ofri~si. IL aec. 301.30 et.t. 4TT, as amended ~~ aw~°~ ’~ ier ~~.a~~~ ati— at 
~~(46 U.S.C. 301.); 49 CFR 1.46(n) (4) ) the above ~~~~~~ ~

“ 1. SuSkM ~t time is nesded for exist-Par,,-JTh. ~~~ t OVild ~~~~~~~111~~~~~~ vironmentud be~si* deebe~~ en are ~ieo ~ g ~~~ new ~~~~~~~~ t~ w~~~ t, wi~ r the~-..... ...t ~~ t.M. a en$ar pro 

-

_________________
~~~1 ~~~Jr~~~ pasp.~~~~~~ of ea ~~~~mo~~ c eea~~~ e at Use muse address. ~~~~~~~~ sequh~~~emta In ~~~~jSWOa-
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ala and to develop operating procedures differential control unit as a component vessels may be necessary though in many
with respect to using the equipment. Ac- of a steering gear control system. Ac- instances vessel operators could elect tocordingly. the effective date proposed for cordingly, on an existing vessel that Ut!- provide manning of steering stations In
the regulations is one year afte r they are llzea a common differential control unit lieu of making equip ment modifications .published as final rules. for Its steerIng gear control systems , an 11. Proposed I 157.24b provides that In4, The proposed regulations would additional differential control unit would the case of a U.S. vessel informationapply to all oil tankers of 20,000 dead - be requ ired in order to comply with the showing compliance with the proposedweight tons or more that call at U.S. requirement in 9 157.20(a) , whIch re- alarm and rudder control requirementspotts. The pur pose of the proposed regu- quires the capab ility to recover rudder must be submitted to the Coast Guard .
latlons Is to reduce the probabi lity of contro l after a failure In the steering The proposal also provid4. that in the
collision or groundIn g of oil tankers gear control system in use. If the failure case of a foreign vessel this Information
caused by a steering failure. A reduction occurred in the differential control unit , must be on board whenever the vessel
In the probability of these accIdents a second unit would be needed in order to operates In the navigable waters of the
would reduce the risk of oil pollution as assure recovery of rudder control . United States.
well as property damage, personal in- 9. Proposed 9 157.20 requIres each oIl 12. Proposed § 157.51 contains a re-jury, and death that could result from tanker of 20,000 deadwe ight tons or more qu1remer~t to follow the procedure inthese accidents . to have a steer ing failure alarm that § 157.20a for recovering rudder control .A Coast Guard review of vessel casu- would provide ap aud ible and visible 13. This proposal has been reviewedalty reports shows that 87 casualties In- warn ing in the pilothouse In the event of for economic effects under Depart mentvolving failure of steerIng gear or a loss of rudder control from the pilot- of Transportation “Policies to Improvesteering gear control system were re- house. The 5 degree posItion variation Analysis and Review of Regula tions” (41ported between 1963 and 1976 on tank and 30 second time perIod proposed in r~ 16200) . ApproxI mately 1800 oil tank-vessels of 20,000 deadwei ght tons and this requirement are necessary to preven t ers of 20 ,000 dead weight tons or moreover. Forty of these casualties occurred nuisance alarms caused by normal van s- call at U.S. ports. The total costs foron foreIgn vessels operating In U.S. navi- tion between the rudder position Order ed these vessels to comply with the require-gable waters and the remalning casual- and the actua l rudder position. ments proposed In this notice during theties occurred on U.S. vessels. Thou gh no Pr o~~~ed § 157.20 applies only to a yes- first two year s after they become effec-deaths or pollution incidents were re- sd that has a steering gear control 83’s- tive are expected to be approximatelyported as a result of these casualties , tem of the type required by 46 CPR 58.25— $16 ,575,000. The estimated costs to U.S.vessel dama ge and other property dam- 45(a) . Section 58.25—45(a) of Title 46 in vessels during the first two years are ex-age occurred and the potential of pollu- part requires that the arran gement of pected to be $820,000 to Insta ll steeringtion resulting from collision or ground- the steering gear control system and the failure alarm systems and $3,100,000 toIng was present In each casualty. The steering gear components must prov ide comply with the requirement to recoverpotentia l for collision or grounding and full follow-up control of the rudder. If steering control. The remaini ng costssubsequent pollution as a result of steer- the vessel Is steered by other means, con- would be associated with foreign vessels. IIng failure cannot be ignored when con- stant use of a rudder angle indicator Is The total, estimated costs assume thataldening the increasing number of yes- necenary• or, If automatic steering gear approximately 50 percent of the affectedeels being used to transport oil in bulk . control equipment is used, alarms are vessels would comply wIth the require-5. In addition to the proposals In this built Into the equipm ent. In either event , ments by means of manning of steeringnotice, the Coast Guard is preparing pro- early warning of a steering failure Is stations oth er than the pilothouse.posed amendments to Subchapter J of provided when using these other means Compliance with the proposed re.Title 46 , Code of Federal RegulatIons, of steering without the need of an add !- quirements should result In fewerthat In part contain provisions for steer- tiona l warning. ground ings and collisions and In a cor-ing gear power and control systems on
new U.S. vessels. The proposals in Sub- Proposed 9 157.20 also requires the pro- respond ing reduction in proba bility of
chapter J are based upon the recom- posed alarm system to be separ ate from pollution , property dama ge, injur y , and
inendations for steerin g gear power and and independent of each steering gear death .
contro l systens contained In Inter ns- control system on the vessel. The pur- In consideration of the foregoing, it is
tiona l Maritime Consultative organiza- pose of providin g separate arr angement proposed to amend Part 157 of Title 33 ,
Lion (IMCO ) Resolution A.325 (IX ) en- Of th~ alarm system is to minimize the Code of Federal Regulations , as follows:
titled “Recommendations Concerning probability of simultaneous damage tO 1. Section 157.03(aa ) is added to read
Regulations for Machinery and Electrical both the alarm system and a steerin g as follows:
Installations In Passenger and cargo gear control system from a source cx-
Ships.” IMCO Resolution A.325 (IX) ternal to these systems. The alarm sys.. § 157.03 Definition s.
was adopted by the IMCO Assembly on tern must be independent of each steer- • • • •
November 12, 1975. ing gear control system so that failure (aa) “Steering gear control system”

I. The Coast Guard recognizes that of a component of a steering gear con- means a group of - devices and cables
problems of steering failure are ~~t ~~~~~~~ 

ti’ol system will not result in failure of forming a network that regulates and
ited to oil tankers and In the future will the alarm. guides the operation of a steering gear.
be considering proposals to make the 10. Proposed § 157.20a requires that a 2. Section 157.20 is added to read as
rules in this notice applicable to other means be provided to recover control of fofl~~ s:
tank vessels as well as to other types of the rudder withIn 45 sçconds after detec-
vessels. tion of a failure of the steering gear con- § 157.20 SteerIng failure alarm.

7. The propoeal ~ In this notice contain trol system in use. The proposed 45 eec- (a) This section applies to each vessel
requirements for steering failure alarms, and time limit Is needed to perform nec- of 20.000 deadweIght tons or more that
requirements for recovering rudder con essary operations to regain steering con- has a steering gear control system of
trol after failure of a steering gear con- trol such as transferring control the type required by 46 CPP. 58.25-45.
trol system, and requirements for sub- switches, shIfting hydraulic systems, and (b) Each vessel must have an alarm
mitting steering control Information to engaging a trick wheel, system that activates an alarm in the
the Coast Gua rd and in certain cases for Paragraph (b) of I 15’1.20a describes pilothouse whenever the actual rudder
retainin g the Information on board the the measure of rudder control that must position differs for thirty or more see-
vessel, be recovered after failure of a steering onds by- more than five degrees from

8. Section 157.03 (as) contains a den- gear control system. This capability Is the rudder position selected by the helms-
nitlon of “steering gear control system” the same as the capability recommended man.

• as the term Is used In the proposed reg- In ff00 Resolution A.325 (IX) for op” (c) The alarm system must be separate
ulatlosse. This d~~nitlosi will also appear eratlon of auxiliary steering gear. from and Independent of each steering
In the p.~.po,ed amendments to Subchap- In order to comply with proposed gear control system, except tiset the
tsr J of ‘fltl 4$ thet are curr nuy being I 157.2Sa, equipment modifications to alarm system may receive Input from the
prepsnd. The definition would Include a present steering gear control systems on steering wheel shaft.
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P*OPOSED *ULES 24871
(4) The alarm must be both audible § 157.51 Procedures for recovery of CII (O-CMC/81) , Room 8117, Depar t-

and visual and must be of a trpe distlno- rudder control, merit of Transportation, Nassif Building,
tire from each other alarm In the pilot,- £‘~ of a ves~ei cd 20,000 dead- 400 Seventh Street SW , Washington,

fl.c. Copies of studies referred to in thishouse, weight tons or more that calls at a U.S. document are available for examinationN0TI.—Thls section becomes effective on port must ensure that the procedures re- at the above address. A copy of the ceo-year after the Snal regulations are publisbed. quired by 157.20a for recovering rudder nomic evaluation from which the eco-control are foflowed whenever the vessel nomic summary In this document is3. Section 157.20a Is added to read as is operating on the navigable waters of taken is also avollable for examinationfollows: the United States, at ti-ic above address.§ 157.20a Recovery of ru (Ider control. (Title II , sec. 201, 86 Stat. 427, as amended
(a) Each vessel of 20,000 deadweIght (46 U.S.C. 391a~; 4~ Cr’n 1.46.) FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CON-

TACT :tons or more that calls at a U.S. port Nom.—The Closet Guard has determined
must have equipment and procedures to that this document does not contain a major Captain George K. Ore lner , Marine
recover adequate control of the rudder proposal requiring preparation of an EcO- Safety Council (G—CMC/81) , RoomwIthin 45 seconds after a failure in the nomic Impact Statement under Executive 8117, Department of Transportation ,
steering gear control system In use has Order 11821 . as amended, and 0MB OfrCUlar !Tassff BuIlding, 400 Seventh Street
been detected. A-lol. SW, Washington, D.C. 20590, 202-426--(b) A vessel meets the requiremei)ts In 

~~~ed: May 9, 1977. 1477.paragraph (a) of this section if It has
either of the following combinations of 0. W. 5mm, SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION :

Admfral. U.S. Coast Guard , Interested persons are invited to partici-procedures and equipment, although Commandant, pate In this rulemaking by submittingother combinations are possthle : written data, views, or arguments . WrIt-(1) Two separate and Independent IFE Doc.’rT-13897 Plied 5-13-77;8:4 5 ain j ten comments should Include the docketsteering gear control systems, associated number (COD 77-016) , the name andequipment In the pilothouse for switch-
ing from one system to another, and pro- i: 33 CFR Part 164] address of the person submitting the

comments and the specific section of thecedures for operatIng the associated ICOD 7,7-016) proposal to whIch each comment Is ad-equipment VESSELS OF 10,000 GROSS TONS OR dressed. All comments received will be(2) Procedures ai~id associated equip- MORE considered before ilnal action Is takenmont for vncnntng steering gear spaces
and emergency steering stations, as nec- PIOPOSed Add itiona l Equipment on this proposal. Interested persons are

Invited to attend the hearin gs and pre-essary, which ensure’compliance with the AGENCY: Coast Guard, DOT. sent oral or written statements on thisrequirement In paragraph (a) for re- ACTION: proposed ynje, proposaL It is requested that anyonecovering ru dder Control. desiring to make oral comments notif y(C) For the purposes of this section, SUMMARY : The Coast Guard is cousld- Captain Oreiner at least’ 10 days beforeadequate control of the rudder Is recov- ering amending the Navigation Safety the scheduled date of the public hearingered If the vessel regains the capability to Regulations by adding a requirement for and specify the approximate length of
move the rudder from 15 degrees on ~~~ vessels of 10,000 gross tons or more , both time needed for the pr esentation. It Is
side to 15 degrees on the other Mdc in not U.S.’and foreI gn vessels calling at UnIted 

~~~~ci that a written summary or copy
more tha n 60 seconds when the vessel is States por ts, to have a second I’SdM ~Y~” of the oral presentation be included withunderwa y at Its deepest draft and at one tern and collision avoidance equipment , the request.half of Its maxlinwn speed ahead or 7 This amendment could Implement that
knots, whichever Is grmter . part of the President’ s March 17, 1977, DP.AI’TD!G INFORMATION

message to Congress concerning a re- The principal persons Involved inWom.—Tbli section becomes effective one quirement for backup radar systems with drafti ng this proposal are Mr. Fredyear after the final regulations are published, collision avoIdance equipm ent ~~ ~~ Schwer , Pro ject Manager, Office of Ma-4. Section 157.24b Is added to read as tankers over 20,000 deadweight tons rlne Environment and Systems, and Mr.follows: (dwt ) entering U.S. ports. The adoption Stanley Colby, Project Attorney, office
§ 157,24h Sabntheion of steering con- of this amendment could result In tanzl- of the ChIef Counsel .

tiul ~~~~~~~~~ Me savings for Industry and government DISCUSSION OF rax PROPOSED REGULATIONSIncluding less vessel damage or loss, and(a) The owner of a U.S. vessel of 20,000 lower investIgation, search and rescue, An advance notIce of proposed rule-deadweight tons or more shall submIt the and pollution clean-up costs. making entitled “Marine Traffic Require-following Information to the Coast ments” was published in the Fzauasx,Guard before the vessel operates In the DATES: 1. Comments must be received 
REGISTER on June 28, 1974 (39 FR 24157) .navigable waters of tile United 9t~~e~, on or before September 1, 1977. 2. Public

Hearings m. c,~~t o~~ ci ~~‘~ll ~~~ Among the many concepts advanced were(1) Plans and specifications of Wa - public hearings on this proposal. The ProPosals to require a second radar andsteering failure alarm system required
by I 157.20 that contain enough detail to first hearing will be held commencing an “anti collision device” on all vessels

at 9:00 a.m. on June 16, 1977, and eon- of more Wan 10,000 gross tons operatingshow compliance with that section. Un~~~ untli an commentors >~~~ 
on the navigable waters of the US.(2) Plans, specifications, and pro- heard, in the Santa Fe Helix del ~~~ Thme commenters responded negatively

cedures that contain enough detail tO Room. Town and Country Hotel, 500 regardIng the second radar , primarily
show compliance With Wa Hotel Circle North, San Diego, Callfor- because of the retrofit costs. Pour corn-in I 157.20a for regaining rudder ~~~~~~ nia 92138. The second will be held corn- menters responded negatively concerning

(b) The owner of each foreign vessel mencing at 9:00 a,m. on June 21, 1077 , the “anti collision device”. They stated
of 20.000 deadwe~ ht tom or more that and continuing until all oomnientors that: (1) the varie ty of such devices is
calls at a U.S. port shall h ave on board have been beard , In Room 2230, Depart- ~~ as to make compliance difficult
the Information described In paragraph ment of Transportation, Nassif guild-. without “tighter” specifications; and (2)
(a) of this section 4$ienever operating In Ing, 400 Seventh Street SW., Wasi~ing- the collision avoidance capabuib’ of
the navigable waters of the United ton, D.C. 20590. those devices Is based on a presumed

steady state of relative motion between
ADDRE~~~S: Comments should be sub- vessels—a condition ‘which rarely pre-wov,.—This section becomes ctiV5 ~~ mitted to ~~aiin,~ n,ian1 10-CMC/$1) , veils on Inland waters.year after the final regulations are publlshe6. US. Coast ~~ ard, Wesbingins, D.C. I~ayIgatIon Safety R~gulatlonz were

5. Section 157.51 Is added to read as 20590. Coonw~ wfll be available Ise propos ed In the May 8, I$7S, Issue of thefellows : saainlnathm at the l~~rbse8atety C~~zn- 1~vr8sL Rrorsm (41 1J’fte). The
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21872 PROPOSED RULES

proposed requirement for a second ma- cargo or trade, It was determined that Guard, concludes In par t that requiringtine radar system was retained despite the proposed requirem ent for a second the systems would not appear to be cost-the three negative comments . In the marine radar and a collision avoidance beneficial In pr eventing vessel casualtiesCoast Guard% view , loss of radar capa- system should apply to all vessels of 10,- On the navigable waters of the U.S.bility on a vessel of 10,000 gross tons or ooo gross tons or more . The Coast Guard has determined thatmore imposes an unacceptable risk fa~~ As noted above , the May 6, 1976, notice a collisIon avoidance system in each yes-tot. Redundancy was deemed necessary proposed a requirement for a second ma- sd of 10,000 gross tons or more couldfor safety. However , the proposed re- tine radar system on all vessels of 10,000 contribute positively to the safety of thatquiremen t for a collisIon avoidance sys- gross tons or more , flat requirement was vessel and to the protection of the en-tern was dropped in ~tlght of the corn- withheld from the final rule making in vironment , par ticularly In waters Inments mentioned above, anticipation of this pr oposal that a col- Which vessels are not closely confined
Fifteen commenters responded to the lision avoidance system be installed on and are not mak ing repeated courseproposed second radar requirement. Five those same vessels. Som e cornslon avoid- changes dIctated by geographic or othersuggested that we further specify one 3 ance systems have a radar display , act ual conditions .

cm and one 10-cm radar. Four requested or synthetic , Integrated into the system. Economic impact. This proposal has
addItional specifications , such as stabill- Others “add on” to th~ basic ra dar sys- been reviewed for economic effects under
zation, PPI scope size, mode of presen- tern , Delaying Implement atIon of the sec- Department of Transp ortation “Policies
tat lon , and reflection plotter. Six corn- oral radar requirement un tIl a decision to Improv e Analysis and Review of Reg-
ment s were negative, again citing retro - is made on possible requirement of a col- Ulations ” (41 FR 16200) . It is estimated
fit costs, limited tsefulriess In confined lislon avoidance system will allow the that 2,000 foreign and 400 U.S. vessels
waters , and complaining of “useless” re- ship owner maximum flexibility in com- might be affected if the propos al isdundancy. The June 30, 1974, Advance pliance. adopted. Basic collision avoidance sys-
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking proposed A collision avoidance system is de- tems range in price from $90, 000 to
a requirement for both 3-cm and 10-cm signed b~~icaily to aid mariners In iden- $150,000. At an- average cost of $120 ,000
radars. The NotI ce of Proposed Rulemak- tlfying and resolving vessel relative mo- per vessel, Installed , the proj ected firsting of May 6, 1976. did not specify wave- tion problems . Just as a pocket calcula- year cost to the U.S. shipping Industrylengths Generally speaking, the longer tor replaces pap er and pencil in ar ith- would be $43 ,200,000 and the impact onwavelengtn radar gIves better adverse- metic computations , the basic collision the U.S. economy would appr oximate
weather performance because of its avoidance system replaces manual ma- $76, 800,000, Assuming a 10 year alflort i-
abI lity to penetrate water droplets. ThiS neuver ing board solutions . Experience ra tion period, the second through tenthadvantage Is gained at the cost of resolu- and good judgment are still the deter- year impacts would be about $28,800,000
tion. The sIgnal of the shorter wave- mining factors in safe navigation , with ~er year. Impact on the U.S. economy
length radar Is attenuated more by mois- or without a collision avoidance system. would total $307,200,000 over the 10 year
ture , but it gives better resolution hi good As has been pointed out by several period .

The benefits from having this equip -weather. A requirement for a second commenters , electron ic resolution of the ment could result in tang ible savings, in-radar could be based either on a per-
ceived need for operatfonal flexibility or threat posed by closing contacts is far cluding less vessel daniage or loss, lessfaster than manual methods and does post-vessel-casualty costs, Including In-on a need for redundancy. Operational not distract the “conning ” officer fromflexibility, the Coast Guard feels, is best other functions. Moreover , an electronic vestigation costS, and search and rescue
left to the vessel operator. The objective costs, and less pollution clean up costs.system can handle simuitaneousbr more Significant in tang ible benefits could ac-of this proposal Is to provide , for certain contacts than a manual system , thus tO crue , includIng less loss of life or Injuryvessels, a degree of radar redundancy a point eliminating the problem of sat- and less pollution and resulting harmand to p. ‘,vide for Installation of a col- uratior i by multiple contacts. Addition- to the environment.lislon avoidance device on those vessels, ally , the system can be designed to give If adopted , the final regulations wouldSeventeen commenters objected to the war ning of closing contacts and tO 01)- contain a specific effective date on whichremoval of the proposed requirement for crate In a “trial maneuver ” mode to pre- collision avoidance systems would be re-a collision avoIdance system. For the dict the outcome of various responses. quired to be onboar d vessels of 10,000moat part, the arguments advanced were This “trial n~aneuver ” capability is en- gross tons or more while operating on thenot persu asive. However , the volume of tlrely dependent upon a steady state of navigable waters of the U.S. This effec-comments suggested that further StUd.y relative motion between vessels. This tire date would follow by one year thewas warranted . predicted outcome can be negated by a publication of the final regulations InNavigation Safety Regulations (33 change of target course or speed. Single order to allow sufficient time for theCYSt 164) were published in the FEDE RAL or few contacts may be adequate ly han- procurement and installation of the re-REGISTER (42 FR 5956) as a final rule on dled by manual methods usIng a plotter. quireci equipment.January 31 , 1977. The regulati on did not However , these manual methods do not Accordingly, it is proposed to addInclude a requirement for collision avoid- favorably compare In speed of solution 1 164 .37 , tO Part 164, published in theanco systems, citing Instead the planned or convenience of data presentation wIth Ja nuary 31 , 1977, issue of the FEDERALissuance of this notice. The proposed the computer assisted systems. REGISTER (42 FR 5969) , to rea d asrequ irement for a second radar system The U.S. Maritime Administration re- follows:was not included pendin g resolution of quires that collision avoidance systems
the questIon of collision avoidance ~Y~- be Installed on all new construction § 164.37 Additiona l Equi pment: vessels

of 10,000 gross Ions or more ,tern. tankers subsidized by that agency and
On March 17, 1977 , President Carter recommends that they be Insta lled on Each vessel of 10 .000 gross tons or

conveyed to Congress a message concern- all subsidized vessels engaged In foreign more must have, in addition to the radar IIng oil spill risk. In it he directed several trade. A stud y by the Na tional Research system required In § 164.35 (a) , a second
InItIatIves , Includ in g the development Council , entitled “Human Error in Mer- marine radar system with a computer
with in 60 days of certain regulations , in- chant Marine Safety ”, published In June aIded collision avoidance system meeting
eludin g “Backup radar systems , includ- 1976 , recommends that the systems be the specificat ion entitled “Performance
ing collision avoidance equipment , on all required on oceangoing merchant yes- Specification For a Computer Aided Col-
tankers rover 20,000 deadwe Ight tonsi”. sels to reduce human error casualtie s lislon Avoidance Sytem For Merchant
This notice Is directl y resp onsive to that stemming from lack of vigilance , A re- Ships ”, published by the Radio Technical
mandate. The 10,000 gross ton criteria port of recent British investigations in- Comm ission for Marine Services (RTCM
listed In the advance and proposed dicates that collision avoidance systems Pape r 171—76/EC 205/SC 65—226, RevIsed
notices of rulemaking Is (as to tankers) decrea se workload and increase operator January 19, 1977).
roughly comparabl e to the 20,000 dead - understanding of the situation around NoTE —Performance Spec ification Poe aweight tons specified In the President’ s his ship. Conversel y, a recent study by Computer Aided ColliSi on Avoidance System
Initiatives of March 17, 1017. As collisions Operations Research, Inc., of Silver For Merchant Ships Is published in Appendix
between vessels are not related to thei r Sprin g, Md., commissioned by the Coaat A for reader ’s convenience.
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flOPOSE ~ RULES 24873
(m iss I and U, 86 Stat. 428, 427 (33 USC a heeding line or as a heading marker on the When steady”state track ing oondltteea
1224; 46 USC ,391a) ; 49 Clflt 1 48(n) ( 4 ) ) .  per iphery. and shall be amar ate withIn 0.5 have been obtained for a non-maneu’evi ng

degree exclusive of sensor err~~e. Provision target , the comput stional error s Int rodnoedNovt.—The Onset Guard has determined shall be m*de for adjusting its br ililence by the colflslon avoidance device shal l be nothat this document dose not contain a maJor and for momentary extinguishing of the greater , for the parameter under considers-propoaai requiring PreP aratiOn at CD Em- beading line. A bearing ring Which may be tion , than the unit value of the least signifi-nomic Impact Statement under Executive movable a -all also be provided, cant digit displayed of that param eter.Order 11821 , as amended , and 0MB Circular The eystem s~afl be capable of slmultane- 8. Accuracy. Operationa lly the equipme ntA l07. ously representing fixed targets, moving t$x- is required to pre sent data on a target of In-
0. W. SILER, gets end lend masses. tersat with adequate accuracy In a reason-

Admiral, U.S. Coas t The equipment should be provided with at able time. Equipment which can satisfy the
Guard , Commandant . least four range scales , the smallest of which following test condition will be deemed to

Is not more than 3 nautical miles (am ) and meet this requirement.
Maw 9, 1977 . the greatest of wh ich is not less than 24 urn. For a vessel on a constant collision course

APrmmu A—Pss7OR MANCE SpxcxrIcATxoN ~~~ The brilliance of the display shall be ad- at a range of 4 urn , with a relative speed of
Colesures AiDED COLLISI oN AvOiDANCE Sys- J ustable to the level Where It Is sufficiently 20 knots, the equipment shall determine the
rsss roe MxscHANT sNwa bright to be observed In the normal ambient relative speed to within 10 percent with I n 3

sunlight expected In a wheelhouse , without minut es from the time of acqu isition Fur-
Nova : Published by the ~adio Technical the use of a hood , except that a shield may titer , for a vessel passing I mu ahead with a

Commission for Marine Services (RTPM). be provided to block direct r sys of the sun, relative speed of 10 knots and a constant
under the Federal Communicati ons COfli~ The display shall be usable without destrby - direction of relative motion (URIS ) of 090 ’ ,
mission , as IlIUM Pap er 171-76/EC .205/SC ing night vision on a darkened bridge. To en- the equipmen t shall determine Its DRM to
65-226 (revised as of Janu ary 19. 1977 and able night vision protection , the ~ lsplay within 3 degrees in the same time period
superseding Paper 145-76/SC 65-220) . phosphor shall include aaveiengths within The above requirements pertain to c~~m-

1. Purpo se. The purpo se of this document the band 600 to 750 nanometer s, in order to putational accuracy Of the system and do
is to specify minimum perform ance standards permit the use , where de~lred. of a rest filt er , not encompass the inaccuracies o: the Input
for a computer-aided collision avoida nce sys- - A red phosphor that emits solely within the sensors. -
tern to assist in correctly interpret ing radar 600 to 750 nanomet er b -nd is an acceptable 9. Trial maneuver. The system is to pr o-
data in a manner that will help avoid coil!- alternative to the red filter. vide necessary information regarding pm-
stone. For targets having a range of less than 10 sible maneuver s In orde r to avoid coillsior.c

2. Scope. This document provides speclfica- miles. within one minute after the moment The system shall have the capabfti l ty of
tions for the capabilities , data presentation , that simulating possible future situations and
warning features and necessary inputs of a (a) The targ et appe ars on the radar dis- pre senting such situations on the display
shipboard computer-aided collision avoidance play and Is within the acquisition range of The trial maneuver shall indicRte the resul ts
system, suitable for use on board merchant the collision avoidance system ( for auto- of a simulated course change . It may Indicate
ships. mati c acquisition systems), or in additi on , the result of a simulated speed

3. Inputs to the system . The system shall (b ) The operator initi ’tes acquisition ( for change or of a speed change in conjun ction
be capable of acceptinA signals from the manual acquisition systems), the system with a course change . The simulat ion shal l
ship ’s radar(s), gyro compa ss, speed log (or should present , as a minimum , an Indication be initiated by the depr assion either of a
equivalent speed input), and from a manual of target motion trend. WIth in 3 minutes a spring -loaded switch or of a function ke,
speed input. ‘The system shall Clearly hi- fully accurate target course and speed should with a positive identi fication on the disoIa ~
dicate the speed source selected. The system , be presented on the dlr plsy and /or In alpha- The indication of the simulation shall be
whether operating normally or having fafled , nu meric form, assuming-the associated radar deleted and the display shall revert to norma l
must not is troduce any spurious signals or has a scanning rate of at least once In three operation either by the release of the spring-
otherwise degrade the performance of the seconds. If more than two targets on the loaded swi tch , or after the lapse of a present
equipments providi ng inputs , same be’r lng are required , the above presen- time not to exceed one minute in the case of

4. PPI displa y. The effective size of the ppj tation times may be degraded . This degrade- the function key. Duri ng a simulation I’ e

display shall be equivalent to or greater than tion factor must be restricted to a maximum system Shall activate warning alarms r els ed
that provided by a 16” dIameter CRT . of two times the above limits for a quantity to the real tra ffic situation.

The display may be separate or it may be a of four targets on the same bearing and 10. Environmental condition s . The (‘ou t-
ship’s radar PPI with the oolllsion avoidance three times for a quantity of six targ ets on slos. Avoidance System , including all corn -

data superimposed, the same bearing. etc . ponen ta shall be capable of operating in the
The s”stem shall have both true and rela- 5. Target acqu isition. Target acquisition environment normally found on the brI d~’.

tive ’ presentation modes. As a minimum, a may be manual or automatic. The system and/or associated areas . Req uiremen ts as
capability for relative motion display shall shall be able to track at least (20 ) targe ts specified in Appendix A shall be used as the
be provided. Proj ected target track lines automatically. The tracked targets ah~ll be min imum required to meet the intent of this
should be selectable In either true or rela- marked on the display by distinct tracking specification.
tive motion. ’ In addition , the system may symbols. 11. Compa ss-Safe Distance s . System unite
provide for true motion. If true motion is 8. warning alarms. For a manual acquisi- must operate With no effect on the ssao’lard
provided , the operator shall be able to select tion system, audio and visual alarms shall be magnetic or steering magnetic compass whet
fo~ his display either true or relative motion, initiated by any isrget closing to a preset position ed no closer than the manufacturers

Computer generated data foe each dla- minimum range, or guard ring. Af ter target specified “Compass Safe DIstanoe ” .
played target shall be in the form of a vector acquisition , similar alarms shall be initiated 12. Power supply. The system shall be ce-
o? line indicat ing target tru e course or rela- in all systems by any target that is predicted pable of normal operation when encountering
tire motion , with a length proportional to to close to less than a preset minimum range. the following variations :
speed, giving both present and extrapolated The target causing the alarm s to be initiate d
future positIons. The capabili ty to cancel the shall be clearly Identifi able on the dlspl~ y. AC variations from namepl ate
line or vector presentation of non-threaten- For both manual and automatic acquisi- voltage -+
I n f tareets shall be provided . tion systems, means shall be provi ded to si- Variations from nameplate fre-

The display presentation may be entirely lence the audio alarm for a given threat but quency 
synthetic or synthetics superimpo sed on the the alarm shall resound upon a subsequent DC variations from namep late
radar video. U the display is superimposed on threat.. A visual indication shall continue voltage
radar video , means shall be provided to in- until all threats have been eliminated’. I lO—250V ‘ — 20. 10
dependently adjust the brilliance of the 5711. 7~ Alpha -numerIc information presen ts- ~~~~~~~~~~ -- 10 -23
thetic presentation and of the radar video , tion . For any acquired targ et , where alpha- The equipment shall have impulse voitageIncluding their complete elimination, numer ic information Is provided , the follow- transIent protection from pulse transientsOwn ship ’s heading indicat or shall be pee- ing shall , as a minimum, be Included : with amplit udes of ±1200 peak voile, risesented on the display in all modes. The in- Present range to the target; tbnea of 2 usec to 10 usec , and d urations updicator shall app ear on the d isplay either as Present bearing of the target; to 20 usec .

Predicted target range at the closest poInt 13. Failur e alarms. Suitable visual and
‘A course-up presentation Ig an acceptable of approach (CPA); aud io alarms ahall be provided to alert the

variation of the relative presentation. Predicted time to CPA (TCPA ; operator in the event of overall aystsse fail-
‘For those Collision Avoidance Systems Present oours e of the target; ure. loss of incoming sensor signals i radar.utt lising ft oomt,inatlon vector/predicted ~~~~ Pr esent speed of the target. gyro and speed log) or any ‘~ther failure de-

at dan~~~’ (PAD) assessment ~~~~~~~~~~~~ This information may be presented on the tected by the system ’s ee1T-~~~t espebuttisa
je,uj de4 ber get ts.et li nes nssy be either system display or on a separate display These alarms sh*)l be In the form of 8es~~~igtr ue or seledlys, device, lights, rep eati ng sound signals or ~~~~~
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2487-1 PROPOSED RULES
method to alert the watch officer when the SUPPLE~~~NTARY INPORMATION: After considerable debate, the workingequipment ii unattended. ProviSion shall be Interested persona are Invited to partlci- group accepted the premise that the ac-made to silence th. audio alarm but visual pate in this proposed rulemaking by sub- colnmodatlons and service spaces shouldsignals shall remain until the failure Is 00?- mitung written views, data, or argu- utilize the concept of non-combustiblerected, reset by the operator , or the system menta. Each person submitting a written construction, a practice succeesfuny em-shut down.

14. Recordjng capability, Continuous re- comment should Include his name and ployed In U.8.-flag tank vessels for manycording capability of not less than one bal.f address , identify this notice (COD 77— years.
bout , of the collision avoIdanc e data to re- 051) , and give the reason for the corn- During the deliberations concerningproduce the display(s) may be provided. ment. This proposal may be changed In the recommendations for cargo tankSuch recording shall be capable of being light of the comments received. AU corn- protection, three very large crude car -started and stopped “at will” at the display. ments received will be considered before riers (VLCC’s) , the Macira , Marp essa ,Provision shall be made to save the data,
when desired, for playback through a suit- final action is taken on this proposal. and the Hong Haako ng suffered tank cx-
able device. Copies of all written comments received plosions, adding a new dimension to the

will be available for examination by In- considerations. The similarity between(FR Doc.77—13894 Piled 5-l3—77 ;8:45 aml terested persons, the casualties led several coun tries to
Interested persons are invited to at- propose requiremen ts related only to the

1000 77-0671 tend the hearing and present oral or potential problem of in-tank fires anti
written statements on this propo sal. it is explosions . U.S. requirements pr otected[46 CFR Parts 30. ~~] requested that anyone desiring to make aga inst In-tank explosions by preventiv e

INERT GAS SYSTEM comments notify Capta in Grelner at least techniques and required the fitting of a
Proposed Amendment 10 days before the scheduled date of the dock foam flreflghtln ~ system to mitigate

public hearing and specify the approx i- Ofl deck or in-tank fires. This positionAGENCY : Coast Guaxd, DOT. mate length of time needed for the ~~~~ was the basis for the deliberatio ns,
ACTION : Proposed rule. entatton. It Is urged that a written sum - Owners, operators, and assurers weremary or copy of the oral presentation be deeply concerned about the unexplainedSUMMARY : This document proposes to included with the request. loss of the VLCC’s, This concern resultedextend the Iner ting system requirements in a collective research effort which at-fro m tank vessels of 100,000 deadwe ight DRAFTING INFORMATION tempted to determine the causative fac-tons (dwt or more to tank vessels of The principal persons involved In tom involved In the explosions. The area20 ,000 dwt or more. This propo sal IS lii drafting this proposal are: Mr. Daniel F. of greatest concent ra tion centeredresponse to that part of the President ’s Sheehan. Pro ject Mana ger, Office of aroun d tank cleaning methods and tech-March 17, 1917, message tO Coflgmss Merchant Marine Safety, and Mr. Stan- niques, The investigation Produced sig-concernin g a requirement for inert gas Isy Colby, Project Attorne y, Office of the nificant results In that tank cleaningsystems on all U.S. and foreign flag oil Chief Counsel. methods were found to cause an increasetankers of 20,000 dwt calling at Amei’I- in static electrici ty generati on within thecan ports. If the systems are Installed, DISCUSSION OF PROPOSAL tank Itself ther eby serving as a potentialthere should be a reduction in the num- On January 26, 1976, the Coast Guard source of ignition.ber of In-tank explosions on board published regulations In the FEDeRAl. As a result of the inability to deter-tankers. REGISTER (41 FR 3838 concernin g tank mine the exact causes of the problem ,DATES : 1. Comments must be received vessel fire protection that incorporated several steps were taken to attempt toon or before: the substance of ThWO Resolution A.271 minimize the possibility of reccurence ,2. Public Hearings : The Coast Guard ~~T1D, adopted by the Assembly of the On a volunta ry basis, owners and oper-will hold two public hearings on tills pro-. Inter-Go vernmental Maritime Consults- atom were Invited to utilize the Int.erna-posal. The first will be held commencing tive Or ganization on November 20, 1973. tional Chambe r of Shipping, “Guidelinesat 9:00 a,m. on June 16, 1977. and con- These regu lations contain provisions for Tank Wash ing, ” which were opera-tinuing until all commenters have been tha t increa se the overal l level of safety tional steps taken to minimize staticheard , In the Santa Fe Helix del Mar of tank vessels. One of the provisions of electricity generation. The IMCO Assem-
Room , Town and Country Hotel, 500 Ho- this rulemak ing was the requirement bly proposed a convention amend m ent
tel Circle North, San Diego, California that inert gas systems be fitted on new (IMCO Res. A.271 (VIII)) . “Fire Safety
92138. The second will be held commenc- tank vessels of 100,000 dwt or more and Measures for New Tank Vessels,” which
ing at 9:00 a.in. on June 21, 1977, and combinatio n carriers of 50,000 dwt or until adopted was issued as an inter im
contin uing until all commenter s have more. In the preamble of that document, recommendation. Emphasizing its high
been heard , in Room 2230, Department the Coast Guard made a commitment tO priority, all countries were urged by the
of Transportation , Nassif BuIlding, 400 reexam ine the international recorn- Assembly to bring the recommendation
Seventh Street . S.W., Washin gton , D.C. mendat lons concern ing the implementa- in~n force on July 1, 1974 on a voluntarytion limits for Inert gas systems. That basis. In the intervening time period , an20590. reexa mInation Is reflected in this pro- additional Assembly recommendationADDRESSES : Comments should be sub- posal. (IM CO Res. A.326 (IX) ) , was developedmltt.ed to the Commandant (G-CMC/ In order to detail the rationale for this which requires cargo tank protection for81) , U.S. Coast Guard , Washington, D.C. prop osal, it Is necessary to review the vessels that was not as string ent as the20590 . Comments will be available for history and development of the original previous document. The new recommen-examination at the Marine Safety CoWl- decision , the Intervening events which da’tion required the fitting of a deckcli (G-CMC I81) . Room 8117, Depart- have Influenced that decision , and the foam system with ai~ augmented foamment of Trans portation, Nasaif Building, action taken in the international forum , storage supply if an inert gas system was400 Seventh Street, S W., Washington . In 1968, a workin g group was formed not fitted . During subsequent delibera-D.C. 20590 . A copy of the economic evalu- as part of the IMCO Subcommittee on tions , numerous proposals were pre-ation from which the economic S m arY Fire Protection. The pur pose Of this sented to require the fitting of inert gasin this document Is taken Is available for group was to develop a series of Interna- systems for vessels of different sizes un-examination at the above address. tiona l recommendations to improve tank der IMCO Res. A.271 (VIII ) . Pro posalsFOR FURTHER INFORMATION CON- vessel fire safety. This effort was ini- ranged from a different tonnage cutoff
TACT : tiated by the United States through both point to a prop oedl that concerned the

formal and Informa l channels within the capacity of fixed tank vessel washingCaptain Geor ge K. Greiner , Mari ne IMCO forum. The work was divided Into machines.Safety Council (G—CMC/81) , Room
8117, Department of Transportation, two primary areas of concern : protec- As a result of the explosions aboard
Nasaif Building, 400 Seventh - Street, tion for the car go tank area; and protec- the VLCC’s, the use of inert gas systems
8.W.. Washington, D.C. 20590 (202— tlon for the accommodation and service on these vessels Increased significantly

th roughout the world. During this time426-1471) . spaces.
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PROPOSED RULES 24875

period, detailed experience was gained vided for , Ignited flammable vapors In the  TM.1
concernin g the operation, maintenance cargo tank, an explosion was Initiated. In
and reliability of the system. This Infor- each case, this explosion then progressed —

matlon Indicated that— unchecked through the entire cargo tank V~ .el an. lad esploaca. Sm 100
1. There were certain hazards associ- area. Due to the fact that each vessel was Ca~ o tan k lit. and explcM aa. -- 243 47

ated with the fitting and use of inert gas unloading or had just completed off load.. CUU&U5I on lanka. 20.000 dwt
isO 63

systems; and Ing. some portion of the vapor space of _____

2. Their reliability had a direct link to all cargo tanks was In the flammable
the maintenance of the system. range and was, therefore, vulnerable to BENEFITS ACCRUED

It was found that the Inert gas systems explosion , when an Ignition source de- ~~ Indicated In a preceding paragraph.
(108) which were designed to provide veloped. the requirement for Inert gas systems,

,protectlon during the hazardous tank 
~~sa or THE TANKER “CoRusmos” as recommended In IMCO Resolution

washing process were, In fact, generators A.271 (VIII) , developed as a result of the
of static electricit y themselves . In fact . On January 31, 1975, the U.8.-fiag necessity to protect tank vessels of cer-
the 108 systems were capable of generat- chemical tanker Edgar M. Queeny struck ta m sizes during tank cleaning opera-
lag more static electrici ty than the tank the outboard side of the moored 54,000 tions. This represents a relatively small
washing machines. In the second in- dwt Liberian flag crude carrier Corlnthos. portion of a tank vessel’s life cycle. The
stance , the Norwegian Classification So- A low order explosion immediately re- benefits derived from Inert gas systems
ciety, Det Norske Veritas determined that suited within the breached cargo tank are not limited to this time period. For
approximately 70% of the systems in- and was followed within seconds by a example :
spected had major maintenance problems series of increasingly more violent cx- 1. A tank which Is Inerted cannot sims-
that could have seriously affected their ploslons. The explosions spread from tank tam an intank explosion If the bound-
use and reliabilit y. Detailed maintenance to tank and the entire deck area. of Con s- aries of the tank are intact. This pro-
and operation requirements for this type thos was soon engulfed in flames and as vides assurance against intank explo-
of system will be the subject of a future a result , the vessel broke and sank along- sions during other periods when the
proposal in the FEDERAL REGISTER. side the British Petroleum dock No. 1, vessel Is not undergoing tank cleaning.

After the publication of the substance Mar cus Hook , PA. Twenty-six persons 2. Good quality inert gas reduces in-
of XMCO Res. A.271 (VIII ) into Subpar t were killed . Intense firefight ing efforts t.erna l tank corrosion.
32.53, the problem of tank vessel explo- were required for at least 12 hours after 3. Higher dischar ge rates may be ob-
sions caused by external sources of 18111- the first explosion . tam ed by utilizing inert gas system pres-
tion was examined in further detail by sure to aid the cargo pumps, thereby
the Coast Guard which noted that nor- Loss OF THE TANKER “ELIA5 ” reducing tank vessel turn around time.
mal tank vessel operation would permit On Apr11 9, 1974 , the 30.000 dwt Greek BACK GRO UND OP PRoposED AMENDUZNTSthe tank of a vessel to be within the flag tanker Elf as suffered massIve mul-explosive range dur ing loading, transit , tiple explosions, burned, and sank In The President’ s March 17, 1977 mes-
and off loading in some cases. the Delaware River alongside the At- sage to Congre ss Included direction that

The fact that this condition exists or lantic Richfield Oil Terminal , FO~ MU- certain ship construction and equipment
can exist Is known by both designers and fin , PA. At the time of accIdent , the standards be reformed. Included in the
operators. In order to prev ent Ignition of vessel was In the last stages of off loading dir ection was instructions to the Sec-
the flammable atmopahere , a U.S.-fiag a cargo of crude oil from the Bachaquero retary of Transportation to develop new
tank vessel must meet specific design and field In Venzuela. A total of 13 persons rules within 60 days for inert gas sys-
operationa l requirements : aboard the vessel (including ~~ pr1,ngi.. temns on all oil tankers of 20,000 dwt or

1. The cargo tank block Is classed as pals involved in cargo transfer ) were more, U.S. and foreign , that call at
a hazardo us area and sources of Ignition killed. The hull of the vessel came to America n ports . The proposal In this
are controlled by mandating explosion rest in an upright position on the river docUment Is in response to the Presi-proof equipment, prohibition of smoking, bottom , The ensuing fire was fought dent’s Instructions.
and no open flaming devices. from4he shore by units of the Philadel- Subpart 32.53 currently applies to each

2. Flame screens are required tO be phia Fire Department and from the wa- tan kship of 100,000 dwt or more (metri c ’fitted In openlngs into cargo storage ter side by units of the U.S. Navy, u.s. and each combination carrier of 50.000tanks and specific operational Procedures Coast Guard, and commercia l tugs. Over dwt or more (metric ) that has a keelare prescribed to Protect the vessel from 30 fireflghtlng and support units were laying date after December 31, 1974. TheIgnition sources. lnvclved at the height of the fire, following are excepted from the subpart:3. Vents are requir ed to be equipped
with pre ssure vacuum valves for Grades In both cases the exact ignition source 1. Vessels that carry Grade E cargo
A-C cargoes. remains unknown. An ignition source at a temperature that Is 5’ C (9’ F) or

4. Car go djscbarge and loadin g is re- somehow reached the flammable vapors more below its flashpoint or tha t carr y
quired to be conducted under the super- within the cargo tanks. The explosion only liquefied gas cargo.
vision of ships’ omcers and certificated then progressed through the other cargo 2. ForeIgn flag tan kships of a nat ion
tankermen. tanks on the vessel. Total losses will signatory to the Intern atIonal Conven-

All of these provisions are dIrected at probably exceed $25,000 ,000. tion for the Safety of Life at Sea. 1960
minimizing the potential for tank vessel TANKERS 20,000 DWT Oa Moic : that have on board a current valid Safety
fire and explosion. The casualties sum- WORLDWIDE CASUALTIm 

Equipment Certificate.
marized In the foilowlng paragraphs In- It Is proPosed to retain the substance
dicate that casualties will occur despite In the period between 1950 and 1973 , of this applicability but withdraw the cx-
the required safety systems, there were an estimated 515 fires and ception to foreign tankshlps having on

Fer a variety of reasons design and expiosbns on board vessels that occur- board a current valid Safety Equipment
operational requirements have not proven red either In the cargo tanks or outsIde Certificate .
completely successful. The Corintho, and the tanks. This figure excludes fire, and U.8.-flag vessels required to fit inert
~5as were conventional tank vessels. !~,r ex~1osions In the engine spaces. Of that gas systems under 46 CFR Subpart 32.53,
fire safety In the cargo area, they de- 515, approximately 243 (47% ) occur red which was effective on Februa ry 20, 1976
pended basIcally on Identification of , and Inside the cargo tanks. Those vessels (published In the January 26, 1976 Fz,-
protection frees. potential Ignition that were 20,000 dwt or more had over zus Reorsru (41 FR 3138) ) would net
sources. This protection, however, was 50% of the Intank fires and explosions, be allowed to extend the applicalsan of
not auftclently comprehensive and when The foliowing table Is for the period the subpart to the naw effective dat. of
an ignition sow’e , which was not pro- 1950-1973. - this proposed amendment
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24876 PROPOSED RULES

In addition. it Is proposed to add to mendatlon, IMOO Res. A.271 (VIII) , and (2) Each foreign flag tank ‘rome) en-
the applicability of the subpart tankshlpo Coast Guard regulations In 46 CFR 32.53, gaged in the trade of carrying flammable
and coenblnation carriers of 20,000 dwt recognize this and incorporate an cx- or combustible liqu~~ to or from a ~7.S.
or more. In order to allow orderly ho- ception for high flaslipoint liquids, port, or place, or any such rome) destined
plementatlon by Industey, It Ic prupuued This proposal has been reviewed for from one port or Place In the United
that those U.S. and foreign tankithips or economic effects under Department of ~t~tes to another port or $ace In the
combInation carrIers that are construct- Transportation “Policies to Improve United States.
ed or converted under a contract Analysis and Review of RegulatIons” (41 (b) This Subpart does not apply to
awarded before La date would be In- FR 16200) . vessels designed to carry mily—
sorted that Is I ElOtIthi aft& 

~~~
‘

~~~~~~~~~
“ The analysis shows that approxI mately (1) UQU~flod 8S5 carff o or

tin of the rule) would Isave 10 CCI 1000 foreIgn flag and 250 U.S.-flag tank (2) CaX~8O that has a flashpolnt of
with the inert isa systems requirements vessels would be affected by ~~= ~~~~~~ 

65.5 C (150’F) or higher by an open cu p
within five yeass after the effective date ment fOr the fitting of inert gas systems. test (Grade E) .

~~ 
the om~~~~ont ~~~~~~~~ or The projected coats of the requ1r~ments Novx.—(1) & U.S t~~~k~hIp of 100,000 dwtcombination carriers contracted for t,~ the U.S. consumer over a 9 year period tons or more or a U.S. combination carrier

after La date would be neerted that ~ ~ es niated at one billion seven hundred of 50,000 dwt tons or moee. With & keel lay-
C months after pithikatin of the ride) tog date on ~~ S t e~ JanuarY 1, 1975 , must

comply with Subpart 82.SS after Pebruszy 25,would be required to fit an Inert gas sys-
tem on or after tb. effective date of ~~~ The expected benefit of the require- sore.
amendment. Foreign tankshipa or ooni~ 

ment is a reduction In the number of in- (2) Ui~ and foreign flag veasels under
binatlon carriers contracted for after (a tank explosions. These explosions In the I 32.53-I, except those v ela deecribed in

date would ho Inserted that Is I months pest have not only ~~~~~g~~4 ~~~ ~~ip not. 1, that are constructed or converted

after publication of the ru le] would have and its crew but port facilities and re- a contract aw.rd d before the effective
dat. of the rule must comply with Subpart

to comply with the inert gas system re- 1a.~~ w a ’ u~~~ 82.53 ‘within 60 months after the effective
quirements within five years alter the h i  aocordance with the preceding, it Is date of the rule.
effective date of the amendment. proposed to am end Subchapter D of TItle (3) A foreign flag vessel under I 32.53-1

Since the proposal applies to foreign 48, Code of Federal Regulations, as that Is constructed Or O)nVerted under a con..
tract awarded after the effective date of rule

vessels, In addition to the U.S. vessels follows: must comply with Subpart 82.63 within 60
currently being regulated, the terms 

~ 30.01—5 (Amende d ] month s after the effective date of the rule.
~~mmehIe or combustible cargo are used (4) A U.S. reese! under I 52.53-i that Is
In Subpart 32.53 In ileu-of grade claasl- 1. By amendin g ~ 30.01-5(e) (1) of constr ucted or converted under a contract

r ficatlons to aid comprehension ~~ any Subpart 30.01 by striking the Words “and awarded fter the affective date of the ruic

reader not faiat41~~~ with the United the safety arid cargo handling requIre- must comply with Subpart 32.53 at the time

States classification of oil cargoes. ments In Subparts 35.30 and 35.35 of this of building or convereicu.
subchapter ” and hoerting “Subpart (Sec. 201, 56 Stat. 421, as amended (46 U.S.C.Proposed Exceptions. The President’s 32.53, ~~~~~~~~ 35.30. ~~~~~ 35.35 891a); 40 CFB 1.46(n) (4)).message stated thai all oil tankers would th~- ~~~~~ Nors.—The Coast Guard has determinedbe required to be fitted with the pro-

visions outlined In his message. In this 2. By revising ~ 32.53—1 of Subpart that this document contaIns a major pro-
posal requiring preparation of an Economicproposal, the present exception to the re- 32.53 to read 58 follows: Impact Ststement under ~~ecutlve Orderquirement for fitting of an Inert gas

system on a tankahlp If it carries Grade ~~~~~~~~ Appliea*ion—T/All. 11821. as amend d, and 0MB CIrcular A-107
and certidee th&t an Economic Impact

E cargoes Is contInued sInce In context (a) Except as provided In paragraph Statement has been prepared.
the President’s direction was to extend (b) of this section , thIs Subpart applies lIMed : May 9, 1977.applicability to smaller vessels rather to tankahipe or combination carriers of
than to bring low risks substances under 20,000 dwt tons or more as follows: 0. W. 8a.m.

_____ 
Admiral, U.S. Coast Gu ard ,regulations. Grade E cargo is by defini- (1) Each U.S. Flag tankahip that Is

tin a high flathpolnt c9xgo of relattve~’ certificated to carry Wades A, B, C, and
low risk. Both the international recom— D llquidt LPR Doc.77—13805 Piled 5-1$-.’77;8:45 ~~ l

P M  Nuu,~~~ ~~L 42, ISO. 11 M~ SOAV, ~~T 14, IWP
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DEPARTMENT OF tember 11, 1975 (40 FR 42189). SInce be- more stringent than those In proposed
TRANSPORTATION m i  pub~~he& many comments have I 154.107.

been received, showing that some 5. The notlflcation requirement In
changes are needed. The Coast Guard ’s I 154.110(b) (3) Is moved to proposed

(33 CFR Parts 154,155, •nd 156] operational experience leads to the same 5 156.120(a) because It Is an operational
conclusion. Additionally, In November oil transfer requirement.• IO0D 7e~134l 1973 the International Conference on 1. Proposed 5 154.120(b) provIdes for

~owsnoss P~EVtJ~~ON Marine Pollution , under the auspices of the COTP to give a written report of In-
the Inter-Governmenta l Maritime Con- spectlon result . to the facUlty openitce’Vssssl and Oil Transfer Facilities sultative Organization (IMCO ) . adopted for the record required by I 154.740(e) .AGENCY : Coast Guard , DOT. the Internatio nal Convention for the 7. Section 154.140 Is moved to proposed

ACTION: proposed rile Prevention of Pollut ion from ShIpe. 1973. 1 156.112 because It Is an operational oil
This Convention, when it enters Into tr ansfer requirement.

8U~~~ ARY : The Coast 0u~rd proposes force, wlfl require oil-water separators , 8. Update and COTP review of the op.
to amend the pollution prevention regu- and bilge oil content monItors or alarms . orations manual is Incomplete. To tin-
lations for vessels and oil transfer facil- The Coast Guard has decided that the prove control over the quality of the op-
ities to reduce accidental discharge. of Convention establishes a reasonable and eratlons manual . new II 154.300(c and
oil or oily wastes during vessel operations environmentally effective set of stand- (e) are added. No provisIon Is made for
and during the transfer of oil or oily ards on which certain vessel require- facilities where EnglIsh Is not the pre-
wastes to or from vessels. The proposed ments for the dischar ge of oily mixtures dominant language.
changes also clarify certain existing can be based. Therefore, new 5 154 .300(a) (3) Is
rules. Public and Industry comments, the A discussion of the prop osed amend- added to require a bIlIngual operations
Coast Guard’ s operational experience, ments that sIgnificantl y alter the regula- manual when needed. SectIons 154.760
and new requirements under the Inter- tions follows: and 154.770 are moved to new II 154.300
nat ional Cenvent ion for the Prevention 1. The head ing of Part 154, Large Oil (b) and (f) and 154.320(b) to consoli-
of Pollution from Ships , 1973. make these Transfer FacilitIes, is misleading as the date general operatio ns manual require -
proposed changes necessary, application of this part is not a funct ion ments. Section 154.300(b) Is moved to
DATES: Comment s must be received on of facility size , but rather vessel capacity . new 5 154.300(d) . -

or before: August 11, 1977. Therefore. “large” is deleted. 9. Review of the operatIons manual by
2. The wordin g In 5 154.100 has been operating and Inspecting personnel is dl!-

ADDRESSES : Comments should be sub- misconstrued genera lly to mean that this ficult because of the varIety of format s.
mitted to Commandant (G-CM C/81) part applies only when a transfe r Is be- Pro posed 1 154.310 requIres that the con-
U.S. Coast Guard, Washington, D.C. big conducted . Proposed § 154.100(a) is tents of the operations manual be listed
20590. Comments will be available for changed to show that Part 154 applIes at In the order specified. The list of con-
examination at the Marine Safety Coun- all times during which a facility Is In tents Is expanded to include the pro-
CU (G-CMC/8 1) , Room 8117, Depar t- an operational ly ready status and Is cap- posed changes In Part 154.
ment of Transportation , Nasslf Building, able of conductin g oil transfer oper- 10. New 55 154.320(b) and (c) are
400 Seventh Street, SW., Washington , at lons. added to allow the facility opera tor to
D.C. 20590. A copy of the economic eval- Although public vessels are exempt Initiate amendments to the operations
uation from which the economic sum- from compliance with these regu latIons, manual .
mary in this document is taken and a facilities that tr ansfer oil to or from pub- 11. New 5 154.325 descrIbes the letter
copy of the environmental analysis are lic vessel~ are not. Therefore, “public of adequacy Issued under new 1 154.300
also available for examination at the vessel” Is added to proposed 5 154.100. (e) . A letter of adequacy Is the means
above address. The specific exemption of lube oil and proposed by the Coast Guard to Improve
FOR FURTHER INPORMAT ION CON- non. petrolewfl based oil Is deleted . If contr~1 over the quali ty of the operations
TACT lube oil I. transferred in bulk to or from manual by ensurin g that the manual

~ ~~~~ with a capacity of at least 250 meet. the requirements of )hls part and
Captain George ~~~. Grelner , Marine barrels of lube oil, regardless of the use Part 156.
Sefety Council (G—CMC/81) , Room of the lube oil , It should be regula ted. If 12. Pro posed 5 154.500 applies to all
8117, Department of Transportation, non-petroleum based oil Is transferred in hoses because hoses of three Inches In-
Nassif BuildIng, 400 Seventh Street, bulk to or grom a vessel It will be regu- side diameter and less are often used to
SW., Washington. D.C. 20590 , 202-426- lated ~~p1~~~~vessel capacity for non- tran sfer oil and should meet design
1477. petrol oil reaches 250 barrel s, standards. Proposed 1 154.500 also applies

SUPPLEMENTARY DIFORMATION: The Coast Guard Is considering cx- to all hoses regardless of the date of man-
Each person submitting a comment pand~ng the applicability of I 154.500 to ufacture. By the time the proposed reg-
should Include his name, address, and all facilities, regardless of th5 capacity - ulations are final most hoses manu fac-
organuratlon, if any, identify this notice of the vessel served, to ensure that all tured before 1973 wIll be out of service.
(COD 75-124) , and give reasons for hI. hose assemblies used to transfer oil meet If a facility operator baa an unused pee-
eomments . No publIc hearing I~ planned, the design standards. Upon determinIng 1973 hose, then he may apply for an al-
If the Coast Guard determInes taat ~ 

the need, regulations may be published . ternative under proposed 5 154.107.
public hearing Is necessary the time and 3. Several definitions are added. or re- Sections 154.500(f) and (g are
place will be set In a later notice in the worded in proposed 5 154.105. changed by proposed 55 154.500(e) , ( f ) ,
FEDERAL Rzoixna 4. Proposed 51 154.107 and 154.108 re. and (g) . Proposed 5 154.500(e) requires

place 5 154.330 (waIvers ) and are sImi- that the product, for which the hose may
DRAfTING INFOR MATION lar to proposed 55 155.107, 155.110. be used and the m axim um allowable

The principal persons involved In 156.107, and 156.110. The Captoin of the working pressure (MAWP) must be
draf ting this proposal are: Lieutenant Port (COTP) and the Officer In Charge, marked on the hose. Proposed 5 154.500

Marine Inspection ( OC),rn need the an- (g) requires that the burst pressure notCommander Harvey 0. Knuth. Project thority to allow alternatives to the re- be marked bn the hose because the poten-Manager, Office of Marine Environment quirements In these regulations that pro- tin! exist. to mistake the burst pressureand Systems, and Mr. Stephen D. Jack- vide an equivalent level of protection for for the MAWP.ion. Project Attorney, Office of Chief the envIronment, without having to
Counsel, grant an exemption. Proposed 5 154.108 New 5 154.500(h) 1. added to require

sets out the conditions for grant ing an that .5011 hose used to transfer oil for
Dsscvsszoit or PioposED AIIINDMENT5 exemption, An exemption does not re- fuel to ~ veesel that has a fill pipe for
parts 154, 155. and 158 were published quire an equivalent level of protection of which containment is Impractical must

December 21, 1972 (37 FR 28250) , effec- the environment; therefore, the pro- be equipped with an automatic back-
tir e July 1, 1974, and were amended Sop- cedures for obtaining an exemption are pressure shutoff noenle.
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1 A note Is added at the end of 5 154.500 apparently Inadequate. When the IllumI- that carry ballast. An exception Is al-
to Inform readers of the availability of nation Is apparently adequate, specific lowed for those vessels insta lling oil-
the American National Stal3darda Instl- IllumInation intensities are required arid water separating equipment acceptable
tote (ANSI) standards mentioned In the Illumination levels prescribed in to the Commandant of the Coast Guard.
these regulations, proposed 5 154.570(b) must be met. New This approach encoura ges insta llation

13. New 5 154.510(b) , requirIn g that I 154.570(d) Ii added to require that of the fixed piping system for discharge
manufacturers certify that a loading arm lighting not Interfere with navigation. to reception facilities, but does little to
meets ANSI standards, Is added to assIst 21. New 5 154.740(f) 1. added to re- promote Installation and use of oU-watCr
Coast Guard enforcement personnel in quire that the declaration of Inspection separating equipment. The net result Is
inspecting the aclllty. - be avkilabl e for Inspection by the COTP. that oily mixtures containing lar ge

14. Pro posed 5 154.520 requires closure 22~ Sections 154.760 and 154.770 are volumes of water and small amounts of
devices for all hoses not In use to prevent moved to proposed 55154.300 and 154.320 oil are reta ined onboard for dischar ge
qil spills resulting from residual oil In (see item 8) , and I 154.780 Is moved to to reception facilities. Very few ports
unblanked hoses, proposed § 156.113 because they are op- have adequate facilities for receiving and

15. When these regulations were first erationa l oil transfer requirement s. processing lar ge volumes of mixtures
published, monitoring devices were in the 23. The date In proposed 5 155.100 Is containin g little oil and vessel operators
developmental stage. Now, there ar e a deleted since these regulations are al- have discharged the untreat ed oily mix-
number of devices on the mark et, and ready In effect. tures overboard In violation of the Jaw.
new 5 154.525 Is added to requ ire InstalI a- 24. Several definitions are added or re- These prop osed regulations, by requir-
tion of monitoring devices when the worded In proposed 5 155.105. Ing installation and use of oil-water

• COTP determines that certain condItions 25. New 5 155.107 is added and 5 155.- separ atin g equipment would reduce the -

exIst. 110 Is chan ged for the reasons stated in total volume of oily mixtures retained
16. Pr oposed 5 154.530(a) (1) replaces item 4. - onboard and would also increase the oil

I 154.530(b) and shows that the defini- 26. Section 155.130 is moved to pr o- content of the mixtures. Thus, much
tlon of hose handling and loading arm posed 5 156.112 because it Is an opera- smaller storage and handling capacity
ar ea applies wheth er the facility or the tional oil transfer requ irement. would be su~~cIent at reception facilities.
vessel Is providing the hose. 21. Proposed 5 155.310(a) reduces the Processing to recover reusable oil would

The discharge conta inment slz~ In overa ll size of containment on vessels also be simplified . AU of this would ye- -5 154 530 are changed by proposed 5 154. - and provide s a further breakdown M duce the overall cost of reception fa-
530(b) to corres pond with the sizes now containment sizes for hoses of less than d uties and would stimulate their con-
required In propo sed 5 155.3 10 for vessels, 6 inches inside diameter. str uction. In some cases a vessel could
except that containm ent of less than 2 New § 155.310(b) Is added to snow combine the residue from an oil-water
barrels Is not allowed even for hoses of portable contain ment on tank bar ges separator with fuel for use In the pro-
less than 6 inches Inside , diameter be- with coamings surrounding the cargo pulsion plant and not need to use re-
cause fixed conta inment of less than. 2 hatches. - ception facilities.
barrels at a facility Is Impractical, 28. The Notice of Proposed Rule Mak - To facilitate the availability of accept-

— Section 154.530(d) is changed by pro- ing for the existing Part 155, publIshed able 15 p.p.m. oil-water separato rs , bilge
posed 5 154.530(c) to require that porta - 24 December 1971, propo sed that a fixed oil content monitors and alarms, the
ble conta inment be at least 1/2 barrel or port able container of at least 14 U.S. Coast Guard is propos ing approv al reg-
capacity. - gallons be Instaljed on vessels. section ulat lons for that equipment in 46 CFR

New 5 154.530(d) Is added to provide 155.320 was extensIvely modified In its 162.050 elsewhere In this ass’tie of the
for portable containment for mobile fa- final form In response to a request for re- - FEDER AL REGISTER . Those proposed regu-
d Uties, because fixed containmen t of any lIef for smaller vessels. However , instead la tlons are based on the specifications
size Is Impractical for a mobile facility, of permitting the use of a smaller con- adopted at the Sixth Session of the

17. In 5 154.545 , “ready access” is a tam er on smaller vessels, the final rule Marine Environme nt Protection Corn-
vague term that causes unnecessary re- switched to requiring a two barrel fixed mittee (MEPC of the Inter govern men-
spans. delays. Therefore, new 5 154.545 contaIner on new vessels and a five g~~ tel Ma rItIme Consultative Or g~iniza tI on
(c) Is added to require each facility to Ion portable container on existing yes- (IMCO ) .
estab lish time delays for deployment of sels. The two barrel fixed containment in 30. Proposed II 155.330 (b ) (2 ) , (b ( ( 3 1
:ontainnsent equip ment , subj ect to ap- 5 155.320 has proven to be excessively and (b) (5) (II ) combine and clarif y theproval by the COTP. large . Accord ingly, proposed 5 155.320 re- requirements on a vessel’s fixed piping

New 5 154.545(d) Is added to require duces the size of fixed conta inment , dir- system conta ined In §5 155.340 . 155.350,
~he installation of oil containment mate- ferent late s between sizes of new vessels 155.370, and 155.380. Pro posed 55 155.330
rial around vessels when the COTP de- above 300 gross tons , and provides for (b) (1) and 155.330(b) (4) specify re-
termines that certain conditions exist. - small port able containers on new vessels quirements for the oily waste and slop

18. Proposed 5 154.550(a) deletes the under 300 gross tons while reta ining retention system required in 5 155.330.
requirement that the emergency shut- small portable containers for all exist- Proposed 5 155.330(b) (5) (1) adds a re-
down communIcations system be separate tug vessels (under 5 155.320 , an existing qulrement for sample points In the fixed
from the routine communications system. vessel is one constructed before 1 July piping system. Pro pos~d § 5 l55.330 (b~Proposed 5 154.550(b) adds,a requIre- 1974) . Extending the requirement for (6) , (b) (7) and (b) (8) require installs-
ment that the emergency shutdown fuel oil discharge containment to vessels tion of 15 p.p .m. oil-water separa tors andmeans must be other than the valve at under 100 gross tons Is being considered , oil-content monitors or alarms and set
the dock manifold connectIon, to pee- and regulat ions may be published upon out the piping system design require -
vent the Inadvertent release of a 8Ignlfl- determining the need. monte. Proposed §5 155.330 (b) (1) and
cant amount of oil If the valve at the 29. Proposed §5 155.330 throu gh 155.- (b) (4) through (b) (8) are effectIve 2
dock manifold connection I~ damaged. 410 requ ire Installation of 15 parts per years after the effective date of the finalNew 5 154.550(c) sets time limits for million (p.p.m.) oil-water separators rule or at the vessel’s first shipyard
emergency shutdown, and bilge oil content alar ms or bilge oIl maintenance and repair availability

19. New paragraphs (C) , (d) , and (e) content monitors aboard all vessels of after 6 months after publication of theare added to 5 154.560 to provide that the 100 gross tons or more operatin g in the final rule , whichever i. earlier. This Is
communications system must be usable navigable waters and contiguous zone done to snow vessel owners and opera-at all times, may be the same as the s~’s- of the United States. tors to schedu le the design work andtoni permitted for emergency shutdown, SectIons 155.330 through 155.410 re- equipment procurement Iiecessamy to
and must use intrinsically safe portable quire that vessels of 100 or more gross comply with those requirements.radio devices. tons be fitted with fixed piping systems Several sources have indicated to the

20. Proposed 5 154.570 deletes the me- for discharge to reception facilities of Coast Guard that a well designed oily
quiresnent for specific Illwnlnatlon in- oily residues from main and auxiliary mixture settling system might be capable
tenslties except when the illumInation Is machinery spaces and fuel oil tanks of producing an effluent containing 15
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ppm. of oil In water or less at signifi- Flanged Fittings or B16.31, Nonferrous International Convention for the Preven-
cantly lees cost than the purchase and Pipe Flanges, of the American National tion of Pollution from ShIps, 1973.
installation of a 15 ppm ,  oil-water sep- .Standards Instiisite for-a 4 Inch-stand- “Proposed 5 165.410(0) requires that
rator. Proposed 5 155.330(c) allows - ard flange has been deleted and replaced discharges of oily cargo residues and of
stitution of an Installed oily mixture with a requirement that each shore con- oily mixtures combined with oily cargo
settling system for the 15 p.p.m. oil- nection or portable adapter on the yes- residues meet Part 157 of this chapter.
water separator required by proposed sel must fit the connection s at each me- Pro pose4 5 155.410(d) establIshe, an
5 155.330(b) (6) If the settling ‘system ception facIlity to which the vessel tra m- effectIve date 2 years after the effective
meets the design requirements In pro- fers oily resldues. date oL the final rule for the require-
posed 55 155.330(c) (1) and (2) and I1~, 35. Pro posed 5 155.380 exempts . any ments In proposed 55 155.410(a) and
after installation aboard the vessel, the vessel, that has a means onboard to burn 155.410(b) . ThIs Is intended to allow time
settling system Is acceptable to the Corn- as fuel , incinerate, or otherwise consume for vessel owners and operators to ac-
mandant (acceptance procedures to be all oil residues, from the requirements complish the design, procurement and
proposed) . for fixed reception facility discharge installation work necessary to comply

Proposed 5 155.330(d) requIres that points and Installed discharge pumps with the discharge requirements.
each 15 ppm , oil-water separator, mont- contained In proposed 55 155.330(b) (2 39. The purpose of 5 155.440 Is to in-
ter , and alarm Installed aboard a vessel and (b) (3) If the vessel has any means form operating personnel of the prohibi-
after April 1, 1980 be approved by the to transfer oil residues to a reception tlon against and the penalty for oil dls-
Coast Guard under 46 CFR 162,050. facility, charges. Proposed § 155.440 deletes the.
(Elsewhere In this Issue of the FESERAL 36. Proposed 5 155.390 exempts nn~ exception for foreign vessels and adds a
REGIST ER.) The April 1, 1980, effective tank vessel, that combines all other oily requirement for the placard to be printed
date for this requirement Is proposed mixtures with oily car go residues for lft the language(s) of the crew.
to allow time for approval testing of oil- transfer and discharge In accordance 40. Section 155.480 is deleted since it
water separatIng, monitoring, and alarm with the requirements of Part 157 of duplicates regulations In 46 CFR 61.
equipment , this chapter , from the requirements in 41. Proposed changes to 5 155.710 were

Proposed 5 155.330(d) does not apply proposed 5 155.330. recently published In the FEDERAL
to oil-water separators, bIlge monItors, 37. Proposed 5 155.400 requires that ~ 

REGISTER at 42 PR 21190. Proposed
and bilge alarms Installed on vessels be- vessel operator have on board , and ~~ 5 155.710 In this document reflects those
fore Apr11 1, 1980. The question of ~~ Instruction manual for the fixed proposed changes . Commehts on this
whether separators, monitors, and piping system and each oil-water sepa- proposed section should reference docket
alarms installed before April 1, 1980, ra ter , oIly mIxture settling system, and number CGD 74-044a.
should be required to meet the Coast bilge oil content monitor or alarm. ~~~ 

42. Proi osed 5-155.720 clarIfies that the
Guard’s applicabl e approval speelfica- requirement Is proposed to ensure that requirement for oil transfer procedures
tions Is ourrent ly under study. Related vessel operators have available and .1-s also applies to transfers from tank to
questions, of whether separators, mont- the information necessary to operate ~ 

tank within a vessel because they are a
tore, and alarms should be snowed to compliance with the discharge regula- potential spill source.
continue In service and, If so, under what tons contained in proposed 5 155.4 10. 43. New 5 155.740(c is added to re-

quire that the vessel operator makes theconditions, are the subject of current dIs 38. Propo sed 5 155.410 contaIns re- oil transfer procedures available for in-cusslon by the IMCO Marine Environ” qulrement s for overboard discharges of spection by the COTP or 0CM !.ment Protection Committee. The Coast
Guard intends to Issue regulations con- oily mixtures. Proposed * 155.410(a) re- 44 Proposed 5 155.750 reflects proposedqulres that each overboard discharge of changes to Part 165. New 5 155.750(o) re-cerning existing insta llations alter corn- an oily mixture Into the navigable wa- quires car go Inlormation for vessels,pletion of its studies and, the current tars, or the contiguous zone, that Is similar to the requirement for facilitiesIMCO discussions. not combined with oily cargo residues,31. Pro posed 5 155.340 replaces and be made through a properly operating in § 154.310(a) (6) .

45. Sections 155.760 , 155.770 , andclarifies the regu irements for oily waste 15 p.p.m. separator and bilge monitor 155.780 are reworded for clar ity, and theand slop retention contained hi 5 155.- or alarm (as noted In item 30, 5 155.330 term U.S. is deleted from proposed330. (c) provides that an oily mixture setthng32. Proposed § 155.350 combInes the me- system acceptable to the Coast Guard 5 155.770 to prohibit the draining of oil
qulrements for bilge and fuel ballast may be substituted for the 15 p.p.m. Into bilges on all vesseis.
residue pumping arrangemen ts aboard separa tor ), The 15 p.p.m. oil in water 46. New 5 155.785 , which is similar to
vessels of less than 100 gross tons COfl ’~ standard is contained In Annex I ~~ 

propo sed § 154.770, is added to regulate
tam ed in 55 155.3 60 and 155.390. Noth - the InternatIonal Convention for the commun ications during vessel to vessel
Ing In these proposed regulations me- Prevention of Pollution from ShIps , 1973. oil transfers (see Item 19) .
quires installation of oil-water separat- Propo sed 3 155.410(a) (2) notes the re- ~ Proposed § 155.790 changes the
ing equipment aboard vessels of less than quire inent that any overboard discharge lighting requirements for the same
100 gross tons ; however , such vessels of an oily mixture must conform to the reasons as 5 154.670 (see item 20) .

48. The oil transfer hose use require-may, If they wish , Install this equipment limit prescribed by the Envlror.mentalIf it Is Installed and operated in ac- Pr n~~ tion Agency (EPA) in 40 CFR 110. ments In 5 155.800 are moved to proposed
§ 156.120(k) .cordance with proposed 55 155.330(d) That limit provides that a discha rge 49. New 5 155.805 is added to requireand 155.410. may not create a sludge or emulsion or that vessels have the means to blank off33. The requirements for reception produce visIble traces of oil In the wa- their hoses when not In use, which Isfacility discharge points for vessels of tar or along adjoining shorelines. The similar to proposed § 154.520.less than 1600 gross tons In 55 155.340(b ) coast Guard is currently having dls ’ 50. New § 155.815 is added to require(2) and 155.310(b) (2) are moved tO P10’- cusslons with the EPA on the question that all vessel openings that could letposed 5 155.360. of whether a dischar ge concentration of water In or oil out are prop erly secured34. The requirement s for shore con- 15 pp m. oil In water Is within the dis- when the vessel Is underway.nections applicable to unlnspected U.S. charge limit prescribed by EPA regula- 51. Section 155.820(d) Ia deleted be-vessels and all other vessels not In ocean tons . cause the requirement for valve Inspec-

or coastwlse service In §5 155.350(c) ~~ Pro posed 5 155,410 (b ) requIres that ton (5 155.480) Is deleted (see Item 40) .
155.380(c) are moved to propos ed each discharge of an oily mixture, that Proposed § 155.820(d) requIres that theIs not combined with an oily carg o res- declaration of inspection be available for5 155.370. AdditIonall y, the requirement Idue, made from a U.S. vessel beyond Inspection by the C’~0TP or OCMI .In 5 155.350(c) that vessels not In OCOSfl twelve miles from the nearest land be 52. Proposed 5 156.100 includes publicor coastwlse service have shore connec - made while the vessel Is proceedIng en vessels and deletes the exceptions for lube
tons meeting the specIfications in ap- route and at a concentration of 100 p.p.m. oil and non petroleum based oil for the
pendix A to Part 155 or conforming to or less of oil In water. The 100 p.p.m. same reasons as proposed § 154.100 (see
sta ndard B 16.5. Steel Pipe Flanges and standard Is contained In Annex I to the Item 2) .
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The exception for the transfer opera- 1. Proposed 5 156.120(z) applIes only 155, and 156 of TItle 33, Code of Federal
tion on a public vessel Is added because to transfers between tank barges~’because Regulations to read as follows:
public vessels are exempt from compll- lighting for any other vessel to vessel PART 154—Oil. TRANSFER FACILITIESance with the regulations, even though transfer, involving at least one self-pro-
the transfer operation on a facility or pelled vessel, Is required by proposed Subpart A—Gensral

Sec .other vessel transferring oil to or from § 155.790 . 154.100 Applicability.
a public vessel Is not exempt. 58. New § 156.125 requIres that, when- 154 105 Deflnitions.

53. Several defInitions are added or me- ever an oil discharge occurs, the oil 154.107 Alternative s.
worded In proposed 3 156.105. transfer operation must be stopped and 154.108 Exempt ions .

54. Section 156.107 Is changed and new clean up started before the oil transfer 154.110 Letter of intent.
§ 156.110 Is added for the reasons stated operation may be resumed. 154.120 FacIlity inspection .
in Item 4. . 59. Section 156.130 Is reworded for Subpart B~—Op.ra tions Manuel

55. Sections 154.140 , 154.780 , and clarity. 154.300 Operations manual ; General .155.130 are moved to new §5 156.112 and 60. Proposed §1 156.150 (a) and (b) me- 
~~~.aio operat ions manual: Contents.

156.113 because they are operational oIl quire each person In charge to Inspect 154.320 Operatio ns manual : Amendment.
tra nsfer requirements , his own area of resp onsibility and to fill 154.325 Operations manua l : Letter of ade-

56. Proposed § 156.115, prese ntly out the declaration of Inspection. quacy.
5 156.110 deletes the specific conditions Sections 156.150 (e) and (f )  are corn - Subpa rt C—Equipm ent R.qulr.m.nts
for serving as a person In char ge of more bined in proposed § 156.150(f) . Proposed 154.500 Hoee assemblies .than one vessel, which are unnecessarily * 156.150(f) requires that the vessel oper- 154.510 ~~~~Liing arms .restrictive, and replaces them with COTP atom retain the declaration of Inspection 154.520 Clsure devices.
authorizat ion , for all transfers , not lust vessel to vessel 154.525 Monitoring devices.

57. Generally, 5 156.120 Is changed for ‘transfers. 154.530 Small discharge containment.
clarit y. Some new requirements are New § 156.150(e) Is added to require 154.540 Discharge remova l.
added, and some paragraphs are moved - the persons in charge to have signed 154.545 DIscharge containment equipment.
within the section. A discussion of the copies of the declaration of inspectIon 154.550 Emergency shutdown.
specific changes follows: available for Inspection by the COPT 154.560 Com m unicatIons.

a. The requirement to notify the COTP during the oil transfer operation. 154.570 Ligh ting.

of oil transfer operations is moved from - 61. Section 156.160(a) Is reworded for Subpart b—Facil it y Op.rat ion
5 154.110(b) to proposed § 156.120(a) for clarity. 154.700 General.
the reasons stated in item 5. It Is ex- 62. Section 156.170(a) is reworded for 154.710 Persons in charge: Designat ion anti
panded to cover all transfers, Instead clar ity. Proposed 5 156.170(b) deletes the qualiflcation.
of just mobile facility transfers, because requirement that hose be tested in a 154.730 Persons in charge : Evidence of des-
the Coast Guard Is unaware of numerous straight and horizontal position , which lgfl$tlon.
transfers that occur. will allow the hose to be tested in place 154.740 Records.

154.750 Compliance with operati onal man-b. Proposed * 156.120(d) requires that and connections to be tested with the
hose should be supported to prevent hose. Proposed § 156.170(c) Chan ges the
kinking, as well as strain on the coupling, pressure to which equipment must be AUTHORITY: The pro visions of this Part 164

c. New * 156.120(g) Is added to require tested to fl4 times the maximum allow- issued under section 3 1 1 ( J ) ( l ) ( C )  of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (88 Stat.the use of the closure devices required by able working pressure ~~~~ 816 , 868); 33 U.S.C. 1321 (J ) (1) (C); E.O.proposed 55 154.520 and 155,805. corresponds to 33 CFR 126.15(o) and 11735 . 3 CFR . 1966-1970 COMP ., p. 949; 49d. Proposed 5 156.120(h) adds an cx- Is safer because It would pr event the CFR 1.4 6(m).

ception for loading and unloading of deep present situation that allows testing of
tanks from the fixed connection require - a hose at a low relief valve setting and Subpart A—Genera l
ment. use at a higher relief valve setting. New § 154.100 Applicability.

e. Proposed 5 156.120(1) prevents slm- 3 156.170(e) is added to allow the use of
ultaneou s cargo transfer and ballasting any liquid in testing of equipm ent. (a ) Except as provided in paragraphs
or deba llasting of cargo tanks, and still This proposal has been reviewed for (b) and (c) , this part applies to each
permits ballasting or -debaliasting of ~conomlc and inflationar y Impact under facility that transfers oil In bulk to or
segregated ballast tanks while trans - Department of Transportation ‘Policies from any vessel or public vessel with a
ferr lng cargo , because the piping and to Improve Analysis and Review of Reg- capacity of 250 or more barrels of that
pumps are separate systems. The prov i- ulations” (41 FR 16200). The proposed oil.
sions - requiring locking of valves is regula tion would affect appr oximately (b) This part does not arim li to a fa-
deleted because it is an unsafe pra ctice 6703 U.S. vessels and 3500—5500 foreign dillty In a caretaker status (one that Is
and is prohibIted under 46 CFR 35.35—10. vessels, Cost for purchase and Im~~~a,. not operatIonal or not capable of con-

f. Proposed 5 156.120(j ) adds a defini- ton of the equipme nt would vary from duct ing transfer operations ) .
tion of reinforcement. $19,500 to $26,000 per vessel. A5swpIflg (C) This part does not apply to a ma-

g. New 5 156.120(k) Is added to rep lace that all U.S. vessel costs and one hal! for- i-Ins (a facility that servlcse primarily
the portion of 5 155.800 regardIng oil eign vessel costs would be passed to U.S. pleasure craft ) unless It Is transferring
tra nsfer hose use requirements, consumers dollar for dollar and the cost oil In bulk to or from any vessel or public

h. New 3 156.120(m) Is added to ensure would be amortized over 10 year s, the vessel with a capacity of 250 or more
that monitoring devices required by ~~~ 

annual cost to the U.S. consumer would barre ls of that oil.
posed 5 154.625 are being 

~~~~~~ 
be $23.2 million. The increased cost for • 154.105 DefinItion..

i Proposed 5 156.120(n) requlr that U.S. vessels would be divided among the
any liquid be drained fi-~e~ oontainni ~~~ 

different servIces as listed by the Mer- As used In this part :
to prevent any reduction In the capacity chant Vessel Documentation DIvIsloh of “Barrel” means the tmit of liquid
of containment, the Coast Guard. The greatest cost, $65.- measure equivalent to 42 U.S. gallons at364,000, would be to the towing service, 

~o’ Fahrenheit.j. Proposed 5 156.120(p) ProhIbits any over a two year period.leaking connections except components The proposed amendment would b~D~- 
“Captain of the Port” (COTP) means

of the oil transfer system t11$t ~~~ ~~ fit the U.S. by reducing accidental dis- the U.S. Coast Guard officer comn~ sid-herently leaky, such as the packing charges of oil or oily wastes during vessel’ bIg a Captain of the Port Ares descrIbedglands of a PI1flIP. operations and during the trans fer of In Part 3 of this chapt er. or his auth or-k. New §5 156.120 (s) and (t) are added oil or oily wastes to or from vessels. Cer- Ized ep sentative, or where there Is noand 5 156.120(o) Ii reworded and moved tam proposed changes would also facili-to proposed 5 156.120(u) to describe the ta4 enforcement of the regulations by Captain of the Port Ares, a
reaponsIb~liUee ci the person in charge the Coast Guard. Comi~~ ider of a Coast Oesrd D~~~li~$
and other pemocne5 on duty during cC In consideration of the foregoing, the described In Part 3 of thIs Chapter. er

Coast Guard proposes to revise Part, 154, his authorized representative.
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“Commandant’ means the Coinman- capable of beIng used as a means of relation to the assocIated body of nav l- -
dant of the Coast Guard or his author - transportation on water , oth~r than a gable waters.
Ized representative, public vessel. (c) The facility operator of any facility

“Discharg e” Includes but I. not limited § 154.107 A1ter nati~ea, for which a letter of Intent has been sub-
to, any spilling, leaking, pumping, pour- mitted , shall Immediately advise the
bIg, emitting, emptying, or dumping. (a) The COTP may consIder and COT ? in writing of any changes of In-

“District Commander ” means the of- appro ve alternative procedures , meth- form ation that are differ ent from the
ficer of the Coast Guard designated by ods, or equIp ment standards to be used letter and shall cancel , In wrItIng, thethe Commandant to command a Coast by a facility operator In lieu of any re- letter for any facility at which oil trans-Guard District, as described In Part quirement s In this part if— fer operat k is are no longer conducted. -
3 of this chapter or his authorIzed (1) The faculty operator submits a
representative, written request for the alternative at § 154.120 Facil ity inspectio ns.

“FacilIty ” means either an onshore fa- least 30 days before operations under (a) The facility operator shall allowcility or an offshore facility and includes , the alternative are proposed, unless the the Commandant , at any time , to maLe -
but is not limIted to, structures, equip- COT? authorizes a shorter time; and any inspection and shall perform, upon
ment , and app urtenances thereto, used (2) The alternative provides an equiv- request , any test to determin e compll..
or capable of being used to tra nsfer oil to alent level of protection from pollution ance with the Federa l Water Pollution
orj rOm a vessel or a public vessel. A f a- by oil. Control Act and this part. The facility
cllity includes federal , stat e, municipa l, (b) The COT ? approves or disap- operator shall conduct all required test-
and private facilities, proves any alternative requested , either Ing of facility equipment in a manner ac-

“Facility operato r” means the person In writ ing, or orally followed up In ceptable to’the Commandant.
who owns, operates , or Is responsible for writin g. (b ) The COT? pro vides the facility op-

erator with a written report of the re-the operation of the facility . § 154.108 Exen pdon.. suits of the inspection for the record“Incompatible product s” means prod-
ucts that , when mixed, create a hazard, (a) The Commandant may grant an required by 5154.740(e) and lists the
such as spontaneous cbmbustion or en- exemption or partial exemption from deficiencies in the rep ort when the f a-
ergy release or form a product that is compliance with any requirement in this dillty is not In compliance with the re-
hazardo us to health. part If— quirements in this par t and Part 156 of

“Mobile facility ” means any facility (I ) The facility opera tor submits an this chapter.
that can readily change location , such applicatio n for the exemption to the
as a tank truck or tank car , other than Command ant via the COT? at least 30 Subi art B—Operations Manual
a vessel or public vessel. days before operations under the exemp- § 154.300 - Operations manua l: general.

“Monitor ing device” means any sens- tion are proposed, unless the COT? au- (a) The facility operator Of each fa-Ing device used to monitor the waters for thorlzes a shorter time; and dility to which this part app liedmust sub-a discharge of oil , within or around a (2) The Commandant determines mit, with his letter of intent , an opera-facilit y , and designed to not ify operating from the application that~— tions manual that :personn el of a discha rge of oil. (i) Compliance with the- requiremen t (1) DescrIbes how the applican t meets“Officer In Char ge , Marine Inspection” Is economically or physically imprac - the operatin g rules and equipment re-OCMI ) means the U.S. Coast Guard tica l quire ments prescribed by thIs part andoffice r commanding a Mar ine Inspection (ID No alternative procedures , meth- Part 156 of this chapter;Zone described In Part 3 of this chapter , ods, or equip ment standards exist that (2) ~~~ cribes the responsibilities ofor his authorized repr esentative , would provide an equivalent level of pro- personnel under this part and Part 1C6‘ Offshore facilIty ” means any facility tection from pollution by oil; and of this chapter in conductin g oil transferof any kind located In , on , or under any (iii ) The likelihood of oil being dis- operations ; andof th e navigable waters of the United charged as a result of the exemption 15 (3 ) Includes translati ons into a lan-States other than a vessel or a public minimal. guage or languages understood by Ia-vessel. (b ) In making the determinations In cility personnel on duty for tra nsfer op-“Oil” means oil of any kind or In any parag raph (a) , the Commandant - may èratio ns.
form , Including, but not limited to , pe- require— (b) The facility operator shall main-trolewn, fuel oil , sludge, oil refuse, and (1) Any appropr iate Information , lfl•~ ta m the operations manual so that It Is:oil mixed with wastes other than dred ged cluding an environmental and economic ( 1) Current ; andspoil, For the pur poses of this part lIque - assessment of the effects of and reasons (2) Readily available for inspectionfled natural gas and liquefied petro 1e~m for the exemption ; and by the COT?.gas (LNG and 120) are excluded. (2) Procedures , meth ods, or equip- (C) The COTP reviews the operations

“Onshore facility” means any facIlity ment standards , even though they may manual when submItted and biennially
(including, but not limited to, mobile I a- provide less than an equivalent level Of thereafter.
du ties )  of any kind located in , on. or un- prote ction from pollution by oil. (d) In determining whether the man-
der any land within the United States , (c) The Commandant grant s or denies ual meets the requi rements of this part
other than submer ged land. an exemption In writIng, and part 156 of this chapter the COT?

“Perso n ” Includes an individual , finn , § 154.110 Letter of Int ent , considers the size, complexity, and
corporation , association , and part- (a) The facility operato r of any fadill- capacity of the facilit y.
ner shlp. ty to which this part applies must submit (e) If the manual meets the requlr~-

“Perso n ir~ char ge” means an Individ- a letter of Intent to operate a facility cii. ment s of this part and part 156 of this
ual designated as a person in char ge of to conduct mobile facility operations to chapter , the COT ? issues a “letter of
oil transfer operations under 5 154.710 the COT? not leer than 60 days before adequacy” as described In 5 154.325.

(I) The facility operator aha.ll ensureor 155.700 of this chapter. the intended operations unless a shorter that a sufficient number of copies of the“Public vessel” means a vessel owned period is allowed by the COT?. operations manual , Including a sufficientor bare-boat chartered and operated by (b) The letter of Intent required by number of the translations required bythe United States, or by a state or politi- paragraph (a) may be In any form but paragraph (5 (3) , are available so thatcal subdivision thereof , or by a foreign must contain— each person In charge has a copy whennati on, except when such a vessel Is en- (1) The name, address , and telephone he is cond ucting an oIl transfergaged In commerce , number of the facility operator ; operation.‘~Tank vessel” means any vessel that (2) The name , address, and telephone
carries or Is capable of carr ying liquid number of the facility or, In the case of NO’lT.—ThS facility Operator may request

that the content, of the operations manualbulk cargo In tanks. a mobile facility, the dispatching office ; 
~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~- -

“Vessel” means every description of and format ion that Is privileged or confidential .
wstercraft or other artlflclai contriy- (3) except for a mobile facility, the Under the Freedom of Infor mati on Act, hi
ance, whether UJ. er foreign , used or geographical locatIon of the facility In Coast Ou~rd would withhold any part of the
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ocntsaia of thi O9ITISiODI manual fr~~ (22) The time limits for gaining access (2) AdvisIng the facility operator
public dIsOI ~~Ure upon dmermlnthg that it to containment material and equipment whether the request Is approved In writ-
Is commercial or financial information 

~~

-• established by * 154 545; and Ing before the requested date of theI. privileged or confidantlal . (23) Procedures for shielding’ portable amendments;
§ 154.310 OperatIo ns manual: content s, lighting authorized by the COTP under (3) Including any reasons In the writ-

(a) Each operations manual requIred 5 154.570(c) ; and ten response if the reques t Is dlsap-
by 5 154.300 must contain, In the order (24 ) A descri ption of the training and proved; and
listed : qualification program for persons in - (4) If the request is made under pare-

(1) The geographic location of the cha rge. graph (b) (2) of this section , Immedi-
facility; (b) The facility operator shall place ately approving or reject ing the request.

(2 ) A physic al descr iption of the fa- the letter of adequacy when Issued In the § 154,325 Operation s manual : letter of
cility Including a plan of the facility front of the operations manual and shall adequacy
showing mooring areas, transfer loca- place exemptions or alternatives granted
tions, control stations, and locations of immediately after it. (a) The letter of adequacy Is a letter .
safety equipment; (c) The facility operator shall incor- from the COTP to the facility operator.

(3) The hours of operati on of the porate each amendment to the opera- certifying that the operations manual
facility; tions manual under 5 154.320 in the meets the requirements of this part.

(4) The sizes, types, and number of manual with the related existing require- (b) No person may use an operations
vessels that the facility can transfer oil nient. or add the amendment at the end manual for oil transfer operations , as re-
to or from simultaneously; of the manual If not related to an exist- quired by 5 156.120(1) (2) , (t) (3) , and

(5) The number and location of op- mug requirement. ( u) (2) of this chapter , unless the facility
operator has a valid letter of adequacy -

erations manuals for use by transfer § 154.320 Operat wns maii u al : amend. for the operations manual.personnel; ment. (c) The requirement In paragraph (b )(6) For each product transferred at
the facility: (a) The COTP requires the facility for a valid letter of adequacy Is effec-

(1) Grade and trade name ; and operator to amend the operations man- tive on (date two years after effective
(11) Cargo Information as described Ual If the COTP finds that the operations date of the final rule) or upon issuance

In 46 CPR 151.45—2(e) (3)~ 
manual does not meet the requIrements to a facility operator of his first letter of -

(7) The grade and trade name of each in this part using the following pr o- adequacy, whichever Is earlIer.
product transferred at the facility that cedures: (d) The letter of adequacy Is invalid
Is incompatible with oil; (1) The COTP notifies the facility ~~~~~ 

if the facility operat or :
(8) The minimum number of persons erator in writing of the proposed amend- (1) Amends the operations manual

on duty during transfer operations and ment and a date not less than 14 days withou t following the procedures in
their duties; after the noti fication , on or before which 1 154.320; or

(9) The names and telephone num- the facIlity operator may submit wr itten (2) Fails to amend the operations
bers of facility, Coast Guard, and other information, views, and as’gwnents on manual when required by the COTP.
personnel who may be called by the em- the proposed amendment. After con- Subpa rt C—Equipment Requirements
ployees of the facility In an emer gency; sider ing all relevenf materIal presented,

(10) The duties of watchmen, re- the COTP notifies the facility operator of § 151.500 Hoø~’ n’aemblies.
quired by 5 155.810 of this chapter and any amendment requIred or of his deci- Each hose assembly used for trans -
46 CPR 35.05-15, for unmanned vessels sion to rescind the ‘totice. The amend- fer r ing oil must meet the following
moored at the facility; ment becomes effect~ e 30 days after the requirements :

(11) A description of each communi- date of that notice unless the facility op- (a) The minimum bursting pressure
cation system required by this part; erator petitions the Comn mndant to re- for each hose assembly must be:

(12) The location and facilities of consider the notice, In which c a ’  its (1) 600 pounds or more per square
each personnel shelter; If any; effective date Is stayed pending a deci- Inch ; and

(13) A description and Instructions - sion by the Commandant. Petitions to (2) At least four times the pressure of
for the use of drip and discharge collec- the Commandant must be submi tted In the relief valve setting (or four times
tion and vessel slop reception facilities, writing to the COT? . the maximum pump pressure when no
If any’ (2) If the COTP finds that there Is a relief valve Is Installed ) plus the static

(14) A description and the location of condition requiring immediate action to- head pressure of the oil transfer system
each emergency shutdown system ; prevent the discharge or risk of dis- at the point where the hose Is Installed. -

(15) Quantity, types, locations, and char ge of oil that makes the procedure (b) The maximum allowable working
Instructions for use of monitoring do- in paragraph (a) (1) of this section Im- pressure for each hose assembly must be: -

vIces required by 5 154.525; practical or contrary to the public in- (1) 150 pounds or more per squ are
(16) Quantity, type, location, and in- terest, he may Issue an amendment inch; and

structions for use of the containment effective on the date the facility operator (2) More than the pressure of the re- -

equipment required by 5 154.545; receives notice of it. In such a case, the lid valve setting (or the maximum pump
(17) Quantity, type, location, and in- COT? includes a brief statement of the pressure when no valve Is Installed) plus

structions for •‘-: of ~~~ reasons for his findings in the notice, and the static head pressure of the oil trans-____ -1equipment ~~~~~~ by s i~o.is p of this the owner or operator may petition the fer system at the point where the hose
ch apter; Commandant to reconsider the amend- Is Installed.

(18) The maximum relief valve setting mont. The petition does not stay the (C) Each nonmetallic hose must be
(or maximum system pressure when re- amendment. usable for oil service.
flef valves are not provided) for each ~~ (b) The facility operator may amend (d) Each hose assembly must have :
~ ansfer system; the operations manual by: (1) p.~j th~~~ted connections;

(19) Procedur es for: (1) SUbmtttlfl8 Proposed amendments (2) Flan ges that meet standard B16.5,
U) operating each loading arm In- and reasons for the amendments to the Steel Pipe Flanges and Flange F ittings,

eluding the limitatio ns of each loading COTP not less than 30 days before the re- or standard B16.24, Brass or Bronze
a m y  quested date of the propo sed amend- Pipe Flanges, of the American National

(Ii) Transferring oil; mont; or 8tandarda Institute (ANSI) or
(lii) Completion of pumping; and (2) If an Immediate amendment Is (3) Quick-connect ooup11n~is that are
(Iv) Em gencleE needed, requesting the COT? to np acceptable to the Ootnxnandant.
(20) A contingency plan for reporting prove the amendment In~~ed1~t~~ . (e) Except as provided In paragraph

and cont~Inffig oil dIscharges; (C) The COT? responds to proposed
smeadmonts ~~~~~~~~ und ~~~~~~~~ 

(f) ci this on, each hose must be
(31) A brief smamary Ci applicable (b) of this sp~~ ei by: marked with—

Isderal, state, and local oil pollutioss law. (1) ~~~ro~1,ng or d~ approvj~g the (1) Product and grade for which the
ond regujaticea; proposed amendments; hose may be used;
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(2) MaxImum allowable working pres- or other fixed means to contain oil dls- (2) The products transferred at the

charged In at least— facility pose a significant threat to the
Date of manufacture (1) Each hose h~ncIling and loading environment ;

(4) l~~te of ta. latest test required by arm area . (that area on the facility that (3) The past record of discharges at -
5 156.170 ci this chapter ; and Is within the area traversed by the free the facility Is poor;

(5) The pressure used for that test. end of the hose or loading arm when (4) The size or complexity of the(f) The information required by par s- moved from Its normal stowed or Idle transfer operation poses a significant po-
graph s (e) (3) through (e) (5) of this position into a position for connection ) ; tential for a discharge of oil; or
section need not be marked on the hose and (5) The current in the area is such —

if It Is recorded elsewhere at the facility (2) - Each hose connection manifold that this action would pr ovide the only -

and the hose Is marked to idenify it with ar ea. chance of containing any oil discharged.
that information. (b) The discharge containment means § 154.550 Emergency ahutdown.(g) The hose burst pr~ sure may not required by paragraph (a) of this sec—
be marked on the hose and must be tion must hold at least.—. (a) The facility must have an emer- —

recorded elsewhere at the facility as ( 1) Two barrels If it serves one or gency means to enable the person-in-
described in paragraph (f) of this more hoses of 6-iqch inside dIameter or charge of the transfer of oil on board the —

section . smaller, or loadi ng arms of 6-inch nom- vessel , at his usual operating station, to
(ii ) Each hose used to transfer oil Inal pipe size diameter or smaller ; stop the flow of oil from the facility to

for fuel to a vessel that has a fill pipe (2) Three barrels if it serves one or the vessel. This means must be—
for which containment can not prac- more hoses lar ger than 6-Inch Inside di- U) An electrical , pneumatic , or me-
tically be provided must be equipp ed ameter , or loading arms lar ger than chan lcal linkage to the facility ; or -

with an automatic back pressure shut- 6-Inch nominal pipe size diameter , but (2) An electronic voice commuicat I~ons
off nozzle, less than 12-inch diameter; or systeni continuously manned by a per-

No’rz.—Amer jcan National Standard s In- (3) Four barrels if it serves one -or son on the facility who can remotely - 
-

stitute (ANSI) standard s are publi shed by more hoses of 12-inch inside diameter or stop the flow of oil immediately.
and may be obtained from the American ~~~~

.. larger , or loadi ng arms of 12-inch nom- (b) The point in the oil transfer sys-
ciety of Mechanicai Engineers, United Engi- thai pipe size diameter or larger. tern at which the emergenc y means stops
nesTing Center , 345 East 47th Street, New (C) The facility may use portable the flow of oil on the facility must be
York , N.Y. 10017. means of not less than 1/2 barrel capacity located near the dock manifold connec-
§ 154.510 Loading ~~~ 

each to meet the requirements of pars- tion to minimize the loss of oil In the
graph (a ) of this section for part or all event of the rupture or failure of the— -~(a) Each mechanical loading arm used of the facility If the COT ? finds that ( I )  Hose;

for transferring oil must meet the do- fixed means to contain oil discharges are ( 2 )  Loading arm ; or
sign , fabrication , material, Inspection, not feasible. (3 ) Manif old valve.and testing requirements In ANSI Stand- (d) A mobile facility may have port- (c) The means requ ired by para graphard B31.3, Petroleum Refinery P ip ing able means of not less than five gallons (a) of this section must be able to stop(see Note 5 154.500). capacity to meet the requirements of the flow of oil in—(b) The manufacturer ’s certification paragraph (a) of this section. ( 1) 60 seconds on a facility constructedthat the standard In paragraph (a) of before (date one day after effective datethis section has been met must be per- § 154.540 Discharge removal. of the final rule ) ; and 3manent ly marked on the loading arm or The facility must have a means to (2 ) 30 seconds on a facility constructedrecorded elsewhere at the facility with safely and quickly remove dischar ged oil after (effective date of the final rule ) .
the loading arm marked to ident ify It from the containment means required by
with that information - § 154.530 without mixing Incompatible §J 54.560 Communications .

(C ) Each mechanical loadin g arm used products or discharging the oil into the (a) Each facility must have a means.
for transferring oil must have a means water. that enables continuous two-wa y voice
of being drained or closed before dis- communication between the person in ]
connectin g after transfer of oil. § 154.545 Discharge containment equi p. char ge of th e vessel transfer operationment. and the person in char ge of the facility§ 154.520 ClOSUr e device , (a) Each facility must have ready ac- transfer operation.

The facility must have enough but- cess to enough oil containment material (b) Each facility must have a means ,
terfly valves, wafer-t ype resilIent seated and equipment to contain any oil dis- which may be the communicatio ns sys-
valves, blank flanges , or other mean~ char ged on the water. tern itself , that enables a person on board
acceptable to the COT ? to blank off (b) For the purpose of this section , a vessel or on the facility to effectively
each end of each hose or loading arm “access” may be by direct ownership, indicate his desire to use the means of
that Is not connected for the transfer joint ownershi p, cooperative venture , or communication required by paragraph
of oil. con tractual agreement. (a) of this section.
§ 154.525 Monitoring device.. (c) Each facility must establish time (C) The means required by para graph

Limits , subject to appr oval by the COT ?. (a) of this section must be usab le and
The COTP may require the facility for deployment of the containm ent ma- effective in all phases of the transferto install monitoring devices if— terial and equipment required by pars- operation and all conditions of weather(a) The environmental sensitivity of graph (a) of this section considerin g— at the facility.the area requires added protectIon ; (1) oii handling ra tes ; (dl The facilit y may use the system In(b) The products transferred at the (2 ) 011 capac ity susceptible to being § 154.550(a) (2) to meet the requirement -

facility pose a significant threat to the spilled; of parag raph (a) of this section. -
environment: (3) Frequenc y of facility operations ; (e) Portable radio devices used to(C) ‘l’bealze or complexity of the tran s- (4) TIdal and current condition s ; comply with paragraph (a) of this sec-
tor operation poses a significant poten- (5) .p’aclftt y age, and configuration ; tion must meet U.L. Class I , Grou p D re-
tIal for a discharge of oil; ~~ and qufrements or their equivalent (Intrinsi-(d) The installation of monitoring de- (6) Past record of dischar ges. cally safe, as defined in 46 CPR. 111.80 )
vices at the facility would significantly (d) The COT? may require the f sell- during transfers of flamm able liquids , as
c~ecresae the likelihood or the size of a Ity to surround each vessel conducting an defined in 46 CPR 30.10.dlsch*r~e of oil, oil transfer operation with oil conta in-
• 154.530 Small discharge cotitamment, mont material before commencing the ~ 154.570 Lighting.

(a) Except M Provided In ~~~~~~ 
oil transfer operation if— (a) Except as provided In paragraph

(C ) and (d) of this section, ~~~ ~~~~ (1) The environmental sensitivity of (c) of this section. for operations be-
must have fixed estchment.s, curbin g, the area requires the added protection; tween sunset and sunrise, the facility
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must have fixed lighting that adequa tely (8) The facility’s contingency plan Sec.
Illuminate s— - for dischar ge report ing and contain- 265.740 AvaIlabIlity of OH transfer proce-

(1) Each transfer connection point on ment. dures.
the facIlity; 265.760 Content s of oil transfer procedures .

(2) Each transfer connection poInt In § 154.730 Person in charge : evidence of 155.760 Amendment of oil tran sfer proce -

use on ~ny barge moored at the facility designation. dures.
156.770 DraIn ing of oil .

to or from which oil Is being transferred ; Each person in charge must carr y 155.780 Emergency shutdown.
(3) Each oil transfer operations work evidence of his designation as a person 155.785 CommunIcations.

area on the facility ; and in charge when he Is engaged In tra in- 156.790 Deck lighting.
(4) Each oil transfer operations work fer operations unless such evidence is 156.800 Oil transfer hose.

155805 Closure device..ares on any barge moored at the facility Immediately available at the facility . iss.aio ‘rank vessel security.to or from which oil Is being transferred. § 154.740 Records. 155.815 Vessel Integrity.(b) Where the Illumination is appar- 155.820 Records.
ently inadequate, the COTP may require Each facility operator must keep at the
verification by Instrument of the levels facility and make available for Inspec . APPEND IX A—Specifications for shore con-

nection.of Illumination. On a horizontal plan e 3 tion by the COTP—
feet above the barge deck or walking (a) A copy of the letter of intent for AurH oarry : The prov isions of this Part
surface , Illumination must measure at the facility; 155 Issued under section 311(3) (1) (C) and
least— (b) The name of each person cur- (D) of the Federal Water Pollution Control

Act (86 Stat. 816,868); 83 U.S.C. 1821(31(1) -(1) 2.5 foot candles at transfer con- rently designated as a person in charge (0) ~s1d (D) ; Z.O. 11735, 3 CFR, 1966-1970nection points ; and of oil transfer operations at the facility; oo~~ ., p. 949; 49 CFP, 1.46(m).(2) 0.5 foot candles In oil transfer op- (c) The date and result of the most
erations work areas. recent test or Inspection of each item Subpart A—General

(c) For small or remote facilities, the tested or inspected under 5 156.170 of § 155.100 App licability.
00’!? may authorize operations with an this chapter;
adequate level of illumination provided (d) The hose Information required ~~ 

This part prescribes rules that apply
by the vessel or by portable means. 5 154.500 (e) and (g) except that marked to the operation of vessels on the navi-

(d) Lighting must be located or on the hose; gable waters and contiguous zone of the
shielded so as not to interfere with navi- (e) The record of each inspection of United States for the purpose of pre-
gation on the adj acent waterways. the facility by the COT?; and venting the discharge of oil Into or upon

the navigable waters or contiguous zone
Subpart D—Facility Operations (f) The Declaration of Inspection re- of the United States. U.S. vessels mustquired by 5 156.150(f) of thIs chapter. meet the vessel design and equipment§ 154.700 General. § 154.750 Comp liance with operati ons requirements in this part to be eligibleNo person may operate a facility Un- manual , for the issuance of a Certificate of In-less the equipment , personnel, and op- spection under 46 CFR Ch. I.crating procedures of that facility meet The facility operator must use and ye- -

the requirements of t1~1s part. quire facility personnel to use the pro- § 155.105 Definition s.
cedures In the operations manual ~~~ As used In this part:§ 154.710 Person , in charge : designs. scribed by § 154.300 for opera tions under “Barrel” means the unit of liquid mess- 

-

don and qualification, this part. ure equivalent to 42 U.S. gallons at 60’No person may serve, and no facility PART 155—VESSEL DESIGN AND Fahrenheit.operator may use the services of a per- OPERAT iONS “Captain of the Port” (COT? ) meansson, as person In charge of any facility the U.S. Coast Guard officer command-Subpart A—G.neraioil transfer operation unless— Sec . fug a Captain of the Port area described(a) The facIlity operator has deslg- 156.100 Applicability. In Part 3 of this chapter , or his author- Inated that person as a person In charge 155.105 DefinItions . Ized representative or , where there Is no
and has advised the COT? in writing of 155.107 AlternatIves. Captain of the Port area , a District
his desIgnation ; 155.110 EXemptions. Commander of a Coast Ouar d District(b) The person has had at least 48 Subpsrt B—V.sseI Design and Equipment described In Part 3 of this chapter , orhours of experience at a facility in oil 155.310 Cargo oil discharge conta inment , his authorized representative.
transfer operations to whIch this part 155.320 Fuel oil discharge containment. “Commandant” means the Conunan-applies; 155.330 Bilge and fuel ballast pumping, dent of the U.S. Coast Guard or his an-(C) The person has enough experl- piping, separation. and discharge thorized representative.
ence at the facility for which qualifies - gements Vessels of 100 or “Cont iguous zone” means the entire
tion Is desired to eii~ble the facility 

~~~~~ 
more gross tons. zone established by the United States165.340 Oil residue tank: Vessels of 100 or under Article 24 of the Convention onerator to determine that this experience - more gross tons.is adequate and that he can operate the 155.350 Bilge and ballast pump ing ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

the Ter ritorial Sea and the Contiguous
oil transfer equipment of the facility, menta : Vessels of less than 100 Zone, but not extending beyond 12 miles
except that , for new facilities, the COTP gross tons, from the baseline from which the
may authorize alternative experIence 155.360 ExceptIo ns for vessels of less than breadth of the territorial sea Is mess-
requirements; and - 1,600 gross tons. ured

(d) The facility operator has deter- 165.370 Exception for uninspected U.S. yes- “Discharge” Includes, but Is not limited
mined that the person knows—. sets and all other vessels not In

ocean or coastwlse ~~~~~~~~~~ to, any spilling, leaking, pumping, pour-(1) The hazards of each product 165.380 ExceptIon for vessel, that have ~ 
tog, emitting, emptying, or dumping.

transferred ; means onboard to consume ~~ “District Commander ” means the of-(2) The rules In this part and in Part oily residues. ficer of the Coast Guard designated by - -156 of this chapter; 155.390 Exceptton for tank vessels: Oily the Commandant to command a Coast(3) The facility operating procedures Guard District as described In Part 3,
as described In the operations manual 156.400 FIxed piping system Information, of this chapter or his authorized repre-

(4) Vessel oil transfer systems; In 155.410 DIscharge of oily mixtures. sentative.155.440 Placard.general; 155.470 Prohibited oil spaces. “Fac ilIty ” means either an onshore
(5) Vessel oil tr ansfer conir l 

~~~
‘
~~
- S~bPnd C—Tra ,HIer ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 

facility or an offshore facility and In-
tems, In general ; Equipment, and Rsc~ois eludes, but Is not Umite”. to, atructures,

(6) Each facility oil tra nsfer control 156.700 Designation of person In charge, equipment and appurtenances thereto,
~~~~~~~ ~~of; 166.710 Qualifi cations of person in ~~~gge, used or capable of being need to tans-

i 6.vao Oti tiansfer 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

far oil to or from a vemel or a pub lic(7) Local discharge reporting proce - 166.730 Compliance with on tran sfer pro- vessel. A facility includes federal, state,dures ; -~d ceduree . municipal , and prIvate facilities.
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Incompatible products’ means prod- (2) The alternative provides an equlv- (v) Four barrels if It serves ono or
ucts that, when mixed, create a hazard alent level of protection from pollution more hoses of 12-Inch inside diameter

as spontaneoqs combustion or en- by oil. or larger or loading arms of 12-Inch
erp release or form a product that Is (b) The COTP or 0CM! approves or nominal pipe size diameter or’ larger .
hazardous to health, disapproves any alternative requested, (2) A means of draining or removing

‘Mobile facility” means any facility either In writing, or orally followed up in dischar ged oil from each container or
that can readily change location, such as writing, enclosed deck area without mixing In-
a tank car or tank truck, other than ~ ~ 155.110 Exempdons. compatible products or discharging the
vemel or public veesel. - - oil Into the water; and

“Officer In Char ge, Marine InspectIon” (a) The Commandant may grant an (3) A mechanical means of closing
(0CM!) means the U.S. Coast Guard of- exemption or parti al exemption from each drain and scupper In the container
flcer commanding a Marine Inspection compliance with any requirement in this or enclosed deck area required by this
Zone described In Part 3 of this chapter, part if— section.
or his authorized representatIve. (1) The vessel operator submits an (b) No person may operate a tank

“Offshore facility” means any facility applicat lop for exemption to the Corn-, barge with a capacity of 250 or more
of ayp kind located in, on, or under any mandant via the COTP or 0CM ! 30 days barrels of oil as cargo that Is carry ing
of th. navigable waters of the United before operations under the exemption oil unless the vessel meets paragraph (a )
Stat es other than a vessel or a public are proposed unless the COTP or 0CM! of this sectIon or is equipped with—
vessel. authorizes a shorter time; and (1) A coaming, at least 4 Inches high

“Oil” means oil of any kind or In any (2) The Commandant determines but not more than 8 Incheg high , en-
form . Including, but not limited to, pe .  from the application that— closing the Immediate area of the car go
troleuni, fuel oIl, sludge, oil refuse, and (i) Compliance with a specific re- hatches, oil loac!tng manifolds, and tra ns.
oIl mixed with wastes other than dred ged quirement Is economically or physically fer connections , tha t holds at least one-
spoil. For the purpos e of thIs part lique- impractical ; - - half barrel -per hatch , manifold , and

• fled natural gas and liquefied petroleum (ii) No alternative procedures, meth- connection within the enclosed area and
gas (LNG and LPG) are excluded. ods. or equipment standards exist that (2) A container , under each oil load-

“Onshore facility ” means any facility would provide an equivalent level of lag manifold and each oil transfer con-
(Includ ing but not limited to, a mobile protection from pollution by oil ; and nection within the coamlng, that holds
facifity) of any kind located In, on, or (lii) - The likelihood of oil being dig- at least one-ha lf barrel.
under any land within the United States charged as a result of the exemption Is
other than submerged land, minimal. § 155.320 Fuel oil discharge contain-

“Per son” Includes an Individual, firm, (b) In making the determinations In ment.
corporation, assocIation, and partner- para graph (a) of this section , the Corn- No person on a vessel of 100 or’ more
ship, mandant may require— gross tons may transfer oIl for fuel to

“Person in Charge ” means an individ- (1) Any appropriate Informat ion, In- tha t vessel unless—
ual designated as a person in charge of eludin g an environmental and economic (a) For a vessel of 300 gross tom
oil transfer operation under II 154.710 or assessment of the effects of and reasons or more constructed after June 30, 1974.
155.700 of this chapter . for the exemption : and the vessel has a fluxed container or en-

“Public vessel” means a vessel owned (2) Procedures, methods, or equip- closed deck area under or around each
or bare-boat chartered ~~id operated by ment standards, even though they may fuel tank vent, overflow, and fill pipe.
the UnIted States, or by a State provide less than an equivalen t level of that holds at least.— -

or political subdivision thereof , or by a protection from pollution by oil. (1) One-ha ll bar rel for a vessel of 300
foreign nation , except when such a yes- (c) The Commandant grants or dc- gross tons but less than 1600 gross tons;
sal Is engaged In commerce , flies an exemption in wri ting, or

“Tank vessel ’ means any vessel that Subi~~rt B—Vessel Design and Equipment (2) One barrel for a vessel of 1600
carries or Is capable of carrying liquid gross tons or more .
bulk cargo in tank ,. § 155.310 Car go oil discharge contai n- (b) For a vessel of 100 gross tons but

“Tank barge ” means any tank vessel ment. less than 300 gross tons constructed alter
not equipped with a means of self-pro- (a) No person m a y  operate a tank June 30, 1974, and for any vessel of 100
pulsion. vessel with a capacity of 250 or more or more gross tons constructed before

“U.S. vessel” means a vessel that Is barrels of oil as cargo that Is carrying J uly 1, 1974—
owned, documented, or registered In the oil unless the vesse’ has— (1) The vessel meets paragraph (a) (1
United States and that Is not a public (j) Under or around each oil loading of this section;
vessel, manifold and each oil transfer cornIce- (2) Each fuel tank vent, overflow , and

“yasser means every descri ption of tlon point, a fixed container or enclosed fill pipe Is equipped with a container
watercraft or other artificial contrivance, deck area that holds , in all conditions that has at least a S U.S. gallon capacity ;
whether U.S. or foreign , used or capable of vessel list or trim encountered during or
of being used as a means of transporta- the loading operation , at least—. (3) If the vessel has a fill fitting foe’
tion on water , other than a public Yes- (I) One half barrel If it serves one or which containment can not practically
sal. more hoses of 2-inch InsIde diameter or be provided, an automatic back pressure

“Vessel operator” means a person who smaller, or loading arms of 2-inch flora- chut off nozzle Is used .
owns, operates , or Is responsible for the lual pipe size diameter or smaller; § 155.330 Bilge and fuel ballast pump -
operat ion of a vessel. (U) One barrel if It serves one or more lag, piping, separation and discha rge
5 155.107 M*ernadves. hoses larger than 2-In ch inside diameter, ar rsngcments : Vessel, of 100 oc

or loading arms larger than 2-Inch more gross tons.(a) The COTP or 0CM! may con- nominal pipe sIze diameter, blat less than
aider and approve alternative procedures , 4-inch diameter; (a) No person may operate a vessel of
methods, or equipment standards to be (ill) Two barrels If it serves one or 100 or more gross tons that has main or

auxiliary machinery spaces or that hal-used by a vessel opera tor In lieu of any more hoses of 4-Inch inside diameter or lasts fuel oil tanks unless the vesselrequIrements In this part lf~~ larger , or loading arms of 4-Inch nomi- 
~~~ a fixed pipIng system.

(1) The vessel operator submIts a ~~ pipe size diameter or larger , bUt (b) The fixed piping system must have
written request for the alternative to be less than 6-inch diameter; the following :(lv) Three barrels If It serves one orconsIdered at least 30 days before opera- mores hoses of 6-inch inside diameter or 

(1) PipIng through which oily y~~~.
Ucas under the alternative are proposed, larger , or loading arms of 6-inch natal., dues, from the separa tion of oily mix.
ucis. the COTP authorizes a shorter nat pIpe size diameter or larger, but less three from machinery space bilges sad
Ume; and than 12-Inch diameter; or fuel and lubricat ing oil $mnks, can be
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tran sferred to the oil residue tank re- tive on (date 2 years after effective date and bilge alarm on board a vessel must -

quired by * 155.340. - of the final rule) , or at the vessel’s first be maintained and operated In accord-
(2) DIscharge points through which shipyard maintenance and repair avail- ance with Its Instruction manual.

oily residues can be dischar ged to a ability after (date 6 months after effec- § 155.410 Dl.~h~~~e of oily mixtures,facility. These discharge points must— tive date of the final rule) , whichever is
(I ) Be on each side of the weather ear)i er. (a) No vessel operator may discharge

deck; § 155.340 Oil residue tank : vessels of an oily mixture , from a machinery spec.
bile or a fuel oil tank that carrie s be]-(Ii ) Each have a shore connection or 100 or more gross tons, last, Into the water unless—portable adapter meeting the specifica-

tions In appendix A to this part; No person may operate a vessel of 100 - 1 The discharge Is through a prop-
(Ill ) . Each have a stop valve ; and or more gross tons that has main or aux- erly operating—
(lv) Each have a means on the weather iliary machinery spaces or that ballasts (1) 15 p.p~n. oil-water separator and

deck adjacent to them to stop the pump fuel oil tanks unless the vessel has S bilge alarm ;
required by paragraph (b) (3) of this tank that can receive and hold all oily (Ii ) 15 p.p.m. oil-water separator and
section. - residues resulting from separation of oily bilge monitor ; or

(3) An installed pum p and piping that mixtures from mach inery space bilges (iii) Oily miKture settling system ac-
can transfer oily residues from the oil and fuel and lubricating oil tanks. ceptable to the Commandant under
residue tank required by § 155.340 to the § 155.350 Bilge an d ballast pump ing § 155.330(c) with bilge alarm or bilge
discharge points required by paragraph arrangement s : vessels of l~~ ~~~~ 

monitor ; and
(b) (2) of this section. 100 gross tons. (2) The discharge meets the require-

(4) For each bilge pump, the means ment s of 40 CFR 110.3 and 110.4.
to d1~charge to the oil residue tank (a ) No person may operate a vessel of (b) No vessel operator of a U.S. vessel
required by * 155.340 . less than 100 gross tons that has main or may discharge an oily mixture, from a

(5) For each discharge point through auxiliary machinery spaces or that be]- machinery space bilge or a fuel oil tan k
which oily mixtures are discharged over- lasts fuel oil tanks unless It can transfer that carries ballast , into any waters more

- oily bilge slops and oily ballast to a re- than 12 miles from the nearest land
(i) A sample point as describ ed in ceptior. facility. unlem—

46 CFR 162.050— 17(e) that is located ~~ 
( b) Paragraph (a) of this section does (1) The discharge Is through a pro p-

a vertical section of piping inboar d of not proh ibit the discharge of an oily mix- erly operat ing—
the discharge point; and tu re in accordance With § 155.410. (1) 100 p.p.m. oil-water separator and

(H ) A stop valve. § 155.360 Exception for vessels of less bilge monitor ;
(6) An Installed 15 parts per million than 1600 gross Ions. (ii) 15 p.p.m. ‘oil-water separato r ano -(p.p .m.) oil-water separator , approved bilge alarm;

under paragraph (d) of this section, Paragraph 155.330(b) (2) (1) does not (lii) 15 p.p.m . oil-water separator and
that has its separated oil outlet con- apply to a vessel of less than 1600 gross bilge monitor ; or
nected to the oil residue tank required tons that has at least one discharge point ( iv) Oily mixture setUlng system ac-
by I 155.340, except as otherwise pro- a~cessibIe from the weather deck. ceptable to the Commandant under
vided by paragraph (c) of this section. § 155.370 Exception for uninspected § 155.330(c) with bilge alarm or bilge

(7) An Insta lled bilge alarm or bilge U.S. vessels and all other vessels not monitor ;
monitor , appr oved under paragraph (d) in ocean or coastwise service. (2) The vessel Is proceeding en rc ute :
of this section , that can actuate the stop Paragraph 155.330(b) (2) (11) does not and
valve required by paragraph (b) ~~ apply to a vessel that has shore connec- (3) The discharge has an oil content
of this section , to prevent an oily mix- tlons or portable adapters that fit the of 100 p.p.m. or less.
ta re from the oil-water separator cx- connections at. any facifity to which the (c) No vessel operator may discharge
ceedlng 15 ppm.  from being discharged vessel transfers oily residues If the yes- an oily mixture , from a cargo pump
overboard.

(8) For each pump that supplies Influ- sd ~~~ room bilge or a cargo tank , Into the water
(a) An uninspected U.S. vessel ; or except as permitted under Part 157 of

ent to an oil-water separator in the pip- (b) A vessel not in ocean or coastwlse this chapter.lug system, a maximum delivery capac- - service. (d) Paragraphs (a) and (b) of thisity equal to or less than the maximum section become effective on (date two
design throughput of the separator , ex- § 155.380 Exceptior~ for vessels that years after effective date of the finalcept that the maximum delivery eapa c- have a means onboard to consum e all rule) , or upon compliance with I 155.330
ity may be one-and-one-half times the oily residues. (b )( 1) and (b) (4) throu gh (b) (8) ,maximum design throughput of the Paragraphs 155.330 (b) (2) and (b) (3) whIchever Is earlier.separator if the pump has an orifice do not apply to a vessel that has an In- § 155.440 Pia~~ni.plate that perma nently restricts Its flow stalled means to consume all oily residuesrate to the maximum design throughput and that can transfer oily residues to a (a) No person may operate a vessel,
of the separator , facility by any means . except a vessel less than 26 feet in length .(c) A person may operate a vessel of . unless It has a placard at least 5 by B
100 or more gross tons equipped with an § 155.390 Except Ion for tank vessels: Inch es, made of durable materIal , fixedInstalled oily mixture settling system In- oily waste transfer equ ipment , in a conspicuous place In each machin-stead of the 15 p.p .m. oil-water separator Section 155.330 does not apply to tank cry space , or at the bIlge and ballastrequired by paragraph (b) (6) of this vessels that combine aU other oily mix- pump control station , stating the follow-
section if— tures with oily cargo residues for trans- lug :(1) The vessel has a tank that can re- fer and discharge in accordance with the DIS CHARGE ~~ oH. PR HmnrrrDcelve all oily mixtures from machInery requirements of Part 157 of this chapter.space bilges and fuel and lubricating oil The Federal Water Pollution Cont rol Act
tanks: § 155.4.00 Fixed piping system informs , prohibi ts the discharge of oU or oHy waste

(2) The tank Is equipped with an oil- tion. into or upon the navigable water s of tb.
Untted States or the watcrs of the contiguo~~water Interface detector ; and (a) No person may operate a vessel — zone If such diacbr.--ge causes a flim or sheen(3) The system Is acceptable to the unless the Instruction manual for the upon or discoloi’a’ion of the surface of tImCommandant (procedures to be pro- automatic and manual operation of the water or causes a sludge or emulsion be-Posed), fixed piping system required by § 155.330 neath the surface of the water. Violator ! Sr.(d) Each separator , bilge alarm and and the Instruction manual for each oil- subject to a penalty of $5,000.bilge monitor Installed on a vessel after water separator , oily mixture settling

Apr il 1, 1980 , must be approved by the system , bilge alarn ~ ‘tt ~-5 bilge monitor are (b) The placard required by par s-
Coast Guard under 46 CFB 162.050 . on board the vessel , graph (a) of this section must be ps’ht tsd

(e) Paragr aphs (b) (1) and (b) (4) (b) Each oil-water separator , oily In ~ language or languages under~~ood
through (b) (8) of this section are effec- mixture settling system, bilge monitor , by the crew.
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• 155.470 ProhibIted oil spaces. (f) The per son In charge of bunker (5) The duties by title of each office r ,
(a) Except as provided In paragraphs fuel oil transfer operations on cargo and person in charge, tankerman, deckhand,

(b) and (c) of twa section, no ~~~~~ 
.mlsceilaneous, tank, and passenger yes- and any other person required for each

may operate a self-propelled vessel of sels must have a valid license authorizing oil transfer operation;
300 or more gross tons carryIng bulk oil service as master, mate, or engineer on (6) Procedures and duty assignments
or oily waste In any space forward of a the vessel, for tending the vessel’s moorings during
collision bulkhead. (g) The operator of an uninspected the transfer of oil;

(b) Fuel for use on a vessel con- vessel of 100 gross tons or more shall In- (7) Procedures for operating the emer-
structed after June 30, 1974, may be struct the person in charge of oil transfer gency shutdown and communications
carried in tanks forward of a collision operations in— means required by H 155.780 and 155.785.
bulkhead If such tanks are at least 24 (1) The duties of the person In charge; respectively;
inches inboard of the hull structure. and (8) Procedures for topping off tanks ;

(C) Fuel for use on a vessel constructed (2) The federal water pollution laws (9) Procedures for ensuring that all
before ,hfl~ 1, 1974, may be carried i~ 

and regu lations that apply to the vessel, valves used during the oIl transfer opera-
tanks forward of a collision bulkhead ~ (h) The person in charge of oil trans- tions are closed upon completion of
those tanks were designated, ~~~~~~~~~~ fer operations on a foreign flag tank- transfer ;
or constructed f~~ fuel oil carriage before ship, tank barge, cargo and mlscellane- (10) A description of the discharge
July 1, 1974. ous vessel, or passenger vessel must have containm ent system required by II 155.-

a license or certIi~cate authorizIng serv- 310 and 155.320;Subpart C—OH Transfer SOflflel Ice as a master , mate, pilot , engineer , or (11) Procedures for emptying the dis-Procidures, Equipment, and ReCOrd$ operator on the “essel. charge containment system required by
§ 155.700 Designat Ion of per son 

~~ § 155,”20 Oil tran sfer procedures, II 155.310 and 155.320 ;
charge. (12) Procedures for reporting oil dis-

No person may operate a vessel that charges into the water;The vessel operator, or his agent, of has a capacity for 250 or more ba~~ek ( 13) Procedure s for shielding of port-each vessel that has a cal aclty for 250 of oil unless the vessel has oil transfer ni1e lighting permitted by * 154.570(c)or iiore barrels of oft shall designate the procedures that meet the requiremente of ~~~ chapter;person or per sons In charge of each of this part and Part 156 for— (14) Procedure s for securing the yes-transfer of oil to or from the vessel, and (a) Transfers of oil to or from the yes- sel openings required to be secured by
of each tank cleaning operation. a d ;  and I 155.815; and
§ 155.7 10 QualIfications, of person l~ 

(b) Tra nsfers of oil from tank to tank (15) For each product transferred to
charge. within the vessel, or from the vessel:

(a) The person In charge of oil tran s- § 155.730 Comp liance with ()~j  ~~~~ (I) Grade and trade name; and
fer operations on a tank ship, as defined procedures. (Ii) Cargo Information as described In

46 CFR 151.45—2( e) (3) .In 4~6 CFR 30.10—67, must— The vessel operator of each vessel (b) The vessel operator shall place(1) Be designated as person In charge quired b~ * -155.720 to have oil transfer exemptions or alterna tives granted Inby the master ; proced ures shall maintain them current the front of the oil transfer procedures.(2) Hold a license authorizing service and shall use and require vessel person- (C) The vessel operathr shall lncorpo-as a deck offic er aboard the ankshlp ; nd to use the oil transfer procedures for rate each amendment to the oil tr ansfer(3) Hold the appropriate endorsement each oil transfer operation. procedures under I 155.760 In the pro-under 46 CFR 10.11 for the grade of -

produc t being transferred; and § 155.740 - Availability of oil tra nsfer cedures with the related existing re-
(4) Have serl’ed durin g the pre ceding ~~~~~~“~~‘ 

quirement, or at the end of the proce-
dures if not related to an existing re-12 months aboard the tankship or an- The oil transfer procedures recaulred quirement.other tankshlp built to the same basic by I 155.720 must be—

plans and having the same cargo con- (a) Legibly printed In a language or § 155.760 Amendment of oil trans fer
ta inment , control , and monitoring sys- languages understood by the crew; procedures.
tems. (b) Permanentl y posted or available at (a) The COT ? or OCMI requir es the(b) The service required In paragraph a place where the procedures can be vessel operator of any vessel that Is re-(a) (4) includes— easily seen and used by members of the quired to have oil tr ansfer procedures(1) Assisting the person in charge of crew when engaged in oil transfer oper - under * 155.720 to amend those proce-
the cargo transfer operation during at atlons ; --

~~ durea if the COT ? or OCM I finus that
least two transfers of cargo; or (c) Available for Inspection by LbS the oil transfer procedures do not meet(2) EquIvalent experience acceptable COT? or OCMI. the requirements of thIs part.
to the Officer in Charge, Marine hi~~~~~ § 155.750 Content s of oil transfer 

~~~~~
. (b) To require an amendment of an

Uon. cedures, oil transfer procedure, the COT? or(c) The person in - char ge of tank OCM I notifies the vessel operator in
cleaning operations conducted at a tan_k (a) The all transfer procedures writing, of the proposed amendment and
cleaning facility must be a tanke rman quired by * 155.720 must conta in. In the of a date not less than 14 days after the
certificated for the grade of cargo last order , listed— notification on or before which the yes-
carrIed . (1) A list of any Incompatibl e pr oducts sel operator may submit written Infor-(d) The person In char ge of oil transfer carried ; mation , views, and arguments on the

— operations on a tank barge must be— (2) A list of the produc ts carried tO proposed amendment. After considering(1) A properly certified tankerman for which the oil transfer procedures apply, all relevant material presented , the
the cargo being transferred; or unless the procedures apply to ~~ COT? or OCM I notifies the operator of(2) A licensed officer with a tanker- prod ucts; any amend ment required or of his decl-
man endorsement for the cargo being (3) A descri ption of each oil transfer sion to rescind the notice. The amend-
transferred, system on the vessel Includin g— ment becomes effec tive 30 days after the(e) The person In char ge of oil trans - (I ) A line diagram of the vessel’s oil date of that notice unless the operator
fer operations on a cargo and miscella- transfer piping, Includin g the location of petitions the Commandant to reconsider
neous or passenger vessel must-- each valve, pump, control device, vent, the notice, In which case its effective(1) Be designated as person In charge and overflow ; and date Is stayed pending a decision by the
by the master; (11) The location of the shutoff valve Co~~~~~dan~ Petition s to the Corn-(2) Hold a license authorIzing service or other isolation device that separates mandant must be submitted in writing
as an officer aboard the vessel; and any bilge or ballast system from the oil to the COT? or OCIil.

(3) Hold any tankerman endorsement iransfer system; (0) If the COT? or OCMI fln~~ that
including the “~~nkerman—flam. (le- (4) The number of persons required to there Is a condition requiring Inmediate
.trlctedj” endorsement, be on duty during oil transfer operations ; action to prevent the discharge or r~ k
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of discharge of oil that makes the pro - (2) Each transfer connection point in (d) The Declaration of Inspection as
cedure In paragraph (b) of this section use on any barge moored to the vessel required by * 156.150(f) of this chapter.
Impractical or contrary to the public In- to or from which oil Is being transferred ; APPINDIX Aterest. he may Issue an amendment of- (3) Each oil transfer operations work
fective on the date the vessel operator area on the vessel ; and 5PRCIPICATION8 705 SHO RZ CONN ECTI ON

receives notice of it. In such a case, the (4) Each oil transfer operations work 18” * l56.330J
COT? or OCW includes a brief state- area on any barge moored to the vessel .~~~,fl ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ end Df tnenskm
ment of the reasons for his finding in to or from which oil is being transferred.
the notice, and the vessel operator may (b) Where the Illumination is appar- i—Outside diameter : 216 mm. ($54 In.) .
petition the Commandant, In any man- ently inadequate the OCMI or COT? may 2—Inside. dismet.r: According to pipe out-

side diameter.ncr , to reconsider the amendment. The require verification by Instrument of the 5—Bolt circle diameter : 183 mm (7~4~ In.) -petition does not stay the amendment. levels of lllumlnatlpn. On a horizontal 4..... 5lot~ in flange: I holes fl mm. (% In.)
§ 155.770 DrainIng of oil, plane 3 feet above the deck the Illumi- In diameter .bau be .quldistantly placed

natlop must measure at least-— on a bolt circle at the above diameter .
No person may drain oil or oily waste (1) 2.5 foot candles at transfer con - slotted to the flange periphery. The slot

from any source into the bilge of any nection points ; and Width is to be 22 mm. (% In.) -
vessel. (2) 0.5 foot candle In oil transfer op- S—Fla ng, th ickness : 20 mm. (% In.).

erations work areas. 6—Bolts and nuts: 6. each of 20 mm§ 155.780 Emerge ncy shutdown . (c) LightIng must be located or In )  in diameter and of suitable length
(a) No person may operate a tank shIelded so as not to interfere with navi- The flange must be of steel having a fla t

vessel with a capacity of 250 or more gation on the adj acent waterways, face, with a gasket of ollproof material, and
barr els of cargo oil that Is carrying oil must be suitable for a service pressure of 6
unless It has on board an emergency § 155.800 Oil tran afer hoses. kg./cm.2 (85 pR . l . ) .
means to enable a person In charge- of No person may operate a U.S. vessel The steel materials used must meet the
an oil transfer operation to stop the that carries hose used to transfer oil material sP5ciflcatlons of standard B I O S .

Steel Pip. Flange, and Flange d Fitti ngs orflow of oil to a facility, other vessel , or unless the hose meets the requiremen ts the American Nationa l Standa rds I nstitute. -within the vessel , of § 154.500 of this chapter. ( see Nora I 154.600 of this chapte r) .(b) The mhns required in paragraph 
______

trol or a quIck-acti ng, power actuated Each vessel must have enou~~ butter- PART l56~~~~IL TRANSFER OPERATION S
(a) of this section must be a pump con- § 155.805 Clo,urs devkc,.

valve. If an emergen cy pump control Is fly valves, wafer-type resilient seated suc.
used, It must stop the flow of oil If oil valves, blank flanges, or other means ac- 156.100 Appli cabi lity.
could siphon through the stopped pump. ceptable to the COT ? or the OCMI to 156 . 105 DefinItions.

‘c) The means required in parag raph blank off each end of each oil transfer 156.101 Al ternatIves.
(a) must be operable from the cargo hose that Is not connected for the trans - 156.110 ExemptIons.
deck , cargo control room , or the usual fer of oil. 156.1 12 P’~~pens1on order.

156.113 ComplIance with euspenston order .operati ng station of the person in § 155.810 Tank ~-esscI security. 156.116 ?erao~ In charge : Limitations.cha rge of the oil transfer operation . 156.120 RequIrements for oil transfer.The vessel operator of each tank vessel 156.125 011 d~~ harge cleanup.§ 155.785 Communications , that contains more oil than the normal 156.130 Conne ctions.(a) During vessel to vessel oil trans- cUngage and unpuinpable bilge or sump 156.150 Declaration of inspection.
fers, each tank vessel with a capacity residues in any cargo tank shall maIntain 156.160 SupervisIon by person In charge.
of 250 or more barrels of cargo oil that surveillance of that vessel by usIng a per- 156.110 EquIpment tests and Inspe ctions.
Is carrying oil must have a means that son who Is responsible for the security AUTHORITY : The provisions of thi s Part 156enables continuo us two-way voice corn- of the vessel and for keeping unauth or- Issued under section 3 11( 0( 1)  (C) and (D)
municat lon between the persons In Ized persons off the vessel, of the Federal Water Pollution Conteol Act
charge of the transfer operations on both § 155.815 Vessel integrity. (86 Stat. 816. 868); 33 U.S.C. 1321 (1) (1) (C)
vessels. ~nd (D) ; E.O. 11135 . 3  CFR 1966—1970 COMP.,

(b) Each vessel must have a means , No person may operate a vessel under- p. 949; 49 CFR 1.46(m) .
which may be the communication sys.. way unless all closure mechanisms on the § 156. 170 Applicability.tern Itself, that enables a person on board following openings are properly secured :
each vessel to effectIvely indicate ~~ (a) Cargo hatches. ThIs part applies to the tra nsfer of oil
desire to use the means of commun ica- (b) Ullage openings , on the navigable waters or contiguous
tion required by paragraph (a) of tb~ 

(c) Sound ing ports , zone of the U.S. to or from any vessel or
~~~tlon. (d) Tank cleaning openings, publI c vessel with a capacity of 250 or

(c) The means required by paragr aph (e) Any other vessel openings that more barrels of that oil except that this
(a) of this section must be usable and should be closed to maintain a seaworthy part does not apply to the transfer oper-
effective In all phases of the transfer condition and to preven t the Inadvertent ation on a public vessel.

.operat lon and all conditions of weath er. release of oil in the event of a vessel 
~ 156.105 Definitions,(d) Portable rad io devices used to accident.

As used In this part :comply with paragraph (a) of this see- § 155.820 Reco~ ls. “Barrel” means the unit of fluid mess-tion must meet U.L. Class I , Group 1)
requirements or their equival ent (In- The vessel operator shall keep a writ- ure equivalent to 42 U.S. gallons at 60’ F.
trinsically safe, as defined In 46 CFR ten record available for inspection by the “Captain of the Port” (COT?) means
111.80 ) during transfers of flammable COTP or QC1’vfl of— the U.S. Coast Guard Officer command-
liquids, as defined In 46 CFR 30.10. (a) The name of each person cur- tag a Captain of the Port area described

rent ly designated as a person In charge In Part 3 of this chap ter or his author-§ 155.790 Deck lighting , of oil transfer operations as required by Izdd represen ta tive or, where there Is
(a) No person may operate a ~~ f.. I 155.700; no Captain of the Port area, a District

propelled vessel with a capacity of 250 (b) The date and result of the most Conunander of a Coast Guard distr ict
or more barrels of oil that is ~~~~sferring recent test and Inspection of each Item described In Part 3 of thIs chapter or his
oil between sunset and sunrise unless the tested or Inspected as required by I 156.- authorIzed representative.
self-propelled vessel has installed deck 170 of this chapter ; “Commandant” means the Comman-

(C) The hose Information required by dant of the Coast Guard or his author-lighting that adequately ill minates— i i~t soo (e) and (g) of th1~ chapter Un- bad representatIve.( 1) Each transfer connectIon point on i~~ that information Is marked on the “DIstrict Commander” means the offi-the vessel; hose; and cer Of the Coast Guard desIgnated by the
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Commandant to command a Coast eel or facility operator In lIeu of any re- unti l that order Is withdrawn by the
Guard District as described In Part 3sf quizements In this part If— COT?, 0CM!, or District Commander.
this chapter or his author ized repro- (1) The vessel or facility opera tor sub- (b) The vessel or facility operator may
sentat ive. mite a written request for the alterna- petition the District Commander In writ -

“Facility” means eithez an onshore f a- tive at least . 30 days bofore operations tag, or In any manner when the order
cility or an offshore facility and include s, under the alternative are proposed, un- Is effective immediately , to withdraw the
but Is not limited to, structures, equip- less the cor~ authorize s a shorter time: suspension order. The petitio n does not
ment and appurtenances thereto , used or and stay the order. The decision of the Dis-
capable of being used to transfer oil to or (2) The alternative provide s an equl- tr ict Commander Is the final admIn istra-
from a vessel or public vessel. A facility valent level of prote ction from pollution tive decision.
Includes federal, state , municipal, and by oil.
pri vate facIlities. (b) The COT? app rpves or disapproves § 156.115 Person in charge : limitations.

“Facility operator” means the person any alternative requested, either In writ.. (a) No person may serve as the person
who owns , operates, or Is responsible tag, or ora lly followed up In writing, in charge of oil transfer operations on

more than one vessel at a time dur ingfor the oper ation of the facility. § 156.110 Exemptio ns, oil trans fers between vessels or between“Mobile facility” means any facility
that can readily change locations , such (a) The Commandant may gra nt an two or more vessels and a facility unless
as a tank truck or tank car , other than a exemption or partial exemption from authorized by the COT?.
vessel or public vessel, compliance with any requirement in this (b) No person may serve as the person

“Monitoring device” means ‘any fixed part If— In charge of both a vessel and a facility
or portable sensing device used to mont- (1) The vessel or facility operator sub - dur ing oil transfer operations except
tor the waters within or around a facility mit.s an appZ ~cation for exemption to the when agreed upon by both the vessel and
and designed to notify operating per- Commandant via the COT? at least 30 facilIty operators and author ized by the
sonnel of a dischar ge of oIl. days before operations under the cx- COT?.

“Omcer in Cha rge, Marine Inspection ” emption are proposed, unless the COTP § 156.120 Requirem ents for oil trant.(0CM !) means the U.S. Coast Guard of- authorizes a shorter time ; and
ficer commanding a Mar ine Inspect Ion (2) The Commandant determines from
Zone described In Part 3 of th is chapter, the app lication that — No person may conduct an oil tran s.
or his authorized repre sentative. (I ) Compliance with the requirement fer operation unless— -

“Offsho re facility” means any facility is economically or physically impractical; (a) The facility operator or , in the
of any kind located in, on, or under any (II ) No alternative procedures, xneth- case of a vessel to vessel transfer , the
of the navigable waters of the United ods, or equipment standards exist that vessel operator of the lighterlng or the
States other than a vessel or a public would provide an equivalent level of pro- fueling vessel notifies the COT? of the
vessel. tection from pollution by oil; and time and place of each oil transfer op-

“Oil” means oil of any kind or in ~~y (iii ) The likelihood of oil beIng ~~~~ eration at least 4 hours before it begins;
form Incl uding, but not limited to, pe- charged as a result of the exemption Is Nors : The notification may be acconi-
troleum , fuel oil, sludge, oil refuse, and minimal. pu shed by submitting a Written schedu le ,
oil mixed with wastes other than dredged (b) In making the determinations In periodically updated to be current.
spoil . For the purp ose of this part lique- par agrap h (a) of this section , the Com- (b) The vessel’s moorings are strong
fin natural gas and liquefied petroleum mandan t may require— enough to hold during all expected con-
gas (LNO and 120) are excluded. (1) Any appropriate Information , In- ditions of sur ge, cur rent, and weather“Onshore facility ” means any facility cluding an environmental and economic and are long enough to allow adjustment(Including, but not limited to, a mobile assessment of the effects of and reasons for changes in draft , drift, and tide dur-facility) of any kind located In , on or for the exemption ; and Ing the transfer operation ;
under any land within the United States (2) Procedures , methods, and equip- (c) Oil transfer hoses and loading
other than submerged land . ment , even though they may provide less arms are long enough to allow the vessel

“Per son” Includes an indivIdual , ~~~~~~~ 
than an equivalent level of protection 

~ move to the limits of Its moorings
corporation, assocIation , and partnership. from pollution by oil, without placIng strain on the hose, load -

“Person In char ge” means an Indi- (C) The Comman dant grants or denies Ing arm , or oil transfer pIping system;
vldual designated as a person In charge an exemption in writing. (d) Ea ch hose Is supported to prevent
of oil transfer operations under I 154.710 § 156.112 Suspension order. klnklng and straIn on Its coupling ;
or I 155.700 of this chapter. (e) Each part of the oil transfer sys-

“Public vessel” means a vessel owned The COT? or 0CM! may issue a sus- tern Is aligned to allow the flow of oil;
or bare-boat chartered and opera ted by pension order to suspend oil transfer (f ) Each part of the oil transfer sys-
the United States, or by a State or pout- operatio ns to the vessel or facility op- tern not necessary for the transfer op-
teal subdivisIon thereof , or by a foreIgn erator when the COTP or 0CM ! fInds eratio n Is securely blanked or shut off;
nation , except when such a vessel Is en- there Is a condition requiring action tO (g) The end of each hose and loading
gaged In commerce. pr even t the discharge or threat of dIs- arm that Is not connected for the tra ns-

“Tank vessel” means any vessel that char ge of oil. A suspension order— . icr of oil Is bla nked off usIng the closure
carrie s or Is capable of carrying liquid (a ) May be effective Immediately; devices required by §0 154.520 and 155.-bulk car go In tank s. - 

(b) Is issued in writing unless it is 805 of this chapter;
“Tank barge ” means any tank vessel effec tive immediately and then it may be (h) The transfer system Is attached

not equipped with a means of self Issued orally and followed up in writing; to a fixed connection on the vessel and(c) Includes a statement of each con-
“Vessel” means every description of dit lon requiring action to prevent th~ 

the f acility except tha t-—
wstercraft or other artificial contrivance, discharge of oil; and (1) When a vessel Is receiving fuel , an

whether U.S. or foreign, used or capable (d) Is withdrawn when the COT? , automatic back pressure shutoff nozzl e
of being used as a means of trans port s- OCMI . or District Commander deter- may be use; or
tIon on water , other than a public vessel, mines that the condition requiring action (2) When a vessel Is loading or un-

“Vessel operator ” means the person tO preven t the discharge or threat of loadin g deep tanks In a car go bold where
who owns, operates, or Is responsible for dischar ge of oil has been corrected or no there Is no access to the water for any

longer exists. oil tha t might be dischar ged Into the
the operation of the vessel, car go hold , a loose hose may be used§ 156.113 Comp lIan ce with suspension at the deep tank opening for combust.i-§ 156.107 Ahern ailve.. order. ble liquids only (as defined In 46 CFR

(a) The COT? may consider and ap” (a) No vessel or facility operator to 30.10) .
prove a1tert~~tlve p ’ocedures, methods or whom a suspensIon order has been Is- (I) Each overboard discharge or sea
equipment standards to be used by a ye.- sued may conduct oil transfer operations auctIon valve that Is connected to the
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vessel’s oil transfer or car go tank system (4) The name or title and location of (b) No person who makes a connec-
Is sealed or lashed In the closed position; each person particIpating in the transfer tion for oil transfer operatIons may use

(p Each oil transfer hose has no operation, any bolt that shows signs of stra in or Is
loose covers , kinks, bulges, soft spots. (5) Details of the transferrin g and re- elongate d or deter iorated.
and no gouges, cuts, or slashes that pene- ceiving systems. (c) Except as provided In paragraph -

trate the first layer of hose reInforce- (6) Critical stages of the transfer op- (d) of this section , no person may use
merit (“ reinforcement” means the erat ion. - a connection for oil transfer operations
stre ngth members , consistin g of fabrIc , (7) Fede ral , state , and local rules that unless it Is—
cord and/or metal , of the hose) ; apply to the transfer of oil. (1) A bolted or full threaded connec-

(k) Each hose or loading arm In use (8) Emergency procedures. tion ; or (2) a quick-connect coupling
meeets § 154.500 of this chapter ; (9) Dischar ge containment proce- acceptab le to the Commandant.

(1) Each connectIon meets I 156.130; dures . (d) No person may transfer oil to
( m) Any monitoring devices requIred (10) Discharge reportin g pr ocedures. a vessel that has a fill pipe for which

by § 154.525 of this chapter are installed (11 ) Watch or shift arran gement. - containment can not pr actically be pro -
and operatin g properly ; U2) Transfer shutdown pr ocedures . vided unless an automatic back pressure

(n) The discharge containment re- (x) The person in char ge of oil trans- shutoff nozzle Is used .
quired by §~ 154.530 , 155.310 , and 155.- for operations on the transferring vessel § 156.150 D~~lar ation of inspection.320 of this chapte r , as applicable, Is In or facility and the person In charge of
place and completely drained of any oil transfer operatio ns on the receivin g (a) No person may transfer oil to or
liquid; vessel or facility agree to begin the from a vessel unless each person In

(0) Each scupper and drain required transfer operation ; charge , designated under II 154.710 and
by I 155.310 of this chapter Is closed; (I’ ) Between sunset and sunrise the 155.700 of thIs chapt ør, has filled out

(p) All connections in the oil transfer lighting required by §1 154.570 and 155.- and signed the declaration of InspectIon
system are leak free except that a corn- 790 of this chapter Is provided ; and form describ ed In paragraph (C) of this
ponent In an oil transfer system , such (a) For tra nsfer operations between section.
as the packing glands of a pump, may tank barges from sunset to sunr ise, light- (b) No person In charge may sign the
leak at a rate that does not exceed the lag Is provided as descrIbed In * 155.790 declaration of Inspection unless he has
capacity of the discharge containment of this chapter. determined by inspection , and indicated
provided ; § 156.125 Oil disch arge vlean .up. by ini tialling in the appropriate space

(q) The communications required by on the declaration of Inpect ion form ,
11 154.560 and 155.785 of this chapter (a) Each person conducting an oil that the facilIty or vessel , as appro priate ,
are opera ble for the transfer operation; tra nsfer operation shall stop the tr ans - meets § 156.120.

( r ) The emergency means of shut- fer operation wheneve r any oil Is dis- (c> The declaration of inspection may
down required by 11 154.550 and 155.780 Ch5I~ ed— be in any form but must contain at
of this chapter , as applicabl e, is )~ posi~ 

( 1) In the transfer operation work least—
tion and operable; area; or ( 1) The nan~e or other identiflca ion

(5) There Is a person in charge on the (2) Into the water or upon the adjoin - of the transferring vessel or facility and
transferr ing vessel or facility and the Ing shoreline , the receiving vessel or facility ;
receiving vessel or facility except . as (b) Except as permitted under par s- (2) The address of the facility or lo-
otherwise authorized under 0 156.115; graph (c) of this section , no person may cation of the transfer operation If not

(t) Each person in char ge reqnlr ed by resume an ott transfer operation alter at a facility;
para grap h (s) of this section— it has been stopped under para graph (3 ) The date the transfer operation

(1) Is at the site of the oil transfer (a) of this section , unless— Is started ;
operation ; ( 1> Oil discharged In the oil transfer (4) A list of the requirement s in

(2) Has In hIs possession a copy of the operation work area Is cleaned up; and § 156.120 wIth spaces on the form fol-
facility operations manual or vessel (2) OIl discharged Into the water or lowing each requirement for the person
transfer procedures , as appr opr iate; aiid upon the adjoining shoreline Is cleaned in charge of the vessel or facility to In-

(3) Conducts the transfer operation up, or Is contained and being cleaned dlcate by Initialling that the requirement
In accordance with the facility opera- UP . Is met for the transfer operation; and
tions manual or vessel oil transfer pr o- (C) The COTP may authorize resum- (5) A space for the date , tinre of sign-
cedures, as appropri ate ; lag the oil transf er operation if he de- trig, signature , and tItle of each person

(U) The personnel required , under the termlnes that it will decrea se the likell - In charge during oil transfer opera tions
facility operatIons manual and the yes- hood of the furth er discharge of oil , on the transferring vessel or facility and
eel oil tran sfer procedures , to conduct § 156.130 Connections , space for the date , time of signing. sig-
the oil transfer operat ion— nature , and title of each person In

(1) Are on duty; and (a) Each person who makes a cornic e- char ge durin g oil transfer operations on
(2) Conduct the transfer operation ~ 

tion for oil transfer operations Shall— the receiving facility or vessel,
accordance with the facility operations (1) Use suitable material In Joints and (d) The form for the declaration of
manual or vessel oil transfer pr ocedures , couplings to ensure a leak-fre e seal; Inspection may incorporate the decla-
as approprIate ; (2) Use a bolt In at least every other ration-of-Inspection requlr enients und s rhole, and in no case less than four bolts , 46 CP’R 35.35—30.(y) At least one person Is present who in each temporary bolted connection (e) The vessel and facility persons influentl y speaks the language or lan- that uses a flange that meets American charge shall each have a signed copy ofguages spoken by both persons In National Standards Institute ( ANSI) the declaration of Inspection availablechar ge ; standa rd flange requ irements under for Inspection by the COT? dur ing the(w) The person in charge of oil trans- I 154.500(d) (2) of this chapter; oil transfer operation.fer operations on the transferring vessel (3) Use a bolt In each hol lxi 

~~~~~~~ 
(I ) The operators of each vessel andor facility and the person In charge of (3) Use a bolt in each hole in each facility engaged In an oIl transfer oper-o~l transfer operations on the receiving temporary bolted connection that uses ation shall retain , for at least 1 monthvessel or facility have held a conference, a flange other than one that meets ANSI from the date of signature, a signed copyto ensure that each person In charge un- standard s;

derst ands the following details of the (4) Use a bolt In each hole of each of the declaration of inspection.
transfer operation: permanentl y connected flange ; • 156.160 Super v iSion by person In

(1) The Identity of the product to be (5) Use b5lts of the correct size In each CltSrgS.
transferred. bolted connection ; and (a) No person may connect or dlscon-(2) The sequence of trans fer opera- (6) TIghten each bolt and nut uni- fleet a hose, top off a tank , or engage Intlons. formly to distribute the load a~~ sum- any other critteal procedures during an(3) The tran sfer rate. cienUy to ensure a leak free seal, oil transfer oper ation ~nl~~ the person
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In charge , required by 0 156.120(s) , maJor proposal requ irin g prepar ation Of an ment should include his nasne and
supervises that procedure. Economic Impact Statement under Executive address, identify this notice (COD 76-

(b) No person may start the ~~~~ 
Order 11821 . as amended ; and 0MB Circul ar 088b) , and give reasons for his comment.

rf oil to or from a vessel unless In- A 101 The proposal may be changed in the
structed to do so by either person In Dated : June 17, 1977. ligh t of comments received . No public
charge.

(C) No person may transfer oil ~~~ 
~~~. ~~~~. SILER , hearing Is planned but one may be held

Admiral, U.S. Coast Guard, at a time and place to be set in a later
or from a vessel unless each person In C~~~ma~~ant . notice In the FEDERAL REGISTER if re-
charge is In the Immediate vicinity and quested In writing by an interested per-
immediately available to the oil transfer IFR Doc.77-18087 Filed 6—24—77;8 :45 am) son raising a genuine Issue and desiring
personnel, to comment orally at a public hearIng.
§ 156.170 Equi pment tests and inspce. (33 CFR, Part 157 ] Part 157 of Title 33 contains regula-

tions for the prote ction of the mar ine en-
I CGD 76-088b1 vironnient that perta in to tank vessels(a) Except as provided In paragraph TANK VESSELS CARRYING OIL IN BULK carrying oil in bulk. These regulation s -

(d ) of this section, no person may use were issued in the FEDERAL REGISTER of
any equipment listed In parag raph (c) Miscellaneous Rules Provid ing for Protec - October 14, 1975 , (40 FR 48280-48290 ~~,of this section for oil transfer opera- t ion of the Marine Environment and have been subsequently amended in
tions unless the vessel or facility oper- AGENCY: Coast Guard , DOT. the FEDERAL REGISTER of December 13.
ator , as appropriate, tests and Insects 1976 (41 FR 54180 ). These regulations
the equipment annually in accordance ACTION: Notice of proposed rule mak- require in part that fixed piping s) st5 ”ThSwith paragraphs (b) and (c) of thIs ing.
section and the equipment ~ ~~ 

on most tank vessels meet the desliin re-
condition specified in parag ra ph (c) of SUMMARY : The Coast Guard proposes qulrement s prescribed In Pa rt 157 atid -

this section. requirements for installation and use of that oil-water separating and monitor-
(b) Dur ing any test or Inspection re- approved cargo monitors on board tank in~ equipment used on tank vessels be

quired by thiS section, the entire cx- vessels carrying oil In bulk, both U.S. approved by the Coast Guard In accord-
ternal surface of the hose must be ac- and foreign that are of 150 gross tons or ance with approval specifications to be

cessible. more and call at U.S. ports. Specifica- proposed at a later date. This notice pro-
(c) For the purpose of paragraph (a) tions for this equipment have been de- poses to amend these regulations.

of this section— veloped by the Marine Environ m ent Pro- DRAFF ILNG INFORMAT ION : The prin-
( 1) Each nonmetallic oil transfer hose tection Committee of the Intergovern- cipal persons Involved in drafting thi~

- must— - mental Maritime Consultative Orga nlza - proposal are: Lowell F. Martin, Projec t -

( I) Have no loose covers , kinks, bulges, tion , and approval regu lations based Manager, Office of Merchant Marine
sof t spots, and no gouges, cuts, or slashes upon them have been proposed elsewhere Safety, and William B. Register , Proj ect
that penetrate the first layer of hose In this Issue Of the FEDERAL REGISTER. Attorney, Office of the Chief Counsel.
re Inforcement , as defined In I 156.120(J ) . EditorIal revisions and clarifications to

(ii) Have no external deterioration the Intent of the existing regulations for DiscussIoN OF THE PROPOSED

and , to the extent internal inspection tank vessels carryIng oil in bulk are also REGULATION S

Is possible wlh both ends of the hose propose d. The Intended effect of these 1. Proposed 0 157.11(b) requires in
open , no Internal deterioration ; and amendment s is to reduce pollution from part that each fixed piping system used

(Iii) Not burst, bulge, leak, or ab- operational 611 dIschar~es. for transferr ing and discharging car go
normally distort under static liquid DATES : Comments must be received on residues and other oily mixtures com-
pressure at least 13f ~ tImes the max- or before August11, 1977 bined with cargo residues have one or
Inium allowable workinE pressure; more cargo monitors and that each

(2) Each transfer system relief valve ADDRESSSS: (a) Written comments, monitor be equipped with a recording de-
must open at or below the pressure at Written comment s on this proposed rule vice meeting the requirements of 46 CFR
which it Is set to open makIng should be submitted to and will 162.050—25(j) . See FR Doe. 77-18089 In

(3) Each pressure gauge must show be available for examination at the Ma- this Issue of the FEDERAL REGISTER which
pressure withIn 10 percent of the actual rine Safety Council (G—CMCI81) , Room proposes 46 CFR 162.050—25(1) as a re-
pressure; 8117, Department of Transportation, quirement. ) A recording device provides

(4 Each loading arm and each oIl Nassif Building, 400 Seventh Street SW., a means for determining the amount of
transfer pipe system , Including each Wash ington , D.C. 20590. oIl In a discharge being measured by a
meta llic hose, must not leak under static (b) Economic evaluation. A copy of cargo monitor and for detecting any mal-
liquid pressure at least 1 ~,4 times the the economic evaluation from which function of the signaling device on a
maximum allowable working pressure ; the economic summar y In this document monitor used to actuate stop valves in a
and is taken is ava ilable for examination at vessel’s fixed piping system. The require-

(5) Each item of remote operating or the address listed in para graph (a) . ment to have a recording device Is es-
Indicating equipment, such as a remotely (c) Environmental Imp act declara- sentially the same as the requirement
operated valve, tank level alarm, or tlon. A copy of the negative declaration for recording devices in Regulation 15 of
emergency shutdown device , must per- of environmental impact , which has Annex I to the International Convention
form its intended functio n. been prepar ed for this proposal , Is avail- for the Prevention of Pollution from

(d) No person may use any hose in able for examInation at the address Ships, 1973. The requirement to have a
underwater service for oil transfer ope- listed In parag raph (a) . car go monitor is contained In the cur-
rations unless the operato r of tire yes- rent regulations in Part 157.
ad or facility has tested and ~~~~~~~ FOR FURTHER INFORMAT ION CON- 2. Proposed 157.11(c) requIres that -

It biennially In accordance with para- TACT: cargo monitors Installed on board tank
graph (c) (1) or (C) (4) of thIs section , CaptaIn Geor ge K. Oreiner , Marine vessels on and alter AprIl 1. 1980, meet
as applicable. Safety Council (Q-CMC/8 1) , i~ooin the applicable Coast Guard approval

(e ~siy liquid may be used for the 8117. Depart ment of Trans portation, specifications for the equipment. (The
testin. ;equlred by this section. Nassif BuIlding, 400 Seventh Street , appli cable specifications -are propo sed
( Sec. 811( J ) (1) (0) and (D) . Pub. L 92-500, SW,. Washington , D.C. 25090 (202- elsewhere In this Issue of the FEDERAL

am amended, 82 , 58 Stat. 555. a. amended , (38 426—1477) . REG ISTER. ) These specifications are aim-
V.8.0. 1821( fl( 1)(0) and (D) ; 1.0. 11185, ilar to the specifications for monitoring
3 0311, 1986—19’TO COMP.. p. 949; (49 CPR MENTA.RY INFORMATION: equipment that have been prepared by
1.48(m).)) Interested persona are Invited to par- the Marine Environment Protection

tlclpate in this proposed ru le making by Committee of the Intergovernmen ta l
Ko~z: Ths Ooast Guard has determined -submitting written data, views, or arg u- Maritime Consultative Organisotton. The

tbst thi s document doe. not contain a ments. Each person submitt ing a coin - April 1, 1980 , compliance date for this
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requirement is-proposed to allow enough appear elsewhere In this Issue of the § 157.11 Fixed piping systems: cargo
time for approva l testing of monitoring FEDERAL REGISTER, residues and other oily mixtur es
equIpment. 9. Proposed 1 157.43 (a ) adds a require- combined with cargo residues,

Pro posed I 157.11(c) does not apply to ment that clean ballast be dischar ged Iii (a ) Each tank vessel Must have a fixedcargo monitors installed on tank vessels accordance with the requirement in pro - piping system for transferring cargo res-
L’efoce April 1, 1980. The question of posed § 157.3 7(a) ( 5) .  Pro posed § 157.37 Idues and other oily mixtures combined
~‘ hrt her monitors Inst alled before April (a ) (5) in effect provides that oily mix- with car go residues from cargo tanks to
1 , 1980, should be required to meet the tures may not be dischar ged overboard , slop tanks and for discharging theseCoast Guard’ s applicable approval sped - except above the waterline thr oug1~ a ‘ oily-mixtures overboard and to reception
~1c~tions or other equivalen t speclfica- discharge point of the type described In facilities.tions Is currentl y under study. Related proposed § 157.11 (d ) (3 ) .  The P1’OPOsdd (b) Each fixed piping system requiredquestions of whether existing monitor In- add ition to 1 157 43 ( a ) was ori ginally by paragraph (a) of this section must -

st.allations should be allowed to continue contained in 1151.43 of the Coast Guard have one or more cargo monitors . Each
in service and , if so, under what condi- flot ico of proposed rule makin g published monitor must have Its own recording de-lions are the subject of current discus- on June 28 , 1974 (39 FR 24152—24157 ) , vice that meets the requirements of 46sion by the IMCO Marine Environment whi ch proposed to adopt the regulati ons CFR 162.050— 25 (j ) . For each type of oilProtection Committee. The Coast Guard no’s’ contained in Part 157. However , the that a vessel is designed to carry, at leastintends to Issue regulations concerning requirement was inadvertently omitted one of the monitors must be designed for -

existi ng Insta llations after completion from the fina l regulations published ~~ use with that oil.of Its studies and the current IMCO dis- October 14, 1975 (40 FR 48280—4828 7). (C ) Each cargo monitor installed on acusslons. Section 157.43 (a) is proposed again in tank vessel on and after April 1, 1980 .3. Pro posed 0 157.11(d) (3) (ID con- this notice to correct the prior omission, must be approved under 46 CFR 162.050.talus design requirements for sample Pro posed 1 157.43 (a ) , as it was first (d) Each fixed piping system requ iredpoints. These requirements are also con- proposed in 1974 , applied only to sea- by paragraph (a) of this section musttam ed in the IMCO specifications for going U.S. tank vessels of 150 gross tons be designed so that— -:monitor ing equipment. The April 1, 1980, or more engaged in domestic trade. How- (1) I t has piping to transfer dirty bal-compliance date for these requirements ever , the curren t 1 157.43 applies addi- last residues and tank washings fromIs proposed to allow sufficient time for ac- tionall y to U.S. vessels of 150 gross tons each cargo tank on the vessel to a slopcomplishing necessary alterations to or more engaged In foreig n trade and to tank;pumping, piping, and discharge arrange- foreign flag vessels of 150 gross tons or (2) It has a manifold on the weatherments on tank ves~els. more that enter the navigable waters of deck that connects the piping required4. Propo sed 1 157.11(a) , § 157.11(d) , th e United States to engage in commer - by para grap h (d) (1) of this section withand 1 157.17(a) , with the exception of cial service at a U.S. port. Accordingly, at least two discharge poInts—0 157.11(d) (3) (ii) , clarify the current the app licability statement in § 157.25 (1) Thro ugh which oily mixtures canprovisions in 1 157.11 and 0 157.17. ~1’hese has been revised to mak e the proposed be discharged to reception facilities ; andclarifications are necessary since ex- additio n to 1 157.43(a) likewIse appli- (Ii ) One of which Is on the port sideperi ence gained In using the regulations cable to these additional vessels, of the weather deck and one of which ishas shown that their intent is somewhat 10. The pro posed rules would apply tO on the starboard side of the weatherunclear , both new and existing vessels, bOth of deck;5. The proposed revision to paragrap h which terms d~~ defined in the current (3 Each discharge point throughd of ~ 157.19 would allow the valves Part 157 regulations , which oily mixt ures are discharged over-currentl y required by that para graph for 11. The rules in this prop osal would board fro m a slop tank , cargo ta nk , or apipIng bran ch lines that have openings become effective 90 days after their pro- car go pump room bilge—Into certain car go tanks to be located mulgation as final rules, except that ( i i  Is located on the port or starboa rdeither Inside or Immediately outside the compliance with §1 157.11 (c) and 157.11 side of the vessel above the waterlinetanks. The current I 157.19(d) requires (d ) (3 ) (Ii ) would not be require d before when It Is in Its 4eepest ballast condi-the valves to be located Inside the tanks . April 1, 1980. tion ’The purpose of a branch line valve Is to This proposal has been reviewed for Ui) Has a sample point that is locatedprevent spillage of oil from a tank Into economic effects under Departmen t of In a vertical section of piping Inboard ofwhich the branch line opens If the piping Tra nsportation “Policies to Improve the dlschrg e point and that Is of the typeoutside the tank breaks . A branch line Analysis and Review of RegulatIons” (41 descrIbed In Figure 162.050—17(e) of 46valve that Ia located Immed iately outside FR 16200). If all vessels that would be CFR 162.050—17(e) ; anda tank Into which the line opens can per- subject to the requIrements propose d In Ull) Has a stop valve that is actuatedform Its function of preventing spillage this notice Inst alled approve d car go by each of the system ’s cargo monitors ;from the tank as effectively as a valve monitors and sample points before April andthat is located Inside the tank. 1, 1980 , the annual cost during this pe- (4) When valves in the system are6. Proposed § 157.37(c) requires that nod would be approximately six million actuated by one of the system ’s cargoeach car go monitor be maintained and ’ dollars . The incre mental annual cost to monitors none of the oily mixture caus-operate d In accordance with the Instru c- obtain Coast Guard approval of th is Ing actuation can be discharged over-tions manual required by proposed equipment would be approximately $89,- board .5 157.23(a) . Compliance with this re- 000. Additional coats, which have been
quIre ment is necessary to ensure prop er determIned to be minimal In amount . NOT E.—EfIec tlVe date of I 157 11. (a) Each
functionin g of the monitor , would include those associated with op- existing vessel that 15 a U.S. vessel In do-

mestic tra de must compl y with 11 157.11 ( 5 ) ,7. Proposed 1 157.37(d) requ ires that eration and maintenance of monitors . (b), ( d ) ( 1) ,  (d) (2) , (d) (3) (1) and ( i i i ) ,all discharge data recorded by a carg o Economic benefits resulting from use of and (d) (4) before December 31 , 1977.monitor be kept on board for three years. the equip ment would be reduced eco- (b) lach existing vessel that Is a foreignThis provision is contaIned In R8gulatIon nomic losses associated with oil pollu- vessel or a 17.5. vessel in foreign trade must
15 of Annex I to the International Con- tion damage to the marine environment comply wIth 11157. 11 (a), ( b) ,  ( d ) ( 1 ) .
ventlon for the Prevention of Pollution and savIngs from Increased conservation (d) (2) .  (d) (3) (1) and (Ui) ,  and (d) (4) be-
from Ships, 1973. of oil. for. December 31. 1979.

(c) Each veesel to which this subpart ap-i. The proposed amendment to 1157.- In consideration of the foregoing, the pl~~~ must comply with S 157.11(d) (8) (U)39(b) transfers the substance of the re- Coast Guard proposes to amend Part 157 b.f OT. ~~~~ ~, 1950. ~~mpiI.,zic. withquireinent. for separators and bilge of TItle 33, Code of Federal Regulations, isv.ii~c~ 1. required on s~d aSter ApriLbeonitors In Iss current PseaI!I~~ 157.- U follows: 1, 1950.
39(b) to 1155 410(b) ci TiUs 33. The 1. By revising § 157.11 to read as fol- 2. By amendIng I 157.13 to read as fol-
~ropo.ed aiendmenti to 5 155.410(b) lows: lows:
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• 157,13 DesIgnated observation area. ~ 157.37 Discharge of cargo residue. (ThICO) . This action incorporates the
Each new venel must have a deslg- (a) • ~~~~C specIfications , and the effect of

usted observation area on the weather (5) Discharges above the waterline this action will be to ensure use of pollu-
deck or above that 1.— through a discharge point described in ton prevention eqUipment that Is rep-

(a) Located where the effluent from 1157.11(d) (3) ; and resentative of the best technology pros-
each discharge point and manifold di- (5) Has in operation a cargo monitor ently available.
serthed In 5 157.11 can be visually ob- required by 5 157,11(b) that Is designed DATES: Comments must be received on
served ; and for use with the oil mixture being dis- or before: August 11, 1977.. . . . . charged , except that the system may be ADDRESSES: (a)  Written comments.

3. By adding a sentence to the end of operated manually ~~~ Written comments on this proposed rule
paragraph (a) of 1157.17 to read as to!- ‘ * making should be submItted to and will
lows: (C) Each cargo monitor must be main- be available for examination at the

tam ed and operated In accordance with Marine Safety Council (O-CMC/81) ,§ 157.17 Oily residue tank. Its Instructions manual. Room 8117, Department of Transports-
(a) ‘ * The oily residue tank must (d) All discharge data recorded by a tion, Nssslf BuildIng, 400 Seventh Street -

have piping that connects it with the cargo monitor must be retained on board SW.. Washington, D.C. 20590.
discharge point of each machInery space the vessel for three years. (b) Economic Evaluation. A copy of
bilge pump. 8. By revisIng § 157.39(b5 to read as the economic evaluation from which the

• • • • . follows : economic summar y In this document is
taken Is available for examinat ion at the4. By revIsing 0 157.19(d) to read as § 157,39 Machinery apace bilges. - address listed in parag ra ph (a) .follows: * 0 (c) Environmental Imp act Declara-

§ 157,19 Cargo tan k arrangement and (b) Each tank vessel must comply with tion. Copies of the negative declaration
size, the requirements In § 155.410(b) COD- of environmental Impact, which has
• , • • • cerning the use of oil-water separating been prepared for this proposal, is avail-

and monitoring equipment in dlscharg- able upon request to the Marine Safety(d) If a line of piping that runs ing oily mixtures that are not combined Council at the address listed In pare-through a cargo tank In a position lom
than t, from the vessel’s aide or less ~~~~ with car go residues, graph (a) .
v front the vessel’s bottom, ~~ dslined In 9. By revising 5 157.43(e) to read as

follows: FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CON-
Appendix A of this part, has a branch, TACT:
that branch must have a valve- § 157.43 Diachargea : clean and seg.

(1) Withi n each cargo tank Into regaled baila ~L. Capta in George K. GreIner , Marine
Safety Council (G-CMC/81), Roomwhich the branch opens; or (a) Clean ballast may not be dls- 8117, Department of Transporta tion,(2) OutsIde each tank into which the charged except in accordance with Nassif BuIlding, 400 Seventh Streetbranch ovens in~ a location that IS m t .  55 157.37(a) (5) and 157.37(a) (6) . SW., Washington , D.C. 20590, 202-mediately adjacent to the point at which

the branch enters the tank . 5 ‘ 426—1477.
( 46 U.S.C. 391a; 49 U.S.C. 1~56(b): 49 CFR suP~i~~oiwr~~~ INFORMATION :S 1.46.) Interested persons are Invited to partici-5. By revisin g 5 157.23 to read as fol- No’rx,—Tlie Coast Guard has determined pate In this proposed rule making bylows: that this document does not contain a ma- submitting written data , views, or argu-

§ 157.23 Cargo and ballast system infor - b r  prop oeai requiring preparatIon of an Eco- ments. Each person submitt ing a cotn-
mstion . nomic Impact Statement under Executive ment should include his name andOrder 11821, as amended, and 0MB CIrcul ar address , Identity this notice (COD 76-.(a) Each tank vessel must have on A-107.

board an Instructions manual that de- 088a) and the specific section of the pro-
Dated : J une 17, 1977. posal to which his comment refers, andscribes the automatic and manual opera- give reasons for his comment. The pro-tion of the cargo and ballast system on 0. W. SILER ,,

the vessel and an Instructions manual for Admiral, U.S. Coast Guard, posal may be changed In the light of .
comments received . No public hearing iseach cargo monitor on the vessel. Corn f llandant. planned but one may be held at a time(b) The format and Information con- I DOc.77-18088 Filed 8-24—77;8:4 5 ami and place to-be set In a later notice intained In the Instructions manual for 

_____ the FEDERAL Rzcxsi,za if requested inoperation of the cargo and ballast sys- writing by an interested person raisIngtern must be similar to the manual en- [46 CFR ~ Par t 162 ] a genuin e Issue and desiring to commenttitled “Clean Seas Guide for Oil Tank-
ers” which can be obtained from the In- (COD 76-088al orally at a public hearing.
ternational Chamber of Shipping, 30-32 OIL POLLUTION PREVENTION DRA?flNG INFORMATION: The prin-
St. Mar y Axe, London, United Kingdom EQUIPMENT cipal persons involved In drafting this
EC3A 8ET. Approval RequIrements pr~pomi are: Lowell F. Martin , Project

6. By revising ~ 157.25 to read as fol- Manager, Omce of Merchant Marine
AGENCY: Coast Guard , DOT. Safety, and William H.. Register , Projectlows:
ACTION : Notice of Pro posed Rule- Atto rney, Office of the Chief Counsel.

§ 157.25 Exceptions to app licability, makin g. DISCUSSION or ‘ m x  PROPOSED
(a) Sections 157.29, 157.31 , 157.37( a) REG ULATIONSSUMMARY: The Coast Guard proposes(5) , 157.37( a) (6) , and 157.43 apply tO to add approval procedures and speclfl- In November 1973, the International

foreign vessels when they discharge Into catlons for oil-water separato rs, cargo Conference on Marine Pollution con-
the navigable waters of the United , monitors, bilge monitors, and bilge vened by IMCO adopted the Intemna-

alarms to the existing approva l require - tonal Convention for the Prevention of
ments for engineering equipment used Pollution from ShIp., 1973. Annex I to(b) Sections 157.35 , 157.37, except on merchant vessels. International do- this convention sets forth several pollu-paragra phs (a) (5) and (a) (6) , 157.39, sIgn and test specifications for this, Uca requjrementa applicable to vessels -

157.45 , end 157.47 do not apply to foreign equipment -were recently adopted by the Including requirement..
vessels. Marine Environment Protection Coin- Coast Guard regulations in 55 155.400,

7. fly amendIng 5 157.37 to read as mlttee (MEP C) of the Tntergovernmen- 157.37, end 157.39 of TItle 33 of the
follows: tal Maritime Consultative Organization Code of Federal Regulations currently
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allow the use of Coast Guard approved Ships, 1973. The standard prescribes a monitor using a var iety of crude oils or
pofluticit equipment under operating ooncentration limit of 15 parts per mu -  refined products, or both, dependlflg
conditions prescribed In those regula- lion (p.p.m.). of oil In water for over- upon which oils the monitor Is desIgned
tions. Th. regulations proposed In this board discharges through a 15 p.p.m. to use. The tests also determine cargo
notice contain the procedures for ob.. separator that has ~ii alarm to Indicate monitor response time and assess per-
taining Coast Guard appro’~al of the when this concentration is exceeded. The form~nce under variable operating con-
equipment and the design and testing current overboard discharge limit pre- ditlons and after an extended shutdown
specification applicable to the equip- scribed by the Environmental Protec- period.
ment. A notice of proposed rule making tion Agency in Part 110 of TItle 40, Code Section 162.050-31 contains approval
appears elsewhere In this Issue of the of Federal Regulations, in pertinent part tests for bilge monitors. These tests are
FEDERAL REGISTER proposing to revise essentially provides that oil discharges similar to those for cargo monitors , cx-
Part 155 of TItle 33 to require use of into the navigable waters or contiguous cept that the oils specified for separator
bilge alarms, bilge monitors, and sepa- zone must not create a sludge or emul- tests are used In lieu of the cargo oils
rators approved under the regulations sloh or produce visible traces of oil In ’ specified for cargo monitor tests. 8cc-
proposed in this notice. A notice of pro - water or along ~dj oinlng shorelines. tlon 162 .050—31 ‘contains, In addition,
posed rule making app ears elsewhere The Coast Guard is currently having dis- tests that assess the capab ility of the de-
in this Issue of the FEDERAL Rxcis~txa cussions with EPA on the question of vices required by 5* 162.050—20 (c) ( 1)
that proposes to revise § 157.37 to re- whether a discharge concentration of and (C) (2) to produce the signal~ pre-
quire the use of cargo monitors approved less than 15 p.p,m. oil In water is within scribed by those regulations .
under the regulations proposed In this the discharge limit prescribed by EPA Section 162.050-35 contaIns approval
notice, regulations . Chan ges to the regulations tests for bilge alarms . These tests assess

The technology pertainIng to ship- in Part 157 of Title 33 that prescribe the capability of an alarm to actuate at
board oil-water separation and to mont- discharge limitations for separatin g and an oil concentration of 15 parts per mil-
tor ing of overboard discha rges of oily monitorin g, equipment may be proposed lion of oil In water when the power sup-
mlxt.ires Is in~a state of continuing de- after resolution of this question , ply to the alarm Is higher or lower than
velopment . Accordingly, technology adr Section 162.050-9 prescrIbes the con- design ratIngs. The tests also assess the -

vanceme nts occurring after adoption of tents of the test report to be submitted alarin ’g capabIlity to operate properly
the design and testing specifications in by a testing facility upon completion of for extended periods and after extended
this proposal would be reviewed on an approva l testing. Sections 162.050—11 and shutdown periods.
ongoing basis to determ ine the need for 162 .050-13 contain marking requirements SectIon 162 .050—37 requires that a
any revision of the specifications , for approved equipment and Coast Guard vibration test be condu cted for each

A discussion of the proposed regu la- factory Inspection procedures. monitor and bilge alarm and each sepa-
tions is contained In the following pars- Section 162.050-15 prescrIbes pr ose- rator control componen t submitted for
graphs : , dures for obta ining designation as a fa- api rova l. This test must be performed

Section 162.b50—5 lists the inform s- cility authorized to perform approval for an applicant by an independent lab-
tion that must be contained in an ap- tests. The coast Guard is makin g an in- oratory. A laborato ry repor t describing
plication for approval of an item of quiry to determine what commercial f a- the results of the testing must be sub-
equipment. The section In effect pro- d Uties have an Intere st In conductin g mitt ed with the application for approval. -

vides that each Item for which approval approval test.. Facilities that are consid- Section 162.050-39 prescribes the
Is sought must be the subject of a sep. erlng submitting requests to be desig- method for measuring oil content of
arate application. However , paragraph ra ted- as testing facilities are specIfically samples taken dur ing approval testing of
162.050—5(b) provides that an app lica- requested to comment on this notice of separators . The method consists of car-
tlon may reference Information con- proposed rule making. bon tetra chloride solvent extracti on and
tam ed in a previously submitted app li. Sections 162.050—17 and 162.050—19 de- infrared spectr ophot ometry. This method
cation so that excess paperwork can be scribe the test rigs that must be used in has been developed by the Environ- -

avoided , conducting approval tests on separators , me,,... Protection Agency after exten-
Section 162.056—7 descrIbes the proce -. monitors , and alarms . sive consideration of alter native meth-

dures for obtaining approval of an Item SectIons 162.050—21 , 162.050—25 , 162.- ode. The EPA method Is specifi ed in
of pollution equipment. Paragraph 050—29 , and 162.050—3 3 propo se design detail in this pro posal to ensure that a
162.050—7(b) of these procedures de- requirements for oil-water separators , ‘hIgh level of accuracy is maintained In
scribe s the Init ial processing of an ap- cargo monito rs, bilge monitors , and bilge measurin g the oil content of the samples
plicat lon. When the app lication is alarms. The requirement s are based taken during testing. This method was
received, it Is examined to determine upon those contained In the MEPC spec- selected for Inclusion In the MEPC sped-
whether the item complies with the ap- ificatlons . They also Incorporate the ap- ficat lons .
plicable requirements of the Coast Guard plicable safety requirements In the This proposal has been reviewed for
marine engineering regulations - (Sub- Coast Guard marine and electrical en- economic effects under Department of
chapter F) and electrical engineering ginee ring regulations published in Sub- Transportation “Policies to Improve
regulations (Subchapter J) and with the chapters F and J of TItle 46. Code of Analysis and Review of RegulatIons ” (41
other design requirements proposed In Fedetal Regulations. The requiremen ts FR 16200) . The coats to pollution equip-
this notice . Examination Is also made In paragraph s 162.050—25(j ) and 162. ment manufacturers will be those re-
to determi ne the probab ility that the 050—29 (d) for each car go monitor and lated to obtaining Coast Guard approv al.
Item will pass the approval tests. Para- each bilge monitor to have a recording It is estimated that approximately sixty
graphs 162.050—7 (e) through (g) pre - device are also contained In the Inter- devices may require approval at a cost
scribe the procedures for submitting an national Convention for the Prevention per approval of $5,000 resulting in total
Item for testing, conducting the tests, of Pollution from ShIps , 1973. Industr y costs of $300,000 . The impa ct of
preparing and reviewing test reports , Section 162.050-23 contaIns appr oval administerin g the proposed approval
and issuing approval certificates. Pars- tests for separator & The teets assess the program would be absorbed with exist-
graphs 162.050—7 (h) , (I) , (J ) , and (k) performance capability of a separator Ing Coast Guard resources ; and, there -
contain the approval criterii for each using both low and high concentrations fore , there would be no significant costs
item of equipment. of oil In the Influent to the separator as to the Coast Guard. The proposed ap.-

The approva l criteria In paragraph well as with a pure oIl Influent. The tests proval program provides for the avail-162.050—7 (h) and (k) for a bilge alarm also evaluate perfo rmance when influent abilit y of equipment that has been do-and 15 p.p .m. separator adopt the IMCO suction is lost and when the separato r
standard on oil content of overboard is operated for an extended per iod In the veloped on the basis of the best technol-
discharg es through a 15 p.p.m. separa - automatic mode. °~“ p ently available and wIll, thus,
tor. This standard Is contained in An- Section 182.050-27 conta ins approv al reduce economic losses associated wIth
nez I to the Internation al Convention tests for cargo monitors . The tests assess oil pollution damage to the marine esivi-
for the Prevention of Pollution from the performance capability of a cargo ronment.
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These regulations are proposed under in manufacturing the item, and the con- the item if it completes all of the tests,
the authority of 33 U.S.C. 1321(j ) , 46 stz-uctlon and Sales record keeping sys- and send the report with four copies to
U.S.C. 391s, 49 U.S C. 1855(b) (1) , and terns~ maIntained, the Commandant (O-MMT) . The appli-
49 CFR. 1.46. (4) Arrangement drawings and pipIng cant may observe the tests. If an Item

Zn consideration of the foregoing, the diagrams of the Item that give the Infor- does not complete testing, a new applica-
Coast Guard proposes to amend Par t 162 mation prescribed by ~ 56.01-10(d) of tion must be submitted before retestIng.
of Title 46, Code of Federal Regulations, this chapter. (g) The Conunandant (G-MMT) 

-
by adding a new Subpart 162.050 to read (5) Detailed electrical plans of the sends a copy of the test report to the
as follows: type described in I 111.05—5(d) of this applicant and advises him whether the

Subpast 162.050—PollutIon Prevent ion chapter. item Is approved. It the item Is approved ,
Equ lpin.nt (6) An Instructions manual containing an approval certificate Is sent to the ap-

detailed Installation, operation callbra- plicant.
162.050— 1 Scope,
162.050-3 Deflnitlons. tion and zeroing, and maintenance in- (h) A separator Is approved under this
162.050-5 Contents of application. structlons for the Item. subpart If—
162.050-7 Approval procedure.. (7) For each monitor and bilge alarm (1) It meets the design requirement s in
162.050-9 Test report. and each control on a separator, the vi- I 162.050-21;
162.050— i 1 MarkIng. bration test report described In (2) In the case of a 100 p.p.m. sepa-
162.050-13 Factory Inspection. § 162.050—37 of this subpart. rator, the oil content of each sample
162.050-15 Designation of facilIties. (8) For each car go monitor, a’state- taken during approval testing Is 100
162.050-17 Separator test 

~~ ment of whet~ier it Is to be used with p.p.m. or less;162.050—19 Monitor and bilge alarm teat rig.
162.060-21 Separator : design specification, crude oIls, refined products, or both. (3) In the case of a 15 p.p.m. separa-
102.050-23 Separator : approval tests. (9) A list of the substances used In tor , the oil content of each sample taken
162.050-25 Cargo monitor: dealgn speclaca- operatin g the item that require certifies,- during approval testing Is 15 p.p.m. or

tion. tion under Part 14’I of this chapter a~ 1e~~162.050-27 Cargo monitor: approval test, articles of ships’ stores and supplies : (4) DurIng Test No. 48 an oily mix-
162.050-29 BIlge monitor: design specIfics- (10) The nasne of the facility at which ture Is not detected at the separated
162.050-31 Bilge monitor: approveS tests. approval testIng Is planned. water outlet of the separator ;
162.050-33 BIlge alarm: design sp flcation. (b) All applicant may Incorporate by (5) During Test No. 68 its operat lor
162.050-35 BIlge alarm: approval test., reference In his applIcation InformatIon Is continuous; and
162.050-37 VIbration teat. that he has submitted in a previous (6) Any substance used In operating
162.050-39 Measurement of oIl content, application, the separator that requires certification

Aumoarry : This subpart Is lesued undsr § 162.050—7 Approval procedures. under Part 147 of this chapter as an
the authorIty of 33 U.S.C. 1321(J), 45 ~~~~ article of ships’ stores or supplies has
391a, 49 U.S.C. 1655(b) (1) ,  and 49 CFR 1.46 (a) An application for approval of an been certIfied .

Item of equipment under this subpsrt (I) A cargo monitor Is anoroved under§ 162.050-1 SCOpe. must be sent to the Commandant (0- thIs subpart if—
This subpart contains—. 1,fl~T-3/83) , U.S. Coast Guard, Washing- (1) It meets the design requirements
(a) Procedures for approval of 100 ion, D.C. 20590. in 0 162.050—25;

p.p.m. separators, 15 p.p.m. separators. (b) The application Is examined by the (2) Each oil content reading recorded
cargo monitors, bilge monitors, and bilge Coast Guard to determine whether the during approval testing Is within ± 10

item complies with the design require- p.p.m. or ±20 percent of the oil content
(b) Design specifications for this ment~s and vIbration standard prescribed of the mixture used In the testing;

equipment; In thIs subpart and to determine the (3) It. response tIme Is twenty (20)
(c) Tests required for approval ; probability that the Item wifi pass the seconds or less in Test No. 3CM;
(d) Procedures for obtaining designs- approval tests. If the application Is In- (4) The tIme Intervals between suc-

tion as a facility authorized to conduct complete It Is returned to the applicant cessIve readings recorded in Test No. -

approval tests; and with a statement of reasons why It Is 4CM are twenty (20) seconds or less; and
(e) Marking requirements and factory -incomplete. (5) Any substance used In operating

Inspection procedures. (c) Th. Coast Guard notifies the ftp- the monitor that requires certification
plicant of the results of the examination, under Part 147 of this chapter as an§ 162.050—3 Definition .. The applicant must make arrangements ~rtIcle of ships’ stores or supplies has

As used In this subpart— for approval testing directly with the f a- been certified.
(a) “p p m.” means parts per million dUty at which testing Is planned. (J) A bilge monitor Is approved under

of oil In water ; (d) Each item submitted to a facility this subpart If—
(b) “100 p.pm. separator” means a for approval testing must be accompa- (1) It meets the design requirements

separator that Is designed to produce an nied by a copy of its instructions manual. In 0 162.050-29;
effluent to be discharged overboard con- (e) If the Item to be tested Is a sep- (2) Except as provided in § 162.050-7
tam ing an oil concentration in water of arator that I~ manufactured In moie (j ) (5) , each oil content reading recorded
100 p.p.m. or less ; and than one size and applications fol- ap- during approval testing Is within ± 10

(e) “15 p.p.m. separator ” means a 8~P- proval have been made for each size, the p.p.m. or ±20 percent of the oil content
arator that Is designed to produce an applicant. in lieu of submitting each size of the mixture used In testing;
effluent to be discharged overboard con- for testing, may submit each size that (3) The time intervals between suc-
taming an oil concentration In water of has a capacity exceeding fifty (50) cubIc cesslve readings recorded In test No. 3BM
15 p.p.m. or lees. meters per hour throughput, If any, and are twenty (20) seconds or less;

two additional sizes that have a capacIty (4) The time intervals between sue-§ 162.050—5 Contents of application , of fifty (50) cubIc meters per hour cessive readings recorded in Test No.(a) An application for approval of an th oughput or less. One of the additional 4BM are twenty (20 ) seconds or less;
item of equipment under this subpart sizes must have a capacity that Is in the 5) Each oil content that Is recorded
must contain the following Infotmation highest quartile of capacities manufac- during the testing when the device re-(1) The type of Item Iflcludlflt, if th Sated in the 0-50 cubIc meters per hour quired by § 162.050-29(c) (1) actuates Is
item is a separator, a statement of what throughput range and the other must be 15 p.p.m. ±5 p.p .m.;
effluent oil content the separator Is do- front the lowest quartIle. (6) Each oil content that Is recorded
signed to produce. (f) ~~ch approval test must be per- during testing when the device required(2) The name and addre ss of the ap- formed by one of the facilities designated by I 162.050—29(c) (2) actuate s Is 100
plicant and manufacturIng ~~~~~~ b~ the Commandant The facility must p.p.m. ± 20 p.p.m.; and(3) A detailed iptk*a 01 the (IU*1 perf orm each test in accordance wIth (7) Any substance used In operating
Ity control procedures, the ta-Pluc.. the test conditions prescribed in this sub- the monitor that requires certIfication
and final inspections and taste followed part for the test, prepares test report for under Part 147 of this chapter as an
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PIOPOSED lULlS 326S9
article of ships’ stores or supplies has § 162.050—15 DesignatIon of facilities. urlng the oIl content of samples, and

~~ tI~~~ (a) Each request for designation as a material necessary to perform the tests;
(k) A bilge alarm 1. approved under 

~~~~~~ autho~~~~ t~ ~~~~~ni ~~~~~~~ 
(2) Each of It. test rigs must be of

thIs subpart if tests must be submitted to the Corn- a type described In §0 162.050-17 or
(1) It meets the design requiremente maz~~ nt (G-MMT--3/83) , U.S. Coast 162.050-19 of this subpart ;

In 0 162.050-33; Guard, Washington, D.C. 20590. (3) The loss or award of a specific
(2) Each oil content recorded dUring (b) Each request must Include the contract to test equipment must not be

approval testing Is 15 p.p.m. ±5 p.p.m.; following: a substantial factor’ in the facIlity’s fi-
and (1) Name and address of the facility. ~~~~~~ well 3*Ing; and

(3) Any substance used In operating (2) The type of equipment the fg~flfly (4) The facility must be free of in-
the alarm that requires certification prop oem to test. fluence and control of the manufac-
under Part 147 of this chapter as an (3) A description of the facility’s turers, suppliers, and. vendors of the
article of ships’ stores or supplies has capability to perform approval test. In- e sut.
been certified. eluding detailed Information on the f 01- (d) A facility may not subcontract
§ 162.050—9 Teat report. lowing: for approval testing unless previously

A test report of approval testing must ( I) Management organization Includ- authorized by the Coast Guard. A re-

contain the following: Ing personnel qualifications, quest for authorization to subcontract
(Ii) Equipment available for measur- must be sent to the Commandant

(a) Name of the testing facility. big oil content of samples. (G-MMT —3/83 . U.S. Coast Guard ,
(b) Name of the applicant. ( III ) Materials available for use in Washington, D.C. 20590.
(C) Date of receiving the item for test-

ing and the dates of the tests conduc ted, approval testing. § 162.050—17 Separator test rig.( iv) Each test rig to be used.(d) Trade name and brief descrIption (c) To obta in authorization ~ 
(a.) This section descrIbes the’ test rig

of the item. duct approval t~~t.— to be used In approval testing of sepa-(e) A listing of the following prop er- (1) A facifity must have the manage- rators. A diagram of the test rig Is shownties of the test oils used: ment organization , equipment for mess- In figure 162.050—17(a) .(1) Relative density at 15’C.(2) Viscosity in centisto kes at 37.8’C.
(3) Flashpo Int. FIGURE 152.050—17(a) - SEPARATOR TEST RIG(4) WeIght of ash content.(5) Weight of water content.
(f) Relative density at 15’C. of the

water used durIng testing and the weight
of solid content In the water. THIS PIPING ~ OBSERVATION

test. RECIRCULATED \ft = P1 I - 
-

§ 162.050—11 Marking.

(g) The data recorded during each USED IF WATER IS WINDOW 

RECLAIMED

the provisions of a certificate of app~~~al 
OIL~~~ATER(a) Each separator, monitor, or bilge cf :1 E:~1SAMPI~fj~ SEPARATORalarm manufactured in accordance with

[

TAN] HP
E~~ 

UNOE
must be plainly waited by the manufac- WAT

WATERturer with the Information listed In
paragraph (b) of this section. The mark-
ing must be securely fasten ed to the item.(b) Each marking must include the
following Information : -

THIS PIPI N0
IS USED IFOILIS

(1) Name of the manufacturer. OIL CONTENT 

RECIRCU LA TED.
(2) Name or model number of the METER ~~~~~~

item. (OPTIONAL)
(3) If the item is a separator , the

maximum throughput at which the sep- ~~MPLE POINT S
INLETarator is designed to operate, & THERMOMETER
PIPING(4) The month and year of comple- POCKET

tion of manufacture.

t

(5) The manufacturer’s serial number • ~~‘ ~~~~~~ POINT
for the Item . (IF WATER IS

RECIRCULATED)(6) The Coast Guard approval number MIXTURE
ORIFICE1’assigned to the item in the certificate of PUMP

approval.
(7) Each restrIctIon , if any, on the use 

ThROTTLE VALVE

of bilge cleaners , solvents, and other
chemical compounds that could’ Impair 

BYPASS PIPlNG~’operation of the equipment.
(8) If the Item Is a cargo monitor , the

oils with which It Is approv ed for use.
§ 162 050— 13 Factory Inspection. FLOW METER _______

equipment approved under this subpart 

- ______

The Coast Guard does not Inspect oil.
FLOW METER TANK

on a regular schedule at the place of OIL AND
WATER VALVESmanufacture. However, the Comman-

dant may detail Coast Guard personnel —

at any time to visit a factory where the a s u  POINT
equipment is manufactured to conduct NOTE~ ARROWS WITHIN PIPING (IF OIL IS RECIRCULATED)

SHOW DIRECTION OF FLOW ,an inspection of the manufacturing pro-
cedures. The manufacturer Is advIsed ID 

NOT RE Q UIRED IF MIXTURE PUMP HAS BYPASS PIPING. SEE § 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~advance of any planned factory 

~~~ NOT RE Q UIRED IF MIXTURE PUMP PIPING HAS ORIFICE. SEE § ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Inspectioui,
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~269O PROPOSED RULES

(b) The mixture pump shown in fig- (d) Each sample point on a test rig
ure 162.060-li(s) is used If a aeparator Is of the type described in figur e 162.-
does not have a supply pump. (SectIon 050-17(e) . Each sample poInt Is in a
162.050-23(a) (4) of this subpart con- vertical portion of the tout rig piping.
talu s requirements for a mixture Pump ) § 162.050—19 MonItor and bilge alarm(C) The inlet piping of the test rig Is t€ot rig.
SiZed $0 teSt -~ The test rig to be used In approval(1) Influent water flows at a Ee3?nolds testing of monitors and bilge alarms IsNumber of at least ten thousand~ d~~~thed In figure 162.060-10. Each(2) The Influent flow rate Is between sample point on the test rig is of the
one and three meters per second; and type described In figure 162.050-17(e) .

(3) Its length Is at least twenty (20) Each sample point Is In a vertical por-
times Its Inside diameter. tlon of the test rig piping.

FICHE 152150-17(e) - SAIPtE POINT

iDf [f )
TEST RIG PI PING

— 
— 

— 
OGED

~~II —

~ STOP COCK

N (OPT0NAU
.‘t . ,:~..~‘)‘f ___________________ 

( f (  Smsi. BOR EPIPINO —~~~~~~

‘L i ’ _ _

I’— A ~ B
1~FUNNEL

A ~~~~~~~~A k not ~ssWr thin 400 mm.

I ~~~t B b I.rp uiou~~~~Miuvt a smnpIs botUs.

C thiinesCheaia tt~~mof not hu thse e0 nvn.

D wldthDknot gsMsr thsa2mm,
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flCUf 1S2.050— 19 . MONITOR AND BILGE ALARM TEST R*

FOR BLENDING CONTA*KANT$

PLOW METER INFLUENT HEAT EXC HANGE R

“cr ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V 
~~~~~~SYMBOL

—cf PRESSURE SENSOR 

* NOT ISED

WATER PUMP 
_ ,

~~~~~ _.THERMOMETER POCKET TEST RIG

1..~BURETTE
PUMP

TERING PUMP

PRESSURE THERMOMETER
SENSOR POCKET.

‘

~~~*5y..~ ~~~~ MONITOR OIL INJ ECTIO N PIP E
.L) ç OR

~~~~ ~~ 
J BILGE 

_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~
[ ALARM - WATER PIPE

DI$C*IAROE UNDER - I ~~~~~‘
‘
~~~~~~~~

POINT _ _ _ _  /

SAMPLE POINTS 
I~L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1*— OIL INJ ECT ION PIPE

CENTRIFUGAL
PUMP ~. OIL INJE CTION /

~~POINT DIAGRAM
- /

1162.050-21 . Separator desIgn spedfi. be capable of operating automatIcally (3) A test rig of the type described In
ratio., for at least twenty-four (24 ) hour.. I 162.050-17 of this subpart must be used —

(a) A ~~~~~~~~~ must be designed to ~~ ‘ep~~~t0r must be designed In performing each of the test s
rate In each lane that forms an an- 50 that adjustments to valves or other (4) If a separator has a supply pump,
of 2W wIth the “ e of It , normal equipment are not necessary to start it. it must be tested using that pump. If a

- 

~~~~~~ftn~ r.4l 4~$~5~ 
(g) Each part of a separator that Is separator does not have a supply pump, —

(b) The electrical corn nenta of a susceptible to wear and tear must be It must be tested using a mixture pump -

separator that are to be Installed In an ~~~~~~ accessible for maintenance In its provided by the facility. The mixture
F explosive atmosphere must be approved tailed position. pump must be a centrUu al pump caps-

by an Independent laboratory as Compo- § 162.050-23 Separator : approval 
~~~~~ re~o1u~~~~1~~ m~~~

’te ~r mor~. ‘me
Standard 013 (dated Jan 20 1PIS) (a) ?est CondItions. (1) Each test de- pump must have a delivery capacity of at
defines as Intrinsically sat for us. In a scribed In this section must be per- least one and one half (1.5) tImes the
Class I, Group D ha irdous location formed at $ throughput equal tO the maximum throughput at which the sepa-

(C) Each separator component that Is • ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ the ‘epa- rotor being tested Is designed to operate.
a moving part must be designed so that - 

~~ 
~~~~ I 5 ~~I U ~~~~ W OP17U~~ The pump must have either bypass pip-

It. movement dtnlng operation of the 
~~~~ must be carried out In ~~ Ing to its suction side or a throttle valve

eatme fo nt~~~~ °~ scribed In this section. Each test must or orIfice on it. discharge side.
(d) ~~~~ r must be designed be performed without time deles between (5) Th~ Influent water used In each

In accordance?~~~
0 

the applicable ,_~ st~~s In the test. test must be clean and have a relative
qulrement. In ~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~ . ~~ t h I  

5 provIded In Test No. 3~ density at 15’ C that Is equal to or lies
this chapter a ~~~ oil than 0.085 plus the relatIve density of

(e). Each separator must be deslEfl$d sity of approxImately 0.94 at 15 C and the heavy fuel oil used In the testing.
to be operated both autcmsticsEy and i viscosity of at least 220 cantlsto&es (6) Each test must be conducted aS
manually. Each separator to be installed (approxImately 900 seconds Redwood an am),Ient temperature that Is between
in an unattended machinery space must No. 1) at 37.8 C. 10 C and 30’ C.
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32692 PROPOSED RULES

(7) The oil content of each sample the Iniluent Is varied In at least five (5) § 162.050—2 7 Cargo monitor: .ppr osul
must be measured using the method de- equal Increments during each fifteen tests.
scrlbed In I 162.050—3 9 of this subpart. (15) minute period and the time inter- (a) This section contains requirements(8) Each sample must be approxi- vals between the incremental chan ges that apply to cargo monitors.mately one (1) liter in volume and must are equal. During the last perlàd In which (b) Test condIt ions . (1) The tests andbe collected In a narrow-necked glass the unit Is fed a 25 percent oil mixture, each step In the test s must be carriedbottle that has a pressure sealing cap, a sample of the separated water effluent out in the order described in this section.(9) Influent oil content must be de- is taken. If operation of the separator IS Each test must be performed withoutter nilned during testing by measuring not continuous durin g this test, that ob- time delay between steps In the test.
the flow rates of the oil and water that servation Is recorded. (2) A test rig of the type described
are mixed to form the influent or by
use of an oil content meter on the inlet § 162.050—25 Cargo monitor: design in § 162.050—19 of this subpart must be
piping of the test rig. If an oil content specification. used in performing each of the tests.

(3) Each mixture used during the tests
meter Is used, a sample of influent and a (a) This section contains require- must be pr epared by combining a known
meter reading must be taken at the be- ment.s that apply to cargo monitors. flow of oil supplied from the oil Injectionginning of each test. I! the meter read- (b) Each monitor must be designed pipe of the test rig and a known flow ofIng Is not withIn ±10 percent of the so that it is calibrated by a means that water supplied from the mixtur e tank of
measurement of oil content of the sam- does not involve manuall y mixing a the test rig, except that if the flow of oil
pie, the meter readings subsequently known quantity of oil and a known quan- through the oil Injection pipe become,
taken during the test are unacceptable tity of water to form a mixture and man- intermittent a known quantity of oil and
test results. ually feeding the mixture into the 

~ known quantity of water must be corn-(10) When collecting a sample at a monitor. bined in the mixture tank to form the
sample point that has a stop cock, the (C) The electrical components of a mixture.
first minute of fluid flow throu gh the monitor that are to be insta lled In an (4) A mixture may be circulated
stop cock must not be included in the explosive atmosphere must be approved through a monitor only once during test-
aarsple collected, by an independent laboratory as corn- Ing.

(11) In each test, the separator must ponents that Underwriters Laborato ries - (5) Except as otherwise provided, the
be operated In accordance with the pro- Standard 913 (dated January 20. 1976) water used in each test must be clean .
cedures described in its instructions defines as Intrinsically safe for use in a f resh water (in lieu of salt water ) .
manual. Class I , Gr oup D hazardous location. (6) The oil used In each test, except(b) Test No. IS. The separator Is filled (d) Each monitor component that is a Test No. 2CM , must be Arabian ligh t
with water and started. It Is fed with oil moving part must be designed so that its crude oil.
for at least five (5) minutes and then movement during operation of the moni- (7) Each test must be performed at an
with an oil-water infiuent containing an tor does not cause formation of static ambient temperature that Is between
oil content of between 5 ,000 and 10,000 electricit y . - 10’ C. and 30~ C.
p.p.m. until a steady flow rate occurs. (e) A monitor must be designed tO (8) Except as otherwise provided. each
Alter the flow rate Is steady, the Influent operate in each plane that forms an angle test mint be performed at the maximum
Is fed to the sepa rator for thirt y (30) of 22.5’ with the plane of its normal mixture pressure, th e maximum flow
minutes. Samples of influent and sepa- operating position. rate , and the power supply ratings at
rated water effluent are taken after the (Z) Each monitor must be designed hi which the monitor is designed to oper -
first ten- (10) and twenty (20) minutes. accordance with the applicabl e require- ate .
At thirty (30) mInutes the air cock on ments contained in subchapters F and j  (9) The particulate contaminant de-
the test rig is opened and , if necessary, . of this chapter. scri~~~ In Table 162.050—27(g) must be
the oil and water supply valves are (g) Each monitor must be designed so of a type that does not lose more than
closed to stop the flow pf influent. A that It records each change in oil content three (3) percent of its weight afte r
sample Is then taken of the separated of the mixture it Is measurin g within ignition and must be insoluble.
water effluent as the effluent flow ceases. twenty (20) seconds after the chan ge (10) In each test the monitor must be

(c) Test No. 2S. Test No. IS Ia re- occurs. operated In accordance with the pro-
peated using an influent containing ap- (Ii) Each cargo monitor must have a cedures described in it,s instruction s
proxImately 25 percent oil and 75 per- device that produces a warning signal manual.
cent water, and a signal that can be used to actuate (c) Test NO.1CM. The cargo monitor Is

(d) Test No. 3S. Tests No. 15 and ~~ valves In a vessel’s fixed piping system, calibrated and zeroed. It Is then fed
are repeated using, In lieu of a heavy ~~~ with mixtures In concentrations of 0
fuel oil in the Influent , $ light dIstillate (1) The oil content of the mixture p.p.m., 15 p.p.m.. 50 p.p,m., and 100
fuel oil having a relative densIty of ap- being measured excecda the concentra. 

~~~~~ followed by concentrations that
proxImately 0.93 at 15’ C. tion limit set by the operator of the moni- increase incrementally In size by 50

(e) Test No. 4S. The separator Is fed tor; or p.p .m. per concentration up to the high-
with oIl until oil is discharged at the oil (2) Malfunction, breakdown , or other est concentraUot~ that can be read on the
dracharge outlet of the separator at es- failure of the monitor occurs, monitor. Each increment4l concentration
sentlally the same rate that oil Is lië’i~g (I) Each monitor must have a means Isfedtothe monitor for fifteen (15) m m -
fed to the separator . The separator Is to determine whether it is accurately utes and the oil content reading is then
then fed with oil for five (5) additional calibrated. recorded. Af~”r each concentration Is
minutes. If any oily mixture Is dis- (p Each cargo monitor must have a fed to’ the monitor , the equipment is fed
charged from the separated water outlet device that has a means to record con- with water for fifteen (15) minutes and
on the separator during the test , that tlnuously the amount of oil (in liters) the oil content reading then recorded.

is recorded, of any oily cargo residue or other oily (d) Test No. 2CM. (1) If the applicant(f) Test No. SS. The separator i~ fed mixture combined with an oily cargo re,- states in his application that the cargowith water for fifteen (15) mInutes. idue discharged overboard from the yes- monitor Is to be used with crude oils,
Samples of the separated water emuent eel on which the monitor Is Installed and the monitor Is fed with a mIxture con-are taken at the beginning of the test the amount of oil in the discharge per tam ing the first oil listed In Tableand atter the first ten (10) mInutes. nautical mile of vessel travel. The devIce 162.050-27(d) at a concentration of 15(g) Test No. IS. The separator is op- must also have s means to record the date p.p.m. and then at a 1QO p.p.m. con-crated automatically for three (3) -hours, and time of discharge. The record must centrat.ion and at a concentration thatDuring the test the separator Is contlnu- be durable enough to be kept for three Is ninety (90 ) percent of the highest oilously fed with an influent varying from (3) years. If the device has,more than concentration in water that can be readwat er to a mixture of 26 percent oil In one scale, it must have a means to show on the monitor, Each concentration Is fedwater and back to water every RI teen on the record the scale In use at the to the monitor until a steady readIng oc-(15) mInutes. The oil concentration In time of the reading. curs and Is recorded. Alter each steady
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reading is recorded, the monitor Is fed ing starts to decrease, the times of read- (2) The monitor Is fed with a 100
with water for fifteen (16) minutes. The lag 37 p.p.m . and 10 ~.p,m., and the time p.p.m. mixture that has first passed
reading of oil content at the end of each of reading the lowest steady reading are through the centrifugal pump of the
fifteen (15) mInute period Is also re- recorded. The value of the lowest steady test rig. The pump Is run at one fourth
corded. reading Is also recorded. (¼) of its design speed. The oil content

(2) The steps described In paragraph (3) The time interval between starting readIng, when steady, Is recorded.
(d) (1) of this section are repeated using oil Inj ection and reading 63 p.p,m. and (3) The steps described in paragraph
each of the other oils listed In Table the time interval between turning the (h) (2) of this section are repeated with
162.050-27(d). meterin g pump off and reading 37 p.p.m. the pump runn ing at one-half (~4) of

TABLE 162.050—21(d) .—OIL TYPE AND are aver aged and recorded as the re- its design speed and then repeated at its
CHARAcTERIST Ics sponse time for the monitor, design speed .

(f) Test No. 4CM. (1) The car go (i) Test No. 7CM. (1) The steps de-
Oil type : Characteristics monitor is fed with water , zeroed , and scribed in paragraph (h) (1) of this see-

1. Sahara blend Density—low; Vis ’ then fed with a mixture containing ten tion are repeated.
— crude oil. ccsity—lOw ; P°”~ (10) percent oil for one (1) minute. The (2 ) The temperature of the mixturepoint—ve ry low; following times occurring during this Is adj usted to 10’ C. and the flow con-producing coun- pr ocedure are recorded : tinued until a steady oil content readingtry—Algeria; gen-

eral descr iption— (i) Time of turnin g on the meterin g is obtained and recorded .
mixed base, pump of the test rig. (3) The steps dgecribed In paragra ph

2. AzabI&n light Density — medium ; ( Ii) Time at which the monitor first (i) (2) of this section are repeated with
crude oil, viscosity — me- detects oil. the temp era ture of the mixture 65’ C. or

dium; pour poInt (ill) Time of readin g 100 p.p.m. the mixture tempera ture at which the
—low; producing (iv) Time of exceeding the highest oil cargo monitor Is designed to operate,
country — Saudi concentration that can be read on the whichever is lower.Arabia; general monitor (j )  Test No. 8CM. ( 1) The steps de-description—mix- (v) Time of returning to the highest scribed in paragraph (h) ( 1) of this see-ed base, oil concentration that can be read on tion are repeated .

S. Nigerian me- Density—h igh; via- the n~on1tor. (2) If the cargo monitor has a positivedium Sruda cosity — medium; - (vi) Time of returning to a readin g displacement mixture pump, the mixtureoil, pour pobat-low
pro~iucing ~~~~ of 100 p.p.m. pressure Is lowered to one half of the
try—Nigeria; gen- (vii) TIm e of returning to the lowest monitor ’s maximum design pressure. If
oral description— steady oil content reading. the monitor has a centrifugal mixture
napthe nlc base. (2) The value of the lowest steady oil pump or Is not equipped with a mixture

4. Bachaqu.ro 17 Density—very high; co~itent reading described In paragraph pump the mixture flow rate Is reduced to
crude oil. viscosity — very (f) (1) (vii) of this section Is recorded. one-half of the monitor’s design flowhigh; pour point (3) The monitor Is fed with water, rate. The reduced flow rate or mixture—low; pr oducing zeroed , and then fed with oil for one pressure Is maintained until’ a steadycountr 7 — Vene- (1) mInute after which the flow of water oil content reading Is obtained and re-zuela; general do- Is resumed. The times described in para- corded .sn’iption — as-

pha itic base. g~’aph (f) (1) of this section are recorded . (3) If the cargo monitor has a positive
(4) The monitor Is fed with a 100 displacement mixture pump, the mlx-i. Mina. crude.. Density — medium; p.p.m. mixture until a steady oil content ture pressure is increased to twice theviscosity — high;

pour polnt—’very reading Is obtained and recorded , monitor ’s maximum design pressure . If
high; producing (g) Test No. 5CM. (1) The cargo the monito r has a centrifugal mixture
co~intry — Indo— monitor Is fed with a 500 ppm, mixture pump or does not have a mixture pump,
nesia general de- until a steady reading Is obtained and the mixture flow rate Is increased toscrip tion — par- recorded, twice the monitor ’s maximum designaffinlc base. (2) The monitor is fed with a 500 flow rate. The increased flow rate or6. ResIdual fuel.. Bunker C or No. 6 p.p.m. mixture to which sodium chic- mixture pressur e is mainta ined untI l afuel oil, ride has been added to provide a concen- steady oil content reading Is obtained

(3) If any oil listed In Table 162.050— tration of 60.000 parts per mIllion of so- and recorded.
27(d) Is unavailable, an oil with similar dium chloride In water. The oil content (k) Test No. 9CM. (1) The steps de-
properties Is substituted In testing, reading, when steady, Is recorded . scribed in paragraph (h) ( 1) of this see-

(4) If the applicant states in his app li- (3) The monitor Is fed With ft 500 tion are repeated.
cation that the monitor Is to be used p.p .m. mixture to which the insoluble (2 ) The water and metering pumps
with refined products, the steps de- particulate contaminant described in on the test rig are stopped for eight (81
scribed in paragra ph (d) (1) of thIs see- Table 162,050—27(g) has been added to hours after which the steps described in
ilon are performed using each of the provide a concentration of 100 parts per para gra ph (h) ( 1) of this section are me-
f~Uowlng in lieu of an oil listed In Table million of particulate contaminant ~ peated .
162.050—27(d) : water. The oIl conten t reading, when (1) Test No. 10CM. (1) The supply( 1) Leaded regular grade automotive steady, Is recorded, vol tage to the cargo monitor id Increased
gasoline. -to one hundred and ten (110) percent ofTABLE 162 .050—27(g)—INsoLtJBLE Its design supply voltage. The monitor Is(2) Unleaded auto motive gasoline. PARTI cULAT J CON’ZMINANT then fed a 100 p.p.m. mixture for one (1)(3) Kerosene.

(4) Light diesel or no. 2 fuel oil. PHYSICAL DESC R IPTION hour. At one (1) hour the oil content
reading Is recorded.(e)  Tesi No. 3CM. (1) The cargo Percentage

monitor Is fed with water, zeroed, and bi, wright (2) The steps described in paragraph
then fed with a 100 ppm. mixture. The of pa rucie (1) (1) of this section are repeated with

ate. in ~~~~~ - the supply voltage to the monitor low-time of turning on the metering ~~~~ Particle sIzes, microns: tamlnant ered to nInety (90) percent of its designof the test rig, the time at which the 0-5 39+2 supp ly voltag e.monitor first detects oil in the mixture, 5-10 18+5 (3) Upon completion of the steps de-the tmes of readng 63 p.p.m. and 90 10-20 16+3 scri6ed in paragraph (1) (2) of this eec-p.p.m., and the time of reading the hIgh- 20~4o ~~~ tion, the supply voltage to the monitor Iseat steady reading of oil content are re- 40-80 
~~~~~~ returned to the design rating.corded. The value of the highest steady (h) Test No. 6CM. (1) The car go moni- (4) The steps described In paragraphreading Is also recorded. tor is fed *ith a 100 p.p.m, mIxture (1) (1) , (1) (2) , and (1) (3) 01 thIs see-(2) Th. metering pump Is turned off until a steady oil content reading occurs tion ar e repeated vary ing each other

and the time at which the highest read- and Is recorded , power supp ly to the monitor In the man-
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ner prescribed In those steps for supply (2) Except as provided In test No. (vi ) Time of returning to the highest
voltage. 2EM, the oil used In each teat must be cli concentration that can be read on the(m) Test No. 11CM. (1) The monitor a heavy fuel oil that has a relative den- bilge monitor,
Is calibrated and zeroed. sity of approximately 0.94 at 15 C and (vii) ‘lime of returning to the lowest(2) The steps described In paragraph a viscosity of at least 220 centiatokes steady oil content renattng.(h) (1) ci thIs section are repeated. (approximately 900 seconds Redwood (2) The value of the lowest steady oil(3) A 100 p.p.m. mixture Is fed to the No.1) at 37.8° C. content reading described In paragraph
monitor for eIght (8) hours. At eIght (8) (3) The water used In each test must (f) (I ) (vii) of tel. section Is recorded .
hours the oil content reading is recorded. be clean and have a relative density at (3) The monitor Is fed with water ,

(4) The monitor Is fed with water un- 15 C that Is equal to or lees than 0.085 zeroed, and then fed with oil for ~ te ( 1)
ill a steady oil content reading Is ob- PIUS the relative density of the heavy minute alter which th. flow of water is
tam ed and recorded, fuel oil used in the testing. resumed, The times described hi pare-(n) Test No. 12CM. (1) All power to (c) Test No. iBM. (1) The bllge mon- gra ph (f)( 1)  of thls section are recor ded.
the monitor Is shut off for one (1) week. itor is calibrated and zeroed. It Is then (4) The monitor Is fed with a 15 p.p.m .
After one week the monitor is started , fed with mixtures In concentrations of mixture until a steady oil content read-zeroed, and calIbrated . 0 p.p.m., 15 p.p.m., 50 p.p.m., 75 p.p.m., Ing Is obtained and recorded.(2) The monitor Is fed with a 100 and 100 p.p.m., followed by concentra- (5) The monitor Is fed with a 100
p.p.m. mixture for one (1) hour. The oil tio~s that increase Incrementally in size p.p.m. mixture until a steady oil content
content reading is then recorded. by 25 p.p.m. per concentration up to the readi ng Is obta ined and recorded.(3) The monitor Is fed with water for highest concentration that can be read (g) Test No. 5BM. 1 The bilge moni-
one (1) hour. The oil content reading on the monitor. Each incremental eon- tor Is fed with an 80 p p.m. mixture unt il
Is then recorded. centrat ion is fed to the monitor for 

~~~~
- a steady reading Is obtained and(4) The steps described In paragraphs teen (15) minutes and the oil content recorded.In) (2) arid (n) (3) of this section are ye- readin g Is ‘ then recorded. After each (2) The monitor I. fed with an 80

peated three (3) additional times. concentration Is fed to the bilge monitor, p.p,m. mixture to which sodium chloridethe equipment Is fed with water for ill- has been added to provide a concentra-5 162.050-29 Bilge monitor: design teen (15) minutes and the oil content tion of 60,000 parts per million of sodium
reading then recorded. ~~~~~~ In water. The oU content read-(a) This section contaIns requIre - (3) The metering and water pumps ing, when steady, Is recorded.monte that apply to bilge monitors. of the teSt ri~ 5X~ started Slid the Oil (3) The monitor Is fed with an 80(b) Each bilge monitor must be de- content of the mixture Is iflClupMd “v p.p.m. mixture to which the Insolublesigned to meet the requirements of this UI the device required by 1162.050-29(c) partIculate contaminant described Insection and the requirements for a cargo (1) actuates. The oil content of the mix-’ TebIe 162.050-27(g) has been added tomonitor In 11 162.050-25 (b) throu gh ture causing actuation Is recorded. p~ ,y~de a concentr ation of 20 parts per(g) .and 162.050-25(i) of this sUbvert. 3 The oil content ci the mixture Ii million of particulate contaminant In(C) Each bilge monitor must have— then increased until the deviCe equired water. The oil content reading, when(1) A device that produces a warning by 1162.060-39(c) (2) actuates. The oil steady, Is recorded.signal, and a signal that can be used to content of the mixtUre causing actuation (h) Test No. IBM. (1) The bilge monl-actuate stop valves In a vessel’s fixed Is recorded.

piping system, when the oil content of (d) Test No. 2DM. Test No. in~~ ~ 
Is fed a 10 ppm, mixture until a

the mixture being measured exceeds 15 repeated using, In lieu of a ~~~~ ~~~ 
steady reading Is obtained and recorded.

p.p.m. ±5 P.P. m. oil In the mnfluent , a light distillate fuel (2) If the monitor has a positive dis-
(2) A device that produces a warning oil having a relative density of approxi- placement mixture pump, the mixture

signal, and a signal that can be used to mately 0.83 to 15° C. pressure is lowered to one half of the
actuate atop valves In a vessel’s fixed (e) Test No. 3DM. (1) The bilge mon- monitor’s maxbnum design pressure. If
piping system, when the oil content of itor Is fed with water, zeroed, and then the monitor has a centrifugal mixture
the mixture being measured exceeds fed with a 15 p.p.m. mixture until a pump or Is not equipped with a mixture
100 p.p.m. ±20 p.p.m.; and steady reading Is obta ined and recorded. pump, the mixture flow rate Is reduced

(3) A device that produces a warning The time of turnin g on the meter ing to one half of the monitor’s maximum
signal, and a signal that can be used to pump of the test rig and ‘~~ ~ design flow rate. Alter reduction of the
actuate stop valves In a vessel’s fixed ~~t.thin g the highest steady reading of pressure or flow rate, the oil content of
piping system, when malfunction, break- ou content are also ~~~rded. the mixture Is Increased until the device
down, or other failure of the bilge mon- (2) The metering pump is turned off required by * 162.050-29(c) (1) actuates.
itor occurs. and the time at which the highest steady The oil content causing actuation is

(d) Each bilge monitor must have a reading starts to decrease and the time recorded.
device that has a means to record con- of reading the lowest steady reading are (3) The bilge monitor is fed with an 80
tinuously the concentration of oil In recorded. The value ci the lowest steady p.p.m. mixture until a steady reading Is
p.p.m. that the monitor measures. The reading Is also recorded. obtained and recorded. The oil content
device must also have a means to record (3) The steps in paragraphs (1) and of te. mixture Is then increased until the
the date and time of the measurement. (2) of this section are repeated using a device required by ~ 162.050-29(c) (2)
The record must be durable enough to 100 p.p.m. mixture. actuatà. The oil content causing aetua-
be kept for three (3) years. If the device (f) Test No. 4DM. (1) The bilge moni- tion Is recorded .
has ‘more than one scale, it must have tor is fed with water, zeroed, and then (4) If the monitor has a positive dis-
a means to show on the record the scale fed with & mlxtur~ contaIning (10) per- placement mixture pump, the mixture
In use at the time of the reading. cent oil for one (1) minute. The follow- pra~ ure Is increased to twice the moni-
5 162.050-31 Bilge monitor : approval lug times occurring during this proc.- tor e ma.ztmum design pressure. If the

dure are recorded : monitor bss a centrifugal mixture pump
(1) Time of turning on the metering or If th. monitor Is not equipped with a(a) This section contaIns ~~Qul~~ pump of the test rig, mixture pump, the mixture flow rate Is

mont. that apply to bilge monItors. (ii) Time at which the bilge monitor In~rea.ed to twice the monitor’s maxi-
(b) Test condItions. (1) Each test first detects oil, mum design flow rate, After Increasing

must be conducted under the conditions (iii) Time of actuation 01 the ieeice the pressure or flow rate, the oil content
p rescribed In this section and under the required by I 162.050-29(c) (1). Ci the mixture Is Increased until the de.

(iv) ‘lime of actuation of th dev1ce~ vIse required by * 162.050—29(c) (1)conditions prescribed for cargo moni- required by I 163.Oso-29 to (2). actuates, The oil content ~~~ lng aetna-
tOn In S 162.060-ti (Is) (1) thIeeI gb (Is) (v) ‘lime of exceeding the htgI~~t oil lIon I. recorded.
(4) and 1162.060-27 (Is) (7) through (b) e oentr~uo~ U~~t ean be read on the (5) Tb~ steps described In paragraph
(10) . bIlge monitor. th) (3) 01 thIs section are r~~eated.
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U Test No. 7BM. (1) The steps monitor In 00 162.050-25 (b) through (g) actuates. The oil content of the mixture
described in paragraphs Cc) (2) and (c) and 162.050—25(1) of this subpart and the causing actuation Is recorded.
(3) of this section are repeated. ret~ufrements In thIs section. (f) Test No. 4A. (1) The steps de-

(2) The water and metering pumps (C) Each bilge alarm must have a de- scribed In paragraph (d) (1) of this see-
on the test rig are stopped for eight (8) vIce that produces a warning signal , and tion are repeated.
hours after which the steps described a signal that can be used to actuate stop (2) The s~~~piy voltage to the bilge
in paragraphs Cc) (2) and (c) (3) of this valves in a vessel’s flxed piping system, alarm Is raised to one hundred ten (110)
section are repeated. if— percent of its design supply Voltage. The

(j) Test No. SBM. (1~ The supply volt- (1) The oil content of the mixture be- oil content of the mixture Is then In-
age to the bilge monitor Is increased to ing measured by the bilge alarm exceeds creased until the alarm actuate s. The
one hundred and ten (110) percent of 15 p.p.m. ±5 p.p.m.; or oil content of the mixture causing ac-
its design supply voltage. The monitor Is (2) Malfunction , breakdown , or other tuation Is recorded.
then fed at 10 p.p.m. mixture for one failure of the bilge alarm occur s. (3) The supply volta ge to the alarm Is
U) hour. At one (1) hour the oil con- lowered to ninet y (90) per cent of it.s de-
tent reading Is recorded. § 162.050—35 Bilge alar m z approval sign supply voltage. me oil content of

(2 ) The oil content of U1~ mixture Is ‘ the mixture is then increased until the
Increased untIl the device required by (a) This section contains requirement s alarm actuates. The oil content of the
§ 162.050—29(c) (1) actuates . The oil con- that apply to bilge alarms. mixtu re causing actuation Is recorded.
tent causing actuation Is recorded . Cb) Test CondItions. (1) Each test (4) Upon completion of the steps de-

(3) The bilge monitor Is fed with an must be conducted under the condit ions scribed in paragraph (f) (3) of this eec-
80 p.p.rn. mixture for one (1) hour. At prescribed for carg o monitors In 0 162. - tion, the supply voltage to the alarm Is
one (1) hour the oil content reading is 050—27 (b) (1) throu gh (b) (5) and 5 162.- returned to its design value.
recorded. 050—27(b) (7) , (b) (8) , and (b) (10) of thIs (5) The steps described In paragraphs

(4 The oil content of the mixture Is subpart. (f) (2) , (f) (3) , and (f) (4) of this see-
increased until the device required by (2) Each test must be performed using tion are repeated varying each other
§ 162.050—29(c) (2) actuates. The oil con- a light distillate fuel oil having a relative power supply to the alarm In the man-
tent causing actuation Is recorded . density of approx Imately 0.83 at 15° C. ncr prescribed in those steps for supply

(5) The steps described in paragraph s Cc) Test .No. lit. The bilge alarm Is voltage.
(J) (1) through (j ) (4) of this section are calibrated dnd zeroed. The metering and (g) Test No. 5A. (1) The steps de-
repeated with the supply voltage to the water pumps of the test rig are started scribed in paragraph (d) (1) of this see-
bilge monitor lowered to ninety (90) per- and the oil content of the mixture Is in- tion are repeated.
cent of Its design voltage, creased until the alarm actuates. The oil (2) The bilge alarm Is fed ~~th a 5

(6) Upon completion of the steps de- content of the mixture causing actuation p.p.m. mixture for eigjit (8) hour s. After
scribed In paragraph (3) (5) of thIs eec- of the - alarm ~is recorded. The alarm Is eight (8) hours the oil content of the
tion, the supply voltage to the monitor then fed with water for fifteen (15) mIxture Is then Increased until the alarm
is returned to the design rating. minutes. actuates. The oil content of the mixture

(7) The steps described In paragraphs Cd) Test No. 2A. (1) The metering and causing actuation Is recorded.
(J ) (1) , (J> (2) , (j) (3) , and Ci) (4) of ,this water pumps of the test rig are started (h) Test No. 6A. (1) AU power to the
section are Tepeated varying each other and the oil content of the mixture Is in- bilge alarm is shut off for one (1) week.
power supply to the monitor In the man- crossed until the bilge alarm actuates. After one (1) week the alarm Is then
ncr prescribed In those steps for supply The oil content of the mixture causing started, zeroed, and calibrated.
voltage, actuation of the alarm 1~ recorded. (2) The steps described In paragraph

(k) Test No. 9DM. (1) The steps de- (2) If the alarm has a positive displace- (d) (1) of this section are repeated,
scribed In paragraphs Cc) (2) and Cc) (3) ment mixture pump, the mixture prea- Water Is then fed to the alarm for one
of this section are repeated, sure Is reduced to one-half (~~) of the (1) hour.

(2) An 80 p.p.m, mixture Is fed to the alarm ’s maximum desIgn pressure. If the (3) The steps described in par agrap h
bilge monitor for eight (8) hours. At alarm has a centrifugal mixture pump (h) (2) are repeated seven (7) additional
eight (8) hours the oil content reading or Is not equipped with a mixture pump, times.
Is recorded. the mixture flow rate is reduced tO one- § 162.050—37 Vibration test.(3) The steps described in paragraphs hall ( ‘/2) of the alarm’s maximum design
(c) (2) and (c) (3) of this section are re- flow rate. After reduction of pressure or (a) Equipment submitt ed for Coast

flow rate , the oil content In the mixture Guard approv al must first be tested un-
(4) The monitor Is fed with water un- ~ increased until the alarm actuates . The der the conditions prescribed In par e.-

U) a steady reading Is obtained and re- oil content of the mixture causIng actus- gra ph (b) of this section. The test must
corded. - tion of the alarm Is recorded, be performed at an Independent labors-

(1) Test No. 10DM. (1) All power to the (3) Ii the alarm has a positive dis- tory that has the equipm ent to stl ject
bilge monitor Is shut off for one Cl ) week. placement mixture pump, the influent the Item under test to the vibrat ing fre-
After one week the monitor is started, pressure is Increased to twice the alarm ’s quencles and amplitudes prescribed in
zeroed , and calibrated, maximum design pressure.. If the alarm parag raph (b) of this section. The test

(2) The monitor Is fed with an 81) has a centrifugal mixture pump or If the report submitte d with the application for
ppm, mixture for one U) hour. The oIl alarm is not equipp ed with a mixture Coast Guard approval must be prepared
conteh~ reading Is then recorded, pump, the influent flow rate Is Increased by the laboratory and must c ntath the

(3) The steps described in paragraphs to twice the alarm ’s maximum design test results.
(C) (2) and (c) (3) o~ this section are re- flow rate. After incre asing the pressure (b) Each bilge ala rm and n’~nItor and
pasted or flow rate , the oil content In the mix- each control of a separator m ust be sub-

(4 The monitor Is fed with water for tur e Is increased until the alarm actu- Je cted to continuous sinusoIdal vlbra -
one (1) hour. The oil content reading Is aLes. The oil content of the mixture caus- tion In each of the following directions
then recorded. Ing actuation Is recorded. for a 4 hour period in each direction :

(5) The steps described In paragraphs Ce) Test No. 34. (1) The steps de- (1) VertIcally up and down.
(1) (2) , ( 1) (3) , and (1) (4) of tale section sCrlbed In paragraph (d)-(l) of this see- (2) HorIzonta lly from side to side.
are repeated three (3) addItional times. Lion are repeated. (3) HorIzontally from end to end.
§ 162.050-33 BIl ge alarm : design 

(2) The metering and water pumps of The vibrating frequency must be 80Hz,
I fieation, the test rig are stopped for eIght (8) except that the vibrating frequency of

(a) ‘n~ls section contains require - hours. equipme nt that has a resonant frequency
between 2Hz and 80Hz must be the res-ments t~iat apcgy to wig. alarms. (3) The metering and water pumps are onant frequency. If the vibrating tre-(b) Each bilge alarm miat be designed started and the oIl content 01 the mix- quency I. between 2Hz and 13.2Hz , theto meet the requirements for a cargo ten Is increased until the bilge alarm displacem ent amplitude must be ±1 mm.
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If the vIbrating frequency Is between (4) Reference oil, which Is a sample are then extracted by shaking vigorously
13.2Hz and 80Hz. the accelere.tton am- of the oil used In the portion of the test for 2 minutes. The layers are allowed toplitude must be ±.lg. during which the sample Is collected, separate. The solvent layer Is then(5) Stock reference standard prepared drained through a funnel contaIning§ 162.050—39 Measurement of oil con by weighIng 0.30 g. of reference oil In a carbon tetrachloride moistened . flltertent . tared 100 ml., volumetric flask and dilut- paper into the voluqietrlc flask contaIn-(a ) Scope. This section describes the ing to 100 ml. volume with carbon tetra- ing the solvent layer of the sample.method and apparatus to be used In chloride. (7) The tips of the separatory funnel ,measur ing the oil content of a sample U) Prepara tion oJ calibrat ion stand - filter paper, and funnel are rinsed withtaken In approval testing of a separator. ards. A series of dilutions are prepare d small portions of carbon tetrachiorideLight oil fractions In the sample, with by pipetting volumes of stock reference and the rinsings are collected In the vol-the exception of volatile components lost standard into 100 ml. volumetric flasks umetric flask containing the solventduring extractions, are Included In each and diluting to volume with carbon tetra- layer of the sample. The ‘volume Is ad-measurement, chloride. A convenient series of volumes justecl with carbon tetrachloride up to(b) Summary of method . Each sample of the stoc k reference standard Is 5, 10. 100 ml. The flask Is then stoppered andIs acIdIfied to a low pH and extracted is, 20 . and 25 ml. The exact concentra- mIxed well.with two volumes of carbon tetrachlo- tions of the dilutIons In milligrams of oil (8) The water layer remaining In theF ride. The oil content of the sample Is per 100 millIliters of diluted stock refer- aepartory funnel is drained into a 1000determ ined by compar ison of the In- ence standard are calculated. The call- ml. graduated cylinder and the waterfrared sbsorbance of the sample extract bration standards are the dilutions , volume estImated to the nearest 5 ml.against the absorbance of known concen- (g) ExtractIon . ( 1 )  A reagent blank Is (h) Infrared spectroscopy. ( I )  Thetr ation s of a reference oil In carbon ta t- carried through each step described In Infrared spectro photomet.er Is preparedrachioride. this paragraph and paragraph (h) of according to manufacturer Instructions.(C) Apparatus. The following appara- thi s section . (2) A cell Is rinsed with two volumes -tue is used In each measurement : (2) If a sample was not acidI fied e.t of the solvent layer contained In the(I )  A separatory funnel of 1000 ml. time it was taken , 5 ml. of hydrochloric volumetr ic flask. The cell Is then corn -volume that has a Teflon stopcock. acid are added to the sample bottle. pletely filled with the solvent layer. A(2) An Infrared spectrophotometer. After mixing hydrochloric acid with the matched cell containing carbon t.etr a-(3) A cell of 5 mm. pathlength that has sample, the PH Is checked by touchln~ chloride is placed In the reference beam .sodium chloride or Infrared grade quartz pH-sensitIve paper to the bottle cap to (3) If a scanning spectro photoxneter iswith a minimum of 80 percent transmit- ensure that the pH Is 2 or lower. More used , the solvent layer In the cell and thestance at 2930 cur ’. (This cell should be acid Is added If necessary until the pH calibration standards are scann ed fromnsed if the oil content of the sample to be Is 2 or lower. 3200 cm 4 to 2700 cm -’. If a single beammeasured Is expected to have a cc:~cen- (3) The sample Is poured into a sep- or non-scanning spectrophotometer Istratlon of between 2 p.p.m. and 

~~ arato ry funnel and 5 g. of sodium chlo- used , the manufacturer ’s Instructions arep.p.m.). ride are added. followed and the absorb ance is measured- (4) A cell of pathlength longer than (4) FiftY (50) ml. of carbon tetra - at or near 2930cm ~~.6 mm. that has sodium chlor ide or In chloride are added to the sample bottle. (4) If the scan Is recorded on absor b-frared grade quartz with a minimum of The bottle is capped tightly and shaken ance paper , a straight baseline of the80 percent transmittance at 2930 Cfl5~’. thoroughly to rinse It s Inside. The con- type described In figure 162.050—39(h) Is(This cell should be used If the oil con- tents of the bottle are then transferred constructed. To obtain the net absorb-tent of the sample to be measured IS to the separatory funnel containing the ance, the absorbance of the baseline atexpected to have a concentrat ion of b~ sample and extracted by shaking vigor- 2930 cm Is subtracted from the absorb-tween 0.1 p.p.m. and 2 p.p.m. ) .  ously for 2 mInutes . The layers are al- ance of the maximum peak on the curve(5) Filter paper that Is medIum grade lowed t~ separate , at 2930 cur ’.arid 12.5 cm. In dIameter. (5) The solvent layer Is drained (5) If the scan Is recorded on trans-(6~ 100 ml. volumetric flasks, thro ugh a funnel containing carbon mittance paper , a straight baseline Is( d) Storage of sample. Unless a ~ tetrachloride moIstened filter paper Into constructed on the hydrocarbon bandpie Is to be measured on the day of col- a 100 ml. volumetric flask. plotted on the paper. The net absorbancelection, it Is preserved by the additIon (6) FIf ty (50) ml. of carbon tetra- Is:of 5 ml. of hydrochloric acid.
Ce) Reagents. The following reagents chloride are added to the sample bottle. log, percent T (baseline )

are used In each measurement: The bottle Is capped tIghtly and shaken ° percent T ( peak maximutn
(1) Hydrochloric acid prepared by thorou ghly to rinse Its Inside surface. (6) A plot Is prepared for net absorb-miTing equal amounts of concentrated The contents of the .bottle are then ance vs oil content of the calibrationhydrochloric acid and distilled water. transferred to the separtory funnel con- atazid ~~~ or of the percentages of stock(2) Reagent grade sodium chloride.
(3) Reagent grade carbon tetr achlo- tam ing the water layer of the samp le. reference standard conta ined In the

ride. The contents of the separatory tunnel calibration standards.

~EbSA 11011711, VOL 42, NO. I ~3—.MC~~~~~~4UP1E 2?, 1977
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P1OPOSED EULES 32697

F I~IIE 1$2 050 — 31(b) - SPECTRI1 ILLISTRATINC BASELiNE CONSTRICTION (7) It the net abeorbence of a sample
determined by the calibration plot ex-
ceeds 0.8 or the linear range of the

STRAIGHT BASELINB spectrophotometer, a dlluU~m of the -a - / solvent layer contained In the volu-I Ij  J I metric flask after completing the step de-

~~~~ 
scribed In paragraph (g) of the section
Is prepared by pipetting an appropriate
volume of the solvent layer Into a sec-
ond volumetric flask and diluting to vol-
ume with carbon tetrachloride. If the
net absorbance Is less than 0.1 when
determined in accordance with the pro-
cedures In this paragraph , It Is recal-

0.1 - . culated using a longer pathlength cell.
Ci ) Calculat ions. (1) The plot de-

~~~~~~~~~~ 

HYDROCARB 
scribed In paragraph (ii ) (6) ‘)f thIs sec-

BAND 
ON tion ~c used to determine the milligrams

of oil In each 100 ml. of solvent layer
conta ined in the volumetric flask after
completing the steps described In para-
gra ph (g) or paragraph (h) (7) of this

0,2 — - section.
(2) The oil content of the sample is

calculated using the following formula :
- 

. RXDX1 000oil c intent of sample

R~ mll1lgram of oil in 100 ml of solvent layer detenuiiied0.3 — — from plot.
D—l or , it the step described In psra~~eph (b)(7) of this

section Ia performed, the rstlo of the volume of the
25 volumetric flask deathbed In that peremsob to
the volume of solvent layer pipetted Into the 25
volumeVic flask.

V-T he volume of water In milliliters drained Into th.
graduated cylinder at the step described In pare.

0.4 — — (gXS) of this section.
(3) The results are reported to two

sIgnificant figures for oil contents below
100 mg/l and to three significant figures0.5 — — for oil contents above 100 mg/I.

Nova : The Coast Oussd has determined -

that this document doss not contain a major
• — proposal requiring preparation of an Eco-

nomic Impact Statement und&
Order 11111, as amended, and 0MB ulyculer -

U•I — — A—1O’r .

0.8 — — Dated : June 17, 1977.
0. W. Sum,

0.9 I • - Admira l, U.S. Coast Guard,
1,0 • I I I Commandant.

2930 (FR Doc.77—1808a Filed 6—24—TT;8:45 ami
3200 3000 2800 -

WAVENUMBER (~~~ 1)
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
MAILING ADDRESS :
U S COAST GUARD (G cMC/81)NITED STATES COAST GUARD 
~~~~ HINQT~~~~D C 50550
pHON E 202 426 1477

5991/2
3 July 1977
Serial 19—1- 77

Interested persons are invited to participate in this rule,making by
ajibmitting written comments to Commandant (G—CMC/81) U.S. Coast Guard
400 7th St. S.W. Washington , D.C. 20590 prior to 11 August 1977.

DEPARTMENT OF SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: gas ship requirements In 43 C?’R Sub-
TRANSPORTATION On October 4. 1976, the Coast Guard chaptecs D. F, I, and J .

coast Guard publIshed in the FEDERAL R~oisrn (41 FR Interested persons may obtain a copy
43822) a NotIce of Pro?osed Rulemaking of the “IMCO Code Pbr Existing Ships— (44 CFR Parts 31.34, 38.40. 54. Be. 154 1 entitled “Self-Pro pelled Vessels Carrying Carrying Liquefied Gases In Bulk” from

400~ ~~~~~ Bulk Liquefied Gases.” That Notice was th. following:
CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT cc u- based on the “IMCO Code for the Con- 1. N., York N~ut4csl InaUumeifl ana aervic.

ISVINB SELF.PROPELLED VESSELS struction and Equipment of Ships Carry- Co, 140 West Broadway, New York . New
- CARRYING BULK LIQUEFIED GASES Ing LIquefied Oases in Bulk .” Both the York 10015 . phone (212) 962-4522.

2. Southwest Instrument Co.. 235 West 7thDsv.Iopm.nt of 141w Standards Cq4e and the Notice were limited to at., San Pedro, CalIfornia 00731, phone
AGENCY: Coast Guard, ~~~ a. “new” ships. In October, 1976 , ULCO (213) 832-035S.

adopted the “IMCO Code for Existing 3 134CC 8ecretsrlst~ PubltcaUoøj Section,
ACTION: Advance notice of proposed Ships Carrying Liquefied 0as~s In Bulk.” 101-104 Ptccadifly. London W!V OAL
rnjemaktng. This latter Code contains standards for Rnglapd.

SUMMARY: The Coast Guard Is consid- Upgrading existing gas ships; - that Is, The purpose of this advance notice is
ering amending the regulations for ~~~ those gas ships not covered by the No- to learn as much as possible from the
Ming sell-propelled vessels that ~~~ 

tice of Proposed Rulemaking of Octo- public and Industry regarding the tel-
bulk liquefied gases by Including the ber 4, 1976, and the IMCO Code for lowing:
substsnttve reguirements of the ~XMC0 new gas ships. Some of these standards i. The estimated amount of new equip-
Code for Existing Ships carrying Uque-’ exceed current Coast Guard require- mont or material that would be required
fled Ossese In Bulk”, adopted In London Inents for gas ships. ExIsting vessels for existing gas ships .

— by the Inter-Oovernmental Maritime are required to meet certain of those 2. The current purchase price of the
~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~ 

standards 2 years after the effective equipment or mate rial.dat e of October 31, 1976, while other 3. The availability of the equipment orace d current standards COnt~e~1ied in mod ifications are required~ 6 years after ma~~ ia~,44 CPR Subchapters D, F, I. and ‘~~ 
‘
~~~~~~ the effective dat e. The Coast Guardadvance notice invites the PublIc tO ~~~~ plans to make any amendments to cur- 4. The length of time needed for the

tacipate in the rulemaking at an early rent gas ship regulatIoi~ effective on delivery of the equipment or material to
stage In the process. The adoption of the these saint dates, the vessel.
substantive requirements of the “IMCO The proposed rulemaking would ~~~~~ 

5. The length of time needed to In-Code for Existing Ships Carrying LIQUe- to a self.propelled vesse’ that has on stall the equip ment or mate rial .fled Oases in Bulk” would be beneficial be.~d a bulk liquefied gas as a cargo , S. The cost to Install the equipment oxIn that It would Increase the level of cargo residue or vaper and that—safety of existing gas ships. a, Is constructed under a buildIng con-
DATE: Comments must be received by tract awarded befor e November 1. 1976; SDL 105
August11, 1977. b. In the sbaence of a building con- A: acde f ghij klmnopqrsuv (1)tract, has the keel laid Or Is at similarADDRESS : Comments should hI sub’. stage of construction before January ~~, 

B: bce(3)gj(2)ohpq(1)mitted to the Commandant (O-~~~Cf 
~~~~~~~~ C: o(6)g(3)ghpq(1)$1) , U.S. Coast Guard, Washington, D.C. c. Is delivered before July 1, 1980; or20590. Comments will be available for

examination at the Marine Safety Coun- d. Has undergone a major conversion D: bdl (1)
cli G-CMC/ $1) , Room SliT , ~~~~~~~~~~ for which— E: ao(4)
mont of Transportation, Nassif Build- (1> The building contract Is aWarded F: k(25)b(5)cnip( 1)
Ing, 400 Seventh Street SW.. Washing- wore Novem~~ 1, ~~~~ LIST CG-10ton, D.C. 20590. (2) In the absence of a building con.

tract, conversion Is begun before January CC”26FOR INFORMATION CON- 1, 1977; or
~~ Canver~ o~ Is completed beforeCaptain Oeorge E. Orelner , MarIne ~uiy 1, 1940.

Safety Counc il (0-CMC~01) , Room Sill , Any proposed rules would be derivedDepartment of Transportation, 
~~~~~~~ from the requirements In the °IMCOBuIlding. 400 Seventh Street, SW., Code for Existing Ships Carrying Lique-Washington, D.C. 20590 (202 426-1477). fled Oases in Bulk” that exceed current

PIOftAL ICOISTIL VOL ‘2, NO. l2S.—?NUISOAv , JUWI 30, 7977
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PROP OSED RULE S

DRA?I’INO UIPORMATION: The prin-
cipal persons Involved In drafting this
document are: Lieutenant CoseseaI~~~Thomas ft. Dickey, Project Manager, Of-
fice of Merchant M wlne Safety, and M~.Stanley M. Colby, Project Attorney, 01-
flee of the Chief CounseL

This advance notice of proposed ruIn-
bh71~~~ iemied under to. following

Rs~uiatIoos ICr dang.roi C$Z50i ~~sUed us-
da, El. 4473 as amended (41 U.S.C. 330) —

except thou, for flammable and c ab% ~ tiCie
liquid. Imued under eec. aoi . as &~at 427, as
amended (40 U.S.C. SOle); the functices,
power,, and duties relating to the OD~~~Ouard under R$. 4472, as amended. %r~~~-
furred to the D.psrtmsnt under usc. S(b) (1),so Stat. 557 (40 U.S.C. 1566(5)41); 41 U.S.C.
310 d.legeisd to the Oceet O~~~d ~~der •CPU LOS (5) sad (I), (a)(4).

Dated : Jun. 14, 1277.
0. W. Sues,

Admiral. U.S. Coast Gamrd,
Cowar~aadai,2.

‘ IPU Doe.77—l$’r74 Piled 4-20—71:5:45 em)

PIDUAL RUOUSTU. VOL. 42, 
N3~~~~~~THUSSDAY, JUM 30, 1 977
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RULE S AND REGULA T IONS49016

ntis 46—ShippIng 74—44 , 42 FR 21190). The final require- In a second notice of proposed ruleinak-
meats will be published shortly. ing discussed later. The redrafted sectionCHAPTER I—COAST GUARD , The NTSB further recommended that should clarify these points.DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTA TION ~~~ e * the owner’s respor~sibill t1es for .Afl~(3 also forwarded to the Coast

1C01) 73-961 manning the vessel, for the equipment Guard the comments of the Interna-
SAFETY RULES FOR SELF .PROPELL ED on the vesset * *  (and) the method he tional Chamber of Shipping (ICS), a -

VESSELS CARRYING HAZARDOUS LIQUIDS should use to Indoctrinate the crew to gro up representing, among others , inter-
the vessel’s systems and to cargo ban- national tanker opera tors. ICS objectedAGENCY : Coast Guard, DOT. dling procedures” should be Included 111 prIncipally to the fact that the Coast

ACTION : Final rule. the ru lemak ing. Both the notice and final Guard proposed standards that exceeded
rule describe the owner’s responsibility the IMCO Chemical Code in some In- -SUMMARY: This amendment revises for the equipment on the vessel and the stances. ICS noted the Coast Guard ’ssaf ety regulations for all self-pro pelled standards the vessel must meet before participatio n in developing the IMCOvessels operat ing In U.S. navigable waters obtaining a permit endorsed for a par- Chemical Code and Its support of theand self-propelled U.S. vessels In other ticuiar car go. The owner ’s responsibilit y adoption of the Code by the IMCO Gen-waters while engaged in the carriage of for manxilng a vessel Is described In era l Assembly In October 1971. ICS feelscertain bulk dangerous liquid car goes. Coast Guard regulations located else- that the Coast Guard , by going In excessThe growing frequency of hazardous wh ere in TItle 46. Due to the many and of the Code ’s requ iremen ts in certain In-chemical shipments In bulk car go tanks varied types of tankshlp charterin g stances , Is renegin g on Its support of thehas Increased the crew’s exposure tO agreements employed today, the owner 15 IMCO Chemical Code. ICS also com-cargo hazards and the potential for their generally not the person most familiar mented on the fact that the time periodrelease due to acclclbnt. This rule will re with the systems and cargo handling ar- within which exIsting ships must corn-duce exposure of the crew and people rangements Installed on his vessel. The ply with the rule dl~ers from the time-near the vessel to these cargo hazards. ship’s officers are usually the most famil- table prescribed by the IMCO ChemicalThe requirements have been chosen to be lar with these aspects of the chemical Code. Several sections of the final rulepractical, and economically and tech- tanker and are lit a much better position have been modified to give the Coastnically feasible. The amendment adopts to indoctrinate the crew than the owner. Guard wider latitude In Its acceptance of(with some extensions) the recommen- Because the ship ’s officers are them- equivalent designs than the proposal per- -dat lons contained In the IMCO Code for selves responsible for the operation of mitted. One example Is the requirementthe Construction and Equipment of the chemical tanker under the new rule , that wheelhouse windows must be tightShips Carrying Dangerous Chemicals they will pr ovide the crew with the in’S when tested with a firehose rather thanIn Bulk (Resolution A.212(VII ) ~~ struct ion necessar y to assure the safe dogged and gasketed.amended), transfer of car go. To facilitate safe car go Since adoption of the Chemical CodeEFFECTIVE DATE : December 27 , 1977. transfer , an additional requirement has the Coast Guard lies recommended nu-been incorporated Into the operations merous changes to IMCO. Many of theseFOR FURTHER INFORMATION CON- sections of the final rule. It requires the have been approved as amendments toTACT: person In char ge of cargo transfer on the the Code and will most likely be adoptedCaptain George K. Grelner , Marine tankshlp to confer with his counterpart shortly. However, IMCO Intends to -Safety Counc il (O-CMC/8 1) , Room ashore before commencin g cargo trans- amend the Chemical Code only once8117, Department of Trans portation , fer operati ons, every two year s. Consider ing the timeNasslf Building, 400 Seventh Street , The NTSB also recommended that necessar y to put such amendments intoSW,, Washington, D.C. 20590 (202- each tankshlp should be required to have eff ect , a vessel might be operating In U.S.426—1477) . an operating manual which describes lii waters for four or more year s using tech-

SUPPLEMENTARY INFO RMATION : detail the procedures Involved In operat- niques and equipment the Coast Guard
On June 24, 1976 , the Coast Guard pub - Ing the liquid transfer systems. The feels are possibly unsafe. The laws under
lished a proposed rule (41 FR 26126) to Coast Guard agrees that some specific which the Coast Guard Is Issuing this
revise the regulations governing self-pro- information on car go transfer opera tions 

~~~ require that a~ll vessels In U.S. navi-
pelled vessels carr ying certain bulk dan- may be helpful to the person In char ge of gable waters operating under the rule
gerous liquid cargoes. tnterested persons cargo transfer. The operating sections meet essentially the same standards. For
were given until AUgust 20. 1976 to sub- have been amended to require a piping these reasons, the rule contains stand-
mit comments. A public hear ing was held diagram that shows the car go piping, ard s that In some cases exceed those ofIn Washington , D.C., on August 3, 1976. valves , pumps and any other Important the ThICO Chemical Code , even thoughcomponents of the cargo containment the Coast Guard has attempted to keepDRAPTING INF OSMATI ON system. A detailed operations manual , as such instances to a minimum.The principal program person and law- suggested , that describes every possible
yer Involved In the drafting of this rule- valving and piping arran gement woul ’ Section 153.7(c) of the proposal con-
making are Mr. RObeRt M. ~~~~~~~~~~ 

be extremely complex and awkward to talned a series of dates and section num-
Project Manager, Office of Merchant Ma- use on most vessels. However , the Coast bers describin g the schedule an existing
rine Safety and Mr. Michael N. Mervin, Guard has proposed requirements for a ship would be allowed to follow If it were

modified to operate under the new part.Project Attorney Office of Chief coun- reasonably detailed operations manual This schedule would have extended overeel In part 35 (see 42 FR 23517) . These re-
quirements will apply to vessels cert lfi- a period of approximately five years, so

that a ship would have met virtuall y allDrscussrow OS’ MAJOC COMM ENTS cated under part 153. the requirements In the pr oposal byOENE RAL coxuzsvs Finally, the NTSB recommended that sometime In 1982. A number of peoplethe Coast Guard limit the hour s of dut y commented on ) 153.7(c) , mostly on howThe Coast Guard received seven corn - for the people involved in car go transfer quIckl y a ship would have to meet a par-meat s of a general nature. The National operations. This recommendation falls -ticular sectIon or whether it would haveTransportation Safety Board (NTSB) outside the scope of the material pro- 
~~ meet a section at all .noted that “ e a sIgnIficant risk will seated In the notice of propos ed rule-exist untIl the qualification procedures making but will be considered for Inclu- However, several comments noted that(for the person in char ge of cargo trans- slon In the appropriate section of the the Coast Guard was, as a practical mat-fer operations ) are adopted . ” As noted regulations. ter, changing the effec tive dates of theIn the preamble ~f the proposed rule, the ThfCO Clielnlcal Code. These peopleCoast Guard published a Notice of Pro- CEOTIREMENT5 roe EXI STING VESSELS argued that the proposed rules would al-posed Rulemaking describing the q~~~- The American Institute of Merch ant low ships not following the Code to con-ficat lons a person must have before being Shipping (AIMS) requested clarification tinue to operate without’ modificationdesignated the person In charge of cargo of several points In I 153.7 of the pro- until 1982, whereas those ship. whichtransfer onboard a chemical tankihlip posal dealing with existing vessels. The were oon~ 1ythg with the Code would(See “Tankerman Requirement s,’; COD Coast Guard has redrafted this section have to be modified by April 12, 1978.
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This would give an unfa ir advantage to datlons. The same comment noted that ter , chief mate , or whichever o~~cer Is in
ships not meeting the Code. Cemmenta the IMCO Chemical Code was developed charge of the vessel at any particular
also pointed out that the Code was pub- lsng before th~ rule was published and time. To clarify whom we are talking
lished In 1971 so that the mar ine chesni- for that reason It would appear “e S about, and to ensure that the master of
cal shipping industr y has had ample no- that foreign experience should be far the tankshlp Is responsible for seeing
tice of the Code’s timetable for upgrad- ahead of the U.S. flag experience.” As that the operational responsibi lities Un-
ing. previously noted in the preamble of the der his superv ision are followed , the term

The Coast Guard rev iewed the design proposal, the Chemical Trans portation has been chan ged to “master ”. To enable
of existing chemical ships under U.S. flag Industry Advisory Committee (CTIAC ) the master to delegate his authority to
and those foreign ships operating in U.S. In cooperation with the Coast Guard be- another responsible person If he wishes ,
waters when It asseased the economic gan developing the pro posed regulations the phrase “ the master shall ensure
Impact of the original proposal. The in August , 1968, and completed their rec- that” is used throughout the rule.
Coast Guard determined that most U.S. onunendat lons at about the same time
flag and many foreign flag ships car ry- the IMCO Chemical Code was adopted C MMENTS ON SPECIF IC SECT IONS

Ing hazardous chemicals either already in 1971. In the administration of the Let- Changes to existing parts. Some of the
comp’y with or are close to complying ter of Compliance program , the Coast revisions in sections of other regulatIons
with the requirements In part 153. The Guard has had about the same amount Included In the proposal to conform with
Coast Guard’ s estimate of the cost of of experience using the requirements In part 153 were modified to accommodate
the orIgInal propo sal , Including existing this rule as It has had using the re- a revIsed 46 CFR part 154 that will deal
and new, foreign and U.S. flag shIps qulrement .s in the IMCO Chemical Code. with liquefied gases.
showed that the cost per year for the As Is the case with many codes and , Although the proposal Included
first flvø years (durin g the period exist- t’ecomrnen datlons, the IMCO Chemical chan ges to 46 CFR part 2 dealIng with
lag tankers were being converted ) would Code is not suMclent ly detailed In many the Hazardous Materials Incid ent Re-
be roughly $3~OO0,0OO. If the total cost instances to be used as a regulation , Port . the Coast Guard decided to cancel
were compressed Into one year , It would Moreover , the Code’s provisions , being this rep ort altogether (42 FR 41636) .
amount to about $15,000,000, Ignoring written In the form of recommendat ions , Section 153.2 Definitions. The defini-
any Inflationa ry increase since the orlgi- are not suitable as regulations. For these tions contain five new terms : “acconuno-
nal evaluation In the spring of 1976 and reasons the Coast Guard Is required to datlon spaces,” “Commandant ,” “dedl-
disregarding costs from lost operating publish a rule Incorporat ing the Chem i- ca ted ballast tank ,” “master,” and “serv-
time and shipyard scheduling problems. cal Code rather than to publish the 1 e spaces.” Several of the definitions are

Aftel’ considering the various objec- Chemical Code as the rule Itself, the same as proposed In the rules for
tions to the time schedu1~ in the original - The Maritime Admini stration recom- liquefied gases (41 FR 43822) , and each
proposal and the costs involved In meet- mended that the Coast Guard consider of the definitions should help clarify the
lag the schedule for conversIon pro- Incor porating within this rule part of the rule.
acr ibed by the Chemical Code, the Coast requirements from 33 CFR Subchapt~ Two comments were received regard-
Guard determined that the schedule In 0 that apply to oil pollution prevent lo~ . big the defi nition of “Independent
the proposal should be modified to coin- The laws authoriz ing the Coast Guaid tan ks”. One comment suggested that
d d e with that In the Chemical Code. to publis h this rule are clear In requiring rather than defining Integral and lade-
However , since this change represented that pollution and safety rules be dis- pendent tanks, the rule should distin-
a significant departur e from the original tlnguished. The Coast Guard will de- guish only between tanks separated from
proposal, the Coast Guard Issued a sec- velop rules covering chemical pollution the sea by an interven ing space and
ond Notice of Proposed Rulemakin g on but must wait for the Environmental those that allow the car go to contact the
effective dates for existin g ships (see 42 ProtectIon Agency to Ident ify “hazard- vessel’s side shell or bottom plat Ing. An
FR 23518). otis substances” in accordance with the mdependent tank Is one that has special

The Coast Guard received two corn- Federal Water Pollution Control Act or SUPP0I’tS tha t pr event It from being -

ments on the proposal to change the ef- until ratification and coming Into force stressed by the loads on the tankship it-
fective dates for existing ships. One corn- of the 1973 Marine Pollution Convention, self. An independent tank is not only
ment, received after the closing date for The Maritime Administration also separated from the sea but Is also not as
comments, did not address the subject recommended that the Coast Guard likely to leak as an Inte gral tank , regard -
of the notice but rather differences be- specify a minimum Intensity of deck less of whether the Integral tank is sur-
tween the location of deckhouse open- lighting in the cargo transfer area as is rounded by void spaces. The Coast
lags on chemical tankers, liquifled gas now specified In 33 CFR 155.790. The Guard requires Independent tanks In in-
tankers, and petroleum tankers. The Coast Guard Is now in the process of de- stances where cargo leakage would pose
Coast Guard recognizes these differences veloplng regulatIons that will prescribe an unusually hazardous condition or -

and has brought the apparen t anomal y requirements for waterfront facilities where some property of the cargo would
to IMCO’s attention. Work at IMCO is handling bulk liquid chemicals . Mini- make an integral tank Impr actical , For
currently underway to harmonize the mum lightin g standards for the cargo example , motor fuel antiknock corn-
various Codes as much as possible, and transfer area will be Included in these POund , If leaked from a tank, would be
the subject of deckhouse openings will regulation s, extremely difficult to clean out of a void -

be Included. The American Bureau of Shipping space or wing tan k separating the tank
The second comment concerned an (ASS) noted that the proposal would from the sea. Therefore, the Coast Guard

older foreign flag vessel that was to be apply to cargoes carr ied In the deep requires an Inde pendent tank to reduce
phased out of operation In the near fu- tanks of chemical tankers and vessels thechance of cargo leaks.
ture. According to the comment the other than chemical tankers. ABS felt Another comment asked whether a
change In effective dates might force that such a requirement on deep tanks tank whose foundation was welded to
this vessel out of operation sooner than Is premature. The Coast Guard and the hull or which had one bulkhead
expected . However , the comment dId not IMCO are studying the question of deep for med from one of the shlp~s transverse
describe In what ways the vessel would tanks and expect to develop standards bulkheads would be considered inde-
fail to meet the new rule , nor how close for these eventually. Because the volume pendent . The Coast Guard does not- con-
the vessel was to meeting any standards of car goes carried In deep tanks is quite slder such tanks to be independent be-
it failed to meet. The Coast Guard be- small at present and because many of cause In both cases the tan ks would be
Ileves any realistic problems can be re- the cargoes listed In the pr oposal would forming part of the vessel’s hull and
solved under I 153.7(c) (6) . Therefore , be difficult to carry safely In deep tanks, would be subject to the same stre sses as
the chan ge In effective dates for existin g the Coast Guard will cantlnue to evalu- the vessel’s hull . The definitions of In-
ships Is Incorporated In this rule, ate these situations on a case by case tegra l and independent tank s have been

One comment suggested that the Coast basis. reworded to clarify the difference be-
Guard adopt the IMCO Code verbatim Several people commented that the twecll the two.
rather than publishing a separate regu- term “senior deck officer ” does not refer One person recommended that a def-
lation containing the IMCO recommen- to a specific person but may be the mas- Initlon for “designated ballast space ” be
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49018 RULES AND REGULATIONS

added to the rule. This phrase Is not 154, it described the limits it places on so long as it is not located within a cargo
used In the proposed rule; however , the permeability assumptions when assessing containment system.
phrase “dedicated ballast tank” Is used. a vessel’s stability after flooding In Section 153.214 Personnel emergency
A dedicated ballast tank is a tank within grea ter deta il than It did In the proposal and safety equipment. Two comments
the vessel used only for clean ballast. for this part. To aid ship designers In pointed out that. the protective clothing
The Coast Guard has added this defini- understanding the Coast Guard’s vessel described In proposed section 153.2 14(b)
tlon to the final rule, stability requirements , the more detailed was too specific and would not insu re -

SectIon 153.7 Existing tanks hi ps. The description of permeability assumptions adequate personnel pr otectIon from
Marit ime Adminisiratlon recommended set out In the proposal for liquefied gas many corrosive or toxic cargoes. This
that section 153.294(a) oL the proposed tankers Is Included in I 153.30. Sections section has been modified to broaden the
rule, requiring piping systems to be 153.31 and 153.34 also have been made description of the protective clothing
marked with the name of the tank they more deta iled for the same reason , while at the same time requiring It to be
serve, be made effective Immediately Section 153.32 Damage. One corn- made of chemically resistant materials.
since It is not a difficult requirement to ment suggested that proposed section Other comments suggested changes to
meet and Is useful from a safety stand- 153.32 (a) (1) (II ) should allow a collision 1 153.527 as well as this section to require
point The Coast Guard agrees with thIs penetration to be calculated from the that the respiratory equipment and first
suggestion and has made section 153.294 highest deck level rather than at the aid kits be approved by the MIning En-
effectIve Immediately for existing yes- assigned loadilne so that the protection Zoreement and Safety Administration
sels by adding It to section 153.7(c) (1) . provIded by the flare found at the yes- and the National Institute for Occupa -

Another comment noted that proposed sel’s bow could be utIlized. The same tional Safety and Health, or similar
section 153.7(c) (5) Incorrectly Implied comment stated, with no explanation , foreign organization. This suggestion has
that a type I containment system on an that theoretical bottom damage should been adopted. The respiratory equipment
existing vessel could have a bottom shell be based on the vessel’s depth rather has also been described In greater detail
clearance less than type U containment than It’s beam. In both cases, the pene- to exclude a type that can be hazardous -

on the same vessel. This section has tration measurments used were taken if used incorrectly ; the respiration -

been changed so that existing type I and from correlations derived from accident equipment now must be “. , . a portable
II containment systems must both be at statistics. They are convenient reference oxygen Inhalation and bog valve mask
least 76 cm from the bottom shell of the points from which to describe the pene- manual resuscitator.”
vessel trations found In IMCO’s analysis of ac- One comment suggested that the

One comment recommended that pro- cident data, rather than being theoreti- safety equipment lockers required by
posed sections 153.202 and 153.258 not be cal deductions. If the Coast Guard had proposed 153.2 14(c) should be located in
required of existing tankships. These not adopted these recommendations, a protected area. While moving these
sectIons s$t forth location requirements U.S. flag ships would not meet the ~~~~~~ 

lockers into protected areas may make
for doors, airports and the separation mum requirements of the IMCO Code. them less subject to damage, the lockers
distances of cargo tanks from machjn- Section 153.200 Portlights, wh eel- would also be less available in an emer-
cry, service and other spaces. In response, house windows, and wheelhouse doors . gency. The lockers themselves should
the Coast Guard has deleted the 76 cm The proposed requirements for locating sufficiently protect the safety equipment
separation distance contained in pro- openings in superstructure, section and this requirement has not been
posed sectIon 153.258. ThIs section has 153.200, came from the Chemical Code. changed. Another comment noted that
been reassigned to sectIon 153.233 In the This section of the final rule was re- proposed section 153.214(1) did not re-
final rule. It now contains the same Pro- worded to clarify the requirements and quire the shower and eye wash fountain
visions as set forth In the TMCO Chemi- match-the wording of the Chemical Code ~ operate at any ambient temperature.
cal Code. Existing vessels should have more closely. This suggestion has been Incorporated

in section 153.216 of the final rule.little difficulty meeting the requirements
of this sectiory since segregation has Section 153.202 Location ol deck- Section 153.217 Access to void spaces.
been a tsnksh lp design requirement for house doors and airports. One comment A section 153.217 is added that requires
many years. Furthermore, existing yes- argues that this section and the corre- access openings to void spaces adjacent
sels certificated under the IMCO Chemi- sponding section of the IMCO Chemical to cargo tanks to be the same minimum -

cal Code will also have to meet this Code should .be written differentl y. The size as openings to cargo tanks. These
same requirement by April 1978. comment maintains that the purpose of void spaces may easily have cargo vapors

Section 153.9 Fore ign f la g vessel en- this rule Is to keep op~nlngs into the within them so that a man wearing self -
dorsemen t application . ThIs section, tIe- deckhouse clear of the cargo space re- contained breathing equipment should
scribin g measures a foreign vessel must gardless of the location of the accom- be able to get In them.
take to get a Letter of Compliance, now modatlons house front and that , for this Section 153.23(1 Type I system. One
Includes two certificates under- the reason, the measurements should be person commented that this section ap-
Safety of Life at Sea Convention. These made from the after transverse bulkhead peared contradictory In that a type I
certificates are necessary to show the of the cargo space . The purpose of this cargo containment system would have to
vessel meets the Coast Guard’s tanker requirement is to reduce the possibilIty be located 76cm In from the vessel’s shell
requirements under subchapter I). of toxic and flammable vapors being while also having to be Inboard a distance
The proposed rule may have Implied trapp ed in accommodation spaces of B/S at the assigned loadline. However ,

that submitting an IMCO Certifi cate was bounding the deckhouse front. Vapors depending on the curvature of the hull
optional. The wording of sectIon 153.9 that are swept against the house front at the tank location, a straight-sided
has been changed t~ make It clear that would be free to enter open . portllghts tank located a distance of B/S inboard at
the owner of a vessel registered In a and doors if It were not for this design the loadline might be only 76 cm from
country that Issues IMCO Certific ates re iuirement. Taking measurements from the hull where the hull turns Inward near
must submit a copy of the XMCO certiri - the end of the cargo containment system, the turn of the bilge. This section Is not,
cate In order to receive a Letter of Corn .- as suggested, would have no effect on contradictory and has not been changed .
pliance. minImizing this particular hazard. SectIon 153.235 Exceptions to car go

Section 153.12 IMCO Certificates, A SectIon 153.208 Ballast equipment, piping location restrictions. One corn-
new section 153.12 Is added to explain One comment said that proposed section ment stated that ‘the exceptions con-under what conditions the Coast Guard 153.208(b) (2) was tOO restrictive In re- tam ed In this section could result in plac-
Issues an IMco Certificate to a ~~ 

quiring that a non-return valve be 10- lug the cargo piping In a poor location.
tan kship. The IMCO Cert ificate shows cated at the point where the ballast 

~~ This allowance Is also Included in the
that the U.S. flag tankship meets the lIne enters the ballast tank. We U~~ IMCO Chemical Code, and permits cargo
recommendations of the IMCO Chemi- This section has been modified to allow piping to be located closer to the vessel ’scal Code. either a stop value and a check valve or a shell than a cargo tank, provided that

Section 153.30 Permeabi lIty 0/spaces , stop-check valve to be used and to allow the piping Is designed In such a way that
When the ~~~~ ~~j i~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~ this valving arrangement to be located no cargo release will result In the event of
rules for liquefied gas tankers In part anywhere In the cargo containment area a collision. This piping location would not
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 49019

present a hamzd and may offer some of the proposal was Inappropriate and Section 153.406 ContaInment sys tems
flexibility to th. designer. The section has conflicted wIth other parts of the same requiring restricted gauges. One corn-
been modified allghtiy to more clearly re- section. Reference to this standard has merit recommended that the restricted
fleet Its purpose, been dropped from the final rule. Ode gauge maximum diameter should be In-

Section 153.236 ProhIbited moj e,jais. comment objected to the requirements creased because 5 cm would be too small
In volume 42 number 28 of the FEDERAL for guard railIngs on ladders and p1st- to allow accurate gauging of cargo tanks
REGI.sTu dated Pebruar7 10, 197’? ~n x~age forms. The same comment also found of 30 to 40 feet In depth , The maximum
8377 the Coast Guard published a final the ladder Inclination requirement “dIe- diameter has been Increased to 20 cm,
rule modifying the restrictions In 46 cpa cufl and costly.” The Coast Guard finds which has been found to be sumclent to
151 on the use of certain materials In It somewhat dIfficult to belIeve that a allow gauging of a tank that 1840 or more
containment systems on barges carrying requirement for guard railings and urn -  feet deep.
caustic soda and caustic potash. In the Itatlofis on the Inclination of ladders Section 153.407 Spec ial requirements
preamble, the Coast Guard noted that would have s significant financial Impact f o r  sounding tube gauges. In response to
‘~there are some data that show that cop.’ on a shIp costing 40 to 50 mIllion dollars. several comments, this section has been
per alloys with a high zinc content are ~~cept where mentioned, this sectIon has expanded to describe the requ.~rementsattacked by caustic.” The Coast Guard not been changed , for sounding tube gauges In more detail.
restricted the use of allo~’s containing Section 153.361 Arrangements for re- SoUfldIng tubes wIll now be required to
more than 10 percent zinc by weight at tnoval oj’ valves f rom omting ~~~~~ extend to within one meter of the tank
that time. This section has been modified having multip le rel ief valves. Included bottom. This requirement will minimize
to adopt this restriction. In the final rule is this new section that the amount of vapor escaping through

Section 153258 Tank separation, allOws the use of vent systems with mul- the tube during tank loading operations.
This section was moved to section tlple relief valves which can be removed Section 153.408 Tank overfill con-
153.233. The entire section was r irasted for servicing without taking the cargo trols. One comment recommended that
In an attempt to clarify some of the tank out of service. a 30-second maximum closure time for
ambiguities described In several corn- Section 153.404 ContaInment ~~ 

quick-closing valves be allowed alter the
ments. One comment said many existing tems requiring closed gauges. Several cargo tank has reached the 98 percent

level. The intent of this requirement Is tosmall tankshlpe will not meet the pro- sections describIng requirements for assure that the shutdown valve Is com-posed requirement, SectIon 153.233, as car go gaug~ig systems were reorganized pletely closed by the time the tank levelwrttten’in the final rule, Is a standard for clarity. The requirement for a high
that U.S. tankships have been required level alarm system, originally descr ibed reaches 98 percent. Therefore, It Is not
to meet for many years and Is also an In section 153.404 of the proposal, has necessary to specIfy a maximum closure
IMCO requIrement. The Coast Guard will been separated from the oth er require time. The final rule was reworded slightly
not exempt existing vessels from this re- snents for closed gauging systems and re to clarify this point.
quirement. desIgnated section 153.409. Section 153.432 Cooling systems. One

person commented that this sectionSection 153.280 Cargo trans/er vale- One comment recommended that the should also describe the size of the back-ing. In r~~ os~ e to several questions re- Coast Guard review Its proposal tO 
~e- up units and how readily they must becalved regarding the group of sectIons qufre vapor return connectIons on cargo placed In operation. Paragraph (b) hasentitled “Cargo Handling Equipment” In tanks endorsed for cargoes having the been rewritten to Insure that the standbythe proposal, this ares baa been reorga- greatest vapor hazards. This recommeri- refrIgeration equipment is Installed andnized for clarificat ion, Th1~ particular datlon Is based on the belief that a rium- ready for Immediate use. Paragraph (C)

sectIon baa been redesignated as section her of these cargoes are now being ti~~~ was also added; It requires a piping dia-153.283 and slightly modified to require ferred without using vapor return and gram for the refrigeration system andthat a valve be located within each tank without creating any “ S S pro blems Instructions on changing over to thea car go line serves, whatsoever.” The Coast Guard’s purpose standby unit.
Section 153.294 Marking of piping In proposing this requirement was tO Section 153.438 Cargo temperature

systems. One comment asked whether minimize the amount of hazardous vapor alarms requIred. One comment argued
the cargo ‘piping system should not be discharged during cargo loading. Since that the cargo high temperature alarm
marked at more than one location. ~~~~~~~ many of these vapors pose chronic tox . should not be required to be located on
section I~ modified to require that the IcIty hazards that may take effect Only the bridge but only to be audible and
cargo piping system be marked at each after long periods of time, their dangers visible from the bridge. The Coast Guard
hose connection and at each valve and may not be Immediately obvIous to per- has not modified this section because In
blind flange In the pIpIng system. This sons conductin g cargo transfer opera- many circumstances, such as when the
modification should aid In preventing tions. It Is for this reason that the COast vessel Is underway, z. person on the
mistakes in tank loading. Guard Is retaining these requirements brIdge of the vessel might not be able to

Section 153.291 Emergency shut dO~~ 
as proposed. hear the cargo high temperature alarm

stations. One comment recommended The same person suggested that the or see It If It were located only on the
that this section be modified to require high level alarm and the tank overfill deck of the vessel. It is Important that
an emergency shutdown station at the control system should be actuated at the the alarm be Immediately recognised and
point where cargo transfer Is controlled. same level. He recommended that 98 per- corrective action s be taken.
The Coast Oul.rd agrees with uuiz rec- cent of the tank ’s capacity be used in SectIon 153.440 Cargo temperature
ommendat lon and has made the chan ge, each case but offered no reason for this sensors required . One comment recom-
Another comment recommended that the comment. The high level alarm IS P1’0” mended that section 153.440 be rewritten
power shutdown control In the engine ‘tided to alert personnel filling cargo to allow a thermometer well on the tank
room be acceptable as one of the required tanks than an Immediate corrective ac- rather than having a remote sensing
emergency shutdowns. Since such a con- tion Is necessar y . The one percent set thermometer located at the point from
trol would be nowhere near the point of point difference , as provided in these which cargo transfer Is controlled . The
cargo transfer and would be awkward sections, will give the operator sufficient comment pointed out that remote read -
to get to In an emergency, the Coast time to take corrective action before the lug temperature Indicators are unreliab le
Guard will not accept this as one of the loadin g operatIon Is ailtomatically tar- and that the requirement as applied to
shutdown stations. This section of the minated . Both the high level alarm and elevated temperature cargoes affec ts only
final rule contains an additional require- the overfill control system are provided the quality of a cargo anti not the safety
ment: emer gency actuators must not In- as safety devices in the event of person- of the vessel or crew. Overheating of
teract with one another In a way that nd error or a failure of the required tank cargo can often create safety problems as
could prevent operation of the other gaugIng system. Routine and frequent well as affecting cargo quality. Furth~i -
emergency systems. use of these backup devices Is undesirable more , heating a carg o beyond the tern-

Section 153.330 Access. One-commen t from both an operational and safety peratum for which a tank Is designed can
stated that the ANSI standard for In- standpoint. For these reasons the Coast cause a tank to crack and leak or can
dustrlal stairs referred to In thI s section Guard did not change the proposed rule. raise stresses In main structural mom- -
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bars within the vessel beyond the values tween cargo tank vent discharges and One comment remaited that the Coast
they were designed to accommodate. This Ignition sources. This section has been Guard’s proposal to require about 14
problem has appeared to be involved In revised to apply only to those cargoes re- klloPascal (kPa) gauge pressure of inert
some past accidents with sulfur carriers. quiring PV venting, a provision con- gas within a tank Is excessive. He aug-
For these reasons the Coast Guard has talned In the ThECO Chemical Code. gested that a pressure of about 1.75 kPa
retained the requIrement, though modi- Section 153.465 Flammable vapor would be sufficient, would cut down on
fyldg it. slightly to require only two detector. In keeping with the IMCO inert gas use, and would decrease the
rather than three remote reading tern- Code, this section was modifleti to per- amount of cargo vapor vented. The Coast
perature sensors on each tank. mit one of the two required flammable Guard agrees that the Inertlng pressure

Section 153.460 Fire protection sys - vapor detectors -to be the permanently of 14 kPa Is excessive and has modified
tems. A number of people commented on installed type. this requlremeitt to make the minimum
the fire protection requirements de- Section 153.466 ElectrIcal equipmen5. Inert gas pressure in the tank equal to
scribed In section 153.460. These corn- This new section was added to ensure the minlmu~n pressure at which a tank
ments can be summarized as follows: that all electrical equipment meets the reUef valve may begin to open, that Is,

a. The section on fire protection sys- provisions of Subchapter J of Title 46. 3.5 kPa,
tems refers to part 34 of title 46. Part 34 Section 153.467 VentilatIon systems The Maritime Administration sug-
contains no standards for dry chemical for flammable car~ioes. Th1~ new section gested that In order to specify the volu- -

fire protection systems. requires non-sparking ventilation equip - metric flow capacity of the inert gas sYs-
b. Water spray systems are Ineffective ment for all flammable cargoes. ThIs was tern accurately, the pressure at which the

in controlling a fire and the require- added because the Coast Guard actually volumetric flow capaclty,must be com-
ment should be changed to foam spray reviews ventilation equipment on tankers puted should be specified. The Coast
systems, carr ying any flammabl e car go to see that Guard agrees and has modified section

C. Dry chemical systems are ineffective the equipment Is non-sparking. To men- 153.500(d) to specify that when calculat-
in controlling flash back and reign ition. tion the requirement only under alkylene lug the system’s flow, the gas be at 46°C

d. A category of fire protection systems oxides as was done In the proposal would and 3.5 kPa pressure.
requiring AFFP fire fighting agent have been misleading, Section 153.520 Spe cIa l requirements
should be created. Section 153.500 Inert gas systems. .1 or carbon disulf ide. Pa ragraph (d) of

e. Dry chemical agents are ineffective One comment objected that the proposal the carbon disulfide requirements was
In controlling cargo vapor , requ ired that lsopr opylaanlne, toluene modified slightly to specify a type 304

f. The regulations ‘~iouid allow a dry dllsocyanate. and vinylidene chloride be or 316 stainless steel on the py valves
chemical system to be substituted for inerted when carried. Toluene dilsocya- instead of the unspecified type In the
any other fire protectio n system sped - nate is carried with an inerted, pressur- proposal.
fled. Dry chemical systems may not be Ized vapor space to prevent water vapor Section 153.525 Special requirements
effective with many of the cargoes. mis from entering the tank. The Coast Guard f or unusually toxic cargoes. Two corn-
pr ovision should be changed to require had intended to include for toluene ments suggested changes to the require-
only approved type fire prote ction diisocyanate the requirement that the ments for toxic cargoes contained in this
systems. inert gas system supply inert gas with proposed rule. One comment recom-

The objections to dry chemica l systems no more than 100 parts per million water. mended that section 153.525(d) be
are generally correct. The proposal This requl,~ernent was contained In see- changed to read, “be arranged so as not
would have allowed substitution of dry tion 153.501 , and was omitted In table- to contaminate other systems via sup-
chemical for a type A or B system, (and 1 of the proposal. Toluene dilsocyanate ply and return of heating source”. The
mistakenly fo~ a type C system ) decomposes when mixed with water anti proposed rule would require an inde-
apparently at the choice of the designer. releases carbon dioxide. If much water pendent heating system or a heating sys-
Because of the many considerations in- vai~or, such as might come through an tem totally external to the cargo con-
volved in substituting dry chemical for Inert gas system supplying scrubbed tainment system. The IMCG Code Is
other systems, and since standards for stack gas, mixed with the cargo, the rate worded similar ly, but allows a third a!-
dry chemical systems do not exist in ~~~~ 

of car bon dioxide evolution might be ternative In which the heat transfer flu id
34, the regulations have been revised , greater than the tank venting equipment may be sampled for the presence of
Section 153.460 now requires that a dry could handle, overpressurlng the tank . cargo before being returned from the
chemical system substituted for a type The Chemical Code requires that nor- tank to the heat exchanger. The Coast
A or B system must be specIally ap- ma! propylamine and vinylidene chloride Guard will consider systems for sam -
proved, by the Commandant ((*.~cJ~~) both be Inerted. Since isopropylamine pling the fluid that would prevent clrcu-
The Coast Guard will publish rule s for and normal propylamine differ only lation of contaminated heat transfer
dry chemical systems on chemical tank- slightly In the characteristics that make fluid Into other heat transfer systems.
ers in a future rulemaking. inert ing Important, such as autolgnltion To clarify this poInt, a provision has

Water spray systems ar e generally In- temperature, flammable limits, and reac- been added to section 153.525(d) of the
effective in controlling a fire, and are not tivity with ~air , the Coast Guard proposed final rule that will allow such sampling
usually prescribed for fire extinguish- that Isopropylsznlne also be carried systems, provided they have the approval
ment purposes. They are effective, how- under an Inert gas pad. The Coast Guard of Commandant (G-MHM ) .
ever, In cooling exposed tanks and piping will revIew with IMCO the requirement One comment objected to the require-
and In prev entin g relgnitlon of car go that these cargoes be inerted ; however, ment In sectIon 153.525(b) that the re-
vapors after a fire Is out. Therefore, in the interim the requirement will be lief valve on a cargo tank carrying un-
water spray systems are stifi required for Imposed. usually toxic cargoes be set at no less
some car goes. The comment further recommended than 21 kPa. The comment argued that
The Coast Guard has not added a that the requirements for inert gas-sys- veht ing a tank at about 2-kPa would re-

category requiring M’FF agents. These tems be modified to allow part ~of the lieve a much lesser “volume of toxic va-
agents are not unique in beIng effective system ’s capacity to come from auxiliary pors”. Under normal operating condl-
on both regular hydrocarbons and polar inert gas supplies on shore during cargo tions a car go tank carr ying an unusually
solvents since all Coast Guard approved dischar ge. This Is a reasonable alterna- toxic cargo would release vapors through
polar solvent foams are suItable for tive so long as there are operational con- the vent system only because of pressure
regular hydrocarbons as well. The terms trols to prevent a tank’s vacuum relief changes caused by temperature varla-
“alcohol” and “regular foam” have been valve from operating when discharging tions within the cargo liquid and vapor
deleted from the footnotes to table I, a cargo required to be inerted. There- phases. This cyclical phenomenon Is -

since they may be subj ect to mlsI~ - fore, the Coast Guard has modified see- commonly referred to as “tank breath-
terpretation. tion 153.975 to add an operatIonal re- lug”. The amount of cargo released dur-

Section 153.463 Vent system die- quirement that any necessary auxiliary lug breathing Is a function of the tern-
charges . One comment objected to the 10 inert gas supplies be connected beforø perature extremes encountered and the
meter separation distance required be- cargo discharge. pressure setting of the vent system relief
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valve. The Coast Quard baa set the lower ceflaneous Veesels In Part 93 o~ tItle 46 the person In char ge of cargo transfer
limit on this relief valve aetting at 21 kPa when describing the stab ility tests and and felt that. the Coast Guard should
to minimise tank ~~eethlng by forcing information a tankshlp must have before require a tankerman at the point of
the relief valve to operate lees often. If its Certificate Is endorsed. The require- cargo transfer In additIon to the licensed
vapor Is vented, It will be released $ dis- ments In part 93 are general In nature officer. According to the comment, the
tance of at least 6 meters above the and can be applied to any vessel. In fact, complexities of cargo transfer are such
deck where person nel mag be working the Coast Guard recently proposed to that more than one person Is necessary
and at a higher velocity than If vented at apply these same requirement s to tankers to continuously oversee the transfer~pro-
2 kPa. This distance and Initial velocity certificated under parts 30-35 of title 46. cedures. The Coast Guard agrees that
should be sufficient to disperse and dilute The Coast Guard does not believe this In most transfer operations more than -

the vented vapors, reference will cause confusIon once peo- one person would likely be necessary to
One comment objected to the exces- plc become familiar wIt h It and , there- do all the operations on the ship neces- -stve separation distance required under fore, has left the rule as proposed. sary to. transfer the cargo. However , In

153.525(e) between toxic cargoes and SectIons 153.808 through 153.812. Four drafting the rule, the Coast Guard has
bunkers. This sectIon of the proposal Is sections from the exIsting 46 CFR Part tried to place both the responsibility and
modified to require separation of the 154 were added In the “Testing and In- author ity to supervise a cargo transfer
cargo and not cargo containment from spection ” group to des~rlbe the proce- operation on the person in charge of
bunkers by two bulkheads. dures the owner of a foreign flag vessel cargo transfer. The Coast Guard has

SectIon 153.530 Sp ecial requirements must follow to arrange for the Coast In no way lim ited the freedom of the
for allcy lene oxides. One comment recom- Guard to examine his vesseL The new person in charge to use other pwple on
mended that this section Include afl sections describe a systematic procedure board the vessel and to assign them van-
flif CO Chemical Code requirements and to follow to arrange an examinatIon and ous tasks In the cargo transfer opera-
that the Coast Guard review Its require- list the information the Coast Guard tions, However , It is unwise to fragment
ments for propylene oxide in light of Its needs for the examination. The Coast the responsibility for coordination of
highly flamm able and reactive charac- Guard requires a minimum of 14 cal- cargo transfer operatIons by assigning
tenlstlcs, Upon review, proposed section endar days to set up an examination , more than one person responsibility for
153.530 was revised to Incorporate the A vessel that does not have a Letter of the overall transfer, and the requirement
restrictions on constructIon materials Compliance may carry a dangerous cargo as proposed has been retained. As men-
contained in the IMCO Chemical Code. Into U.S. waters on the examination voy- tioned In the preamble to the proposal
In conjunction with the Chemical ‘Frans - age only If it has specIfic authorization of this part, sectIon 153.657 refers to
portation Industry Advisory Committee from the Coast Guard. proposed regulations for tankermen (42
(CI’IAC), the Coast Guard Is continuing Sections 153.900—153.976. Many of FR 21190, April 25, 1977). The Coast
a review of Its propylene oxide require- these sections have been moved and re- Guard expects these rules to be published
ments. The Coast Guard Is also conduct- numbered to Improve the order of pres- in final form shortly. In the interim,
lug an active testing program aimed at entation. E 153.957 has been changed to refer to
determ ining possIble reactions between Section 153.902 Fxpiration of Letters 33 CFR 155.710 that describes require-
seawater and propylene oxide In the of Compliance. A section was added to ments for the person In charge of an
presence of various catalysts, such as state that a Letter of Compliance, like oil transfer operation.
rust. Any rule changes that might result a Certificate of Inspection, Is good for Section 153.952 Warning signs, One
from the test program findIngs or the a perIod not exceeding two year s, This comment suggested that 153.952 of the
recommendations of the CTIAC’s Sub- Is an existing rule in part 154 t1~at is proposal , now redesIgnated 153 .955, might
committee on Chemical Vessels will be now Incor porated here. be clearer If the sign containing the cargo
handled In a separate rulemaking. SectIon 153.907 Cargo information warnings were IIlust.ated rather than

Section 153.556 Special requirements cards. One comment stated that the described in the text. The Coast Guard
for sulfuric acid and oleum. Or~ corn- ship’s personnel shoulil not be respon- has retained the description of the sign
mont asked why the requirements for sible for ensuring that terminal person- in the text but has added an illustration
sulfuric acid did not mention stainless nel “‘ - be knowledgeable of the lix- of the sign to that section-.
steel as a material of constructIon. Al- ture of the products that the terminal Section 153.1020 Unusually toxic car-
though the Coast -Guard would consider handles. By this rule the Coast Guard goes. In the proposal, the requirement
stainless steel equivalent to mIld steel In Is not requiring that ship’s personnel en- that a toxic cargo be Isolated from other
Its ability to resist corrosion by sulfur ic sure that terminal personnel be familiar cargoes was described as a desIgn re-
acid and oleum, the Coast Guard has no with all the cargoes handled by the ter- quirement. However, unless a taukahip
evidence that stainless steels are suffi- mins.1 but rather that they ensure that dedicates certain cargo tanks only to
clently more corrosion resistant than terminal personnel are aware of the toxic cargoes, It is Impractical to guar-
mild steel to be useful at all concentra- products being carried on the tankshlp. antee this requirement In the design
tiona of sulfuric acid. Therefore , the The ship may have onboard cargoes that phase of the vesseL Therefore, the Coast
Coast Guard has left this requirement are not necessarily handled by the ter- Guard has modified the requirement
unchanged and will handle any requests ,ninal. It is imperative In emergency sit- slightly so that the cargo tank and pip-
to use materials other than those sped - uations that terminal personnel have a tug system for an unusually toxic cargo
fled in the sectIon on a case by case basIs copy of the vessel’s shipping document must be designed so that they can be Iso-
as described In paragraph (c) of the and a set of cargo Information cards. lated. To make sure this is done when
section. Pro posed section 153.907(b) Is being re- a toxic cargo Is loaded, the Coast Guard

The proposed rule was possibly mis- tam ed but has been moved to section has added to Section 153.1020 a prohibi-
leading In allowing unlined steel to be 153.914 of the final rule. - tlon again any person loading or carry ing
used for tanks carrying oleum contain- Section 153.910 Cargo pip ing p lan. toxic cargoes in conta inment systems
Ing more than 4 percent free sulfur tn-  As previously mentioned, this new see- which are not Isolated from other cargo
oxide. The 4 percent figure applies only tion requires that a cargo pIping plan containment systems.
to a method of measuring oleam concen- be provided on board each tankshlp. Section 153.1 025 Motor f uel anti-
tratlon peculiar to the sulfuric acId in- SectIon 153.933 Protective clothing knock compounds. Two comments ques-
dustny. As the proposal was worded , this required, This new section is added to tloned the requirement In section 153. -
concentration should have been 20 per- the final rule to give direction to the 1025 that a person get specific approval
cent rather than 4 percent . Twenty per- master regarding the wearin g of protec- from the Commandant (G-IIHM) before
cent free sulfur tr ioxide Is specified In tire clothing for specific cargo handlin g entering a cargo tank endorsed for motor
the final rule , operations , fuel antiknock compounds, The decon-

Section 153206 StabIl ity test and In- Section 153.950 Person sn charge of tanilnation of a cargo tank which has
f ormation. One person commented that cargo transf er. One comment opposed carried motor fuel antiknock compounds
this section Ii confusing because It refers the description In sectIon 153.950 of the is a difficult , dangerous, and tedious
to the requirements for Cargo and MIs- proposal, redesignated section 153.957, of operation. For this reason the Coast
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19022 RULES AND REGULATIONS

Guard does not want people haphazardly detonate. Similar testing difficulties were terials Division,” Immediately after the
cleaning and entering motor fuel anti- encountered with nltromethane. Until words “Ch ief, Merchant Vessel Inspec-
knock compound tanks. The manufac- further testing has demozistrated that tion DivIsion” and by adding I 1.01(b)
turers of motor fuel antiknock corn- nitropro pane will not behave simIlarly (1) (iv) to read as follows:
pounds usually have si eclally trained to nitromethane when heated under 

~ 1.01 Orgam salion.personnel to decontaminate materials certa in conditions , the relatively minor
that have been In contact with motor restrictions on the carria ge of nitropro - * S a S

fuel antiknock compounds. To accom- pane will be retained. (b) a a

modate in part a suggestion that the Besides the changes to the orIginal (1) a a

manufacturers be allowed to enter tanks proposal described In this pr eamble , the (lv) The Chief , Cargo and Hazardous
witho ut Coast Guard approv al, the Coast final rule corrects many typographical Materials Division at Coast Guard Head-
Guard has added a provision in section err ors. quarters , under the direction of the
153.1025 which would allow manu fac- This rule has been reviewed for eco- Chief , Office of Merchant Marine Safety,
tuners to obtain prior appr oval of a de- nomic effects under the Department of administers the pr ogram for the devel-
contamination procedure from the Coast Transportation “Policies to Improve opinent of safe containment systems for
Guard , and to obta in specific author lza- Analysis and Review of RegulatIons ” (41 cert ain bulk dangerous car goes, admin-
tion to enter a tank In accordance with FR 16200). When doing so, the Coast isters the Letter of Compliance program
that procedure by merely calling Corn- Guard reviewed the design of both new for foreign vessels carrying cargoes of
mandant (G-MRM) . and existing chemical ships under U.S. unusual hazard and evaluates the has-

Section 153.1052 Carria ge of oNier flag and those foreign ships operating In ards involved In the shipment of dan ger-
cargoes In acid tanks. One comment U.S. water t. As mentioned previously, the ous cargoes.
questioned why the ship’s personnel could Coast Guard estimates that the rule 

~~‘ § 1.20 [Amended]not be given responsibility for deciding cost about $15,000,000 over the approxt-
whether another car go could be carried mate ly one year period owners of exist- 2. By striking out in the third sentence
In a conta inment system endorsed for tug vessels will have to meet the require - of I 1.20(b) the word “three ” and Insert-
sulfuric , hydrochloric, or phosphoric ments. The rule will reduce the exposure lug the word “four” In place thereof,
acid. The Coast Guard’ s concern in this of the crew and others near the vessel to
Instance is that lining materials or other cargo hazards. As a side effect, the rule PART 2—VESSEL INSPECTIONSmateria ls designed specifically to pro- may also reduce the likelihood of cargoes

— tect the tank against attack by one of being spilled into waterwa ys , though the § 2.01—1 [Amended]
these acids might be damaged If used incidence of spillage of these partIcular 3. By adding In ~ 2.01—1 ( c) the words
with another car go. DeterminIng the cargoes has been very low. Because the .

~o (Certa in Bulk Dangerous Cargoes ) ,“compatibilit y of car goes and tank lining rule applies to all tankshlps carrying the Immediately after the words , “J (Electr i-
materials can be quite complicated In listed cargoes In U.S. waters , and be- cal Engineering) “.many cases. The Coast Guard does not cause the rule becomes fully effective on
believe that the ship’s licensed officers the same day as does the IMCO ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

4. By revising footnote number 10 to
are likely to have the specialized train- cal Code , no tankship will be put at an Table 2,01—7(a) to read as follows : “10
tug necessary to make such determina- economic disadvantage in trying to meet Bulk dangerous cargoes are cargoes
tions. Therefore, the Coast Guard has the Chemical Code. specified in table 151.01—10(b) . in table I
left thIs requirement as proposed. In consideration of the foregoing, of Part 153, and In table 4 of Part 154 of

Section 153.1055 Nltr op rop ane. One Chapter I of TItle 46 of the Code of l’ed~ 
this chapter” and in table 2.01—7 (a) by

comment argued that the Coast Guard’ s eral Regulations is amended by revokin g revising column 8 and adding footnote
proposal for nitropropane is too restnic- Part 39.; amendi ng Parts 1, 2, 24, 30. 31, 12 to read as set forth below, and by add-
tive and “. . . not justified by any pub- 32, 35, 40. 42, 56, 90, 91, 98, 105, 110, and tug a new paragraph (b) (6) as follows :
liaised technical data. ” The Coast Guard 151 thereof ; and add ing a new Part 153 § 2.01—7 Classe, of vessels (includin g
proposed that nitro propan e be treated as follows : motorboats) examined or inspected
as follows: and cer iiil cated.

a. It could not be carried In deck PART 1—ORGAN IZATION , G E N E RA L  a a a a a
tanks. COURSE AND METHODS GOVERNING (b) ~ • •

b. It could not be carried in heated MARINE SAFETY FUNCTIONS (6) For vessels carrying certain bulk
tanks , adjacent to heated cargoes , or Sd. 1. In 0 1.01(b) (1) , by Inserting the dangerous cargoes see subchapter 0 of
jacent to hold spaces containin g tanks words “Chief , Car go and Hazardous Ma- this chapter.with heated cargoes: _________________________________________________________

c. If carried ins tank containing heat- Col. 1 Col. 2 Col . 8tug coils, the heating supply to the coils — 
—____________________________________________________

must be disconnected to prevent Inad- i~Ieam Vessels not, over 65 ft in length All vesselsver tent heating.
The Coast Guard , in effect, Is safe I ci Pt. 153 and iat~ie 4 of

pt. 154 °gua rding against the possibIlity of thIs Vessels over 66 ft irt length Do.
carg o becoming heated while carried MOUc - Vessels not over 15 gross tons Do.
on the tankshlp. The comment Is correct Vessels over 15 gross tons excapt seagoing mot,~r vessels ci 300

gross tons and over.
in saying that the Coast Guard has Seagoing motor vessels of 300 gross to is and over Do.
no dat a to show that ni tropropane ~~ Veeseis not over 700 grose tons Do.

Vessels over 700 gross tons Do.Is more hazardous when heated above Non-seif’ii r~ i*llc~ . Vessels less than 100 gross ton s All tank bsrgce calTying in
ambient temperatures. In fact, the Coast a bulk the oaraOes listed In
Guard has data to show that nitropro- table 151.00 of th is chap-

ter.”-”pane is not shock sensitive , even when Vessels 100 gross tone or over Do.
heated , some of which the commenter - _______________________________________________________— --—- —
furnished. However , nitromethane some- S
times detonates violently when heated, “ zxce1,t those races c~, 1,ide,l u’,der 46 V.~ .C . 170 of 391&.
and the chemical similarity of the two ~
products raises the possibility that nitro-
pr opane might behave similarly , While ~ B ’  revIsing * 2.01 — 13(c) to read as (C) For details concerning applica-
some tests have shown that It will not , follows: tion of regulations to foreign veusels, see
there Is no assurance that those test pro- § 2.01—13 Inspection requ irement s—. ~~~ 30 (Tank Ves&~ls) , Part 70 (Paasen-
cedures adequ ately simulate all the con- forei gn vessels, ger Vessels) 

• Part 90 (Car go and Mis-
ditlons under which the product might • . . . . cellaneous Vessels) , 1 146.02—2 (Dan ger-
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RULES AND IEGULATIONS 49023
ous Cargoes), Part 148 (Bulk Solid sels) , Subchapter 0 (CertaIn Bulk Dan- § 30.10—15 [Amended ]
Hazardous Materia ls) , Part s 153 and 154 gerous Cargoes) , an d Subchap ter T(Certain Bulk Dangerous Cargoe s) , and (Small Passenger Vessels) of th is In I 30.10—15, by 8trlklng out the see-
Part 175 (Small Passenger Vessels) of chapter. on sen nce.
this chapter. - - 

- 

~ • • * • § 30,10—22 [Amend ed ]
• 8. By adding I 2 . 0 1—l 5r a ) (10) to read 10. By addIng 0 2.90-1(h) to read as Iii I 30.10-22, by striking out the sec-

as follows: - follows : ond sentence.
5 2.01— 15 Vessel repairs. 

- 

§ 2.90— 1 General requirement s. 
~~~~~ 

revising * 30.25—1 to read as to]-
S S • S S a S • a a 

- . -(

(a) • * • - § 30.25—1 Cargoes carr ied in vessels
(10) For vessels carrying pressed ’ 

(h) The requirements far vessels eert ilkated under the rule, of this
gases regulated by Subchapter 0 ( Cer- carrying certain bulk dangerous cargoes subchapter.
tabs Bulk Dangerous Cargoes i , see 0 151. 

~~ s ~~a
1’

~~~ 
148, 151, 153, and 154 of The cargoes listed In table 30.25-1 and

50-30(c) of this chapter. P . mixtures composed solely of these car-
goes have been found to be fia,nnagble or

9. By revising the last sentence of PART 24—GENERAL PROVISIONS combu ’stlble and may be tr ansported In
12.01—25(b) 1) to read as follows: § 2.1.05— 1 [.tmended l bulk only In vessels certificated under
5 2.01—25- International Convent ion for In I 24.05—(a) the table Is amended by the rules of this subchapter,’

Safety of Life at Sea, 1960. revising footnote number 10 to read as Aceton 
TABLE 30.25-1

• . • . ‘ follows: “10 Bulk dangerous cargoes are Amyl Acetate ( iso- n-)ib) a a e cargoes specified in table 151.01—10(b) , Amyl Alcohol (s, -)
(1) ~ * Further details ar ~ set forth In table I of Part 153, and In table 4 of Amyl Tallate

In Subchapter I) t Tank Vessels) , Sub- Part 154 0! thIs chapter ” and by revising As halt Bl di StockChapter H ( Passenger Vessels) , Sub- column 8 and adding footnote 12 as fol~’ ~ Roofer P’l
chapter I (Cargo and Miscellaneous yes- lows: Straight Run Residue

- _______________________ - Butane
Bu tyl Acetate (iso- . n- , sec.)

Col .2 Cot.8 - Butyl Alcohol ( iso-, a-, see-, tert-)—_______________________ —~~~~~~~~~~ Butyl Benzyl Phthalate
~~esni ~‘emic noi o r fsl fl ln }eng ih kii vevselses_rrying in bulk Butylene

the cargoes listed to tab le .3-Buty lene GlycolI of pt. 153 and table 4 of Cumene
\ essels orer f5 lt i,r lengtli Do. Cycloat iphatic Resins

Motor Vessels not over 15 gre. tons Do. Cyclohexane
Vessels over 15 gross tons except seagoing motor vessels of Do. Cyclohexanol3110 gross tons and over,
Seagoing motor vessels of 300 gross tOns Cnd over Do. Cymene (pars-)

DOS ~~~~ l~5)It~~ tons Do. Decyl Alcohol ( tao- , n-)
Vessels over 700 gross tons Do. - Decyl Benzene (-a)

Noei.eelf propelled Vessels less than 100 gross ton s A fl tank berges carry~,r 
~ Decaldehyde (iso-, n-)

able 151.05 of th is chap- Decefle
tee.”.” - .D~~~etone Alcohol -

Ves~e1s 115) groce ions or over Do. Dlbutyl Phthalate (O r tho -)
___________  

— Diethylbenzene
• a - a a a . Dlethylene Glycol

•z xcept those cam esciuded under 46 U$.O’ . 1700r lOla. Dlethylen e Clycol Monobut yl Ether (Methyl
• • • • • Carbito l )

Dieth ylene Olycol Monobutyl Ether Acetate
PART 30—GENERAL PROVISIONS read as follows : “10 Bulk dangerous car- Diethy lene Olycol Monoetbyl Ether

4ss 1 1  , ~~~ e y en. Olycol Monomethfl Ether
a so.oi—s [Amesedeel] goes are cargoes SP~~ ‘ — Diglycidyl Et her of Bisphenol A10(b) , In teeine I of Part 153, Sflu lfl ~~ e Diheptyl Phtha late

By revokIng 10 30.01—5 (b) (8) and (9) , 4 of Part 154 of this chapter” and by re- Dusobutylene
and by amending the table in paragraph vlsln( column 8 and adding footnote 12 DitBobuty l Car blnol
(d) by zevlging footnote number 10 to as follows: Dhlsobutyl Ketone
_____________ __________________________________ ______________ Dllsodecyl Phthalate

- Dinonyl Phthalate
~~~~. I ~~~~ • 2 -

. a a Cot, $ flioctyl Phth5la t,- Diphenyl-diphenyl ox Ide 
Vessels fbi over 65 ft In length All vessels carrying In bnlk Dipro pylene Olycol

Oh. cargoes llets6 to table DistUlates:
I oi~~~,~53 sod tab le 4 ot Straight Run

\~.sselr over Soft in keigtb . 
- 

51• • Flashed Feed Stocks
MoSer Ve~,ele not over ~ ~ e. ~~~~~~ Do. l, undeeyl Phthalate

Vs.eis oy IS gie. tens arcept seagoing oter vaseeisil ~~ ire. Do. Dodecanol
tern. ens over Dodecylb.nzene (commercial)

v~~~~ nst ~,. ,.o~....f’ Epoxylated Linea r Alcohols Cli-CIS
over loP gre. t~~~ — Do, Ethane

Ees.df propellsd Vessels is~ than 105 gre tens ‘. .U buk barEs. c.Tjln( Is Ethoxylated Alcohols, C12-OJ5
~~~~~~sN5S ‘~ ~ Ethoxy Trtglyool (cauSe)

Ethyl AcetSte

- Ve.,ls 105 geese tees se ever — Do, ~~~~ Alcohol

• •  • a ~See Part s 151, 163, and 1M~~~ tbls chap-
• ~~ upi as. iseIsSed eals. ~ (SIC. vs er IIts~ t6r for additional rules ge.te’ziiag tbs bulk
• • • • • carriage of dangerous cargoes.
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49024 RULES AND REGULATIONS

Ethyl Beazene ~~ ‘.5° (32.55—20 Ven tIng of cargo tanita of
Ethyl Butanol Residual tank.hI~s constructed on or aft er
Ethylene ResIn July 1, ~951—T/ALL.
Ethylene Glycol Resinous Petroleum -

Ethylene Olycol Monobutyl Eth er Road a a a a
Ethylene Olycol Monobutyl Ether Acetate Rosin (b) * *Ethylene Otycol Monoethy l Ether Sperm

- Ethylene Olycol Mon oethyl Ethe r Acetate Spindle (1) Cargo tanks In which Grade A -

Ethyihexaldehyde Spray liquids are to be transported must be fit-
2-Ethyl Hexano i Tall ted with a venting system consisting of
Ethyl Hexyi Tallate Tanner’s a branch vent line from each cargo tank
F-urfuryl -Alcohol Transformer connected to a vent header which mustGas Oil: Turbine .extend to a height above the weather-Cracked Edible Oils. Including : deck equal to at least 13.1 feet and mustGasoline Blending Stocks: Castor

Alkylate s Coconut terminate at a comparable distance from
Reformates Cotton Seed any living or working space, ventilator

Gasolines: FISh Inlet , or source of ignition . When specIal
Ca.singhead (natural) Lard conditions wIll prevent the vent line orAutomotive (conta ining not over 4.23 OlIve header outlets beIng permanently in- -grams lead per gallon) Palm stalled at a heigh t above the deck of 13.1Aviation (containing not over 4.86 grams peanut feet, an adjust able system must be pro-lead per gallon) SafflowerPolymer 5075 Bom vided which , when extended vertically, is
Straight Run ‘ymum capable of reaching a height of 13.1 feet.

Glycerine Vegetable a , S a C *Glycol Diacetate Pentadecanol 
______Glyoxal (40% ) Pentane (iso- . n-)Heptane 1-pentene PART 35—OPERATIONSHeptanol petrolatumflexane ( lao- . n-) Petroleum Napht ha § 35.30—1 [Amended ]Hexanol

Hexene Pboephorized Bicyclic Terpine By striking out I 35.30—ltb (2) .Phthalate PlasticizersHexylene Glycol PolybuteneIsophorone
jet vueis: Polyethylene Olyools

JP -l ( Kerosene) Polymerized Esters PART 39 FLAMMABLE OR COMBUST-
j p~~ 

Polypropylene IDLE UQUIDS HAVING LETHAL CHAR-
J l’—4 Polypropylene Olycol Methyl Ether ACTERISTICS (REVOKED]
JP -5 (Ke rosene , Heavy) Polypropylene Glycols

Kerosene Prope.ne By revoking Part 39.
Latex, Liquid Synthetic Propyl Acetate (iso-, a-) 

______

Methane Propyi Alcohol (iso-, a-)
Methyl Acetate PrO p~ylenO PART 40—SPECIAL CONSTRUCT ION , AR-
Methyl Alcohol Propylene Butylene Polymer RANGEMENT, AND OThER PROVISIONS
Me thyl AmyI Acetate Pr opyl Ether (lao”) F o R CARRYING CERTAIN FLAMMABLEMethy l Amyl Alcohol Propylene Olycol OR COMBUS TIBLE DANGEROUS CAR-Methyl Ethyl Ketone Pro pylene Tetrame r GOES IN BULKMethyl Formal (Dimethyl Formal) Soybean Oil (Epoxidlzed )
Methyl Isobutyl Ketone Sulfolane subpatt 40.10 [Revoked]Methyl Isobutyl Carbinol Tallow
Mineral Spirit. Tetradecanol By revoking Subpart 40.10.
Naphths: Tetradecene

Solvent Tetradecyl Benzene
Stoddard Solvent Tetrasthylene Glycol
Varnish Makers’ and PaInter.’ (75 %) TetrahydronaphthaJene PART 42—DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN

Nonan. Toluene VOYAGES BY SEA
Nonene Trldecanol
Nonyl Alcohol Thdecene 5 42,20—5 (Amended]
Nonyl Phenol Tridecyl Benzone 

~~ * 42.20-5 (a—i) , by adding the wordsNonyl Phenol (ethozylated ) Th th71 Benzene “46 CFR 153.20. 153.21, 153.22 , or 154.210”octane Tr iethyleno Olyool
Triethylen. Olycol Diethyl Butyrate immediately after the words “33 CFROctyl Alcohol (Iso-, n-) Tripropylene Glycol 157.21”.Octyl Aldehyde ( lao-) Turpentine

Octyl Epoxytsilate Undecanol
055 tlndecene PART 5& ’PIPING SYSTEMS AND

Absorption Undecylbensene APPURTENANCES
Aromatic Waxes:
ClsrIfl.d Carnaul,a § 56.04—2 (Amend ed]
Coal Oil Paraffin
Coal Tar Xylene (mets-, ~~~~ ~~~~~ 

By revising footnote 2 of table 56.04-2
Croton Zinc Dtalkyldithiophoephate In § 56.04—2 to rEad as follows :
Crude Oil
Diesel ou § 30.25—5 (Revoked ] •For definitions , see 46 CFR Pert. 30, 181,

and 154. Note that the category “B and 0”Fuel Oils : By revoking J 30.25—S and table 30.25—5. poisons is not used in the rules applyi ng toNo. 1 (Kerceene) 
______ self-propelled veseela (46 CP’R Part 153) -No. i—D

No. 2 PART 31—’ NSPECTION ANDNo. 2—D
No. 4 CERTIFICATION PART 70—GENERAL PROVISIONSNo, 5 § 31.05—1 (Amended ]No. e In I 70.05—ita) the table Is amendedHeart eut Dlstill&5 By striking out the last sentence in by revising footnote number 10 to readLubr icating I S1.05-1(b) . as follows : “10 Bulk dangerous cargoesMineral Seal ________ are cargoes specified In table 151.01—10Miner al PART 32—SPECIAL EQUIPMENT , MA. (b) , in table I of Part 153, and In tableMotor

Neet.foot CHINERY, AND HULL REQUIREMENTS 4 of Part 154 of this chapter ” and by re-
Unaeed By revisIng § 32.55—20(b) (1) to read vising column 8 and adding footnote 12
Penetrating as follows : - ‘ as follows:

~~ItAL SEGISTES , VOL 42, NO. 1 S6.~-M0NDAY, SIPTEMUI 26, 1977
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C~ .l Col. 2 CoL S

$%,*m . Ve5~els not over 61 ft in I’~ngt h All veso, is eaivviii g in hulk
th e eal goes liste d In tab le
I of p1. 133 and taitle I Of
pt 154 1

V~~sels over 61 ft in length . Do.
Moto r . ~ e~se15 not Over 1.1 gross tot lb .

Vessels over 15 gross t O l ls escop t s .agoi ti g l i b b Y  vn- ,i.i., of 314) I to .
gross tons and over.

S~~goi~g motor vessels of 300 gloss toi ls and over l)~.
sail Vessels notOver t0g ro-ist Oi It o .

~~~~~ ovN ~B gross 10115 Do. -Non-sel f propell ed. Vensels less t l iai i  lIC1gro -~ to i l ku tank ‘ai r- - -a l l )  lie Ill
iottlt i ll. ,-argu.-s tl. ,tn i in
t ab le i’ll 453 of liii ’ vit a l ) -
er .’’ Ii

\~ ,-~i ln 1(0) gi ii— -. OIlS or ov, -r I )o .

11 Esi-epl those ~a— ’-~ i-~v ludi’il un ),-, 4I5 U. S. ( . 170 or :1 1-a.
* 2

—— are cargoes s;iecifled in table 151 .01—10
PART 90—GENERAL PROVISIONS bi , In table I of Part 153, and In table

In I 90.05—1 (0) the table is amended 4 of Part 154 of this chapter ” and by re-
by revising footnote number 10 to read vising column 8 and adding footnote 12
as follows : “10 Bulk dangerous cargoes as follows :

Col . I ( of . 2 ‘ ‘ CoI. S

Steam ~ s-,.r , - 1 s i - o I or,- r~ -, b , i , t i i , g i h  kit vo-isels earr yin ginbu lk
Ih e rslgoes listed In table
1 of pt. 11,3 a ti l table 4 of
Ill - lll ’

\ r ~n’isovi-t ID fl iti l i- t ,gt l l  Do.
Mot or os els ,iot over llgro ss toi ls iSo.

Vessels over 1.5 gross tolls escept seagoing motor vr ~-s’ls of 3141 gross Do.
Ions and over. -

n~eagoing motor vessels of 301) gsoas tons and os-es 1)0. 
Vessels nol over 7OJOg r oss tons l)o.

- Venselsover 7lsi grosstons It o . 
-icot -si-If ll r ~pefli- d _ V e-.,els loss lu au Ilbi gro -is ions tb  b u t  i-a, gro r a lr 1mg t n

t,tll k t i l l- eargoes listed in
sable 151.05 of this chap-
ic r. ’’ - 12

Vesn ’ls 144 ) f l-os . lo1l or Over Do.

11 Fner-p t th o— e s-a~eso~eIudu- , l lii i ’ r 40 l A .~~. 171) sI 311) .

Subpart 98.18 [Revoked]
PART 91—INSPECTION AND By revok In g Subpart 98.18.

CERTIFICATION
§91.55—I S [Amended ]

b ‘lU t t.h PART 105—COMMERCIAL FISHING yES-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~

t1 

~~gton~ ~~~~ 
DISPENSING PETROLEUM PROD-

D.C. 20590” and substitutin g the words
°Washington, D.C. 20590 ‘In place there- ~ 105.10—10 [Aniestdt’d J
of. In I 105.10—lOla) , by striking out the

PAR T 98—SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION, AR. second sentence.
RANGEMENT, AN D PROVISIONS - FOR § I Oss. 10— 1 o [4isiended}
CERTAI N DANGEROUS CARGOES IN In § 105.10—15(a), by striking out the
BULK second sentence.

~ 98.01—5 [.4nwiidcd I ______

~~ out the first sentence of PART 1 lO GENERAL PROVISIONS
§98.01—5(e) . In § 110.05—1(a) the table is amended

Stà~~ t 98.05 (Revoked] by revising footnote number 10 to read
By revokIng Subpart 98.05. as follows: “10 Bulk dangerous cargoe s

98 ‘ , are cargoes specified In table 151.01—10
• L evo 

~ (b) , In table I of Part 153, and in table
By revoking SubPart 98.10. 4 of Part 154 of this chapter” and by re-

SUbpart 98.15 [ReVOked] visIng colum n 8 and addi ng footnote 12
By revoking Subpart 98.15. as follows :
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49026 RULES AND REGULATIONS
Cigrified

OiL I ~~~. I 001.5 coet Oil
Coal Tag

Steam . Vessels not over 66 ft In lemgth . bulk Croton

101 p1. 15$ and table 4o1 Diesel 011
Fuel Oils :Veeselso,., Mft In  length 

No 1 (Keroseas)Motor Vessels a 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~

- 

~ : No l-D

__ 
S * ~~~~~~~~~ ie e( iO0 grcse tona and ovez 

~: ~~~~~ V~ .sl~ isol over 700 pose toes No 4’ 
Ail tank Carry In No 5Non-self-propeiled Vessels lee than 100 gross tons 

bulk u~~ Lgoes ii,~~ ~u No: etable 151.05 of thiS obaP- Heartout Distillate Lubr icating:Sar
i)

. 
Mineral Seal- 

- Veseels 100 gross tons or over - -  -. Minerala - 
MotorS S 
NeatsfootI5 Except thoee eases excluded under 46 U.S.C. 170 or 391a.

S Penetrating
Range
Residual- 

‘ NMANNED BARGES CARRY- Eth ylene Olycol Monobutyl EtherPAR T 15 .-_U 
~ ‘~‘ B”LK DANGEROUS Ethylene Glycol Monobutyl Ether Acetate 

~~~ ino~~ PetroleuesEthylen e Glycol Monoethyl Ether
Ethylene Olycol Monoethyl Ether Acetate p~ j~BY asnegiding table 151.01.40(d) lB Ethylhex5ld hyde Sperm§ 151.01—10(d) as foGows: 2-Ethyl Nexanol Spindle

. a a Ethyl Basil Tallate SprayTAex.g 151.01—1O( 
F flUI.YI Alcohol ra llAcetone Ga. ou r  - Tanner’.Asnyl Acetate (lao-, a-) Cracked TransformerAmyt Alcohol (a-) Gasoline Blending Stocks:

Ansyl Tal Aikyla1tee Edible Oils, Including:Asphalt Reforxnates CastorAsphalt Blending Stocks: GasolineS: CoconutRoofers Flux Casiaghead (natural) Cotton SeedStraight Run Residue Automotive (cO;talnln g not over 4.23 PithButane gram. lead pri rn gslloa) LardButyl Acetate (iso-, a-, eec-) Aviation (containing not over 4.56 OliveButyl Alcohol (lao- , a-, eec- , tort-) grams lead per gallon) PalmEutyl Benzyl Phtlialate Polymer PeanutButy lene Straight Run Safflo wer1,8-Butylene Olycol Glycerine Soya BeanCumen. (ilycol Diacetate TacumCyclosliphatic Resins Olyoxal (40 percent) vegetableCyolobexan Heptane PentadecanolCyclohexanol Heptanol Pentane (iso-, a-)Cymen. (pars-) Ilexane ( iso-. a-) 1-PenteneDec71 Alcohol ( Iso-, B-) He~snol PetrolatumDecyl Beneen. (a-) Hezene Petroleum NaphthsDecaldehyde (ISO-, a-) Hexylene Olycol Ph~~,hor’~~j Bicyclic Terpin.Decene Ieophoron. Pht halate PlasticIzersDiscetone Alcohol Jet Fuels: PolybuteneDibutyl Pbth&Iat. (ortho-) .IP-1 (Kerosene) Polyethy lene OlycolaDiethylbsnzene JP-3 Polynlerized EstersDiethylea. Olycol JP-4 PolypropyleneD1.tbylen. Olycot Monobutyl Ether (Methyl Jp-5 (Keroeesse, Heavy) Polypropylene Glycol Methyl EtherCarbitol) Kerosene Polypropylene 0170041Diethylene Olycol Monobutyl Ether AcStste Latex. Liquid Synthetic PropaneDietbylen. Glyool Monoethyl Ether Methane Propy l Acetate (lao-, a-)Diethylen. Glycol Moaceasthyl Ether Methyl Acetate Propyl Alcohol (lao-, n )Diglycidyl Ether of Bisphenol A Methyl Aloohol PropyleneDtheptyl Phthalate Methyl AmyI Acetate Propylene Butylene PolymerDlisobutylene Methyl Amyl Alcohol Propyl Ether ( lao- )Dllaobutyl Carbinol Methyl Ethyl Keton e Propyle ne OlycolDilsobutyl K.tone Methyl Forma l (Dinlethyl Forma l) Propylene TetramerDileodecyl Phthalate Methyl Isobutyl Ketone Soybean Oil ( Epoxidised)Dinonyl Phthalete Methyl Isobutyl Carbinol BulfolaneDioctyl -Phthsi*te Mineral Spirits TallowDiphenyl-dipiienyj oxide Naphtha : TetradecanolDipropyl.n, 017001 Solvent Tetradecien,Dfatlilstes : Stoddard Solveht ‘retradecyl BenzeneStraight Run Varnish Makers’ and Painters’ (7$ P~~~ Tetra ethy len. GlycolFlashed Feed Stocks cent) ‘ret hydrona pht haleneDiundec yl Pbthalst. Nonene - ‘rolueneDodecenol Nonene TridecanolDodecylbenz.~. (commercial) Nonyl Alcohol ThdeceneEpoxylated Linear Alcohols, 011-Oil Nonyl Phenol Thdecyl Benzene
~~~~~ 

Nonyl Phenol (ethoaylat.d) Thetbyl Benzene
EthOXy Thglyool (erud.) 

Octyl Alcohol (iso-, s-) Thet3~~1.ne O oolDiethyl Butyrats -Ethyl Alcohol Octyl Aidehyd. (IsO-) Thps’cpy sue 7Ethyl Benasne Octyl Epoxytailste TurpentineEthyl Buta~og 
~~~~~~

. UndecanolEthyIsn. Absorption Dndeo.ne
Ethylene Olyoci Aromsiso Dadecyibeuzene
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mR.ES AND REGULATIONS 19027

waxes: as follows: ‘~10 Bulk dangerous cargoes PART 153—SAFET Y RULES FOR SELF-
are cargoes specified In table 151.01-1, OPELI.ED VESSELS CARRYING *4*1-

Zylen. (mets- , pars- , orth o.’) (b) , In table I of Part 153, and In table 4 ARDOUR UQUIOR

- 
Zinc Dialkyldithiophosphate of Part 154 of this chapter” and by’ ~~ By amending Subchapter 0 by adding -

In § 151,01—10(f) the table Is amended Vising column 8 and add Ing footnote 12 a new Part 153 to read es follows:
by revising foothote number 10 to read as ft flows: S~~~~ dA General

- Sec.
Cal 1 Col. 2 coi s 153.1 Applic ability.

________________________________________________________________________ 153.2 Definitions.
‘153.6 Carriage of harardous or flamma-

Steam Vessels not ocer Si ft In length All vesseis carryIng In bulk ble cargo In bulk .
153 7 Existing f~.nk hIj ,..

pt. 168.8 U.s. ~~
-- ~e~~~i endo~~ mezit app li-

Veeels over ISft In length Do. cation.
Motor V ersis hot  over it tOes Do. 153.9 Appflcations for Letters of Corn-

V . I S  over IS pee tons escept sssgobig motor vessels of 500 gross Do ilance -

tens and over. r
.Qssplng molar vessels 01500 gme tons end over Do. 153.10 Equivalent standards.

SaIL V5.sl. h o t  OV~~ 700(1055 5005. 1)0. 153.12 IMCO Certificatea for U.S. flag y es-
p V ele over lOO iree Ions. Do. eelsNon-sell propelled. Vessels ieee than J OO groe, tons -All lank barges carrying In

tab sl~~~L tbth ch.p- Table I Table of minimum requirements.
ter n is $t~~p~~t S P ~~ 4osmssdg

Vaumla ill) (ron tons er over Do~

a - . 
- —  

a . . 153.15 Requirements for U.S. flag vessel
‘Except those esses eseluded under 45 IY.S .C. 170 or aet.. permits.

a S a a • 153.16 Requ iremen ts (Or foreign flag tes-
____ eel permits.

PART 175—GENERAL PROVISIONS are cargoes specified In table 151.01-10 HTJLL TYPE CALCIYLSTI0NS
- (b) , In table I of Part 153, and In table 153.20 Type I hull calculations.In § 175.05—i(s) the table l~ amep4ed 4 of .P~~~ 154 of th is chapter ” and by 153.21 Type II buil calcuistions.

by revising footnote number 10 to i~~ad revising column 8 and adding footnote 153.22 TYpe ID huli calculations .
as follows : “10 Bulk dangerous cargoes 12 as follows: 

~~
‘
~? ~~~~~~ :~c~ren

153.3 2 Damage.
CeLl Col.2 ~~~~~‘ Col. 8 15334 Survival.

153.35 Loeditne requireme nts .
Steam Vrs~.et’ not ,,ver Si It in length All vomlscarr~ I~~~in l,ulk GENmal. VzssEl. RtQVnEMENTS

l of pt. ISS and tahIe 4 ot 153.200 Port llght s. wheelbousS ‘ldows .
- 

pt 154. and wheelhouse doors.
Mot or ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 153.202 I.~~~atlon of doors and sirp erts on

V~~~ ts over 15 (rosa tons except seagoing motor vessels 01300 gross Do. deckhousea end superatructure3.
tons nd over- 153.208 Ballast equipme nt.

silL 
ton, and over 153.209 Bilge pumpi ng systems.

S e~~ls over 700 (10’ tons Do 153 214 Personnel emerg ency and safety
Neei-setf-propclled . Vessels le-’s thsn lOo grosa tons AI1 tank barge ’carry iii~ in - equipment.

bulk the cargOes 11,150 in 153.215 Safety equipment lockers .table lSl.Os of tlti s chsp- 153.216 Shower and eyewash founta I ns.
vessels l05grosstons ar over ~ o. 153.217 Access to void spaces.

—_______________ - ________-——--—- - —---——-________ —-- -- — CAIIGO CoNTAINMENT SYsTEars

~ Except t hose rages e~cIu~J’~d under 46 1~~ .C . 170 or 3915. : ‘ : 153230 ‘~~rpe I system.

153.232 Type III system.
153.283 SeparatIon of ttnkz from math In-

PART 188- —GENERAL PROVISION S are car goes specified In table 15 1.01—10 cry, service, and other spaces.

In § 188.05-i(s) the table is amended (b)~ in t ble I Of Part- 153. and In table ~~~~~~ 
- 

location -

by revising footnote number 10 to read revising column 8 and adding footnote 153.236 ProhIbi ted materials.
as follows: “10 Bulk dan gerous car goes 12 as follows : . 153.238 Required materials.

________________ ______________ ____________ __________ 153.239 Cast ~~~n pro hibited.
Ccl. I - Col. 2 ‘ Col. ~ 

153.240 Insulat ion .
____________________ ___________________________________ — _______————---— , CARGO Tsss,ia
Steam Vessels no’ over 6l ft In length Aiivessela earrs lnj inbnik 153.250 Double-bottom and deep tanks asths cslgoee list In table

I of pt 153 and tab le 4 01 cargo
p1. 154.” 153.251 Independent cargo tanks.

Vessels over 66 ft in length Do. 153.252 Special requirement for an j ud e-
Motor Vessels not over 15 gross tons Do. penden t cargo tank.Vessels ever 15 (rose tone escept seigoing motor veuel, of Do. 153.253 Quick closing shutoff ~a1s-es wIth

Seagoing motor vessels 01300 grost tons and over no. spill valves.
Fail Vessels not over ~~ Do. 153354 Cargo tank access.

!esseIs Ovar700 gross tons Do. - - 153.256 Trunks , domes , and open ings ofNon.seif-propelied - S umei’ teN titan lfO gross tolls All tank barges cart s 105 cargo tanks.
table 151.06 01 thi s chap. 153.266 Tank linings .
let ~‘

S’eesels I’S gut ” tou t s or over Do. • PIPING SYsTEMs AND CARGO HAND L IXG
_______________________________ ______________ EQuIPMENT

S S a • S 153.280 PipIng system design .
N Except those cases excluded und er 46 t I~ C. 170 or 3015. 153.281 Piping to required Independent

tanks.
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49028 RULES AND REGULATIONS

Sec. 8.0. MARKING OF CARGO TRANSFER Ho~~
158.282 Clargo filling Un.. . 153.437 Vàs~tIiat1on systems for tla,ns,sabl.
153383 Valving for cargo Ing. o$rgOSL 163.940 Standards for marking of cargo
158384 Cha~~~~wIstt06 ci quired qutok hoes.cicaing valves.
158385 ValvIng for oargo pump manifolds. 163.500 Inert gas systems. CARGO TRANSFER PROCEDURES
153394 Marking of piping systems. 153.501 RequIrement for drY inert gas. 153.963 Signals during cargo transfer.
153396 ~~nergezN~y shutdown stations. 153.515 Special requirements for extremely 153.956 Warning signs during Cargo tru ss-153.291 Ibnergency actuators at the poi nt flammable cargoes. - for.of cargo control. 153.520 SpecIal requirement. for car bon 163.957 Person in charge of cargo transfer.dlsuifide. 153.959 Approval to begin transfer opera-CARGO HANDLING SPACE VENTILATION 153.525 Special requirements for unusu - lions required..
153.310 VentIlation system type. ally toxic cargOes. 153.063 - Incompa~~1e cargo.153.812 Ventilat Ion system standards. 153.528 ToxIc vapor detectors. 153.964 Disèhsxge by gee pressurizatIon .153.314 VentIlation of space. not usually 153.527 Toxic vapor protection. 153.966 DIscharge by liquid displacementoccupied. 153.530 Special requirements for alkylene 153.968 Cargo tranafer conference.153.316 Specia l cargo pumproom vent ll~- oxides. ‘ 153.970 Cargo transfer piping.lion rate. 153.545 SpecIal requirements for liquid 153.972 connectIng a cargo hose.sulfur. 153.975 Preparation for cargo transfer.CARGO PUMPROOMS 153.554 Special requirements for acids. 153.976 ~~~~~ fer of packaged cargo or
153.330 A ccess 153.555 Special requirements for inorg anic ship ’s stores.
153.332 Hoisting arrangement. mith. 153.077 SupervisIon of cargo transfer.
153.333 Cargo pump discharge pressure 153.556 SpecIal requirements for aulfuric 153.972 Ganging with a sounding tube.

gauge. acid and oleum. 153.981 Leaving room in tank for cargo cx-
153.334 BUg. pump ing systems. 153.557 Special requirement. for hydro- p~~~ion
153.336 Special cargo pump or puZflprOOlfl chioric acid 153.083 TerminatIon procedures.

location requIrements. 153.558 Special requirement. for phos-
phoric acid. SPECIAL CARGO PRoczov~~sCARGO VEerING SYsTEM S 153.559 SpecIal requirements for nitric 153.1000 SpecIal operating requirements for153.350 LocatIon of B/S vent dlscdlarges. acid (less than 70%). cargoe, reactive wlt~~water,153.351 Location of 4m vent dIscharges. 153.600 Special requirements for nitropro.. 153.1010 Alkylene oxides.153.352 E/3 and 4 in venting system out- pane. 153.1011 Use of alkylene oxide containmentletS. TesTrec AND Izoap~c’ricI~ systems and hoeea with other163.358 High velocity vents.

153.354 Venting system inlet. 153.806 Stability te.t and Information. 153.1020 Unusually toxic cargoes.
153.355 PV venti ng systems. 153.808 Examination required for a Letter 153.1025 Motor fuel antiknock compounds.153.358 Venting system flow capacity , of Compliance. 153.1035 5tab1l~~~tion of acetone cysnohy-153.360 Vent ing system restriction. 153.809 Procedures for having the Cosst
158.361 Arrangements for removal of valves Guard examine $ vessel for a 153.1040 Carbon disulfide .from venting systems having Letter of Compliance. 153.1048 Inorganic acids.multiple relief valves. 163.81 0 Fourteen day notice required for a 158.1046 Sui~~ lc acid.153.362 Vent Ing system drain. Letter of Compliance examina- 253.1062 Carriage of other cargoes In acid153.36k Venting system supports. tion.

Spill valves. 153.81 1 Carrying cargo Into U.S. waters on 153.1055 Nitropropane .153268 Pressure vacuum valves, the voyage for a Letter of Corn-
153.370 MinImum relief valv, setting for pliance examinati on. MAINTENANCE

ambient temperature cargo tank. 163.812 Inspection for Cert ificat, of In- 153.1500 Venting system rupture disks.153.311 MinImum relief valve setting for spection. 153.1502 FIxed ballast relocation.refrigtrated CargO tank. $ubp~~ C Op.rit$on. 153.1504 Inspection of personnel emergency153.372 Gauge. and vapor return for cargo and safety equipment.vapor pressure. exceedIng 100 DOC SIM ENI a AND CARGO ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
kPa (approx. 1 atmosphere). 153.900 Certlficatee, letters, endorsement$ Appendix I—

Oaaoo GAucnro 8ysT53(s required. List of cargoes not regulated under Pert 153153.901 Certificate, or Letters required to at’ Subchapter D153.400 General requirement, for gauges. be ~~153.404 St&ndards for containinent.. 7~~ 153.902 Expiration of Letters of ~~~~~~ 
Appendix U—

tern. having required closed ance IRe*rVedl
gauge.. 153.904 LimitatIon, In th. endorsement. Appendix UI—

153.406 8t~ndards for ccntaliunent 5~5- 333935 Regulations required to be on- Metric unite used In Part 153tern. having required restricted board.gauges. 153 907 Oa~~~ in~~ i~
•5
~~~ ca,~~ 

Aurxosi’rv: 48 U.S.C. 170 for all dangerous
153.40 ’? SpecIal requirements for sounding 158.908 ShippIng document, cargoes except flammable and combustible

tube gauges. 158.909 Cargo location p~~~ 
liquids, for whIch the authority for the regu-

163.406 Tank overfill controls. 153.910 Cargo piping plan. latlone Is 46 U.S.C. 391s.
153.400 HIgh level alarms. 153.912 Certificate of InhIbition or stabill 

-

_____

CARGO TEMPERAT URE CoirrioL SYsTEMs Zatf Of l .
l~~3.914 Document, at the trinsfer temmi- SUbl)al’t A—Gefleral

153.430 Rest transfer systema~ general. nal. 
§ 153.1 ApplIcability.153.433 Cooling systems.

153.434 Heat transfer coils within a tank. GENERAL Ca*oo OPERATIONAL BEQUISEMENTI This part prescribes rules that apply to153.436 Heat transfer fi~~~~ 153.920 Cargo quantity limitations. talIkshlpe1 that have on board the car-153.433 Cargo pressure or tampersts*. 153.921 ~~ploslve.. goes described In § 153.5 for the purpose -alarms requIred. 153.923 Inerting s~stems. of Implementing the requirements In the153.440 Cargo temperature sensors re-
quired. GENERAL -VZs..L SAFETY law governing vessels having on board

SPECIAL REQUIRZIW,T5 rca PLAMarARLE Cs 153.930 Cargo antidote., flammable or combustible liquid cargo In
Coeeenwrxsns CARoOER 153.931 ObstructIon of pumproom ladde r.. bulk (46 U.S.C. 391a) and the law gov-

153.460 Fir. protection systems. ways. 
erning the carriage of explosives and153.461 ElectrIcal bonding ci spendens 153333 Goggles and protectivi Clothing.

- ~~nkj, 153333 ProtectIve clothing requi red. N
153 482 Static discharges from Inert ge. 153.954 Entry into space, containing cargo ‘ ec use the definition of “t.nksbip” in-

syoems. vapor. ciudes the condition that at least one of the
cargo tanks have ome quan tity 01 cargo153.463 Vent system diceharges. 153.933 OpenIng of tanks and cargo sam- liquid or vapor inside, this part do~ not153.464 Ptwi bl. els~~nic.

153.436 Fla.s m .I.l . vapor detector. pUng apply to a vessel who., cargo tanks ir. clean
153.468 Electrical .qutpment, 153.936 Illness, alqohol, drugs, and gas fre .

P5063*1 IIGISTh , VOL 42 , NO. 156—MONDAY , SEPTEMIER 26, 1977
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 49029

other dangerous arti cles In bulk (46 corporates no part of the vessel’s hull scrthed In V 153.5 In any quantity, Includ-u.s.c. 1~~). and that Is not essential to the Integrity hig residual liquid or vapor.
§ 153.2 J ) f l t~~~ 

of the hull, “Venting system” means a permanent
“Intank cargo pump” means a pump—. pIping arrangement leading from a cargoAs used In this part : (1) Lbcated within the cargo tank It tank and used to contr ol the flow of“Accommodation spaces” means balls, serves; and vapor to and from the tank.

ctining rooms, lounges, Ja’~atorIes, cabIns, (2) Whose piping passes through only
sta terooms, o~ ces, hospitals, clnemas. the top of the cargo tank. § 153.5 Carriage of hazardous or da m-
game and hobby rooms, pantries con- “integral tank” means a cargo tank enable cargo in bulk.
t.aIn~ng no cooking appliances, and simi- that also Is part of or Is formed In part (a) A hazardous or fic.namable cargo
Jar permanently enclosed spaces. by the vessel’s hull structure so that the listed In table I may be carried In bulk

“B” means the breadth of the vessel In tank and the hull may be stressed by the on board self -propelled vessels 11 the re - -meters and Is defined In V 42.13-15(d) of same loads. qulremente of this part are met.
this chapter. “L” means the length of the vessel In (b) When authorized by the Corn-

“Cargo containment system” means a meters and Is defined In V 42.13-15(a) of mandant (G-MHM) • a hazardous or
cargo tank. Its cargo piping system, Its this chapter. fla mmable cargo not listed in table I,
ventin g system, and its gauging system. “Letter of Compliance” means a letter table 4 of part 154, or in V 30.25—1 ci th.ls

“Cargo handling space” means an en- Issued by the Commandant (O-MBM) chapter may be carried In bulk on board
closed space that must be entered during permitting a foreign flag tankship to a self-propelled vessel If the require-
a routine loading, carriage, or discharge carry a bulk cargo regulated under this ments of this part and any additional ye-
of cargo and that contains an element of part quirement, for the cargo that the Corn-
the cargo containment system having a “Marine Inspector” Is defined In mandant (G-MHM) may prescribe are
seal or packing to prevent the escape of § 30.10—43 of this chapter. met.
cargo, such as a valve, cargo pump, or “Master” means the master of a tank-
cargo vapor compressor. ship of 100 gross tons or more or the § 153.7 Exislin g ta iikshi ps.

“Cargo piping system” means a tank- operator of a tankship of less than 100 (a) Def initions.
ship’s permanently Installed piping ar- gross tons. (1) “Permit” means a Certificate of
rangement, Including any valves and “Open gauging” means an arrange.- Inspection or a Letter of Compliance.
pumps, that carries cargo to or from a ment for gauging the amount of cargo in (2) “ExistIng tankabip” means a tank-
cargo tank. - a tank through a large opening, such ~ ship for which a contract was let on or

“Cargo tank” means a tank that— a tank hatch or ullage opening. before December 27, 197’l.
(1) Is part of or permanently a~ xed “Open venting system” means a vent- (b) Endorseinent.s for en -sting Lank-

to a tankship ; and Ing system that always nilows vapor to PS’(2) Carries a cargo described in ~ 153.5 flow freely to and from the tank. (1) The Coast Guard endorses the
In any quantity, including residual liquid “Phosphoric acid” means phosphoric permit of an existing tankahip to carry
or vapor, acid, superphosphoric acid, and aqueous a cargo listed In table I If—

“Closed gauging system” means an as- solutions of phosphoric acid. (i) The tankshlp held a permit on Dc-
rangenlent for gauging the amount of ‘Pressure-vacuum (PV) valve” means cember 27, 1977, endorsed for the cargo
cargo In a tank, such as a float and tape a valve that is normally closed and which In question ;
or a magnetically coupled float and In- opens under a preset positive pressure or (U) The tankship meets the conatruc-
dicator, that does not have any opening a vacuum. tion standards under WtIIdI the Coast
through which cargo vapor or liquid can “Pumproom” means any enclosed Guard Issued the permit; and

I

i

escape. space containing a pump that Is part of (Iii) The t*nkshlp meet. the stand-
“Combustible ” is defined In V 30.10—15 a cargo conta inment system. ards in paragraph (C) of this section,

of this chapter. “Refrigerated tank” means a cargo (2) The Coast Guard endorses the per-
“Commandant” means Commandant tank that is equipped to carry a cargo mit of an existing tankahip to carry a

of the U.S. Coast Guard, that must be cooled in order to keep tie cargo listed In table I if—
The term Is often followed by a maIlIng cargo’s vapor pressure from exceeding (i) The tankahip held a permit on
code In parenthese s. The mailing addre ss the tank’s pressure-vacuum or safety re- December 27, 1977;
should Include any mailing code and Hef valve setting under ambient cooidl- (U) The Coast Guard did not require
should be written as follows: tions of 32’ C (approx. 90 F) stifi water the permit to be endorsed with the name

and 46 C (approx. 115’ F) still air . of the cargo at any time before Decemn-
Commandant (mailing code). U.S. Coast “Reflef valve setting” means the inlet ber 27, 1977;

Ouard . Washington, D.C. 20590. lIne pressure at which a vent system’s (lii) The t.ankship meets the construc-
“Dedicated ballast tank” means a tank pressure-vacuum or safety relief valve tion standards under which the Coast

that Is used only for clean ballast, fully opens. Guard Issued the permit;
“Emergency’shutdown station” means “Restricted gauging system” means a (Iv) The tankshlp carried the cargo in

a part of the tankshlp where the required method of gauging the amount of cargo question; and
emergency shutdown controls are In a tank through an opening of limited (v) The tankshlp meets the standards
clustered . - size that does not vent the tank’s vapor In paragraph (C) of this section.

“Flammable” Is defined in V 30.10—22 space, such as an unperforated soundIn g (3) The Coast Guard endorses the
of thIs chapter. tube. permlt .of an existing tenkahip to carry

“Forward perpendicular” Is defined In “Safety relief (SE) valve” means a a cargo listed In table I If—
I 43.13—15(b) of this chapter. normally closed valve that opens under (I) The tankship held a permit on Dc-

“IMCO” means the Inter-Govern- a preset ~csIt1ve pressure. comber 27, 1977 endorsed to carry clas.
mental Maritime Consultative Organlza- “Service spaces” mean spaces outside B or C poisons under 46 CFR pert 39;
tion. the cargo area used for galleys, pantries (ii) The cargo In question is a class B

“IMCO Certificate ” means a CerWi— containing cooking appliances, lockers, Or C p01a631
cate of Fitness for the Carriage of Dan- store rooms, workshops other than those (III) The tankshlp meets the construc-
gerous Chemicals In Bulk issued under forming part of machinery spaces, and lion standards In 44 CFR part 39; and
the 15(00 Code f or  the Construction and trunks to such spaces. i~~ ~~~~~~~~ t~e ~~~~dar~~Equipment 0/ ShIps Carry ing Dangerous “SE venting system” means a venting In paragraph (c) of this section.Che,nlcals in Bulk , Resolution A.212 system In which an BR valve controls
( VII) , 1971. vapor flow from the cargo tank. (4) The Commandant (G—~~~~ ) en-

“Independent tank” means a cargo “Tankshlp” means any self-propelled dorses on a case by’ case bats the permit

vessel, that Is self-supporting, that In- affixed tank that contaIns a cargo do- listed In table I If—

L 

tank that is permanently a~ xed to the vessel ha~ ng on board a permanently 0~ an ~~1~~in( ta~~~~ip to C$~~~ a cargo
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19030 RULES AND REGULATIONS

(I ) The taukshlp does not come within dor sement of the vessel’s subchapter D Issued under the InternatIonal Conven-
the categorIes described In subpara~ Certificate of Inspection. tlon for safety of Life at 8ea~ 1960.
graphs (1) through (3) above; (b) The person requesting an endorse- (2) A list of those cargoes for which

UI) me tanksh.ip meets para graph ment under paragraph (a) of this eec- the Letter of Compliance Is to be en-
(c) of this section; and lion must transmit to the Coast Guard dorsed.

( iii) The tankshlp meets . any addi- when requested— (3) The specific tanks that are to be
tional requirements the Commandant (1) Hull type calculations; endorsed for each cargo.
(G-MRM) may prescribe, (2) The plans and Information lIsted (4) The names of the U.S. ports in

(C) Requirements j ot existing tank- In (154.01—18, 56.01—10, 91.55—5 (a), (b), which the person anticipates operating
ships. In addition to the standards re- (d) , (g), and (h) , and 111.05—5(d) of the vessel.
qulred of existing tankshlps In para- this chapter ; and (5) The name of the vessel s flag ad-
graph (b) of this section, every exIsting (3) Any other vessel Information, such ministration.
tankshlp must meet the sections of this as plans, design calculations, test results, (6) The name of the society that
part according to the following schedule: certificates , and manufacturer’s data, classes the vessel.
(1) The following sections In this part that the Coast Guard needs to determine (7) A brief description of the vessel’s

apply to an existing tankshlp after Dc- that the vessel meets the standards of cargo containment systems.
cember 27, 1977: 153.1, 153.2, 153.5, 153.7 , thIs part. (8) Hull type calculations.
153.8. 153 0, 153.10, 153.208 , 153.214, 153.— (9) The plans and Information listed
294, 153.515, 153 .520, 153.530, 153.559, and § lS

~~~an 
p I ( ~dIOl15 for Letters of Corn . 

~fl II 54.01—18, 56.01—10, 91.55—5 (a) , (b) ,
eubpartC. ‘ (d) , (g) , and (ii) . and 111.05—5(d) of

(2) After April 12, 1978, an existing (a) Letter of Compliance applications this chapter.
tankshlp must meet all the requlrement.s for a vessel tv/lose flag administration (c) Conditions applying to all Letter
of h u e  part except as described In sub.. Issues 13100 certificates . A person who ~j  Compllatwe app lications. If requested
paragraphs (3) , (4) , (5) , and (6) of L~1~ desires the endorsed Letter of Compli- by the Commandant (0—MHM ) , a per-
section. ance described by ( 153.900 for a vessel son desiring a Letter of Compliance for -

(3) The Commandant (0-Mi ~ 1) ~~~~~~~~ 
whose flag adminIstration Issues IMCO a vessel must furnish any other vessel

sider s on a case by case basis endors ing certificates must submit to the Coinnian- Information , si~ch as plans, design cal-
as a type II containment system one that dant G—MHM ) an application that in- culations, test results, certificates , and
fafis to meet (( 153.21, 153.231(b), and cludes the following: ‘.. manufacturer ’s data, that the Coast
153.234 If the tankshlp and containment (1) The vessel’s IMCO Certificate.’ Guard needs to determine that the vessel
system meet the following minImum (2) The vessel’s Car go Ship Safety meets the standards of this part.
conditions: Construction Certificate and Cargo Ship

(1) The tankshlp has a loadilne certif- Safety EquIpmen t Certificate Issued im- § 153.10 Equivalent standard s.

Icate. der the International Convention for (a) A vessel that does not meet each
(Ii) The cargo tank Is not part of the Safety of Life at Sea, 1960. standard required In this part for an en-

tankship’s sh.1l plating. (3) A general arrangement plan . dorseinent-on a Certificate of InspectIon
(iii ) Tb. distance between the bottom (4) A capacit y plan. or Letter of Compliance may meet an

plat ing of the cargo tank and the bottom (5) A midship section plan. alternate standard If the Commandant
shell plating of the tanksh ip Is at l~~~t 

(6) A diagram of car go piping on deck finds that the alternate standard pro- -

76 cm measured parallel to the vertical and In tanks , includin g all valves and vInes an equivalent or greater level of
axis of the tankahlp. pumps (schematic ) , protection for the pur pose of safety.

(4) The Commandant (0—Mimi ) con- (7 A diagram of car go tank vent pip- (b) The Commandant considers on a
elders on a case by case basis endorsin g Ing, Includin g location of relief valves case by ‘case basis the issuance of a
a conta inmen t system as a t~~~ ~x ~~~~~- 

and flame screens (schema tic). determination of equivalence to a stand-
talnment system ~~~ 

(8) A fir e fighting and safety plan. ard required by this part If the person
(I) The containment system Is modi- (9 A descri ption of tank liquid level , requesting the determination sends a

fled after December 27, 19’?? to meet gauging systems , written application to Commandant

* 153.231(b) by adding double bottoms or (10) Deta Ils of tank cooling, heating, (0-M1~~l) that IflCIUdCS
wing tanks; and and Inert ing systems . (1) A detailed explanation of the yes-

(Ii ) The tankah ip can survIve the (b) Letter of Compliance applications eel’s characteristics that do not meet the
damage described In II 153.32 and 153.34 f or a vessel whose f lag administration requirements In this part ; and

(2) An explanation of how the sub-
to those parts of the tankship other than does not issue IMCO Certif icates . A per- stituted standards enable the vessel to
machine ry spaces , son who desires the endorsed Letter of meet a level of safety equIvalent to the

(5) The Commandant (0—MHM ) con- Complianc e described by ( 153.900 for a standards of this part.
elders on a case by case basis endorsin g vessel whose flag administration does not
as a type in containment system one Issue IMCO Certificates must submit to § 153.12 IMC O Certificates for I S. flag

that does not meet II 153.22 and 153.234 the Commandant (G.-MHM ) an appli- vessels.

If the tankshlp has a loadline certificate , cation that Includes the following : (a) The Coast Guard Officer us Char ge
(6) The Commandant (G-MHM ) ~~~~ 

(1) A copy of the vessel’s Cargo Ship of Marine Inspection Issues an IMCO
elders on a case by case basis extending Safety Construction Certificate and Certificate to a U.S. flag tankship if
beyond Apri l 12, 1976 the time an exist- Car go Ship Safety Equipmen t Certificate the—
lug tankship may opera te before ~~~~~~ 

-—______ (1) Tankship ’s owner or represent s-
Ing the requiremen s effective on that a Genersay, the IMCO Cert ificate is sum- tive requests an IMCO Certificate for the
date. d ent for the Coast Ouard to endorse the tankshlp;

vessel’s Letter of Compliance with the names (2) The tankship meets the recom-
~ 153.8 U.S. flag veSSel endorsem ent ap- of those cargoss in table I that are listed on mendat ions In the IMCO Chemical Code;phcaiion. the XMco Certificate , The IMCO Certificate and

(a) A person who desire. the endorse- ~qo~1d not be sufficient when the Certificate (3) The tankshlp meets the require-author izee a cargo that ii not permitted inmont requir ed by ( 153.900 for a U8. ~~( U,8 waters , when th~ Cer tIflca t Is in error nients of this part.
vessel must submit an application to ens , or waives part of the Code, when the regula- (b) The 15(00 Certificate expires on
of the Coast Guard emcee described ~~ Isons in thu part exceed those of the Code, the day when the tankship’s Certificate
*91.55—IS of this chapter, requestIng en- or similar ~itu i~tiOns. of Inspection expires.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 4903!
?ARLI l—TAaLI or Mnmcvl( RZQVIIFMINTI

Elso-Cargo Fire iricel
Cargo name contlln- Vent Vent ’ Gage ’ protec- Special requirements hazard

mont height ’ lion group
system ’ system 1 soddais ’

Acetic acid 
- 

lii 4 m PV Reitr. A .238(a) , .554 I-D

Acetic &nbydrlde II 4 in PV Reetr . A .238(a), .526, .554, I-D

Acetone cyanohydrin II B/S PY Closed A .288(a) , .316, 386, .406,~525,
.526, .912(b) , .933, .1020,

.1025

Aoetonltrilo II B/S PV Regtr . A .336, .525, .526, .1030 I-D
Acrylic acid III 4 m PV Bestr. A .238(e) , .526. .912 (a) I-D
Acrylonitrile IL B/a PV Ciosecf A .236 (a) , (c), (d), .316, 326, I-I)

.406, .525, .526, .912(a) ,

.1026
AdiponlirIle III 4 in 1W Bestr. A .526

Allyl alcohol II B/S PV Closed A .316, .336 406, .525, .526, I-C
_ _ _ _ _ _  

.933, .i426
Allyl chloride II B/S PV Closed A .316, .336 , .406, .525, .526, I-D

.1020
Amlnoethylethanolamine III NH Open Open A .236 (a), (b), (c) , (g)

Ammonlnm hydroxIde (28 111 4m 1W Reatr. C .236 (b) , (c), (0, .526 I-D
pet or loss NH,) . 

_____________

Aniline Ii B/S 1W Closed A .318, .336 .4(5, .325, .526,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  

.935, .1620 
_ _

Bansene III B/S 1W Restr. B .816, .526 I-D
Beuzyl chloride Ii B/S PV Closed B .316, .336, .4(5, .525, .326,

.912(b), .1020
(iso., n.) Butyl Aerylat . II 4 in 1W Restr. A .526, .912(a) I-I) —

(llo., n-, see-, tNt-) Buty l- II B/S 1W Closed 1 .236 (b), (c), .386, .4(5,
amine. .~23, .526, .ien

(n.) Buty l ether - 111 B/a SW Closed A .500, .525, .526, .10.1)

Butyl metbacrylate Ill 4m SW Reetr. B .526, .912(a)

(iso.. n-, crude) bOty~sIde- Ill 4 m PV Open A .525 1-0
hyde 

______ _______________ _______

Camphor oil III 4 m PV Open B None I-D

Carbolic oil It B/s PV Closed 1. .406, .525, .536, .633, .1060

Carbon dlsulfid e II B/a 4’V Closed C .236(c), .603, .406, .600, (‘).615 .830, .525, .526,
.1040

Carbon tetrnchloride 111 B/s FV Closed .3L6~~336, .406, .625, .536,

Caustic potash solution III 
- 

NB Open Open .236 (a), (0), (g), .838

Caustic ‘cda solution III NB Open Open .266 (a), Cc), (1), .833

(mono-) Chlorcbenaene Ill 4m SW Reetr. B .526 I-I)

Chlcrolorm III B/S SW Restz. .525, .626, .1020

(erud.) Cblcrobydxins II B/S PV Closed £ .406, .860, .826, .1030 1-D
Chloropren. II B/s PY Cloeed B .316, .316, .525, .526,

.912(a), .1030

Cblcroeul6 nlc meld 1 B/I PV Closed ~~~~J25~ J5I6~~ 64, .886,

(3oal tsr napbtba III 4 se PV Be.tr. A .536 I—D
Cososot. III NB Open Open B .463

Craso~ lit NB Open Open B None

Footnotes at end of table.
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49032 RULES AND REGULATIONS

T~sLz l--TAsL!OWMfli1Mt’~ REQUIE EMZNT a

Else-
Cargo Flee ttl..l

Cargo nanl e contain- Vent Vent s Gig.’ protec- Special requirements bes~~d
mont height Lion group

syaLem - CIstern ’ soc

Crot usldehyd e II - PS’ Rests. A J .316, .386, .526, .628, .1020 I-C

Cyclohexanone Ill 4m PV Restr. A l  .236 (a) , (ii), .528 I-D

Cyclohexylainlne - 
111 4 in SW 

- 
Rests. A .236 (a) , (b). Ic) , (g) , .526

(ieo-, n-) Decyl acrylate Ill N H Open Open A U  .236 (b), (c). .912(a)

Dibutylamine I l l  4m  PV Rest,. B .236 (b) , (c) .526

Diohlorobeuze,ie 
- 

I i i  4 m 1W R~str. B .236 (a) , (b) , .526

lj-Dj chloroethane 
— 

l i i  4 in PV Rest ,. B~~~~~~ .528

2,2’-Dirhloroethyl ether ll ; 4 m  PS’ Iteetr. A .236 (a) , (bI , .526 1-1)

Dichloromethane I l l  I 4 m PV Rest ,. .526

1,1-or i ,2-Diehloroprop~~e 11 11-3 PS’ Reel,. B 1  .525, .526, .l020 1-i)

- l ,S-DiehI orop ropet~e II B 5  PS’ Closed B .316 . .336 , .4’18, .&~~, .526, 1-1)
_ _ _ _ _  

t .1020 
_ _

1)iethanolamine IlL N E  Open Open A .234 (I,) , (c)

1.11ethylamine Ill B 3  I’S’ Restr. A .236 (a), (b) , (ci , Ig ) , .525, 1—C
.526, .1(P20

J)iethylenetriasni,ie 111 SR Open Open A 
— I .236 (b), (c)

Diethylethan olasnine 111 4m~~~ 1W Rest,. A .236 (a) , (b ), (r ) . (g) , .526
Dtlsopropanolaniine 111 SR Open Open A .236 (b), (c) I-D
Dilsopropyl ansine 11 B-S I’S’ Closed A .236 (b), (e), .406, .525, I-C

.526, .1020 -

1)imetliylan, iiie (40 pct4)r 111 B;3 I’S’ Restr. . A , C .236 (a) , (b), (C), )d) , .526, 1—C -
lesS) - .520, .1020

Dlmethylethan olaxntne 111 4 in - PS’ Rest ,. A l  .236 (b) , (c), .526
Dimethy llonnami de III 4 in 1W flestr. A .236 (b) , .526
1,4-Dlojane 11 B. 3~ PV Closed A .406, .525. .526, .11)20 I-C
Epichlorohyd~in 11 B,3 I’V Closed ~T’~ .316, .336, .408, .525, .528, I-C

.1)12)

Etbanolam in. Ill SR Open Open A .236 (b), (c), .52)1 -

Ethyl acrylate 
- 

11 4 m PS’ Restr. A .526, .912(a) I-D
Ethylen e ehloro hydri n 11 B. a PS’ Closed A, C .316. .330, .4(5, .525, .526,

.938, .1020
Ethylene cyanohydrin Ill SR Open Open A None I-D

Ethylenedlansin. 11 4 m 1W Beet: . A .236 (b), (0), .536 I-D
Ethylene djbromjde II B 3  PV Closed .406, .525, .526, .1020
Ethylene dichloride II 4 in SW Restr. B .256(b), .409, .526 1-D
Ethyl ether 11-. . 4m  I ’S’ Closed A .236(g), .252, .4%, .500, I-C- 

- 
.515, .526

2-Ethy lbexyl acoylat. Ill N P .  Open Open A .912(a)

Ethyl methacrylat. III 4rn PV Restr ; B .912(a) , .526
2-Ethyl-3-Propyl ecroleln 111 4m  PV Restr. A .526

Formald hyde solution ($7 III 4 m  PV Re~tr. A .3)26 1—0
to 50 pet).

For mic acid III 4 in PS’ Rests. A .238 (b), (o) , .528, .564

Furfural 
-

~~~~ III 4m PS’ Rests A .526 
____

Bydroeblorlo acid Ill 4 in PS’ Rests. .2S~~~*jb4,~~So, .167,

2-Bydroxyethyl wylat. .11 B/S PS’ Closed .& •4%,~~5*83~ -5* ,9l2(s~,

Isopren. III 4 in PS’ Rests. B .912(a) I-C
Mesityl oxide III 4 is PS’ Rests. £ .409, .526 I-~l) -

Methyl acrylate - II 4 m PS’ R.str. B .526, .912( a) I-D -

2-Methyl-S-Ethyl pyridin. III NE Opesr Open A .238(b)

Methyl metbacrylat. II 4 is PS’ Rest,. B .526, .912(a) 2-25

(sipha-) Methyl etyren. 111 4m PS’ Rests. B .526, .912(a)

Footnote at end of table, - -
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 49033
?AsLz 1—TAOLZ or MINIMUM Rzqvinuixtcrs

Core. Sb. trtc~Cargo name contain. Vent’ Vent ’ Gige~~ protee Special requirement. b ard
mant height tin.

fu ses ’ syMem~

Morphollne Ui 4 is PS’ Rests. A .286 (b), Cc) I-C

Motor fuel anti-knock corn- II B/s PS’ Cloeed 5, 0 .252, .136, .4%, .32.), .526,
pounds (containing lead .938, .1030, .1025
alkyls).

Naphth aien e (liquid) III 4 in PS’ Rests. B, C None
Nitric acid (70 pot or less) Ii 4in PV Reits. .406, J26~~.554, .555, .559, 

—

(mono-) Nitrobennene IL B/s PS’ Closed B, C £16~~330, .408, .525, .933,

1- or 2-Nltropropane s II I 4 is PS’ Bests. 5 .326, .602, .1065 1-C 
—

(ort ho., peru-) Nltrotoln- Ii B/S PS’ Closed B .316 .526, .406, .526, .526,ens - • .1620
Oleum II B/S PS’ Closed .310, .336, .406, .526, .554,

.655, .656, .933, .1000,
_______________________ 

.1045, .1062
Paral debyde UI 4 in PV Reels. A None
Pentachloroethane III B/s PS’ Rests. .316, .330, .525, .526, .1020

Phenol II B/3 PS’ Closed A .408, .525, .526, .933, .1020
Phosphoric acid III NE Open Open .554, .555, .558, .1045, .1052
Phthallc anhydride (llq- III 4 in PS’ Rest ,. 1) None

-5---- _ _  _

(lso-,n-) Propanolamine 
- 

UI NE Open Open A .236 (b), (c) , .525

Proplonlc acid UI 4 in PS’ Rests. A .338(a), .554 I-D

Proplonic anhydride III 4 in PS’ Rests. A .238(a), .550 
—

(lao-,n-) Prop ylamine II B/s PS’ Closed 0 .236 (b), Cc) , .406, .500, .I-D.525, .626, .1028, .1060
Pr opylene oxide II 4 rn PV Closed A .500, .526, .330, .1010,. 1011 I—B

Pyrldlne 
- 

III 4 in PS’ Rests. A .236(b)
SodIum bydroeulilde solO- III 4 in PS’ Bests. .526, .933

tloo (45 pot or lees) .

Sodium hypochiorite solu- UI 4 in PV Rests. .236 (a) , (b)
tlon (15 pet or lose).

Styrene III 4 is PS’ Open B .236(b), .912(a) I-D
Sulfur (liquid) III NB Open Open .282, .638, .645

Sulfuric AcId Ill NE Open Open ã~~~.56~~.58e~ 86$ .1080,

1,2,2,2-Tetracbloroetban. III B/S PV Beets. .310, .836, .525, .526, .1020

T.traethylenepentsmins III NH Open Open A .236 (b), Cc)
T.trahydrotucan III 4r n  PS’ Rests. A, D .326, .912(b) 2-0
Toluene Dilsocyanate Ii B/s PS’ Closed 0, D .236(b), .115, .406, .800,

.501 .4%, .625, .1020,

Tricresyl uhoenhat. (eon. II 4 is PS’ Closed B 408, .525(a) , .1080
tam ing I pot or snore ii
the ovtho Isomer).

Trtethanolarnlne 
- 

III NE Open Open A .286 (1), (b), Cc), (g) 
____

Triethylamine Ii B/I Pit Rests. B .235 (b) , Cc). .525, .526, I-C

‘l’rlethylenetetsamlne III NP. Open Open A .236 (a), (b), Ce) 
____

Urea, .mmce,lum nltsat UI 4 m  PS’ Rest:. A .286(b), .526 I-D
solution (containing
more than I pet NH,) .

5so-.n-) Valeraldehyde III 4m PS’ Rests. A .603, .526, I-C
Vinyl acetate III 4rn PV Open A 

- 
.912(e) I-D

Vlnylidene chloride 15 4 a Pit Rests. 33 .236 (a), (b), .600, .526, I-D
.912(e) ,

Vinyl ethyl ether II 4a PS’ Closed A .2I8~~)~~~,ig~~.40S, .500,

Vinyl teluene III Ia PS’ Rest s. B .4% (a) , (a), (a), .512(e) I-D
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49031 RULES AND REGULATIONS

Foe ~daSs see three sections
‘555.23045&2~~
• ‘~~~-~

516 OlE 111.50-5.
$ Dry ehemicel extinguishers should not be used on nitropropane tIres because 93m0 dry chemicals may react with

nitsopropane and make the Sre worse.
N0515 ON TASI.* I

(lorgo centem nme a ,ijskm—’Fhe containment system type, either I, U, or III , Is listed. Se, sees. 153.280 thttnigh
255.232.

Ve,st Adg8fo.—The location and height of the vent riser Ii described In ter mi of the vent height, aither B/s cc 4 is.
See sees. 158.350 and 163.351.

Vest—Th, type of venting control valve, elthot pressure vacuum (PS’) or open, Is listed. See eec. 153.355.
Gouge—The type of gauge, either closed, restricted (Rests.), or open, Is listed. Ses sees. 153.400-l53.406.
F *e pref edion system—The type of Ste protec tion system Is shown , whets: A Is a foam system for water soluble

esrgoes (polar solvent foam), B Is a foam system for water insoluble cargoea (nonpolar solvent form), C Is a water
spray system and D isa dry chemical system.

Unless tabl~ I specldes a dry chemical (U) system as en option, a dry chemical system may be substituted for an
A or B type system o~1v U the Commandant (O-MMT ) approves the substitution.

Special requtrement—!tbe special requirements are shown by the digits of the eectlon numbers, without the “153”
pest number preceding them.

Elecdricel tozerd gr oup end dou—ThIs column Is for use with subchapter S (Electrical E’iglneering) of this chapter.
N0TL—80e app. 1 of this part for a list of cargoes to which neither this part nor ubch . U (tsnk vessels) of this

chapter apply. eSubpart B—Requirements § 153.30 Pcrsneabiity of spaces.
GENERAL (a) As used In this section , “perme abil-

Ity of a floodable space” means the ratio
§ 153.15 Requiremen ts (or U.S. flag of the Volume within the space that Is as-vessel permits. sumed to be cupied by water to the

To have its Certificate of InspectiOn total volume of the space.
endorsed with the name of a car go liSted (b) The permeability of a floodable
in table I, a U.S. flag vessel must meet space must be assumed as follows:
the requirements for the cargo In this (1) Mach Inery spaces : 0.85 unless a
subpart. permeability of less than 0.85 Is justified

in detail.§ 153.16 Requirements for forei gn flag (2) St.orerooms: 0.60.vessel ~er iusts. (3) Accommodation spaces : 0.95.
To have Its Letter of Compliance en- (4) voicis : 0.95.

dorsed with the name of a cargo lIsted (5) Tanks containing consumable
In table I, a foreign flag vessel must: liquids : 0.95 or 0.0, whichever Is the more(a) Have an IMCO Certificate, If the disabling.
flag administration Issues IMCO Certifl- (6) Tanks containing liquids other
cates , endorsed with the name of the than consumables : 0.95 or (1.0 , the per-
cgrgo and meet any specific require- meability of partially filled tanks to be
ments In this subpart that the Corn- consistent with the -density and amount
mandant (G—MHM ) may prescribe; or of liquid carried in the tank.

(b) Meet the requirements of this Cc) If a cargo tank would be pen..
subpart and § 30.01—5 ‘e) of this chapter. etra ted under thb assumed damage , the

HULL Titra CALCULATIONS cargo tank must be assumed to lose all
cargo and refill with salt water up to

§ 153.20 Type I hull calculations , the level of the tankship’s final plane of
Calculations for a type I hull must equilibrium. -

show that it can survive damage as de- § 153,31 Free surface effect.zcr9 ed In §~ 153.32 and 153.34 to any
location. - 

(a) The virtual Increase In the vert i-
cal center of gravity of the tanksbip

§ 153.21 Ty pe II hull calculatio ns, due to a liquid in a space must be de-
(a) Calculations for a type II hull 150 termined by calculating either:

m (approx. 492 It) or less In length must (I ) The free surface effect with the
show that it can survive damage de- ship assumed heeled 5’ from the vertical;
acribed In H 153.32 and 153.34 to any or
location except the transverse bulkheads (2) The shift of the center of gravity
bounding an aft machinery space. of the liquid by the moment of tr ims-

(b) Calculations for a type II hull ference method .
greater than 150 m (appr ox . 492 It) in (b) In calculating the free surface ef-
length must show that It can survive feet of consumable liquids , the following
damage described In §~ 153.32 and 153.34 must be done :
to anylocat lon . (1) For each type of liquid , at least
§ 153.22 Type I ll hull ca lc,,Iai io,sa. one transverse pair of wing tanks or a

single centerline tank must be assumed(a) Calculations for a type III hull to have a free surface .
less than 125 m (appro x. 410 It ) in (2 ) Of the two assumptions in subpar-length must show that It can survive agraph ( 1) , the one having the greaterda mage described In ft 153.32 and 153.34 free surface effect must be chosen.to any location except to an aft ma-
chiner y space. § 153.32 Dam age.

(b) Cal culat ions for a type III hull 125 (a) Calclflationh must assume both
m (ap pr ox. 410 ft) or greater in length collision and grounding damage , sep-
must show that It can survive damage arately ; and the damage must consist
as described in §1 153.32 and 153.34 to of the most disabling penetration up to
any location except the tr ansverse bulk- and including penetrations having the
heads bounding an aft machinery space. following dimensions :
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 49035

Ii) Collision penetretfon: ~ 153.208 B~lh~ t ~~~~~~~(1) Loii~itudInaI estent ~ -0I$)L~ ~ 14.5 IU~~t1tOL 0.416W ~ ta) Except foe the arran gement de-47.s 
~ 
wbhth.w

‘U) Transnns estent: Onboard from the shlp~ ~d. at right ansi.. WE ~ .1 se (approx. $7.7 ft), wtdeb’ 
~~~~~ In para graph (b) , no piping thatto the eesmtstllns at lbs 1.,.I of the asmmu Itsdlin, ~~~~ ..~~ ~~ ~~ serv~ a ~eWcate~ ballast tank that Isunder wbcbspter N).

(Ill) Vertlcs~ setset . Prom the be.. fin. DPWSTd5 withaid adj acent to a cargo tank may enter anlimits. engIne room or accomodatlon space.0) O~~~~rg, 
~~~~~~ excluding any damage ft eta point 0.$L aft it any other $itUdldal postt&~~. (b) Piping used only to fill a dedicatedolfo wsrd pep mdlculaz.

0) Lo~~ltudlnsL 1/10 1110 en se (applox. 11.4 ii), wimicimever ‘ballast tank adjacent to a cargo tank
may enter an engine room or accomino-(II) Transverse B/Icr lOse (apptoi~~~.$ ft), whlcb. im ~~ir oi. 15.4 5). datlon space If the pIpIng has a valve orever Is 1 .

Oil) Vertical extant from the B/to or Sm fopprox. 19.7 5), which. 5/15 elm (app ros. 19.7 5). whiobevir , valVing arrangement:
base line ever I s 1 .  Is 

- (1) WithIn the part of the tankshlp
(b) If the ~iamAge assumption excludes (1) Equipped w~ti~ ~g’rangeme~te ~ucii where a containment system may be 10-

a transverse bulkhead bounding a ma- as stop check valves to prevent ~~~~~~~~~~~ cated under I 153.234;
chinery space, the machinery apace must sive flooding In other spaces with whIch (2) That allows liquid to flow only
be asaumed to be flooded as a case sep- they connect; or towards that ballast tank (such as a
arate from the dashage assumptIon. (2) Assumed to, flood the spaces with check valve) ; and

(c) Damage must be assumed to in- which they connect. (3) That enables a person to shut off
d ude transverse bulkheads spaced more (g) EqtiaUza Uon arra ngements, p iec~d- the fin line from the weath erdeck (such
closely than the longItudinal extent of Ing equallsstlon arrangement. requjr- as a stop valve) .
damage specified In paragraphs (5) (1) Ing mechanical operation such as valves (c) Piping, pumps and vent lines serv-
(I) and (a) (2) Ci) of this section. or cross flooding lines may not be as- Ing a dedicated ballast tank may not be

suzned to reduce the angle of heel. (How- located WithIn a cargo containment sys-§ 153 34 Survival, ever, note that spaces joined by ducts tern.
A tankahip Is presumed to surv1v&.~ It 

~~ large cross section may be assumed § 153.209 BIlge pump in g syxtenla.meets the following conditions: to be common spaces.)
(a) Heel angle. (1) Except as 45” (h) Interm ediate stages o/ f l t~~~ng. - Bilge pumping systems for cargo

scrlbed in paragraph (a) (2) of’thls see- If it is not clear that-a tankship meets pwnprooms, slop tanks, and void spaces
tion, In the final condition 01 floodIng the requirement. of this section thrOugh- separated from cargo tanks by only a
the angle of heel must not exceed 15 out Intermediate stages of flooding, the single bulkhead must be entirely within

the locations allowed containment sys-(17’ II no part of the freeboard deck is shipowner shall furnish calculatIons tems In § 153.234.Imme ) - . showing that the ~ankshIp meets these(2) The Commandant (G—MMT) con- requirements In intermediate flooding if § 153.214 Personnel emergency a nti
alders on a case by case basis vessels requested by the Commandant (0-’ safety equi pment.
15Cm or less In length having heel angles 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ Each tankship must have the follow-greater than l’l but less than 25’.
(b) F inal waterline. The final water- § 153.35 

- 
Loadline requirements, Ing: Ca) Two stretchers or wire baskets

complete with equipment for lifting anmine, taking into account ginkage, heel. A vessel that meets ft 153.20, 153,21. or Injur eti person from a pumnproom or aand trim, must be below the lower edge 153.22 also meets I 42.20-5 ci this cargo tank.of openings such as air pipes and open- chapter. (b) In addition to any similar equip- -

tugs closed by weathertight doors or GENERAL VF.SSNL ARRANGEME Ne. ment required by subchapter D of thishatch covers. The following types of chapte r , three each of the fo~owlng : -openings may be submerged when the § 153.200 Portlights, wheelhouse Will’ (1) A 30 mInute self-containedtankship Is at the final waterline : dow., and wheelhou se doors, breathin g apparatus of the pressure de-(1) openings covered by waterti ght (a) In this section, “hosetlght” means mand type, approved by the Mining En-manhole covers or watertight fl~~~ tight when tested with a flrehose at not forcement and Safety Administrationscuttles, less than 207 kPa gauge (approx. 30 and the National Institute for Occupa-(2) Small waterti ght cargo tank hatch psig). tional Safety and Health , or the tank-covers. (b) Except as permitted under para- ship’s flag admi nistration with five refill(3) Remot ely operated waterti ght slid- graph Cc) , tanks or cartridges of 30 mInutes capac-tug doors. (1) Each portlight must be fixed and Ity each .(4) SIde scuttles of the nofl-open~ng hosetlght; and (2) A set of coveral ls or lar ge apron ,type. (2) Each wheelhouse window and door boots , long sleeved gloves, and goggles.Cc) Range 0/ stabI lity. Through an must be hosetlght. each made of materials resistant to theangle of 20 beyond its position of equI~’ (C) The following are not required to cargoes in table I that are endorsed onllbrium after floodIng, a tankshlp must meet paragraph (b) : the Certificate of Inspection or Lettermeet the following conditions : - (1) Port lights , wheelhouse windows, of Compliance.(1) The righting lever curve must be wheelhouse port lights, and wheelhouse (3) A steel-cored lifeline with harness.positive, doors on the after kulkhead of a super-(2) The maximum of the right ing struct ur e or deckhouse. (4) An explosion-proof lamp.
lever curve muit be at least 10 cm 

~~ Port lights , wheelhouse windows , C c) A first aid kit approved by the
Mining Enforcement and Safety Admln-( appr ox. 4 IlL) , wheelhouse portlighta, and wheelhouse Istr ation and the National Institute for(3) Each submer ged opening must be doors on the outboard side of a deck- Occupational Safety and Health, or theweathertight. house or superstructure and the greater(d)  Metacentrlc heIg1~~After flooding, of L/25 or 3.05 m (approx. 10 It) aft , tanksh ip s tla$ admin istration for the

the tankship’s metacen c height must measured from the aftermost forward number of crewmen normally aboard the
be at least 5 cm (approx . 2 in.) when bulkhead of the deckhouse. vessel.
the ship Is In the upright position. (d) A portable oxygen inhalator and(e) Watertight superstructure. Water- § 153.202 LocatIon of door, and air- bag valve mask manual resuscitator.
tight superstructure beyond the extent port s on deckhouse , and euper stru c.

ture s. § 153.215 Sa fety ~quipnsers t locker ,.of damage adds to the stability of the -

tankship only’ If It Is separated from the Doors and airports on a deckhouse or (a) Each tankshlp must have at least
superstructure must be on Its aft or out- two safety equipment lockers.damaged space by a watert isht bulkhead. board aide and , if on the side, at least Cb) One safety equipment locker must( I )  Progr essive f looding. Pipes , ducts, L/25 but no less than 3.05 m (approx. 10 be adjacent to the emergency shutdown

or tunnels within the assumed extent of It ) aft, measured from the aftermoet station required by ~ 153.296(b) . ThI s
damage must be either : forward bulkhead of the deckhouse , locker must contain one set of the equip-
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49036 RUl ES A1~ REGULATiONS

ment required by $ 153.214(s) and two (1) MachInery spaces. (a) Aluminum, stainless steel, or staid
sets of that required by I 153314(b) . (2) ServIce spaces. covered with a protective lining or coat-

(c) The second safety equipment (3) Accommodation spaces. Ing.
locker must be adjacent to the second (4) Spaces for storing i~ table domes- (b) With cargo concentrations of 98
emergency shutdown station required by tie, or feed water. percent or greater, aluminum or stain-
1 153.296(b). ThIs locker must contaIn (5) Spaces for storing edibles. less steel.
the remaining equipment required by (b) Some examples of arrangements Cc) With cargo concentrations of less
1 153.214 Ca) and (b) . that may separate cargo from the spaces than 98 percent , 304L or 316 stainless

- Cd) Each safety equipment locker listed In paragraph (a) of this section steel.
must be marked as described In I 153.955 are the following: § 153.239 Cast iron prohIbited.(c), (d) , and (e) with the legend (1) Dedicated ballast tanks.
“SAFETY EQUIPMENT.” (2) Cargo pumprooms. No gray cast Iron may be used - In a

(3) Ballast pumprocms. C5~~ 0 Containment system.
$ 153.216 Shower and e’e waa k foun- (4) Tanks not carrying a cargo listed § 153.240 I il&ioo.tains, iii tb” Cargo containment system insulationEach tankshlp must have a Showel’ (5) A cofferdam aft of the cargo con- made necessary by the requireme nts of —and an eye wash fountaIn that: tainment systems and whose bo~~~~~ this part must meet the requirements In(a) Operate in any ambient tempera- bulkhead is forward of any joint corn - 

* 33.05-20 of this chapter. However, theture; mon to an accommodations space and vapor barrier required by 133.05-20(b)(b) Are located on the weatherd eck ; the deck, Is unnecessary If the Insulation Is—and CS) Double walled piping or a piping 
~~ P otec~.d from the weather , andIc) Are marked “EMERGENCY tunnel, attached to a containment system main-SHOWER” as described In $ 153.955 Cc) ,

Id) , sad (e) , so that the legend Is visible § 153.234 Fore and aft Iocai~oo. tam ed at a temperature in excess of
from work areas In the part of the deck (a)- Each cargo containm ent system 46’ C (approx . 115’ F) ; or

(b) In an aIlnosphere whose dewpolntwhere the cargo containment systems and any compartments WithIn Which ~ Is less than the temperature of any sur-are located, containment system Is located must be lace In contact with the Insulation.forward of a tanksblp’s accommodation§ 153.217 Acres. to soid spaces. spaces. CuGo TANKS
Any access opening to a void space (b) Except as described In $ 153.235 , § 153.250 Do,iLle’Lottom and dee pmust meet the requirements 10*’ a cargo each cargo containment system must be tank. s. cargo tank,.tank access In ft 153.254 (b) , (c) , and located at least O.05L aft of the forward

Id) If: perpendicular, but In no case forward of Except In those cases In which Corn-
(a) The void space Is adj acent to a a collision bulkhead. mandant (O-MHM) specifically ap-

proves another arrangement, such as acargo containment system; or § 153.235 Except ions to car go piping double-bottom os’ deep tank as a cargo(b) A part of a cargo containment location restrictio ns, tank , an Integral cargo tank or the holdsystem lies within the void space. - Cargo piping must not be located in within which an Independent cargo tank
CAIGO CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS those areas from which a containment Is located must extend to the weather-

§ 153.230 Type I system. system is excluded by *1 153.230(b) • 153.- deck .
231( b) . and 153.234 (b) unless the cargo § 153.251 lndl~peedent cargo tanks.A type I containment system must piping•meet the following requirements: (a) Drains back to tht ~ cargo tank un- (a) An Independent cargo tank must(a) It must be In a tYP I hull. der any heel or trim renultlng from the meet 0 33.05-10 (a) (1) , (b) , Cd) , and(b) Except as described in 1 153.235: damage specified In 1 153.32 ; -~ 1 (e) (1) of this chapter, even If the tank(1) It may be no closer to the 

~~~~~
- (b) ~~~~~~~ the car go ~~~~ ~~~ 18 not to be endorsed to carry a cargo

ship ’s shell than 76 cm (approx. 29.9 In. ) ; 
~~uid level for a full tank In any condi- requiring an Independent tank.

and tion of heel or trim r~~uiUng from .the (b) A tank endorsed to carry a cargo(2) It may not be located iii any part damage specified in $ 153.32. requiring an independent cargo tank
of the tankahip subject to the dam age must meet 10 38.05—2(d) and 38.05-4(g)
described In *1 153.32(a) ( 1) (ii) and § 153.236 Prohibited material s, of this chapter. (See also I 153.256(b)).
153.32(a) (2) (lii) . When one of the following para graphs § 153.252 Special requirement for an
§ 153.231 Type 11 s~-stcm. of this section is referenced in table I, independent cargo tank ,

the materia ls listed In that paragraphA type II conta inment system must ,z.~~~ not be .~~:1 in components that COfl- When table I refers to this section , the
meet the following requirements: tact the cargo liquid or vapor : cargo tank must be an independent tank.

(a) It must be in either a type I or (a) A~~ninum or aluminum alloys. § 153.253 Quick closing shutoff ~aI~esU hUll. (b) Copper or copper alloys, required with spill calves.(b) Except as described in 1 153.235: Cc) Zinc , galvanized steel or alloys A cargo tank with a spill valve must(1) It may be no closer to the tank’ having more than 10 percent zinc by have a remotely actuated quick closingship’s shell than 76 cm (approx . 29.9 In. ) ; weight, shutoff valve In its fill line.and (di Magnesium.(2) It may not be located In any part 4e ) Lead § 153.254 Cargo tank access.
of the tankship subject to the damage de- I f)  Silver or silver alloys. (a) A cargo tank must have at leastscribed In I 153.32 (a) (2) (Iii) . (g) Mercury. one covered manhole opening into the
§ 153.232 Type III system. 5 153.238 Required itiat eri als . vapor space described In I 153.354.

(1)) An access through a vertIcal cargoA type III containment system must be When one of the following paragraphs tank surface must be at least 60 cm by 80in either a type I. U. or III hull,- of this section Is referenced In table 1. cm (approx . 23.6X 31.5 In.) and no more
§ 153.233 Separation of tanks from ma. only those materials listed In that para- than 60 cm above a foothold, grating, or

chlnery, service , and other space.. graph may’ be used In components that surface on both sides of the access way.
(a) To prevent leakage through a contact the cargo liquid or vapor : (C) An access through a horizontal

single weld failure 1 thc following sp ces cargo tank surface must be at least 00 cm
must be separated from a cargo by two •se. also 1132.56-8 and 32.60-10 01 ~~~ by 60 cm (approx. 23.6X31.5 in.) ,

chapter for limitations ~ th. ~~~~~ of (d) An access trunk must be no lesswalls, two t”lkheads, or a bulkhead and combustibl, liquids adjacent to Ignition than 76 cm (appro x. 29.9 In.) In diam-
a deck not meeting In a cruciform jo int : sources. eter.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 49037
S 153.256 Trunks , dome., and openings (e) The discharge line of an Int ank TION” sO that the legend is visible fromof cargo lank,. cargo pump need not have the valve se- work areas In the part of the deck

(a) The hatch of a cargo tank must—. qu~red by.(a) ( 1) . where the cargo conta inment systems
(1) Be at the highest point of the § 153.284 (iiar acteri st lc, of required are located.

tank ; and quic k closing valve., S 153.297 Emergency actuators at the(2) Open on or above the weatherdeck. I~~motely actuated quick closing shut - POiflt of cargo control.(b) To be endorsed to carry a cargo 
~~ valves required by this part must— (a) The point from whlcn car gorequiring an Independent cargo tank, a (a) Be of the fall-closed type that transfer is controlled must have thetank must have— closes on loss of power; same actuators an emergency shutdownL (1) A trunk or dome at the uppermost (b ) ~~~~ man ual operation ; and station must have under I 153.296 andpart of the tank. extending above the (C) Operate from fully open to fully an actuator for any deck water sprayweatherdeck ; closed In no more than th irty seconds. systems required by this part.(2) Its hathh at the top of the trunk (b) The point from which cargoor dome; and .5 153.285 Valving for cargo pump man-

(3) No openings below the weather- ifolds. transfer is controlled may be one of the
emergency shutdown stations requireddeck. (a) When car go lines serving different under 0 153.296 If It meets the require-

§ 153.266 Tank linings , tanks enter a pumproom and connect tO ments of that section.the same pump—A tank lining must ~~~~ (1) Each cargo line must have a stop CARGO HANDLING SPACE VENTILATION
- (a) At least as elastic as the tank ma- valve within the line; § 153.310 Ventilation system type. 

-terlal; and (2) The valve must be before the cargo(b) Applied or attached to the tank as line joins the other lines or pump; and A cargo handling space must have arecommended by the lining manufac- (3) The valve must be With in the permanent forced ventilation system of
the exhaust type.pumproom.

Pnrnro SYSTEMS AND CARGO HANDLING (b) The valve in paragra ph (a) Is re- § 153.312 Vent ilatio n sy~tcm standar ds.EQUIPMENT quired In addition to any valve required A cargo handling space ventilationunder 0 153.283 (b).§ 153.280 Piping system design, system must meet the following:
(a) Each cargo piping system must § 153.294 Marking of p iping systems. (a) A ventilation system exhaust duct

meet the standards of part 56 and II 38.- (a) Each cargo piping system must be must discha rge no less than 10 m (ap-
10—1 (b) , 38.10-1(e) • and 38.10—10(a) of marked with the designation number of prox. 32.8 It) from openings Into or
this chapter. the cargo tank it serves at each hose ventilation intakes for , accommodation

(b) Piping carrying cargo or car go connection , valve , and blind In the pip- or service spaces.
residue may not enter any machinery Ing system. The markings must be in (b) A ventilation system must not re-
space except a cargo pumproom. characters at least 5 cm (approx. 2 in.) cycle vapors from ventilation discharges .
§ 153.281 Pip ing to required independ- high. (c) Except for the space served by

ent tan ks. ( b) Every hose connection of a cargo the ventilation duct , a ventilation duct
piping system must be marked with the must not pass through a machinery room ,

An Independent cargo tank required cargo piping system’s workin g pressure an accommodation space, or wor king
by this part must have no piping except requir ed by { 38.10— 10(a) of this chap- spaces.
through that part of the trunk or dome ter 4 (dl A ventilation system must be op-
extend ing above the weatherdeck. erable from outside the space it venti-

§ 153.296 Emergency shutdown stations. intes§ 153.282 Cargo filling lines. (a) Each tankshlp must have at (e) A ventilatio n system must be sized
The discharge point of a cargo Lank least two emergency shutdown stations, to change the air In the vent ilated space

filling line must be no higher above the (b) One emergency shutdown station at least 30 times per hour.
bottom of the cargo tank or aump thai~ must be located forward of the deck- (f) A ventilation system must not al-
10 cm (app rox. 4 In.) or the radius of house, In the after part of the weather- low air to stagnate in any part of a
the filling line, whichever Is greater , deck in which the cargo tanks are lo- ventilated space .

• § 153.283 Valving for cargo piping. cated . (g) A ventilatIon system must be able
to exhaust air from both above and(a) Except as described In this section, (C) An emergency shutdown station below tha deck plates of a ventilateda cargo line must have a deck operable , must be accessible from any part of the

manual stop valve— weatherdeck If a break In a cargo piping space.
(1) In each tank which the line serves; system or hose causes spraying or leak- § 153.314 Ventila tI on of spaces not usu-

and Ing. ally occup ied.
( 2) At each cargo hose connection (d) Each emergency shutdown station (a) Each tankship must have portable

point, must contain a single remote actuator ventilation equipment that fits the mount(b) The valve required by (a) (1) may for all quick closing shutoff valves re- required in paragraph (b) (1) of this
be in a cargo pumproom at the pump- quired by thIs part. section.
room bulkhead If the cargo tank the (e) Each emergency shutdown station (b) Each cofferdam, duct keel , pipe
cargo line serves is adjacent to the must have the controls necessary to stop tunnel , and cargo tank hold that doespumproom. all car go pumps on the tankshlp. not have a per manent ventilation system(c) The valve required by (a) (1) may (f) Any remote emergency actuator , meeting § 153.312 must have—
be on the weatherdeck If— such as that for a - quick closing shut- ( 1) A moun t for the portabl e mechan-(1) The weatherdeck is the top of the off valve, a cargo pump, or a water spray ical ventilation equipment required bytank; system , must be of a type that will not this section; and(2) The line goes through the weath- defeat the operation of other remote (2) Either permanent ventilationerdeck into the tank ; and emer gency actuators . The emergency as- ductwork connected to the mount and(3) The valve Is at the point where tion must occur whether one or several arranged to supply air to the extremi-the line penetrates the weatherdeck actuators are opera ted , ties of the space; or(d) The valve reouired by (a) (1) may (g) Each emergency shutd own station (3) An attachment for temporarybe outside the tank If— must be marked as described in 0 153.955 ductwork at the mount with enough( 1) The tank Is an independen t tank; (C) , (d) . and (e) with the legend ductwa y in tie ventilated space and
and “EMEROENCY SHUTDOWN STA” - temporary ductwork stowed aboard the

(2) The valve is at the point where the vessel to supply air to the extremities of
line penetrates the tank. • See I 153.282 of this pa rt. the space.
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§ 153.316 Sped.J cargo pumproom yen- (approx. 1L7 it,) cia line drawn through 5 153.361 Arrangements f or rem oval of
tiIaIie~ rate, the vent discharge and perpendicular to valve. from venting system s hav ing

‘When table I refers t~ u~ ~~~~ 
•

~~ 

multiple reli~f valve.,

the cargo pumproom ventilation system (b) A B/3 venting system must dl.” A venting system must have no ar -
must change the air In the cargo ~~~ p- charge at least 15 m (awrox. 4~~ ~~ rangement that allows the easy removal
room 45 tImes per hour and dtacJiarg e no from air Intake. for , or openings into, ci a valve (for repair, as an example)
less than 4 m (appro x. 13.1 it) above the ~~~ 5&YIOO spaces. irnies s It—
deck. § 153.351 Location of 4 m vent dia- (a) Rae multiple relief valves;

C*iioo PITsepIloomes chargea. (b) Raá valves that are interlocked ,
so that a person cannot remove so many§ 153.330 Access, (a) A 4 m venting system must dig” valves that th . venting system no longer

(a) The access door to a cargo pump- charSe at least 4 m (wPs’ox. 13.1 ~~ has the minimum relieving capacity re-
room must open on tie ~~~~~~~ 

above the hIgher of— 
~~~~~ ~~ * ~~~~~~ and(b) me access way to a cargo pump,, (1) The weatherdeck; or (C) Does not allow cargo vapor to

room and its valving must allow passage (2) Any walkway that Is with in 4 m escape through the opening left after a
of a man wearing the b~~ tbID~ ~~~~~ 

(approx. 13.1 it) of a lIne through the valve has been removed.
rates required by * 153.214(b) (1) vent discharge and perpendicular to the

(C) Each ladderway In a cargo pump- deck, § 153.362 Venting system drain.
room must be free from ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~

, (b) A 4 m venting system must dis- Un~~~ a cargo vent system at every
piping, framework , or other equipment, charge at least 10 m (appr ox. 32.8 ~~ pc~nt Is level or slopes back to the cargo

(d) Carlo pumproom ladders and plat- from ~~ in~~~es for, 02’ openings into, tank under all conditio ns of heel and
____ 

accommodation or service si*ces. trim allowed under * 153.806, the cargoforms must have guard rs~fflnga.
(C) Each ladder to a cargo pumproOm 5 153.352 B13 and 4 m venting system vent system must have a drain valve at

must have an Incline from the horlson- outlets, each low point (trap) In the vent line.
tel of lem than 60 .  A B/3 or 4 m venting system outlet § 153.364 Venting system supports.

5 153.332 RoutIng arn ngement . must— Supports for a vent system must meet
(a) A cargo pumproom located below (a) Discharge vertically upwards; and 

~ 38.10-10(c) ci this chapter .(b) Prevent precipItation from enter-the weatherdeck must have a perma-
nent hoisting arrangement w1~~ ~ 

Ing the vent system. § 153.366 Spill vah es,
capacity ci 2500 N (approx, 512 lb.) , 5 153.353 High velocity vents. A spill valve—

(a) Must discharge Into a containeroperab le from the weatherdeck, for 
~~ The Commandant (G-MHM) ftp- that has at lesM 0.6 m’ (app rox. 21.2 ft’)removal ci an unconscious person. prove, on a case by case basis reduct iotie capacity at any heel or tr im allowed in(b) The cargo pumproom must have a 

~~ the 4 m or B/3 vent height require- the stability manual required by § 153.-60 cm by 60 cm (approx. 2 ft by 2 it) ments with the use of high velocity var!-’ 806; andcross-sectional clearance through the able orifice vent outlets. (b) Must meet subpart 162.017 of thisholatway.
§ 153.354 Venting system inlet. chapter.§ 153.333 Cargo pump discharge pres-

sure gauge. A venting system must terminate In § 153.368 Pressure-’. acoun, valves.
the vapor space above the cargo when (al The pressure side of a requ iredEach cargo PUZUP within a pumproom the tank is filled to a 2 percent ullage pressure-vacuum relief valve must beginmust have a discharge pressure gauge and the tankship has no heel or trim , to open only at a pressure exceedIng 3.5outside the pumproom.
§ 153.355 PY venting systems. kPa gauge (approx. 0.5 pelg) .

§ 153.334 Bilge pump ing aystenma.
When table i require, a pv venting (b) A pressure-vacuum relief valve

(a) A cargo pumproom must have a system. t u e  cargo tank must have a ~v must meet the requirements of subpart
bilge pumping S7Stesfl. valve In Iti vent line. The PV valve must 162.017 of this chapter .

(b) The bilge pumping system must be located between the tank and any § 153.370 Minimum relief vaK e settinghave— connection to another tank’s vent line for ambient tempera tu re cargo tank s,(1) Complete remote operating con- (such as a vent riser common to two or The relief valve setting for a conta in-tro ls outside the cargo pumproom; and more tanks ) .(2) An alarm that operates when the ment system that carries a cargo at sin-
depth of liquid In the bilges exceeds 50 § 153.358 Vent ing system flow capacity , blent temp erature must at least equal the
cm (approx. 19.7 In .). (a) The cross-sectional flow area of car go’s vap or pressure at 46’ C (approx.

115’ F) .§ 153.336 Special cargo pump or pump . allY vent system segment, including any
room location requirements. PIT or SR valve, must at no point be less § 153.371 Minimum relief sake setting

When table I refers to thIs section— than that of a pipe whose Inside diame- for refrigerated cargo tanks.
(a) The cargo pump must be an in- ~~2’ Is 6.4 cm (approx. 2.5 in.). The relief valve setting for a contain-

tank cargo pump (b) When table I requires a closed or ment system that carries a refrigerated
(b) The cargo pumproom must be on restricted gauging system., calculations cargo must at least equal the lesser of—

or above the weatherdeck; or must show that, under conditions ~~ (a) That in § 153.370; or
(e) The cargo pumproom must have which a saturated cargo vapor Is dis-

the specific approval of the comman- charged through the venting system at (b) 110 percent of the car go’s vapor

dan t ( G-MRM) . ~~ maTimum anticipated loading rate,~ 
pressure at the steady state temperature
obtained by a full tank Of cargo with thethe pressure dIfferential between the reirlgeratlon system operating underCANO0 Vinvino Svs’rriis cargo tank vapor apace and the atmo.- ambient conditions described within the

§ 153.350 Location of B/3 vent dis- phere dots not exceed 28 kPa gauge definition of a refrigerated tank incharges. (approx. 4 peig) , or, for independent 0 153.2.
(a) A B/3 venting system must die- tank s, the max imum working pressure of § 153.372 Gauges and vapor retur n forcharge at the highest of the following the tank, cargo vapor preasure. ezeceding 100poInts:
(1) $ sa (appr ox, 11.7 ft. ) above the § 153.360 Venti ng system rest riction. kPa (appa’o~. 1 a anosphere),

weatherdeck. A venting system must have no assent por pressw’e exceeds 100 kPa absolute at
ambient temperature a cargo whose va-(2) B/3 above the weatherdeck. bly that could reduce its cross-sectional por pressure exoee(I1 100 kPa absolute at(3) 6 sa (approx, 11.7 ft.) above a flow ares or flow capacity to less than 37.8’ C (approx. 14.7 pals at 101 F)

walkway If the walkway Is WithIn 6 in that required in § 153.358. must have a.--
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(a) Tank pressure gauge at the poInt (2) A tank overfill control system that (2) An alarm that operates when the
where cargo ~ow Is controlled during automatically closes the filling line be- cargo’s temperature exceeds the steady
transfer; and fore the tank Is filled to 98 percent of Its state temperature described In 0 153.371

(b) Vapor return connection, capacity; and (b) . -

Csaco GAUGING SYSTUIS (3) A continuous tank cargo level in- (b) The alarm must give an audible
dicator. and visual signal on the bridge and at

§ 153.400 General requirements for (b) The high level alarm system must the cargo control station.
gauges. be completely Independent of the over- (c) The cargo pressure or tempera-

(a) Columnar gauge glasses must not ~ll control system. ture alarm must be independent of other
be Insta lled on a cargo containment aye- (c) Each high level alarm must be cargo pressure or temperature sensing -

tam. marked as described In § 153.955 (c), arrangements.
(b) Flat sight glasses must meet (d) • and (e) with the legend ~TANK § 153.440 Cargo temperature sensors

• 38.10-20(h) of this chapter. OVERFIlL ALARM” so that the legend
Is visible from work areas In the part of

§ 153.404 Standards for containment the deck where the cargo containment (a) Each elevated temperature or re-
ayslems having required elceed systems are lecateci frigerated cargo tank must have a re-gauges. mote reading thermometer sensing the

When table i requires a cargo’s con- § 153.409 High level alarms, temperature within the cargo tank at
tainment system to have a closed gauge, When table I refers to this section or the bottom of the tank.
the containment system must have the requires a cargo to have a closed gauging (b) A refrigerated cargo tank must
following: system, the cargo’s containment sys~~~ have a second therm ometer at the top

(a) A permanently installed closed must have a high level alarm that— of the tank. -

gauging system. (a) Gives an audible and visual signal <C) A readout for each thermometer
(b) A vapor return connection, before the cargo tank fills to 97 percent required by this section must be at the
(c) The high level alarm described In of its capacity; and point where cargo transfer is controlled.

§ 153.409. (b) Can be seen and heard where cargo 5rzc~~ REQUIREMENTS FOR FLAM MABLE(d) Either a closed cargo sampling transfer is controlled and on the open OR Coaiausris i.s CARGoESsys~ m or a cargo sampling arrangement deck.
§ 153.460 Fire protection syatems.allowing the retrieval of a sample CARGO TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEMSthrough an orifice n$ exceeding— (a) -With the exception of the vent(1) 0.635 cm (apprOx. 0.25 In.) d ame- § 153.430 Heat transfer systems ; gen- riser, each part of a cargo containment

4ev when the cargo’s vapor pressure is oral, system exposed on the weatherdeck must
28 kPa gauge (approx. 4 pelg) or less; or Each cargo cooling system required by be coveted by the fire protection system(2) 0.140 cm (approx. 0.055 In,) di- this part and each cargo heating system listed beside the cargo In table I and
ameter when the cargo’s vapor pressure must— described In the footnotes to table I.exceeds 28 kPa (approx. 4 psig) . (a) Meet the standards of subchapters (b) The Commandant (G-MMT) ap-
§ 153.406 Standa rda for conta inment F (Maxine Engineering) and J (Elect rical proves the substitution of a dry chemical

systems having required restricted Engineering ) of this chapter; (1)) type fire protection system for an
gauges, (b) Have valving that enables the aye- A or B type on a case by case basis.

When table I requires a cargo’s con- tern to be isolated from all other cooling (c) A fire protection system required
tainment system to have a ric~~~ 

and heat transier systems; and by this part must meet part 34 of this
gauge, the containment system must (C) Allow manual regulation of the chapter or be specIfically approved by
have— - system’s heat transfer rate. the Commandant (G-MMT) .

(a) A closed gauging system ; or § 153.432 Cooling systems. § 153.461 Electrical bonding of m dc.
(b) A system that has— (a) Each cooling system required by Peh1~~~~I tauka
(1) A restricted gauge (e.g., a sound- ~~~~ ~~~t must have an equivalent st5fl(1.. An Independent metallic cargo tank

lag tube) with an orifice diameter not by unit that is Installed and Utat can be that carries a flammable or combustibleexceeding 20 cm (approX. 7.8 In.) ; in operation immediately after an cargo must be electrically bonded to the(2) A permanently attached gauge 
~~~~~~~~ tankahip’s hull.

cover that Is vapor tight when In Place; (b) Each tankahip that has a cargo 
~ 153.462 Static discharges from Inertand tank with a required cooling system gas systems,(3) A venting system that has either— must have a manual that contains—

U Lock open PV valves; or (1) A piping diagram for the ~~~hag An Inert gas system on a tank that
(Ii) Valved bypasses around the PV syst.etn~ ~~~ carries a flammable or combustible cargo

valves. (2) Instructions for changing over ~~ 
must not create static arcing as the Inert

5 153.407 Special róqu lrements foe the standby system described In pars- gas is Iniectet lnto the tank.
sounding tube gang~~ 

graph (~ )~ § 153.463 Vent system discharges.
(a) A sounding tube Installed as a ~~~ • 153.434 Heat tr ansfer coils within a The discharge of a venting system

strlcteci gauge must extend to within one must be at least 10 in (approx. 32.8 ft)
meter (approx. 39.4 In,) of the bottom of A cargo cooling or heating system bay- ~~~~ an Ignition source If—
the tank. lag coils within a tank must keep the (a) The cargo tank Is endorsed to carry

(b) A sounding tube must not be In- heat transfer fluid st a pressure greater s flam mable or combustible cargo; and
stalled on a tank whose relief valve set- than that of the cargo. (b) Table I requires the cargo to have
ting exceeds 28 kPs (approx. 4 pslg) 

~~~ I 153.436 Beat transfer fluid, 
a I~~ venting system,

• It ~ specifically permitted by the § 153.464 Fusible elements,
Commandant (o-~~~M). A heat transfer fluid must have the
(C) A sounding tube must have no per- IPPEOV$l of the ~~ nmandant ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Each remotely actuated quick closing
foratlolls In the tube wail, for use ‘with each particular cargo, shutoff valve on a containment system

that -carries a flammable or combustible
• 155.408 Tank overfill controls. § 153.438 Cargo pressure - or tempera . 

~~~~~ must have a fusible element thattore alarms ~nqu~~~~ melts at less than 1W C (approx. 220’(a) When table I ref era to this section,
a cargo oontainment system must h ave— (ak Each refrigerated tank must F) and closes the valve.have —(1) A cargo high level alarm epstein a An alarm that operates when ~~~ I 153.465 flammable vapor detector.
that meeta § 153.400 and wttoee operaUo~ cargo’s preemie exceeds the vapor pave- (a) A in.nkahtp that carr ies a flam-
can be Checked before each losdiag; . mae described In § 1SLIll (b) ; or atable cargo must have two vapor de-
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teeters that meet I 35.30-15(b) of this 5 153.515 Special reqi.iremeals far a’- 5 155.527 Toz.Ic vapor protection.
Chapter. trmsely flammable cargoes. When table I refers to this section. a

(b) At least one of the vapor detectors ~~~~~ table I refers to thie section: t~ n~ ahtp must have en board for each
In paragraph ta) must be portable. ~~ An enclosed apace ccmtab~tng a crewmember a pressure demand respira-
153.466 Electrical equipment. C5I’~ O tank must have an lnertlr* s~e- tory protective device approved by the

twa that meets the requirement. in Slinlag ~~forcement and Sefety A~~iin-
A ~~~~~~~~ carrying a flammable or 

~ ~~~~~ applying to the Inert gas sy,- istratlon and the National InItiate for
combustible cargo imder this part must ~~~ of a containment system; Occupationsi Bafety and Health, or the
meet subchapter J of this chapter. (b) ~~~~~ dIsch~~~e pump s must be of tan ~~}tlp’g flag admin Istra tion, as an Cs-
§ 153.467 Vent ilation systems for Thini- a type that does not subject the shaft cape only device.

stable cargoe s. gland to the cargo under pressure or that § 153.530 Special requ irements for a1.
Each ventilation system for a tankship 15 sub r ed : and k l t ~ic eakls~.

endorsed to carry a flammable cargo (C) The cargo tank’s relief valve set-
must meet the following: tlng must be no less than 21 kPa gauge When table I refer s to this section, a

(a) Each electric motor that drives a (app rox. 3 p~~g) ,  containment system must meet the fol-
lowing:ventilation fan must be outside ducts for § 153.520 Special ren uirem ent s for car- a Except as provided In paragraphs

any apace that may contain flammable ben dianifide. (b) and (c) , a cargo containment system
cargo vapor. A containment system carrying carbon must be made of:(b) Each ventilation imi eiler and Its d~~~~de must meet the following: (1) Stainless steel other than types
housing must meet one ,of the following: (a) Each cargo pump must be of the 416 and 442; and(1) The Impeller, housing, or both Intank type and encased withIn a (2) Steel.must be made ci non-metallic material cylindrical well that extends from the (b) Except as provided in paragraph
that does not generate static electricity. top of the tank to a point no more than (C) , gaskets must be composites of

(2 The impeller and housing must be 10 cm (approa. 4 In.) above the bottom of spirally wound staI nless steel and Teflonmade of non-ferrous material. u__- ~~~~ or similar fluorinated polymer.
• (3) The impeller and housing must be (b) Within that part of the tankship (C) The Commandant (O—MBM) ap-made of sustenitic stainless steel. w~here the use of electrical equipment is pr oves a cargo containment system dslng(4) The tip clearance between the ilfl•’ restricted by I 111.85-10 of this chapter , materials other than those described Inpoller and housing must be at least 1.3 a tankai~1p must have no: this section for alky]ene oxides on a case

Cm (approx. 0.51 IA.) . (1) Electrical equipment; or by case basis If:(C) No ventilation fan may have a (2) 5~~~~ment that may exceed a tom- (1) The person wishing to have the
combination of fixed and rotating COflt- 

~~~~~~ of 80’C (approx. 175 p). containment system approved completesposienta where one Is made of an alumi- (C) The cargo piping and venting sys- any tests prescribed by the Comman-
num or magnesium alloy and the other 

~~~ must be completely Independent of dent (0-MHM) ; and
made of a ferrous materIaL 

~~~~ for other cargo. (2) The- Commandant (0-MUM) ap-
Specus. Esguuxismrrs (d) Pressure relief valves must be proves the results of the tests and the

made of type 304 or 316 stainless steel, material for use with alkylene oxides.
§ 153.500 Inert gas systems. (d) The following materials are gen-

Wl~en table I refers to this section. a ~ 153.525 Sp~ 1al requirements for Ufl erally found unsatisfactory for gaskets,
cargo containment system must have a usually toxic cargoe s. p~~~Ing Insulation, and slinn ar uses in
permanent Inert gas system that : When table t refers to this section a ajkylene oxide containment systems and

(a) Maintains the vapor space of the containment system must meet the fol- would require extensive testing a. tie-
containment system In an Inert state by lowing: scribed in paragraph (C) ‘before being
filling the vapor space with a gas that (a) The cargo piping system must be approved:
Is neither reactive with the cargo nor designed so that it can be Iaolat’4 from (1) Neoprene or natnrsl mbber If it
ft mm.)iI e; any ContMreiiont system endosued for a might be In contact with the slkyhene

(b) Baa a pressure control system cargo not covered by this section. oxide.
that: (b) A cargo tank’s relief valve setting (3) Asbestos or asbestos mixed with

(1) Prevents the Inert gas system from must be not less than 21 kpa gauge other materials such as with many coin-
raising the cargo tank pressure to more (approx. 3 pslg) . mon insulations, packing materials, and
than the relief valve settlng;.and (ci All cargo pumps and valves located gasket materials. -

(2) MaIntains at least a 3.5 bPs gauge below the weatbordeck must. be operable (3) Materials containing oxides of
(appron. 0.5 pslg) pressure within the from, the weatherdeck. magnesium, such as mineral wools.
containment system at all times, includ- (d) A beat transfer system for the (e) The tank’s relief valve setting
Ing cargo discharge; car go must not enter the engine room must not be less than 21 kPa guage

(c) Has storage for enough Inerting and must be: (appr ox. 3 pslg).
gas to replace that normally lost whIle (1) Inde pendent of any - other system ; (1) A containment system aun t have a
the tank’s atmosphere Is .malntalned in (2) Totally external to the cargo con- cooling system. The cooling system:
an Inert condition (e.g. through tank tainment system; or • (1) Must not comprees the cargo;
breathing and relief valve leakage) but (3) Approved by the Cesumandant (2) Must regulat. the cargo tempera-
In no case an amount lees than 5 per- (G-~~~~ ) for use with toxic cargoes. tare automatically and allow manual
cent of the tank’, capacity when mess- (a) The cargo must be separated from regulation: and
ured with the gas at —18•C (approx. any bunkers by at least two bulkheade. (3) Must maintain the cargo tempera-

I
0P) and a pressure equal to the cargo (I) A cargo tank’s venting system tare below 40’C (approx. 104’?) .tank’s relief valve aetthi~~; and must have a vapor return connection. (g) The cargo pIping system must:(d) Ha. connections for ai~ supple- 5 153.526 TOXIC vapor detectors. (1) Comply with par t 31 at thismental gas supply nece ary to maintain
the Inert gas pemewe described In pars- When table I refers to this section, a cbwt.er; —

graph (b) during cargo diacitarge. t&flkah fp must have two toxic vapor de- (2) Be completely separate from all
• 153.501 Requirement for ~~~ leert teeters, at least one of which must be other systems;

__ port able, each able to measure the tIme (3) Be assembled from valves. fittings,
Wl~eii table I refers to this section, an weighted average (TWA) vapor concen. and accessories having a ,.~~~~e rathig

*n t  gas system icr lb. con messtt trstion of the cargo. These vapor detec- at not less than 1034 bPs g~~~s (a~~~ox.
system mint ~~~t gas contain- tori may be combined with those re- 158 pslg) (Ameri can NaU~~al ~~~~~~~~~~~~

no more than 100 noes water. qulred ,by 5 153 .415. Instltate) ; and
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 49011
(4) Have no threaded jo Ints . § 153.554 S~~~ial requirements for of stainless steel that resists corrosion~by(h) The cargo containment system acids. nitr ic acid.

must have an arrangement for sam pling wiien table I refers to this section : § 153.600 Spccial requiren icuts feethe vapor space above the cargo as de- (a) Each containment system loading mn.opropanc.scribed In I 153.1010(c) . and discharge connection must have a(1) Valve disks or disk faces, seats, and spray shield; Nitropro pane must not be carried In a
other wearing valve parts must be made (b) Each cargo containment system deck tank.
of stainless steel contaIn ing no less than must be separated from bunkers by TESTING AND INSPEcTIoN11 percent chromium. double walls, such as a cofferdam and(.1) The venting system must be en- pipIng tunnels; and § I 53~8O6 Stability tcst and infor ms-

hon.tirely separate from other containment (C) Each veesel must have on board aor tankshlp systems. means to determine. whether cargo has (a) ESCh tankShip must meet -par t 93(k) When a car go tank is In an en- leaked Into the spaces adjacent to a of thiS chP.pter.
closed space. the space must have: cargo containment system. (b) Each tankship must have a man-(1) An Inert gas system meetIng the ual containing:
requirements that apply to the inert gaz § p53.555 Spec iat req uir cmcnts ror hi- ~~~ information that enables the mas-
system of a containment system In I 153.- organic acids. ter to load and ballast the tankship -

500, or Wl~en table I refers to th is section : whIle keeping structural stresses within(2) A forced venti lation system meet- (a ) A tanksh ip’s shell plating must design limits;
Ing the requiremen ts that apply to a not be a part of the cargo tank; and (2) Damage stability Information in-
cargo handlin g space ventilation system (b) An enclosed compartment con- cluding , but not limited to, all loading
in I 153.312. tam Ing, or a compartment adjacent to, a restrictions necessary to ensure that the

(1) Cofferdams , cargo tanks , double cargo tank must have no electrical equip- tankshlp meets the requirements for its
bottom spaces, and other enclosed spaces ment. hull type; and
adjacent to an integral cargo tank must (3) TrIm Information.§ 153.556 Special requ ire ments for sW-have an Inert gas system meeting the furic acid and oleum. § 153.808 Examination required for arequirements that apply to the Inert Letter of Comp liance.gas system of a containment system In (a) Except as prescribed in para-
I 153.500. graphs (b) and (C) of this section , con- Before the Commandant (G-.MBM ) Is-

(ni) An Intan k pump or Inert gas dls- ta inment systems carr ying sulfuric acid, sues a Letter of Compliance to a vessel,
placement must be used to dlschargb oleuni , or contaminated sulfuric acid are the vessel must call at a U.S. port for
cargo. approved by the Commandant (~~ an examination by the Coast Guard , fol-

(n) The cargo piping system’s hose MMM I on a case by cam b~~ s. lowing the procedures under 1 153.809.
connection must have a remotely actu- (b) A containment system car ry ing § 153.809 Procedur es for having the
ated quick closing shutoff valve, sulfuric acid may be: Coast Guard examine a vessel for a(0) Cargo hose must: (1) Have the (1) Made of unlined steel if the cargo Letter of Comp liance .
specific approval of the Commandant composition Is between 70 and 80 or be’- To have the Coast Guard examine his(G-.MM T) for use in alkylene oxide tween 90 and 100 percent acid by weight ; vessel for a Letter of Compliance , thetransier; and (2) LIned with lead If the cargo corn- owner of a vessel must proceed as fol-(2) Be marked “For &lkylene Oxide position does not exceed 96 percent acid lows :Transfer Only”. by weight; or (a) Alter making appli cation pursuant‘(p) All exposed parts of the cargo (3) LIned with natural rubber or to I 153.9 , await notification by the Corn-containment system above or on the neoprene If the cargo composition does mandant (G-MHM ) that review of thedeck, such as tank domes, cargo piping, not exceed 51 percent acid by weight, vessel’s plans or IMCO Cert ificate Isand loading manifolds , must be covered (c) A containment system for oleum complete.by a water spray system that: may be of unlined steel If the concentra- (b) Alter notification that review is(1) Operates automatically In a fire tion of free sulfur trioxide in the oleUm complete, request the Commandant (G- -

Involving the car go containment system; exceeds 20 percent by weight. lbmI~ to arrange an examination by(2) Has at least two remote manual § 153.557 Special requirement s for hy- the Coast Guard , stating :actuator s, one in each emergency shut - drochlor ie acid, (1) The expected date of the vessel’sdown station required by ~ 153.296; and arrival In U.S. waters;(3) Covers the area of application with (a) A containment system that carries (2) The port of call where the yes-
a uniform spray of hydrochloric acid must be lined with : sel ls to be Inspected;(1) Natural rubber ; (3) The vessel’s agent In the port of

o.175_1~_(o .oo48~-!~-) (2) Neoprene; or 
~~~ andm’ sec~ 112 ~~~ (3) A material approved for hydro- (4) Any cargoes the vessel is to carry

• 153.545 SpecIal requirements fur Iiq. cbloric acid tanks by the Commandant under I 153.811.
uld sulfur. (G-MRM). (C) I! the vessel Is to carry a cargo(b) Containment systems for con-(a) A containment system carrying 

~~~~~~~~~ hy~~~~Moric acid ~~e_ 
under I 153.811, allow at least 14 cal-
endar days from the time the Command-liquid sulfur must have: proved by the Commandant ~~~~~~~~~~~ ant (G—MHM) receives the request for(1) A cargo tank ventilation system on a case by case basis. an examInation before bringing the yes-that:

(I) Maintains the H,S vapor concen- § 153.558 Special requirements for sd into U.S. waters.
tration below 1.85 percent by volume; phosphoric acid, (d) If the vessel Is not to carry a
and A phosphoric acid containment system cargo under I 153.811. allow at least 14

(II) Prevents sulfur buildup within tt- must be: calendar days from the time the Corn.
self ; and (a) Lined with natural rubber or mandant (G-MHM) receives the request

for an examination until the date of(2) An alarm system designed to oper- neoprene;
ate when the ventilation system blower (b) Lined with a material approved the vessel’s examination.
fallg, for phosphoric acid tanks by the Corn- § 153.810 Fourteen day notice required

(b) The votd spaces around a cargo mandant (G—MBM) ; or for a Letter of Compliance examin e.
lank that carries liquid sulfur must ~ e_ (C) Made of a stainless steel that re- t ion.
oil Ught. sists corrosion by phosphoric acid. Ualess the Commandant (G-MHM)

(C) A CSSIO 1*51k that carries liquId 5 153.559 Special requirements for aárees to examine a specific tsnkshtp on
sulfur and the void spaces sn_rro.indlng nitric acid (less than 70 percent). shorter notics. the Commandant (0—
the tank mmt have connections for A - cosit.,Inment system that carries h~~M) does not examine a Isiskahip for
ampllng viper. nitric acid (less than 70 percent) must be a Letter of Compliance sooner than 14
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49042 RULES AND IEGULATIONS

calendar days from the time the Corn- the endorsement on the ta.nk~hIp’s Cer- listed In table I or I 30.25-1 of th is
manai..n t (0—~~~~~ ) receives the owner’s tificate of Inspection or Letter of Corn- chapter.
request Under I 15& 809(b) . pliance. ~ 153.910 Cargo piping peas.
S 133.811 CarryIng cargo into U.S. Wa- 5 153.905 Regulation s required to be on No ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~este_ a tankship -

tees on the voyage for a Letter of board. - 
~~~~~ the tsnkshl p hag a cargo piping

Compliance examination. No person may operate a tanaship un- p’an that.—.
If entering U.S. waters for examlna- less a copy of this part and parts 34 and (a) Shows all cargo piping on the

tion under ft 153.808 and 153.809, a vie- 35 of this chapter, conMining afl amend- tan~~~irp;
sel that has never received a Letter of nients up to the date of the endorsement (b) sl~ows iii cargo valving, pumps,
Compliance or whose Letter of Compli- of the tankship’s Cert ificate of Inspec- and other equipment that Is used dur-
ance baa expired may only carry a cargo tion or Letter of Complianc e are on ~ng car go trans fer ;
described in I 153.5 if specifically au- board . (c) Shows the cargo tanks;
thorised to do so by the Commandant § 153.907 Cargo infor walion cards. (d) Shows any modlflcations neces-
(0-~mM) . sary to a containment system that Is(a) No person may operate a tankshlp t~ be Isolated under * 153.963 or II 153.-§ 153.812 Inspection for Certificate of unless a cargo information card for each 525 and 153.1020; andInspection, cargo being transported that Is listed in (e) Emphasizes the piping and equip-

The rules governing the Issuance of table I Is carried either on the bridge, in nient described In paragraphs (a) 
• 

(b ) ,
Certificates of Inspection are contained the ship’s office, or In another location and (d) of this section by using con-in pert 31 of this chapter. easIly accessible to the person In charge trasting colors, line widtb~, or similarof the watch. method s.Sub~,art OPCI’itIOflS (b) Each cargo Information card must

DOCUMENTS AND CARGO INFORMATION be at lea~st 17 cm x 24 cm (approx. 6.7 § 153.912 Cert ificate of inhibition or
§ 153.900 Cert ificate s, letters , endorse- In. x 9.4 In.) , have printing on one side stabilization.

ments required . only, and contain the following informa- (a) When a cargo In table I Is re-
tion about the car go: ferred to this section, no person may(a) Each U.S. flag tenkship must have (1) The name of the cargo , as listed operate a tankship carrying the cargoits Certificate of Inspection Issued under 
~~ Table ~. without a written certification, carriedSubehapter D (Tank Vessels) of thIs (2) A description of the appearance of on the bridge of the tankship, from thechapter endorsed under this part with the car go, shipper that the cargo Is—the name of each cargo In table I that It (3) A description of the odor of the (j )  ThJj thj~~~~ orcarries or must have written authoriza- car go. (2) StabIlized.tion under I 153.5(b) from the Comman- (4) The hazards involved In handling (b) The certification required by thisdant (0-MBM). the cargo. section must contain the following in-(b) Each foreign flag tankshlp ’ whose (5) Instructions for safe handling of formation :flag administration Issues the 1MCO Cer- the cargo Including any special proce- 1 Whether the cargo Is Inhibited or -

tificate must have— duree such as inerting. stabilized.(1) an IMCO Certificate Issued by the (6) The procedures to be followed lii (2) The name and concentration of -flag administration and a Letter of Corn- the event of CargO spills, leaks, UflCOfl- the inhibitor or stabilizer.pllance Issued and endorsed under thiS trolled release, human exposure to the (3) The date the inhibitor or stabi-part with the name of the car go; or cargo , or cargo handling equipment lizer was added .(2) prior written authorization under breakdown. (4) The length of time the Inhibitor or1 153.5(b) or I 153.808 from the Corn- (7) A list of fire fighting procedures stabilizer Is effective.mandant (~~~~fflU. and extinguishing agents effective with (5) Any temperature limitations(C) Each foreign flag tankship • whose cargo fires. qualifying the inhibitor’s or stabilizer ’sflag administration does not itsue the
IMCO Certificate must have- § 153.908 ShIpping document, effective lifetime.

(6) The action to be taken should be(I ) a Letter of Compliance Issued and No person may operate a tOflkShip duration of the voyage exceed the in-endorsed under this part with the name without a shipping documents such as a hibitor’s or stabilizer’s useful life.of the cargo; or manifest, on the bridge of thp tankahip(2 written authorizat ion under I 153. - completed by the shipper, the tankshlp’s § 153.914 Docunients at the tr all,. (er5(b) or * 153.808 from the Commandant master, the shipowner , or the fr~ Jp’8 terminal.(G.-MBM). agent that lists for each cargo on While a tankship Is moored at a trans-
§ 153.901 Certificates or letters required bd I— fer terminal, the master shall ensure thatto he on br idge. (a) The tank in which the cargo Is the terminal has, in addition to thestowed;No person may operate a tankship Un- (b) The name of the shippei~ 

copies the tankship must have—
less the endorsed Certificate ~f I~i~~~ ” (C) The location of the loading ter- (a) A copy of the shipping documenttion, Letter of Compliance, or written minal ; prescribed In I 153.908; andauthorIzation required by I 153.900 Is (d) The cargo name listed In table I (b) A set of the Information cardsposted on the bridge of the tankship. or I 30.25-1 of th is chapter. or the ship- prescribed In 1 -153.907.§ 153.902 Exp ira ti on of Letters of Cons- per’s name for the cargo If It Is not

GENERAL CARGO OpERA TIoNA l.plIsnee. listed ; and 
REQUIREME ~~~SA Letter of Compliance Is valid for ~ 

(e) The quantity of the cargo.
period not exceeding two years after the § 153.909 Cargo location plan. § 133.920 Cargo quantity limitation s.
date of examination under I 163.808. The (a) No person may operate a tank- (a) No person may load a cargo tankCoast Ou~.’~ enters the expiration date ship unless a cargo location plan is kept or operate a tankshlp that carries a car-on the ‘~~‘ .cr of Compliance, 

with the set of cargo Information card s go tank containing In excess of 1250 m’§ 153,904 limitation s In she endor se. required by * 153.907. (approx . 44,138 ft ’) of cargo requirin gment. (b) The cargo location plan must a type I containment system.No person may operate a tankshlp Un- show the location and number of each (b) No person may load a cargo tankless he complies with all limitations ~ cargo tank and the name of the cargo or operate a tankshlp- that carries a car-
In each tank, go tank containing in excess of 3000 ni’• Tbs ds6nltlon 01 tankablp ucludes

e_~~~~~ ~~~e _ .  $S2~k ~, 
(C) Names of dangerous cargoes on (approx. 105,932 ft ’) of a cargo ~iqufr-

the plan must not differ train those lug a type 11 contaInment system,

PIDUA& 11015151, VOL 42, t~~~~~p
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 49043

§ 153.921 Explosives, cargo tanks are located without the per- (3) Date of the last test required by
No person may load, off-load. or carry ~~~~ion ofthe master. paragraph (e) of this section; and

a cargo listed In this part on board a (b) Before permitting anyone to enter (4) Manufacturer’s recommended
vessel that carries explosives unless he a CS.I’80 tank. cargo handling space, or maximum and minimum temperatures, -

has the prior written permission of the void 8POCC . the master shall ensure (c) A cargo hose assembly must have
Commandant (O.-MIfl&) . that — a minimum bursting pressure as stated(1) The space is free of toxic vapors by the manufacturer of at least 5152 kPaS 153.923 m eetIng systems, and has sufficient oxygen to support life; gauge (ippr ox. 750 psig) ,

The master shall ensure that the Inert- or . (d) The working pressure i~arked on
gas systems for any cargo that this part (2) Those entering the space wear pro.- a hose must meet the following:
requires to be inerted are operat ing cor- tective equipment with self-contained (1) Be at least 1030 kPa gauge[ racily. breathing apparatus as described in (approx . 150 pelg) .

GENERAL Vzsszz. SspEr y I 153.214(b) an’d an omcer closely super- (2) Not exceed 20 per cent (one-flfth)J
§ 153.930 Cargo antido tes. vises the entire operation, of the manufacturer’s stated bursting

pressure.§ 153.935 Opening of tank s and Cargo 
- (3) Not exceed the manufacturer’sNo person may operate a tankshlp that sampling, recommended working pressure.carries a cargo listed In Table I unless

the tankshlp has on board the antidotes (a) Except as provided In paragraph (4) Not exceed the test pressure used
described for the cargo In the Medical (b) of this section, the master shall en- In the latest test under paragraph (e)
If rat Aid Gidde for Use In Accidents In- sure that all cargo taOk hatches, ullage ~~valving Dangerous Goods, publIshed by openings, and tank cleaning openings ~~ (e) A cargo hose assembly must be in-m&co. tightly closed at all times. spected and tested by placing it In a(b) The master may not authorize the strai ght, horizontal position so that its§ 153.931 Obstruction of pump room opening of a cargo tank, except.— entire external surface Is accessible. Itladderway,. (1) To clean a tank; must be ascertained that the hoseThe master shall ensure that all cargo (2) To transfer a cargo that table I assembly—..pumproom ladderways are unobstructed allows in a containment system having (1) Has no loose covers , kinks , bulges, -

at all times. an open gauging system; soft spots, and no gouges, cuts, or slashes(3) To sample a cargo that table I al- that penetrate any hose reinforcement;§ 153.932 Goggles and protective cloth- lows In a containment system havIng ~~ (2) Has no external and , to the extenting. open gauging system; or internal Inspection Is possible with both(a) The master shall ensure that each (4)~ To sample a cargo that table I al- ends of the hose open, no internalperson wear a face mask or tight-fitting lows In a containment system having a deterioration; andgoggles for eye protection against 
~~~tric ted gauging system If— (3) Does not burst, bulge, leak, or ab-apl~ahtng or spraying liquids It that per- (i) The tank is not being filled during normally distort under static liquid pree-son 15—. sampling ; sure at least as great as the recom-(1) Sampling cargo; (ii) The vent system has relieved any mended working pressure.(2) Transferring cargo; pressure In the tank ; - 

CARGO TRANSFER PROCED URES(3) MakIng or breaking a cargo hose (iii) The person sampling the cargoconnection; wears the protective clothing required § 153.953 Signals dur ing cargo tran sfer.(4) GaugIng a cargo tank ; or during cargo transfer; and The master shall ensure that .—(5) OpenIng a cargo tank by opening (iv) The tank Is closed tight ly follow- (a) The tankshlp displays a red flaga Butterwor th hatch , ullage hatch, car go ing sampling. in the day and a red light at night whentank hatch, or similar opening. (c) The master shall ensure that car- transferr ing cargo while fast to a dock ;(b) The master shall ensure that each goes requiring q~oee4 gauging ~~ (b) The tankshlp displays a red flagperson wear a face mask or tight-fitting pled only through the controlled 
~~~~ when transferring cargo while atgoggles for eye protection against splash- pling arrangement required by I 153.404 anchor; andlug or spraying liquids If the person Is— (b) . (C) The red flag or the red light Is(1) In the area of the deck where the § 153.936 lIlnes,, alcohol , dru gs. visible from all sides of the tankshl p.cargo tanks, cargo piping, and ~ai’go The master shall ensure that no per- § 153.955 Wa rnIng Cigna during carg opumprooms are located whfle a cargo

transfer is taking place; or son Participates in cargo related opera- tra nafer. I -

tions who appears to be Intoxicated ~~ (a) When transferring cargo while(2) In a cargo pumproom, void space alcohol or dru gs or to be so 111 as tO be fast to a dock or at anchor in port , theadjacent to a cargo tank , or a space con- unfit for the particular operation, master shall ensure that the *nnkahlptaining part of a cargo containment
system. MARK ING 07 CARGO TRANSFER Ho~~ displays a warn ing sign at the gangway

(c) ThO master shall ensure that each § 153.940 Standard s for marking of facing the shore so that it may be seen
from The shore and another warning signperson In paragraphs (a) and (b) wear cargo hose. “ facing outboard towards the water soany additional protective clothing the

master believes necessary to protect the No person may mark a hose assembly that it may be seen from th3 water. (See
as meeting the standards of this section fi~~~ 1)person from the cargo’s hazards. unless the hose assembly meets the fol . (b) Except as provided in paragraph

• 153.933 Proeective clothlng requlred. lowing requIrements: (f) of this section , each warn ing sign 
-When table I refers to this section, the (a) Eftch hose assembly must have— must have the following legends:

(1) Fully threaded connections; (1) WarnIng.master shall ensure that every person (2) Pian~~ that meet standard B16.5. (2) Dangerous Cargo .forward of the accommodation deck- Steel P ipe F langes and F lange F ittIngs, (3) No Visitors.house who Is Involved In cargo sampling, or standard Bl6,31, Nonferrous PIpe (4) No Smoking.gauging, or making or breaking cargo Flanges, of the American National (5) No Open Lights.
connections wears coveralls or a large Standards Institute; or (C) Each letter must be block styls,
apron, boots, gloves, and tIght-fitting (3) QuIck-connect couplings that are black on a white background.
goggles. acceptable to the Commandant (0— (d) Each letter must—

MM’l’). (1) Be ‘v.5 cm (appr ox. 3 In.) high;
• 153.934 Entry Into space, cont aining (b) Each hose assembly must bo (2) Be 5cm (approx. 2 In.) wide exceptcargo ‘~i’°” marked with the— for “M” and “W” which must be U cm(a) No person may enter a cargo tank, (1) Date of manufacture; (appro x. 3 In,) wide and the letter ‘D
cargo hwAttn.g W*Ol, Cr void spac, In (2) WorkIng pressure described In which may be 1.3 cm (approx. 34 In.)
tha t part of the ~~n~ aiflp where the paragraph ( d ;  wide; and
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-

In charge of cargo transfer shall confer
7.5 55, 1.3cm
____ with the person supervising the cargo

~ ~W A R N i N &

transfer at the facility.
(b) The person In charge of cargo

transfer shall discuss the Important as-
pects of the transfer operation, such ast

DANGEROUS CARGO
the following, with the supervIsor at the
facility:

(1) The products to be transferred.
(2) The transfer rates.
(3) Thø critical or hazardous stagesI.___I I-I 1—I W of the transfer operation.5cm 1.3cm 5cm 1.3cm (4) The emergency procedures In case

of a spilL
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ 153.970 Cargo tr onsfer piping.

The person In charge of cargo transfer
shall ensure that.—

(a) Cargo is transferred to or from aPigur. 1 - mn~mu* Diaeflsiona for Warning Sign 
~~~~~ tank only through the tankship s

(3) Have 1.3 cm (approx. 34 in.) stroke tainment systems unless the cargoes are cargo piping system;
width , separated by double walls or double bulk - (b) Vapor not returned to shore

(e) The spacing must be— heads, such as— through the tankshlp’s vapor return sys-
(1) 1.3 cm (aWrox. 34 In.) between (1) Cofferdams; tern Is discharged at the height required

letters of the same word; (2) ~sipty tanks, for the cargo’s vent rIser In table I, and
(2) 5 cm (approx. 2 In.) between (3) Tanks containing mutually corn- (c) All cargo vapor Is returned to shore

words; patible cargo; and through the valved connection on the
($) Scm (approx . 2 in.) between lInes; (4) Piping tunnels, venting system if—

and - (b) The person In charge of carge (1) The cargo requires closed gauging,
(4) 5 cm (approx, 2 i n )  at the borders transfer may not authorize loading o~ Is z’eferenced to I 153.372 or Is referenced

of the sign. incompatible cargoes Into cargo contain- to I 153 525~~
(f) Except as described in I 153.1045, ment systems that have common pipin g (2) The transfer terminal has vapor

the legends “No Smoking” and “No Open or vent ing systems, return equipment; and
(3) In his esthnat ion the vapor returnLights ” are not requ ired when the car-P § 153.964 Disdiar ge by gas pr easur ir a- equipment is adequate to handle the va-goes on board the tankahl p are neither lion.flammable nor combustible. por expected from the tank .

The person In charge of cargo tflnS - § 153.972 Connect ing a cargo hoec.§ 153,957 Per son in charge of cargo icr may not authorIze cargo dischargetransfer, by gas pressurization nt~1D~s-. The person In charge of cargo transfer
(a) The master of a U.S. flag tax~kship (a) The tank to be offloaded has ~~ may not authorize the connection of a

shall ensure that cargo transfer opera- SR or PV venting system; hose to a cargo containment system
tions are superv ised by a person deslg- (b) The pressurization medium Is unl~S5—
nated as a person In charge of cargo either the cargo vapor or a nonflamma- (a) He has ensured himself that the
tran sfer under 33 CFR 155.710. ble , nontoxic gas Inert to the cargo; and cargo will not weaken or damage the

(b) No person may serve, and no one (C) The pressurizing line has— hose;
may use the services of a person as a per- (1) A pressure reducing valve whose (b) The hose is marked as meeting
son In charge of cargo transfer on a for- setting does not exceed 90% of the ta~jc’s the standards of 1 153.940;
eign flag tafikshlp ~~~~~ the person— relief valve setting and a manual con- (c) The date of the hose’s last pressure

(1) Holds a valid document Issued by trol valve between the pressure reducing test Is within one year of the date on
the flag administration authorizing serv - valve and the tank ; or - which the hose is used to transfer cargo:
ice as a person In charge of cargo t.rans- (2) For an Inert gas medium— (d) The recommended worki ng pres-
icr aboard the vessel that Is transferring (1) A safety relief valve with a cross sure marked on a hose used for discharge
car go; sectiona l flow area at least equal to that meets or exceeds the working pressun’

(2) Is designated by the master; of the pressurizing line and whose ~~~ y. marked on the cargo piping at the hose
(3) Is readil y able to communicate in tog pressure does not exceed 90 percent connection ; and

English with the person In charge of of the tank’ s relief valve setting; (e) The car go’s temperature is within
cargo transfer at the transfer facility (Ii ) A manual control valve between the manufacturer ’s recommended maxi-
either directly or through an interpreter the safety relief valve and the tank; and mum and mInimum hose tenweratures.
who Is available to hIm during the trans- ( Iii) A check valve between the man- § 153.975 Preparation for cargo Ir a ns. —

icr: and ual control valve and the tank. - fer.(4) Has studied and understands hIS § 153.966 Discharge by liquid displa r e . The person in charge of cargo transferresponsibilities as described In this sub- ment.chapter. may not approve or continue cargo tram-
The person In charge of cargo tra nsfer icr unless the following conditions are

§ 133.939 A~ pro~aI So begin Sr ani.k r may not ati thor ize cargo dischar ge by met:
operat ions req uii’cil. liquid displacement unless the liquid (a) No fires or open flames are on

No person may make connections for supply line to the tank has— deck or In compartments near the hose
cargo transfer or transfer cargo unless a) a safety relief or pressure reduc - connections when table I requires -the
he has authorization from the person In ing valve set to operate at no more than cargo ’s containment system to have a
charge of cargo transfer. 80 percent of the tank’ s relief valve set- ~~e protection system.
§ 133.963 luicompat ib lc cargo. ting ; and (b) Any electrical bonding of the tank -

ship to the tra nsfer facility Is made be-
a ’ The person in char -ge of cargo b) a manual control valve between fore the cargo tran s er piping Is joined .

transfer may not authorize the loading the tank and the supply line ’s safety re- (C) Any supplemental inert gas supply
of incompatible ’ car goes into car go con- lief valve or pressure reducing value , necessary to maintain the 3.5 kPa gauge

§ 133.968 Cargo tran sfer conference. z’o3~ 0.5 pslg) pressure In the tank
‘Incompauble cargoes are described In during offloading - (see I 153.500) Ii con-

NYC 4-75, available from the Commandab t (a) Before he may begin making con- nected to the iner t gas pressure control
(O-Mfflul—3/53). Tel. no. (202) 426—1577. nect lons for ,car go transfer, the person system.
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RUlES AND REGULATIONS 49~45
(d) The tra nsfer connections have 5 153.983 Termination procedures, § 153.1011 Use of alky lene oxide con-

enough slack to allow for vessel move-
ment . Upon completion of the transfer op- tainment systems and hoses whh

(e) The transfer connections are sup- erat ion, the person in charge of cargo other products.

ported by tackles, transfer , shall ensure that— (a) An alkylene oxide may not be car-
a) The cargo high level alarms are (a) The car go transfer connections ned in a containment system that, with-

functioning corr~et1y when cargo is are closed off; in the Previous five loadings. has carried
loaded (b) The tra nsfer lines and hoses are a cargo in paragraph (d) unless the

dra ined of cargo , either into the tank containment system has been cleaned to(g) Joints and couplings are gasketed or back to the transfer terminal; the satisfaction of a Coast Guard Ma-and mated tightly.
(h) Flanges are bolted tightly. (C) An’ electrical bonding between sine Inspector or a person specifically —

(I) No repa ir work is underway in the vessel and the shore facility is broken aUthorized by the Comman dant (0-.
areas where cargo or cargo~vapo rs may OflbF after the cargo hose is dIsconnected MHM ) to approve oxide tank cleaning.
collect. and all spills removed; and (b) No other cargo may be loaded fnto

(j) Cargo and sea valves are properly ~~ Each vent si~stem is returned to a conta inment s ’stem which has car-
set, with those sea valves connected ~~ 

its nonloadlug configuration. n ed an alkyleno oxide “nless the con-
cargo piping lashed or sealed shut. SPECIAL CARGO PROC EOnR ES tainment system has .. .n cleaned of

(k) Ventin g system bypass valves are alkylene oxide to the satisfaction of a§ 153.1000 Special operating require- Coast Guard Marine Inspector or a per-set for cargo transfer and are operating meuts for cargoes rea ctive with water , son specifically authorized by the Corn-pvoperly.
(I) All scuppers are plugged. When table I refers to this sectIon, the mandant (G—MHM) to approve oxide
(m) Smoking ’Is limited to safe places. master must ensure that the cargo— tank cleaning.
(n) Fire fighting and safety equip (a) Is carried only in a containment (c) No person may use a hose marked -

ment Is ready. system completely Isolated from any “For Alkylene ‘Oxide Transfer Only” -

(0) Re Is In effective com’sumication systems co~tainth g water, such ~~ s~o~ for the transfer of a cargo othe” than
with the transfer terminal, tanks, ballast tanks, cargo tanics ~~~ an alkylene oxide.

(p) The person In charge of the trans- taiziing slops or ballast, their vent lines (ci) The following cargoes are par-
tee terminal has acknowledged that he or piping; and ticularir react ive with alkylene oxides:
I. ready to transfer. (b) Is separated by double walls, such (1) A,11~i~ onla.

(q) Pressures within the cargo trans- as cofferda ms and piping tunnels, from (2) AmmonIa solutions.
fer and containment systems do not cx— any system contaIning water, as for cx- ~~ Aiflines.
ceed the pressure ranges for which the ample those described In paragraph (a) (~ ) Alcoholamines.
trans fer hose and containment systems of this sectIon. (5) Inorganic acids,
are designed. § 153.1010 Alkylene oxid 

(6) OrganIc acids.
(r) No vessels that would hazard cargo e6 (7) Pheno lic compounds.

transfer are alongside the tankshlp. (a~ ‘Before he loads a cargo contain- (8) Monomers.
mont system with a cargo referenced to (9) Compounds containing a halogen.

* 153.976 Tranafer of packaged car go thIs section in table I, the person In (10) Compounds containing sulfur cx-
or .hlp ’. .tore ~, charge of cargo transfer shall do the cept sulfates or sulfonates yielding a sO-

The person in char ge of car go tran s- following: lution having a pH between 7.5 and 6.5
icr may neither begin nor continUe the (1) Inspect the cargo tank tobe sure when mixed with water in all propor-
transfer of a flammable Or combustible it does not have heavy rust accumula- tions.

stases are transferred unless transfer (2) Pur ge the containment system § 153.1020 Unusual ly toxic cargoes.
car go while packaged cargo or ship’s tloilS on ItS walls or bottom. (11) Caustic soda and caustic potash.

of the packaged cargo or ship’s stores until the oxygen content of the cargo
does not hazard transfer of the flam - tank is less than 2% by volume. (a) No person may load or carry a
inable or combustible car go. (b) The person In charge of an alkyl- cargo referenced to this section in table

• 153.977 SupervisIon of ca rgo tran sfer. ene oxide cargo transfer shall ensure I unless the cargo ’s piping system Is
that— Isolated from piping systems carrying

The person ±n charge of car go trans- (1) No alkylene oxide vapor or liquid cargoes not referred to this section as
icr shall— is released to the atmosphere during shown in the piping plan required by

(a) Supervise the operation of cargo car go transfer; 1 153.910.
system valves; and (2) No vapor return system connected (b) The master shall ensure that no

(b) Monitor the cargo loading rate to an alkyicne oxide containment ~~~~~ 
heat transfer medium that has been dr .

to avoId ov rfllling cargo tanks , Is at the same tIme connected to another culated through a cargo referenc ed to

• 153.979 Gauging wish a utotind ing containment system ; this section in table I ~s circulated
( 3 )  Alkylenc oxide Is discharged only through a cargo not referenced to this

by an Intank cargo pump or Inert gas section unless he determines the medium
(a) No person may remove the cover displacement ; to be uncontaminated with carg o.

of a sounding tube unless he has author- (4) Transfer hose is approved by ~~~ (c) No person may discharge over-
Izatlon from the person in charge of Commandant (G—MM T) under § 153.530 board condensed steam from the heating
cargo transfer. (0) for alkylene oxide transfer and is system of a car go referenced to this see-

(b) The person In charge of cargo marked ‘~For AlIcy]ene Oxide Transfer tion In table I unless he fi rst determines
transfer may not author ize remova l of Only”; and the condensate to be uncontaminate d
the, cover from a sounding tube gauge (5) A water hose is laId out on deck with cargo.
unless all tank pressure has been re
Heved through the tank’ s ventin g system, with water pressure to the noazle, and § 153.1025 Motor fuel antlk tw,-k con%-

all alkylene oxide spillages arc washed
* 153.981 Leaving room In tank for away immediately. (a) No person may load or carry any

cargo e’cpsnsion. (C) After loading alkylene oxIdes, the other cargo in a contaInment system ap .-
The person in charge of cargo trans. person in char ge of cargo transfer shall pr oved for motor fuel antiknock com-

pounds contaIning lead alkyls except afcr shall ensure that the amount of
cargo In a tank does not exceed the check the composition of the vapor cargo to be used solely in the manufac-
tank’s capacit y at any ambient tem- space above the alkylene oxide and purge ture of motor fuel antiknock compounds.
perature between —18’ 0 (appro x . 0. F) the space with inert gas untIl the oxygen (b) The master shall ensure that no
and 46 C (approx . 115’ F) . content Is below 2% by volume, pers on enter a pumproon i or void space
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49046 RULES AND REGULATVONS

that contains piping from a contaIn- § 153.1046 Sulfur ic acid, a Certificate of Inspection under sub-
ment system approved for motor fuel
ai tikuock compounds containing lead No person may liquefy frozen or con- chapter D (Tank Vessels) nor a Letter

gealed sulfuric add other than by cx- of Compliance under this par t are the
aik~ls unless— ternal tank heating ~~~~~~~~ , 

following:
(1) The pumproom or void space at- Anunonlum nitrate. urea, water solution,moaphere has been analysed for its lead § 151..1052 Carriage of other cargoe s iii 2% ass. NH,content and found to be less than 0.15 acid tanks. c,~cium ai~]crte. in water

mg/rn’, 0? Other cargo must not be carried In a 2-chloro-4-ethflsmlno. S -I$opropylamkno-5-
(3) The person follows the procedures cargo containment system endorsed to trinalne. wat.r sotutton

for entering a cargo tank described hi carry sulfuric acid, bydrocblorlc acId, or Hezalnethylen. dialnine adipate
Lignin liquor (calcium ligno-sulfonate, waterparagraph (c) . phosphoric acid without specific author- solution)(C) No person may enter a cargo tank Izatton from the Commai~dant (C- 
~~~~~~~~~~~ hy~~~xtde suspensions in waterendorsed for motor fuel antiknock C~~~- 

~~~~~~ Methyl chloroform (1, 1, l-trlchoro.thane)pounds containing lead aikyls without
prior specific authorization from the § 153.1055 Nilropropan e. l’~nte,edlum ..lt of diethylene trisonine
Commandant (O-MmI). This author S- (a) No person may load or carr y 1- pelitiacetic acid, wster solution
mUon may be obtained by telephone or 2-nitropropane In a tank having 0T0~~~Y~~~0

- ((202) 426-1217) if the person has pre- heating coils unless the heating c~~1~ 
8odium liguceulfonatee, sodium hydrozid. -

viously Obtained approval for the caxgO have been Isolated from their heat ~~~~~~ 
(not exceeding 1% by weight) • water solu-tiontank entry procedure from the Corn- 

~~ completely disconnecting them, for Sorbital in watermandant ~~~~~~~~ example, by inserting a blanking plate ‘FetrSaodliuin salt of ethylene diamin e tetra-(d) No person may enter a car go tank or by removing a spool piece In a steam acetic acid, water soluttonendorsed for motor fuel anti-knock corn- poly line, Urea In water
pounds If he does not follow the condi- (b)’ No person may load or carry 1.. Water
tious in the author ization under pars- or 2-nitropropane in a tank located in Mixtures solely of the cargoea in th is liSt.
graph (C) . a hold, or adjacent to a cargo, whose Arrsxnxx II (Rzsnavzzu )
§ 153.1035 Stabilization of acetone temperature exceeds 50’ C (approx.

APPENDIX III.—M~~tric iøasta used us pi . 153cyanoh ydr in. 122’ F).
MJ.ZNTENANCENo person may operate a tankship I’~~~n Abbcs- Equivalent tohaving on board acetone cyanobydrin § 153.1500 Venting syst em rupture d e c  M et r ic (SI unit) Ylatlon EngIlth or

unless the acetone cyancliydrin Is stabi- disk.. enmmon metric

u sed with an Ino~~BflIc 
~~~~ The master shall ensure that a relief Length.. Meter m 3S.37 1n.

* 153.1040 Carbon disuftide. valve exposed to a cargo after the fall- Centim eter em Sen In.
ure of a rupture disk or break ing pin Volume.. Cubic meter ... oh’ 254 gallon, (gal) 

do m5 253 59(a) No person may load, carry, or dis- Is cleaned and operates properly before 
~~~~~~ D~~na Cel’ius. • C 5~9(’ y.~~)charge carbon dlsulflde unless the cargo the next cargo Is loaded Into the tank. pera.tank has a water pad over the cargo of

at least one meter (approx. 40 In.). § 153.1502 Fixed ballast relocation. Force. .  Newton N o~~ i~~.Press~ire Pase~I Pa I 4501<10-’ lbs~n’.(b) ‘The person In charge of ~ ThOf l No person may remove or relocate Kilo-Pascal & r. 0.145 lbains.disulfide transfer operation shall ensure 
~~ed ~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(1.000 ~~~~
.

calm).that carbon dlsulflde is dIschar ged O&$ (a) the change is approved by the Kilo-PascaL... SP* I) ~ lO-~ kg/cm’.by displacement or Intank cargo pump. Commandsnt (G-M1& T): or do ti’s lXl~~ N/rn’.(c) No person may remove a car go (b) the ballast Is temporarily moved 
~~~~. 5. 4472, sa amended (46 U.S.C. 170): see.pump for a containment system that car- und& the supervision of a Coast Guardrice carbon dlsulflde u m a —  Marine Inspector for examination or re- 201, *6 Stat. 427, a. amended (46 U.S.C.

(1) The containment system ha~ a gas pair of the tankship cola): sec. 6(b) (1) , 10 St.t. 93? (49 U.S.C.
free certificate Issued under the stand- 1655(b) ( l) ;  49 CFB. 1.4.6 (b), (t) . (n) (4).)
ards In 1 35.01—1 of this chapter ; or § 153.1504 Inspection of per sonnel 

~~~~~~~~~ Coast Ou~rd has determined
(2) ‘r!ie vapor space In the pump well emergency and safety equi pment 

~~~ thIS document doee not conta in a major
Is filled with wate r. The master shall ensure that the per- proposal requiring preparation o~ an Sco-

son.pel emergency and safety equipm ent ~~~~~~ i1l~~~ t state ment under mecutlv.
• 153.1045 Inorgan ic acids. ra~~~ed by § 153.214 Ia lnsiected each Order 11821 , as amended , and 0MB CircularWhen table I refers to this sectIon , 30 days and found to be in good condition A-b ?.
the person In charge of cargo transfer and operating properly.
shall emur. that the legends ~NO 

~ pe~~ssx I—Lzsy OP CARGOES Nor n-:- I)ated September 20, 1977.
SMOKING” and NO OPEN LIGHTS ” ui.sTEz Uicrssts Patt y 153 ott SUSCHAPTER 0. W. Sn.u , “ 

-

are displayed on the warning sign re- D Admiral, U.S. Coast Guard -
qulred In I 153.955(a) when car go Is . ‘j’aJ ~le U—Bulk liquid cargoes that Commandant.
tr ansferred. may be carried In vessels having neither IFR DOc.77-.27790 Filed 9-23-77;8 :45 .in i

I~~WL 11019711, VOL 42, NO. 1*4 IRONDAY. $VTIMU * 24 1677
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RULES AND REGULATION S

TISa 46—Shipplng 
• I934CHAPTER I—COAST GUARD,l)EPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION FOR FURTHER INP()RMATION CON-(COD 75—1041 TACr:

PART 31—INSPECTION AND (
~aptain George L Greiner , MarineCER TIFICA TION Ssfety Council (G-CMC/81). ROOm

StabIlIty Raquiremants 8117, Department of Transportation,
Nassif Building, 400 Seventh StreetAGENCY. Coast OUard.DOT. sw Wa shington , D.C. 20590 ‘202-426-.

ACTION : Final ru le. 1477) .
SUMMARY: This vulenaking amends 

~~~~~~~~~ INFORMATION
the stabilitY regulatiOns for tank vessels. A notice of proposed rulemaking wasThe amendments require each newlY published In the FEDERAL RzcXsTaa onconstructed tank vessel of 150 gross ~ ns February ?, 1971 (42 PR 7170). Interested
and over, except a)ank bar ge that oper- 

~~~~~ ~~~ to submit written-- I sites only on inlan d wate rs, and each eomnments before March 23, 1977. Oneother tank vessel the stability of which comment was received. The commenter
is questioned by the Coast Guard, to concurred with the rules as proposed.meet the stability standards sind stabil-
ity testing and Information requirements DRAFTING Iarosau
that currentl y apply to cargo and mis- The principal persons involved Incellaneous vessels In Subchapter I of dr alting these regulations are: Ralph E.Title 46. These requirements have been Joh nson. project Manager , Office of Mer-
ani lied to tank vessels by the Coast chant Marine Safety, and William St.
Guard for several years and , therefore, Register, Pro ject Attorne y, Offi ce of therepre sent current enforcem ent practice. Chief Coun sel.This rulemaking also sets forth condi-
tions under which tan k vessels a~e ex-
empt from the requirement to have a SDL 105
stability ~~~ conducted. These conditions A: acde fgh i j  kl m opq rs uvfl T~~~have been developed on the • ~.. , ~~ - I ‘, ~~ i~recent Coast Guard review of exIsting - uce~~,aJ~~,o rpq
lank ve ek and current tank vessel de- C: 

~ (6)~~(3)~~~ ,q( 1)
~~~~~~~~ . Th exemptions appib’ emel%tlar.7
to la~~ ,~~ ei d~~~~. fe. which a
.y s..s Is ascurreaLb’ reqWr.d snd tO E : ao(4)

~~~~~~~~~~ eesr 3OO 1..t b f4tk thS* F~ k(25) h ’5)c 1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  LIST CG..1
~~~~~

C_T1VI 04 rV 1~~~. amsnd.isflk
~~~~~~

-- 

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~
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SULES AND REG ULATIONS

(a) This section applies (Al—
DISCUSSION OF RZOULAT1OISS ( 1 )  Each tank vessel of 150 gross tons

and over construction of which is startedThe stability test exemptions, as pro- en or after December 28. 1977. except aPosed in the notice of proposed n inak- tank barge that operates only on inlandIng, were intended to apply only to cur-
rent tank vessel designs. On the basis of waters ; and
further review , however , it has been dc. (2 )  Each other tank vessel the stabil-
tern ilned that the descr iption of ~~~~ ity of which Is questioned by the Corn-
rent tank vessel designs contained in the mandant or Officer in Charge . Mar ine
notice of proposed rulemaking is not en- p iOn.
tirely accurate. Accordingly, the final ‘b) Each tank vessel must meet the
rules clarify the exemption provisIons In stability requirements fo. cargo and mis-

cellaneous vessels contained In the fol-order to descr~~e more accurately the de- )~~j i~g provisions of Part 93 of this
signs covered by the exemptions. As clan - chapter:fled in I 31i0—30(c , the exemptions (1) The requirement in 1 93.0 5—1(a) toapply to a tank vessel that— conduct a stabilit y test ., except as modi-U) Has a flush freeboard deck , one fled in paragraphs (d) and (e) of thisor more longitudinal bulkheads, and no section.independent tanks;(2) Has ordinary proportions and (2) The procedura l rules In I 93.05—1
form ; and (b) and I 93.05—5 for conducting a sta-

bility test.(3 ) Is designed not to carry cargo (3) The stabilit y stand ards In II 93.07—above the freeboard deck. The exeinp- 5 9 3 07 10 a~d 93.07—15.tions, as proposed , did not cover items 
~~ Th~ requirement In I 93.10.1 tO(2 ) and (3) . provide s~,bility information to the

The exemptio ns, as clarified , also pr o- master.vlde that the center of gravity of a vessel (5) The information requirements
assumed for purposes of performing sta - concerning stability leters in II 93.15— 1bllity calculations must be its center of and 03.15—5, except that the stabilitygravity while In an assumed “light- letter t~sued to a tank bar ge may be kept
weight’ condition. A definition of In any location on the barge that is dry,
“lightweighi ’ has been added to the final protected and accessiblerule. am 13 1 lO—30 ’ f I ’ l ’ . The definition e~ Tise exeniptions in paragraphs ‘d)
is the same as the definitIon of “light- and e of this section apply only to S
we4hI~ in Part 157 of TItle 33. Cod. of tank ~~essel that—
P~deral Regniation. Part 157 of Title 1 ffse ordrnarv prnpor~~ons and
33 ccni t*an. rules fo, the ProL.’-tio~ of form
iii. Mar io. Raivlrnnm.,u Ri’(Stiof to 2 -  Ii. ’ s flus h fresboerd d.~~I ass.
PenS V.~~~~ (‘an~ isq ‘ ‘ii in Rulk r~. , ,~ .w. ie.ign.dlne1 bulk P . d .  and no
~~~~~~~~ ~~ . .~ ,, ~~. ). l.~ ~~~~~ ‘ ,.i$ i,~j  ipqi ( t*’.l . WisP
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

If . In performing the stabiI~ y calcula-
tions required by this chapter and 33
CFR Part 157 , the assumption is made
that the center of gravity of the barge
while In a lightweight condition is located
a vertical distance of at least 0.6 times
the molded depth of the tank barge from
the keel amidships or from a hori zon- -

tal plane tangent to the keel amidships.
( f )  As used In this section—
( 1 )  “LightweIght” has the same mean-

ing that Is provided for the term in 33
CFR I i57.03th ) and

(2) “Molded depth” has the same
mean ing that is Provided for the term
In § 42.13—1 5( e) of this chapter.
(46 U.S.C. 391a ; 49 U .S.C. 1855 (b); 49 CFE
1.46.)

NoTE—The Cosat Guard has determined
that this document does not contain a major
proposal requiring preparat ion of an Bco-
nomic Impact Statement under nsecut lve
Order 11821 , as amended , and 0MB CIrcular
A-107

Dated : September 21, 1977.
0. W. 8n.zs,

Admiral, U.S. Coast Guard
Commandant .

FR Doe 77-23723 PlIed 3-23-77,3-45 am~
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59012 PROPOSED RULES

4910—14 ] and Bystems,, Pe 4.ct Manager, and Mr. IO~Af4-C the primary navlg~tion sys-Stanley Colby, Office of Citief Counsel. tam for the U.S. Coastal Confluence 
-DEPARTMENT OF proj ect Attorney. Zone (CC Z) . This is defined in the planTRANSPORTATION ~~ the area from the U.S. shorel ine andWITHDRAWAL Or COD 77-002 harbor entrances to 50 miles offshor e orCoast Guard ~~ the January 31, 1977 , issue of the ~ ~~~._ ioo fathom curve. whichever is( 33 CFR Part 164 1 FEDERAL RZGI5TIK (42 PR 5966) the Coast ~~~~~~ ~~ arriving at u~at determina-

l OUD 77-1681 Guard publ ished a proposed rule (docket ~~~~~ oti~er radio navigation systemsNo. COD 77-002) to require LORAN—C were considered. LORAN-C was judged -
VESSELS OF 1,600 GROSS 1014$ OR MO~~ receivers on vessels of 1.600 gross tons 

~~~ in ter ms of capabi lities. ava ilabil-
Proposed Electronic Navigat los. ~~—i~~—a-I °~

‘ more. Intereeted persons were given j~~ and co4.until April 1, 1977. to submit comments. ~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~ gle navigation sys-AGENCY : Coast Guard. DOT. A correction to the notice was published tern which can continuously provide a
- ACTION: Proposed rule: withdrawal St lB the Feorsu. E,IGISTER of Febru ary 17 , merc hant mar iner with an adequat e pa- -

prior proposed rule. 1977 (42 FR 9685) and the closing date ~~~~~~~~~ capability throughout the CCZfor comments was subsequently extended j~ LØp~ N~~. Neither Decca nor Dif-SUMMARY : This document withthaws 
~~ April 20, 1977. PublIc hear ings on th is f~~~nUM Omega is generally available.an earlier notice of proposed rulemaking props~~~ were held in Washington on Radar Is available only inshore. ThAN-and proposes amending the regu lat ions March 4, 1977, and in San 5’ran cisco on ~~ based satellite navigation systemsrequiring certain navigation equipment Ma rc h 16 , 1977 . ~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ but do not pro-on afi v~~se1s of 1.600 gross tons or more seven persona presented oral com- vide continuous Information. Some hy-by adding a requirement for an else- ments at the Washington hearing. Six ~gj~ gy~tam~, such as satel lite/doppler ,troni c position fixing device. Many yes- were heard in San Francisco. Fifty-nine satellite/inertiaL end satellite/Omega.sets in the coastal area do not hav e an wr itten comment s were received by the do provide reasonab ly accurate infor-adequate position fixing capability . This closing date, April 20, 1977. maMon ca a continuous basis. There -amendment would requ ire vessels enter- The corr ection to the notice of psw- lose, these hybrid systems are consid-ing U.S. navigable waters bound to or posed ru lemakin g on LORAN-C pub- ered to be adequate alternatives tofrom a U.S. port to have that capab ility. lished on February 17, 1977 (42 FR 9685) LORAJ (_~~. It must be remembered .

DATE : Comments must be received be- stated in part that a supplementar y no- hoveve.-, that all of the satellite systems
fore January 13. 1978. lice of proposed rulemaking setting forth now In use rely on the TRANSIT satel-

minimum atandards for acceptable lite. a military system which can beADDRESSES : Comments shoeld be sub.. LORAN-C receivers would be published aedifled or discontinued at any time.mitted to Commandant ( O-CMC/811 in the near future. After analyzing the Other rad io navigation systems are(COD 77—168) . U.S. Coast Guard , Wash- great number of respon ses to the notice, wider development which may meet the
Angton , D.C. 20590 . Comments will be the Coast Guard determined that an intent of this proposed rule. It is pro-available for examination at the Marine entirely new proposal should be pub- posed that the Coast Guard would con-Safety Council (G—CM C/8 1) , Room 8111. fished. Accordingly, the notice of pro- alder other receivers or receiver combi-
Department of Transportation . Nassif posed rulemaking (docket No. COD 77— nations which can be shown to meet the
Building, 400 Seventh Street SW., Wash- 002 published in the Janua ry 31, 1977 . intent of the marine navigation require-
ington . D.C. 20590. A copy of the eco- issue of the FeDZRA L REcIsTxR 42 FR ments for the U.S. CCZ regarding avail-
nomic evaluation from which the eco- 5966 1 , as corrected by the notice of ability , coverage , and accuracy as stated
nomic summa ry in this document is February 17 , 1977 (42 FR 9685 is hereby in the Na tional Plan for Naviga tion , as
taken is also available for examtxts. tion withdrawn. amei.ded . In considering other receivers .
at the above address. - Diacussios OF PROPOSED REGULATIONS the Coast Guard would seek to insure

that an equivalent level of navigationFOR FURTHER INFORMATION CON- Eighteen letters of comment were re- safety Is achieved.TACT : ceived which endorsed the proposal of The Coast Guard gave lengthy consid-
Capt. George K. Greiner , Marine Januar y 31 . 1977. Pro ponents included eratlon to the option of requiring an ac-
Safety Council (G—C MC/8 D , Room individuals, equipment manufacturers, curacy standard without specifying
8117, Department of Transportation , mariners, ship owners , ecology and con- equipment, The alternative was finally
Nassif BuildIng, 400 Seventh Street servation-oriente d groups , and govern- rejected for the reasons stated above and
SW., Wa shington , D.C. 20590. ment officials, because it would be impossible to enforce

SUPPLEMENTARY LNFORMAT ION; Sixteen conunenter s conc urred in the economically.
Interested persons are invited to par- need for an accurate offshore position- Thirteen commenter s reque sted that
ticipate in thia propssed rulemaking ~~ 

ing system, but objected to the require- the Coast Guard allow LORAN-A or
submitting written views , data, or argu- ment of a specific system , i.e., LORAN— A/C receivers in lieu of LORAN-C until
nient.s. Each person submitting a corn- C. They maintained that other ~~~~~~ the LORAN-A system is discontinu ed in
mer it should include his or her name and tion systems can serve equally well and 1*80. This was considered , but it is be-
addr ess, Identify this notice (COD 77— ~~~~ of LORAN—C would be an ~~~~~ . lteved that vessels of 1,600 gross tons or
168) and the specific section of the pro- necessary and redundant expense. Ten more need a more accurate positionin g
posal to which the comment applies , and more commenter s objected to the s~~~l.. capability than LORAN—A can provide.
give reaso ns for each comment. All corn- tic requirement of LORAN-C Without Five commenters mainta ined that the
ments received before the expir ation of commenting on the need for better post- level of accuracy attainable with
the comment period will be considered tion fixing. Six more pointed out that LORAN -C is not necessary until a yes-
beforø final action is taken on this pr o- requ irement of any ‘ national” system sel is within radar range of shore , where
posal. No additional public hearing ~ 

invites other sover eignt ies to require radar can provide an even more accu-
t’ianned but  (InC may be held at a time their O W L ) system , leading to a pro lilera- rate fix. This Is a subj ective opinion with

tion of dispa rate and In compatible sys- which (he Coast Guard does not agree.and ISinI e to be set in a later notice in (ems Many of the colnilsenters suggested Many coamUinea are poor radar tar eelst h e Pra yssi. Hsr ,stpi if stteli mect ing ~ that , r iuller tha n require a specific ~~ 
and prov ide ambiguous return s iii ts ’st

r t-q ’iset.’rt I I I  wr i t i n g  by an II Ite ft ,% ted ‘G e-  tern the Coast (Itui rd set .tisridards of MDFP ’OVt ’r v,a~els In con vergent ,. sr e’s.s
- i r ai- 11( 1! i I “OIIUIf ’  i’s’~I ii  and t” airin ~ ii avl ,ati , , utal  ai’rIIrsc y or eq u wrner t iwr - n.ag have to keep thi ’Ir single r. ,da r ~ ‘n

$ .
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PROPOSED RULES 59013

L proposed reguietlon does not requ ire staggered Intervals, Because the tank lions to be used and commanding the
WEAN-C In areas where covera ge does vessel segment of the industry Is some- receiver to start , no further act ion by
not exist, However , adequate coverage what smaller than the freighter segment , the operator is required to obtain tisne
now exists in almost all of the U.S. con- and because the ability to accurately difference informa tion.
(m ental CCZ, except In the Gulf of navigate tankers has assumed niw~h Manually assisted aitiomcUc acquf sl-
Mexico, where LORA N-C chains will be greater Importance of late. it is proposed tlon. In addition to the operations he
on the air In mid-1978, and on the Great that this segment of the Industry would performs for automat ic signal sequin-
Lakes, scheduled for February 1980. It is be required to comply with the regula- tion, the operator must insert~ or set, $
not prudent to deprive the greater part lions at the earliest time, such as 120 the secondary station course timing
of U.S. coastlines the protection provided days after publication of the rule. It Is nwnbera. No further action is required
by LORAN-C simply because some area s Proposed to require the remaining yes- by the operator.
do not have coverage yet. eels to comply one year after publ ication In consideration of the foregoing, It

Several individual comment ers rai sed of the rule. is proposed to amend Part 164 of Chapter
questions concerning the capabil ities of This proposal has been reviewed for I of Tit le 33 Code of Federei Regu la-
the LORAN-C system. Most of the ques- economic effects under Departm ent of tlons as follows :
tlons concern receiver capabilities, chart- Transportation “Policies to Improve
ing accuracy, and availab ility of Loran Analysis and Review of Regulations ” (41 ~ 

164.30 [Amended ]

signals. A modern LORAN-C receiver FR 16200) . The Coast Guard estimates 1. By stribii g, In ~ 164 .30, the section
which compiles with the minimwn that there would be no more than 500 ninribe r “ 164.35” and inserting the see-
standards set forth in this proposed reg- U.S. and 5,000 foreign flag vessels which tion number “ 164.41” in place thereof.
ulauon should be reliable and easily ad- might be affect ed by this rule. Of those, 2. By adding a new I 164.41 to read
justed . LORAN-C chains routinely It Is estimated that 50 percent of tJ. S, as follows :
achieve a 99.7-percent level of avallabil- and 20 percent of foreign flag vessels § ~~~~~~ Equ i pn icnt : Certain ses..cl- .
ity and the user Is adequately warned of already have a suitable electronic peel-
the brief periods of signal un reliabi lity tioning device installed. Therefore , ap- (a )  This section applies to vessels call-
by the “blink” feature. A LORAN-C proximately 250 U,8. and 4 ,000 foreign ing at POi~tS in the continental U.S. or
chart verification program bY the Fed- flag vessels would have to purchase and on the Gulf of Alaska. except—
c m l  government Is in progress to pro vide install the equipment. ( I ) V5SS51S not en~n.g5d in commerce
improv ed accuracy. Although the For the purpose of this analysis , It is and owned or bareboat chartered and
LORAN—C system is not perfect , it offers estimated that the average cost for In- opera ted by the UnIted States , by a State
a vast impr ovement in overal l position- stalled equipmen t would be $8,000 for or itS political subdivisions , or by a for-
ing capab ility In the U.S. CCZ when LORAN —C and $35 ,000 for satellite ! elm nat ion : and
compared with most other available sys- Omega hybrid receivers . Sate llite/dop- ~ 

2 t Vessels calling only at U.S. port-s
tems. pIer and satellIte /inertial systems cost on the Gulf of Mexico or on the Great

The Special Committee of the Radio considerably more than either of the Lakes are not required to meet para-
Technical Commission for Mar ine Serv- previously mentioned systems and there - graph P b ) of this section until LORAN-C
Ices (RTCM > is developing a Minimum f ore probably would not be purchased for thOSe areas Is declared oP erational
Pe rformance Specification MP8 for solely to comply with this regulation. by the U.S. Coast Guard .
Marine LORAN-C receivers. The Coast Therefore , for the purpose of this state- (5) Each vessel must ha ve—
Guard feels that proceeding with this rnent , only the LOR AN-C and satellite! ( 1)  A LORAN-C receiver that is war -
proposal Is too vital to the public Interest Omega hybrid systems are considered . ranted by the manufacturer as meetin g
to delay pupbl ication until the RTCM The depreciation period Is assumed to paragraph ‘C ) of this section;
Exec utive Committee has approved the be seven years and the installed cost ( 2) A continual update , satellite-based
MI’S. Persons desiring to comment would be passed to U.S. consumers In hybrid navigation receiver (i.e.. sate llite!
should be aware of the MPS and may seven equal increment s. The economic doppler . satellite/i nertia ) , or satellite,’
consider it a detailed standard against Impact on the U.S. economy for the firs t Omega) that is warranted by the manu-
which this proposal may be evaluated . year would be the Initial cost of the In- facturer as meeting par agra ph C d )  of
Moreover , the RTCM MI’S will contain stalled equipment for U.S. vessels , plus this section ; or
definitions , explanations , and test pre- a portion of the total cost to both U.S. (3 ) A receiver other than a LORAN- C
cedures which also may aid the pur- and foreign vessels which will be passed or satellite hybrid receiver that the Corn-

- , chaser, on to the U.S. consumers over the life mandant finds meets the intent of the -
The minimum standards set forth in of the equipment In the form of increased state ments of availability, coverage , and

the proposed new $ 164.41 C c ) and C d ) shipping rates , The initial coat of the accuracy for the U.S. Coastal Confluen ce
are those characteristics which will pr o- equipm ent to foreign vessels is not con- Zone (CCZ ) conta in~~. in the U.S. Dc-
vide for an adequate position fixing c-apa- sider ed a cost to the U.S. economy. partm ent of Trans port ation National
bility within the limits of the U.S. CCZ. The highest single year costs to the Pla n for Navigation (NTI S At) 741944 ) ,
A lesser device may not be capable of U.S. shipping Industry would be the first as amended. A person desiring a deter-
using the systems ’ full potential . It is year cost of $3, 350 ,000 for initial pur- mination by the Commandant on a re-
recognized that the “state-of-the-art” in chase and installation. First year total ceiver under this subparagra ph must
receiver electronics is evolving rapidly, impac t on the U.S. economy would be submit to Commandant (G—W /73) .
However , unless technological advances $ll ,5000,000. Total cost of complia nce Washin gton , D.C. 20590 , a written re-
make these standards marke dly obsole.s- to the U.S. economy over the seven year quest describing the receiver. The Corn-
cent , the Coast Guard would allow con- period would be $60 , 300, 000. mandant may require that the applicant
tinued use of receivers installed under Because of more accurate navigation, obtain and submit additional data and
these standards for a reasonable Period the benefits from having this equipment test results to establish the suitabilit y of
of time , installed include cost saving in vessel the receiver.

While the Coast Guard proposes to operation and the probability of fewer (c i  Each LORA N—C receiver must—
require an electronic position fixing de- vessel accidents This In turn could yield C l )  Have the capability of rejectin g at
vice on all vessels of 1 .600 gross tons or a reduction In inJuries and deaths . as least two near band sources of inter-
more that enter U.S. waters , it recog- well as savings in sear ch and rescue .ference ~ttI ~’es that a requir ement of th is nature coat,c . ship repair cost_c . and pollutio n 2 C Acqu ire the signal w ith
would place a sudden cur ve in man ia — i’n~t s a Automat ic signal (H (lU I! ~ t (It )  - or
~.4r to rc-rs ’ I-s pah ) I ILips ,,t cl ( (na ld caine  Tin’ fi ll ,w I it~ t.~ r uts ar c-’ used in the - I I ’  Ma n , inl l % ’ a n~lr- t ed an t .ena ( Il’  Sr —

, severe b~~’k log probier ,, Ai~ ’ort l h a g  Is- r I -u u I  StIoli u nil are c’s p1 at itied ti~~rc for ‘t i!’- i t  I ’l l  wh t i - I t  ii’ - used In t h i s  sulk i t  —
the C o a st O~ar i I  ‘rnpqw ~ that if the , hur lis  t C ’ ton mq’a, .~ t h a t  :, tier man ual er ,uj r
lSfl.fldfllPfl t is SItii I tPi t i will b,c , , ,p~.’ 4a ?05517 ’ - - i iu s - , l  f,. . q w ( I , f t o $ I  Aft e r  fl I ‘—I t inn i flht ‘f II ~r pr, •I~,r t ittie l,a- .e
• I V p 5 I I I P  fi,t pc, ’ of % P . ’ . I  .1 ‘ r i~~P r O  - “ ‘  ~~~~ i, I.p ’’iic lb. %a .‘ -i~~~ i~~- ‘ . t ( ’ , t  C I ’ , ‘p5’~~~~- i . ’ t 4 ) I ~ A ’4
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59014 PROPOSED RULES

C secondary signal to withIn 100 micro. shied or unreliable, and thne-dlfference word “radar ,” and before the word “gy-seconds, the receiver must automatically readings not yet reliable, rocompaas,”locate the master and secondary sig- (d) A hybrid satellite system must (Sec. 104, Stat. 427 (33 U.S.C. 1224); sec.
(3) AutomatiCally select correct (1) Automatic acquisition of the sat- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (46 U.S.C.

ground wave cycle on each signal; elite ~igna1s after IniU~l operator set-
(4) ContInuously track groundwave tlngs have been entered ; N0TZ.—Th. Coast Guard has determined

phase (cycle) on all pulses; (2) PosItion updates derived from theA thu docunent doss not oontain a ma- , 
-

(5) Automatically dIsplay 2 or more satellite InfOrmation obtained during ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~time difference readings, simultane. each satellite P555, and Order 11521, as amended , and 0MB CIrcular
ously or sequen tial ly, with a ~~~~out (3) A continuous tracking comple- A-107.
resolution of at least 0.1 microseconds mentary system which provides, In be-
and with data updates every 15 seconds tween satellite fixes , positIon update at Dated : November 8, 1977.
or less; and intervals of one minute or lees. B. L. Puss ’,(6) Automatically activate an alarm § 1U.53 [Amended ] Vice Admiral, U.S. Coas t Guard ,
for signal “bl1nk~” lost signal, signal be’-. 3. By adding In 1164,53(b) ~he words ActIng Corn nuzndant.
low usesble level, cycle selection dls- “radio navigation receivers,” af ter the I P’1~ Doc.77-32911 Piled ll—11-77;5 :46 ana l
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